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ABSTRACT

This report contains the full papers submitted to the Committee
on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) Workshop on
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) Applications and
Limitations held in Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA, on September 4
through 6, 1990.
The purpose of the Workshop was to provide an avenue for
discussions in the following areas: (1) current PSA results, (2)
current uses of PSA, (3) views on current limitations, (4) expert
opinion, and (5) low probability numbers. The papers contained
herein address these issues, along with several other related
topics.
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PREFACE

The Nuclear Energy Agency, an established group of the OECD based
in Paris, France, has a standing committee known as the Committee
for the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI). At its annual
meeting in November 1989, the CSNI decided to sponsor a workshop
on various facets of Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA). The
workshop, to be held in the United States in 1990, was to explore
recent results, current applications, methods and limitations,
and was to give special emphasis to the use of expert opinion and
to the generation and use of low probability numbers.
To facilitate this workshop, an organizing committee was formed
with one representative from the United states, Japan, Sweden,
Italy, and Germany. As is the custom, the host country
representative (US) provided the chairman function. The
organizing committee met in Paris in February 1990 to develop
more detail for the meeting and to prepare the announcement for
paper abstracts. After receiving the abstracts, the committee
met again, this time in Rome in May 1990, to review the papers,
and set the final agenda. The workshop convened in Santa Fe, New
Mexico in September 1990. About 86 people attended the three-day
session. There were 37 papers on the topics; these papers form
the bulk of this report.
Immediately following the workshop, the committee met to
deliberate on the report to be delivered to the CSNI (and another
committee of the NEA known as the Committee for Nuclear Reactor
Activities (CNRA» in November 1990. The committee was aided in
this respect by other experts under contract to the USNRC, and by
experts from the NRC. After generation of several drafts, an
interim report was sent to the members of NEA in mid-October
1990. The committee chairman delivered an oral summary in
November 1990. The final version of the committee report will be
issued in early 1991.
The executive summary of the committee report follows below. It
is believed that this is a fair summary of the workshop. The
reader should consult the complete papers as documented in this
report fur further detail.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This interim report has been prepared by the committee which
organized the PSA Applications and Limitations Workshop, which
was held under CSNI auspices on September 4-6, 1990 in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, USA. The workshop was the output of the decision
reached by the CSNI in its November 1990 meeting to further
examine the uses, results, and limitations of PSA, with special
attention to the use of expert opinion, and to the use of low
probability numbers.
At the workshop, there were two and one-half days of paper
presentations on the above topics, followed by a one-half day
panel discussion on broad PSA topics. On the basis of the
papers, the attendant discussions, and the panel session, the
workshop committee extracted the important aspects and then
prepared summaries and conclusions. The summary statements,
provided in more detail in the report, are:

Results:
Core damage frequencies as calculated by today's methods span
a wide range, from 10(-3) to 10(-7) per year. Some of the more
dominant factors contributing to core damage are: other than
full power events, human error, support system dependencies,
the intersystem LOCA (emphasized because of its risk
importance), and external events.
Uses:
PSA is a valuable tool for improvement of reactor safety. It
is also an important auxiliary to conventional deterministic
licensing tools. The current limitations in PSA do not
inhibit use in plant safety assessment.
Limitations:
PSAs can and should account for common cause failures, human
errors, and should depict uncertainties. An external peer
review of a PSA is desirable for placing in context the main
points of the PSA.
Expert Opinion:
Expert opinion can be used in PSA. Use should be well
documented and justified. Adequate guidance for its use has
been developed and should be used.
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THE ACTIVITIES OF THE

OECD NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY IN

RISK ASSESSMENT

"An Overview Paper"
for presentation at the

NEA Workshop on Applications and Limitations
of Probabilistic Safety Assessment

by
P. M. Herttrich

CHAIRMAN OF PRINCIPAL
WORKING GROUP 5: RISK ASSESSMENT

Federal Ministry for Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear Safety, FRG

Abstract

Principal Working Group 5, Risk Assessment, of the OECD Nuclear
Energy Agency was established in 1983. Nine meetings have been
performed using the two to meeting days given to the group annually
to organize its work and to discuss results.

A regular activity of PWG 5 is the compilation of the current status
of PSA-programmes in member countries. In the area of PSA-methodology
level-1-PSA's have been reviewed. The use of operational experience
for the assessment of human reliability in PSA's has been evaluated.
Currently a reference paper on the state of the art in specific
areas likes dependencies, human errors, time dependent phenomena,
external events and uncertainties is developed.

While the role of quantitative results and safety goals has always
been a topic of more of less controversial discussion, PWG 5
concentrates on pragmatic technical applications of PSA results and
insights of level-1-PSA's for the assurance and improvement of
NPP-Safety: PSA as an aid to safety management and living PSA-
applications.

In addition now also the use of PSA of the containment system per-
formance for the improvement of accident prevention and mitigation
is under consideration.
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1. Establishment and Mandate of PWG 5: Risk Assessment
The OECD Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy decided in

October 1980 to undertake a fundamental review of the orientation
and objectives of the whole NEA programme.

At the November 1981meeting the Committee on the Safety of
Nuclear, installations to its usual review of NEA activities in the
field of nuclear safety, discussed in detail its overall strategy
and priorities. CSNI decided that the cornerstones of its co-operative
programme should continue to be Working Groups and Groups of Experts,
State-of-the-Art reports, Specialist Meetings, and in particular
International Standard Problems (ISPs).

It was decided that the bulk of current CSNI activities on water
reactor safety was restructured under five Principal Working Groups
(PWGs) :

Principal Working Group 1: Operational Experience and Human
Factors

Principal Working Group 2:

Principal Working Group 3:
Principal Working Group 4:

Principal Working Group 5:

Transients and Breaks (now:
Prevention and control of In-vessel
Accidents)
Primary Circuit Integrity
Source Term and Environmental
Consequences (now: Confinement of
Accidental Releases)
Risk Asssessment.

The main task of the five principal Working Groups is to
synthesize technical understanding and consensus reached on the basis
of detailed results obtained from task-oriented, short-term activities
in their fields:

review all work in their respective fields (including that being
conducted outside the OECD framework);
develop reference papers (state-of-the-art papers, review papers)
for the benefit of CSNI;
give attention to the work needing to be done and relating this
to the research capability available in Member countries;
make clear recommendations to CSNI for activities it should
sponsor (the Committee itself will then assign priorities); and
advise CSNI on the usefulness of holding Specialist Meetings on
well-defined topics.
The formation of PWG 5 was deferred until 1983 after the four

other Groups were fimly established.
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The terms of reference of PWG 5 are:
"to deal with the technology and methods of identifying factors
contributing to risk and assessing their importance, and
exchange information on current research. The Group will receive
input from the four other Principal Working Groups with a view
to developing a common understanding of the different approaches
to risk assessment now being developed."

The following specific aspects of risk analysis and safety goals
were considered as being particularly worthy of pursuing:
Risk analysis:

Discuss and compare technology and methods, in use and under
development, for indentifying dominant contributors to risk
(e.g. analyzing operating experience to derive frequencies of
event sequences);
discuss and compare methods, in use and under development, for
calculating the occurrence frequencies of initiating events and
the failure probabilities of the systems required for
controlling an accident (e.g. reliability studies, since
operating experince is normally inadequate for evaluating the
reliability of the systems directly; and probabilistic risk
asssessment, which seeks to establish the quantitative relation-
ship between likelihood and damage);
exmine particular aspects of probabilistic risk assessment
(these could include questions related to severs accidents,
external events such as earthquakes and hurricanes, accident
consequence modelling, human factors such as design errors and
operator errors), and to investigate the sensitivity of risk
assessments to uncertainties in data and methods (notably
through international benchmark problems);
develop a common understanding of the different approaches to
risk assessment now being developed, notably of the use of PRA
techniques as an aid in safety decision-making in the following
areas:

priorities in safety research programmes;
guidance on the optimization of plant design, operation,
and maintenance;

identify urgent problems, and advise CSNI,
Safety goals

exchange information on national efforts to develop safety
goals, and on the use of PRA techniques in conjection with
quantitative safety goals (including preliminary views on the
roles of PRA and safety goals in licensing);
identify areas of consensus and areas of disagreement, and
advise CSNI.
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2. Working progamme of PWG 5

After the first review of the current state of PSA and PRA
PWG 5 three principal tasks for 1984 were endorsed by CSNI:

Task 1:
Task 2:

Task 3:

Critical Review of level-1 PRA
Survey of the Applications made of the Results of
Probabilistic Safety Analyses of Nuclear Power plants
Role of Human Intervention in the Prevention and Mitigation
of Severe Accidents

Based on the results of these tasks and taking actual limita-
tions of PSA/PRA methods -- data and resources -- into account, the
following conclusions were drawn for the further development of
approaches to systematic PSA/PRA applications during the plant's
lifecycle:
a) Development of a common technical understanding and of prin-

ciples for stepwise implementation of probabilistic approaches
into the regulator practice:

principles and methods for the ranking of initial events
and event sequences and for the assignment of safety limits
and performance criteria for design purposes;
approaches, methods and criteria for the selection and ana-
lysis of event sequences and safety functions which can be
considered as representative of "sufficient reliability"
and "well balancedness" for design and licensing purposes;
principles and approaches to the review of safety require-
ments against new information.

b) Development of a common technical understanding of the use of
PSA/PRA information to support operating plants: '~\

principles, approaches and methods for the improve~e~t of
technical specifications (LCOs, AOTs, STIs);
approaches to the feedback of operational experience to
review parameters, assumptions, results and methods of
former probabilistic safety assessments;
principles and approaches to optimise plant reliability and
maintain plant safety during plants' lifecycles.

c) Development of guidelines to increas applicability of PSA/PRA
methods and results:

guidelines for analysis to make PSA/PRA information more
applicable to potential users;
common technical understanding of the importance of the
limitations and weaknesses of probablistic methods for the
applications in decision making processes of:

12



common mode failures
human failures
uncertainties and completeness
conservative or best estimate assumptions.

The pragmatic use of PSA outlined in the above conclusions
benefits from an emphasis in presentation on the logical and enginee-
ring reasons for PSA-insights as against on emph~sis on numerical
probabilities. Many PSA insights, and the decisions based on them,
can be handled on the gounds that logical features of the PSA results
imply adequacy or inadaquacy of safety without recourse to the final
numerical probabilistic quantification.

Nevertheless the different approaches to the use of numbers
generated by PSA and PRA have been discussed intensively but contro-
versial in PWG 5: the concepts of acceptable risk and risk
comparisons, cut off limits, safety goals or the concept of using
reliability values to characterize the current state of art of safety
technology. As these issues are closely related to political and
societal questions and raise interesting problems of completeness,
uncertainty and meaning, satisfying solutions can hardly be expected.

The common understanding of PWG therefore was logic and enginee-
ring first, numbers later.

The PWG 5 working programmes concentrated on the following
safety issues related to operating plants.
Task 5: Human Reliability in Probabilistic Safety Assessments

To treat the very important problem of human reliability in
probabilistic risk assessment, an extensive use of operating
experience is necessary.

PWG 5 suggests several fiels in which improvements would be
particularly interesting:

more detailed and complete reports of incidents involving human
factors, especially with informations related to the use of
procedures, the timing and the recovery process,
collection of data issued from simulator observations,
establishment of models validated by these data, and also
studies concerning the differences between simulator and real
operation.

Task 7: PSA as an Aid to NPP-Safety Management

Two reports have been prepared. One report based on utilities
replies in a questionaire on the extent to which plant safety
management makes use of PSA-techniques. The other report presents
examples of experience with PSA and discusses the insights from these
examples. These reports have influenced strongly the further work of
PWG 5.
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3. PSA an an Aid to NPP Safety Management (task 7)
Plant safety management tasks - when supported and guided by

PSA techniques - can be divided into two categories and defined as
follows:

Supervision of the actual safety or risk level of a plant over
its lifetime, based on the initial plant layout. For this
purpose, plant-specific PSA can be used, e.g. to compare
reliability parameters of safety systems with actual plant
parameter. This activity is called reliability assurance.
Furthermore it can be used to identify safety-important para-
meters and to supervise them against any deviations.
Evaluation of any modification, either planned or compulsive,
through plant experience. For this purpose, PSA should be
reevaluated for assessing system modifications.

In practice, plant safety management decisions are based on
engineering judgement, safety design principles and (for special
tasks) PSA methods.

In order to obtain broad information on different types of PSA
application in plant management systems a questionnaire was developed
in accordance with various types of safety management tasks:
Plant shut-down during plant operation, due to component failure in
safety systems; plant start-up after scheduled revisions or after an
abnormal plant shut-down, for checking if all safety systems are
intact; Safeguarding maintenance activities: organisation of
maintenance, protection safeguarding by maintenance of the system
and its surroundings, system commissioning after maintenance,
including adequate system test; Safety-relevant system modification;
Operator reponse to abnormal events; Use of data feedback and
reviewing the efficiency of quality assurance (QA); Surveillance test
procedures of safety systems and components; Preventive maintenance
for reliability assurance.

Those utilities which are familiar with the PSA technique and
have their plant-specific PSA available have already made externsive
use of this technique, e.g. to set priorities on back-fitting
measures and to optimise plant modifications.

The exchange of experience by the use of the questionnaire also
contributed to the extension of knowledge on potential applications.

In the second report specific examples of systematic PSA-appli-
cations for safety management were described and insights gained were
discussed in PWG 5. The following general conclusions have been
drawn:

The application of PSA provides plant management with a general
systems engineering tool which generates insights not readily
available from the traditional deterministic safety and
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licensing analyses. While some of these insights derive from
probabilistic evaluation, the majority do not, but simply arise
from the systematic yet unprejudiced nature of the PSA proce-
dures. Some of the most important new insights have been derived
from the integrated model of plant system behaviour and operator
actions which PSA can create.

The existence of a PSA capability within a plant operator's
organization provides for a logical framework of regulatory
discussion and negotiation to be created. Furthermore, this
framework is plant-specific, and can thus be used for plant-
specific evaluation and more logical resolution of generic
safety issues.

The benefits derived by plant operators are generally greatest
when there is a full commitment to development and maintenance
of an internal PSA capability, with minimal dependence on
outside experts except for an initial technology transfer phase.
Although such commitments are quite expensive, those who have
undertaken them are generally of the opinion that the benefits
more than compensate.

The application of PSA to an existing plant has always resulted
in the identification of effective ways of achieving plant
safety, and has thus contributed to the overall effectiveness
of plant operation.

Therefore, PWG 5 commes to the unambiguous conclusion that the
implementation of PSA as an aid to nuclear power plant safety manage-
ment is directly beneficial to those implementing it in support of
their plant designs or operations, and to all those concerned to
ensure nuclear plant safety. The reduction in frequencies of severe
incidents and accidents which results brings benefits to the
industry as a whole.

4. PSA-Programmes in Member Countries

PWG 5 practices a continuous exchange of information an status
and trends of national PSA programmes in Member countries. This
information is compiled CSNI-reports (report no. 172, Dec. 1989).

The programme development, status and outlook is reported
country by country. The studies performed are presented in form of
tables indicating the plant analysed, the analysing team, date of
starting and completion, methods or procedure guides used as well as
the goal of the analysis, the insights or results and the applica-
tions made.

Until now about 50 PSAs of at least level 1 have been reported.
Most countries have required PSAs for all their plants. Currently
the status report should be extended by information on the formal
requirements or commitments and by references how to perform and
review PSAs.
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5. Quantitative Safety Guidelines in Member Countries

In continuation of its regular discussions, the role of
quantitative safety guidelines (QSG) in conjunction with regulation,
design, licensing and operation will be presented in an overview
document (Task 4).

Current evaluation of replies confirmed, that if QSG should have
any meaning, their assumptions and boundary conditions must be well
defined.

As the numerical results of the probabilistic calculations which
are to be compared to the QSG are sensitive to many factors,
including the exact damage state to which they relate, the scope of
the analysis, the models and data bases used and the procedures
utilized, the QSG is a valid measure of safety only for that defined
set of factors on which it is based.

For this reason it seems a more cautious approach to view a
QSG as a required level of index of safety rather than to treat it as
the true expression of the acceptable or tolerable level of the
residual risk from the operation of a facility.

In general QSGs are stated vaguely and refer to "best
estimates". In these cases they must be intepreted in the context of
the PSA under consideration.

In general, the regulatory requirements in most of the 13
countries included in the survey are deterministic, aided to limited
extent by probabilistic ones. The most commonly used probabilistic
requirements/rules refer to cut-off values for the consideration of
external initiating events and dose vs. frequency limitations
(except for BDBA) .

No country has introduced yet a full hierarchical system of
QSGs.

With regard to specific QSGs, in general the values set for
them by different countries fall into a relatively narrow range,
however the similarity may be more apparent than real due to
possible differences in definitions, PSA scope, models and data
bases used and calculational procedures employed.

Regarding the uses of PSA in the different OECD countries the
survey is instructive. The main uses are comparative like the
identification of major contributors to risk or the detection of
design weaknesses. PSA is also widely used as an aid to safety
management. Only a few countries indicated that they use PSA to
demonstrate compliance with QSGs - in the majority of these the
relevant QSGs are on the system level.

Because of the large uncertainties in PSA results, particularly
if they refer to risks at the public health level, many countries
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found advisable to define QSGs as targets and not as acceptance
criteria.

6. PSA of the Containment System Performance

Although the basic framework and methods of Probabilistic Safety
and Risk Assessment have been well established, the analysis of
Level-2 (containment and source terms) is an area where state-of-the-
art analysis demands high levels of expert resources. Even when these
high levels of resources are applied, containment and source term
analysis produces results with high levels of uncertainty. This has
recently been demonstrated by the NRC report NUREG-1150 which has
been discussed in PWG 5.

Therefore, given that LWR safety is primarily a matter of
preventing severe core damage, and given also the acknowledged
difficulties of containment analysis in severe core damage or core
melt accidents, it is legitimate to ask "What are the purposes of
this containment analysis?" as exemplified by Level-2 PSA studies.

In line with the approach of PWG 5 towards the use of level-1-
PSA as an aid to safety management, PSAs of the containment system
performance are considered as an aid to accident management. This
seems to be a beneficial and appropriate way to make use of
phenomenological and source term knowledge not available, when the
containment system of currently operating plants were designed.

The purpose of the respective level 2 analyses is therfore not
to give quantitative estimates of source terms for typical accident
scenarios. The objective is an in-depth understanding of the
performance of the containment systems under severe accident
conditions to assure appropriate preventive measures for optimal
systems availability, to remove design specific vulnerabilities and
to care for additional equipment for accident management.

The typical LWR containment is usually the largest and most
expensive "safety system" on the plant, and is subject to similar
standards of design, maintenance and monitoring as safety systems
which protect the core.

The way in which the containment works is simple and quite
diverse from the ways in which core protection systems work. It is
thus a further diverse defence for the environment and its simplicity
and passive operation make it relatively immune from the type of
human error which have caused historical reactor accidents.

Therefore containment analysis has to provide support for this
favourable characteristics of LWR containment. It will be helpful
if it can:

demonstrate a deterministic capability of the containment to
contain the more probable core melt scenarios, particularly
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those which may arise from human errors. The absence of low
probability severe phenomenology should be an acceptable
assumption for such deterministic analysis.
be coupled with accident management schemes which are designed
to maximise the containment performance in severe core damage
accidents, by steering situations towards those which are
deterministically containable, and eliminating or reducing the
chances of low probability severe phenomenology.

demonstrate that successfully contained accidents have very
little impact on the environment.

It is expected that the essential insights gained can be handled
on the grounds of the logical and engineering features of the PSA
results without recourses to the final numerical probabilistic
quantifications.

Again: Logic and engineering first, numbers laters.

The work of PWG 5 has been initiated this year. A first state of
the art report can be expected next year.

7. state-of-the-Art of Level 1 PSA Methodology (Task 9)

Level-1 PSA methodology has developed gradually since WASH 1400
and much progress has been achieved by practical applications and
research. Some problematic issues still remain and need more
efforts in improving practical and theoretical aspects:

analysis of dependencies: common couse initiators, systems
interactions, common cause failures
human errors
time dependent phenomena: aging, time-dependent success
criteria, multi-phased missions
external events: fires, floods, earthquakes
uncertainty: data uncertainty, interpretation of operating
experience, modelling uncertainty incompleteness.

Based on recent PSAs and progress a report of the state-of-the-
art shall be elaborated by five small subgroups.

8. Living PSA for NPp-Safety Management

PWG 5 continues to give first priority to the use of PSA to
support safe operation and prevention of accidents. Therefore most of
its ressources are spent on task 10: "Living PSA for NPP Safety
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Managemen t" •

A report has been drafted elaborating an integral approach to
the implementation of a living PSA programme for individual nuclear
power plants:

Motivational factors behind a living PSA-programme
Programme characteristics important to success
programme structures and requirements
tools for living PS'A
data acquisition and evaluation
psa documentation and quality as~surance
special area of living PS:A-appli.cat'ion:
technical specificati.ons.

8.1 Many different appl,ications of living PSA programmes have been
obs'erved:

Monitor'ing safe,ty systems performance against set reliability
targets:
Optimd,zation.o,f Technic'al Specif'ications,. maintenance, and
tescting,of equipment
Id'entif'ication and optimization of critical aperating procedures
(Whuman factors" management)
Identification of design weaknesses
Design optimization during construction
Screening of proposed design changes
"Systems engineering" applications
"Issue-balancing" integratian of plant ar modifications
Priaritizatian of critical activities
Modifications to allowable outage times to' support continued
operation
Justifications far continued operation
Sensibilizing management to risk dominant plant issues
Prioritizing resaurces for a given plant and among plants
within a utility
Training Optimization
Support af Accident Management

The benefits users have recognized can be summarized as support
to the resolutian af the cantinuous tension between objectives of
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economic power production and safety:

during plant operations
improvements of procedures and technical specifications
improved equipment availability
improvements in operator performance

for the internal decision making process
prioritization of plant modifications
elimination of ineffective changes
operational strategies

for communications with regulators
Support of regulatory interaction
modification of ineffective requirements
enhanced credibility

Also problems and limitations have been recognized: Until now
there are only few examples of natured, effective living PSA-
programmes. The main reasons are, that PSAs usually are performed
by teams remote from plant operation and support groups. Due to
too many "trees" and "numbers" the strength and usefulness has not
been visible to operators and management. The credibility of PSA-
approaches has been undermined by examples of too time-consuming
and too costly studies presenting too many numbers associated with
too large uncertainties.

A living PSA-programme therefore needs sufficient development
and demonstration time.

8.2 The following characteristics important to success have been
identified:

Regulatory stimulus
Senior management intent and advocacy
Emphasis on engineering insights
Engineering quality of PSA-team and models
Applicational frame work: communication, procedures for
cooperation, decision making
Adequate location of PSA team in organization

8.3 In the report programme structures and requirements will be
treated in great detail: the PSA model requirements, the PSA-appli-
cation framework and also the decision making framework.
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While living PSA-programmes evaluate current configuration,
practices and experience as well as proposed changes to give
recommendations a structure and criteria are needed for decision
making

Management of changes? What are the appropriate decision
making levels according to the safety relevance of the
changes under consideration?

Prioritization of changes? How can a logical and balanced
allocation of ressources be achieved?

Conflict resulution in regulated area? How to proceed if PSA
recommendations are not compatible with deterministically
imposed regulatory requirements?

The report will try to give pragmatic and practicable answers.

Summary and Outlook

Experience has proven that PSA is a very useful tool to
investigate, assess and decide NPP safety issues provided, more
weight is given to qualitative and relative insight regarding
design and operations rather than to absolute magnitudes of
numbers.

The successful control of NPP-risks is not a question of
calculating small numbers but it is the continuous commitment to
manage successful all safety and risk relevant factors. PSA is
one additional but necessary tool for these management tasks.

Discussing PSA-limitations associated with very small numbers
below 10-7 per year is misleading. It still needs to be assured by
plant specific analyses, that safety levels of currently operating
plants are continuously better than 10-4 per year for the occurence
of beyond design base plant conditions and it still needs to be
checked that containments have no dominant vulnerabilities under
severe accident conditions.

A pragmatic and practicable approach to PSA-applications is
needed, logic and engineering first numbers later. And this is
the objective that PWG 5 of OECD has been and will in future be
working for.
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INSIGHTS OF PSA STUDIES MADE FOR OPERATING
NUCLEAR POWER. STATIONS IN FINLAND

Jukka Laaksonen, Reino Virolainen
Department of Nuclear Safety,

Finnish Centre for Radiation and
Nuclear Safety, Helsinki, Finland

1 INTRODUCTION

In 1984 the Finnish regu-
latory authority (STUK) required
the utili ties to make plant
speci fic PSA studies for each
plant. It was also strongly
recommended that most of the
work be made by plant personnel.
This advice was well observed
by both utilities.

Resul ts of level 1 PSA
studies were submi tted for
regulatory review in June 1989.
Only internal initiating events,
including loss-of-offsi te power
and human errors, were considered
at this stage. Each study took
an effort of 12 to 20 manyears.

A thorough regulatory review,
about two manyears per plant,
is currently underway, and will
cause some changes in the initial
results of the studies.

The utili ties are continuing
their PSA work with the fire
and flood analysis, and then
with the analysis of risks during
start-up and shutdown conditions.

As soon as a level 1 PSA
study has been reviewed, and a
common understanding of the
models and data has been reached
between the utility and the
STUK, this "basic PSA version"
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will be the first element of a
living PSA. The second element
is a user friendly PSA code that
can rapidly run through the
quanti tati ve part of the study and
thus easily indicate the influence
of any deviation from the basic
version. The third element is
plant specific data collection
and processing system. The living
PSA for the first plant is
expected to be fully operational
sometimes next year. The first
use of the living PSA will be
the safety assessment of proposed
plant modifications and a
systematic re-evaluation of
Technical Specifications.

2 PSA FOR TVO PLANT

2.1 TVO design features

TVO plant has two almost
identical BWR units of 735 MW
gross electrical power. It was
designed and supplied by Asea-Atom
from Sweden.

TVO plant has four redundant
trains in all important safety
systems, and in most situations
one train is adequate to provide
the required safety function.
Each train, including its con-
trols, electrical power supply,
cooling, and heat transfer to
the ultimate heat sink, is inde-
pendent from the other trains.



Also the physical separation
between the different trains is
good. However, within a set of
subsystems several safety
functions are dependent on the
same support functions, and
these dependencies have been
included in the models. In the
models a parameter choice has
been made where the fourth
redundancy provides only a minor
decrease in the system unavaila-
bility.

In the TVO study a core
damage is postulated when the
water level decreases below the
top of the core (a successfully
terminated large break LOCA
would not uncover the core top).
The time available for operator
actions is thus estimated in
somewhat conservative manner.

TVO design is similar to
Forsmark 1 & 2 in Sweden, with
exception that its power is only
80 % of the respective power of
Forsmark. Most components used
at the two plants are identical
because they were purchased and
fabricated together. This makes
the safety systems of TVO somewhat
overdimensioned, in comparison
with the respective systems in
Forsmark. Thus one could expect
the core damage frequency of TVO
not to be higher than that of
Forsmark.However, the preliminary
resul ts of TVO indicated 4
times higher frequency in
comparison with the Forsmark
results. We believe the difference
is caused by more detailed evalu-
ation of dependencies, common
cause failures and human failures
in the TVO study.
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2.2 Methods and results
The TVO PSA was accomplished

almost entirely by the plant
personnel which performed all
basic work related to the plant
and system models, acquisition
of basic information and
familiarization of the plant. A
brief but efficient basic
education on risk analysis methods
made the personnel able to carry
out the failure mode and effect
analyses (FMEA) and fault free
analyses. The TVO reliability en-
gineers, however, worked out the
final reliability models and
carried out the solutions of the
models. The contractors were
used only for some special points
of the PSA such as CCF analysis
and human error analysis .
NUREG/CR-2728 (IREP) PSA
procedures guide was partly used
as a support in selecting methods
and Forsmark 3 and Barseb~ck
PSAs were used as refence studies.

In the basic selection of
initiating events the TVO PSA
resorts to the references given
in the PSA procedures guide
NUREG/CR-2300, in the so called
EPRI initiating event list and
in the PSA studies such as WASH-
1400, Millstone and Limerick.
The final selection, however,
was based on the operating
experiences of the TVO and
Swedish plants of similar type,
Forsmark 3 and Barseb~ck 1. The
final list of initiating events
were divided into three LOCA
(large, medium, small) and five
transient categories such as
reactor scram, loss of heat
sink, loss of feedwater and heat
sink, loss of off site power and
ATWS.



In the plant modelling a
principle of small event trees
and large fault trees were used.
The headings of event trees were
defined on the level of front
line systems which due to the
chosen method need not to be
independent of each other. In
other words, the distinct safety
functions can have common support
systems in the models, a feature,
which facilitates the systems
modelling. The best estimate
success cri teria for safety
systems were provided by Swedish
thermal hydraulic programs Coblin
and Bison. In some points,
however, conservative FSAR
analyses were used as well. The
sensitivity analyses evidenced
however, that the best estimate
and FSAR criteria pose no substan-
tial difference on the results.

For the systems modelling the
detailed failure mode and effect
analyses were drawn up. Swedish
SUPER TREE program was an
essential tool for the thorough
fault tree analysis made. The
search for failure causes went
deep into the system details.
For example, the unavailability
of electronics cards were
analyzed. To standardize the
modelling efforts in the fault
tree analysis a so called general
component model was used. This
implies that the reasons leading
to the loss of component functions
were incorporated in the component
level. The component model was
divided into five distinct parts
as follows

random failures of component
lacking or incorrect control
of component
lack of power supply (control
or actuation)
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unavailability due to testing
and maintenance comprising
the contributions of
disconnection times and of
components left in wrong
position. The systematic
maintenance errors were
included as well (CCFs)
functional and unrevealed
dependencies.
In the TVO PSA much effort

was put into the identification
of dependencies and the root
causes were analyzed by great
care. The dependencies were
divided into 8 categories such as

planned systems dependencies
operation and maintenance
related dependencies
room related dependencies
special dependencies of
electrical systems
special dependencies of plant
protection systems
initiating event related
dependencies
rest dependencies (unidenti-
fied)
special phenomena.
In the identification of

dependencies, methods of different
type such as detailed fault tree
analysis, FMEA, dependency matrix,
walk trough and think trough
analyses, CCF analysis of testing
and maintenance, room mapping
and identification lists were
used.

The modelling of dependencies
was made by detailed fault tree
analyses as to the functional
dependencies and by parametric
CCF models (extended fi-factor
method) as to the unidentified
rest CCFs. The parameters for 2-,
3- and 4- fold CCFs were assigned
for several specific component



types based on the generic
information because the operating
experiences from Nordic nuclear
power units of similar type were
insufficient.

The human activities form a
significant part of TVO PSA.
The contribution of human actions
to risk is especially highlighted
in the PSAs of such plants as
TVO composed of multiredundancy
safety systems.

The potential maintenance and
testing errors were dealt with
in context of systems analysis.
For error identification, the
preventive maintenance program
during plant operation, and the
tests according to Tech. Specs.
were ini tially evaluated in
brain storming sessions led by a
human error specialist and
attended by experienced operating
and maintenance staff (supervisory
level). The identified errors
were then classified based on
their importance, and those
considered significant were
modeled. The single errors were
quantified with support of ASEP
data (ref. 1) and the multiple
errors wi th the MSF model
(ref.2) .

The analysis of operator
errors during an accident was
structured as a part of the
event tree analysis by SHARP
method (ref. 3). To assign the
diagnosis error probabilities
the HCR model (ref. 4) supported
by ASEP-model (ref. 1) was mainly
used.

The HCR model is a mathe-
matical correlation describing
human reliability which includes
time dependence and differences
in cogni tive processing. A key
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ingredient of the model is the
concept advanced by Rasmussen to
classify human cognitive pro-
cessing into three types de-
signated as skill-based, rule-
based and knowledge-based. To
take into account different
influence factors, correlation
coefficients for operator
experience, stress level and
quality of operator/plant
interface are used. The values
of the coefficients in different
situations are given in the model.

The HCR model was used
separately by the utility and
their consultant. Also STUK made
some comparative calculations with
the model. The results of the
calculations made by different
organizations deviated very much
from each other.

It was found out that the
choice of the type of the human
cognitive processing (the
Rasmussen classification, ref.
5) has a substantial effect on
the results and that this choice
cannot always be made easily.
The median time for task comletion
has to be known precisely when
using the model. This usually
requires simulator exercises. In
TVO case this was not possible,
because the plant specific
simulator was commissioned only
after completing the study.

The correlation coefficients
used in the model do not
adequately take into account
different factors that influence
operator behaviour. Also the
proposed values for the
coefficients are based only on
judgement and limited simulator
data and cannot be applied as
such in Finnish conditions.
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As a part of its review work,
STUK has decided to use also
other models in the quantification
of operator errors. A preliminary
decision has been made to use a
combination of the latest model
used in the IPE program (ref. 6)
and an applied SLIM approach
(refs. 7 and 8).

The majority of reliability
data used in the TVO PSA were
originated from the plant specific
operating experience, the sta-
tistical analysis of which was
made by Bayesian method. However
in some points where plant
specific data were poor or
nonexisting, the data of the
Swedish ATV data bank inherited
from the TVO's fellow units were
applied. Only in some few points
such as CCF analysis of unidenti-
fied dependencies between compo-
nents the generic data had to be
used. It turned out that in

these points not even the
operating experience of all
Nordic NPPs was extensive enough
for fixing the CCF parameters of
3- and 4- fold failures.

The quantification of fault
trees were made by the RELVEC
and SETS codes. To resolve the
extremely detailed fault trees
some reduction was needed prior
to the computation times became
reasonably short. The computation
of the whole event tree simul-
taneously was not even possible
after reduction but the compu-
tation was carried out sequence
by sequence.

The calculated mean frequency
of core damage was 4 x 10-5/year.
Taking into account only statisti-
cal uncertainties, the error is
smaller than by factor 3, with
better than 90 % confidence. The
frequency was distributed between
the various initiating events as
follows:

Initiating number of totalevent accident contribu-
sequences tion to

core
damage
frequency

loss of condenser 27 53 %

loss of offsite power 21 19 %

small LOCA 9 17 %

loss of main FW 23 8 %

medium LOCA 9 4 %

large LOCA 5 0.09 %
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2.3 Main observations and lessons
learned from the study

Significant decrease in the
core damage risk would result if
the instrumentation and controls
of the condenser could be made
more reliable, and consequently
the transients initiated by loss
of condenser would be less fre-
quent.

The CCF analysis suggests
that increased diversity of
components would upgrade the
availability in several systems
such as the reactor coolant
pressure relief system, residual
heat removal system, end relays
of reactor protection system and
automatic disconnection and
reswitching system in conjunction
with the chainover of the diesel
generators.

The electrical supply system
as a whole seems to be too compli-
cated. It is composed of an
excessi ve number of voltage
levels and busbars and contains
complex circumferential depen-
dencies between DC and AC systems.
The number of components is
high, which in itself increases
the number of failure combina-
tions. One of the most signifi-
cant design weaknesses is incorpo-
rated in the dependencies between
diesel generators (DG) and sup-
porting DC systems. The start
up of a DG is directly dependent
on three distinct DC systems
(batteries) with respective
voltage levels of 440 V, 110 V
and 24 V, i.e. a failure in one
DC system prevents the start of
DG. Because the failures between
different trains are possible
e.g. due to maintenance, this
results in high unavailability
to the whole DG system. The
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charging system for batteries
also suffers from less satis-
factory design because the
function of the charging system
(AC) is dependent on the
batteries to be charged.

Third significant DC depen-
dency is associated with the
automatic disconnection and
reswitching system of DG busbar.
The unavailability of disconnec-
tion signal, dropping the users
away from the DG busbar after
the loss of offsite power, is
high due to a dependence on DC
system (110 V).

In the new BWR concept the
electrical system is far less
complicated than at TVO. Less
voltage levels, less dependencies
and less components characterize
the new design. The failure
sensitive rotating converters do
no longer exist in new BWR design
but all DC is made by thyristor
rectifiers and all DC busbars
are connected to UPS system too.

A need for change in the
maintenance of the ECC systems
was found during the PSA study.
Maintenance of an ECC subsystem
during operation should be made
so that the high pressure safety
injection and the low pressure
safety injection are not made
inoperable at the same time
(according to Tech. Specs.,
preventive maintenance can be
done in each of the four subsys-
tems and their respective support
systems for 3 days in one year).
The reason is that in most situ-
ations they can replace each
other and provide additional
diversity.

Operating procedures and
other instructions, supported by



appropriate training, were found
necessary to ensure correct
operator actions after complete
loss of certain engineered safety
features during accidents. These
include instructions for:

refilling of the ECC water
storage tanks and the
condenser,
connection of electrical
power supply from the diesel
busbars of the neighbour
unit,
residual heat removal through
the buildings heating system
to a diverse heat sink,
manual depressurization from
the relay rooms.
In the course of the study,

the participating maintenance
staff developed a number of
improved maintenance and testing
approaches to eliminate potential
human errors in these activities.
3 PSA FOR LOVIISA PLANT
3.1 Loviisa design features

Loviisa plant has two PWR
units of 465 MW gross electrical
power. The nuclear steam supply
system was supplied by Atomenergo-
export from USSR. The plant is a
unique combination of Soviet and
western technology, and some
systems are quite different from
the western PWR's. However, all
engineered safety features
typical for a modern large PWR
are found.

The safety systems have been
divided in two redundant parts
with a fair physical separation
between the redundancies. Within
each redundancy, most of the
active components are doubled.
Thus there are four diesel
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generators and four 100 % pumps
for all safety functions.

A lot of original development
work was needed to model rep-
resentative event and fault
trees from the scratch. There
was also lack of data on the
Soviet components, and the plant
had to establish an advanced
data collection and analysis
system of its own.
3.2 Highlights of the PSA methods

The main features of the
methods used in the Loviisa PSA
study were quite similar to
those used in the TVO PSA. However
the strengths and drawbacks of
the Loviisa study are partly
different from those of the TVO.
Less detailed fault tree and
event tree analyses were made in
the Loviisa study. On the other
hand, ambitious work was made in
developing a component reliability
data collection and analysis
system, and in analysing en-
countered and potential errors.
The quantification of fault and
event trees was made by American
CAFTA code because the capacity
and running speed of SETS code
turned out insufficient.

The data collection system
is needed to get use of plant
specific component failure data.
The total operating experience
of the two units today is only
23 years and the few failures
observed in many families of
components have to be analyzed
in a special manner to get
relevant failure distributions.
A new technique called parametric
robust empirical Bayes method
has been developed for estimating
failure rates and unavailabili-
ties. The system provides both



mean values and uncertainty
distribution information. It
uses conjugate prior distri-
butions, in this case beta priors
for binomial observations. The
method has been discussed in
ref. 9. The Loviisa failure data
collection system also includes
a statistical trend test (ref.
10). This is very important
because the experience has shown
that deterioration (aging) has
taken place in some components,
while improved preventive main-
tenance has reduced failures in
others. Another disturbing factor
is that basically identical com-
ponents can have quite individual
failure rates. One should therefo-
re carefully review the individual
component histories before pooling
components together.

In the human error analysis,
errors before initiating events
(type 1), errors resulting in
initiating events (type 2) and
errors made after initiating
events (type 3), were analyzed.
For each error type 1, 2 and 3
human error probabilities and
recovery probabili ties were
eval uated. For type 1 errors
such as surveillance tests,
preventive maintenance, routine
route works, calibrations and
regular maintenace A. Swain's
reduced THERP method was used.
Type 2 errors were identified
in different plant states such
as cooling down, heating up,
planned power changes, routine
works in the control room and
unplanned power changes. These
errors were quantified by THERP.

In developing the human error
data base, the errors of type 1
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and 2 were surveyed from the
plant records and also by inter-
viewing the plant staff anonym-
ously. The data collection was
done by an experienced shift
supervisor temporarily released
from his normal duties. He filled
a structured questionnaire on
180 errors made during the first
15 years of operation (two units
in total). Of these human error
analyses 80 were based on inter-
views and 100 on plant records.

Type 3 errors were divided
into two divisions, diagnosis of
initiating events and actions to
prevent accidents. The diagnosis
can be missed for two reasons
such as delayed diagnosis and
incorrect diagnosis. Analysis of
delayed diagnosis is made by time
reliability curves (TRC)assigning
the human error probability as a
function of time. The plant
specific TRCs have been worked
out by full scope training
simulator for numbers of initiat-
ing events. The number of runs
per initiating event, however,
was so small that no representa-
tive estimates were gained. Thus
the final TRCs were drawn up as
a geometric mean of plant speci-
fic, weighted (engineering judge-
ment) and generic TRCs. The incor-
rect diagnosis was studied by
confusion matrix method. To as-
sign the confusion probabilities
between initiating events 10
minutes trials were run by simu-
lator for each initiating event.
Due to the high number of
initiating events (EPRI list) no
representative estimates could
be gained, too.

The other human errors during
accident were again analyzed by
THERP.



3.3 Preliminary insights and
recommendations

The preliminary resul ts
submitted for the regulatory
review did not give a reasonable
estimate of the core damage
frequency, and even the relative
importance of various accident
sequences was questionable. That
was because of conservative
simplifying assumptions made in
some sequences. Instead of perfor-
ming time-consuming analysis of
complicated risk sequences identi-
fied during the course of the
study, it was preferred to make
straightforwardplantimprovements
that significantly decrease the
probability of certain sequences
and upgrade the plant safety in
a concrete manner. The following
example describes well the policy
adopted in Loviisa.

The preliminary estimate of
the core damage frequency was
2.1 x 10-3/year• One initiating
event caused 73 % of the total
risk. That was loss of air
cooling in the system that
ventilates the control building
instruments. Only one train of
the ventilation system was
equipped with a cooling unit.
Detailed evaluation of conse-
quences of such a loss would be
impossible, because so many
different control and safety
functions are affected in a
random manner when the temperature
increases gradually. So it was
postulated that automatic control
functions and also main control
room controls would be lost. The
operators could not cope well
wi th the situation by manual
actions and a core damage would
follow with a high probability.
Instead of further analysis,
quick actions were taken to
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ensure fast repairs, i. e.
replacements of all vi tal com-
ponents in the flow path with
air cooling. It was also demon-
strated by tests that air cooling
is needed only during the hottest
summer days which are not common
in Finland. Most of the year the
room temperatures could be kept
low enough by blowing filtered
outside air through the rooms,
using any of the three fans of
the system. In the long term
action, two additional 100 % air
cooling units will be installed
in each vi tal room. The work
will be done before the end of
this year. After these actions,
the loss of instrument rooms
ventilation as an initiating
event would cause a core damage
frequency of 1.2 x 10-5/year. It
is still a conservative estimate
because very small probabilities
are assigned for successful coun-
termeasures by the operating and
maintenance staff. As a general
observation one could state that
the reliability of the modified
instrument space cooling is cer-
tainly among the best in the
world, but in most other PSA
studies a loss of equivalent
cooling system is not regarded
as an important initiating event.

The other top events of the
preliminary analysis have been
treated in similar manner. Im-
provements have been made in
systems such as primary circu-
lation pump seal injection system,
service water system and minimum
circulation of the ECC systems.
The latter modification was
needed to reduce probability of
periodic switching of suction
between sump and ECC water storage
tank. and a consequent valve
failure that would block the
sump line.



The modifications made during
the first year after completing
the preliminary level 1 PSA have
decreased the core damage fre-
quency by a factor of ten.

Initiating event

multiple SG tube
rupture

The current figure is 2.3 x 10-
4/year, and it consists of
sequences started by 21 different
ini tiating events. The most impor-
tant initiating events in the
current ranking are as follows:

Total contribution to
failure frequency

23.1 %

loss of offsite power

SG collector break
(specific to VVER type plant)

partial loss of service
water system

pressurizer safety
valve LOCA

small break LOCA

medium break LOCA

loss of cooling of
instrument rooms

single SG tube rupture

RPV failure

21.1 %

11. 6 %

8.2 %

7.7 %

6.8 %
5.5 %
5.3 %

3.3 %
2.3 %

A comment that can be given
on the Loviisa PSA study today
is that it still contains some
too conservative assumptions to
deserve to be named as a
"probabilistic analysis". On the
other hand, the objectives set
for the quality of the work are
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very ambitious, and once the
unwarranted conservatism has been
removed and the system analyses
has been extended into more
details there will exist an
accurate model of the plant for
the future use as a part of
living PSA.
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Abstract

This paper summarizes the recent results
of level 1 PSA for Nuclear Power Plants
(NPPs) in Japan, focusing on some
results at the Japan Institute of
Nuclear Safety (JINS) of the Nuclear
Power Engineering Test Center (NUPEC).

Both governmental organizations
including JINS and industry groups are
carrying out Levelland Level 2 PSA for
NPPs. 'I t can be said that the level 1
PSA resul ts obtained by both JINS and
indus try groups are approxinn te ly the
same. The core darmge frequencies for
typical Japanese NPPs, even applying
upper 5% values, are small enough to
meet the IAEA's proposal of the value
10- /reactor year for future plants.

The above-mentioned level 1 PSAs do not
represent final ones and in near future,
will be reevaluated based on the current
methodology and the domestic data bases
which are now under development in
Japan.

1. Introduction

In Japan, the safety review has been
made by the deterministic method in
which several representative events are
first selected from the various
initiating events, and then a single
failure criterion of the accident
mitigation systems is assumed and put to
safety analysis.

On the other hand, the Probabilistic
Safety Assessment (PSA) evaluates the
occurrence probabilities of all
significant accident sequences including
multiple failures of the accident
mitigation systems and their consequenc-
es. By the use of PSA, we can quantit-
at ively evaluate the safety of nuclear
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power plants (NPPs) from overall Viewpo-
ints; not only the accident sequences
most likely to occur in the plant under
investigation can be made clear, but
also any severe accident, \vhich is low
in frequency but exceeds the design base
accident, exerting large influences, can
be forecast on its scenario and
occurrence frequency. Therefore PSA is
recognized as the convincing tool of
supplement ing the determini st ic method
to discuss the balanced design and
regulation of ~~Ps. From this viewpoint,
the preparation and application of PSA
methodologies are under way.

Governmental research organizations have
been making efforts to develop and
upgrade the PSA methodolog'ies to date.
For example, the Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute(JAERI) have been
developing a series of both Levelland
Level 2 PSA methodologies including
external events, applying it to a large
conme rc iaI BV\R plant. Leve I 3 PSA study
is under development as well. Also the
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Developm-
ent Corporation (PNC) has been developi-
ng Levell, 2 and 3 methodologies
through Ihe PSA of a prototype FBR plant
"Monju". )

JINS has been conducting, sponsored by
the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (!'vIITI),levelland 2 PSA for
typical BWRs and PWRs to supply
probabilistic safety iI1£?rrm.tion to the
regulatory authorities.

Industry groups, the Tokyo Electric
Power Company (TEPCO) g roup and the
Kansai Electric Power Company Inc.
(KEPCO) group both consisting of BWR
utilities and vendors and P~R ones
respectively, have been performing level
1 and 2 PSA for typical BWRs and PWRs to
identify the difference of system



configuration, to find out the best
design concept, to evaluate system
unavailability and core rrelt frequency
for the confirmation of their safety
ma I'gin and too b t ~ ~n4 ins i g h tin t 0

operating procedures. ,)

The status of PSA application for NPPs
is shown in Table 1, which tells that
PSAs of JINS and Industry groups are
almost the same in scope and methods.

In this paper, the recent results of
level 1 PSA for NPPs in Japan are
described, focusing on some results by
JINS. The evaluation method and main
conditions used in JINS are shown in
Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 descr i bed are
the recent results by JINS for typical
1,100 MWe-class B\\R-5, MarkII type B\'\R
and 4 loops, large-dry containment type
PWR I'e s pee t i vel y . The n Chap tel' 4
summr izes the resul ts of leve 1 1 PSA
for NPPs by the industry groups.

2. Evaluation Method and Main Conditions
used in JINS

Figure 1 shows level 1 PSA task flow
chart. The main assumptions and
conditions used in level 1 PSA will
hereinafter be explained in accordance
with this flow chart.

2.1 Plant Familiarization

A lot of investigations are made on the
inforrration of design, reactor operatio-
nal management, etc. of the domestic
plants to be evaluated as well as the
previous PSA results for the u.s. plants
to study the initiators of transient
events and accident events, the system
components and the operator act ions to
mitigate accident progression, the
accident sequences leading to reactor
core dannge, etc.

2.2 Selection and Classification of
Initiating Events

Initiating events are selected based on
the following' bas ie pol icy.
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a. Initiating events are limited to the
internal events, and the external
events except loss of offsi te power
are excluded.

b. All internal events which are
likely to cause core damage are
selected.

c. Only events which derrand the reactor
trip are selected. This means the
initiating events which occur under
the shutdown cond i t ion are not taken
into consideration.

d. The in i t i a t i ng eve n t s con sid ere d
s h 0 u 1d c 0 vel' bot h the a bnorma 1
transients during operation and
accidents requested to be evaluated
as the design basis events in the
"Evaluation Guide for Safety
Assessment of Lightwater. Nuclear
Power Reactor Facilities" in Japan
and the events considered in the
categorization of LV\R transients by
EPRI NP-2230.

The initiating events selected are
divided into UX:;A and transient, which
are classified into several groups re-
spectively, according to their effect on
the reliabilities of the mitigating
systems. In the assessment, primary
system piping break inside containment
is evaluated and other LOCA events ,
i.e, loss of coolant accidents outside
containment, reactor pressure vessel
rupture and interfacing system LOCA,
are not considered, because their
frequencies are guessed to be extren~ly
low.

2.3 Identification of Mitigating
Function and Success Criteria

In order to mitigate IJX;A events, it is
required for reactor plant to accomplish
reactor subcriticality (RS), core
cooling (CC) and decay heat removal
(DHR). And reactor coolant system
integrity (RCSI) is added to these
requirements of plant mitigating
functions for transient events.



As for the mitigating systems, both the
safety systems and non-safety systems
are taken into account.

Success criteria are established on the
basis of the thermal hydraulic analyses
which are performed by us ing safety
analysis codes and the engineering
judgrrent based on the information gi ven
in the application documents for
establ ishment permi t of the reactor
plant and the previous PSAs. Core dama-
ge is defined as the core state in which
PCT (peak cladding temperature) would be
assessed to exceed 12000C due to
insufficient core cooling function by.

means of safety analysis code.

2.4 Construction of the Event Tree

Firstly, the functions to mitigate
events are set up to construct the
funct ional event trees, and then system
event trees are constructed aceo['ding
to the mitigating systems. The support
systems are carefully considered in the
small event tree (Ef)/large fault tree
(FT) technique.

2.5 Development of Data Base

Data bases are developed for the
occurrence frequencies of initiating
events, component failure rates, common
cause failure rates and human factol's.
In the development, the highest priority
is given to the use of the domestic data
based on the annual report on the
management of nuclear power plants, etc.
and the U.S. 1iterature are referred to
for others. Regarding the component
fa i Iu reI' ate s used in the 1a t te I'

Chapters, the domestic data are used for
the emergency 00, and LER, IREP, IEEE-
std 500, etc. are used for the others.

Common cause failures are taken into
consideration for almost the same
components as considered in NUREG-1150,
which includes punws, motor operated
val ves, emergency IDs and so on. Beta
factor method and values are cited from
the same report.
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Regarding the human factor, HRA event
trees are developed based on the THERP
method for restorat ion. errors in pre-
acc ident and opera tor errors in post-
accident. Operator recovery actions are
considered for the recoveries of some
mitigating system, such as offsite
power, emergency DO, PCS (power
conversion system) and RHR (residual
hea t removal).

2.6 Construction and Analysis of Fault
Tree

The components and their causes leading
to malfunctions of the mitigating
systems are analyzed, and a faul t tree
(FT) is constructed for each system in
consideration of the correlation sttmied
above among all components. Further the
unavailability of each system is
calculated based on the constructed FT.

2.7 Analysis of Accident Sequence

The occurrence frequencies of all
accident sequences leading to core
damage are evaluated from those of the
initiating events and the probabilities
of mitigating system malfunctions, based
on which the total core damage frequency
is calculated. In the calculation, the
point estimate as a mean core damage
frequency is first evaluated to make
clear the dominant sequences and then
their uncertainty analyses are carried
out.

2.8 Importance and Sensitivity Analysis

Importance analyses are made to evaluate
the basic events (component fai lure
causes, hlmnn errors etc.) which largely
contribute to the core dannge frequency.
Then sens it ivi ty analyses are conducted
on the modeling assurnptions, etc. used
in the PSA to estimate their potential
impact on the results.

2.9 Consideration

As results of the above analyses, total
core dannge frequency, uncertainties,
serious initiating eve.nts, dominant



accident sequences, important basic
events etc. are rmde clear, and then
rermrkable plant characteristics and
important operator actions are identifi-
ed from the standpo int of core darrn.ge.
Further the resul ts are compared wi th
the previous PSA results to examine the
adequacy of the evaluation results.

3. Recent Resul ts of Level 1 PSA for
Typical 1,100 rvwe-class NPPs by JINS

Level 1 PSA work on each typical 1,100
MWe-class BWR and PWR was started in
1 9 8 7. Th is WO l'k wa s ten tat ivel y
completed with about 2 year efforts and
the surrrrary reports were presented to
and reviewed by a round-table conference
on common issues under Japanese Nuclear
Safety Commission in the middle of 1989.

In this Chapter some results of the
above-mentioned Levell PSA are
described, but it is notified that these
results is now under reexamination with
the current methodology and the domestic
data bases which are now under
develOPment in Japan.

3.1 1,100MWe-class BWR

(1) Mitigating Function of the Plant

The B~~ plant studied is a BWR-5 unit of
1100 rvwe capacity housed in a Markll
containment. As engineered safety
features I the plant is provided wi th an
emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
which is composed of redundant high
pressure core cooling systems, low
pressure core cooling systems and
residual heat removal systems. The EOCS
is physically separated into divisions
I, II and III, each of which is provided
wi th an independent power source and a
reactor cooling water system. Plant
mitigating functions for LOCA and
transient events are listed in Table 2.

(2) Initiating Events and OCcurrence
Frequencies

LOCA events are further classified
according to the required mitigating
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systems as described below.

a) Large LCX:A(A)

The large LCX:A is a steam or a liquid
piping break in which the reactor vessel
will rapidly depressurize. Even if the
automat ic depressur izat ion system does
not operate, the high pressure core
spray system (~S), low pressure core
spray system (LPeS) and low pressure
coolant injection system (LPCI) are
capable of independently cooling the
core.

b) Intermediate LOCA (Sl)

The intermediate r...a:::Ais defined as a
break not large enough to depressur ize
the reactor vessel where the low
pressure ECCS would inject the coolant
into the vessel. The HPCS can independ-
ently or a combination of the automatic
depressurization system (ADS) and the
low pressure EOCS can supply sufficient
water to the reactor.

The small LCX:A is def ined as a break
where the reactor core isolation cooling
system (ReIC) alone can maintain water
inventory in the core. Both the RCle and
the HPCS can independently or the low
pressure ECCS wi th the ADS can perform
core cooling.

The transient events are subsequenlly
grouped according to their effect on the
power conversion system(PCS) as follows.

a) Transient with the PeS Initially
Ava ilable (TA)

Transient events in which the PCS
remains initially available. Typical ex-
amples are turbine trip and electric
load rejection.

b) Transients with the PCS Initially
Unavailable (TU)

Transient events in which the PCS
results in initially unavailable.



Typical ,examples are main sterum isolati-
on valve closure and loss of all feed\va-
ter flow.

c) Loss of Offsite Power (TE)

This transient occurs ~nen all po~~r to
the plant from external sources (the
grids or dedicated transmission lines to
another plant) is lost. This event
requires the plant emergency power
sources to be available. Loss of offsi-
te power (WSP) event is originally
grouped as a FCS unavailable transient
event. However, because of the great
influence on the other mitigating
systems, this particular event is
treated separately in the transient
event tree analysis. LOSP sequences in-
volving failure of all emergency AC
power (diesel generators) are referred
to as station blackout (SB) sequences
and are included in a LOSP event tree.

The occurrence frequencies of initiating
events are estirmted using the calculat-
ion methods descr ibed in the prev ious
PSAs (WASH-1400,etc.) and also on the
basis of Japan and U.S. operating exper-
iences. The frequencies and their bas-
is are presented in Table 3.

The success cr iter ia are deve loped for
the above three categorized LOCA and
three kinds of transients separately.

(3) System Unavailability

The fault tree developed for each system
is analyzed using SETS code, VYhich was
originally provided by USNRC, and mean
component failure rates, co~n cause
fai lure rates and hW1\3.nerror rates are
assigned to the basic events to
calculate the unavailability of each sy-
stem. The estirmted system unavailabil-
ities are shovm in Table 4.

(4) Core Dan~ge Frequency

The total mean cOi'e darrnge frequency is
about 2.0 x 10- /reactor year (RY).
Initiating event-wise and plant darmge
state~vise frequencies are presented in
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Fig.2 and 3.

(a) Core Damage Frequency (CDF) by
Initiat ing Event

LOCA (A, Sl' S2) events contribute about
3% to the total core darrage frequency,
t l'a n s ien t wit h the PC Sin it iall y
available (TA) about 3~~, transient with
the PeS initially unavailable (TU) about
39%, and LOSP (TE) including SB about
28%.

(b) COF by Mi t iga ting Funct ion Type

Failure of core cooling during transient
contI'ibutes about 7ff~ to th~7total core
damage frequency at 1.5 x 10 /RY. This
is the most dominant event in this
assessment. Failure of scram (A'IWS)
contributes about 15% to the_Jotal core
damage frequency at 2.9 x 10 fRy. SB
contI'ibutes about 1% to the_9total core
damage frequency at 2.4 x 10 fRy.

(5) Dominant Sequences

The top 12 dominant accident sequences
leading to core damage are shown in
Table 5. The largest contributor is the
TuQU1U2X2 sequence. This sequence
belongs to the transient with the PeS
initially unavailable (TU) under which
the scram and the safety relief valves
(SRV) successfully function. Ho~~ver,
the feedwater condensate/PCS are
unavai lable (Q) to supply the cool ing
water, and the HFCS and the RCIC fail to
cool the core (U1,U2). Also, the rmnual
depressurization (DEP) fails to function
(X2), leading to core d8.ffi3.ge.The me~~
value of this frequency is 5.4 x 10
/RY, and it contributes about 27% to
the total core damage frequency.

(6) Uncertainty Analysis

Uncertainty analysis of the total core
damage frequency is performed by
combining all sequences that lead to
core damage state. The results of
uncertainty analysis are sho~TI in Fig.4.
The top 12 sequences contributes about
90'% to the total core damage frequency



(8)Consideration

(7) Importance Analysis

at 1. 8 'x 10 -7 /RY • Th ere suI ts 0 f
uncerta inty analys is of the total core
damage frequency are as below:

Importance analysis is performed on the
top 12 dominant sequences selected in
this PSA. The importance indicates the
contribution of each basic event to the
top 12 dominant sequences. The events
ranked high in importance are diagnostic
error of manual depressurization (DEP) ,
feedwa tel' condens8.te/PCS fa ilure, RCIC
Pl.ll'f(>failure to start, diagnostic error
of the SLCS starting and transient
initiating events.

* Residual heat removal system (RHR)
suppression pool cool ing mode

(two loops)
containment spray cooling mode

(two loops)
shutdown cooling mode

(two loops)
* Main steam/feedwater/condensate

system (PeS)
* Primary containment vessel vent

the core.

These systems are redundant and multiple
for decay heat removal under conditions
other than loss of AC power.

(iii) Automatic and Manual
Depressurization System

The following systems are available for
decay heat removal:

(ii) RBdundancy and Diversity of Decay
Heat Removal Systems

6.1 X 10-7 IRY
2.2 X 10=~/RY
1.2 X 10 _8IRY
3.9 X 10 IRY
5.2

upper 5% value
mean value
median value
lower 5% value
error factor

(a) Characteristics of System Design
from the Standpoint of Core Damages

T11e characteristics of the system design
found important in the core damage
frequency analysis are as below.

(i) Redundancy and Diversity of Core
Cooling Systems

The autonntic depressurization system
(ADS) is composed of seven valves out of
18 SRVs. It is des igned to depressur ize
the reactor pressure until it allows
injection of coolant into the reactor by
the low pressure system. The opera tor
may either manually activate the ADS or
open every SRVs one by one to depressur-
ize the reactor.

The following systems supply cooling
water to the reactor:

* High pressure core spray system
(HPCS)

* Reactor core isoation cooling system
(RCIC)

* Low pressure core spray system
(LPeS)

* Low pressure coolant inject ion
system (LPCI) (three loops)

* Feedwater condensate /PCS

Due to the redundancy and divers ity of
core cooling systems, the probabi lity of
loss of core cool ing funct ion is low.
Even if AC power is lost, the reactor
steam-driven RCIC is capable of cooling

(b) Major Operator Actions

The important opera tor act ions aga ins t
core damage may be summarized as below.

(i) Manual Depressurization

If core cooling by means of the high
pressure system fails during transient
events, it is necessary to depressurize
the reactor by manually opening the SRV
to allow inject ion of cool ing water by
the low pressure system. As ADS back-up
operation, it is possible manually to
depressurize the reactor during a small
LOCA or an intern~diate LOCA.

(ii) Decay Heat Removal
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The residual heat removal system (RHR)
is used as a low pressure injection
system firstly in some sequences. During
the decay heat removal phase, however,
it is manually switched to be used as a
decay heat removal system. Furthermore,
decay heat may be removed by m:!ans of
the primary containment vessel vent
which needs some operator actions.

(iii) Recovery of AC Power

In case of a total loss of AC power
event, recovery of AC power is essenti-
al. In the assessment, operator's handl-
ing of breaker following recovery of the
offsite power is taken into considerati-
on, and the average recovery time
(Japanese experience) is used with
respect to DO recovery.

(iv) Manual Shutdo\VTIof Reactor

In case of an ATWS event, manual
initiation of the SLCS (standby liquid
control system) is essent ial. If the
reactor fai Is to scram at the time of
transient events, it is possible to
reduce the reactor power down to the
decay heat level, by injecting boric
acid into the reactor, in cooperation
with the RPT (recirculation pun~ trip).

(c) COl1l>arisonwi th NURID-1l50

This assessment is compared with the BWR
assessments in t-;1JREO-1150. The core
darrn.ge frequency in th is assessment is
lower by factor of 10 when compared wi th
tha tin NURED-1150. Th is is ma in 1y
because the frequency of transient
events in Japan is lower by factor of
10 than that in the U.S.A.

In NUREG-1l50, the total loss of AC
power sequence is the most dominant
sequence. In Japan, the frequency 0 f
loss of offsite power is about a tenth
of that in the U.S.A., and both DO and
batteries are highly reliable. Thus, the
total loss of AC power sequence cannot
be a dominant sequence in Japan.
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In this assessment, the loss of core
cooling failul'e following transient
events is the most dominant sequence,
and the core darrage frequency of this
sequence is at about the sanE level as
that assessed in NUREO.1150 in spite of
the low frequency of transient events,
because the CRD hydraulic system is not
modeled as a back up source of high
pressure injection.

3.2 1,100~Ve-class PWR

(1) Mitigating Function of the Plant

The PWR plant studied is a 4-100p press-
urized water reactor wi th a large dry
PCCV. Its electric power output is
1,180 MW and the thermal one is 3,423
MW. The plant has, as the engineered
safety features, a high pressure
injection system (HPIS), a low pressure
injection system (LPIS), and a containm-
ent spray system (CSS), each of which is
composed of two trains, and an auxiliary
feedwa tel' sys tern (AFWS) compo sed 0 f
three trains including two rootor-driven
auxiliary feem~~ter pumps and a turbine-
dri ven auxi I iary feedwater pump. The
mitigating systems are listed for LCCA
events and transient events in Table 6,
respectively.

(2) Initiating Events and Occurrence
Frequencies

Interna I events can be class ified into
LOCA, steam generator tube rupture
(SOTR), s e con d a I'y sid e b I' e a k and
transients.

L(XjA eve n ts a I'e fur the l' cat ego I' ized
according to the required safety systems
as described below.

a) La rge U:X:;A

Since the reactor coolant pressure
rapidly decreases during the initial
period of large LCCA, both the accumul-
ator and the LPIS have to operate in the
injection phase of the BX:;S to secure
the inventory of the reactor coolant
sys tem.



b) Medi\.lffi.>~A

The decreasing rate of the reactor
coolant pressure is relatively slow
during the initial stage of mediwn LOCA.
Therefore it is necessary to operate the
accumulator and the HPIS in the inje-
ction phase of the ECCS to secure the
inventory of the reactor coolant
sys tern. If the HPIS is not operable,
it is required to lower the temperature
and the pressure in the priJrn.ry system
through the depressurization of the
secondary system and then to operate the
LPIS.

c) Sooll LOCA

Because the reduction of pressure in the
primary system is very small in the
initial stage of small LOCA, reactor
trip is required to accon~lish subcriti-
cality of the reactor. From the
standpoint of securing the inventory of
the reactor coolant system, it is
further necessary to operate the HPIS in
the injection phase of the ECCS. If
the HPIS is not operable, the LPIS and
the accumulator should be used after
lowering the temperature and the
pressure in the prioory system which can
be accorrplished by the depressur iza tion
of the secondary system.

Transients are classified into the
following three groups, considering
influence on the reliabilities of the

mi t igat ion systems.

a) Loss of Offsite Power

b) Loss of PeS

This category of events includps trans-
ients caused by loss of PeS fW1ct ion.
Loss of main feedwater is a typical
example in this category.

c) Other Transients

This category of events includes the tr-
ansients other than those included in a)
or b) above and the PeS is available
during the initial stage of the events.
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The typical examples are loss of reactor
coolant flow and uncontrolled wi thdrawal
oft h e RCCA (r 0 d c 1us t e r con t l' a 1
assembly) .

A'IWS is defined as the event in which
the reactor fails to trip when required.
Among the initiating events selected in
this study, sooll LOCA, SGTR, secondary
side break, loss of offsi te power, loss
of PCS and other transients are the
events which require the reactor trip.
In general, ATI~ can be considered as a
kind of derivative events, not an
initiating event in a strict sense of
the word, but it is treated like one of
initiating events in this study.

The occurrence frequencies of the
initiating events are presented in Table
7 with their bases.

The success cr itet'ia are deve loped for
every categorized initiating events.

(3) Unavailability of Each System

Each fault tree developed fot' the
systems is analyzed to obtain minin"El
cutsets and unavailability of each
system using SETS code. Table 8 presents
unavailabilities of the impot'tant
systems evaluated.

(4) Core Damage Frequency

The point estirm.te value of the total
core daJrn.1Y frequency is calculated to
be 1.6xlO IRY in this study. The cot'e
damage frequencies are presented in
Figure 5 for all initiating events
considered.

Among initiating events, LOCAs have a
con tl' ibut ion t0 83% 0 f the tota 1 cor e
damage frequency, and secondary side
break, sam, and othet' events have 7%,
5%, and 5%, respectively.

(5) Dominant Sequences

The domina.nt sequences obtained in this
study are summarized in Table 9. The
most dominant accident scenario leading



(8) Consideration

(i) Reactor Trip Breaker

(6) Uncertainty Analysis

(7) Importance Analysis

relatively srmll compared with that of
other PSAs.

Both the HPIS and the LPIS derive
cooling water via the common pipings
from the refueling water storage pit in
the injection mode or from the contairun-
ent vessel recirculation sump in the
recirculation mode. Therefore the fai-
lures in these pipings are the dominant
ones for the unavailabilities of these
sys terns.

Because a HPIS with a relatively high
water head is installed in the plant
studied, core cooling can be performed
by the feed and bleed operation, even if
the secondary cool ing by the auxi 1iary
feedwater fails. As a result, the core
damage frequencies due to loss of PeS
and other transients are relatively
srmll when compared wi th those of other'
initiating events.

(ii) EOCS Injection System

(iii) Feed and Bleed Operation

The important operator actions against
the ca I'e dama.g e in ea chi nit ia tin g
event are sumnarized as below.

Operator actions required in LOCAs
include depressurization of the seconda-
ry sys t8m in med iurn and srm 11 LOCAs, and
the feed and bleed ope rat ion in srra11
LOCA, respectively. The contribution
of these operator errors to the core
damage frequency in med ium and sma 11
LOCAs are srm 11 when compared wi th that
of other failures.

In SGIR, it is necessary to terminate
leakage of the prirmry coolant at the
ruptured steam generator in the early
s tag e 0 f the eve n t . Th us itis
required to cooldown and depressurize
the prirrary system by using the intact

(b) Important Operator Actions

(i) LOCA (med iurn LOCA and srm 11 LOCA)

(ii) Stean! G€nerator Tube Rupture

4.9xlO-7/RY
1.6XIO=~/RY
6.4xlO /RY
8.9xIO-9/RY
7.4

upper 5% value
mean value
median value
lower 5% value
error factor

The uncertainty involved in the total
core damage frequency is as follows:

toe 0 r e, d a ma g e is the fail u reo f
recirculation operation in srmll LOCA
wi!g the occurrence frequency of 8.7x
10 fRy, which accounts for about 54% of
the total. In this accident sequence,
the failure of recirculation operation
of the HPIS and the LPIS leads to insuf-
ficient core cooling and core damage.

Uncertainty analysis of the top five
dominant sequences are performed and
the results are shown in Figure 6.

Importance analysis of the total core
damage frequency is performed using the
Fussel-Vesely basic event importance.
Common cause failure to close the
RWSP(refueling water storage tank)
outlet valves in the HPIS and the LPIS
and comnon cause failure to open the
conta iIU1P2nt vesse 1 rec irculat ion purrp
isolation valves in the HPIS and the
LPIS are selected to be the most
important basic events.

Since a four train reactor trip breaker
system is employed in the plant studied,
the reactor protection system has good
reliability, and therefore the occurren-
ce frequency of A1Y'I'Sin this study is

This Section discusses remarkable
characteristics of the system design
related to the core dmmg'e.

(a) Characteristics of System Design
from the Standpoint of Core Damage
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steam generators and to terminate
feeding the auxiliary feedwater to the
ruptured steam generator. If the main
steam relief valve fails to reclose in
the ruptured steam gene ra tor, it is
required to close the main steam relief
stop valve. However, even If these
operations fails, it is still possible
to terminate the event by reduc ing the
pressure and terrperature in the prirmry
sys tern wi th. the feed and bleed opera t-
ion. Because these operations should be
perforrned manually, accident sequences
including operator errors of these
actions are the most dominant in SGTR.

(iii) Secondary Side Break

In secondary side break, an operator
action of isolating the auxiliary
feedwater to the ruptured steam
generator is required to accomplish the
core cool ing. When the secondary
cooling fails, the core cooling can be
done by the feed and bleed operat ion.
The accident sequences including the
errors of such operator actions are the
most dominant for the core darmge.

(iv) Other Events

Operator actions in the other events
include the feed and bleed operation in
loss of offs ite power, loss of PeS and
other transients, and the emergency
boration and the rmnual trip in A1WS.
The influence of their failures on the
core darmge is evaluated to be small.

reliability of the power supply system
and the system design. There are some
important differences in the ECCS
design. The high pressure injection sy-
stems of all three plants studied in
NUREG-1150, require to be boosted by the
low pressure inject ion pumps in the
recirculation mode, and the transfer'
from the injection mode to the recircul-
ation mode is performed manually in the
Sequoyah and the Zion plants.

4. Surrrnaryof Levell PSA Activity in
Industry Groups

In this Chapter 4, some activities of
Level 1 PSA for several typical NPPs in
the industry groups are briefly
sumnarized, paying attention to the
comparisons of assessed results among
BWR plants and PW{ plants respectively.
The contents were reviewed by the above-
mentioned round-table conference in
1989.
4.1 Typical BWR Plants3)

Level 1 PSA for three types of typical
BV'iRplants are performed by the BWR
industry group, leader company of which
is TEPCO.

(1) Selection of Typical Plant

Japanese B~~ operating plants are
categorized as follows from the
standpoint of reactor types and contain-
ment vessel types:

Reactor types(c) Comparison with NUREG-1150

The results of this study are compared
with those of PWR assessments in the
first draft of NUREG-1150, since
~/CR-4550 reports corresponding to
the second draft have not been published
for PW{ plants at the time when this
report is prepared.

BWR-2
BWR-3
B'i\R-4
BWR-5

Contai~nt
vesse 1 types

Mark-I
Mark-I
lVIark- I
Mark-I improved type,
Mark- II,
Mark-II improved type

The core darmge frequency obtained in
thi s study is small by about two orders
comparing to NUREG-1150. This arises
mainly from the differences in
frequencies of the ini tiat ing events,
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In level 1 PSA, difference of the
reactor type is more important, because
the containment vessel type does not
much af feet the resul t of level 1 PSA.
In addition, considering the fact that



there is, not so much difference of
reactor design between Japanese BWR-2
plant and BWR-3 plant, the following 3
types are selected for level 1 PSA.

(1) BWR-3 Mark-I type
(2) BWR-4Mark-I type
(3) BWR-5 Mark-II type

(2) Safety Design of Typical Plants

The character i s tics of the each plant
studied are e>..-plained as follows.

(a) BWR-3 Mark I Type Plant

The selected plant is 1,380 MWtone with
a steel containment vessel and has 2
diesel generators. :EXX:Sconsists of a
turbine driven HPCI (high pressure
coolant injection) and 2 CS (core spray)
systems which have 2 motor driven pl.llTps
in each system. In addition to the
~S, this plant has 2 ICs (isolation
condenser). Heat removal system consi-
sts of 2 shutdown cooling systems and 2
containment cooling systems.

(b) BWR-4Mark-I Type Plant

The selected plant is 2,381 MWtone with
a steel containment vessel and has 2
diesel generators. :EXX:Sconsists of a
turbine driven HPCI, 2 motor driven CS
systems, and 2 LPCI systems which have 2
rootor dr i yen purrps in each system. In
addition to the ECCS, this plant has a
turbine driven RCIC. Heat removal system
consists of 2 decay heat removal systerns
which use the same pumps as the LPCI.

(c) BWR-5Mark-II Type Plant

The selected plant is 3,293 MWtone with
a steel containment vessel and has 3
diesel generators. ECCS consists of a
motor dr i ven HPCS, a LPCS, and 3 LPCI
systems. In addition to the ECCS, it has
a turbine driven RCIC. Heat removal
sys tem has 2 decay heat removal sys tems
~nich use the s~oo pun~s as the LPCI.

The system conf igura t ion of thi s BIi\R-5
N~rk-II type plant is almost the same as
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t hat 0 f the 1, 10 0 MW e - cIa s s BtVR
explained in Section 3.1.

(3) Comparison of Results among BWR-3,
J3\0\R-4and ffi\R-5

Fig. 7 comparatively shows the total
core damage frequencies and the core
damage frequencies of each accident
sequences for B\\R-3, B\-\R-4 and B\-\R-5.
BWR-3, BWR-4 and BWR-5 have the same
order of t~e total core damage frequency
(up to 10- Iry). The dominant sequences
o f BWR - 3 a I' e the eve n t s e que nee s
initiated by LOCA, and those of B\-\R-4/5
are the event sequences initiated by
transients. This difference is because
B\-\R-4 and BWR-5 have five ECCS subsyste-
ms and therefore more improved capacity
for LOCA than BWR-3, which has only
three ECCS subsystems.

On the other hand, TQUX sequence
(failure of high pressure core cooling
and manual depressurization under
tranSients) of BWR-3 has less contribut-
ion to total core damage frequency than
that of BWR-4/5. This is because 8VvR-3
has, beside the HPCI, two IC systems,
which mainly consist of passive compone-
nts. Therefore, it has more capability
for TQUX sequence than BYVR-4/5 wh i ch
have basically only two high pressure
core cooling systerns.

For the evaluation of TB sequence, only
B\\R-4/5 take account of the effect of DO
shared with another plant. This causes
highee contr'ibution of 'IE sequence in
B\-\R-4/5. On the other hand, Japanese
B\-\R-3 plants do not share DO and have
two IC systems. Therefore, they are
originally rather stronger for loss of
offsite power. Japanese BWR-4/5 plants,
which share DO, are constructed in a
multi unit site. Therefore, they can
also rely on AC power from other units
in the site even in the case of station
blackout. However, no credi t is taken
for this effect conservat ively in this
evaluation.

For TC sequences of all plants, the core
damage f requenc i e s are 1ess than about



(2) Safety Design of Typical Plants

(a) Dry Type Four Loop Plant

(1) Selection of Typical Plant

10-7/ry, which are sufficiently low.

The core dam:tge frequency arising from
LOCA is the most dominant in both the
dry type and the ice condense r type
plants. Considering that LOCA has not
been experienced in both Japan and the
Uni ted States and tha t LOCA seems
unlikely to occur hereafter, the
importance of LOCA to core damage
frequency will decrease with reactor
operating experience being accumulated.

*Upper head injection system is insta-
lled.

*HPIS has four purrps corrposed of two
charging/high pressure injection
pumps and two safety injection ptNps.

*RHR containment spray system is
available in addition to CSS.

*AR\s has two motor driven pumps and
two turbine driven pumps.

Fig.8 shows the total core damage
frequencies and the initiating eventwise
core damage frequencies in the
corrparison of dry type plant with ice
condenser type plant.

The selected plant is 3,423MWt and
major differences from dry type four
loop plant are as follows.

The total core darrn.ge frequency 0 f the
dry type plant is one-third to one-
fourth of that of the ice condenser type
plant because of irrproved reI iabi 1ity of
recirculation system. The upper head
injection system of ice condenser type
plant has little influence on the
reduct ion of core dannge frequency.

(b) Ice Condenser Type Four Loop Plant

The contribution of LOCA to core darrage
is about 70 % in the dry type plant and
about 90 % in the ice condenser type
plant, respect ive ly. The most dominant
sequence to core darrage is recirculation
failure after LOCA in both the dry type
and the ice condenser type plants.

(3) Corrparison of Dry Type Plant wi th
Ice Condenser Type Plant

Type of containment
vessel
Dry type,
Ice condenser type
Dry type
Dry type

3
2

The selected plant of 3,423N~~t capacity
is the same as the 0 nee x pIa in edin
Sec ti on 3. 2 .

Japanese ~R plants are classified into
the following types in consideration of
number of reactor coolant loop (ReS) and
type of containment vessel.

Level 1 PSA for two types of typical PWR
plants are perfol'nP2d by the P\J\R industry
group, leader corrpany of which is KEPCD.

The results, discussed above, show that
typical B\\Rs in Japan are conf irmed to
have a sufficiently low core damage
frequency.

4.2 Typical PWR plants4)

Particularly on performing level-1 PSA
for typical PWR plants, the identificat-
ion of di fferences in engineered safety
features (ESF) among four, three and two
loop plants are essent ially irrportant.
The numbers of basic safety-related
equi pme n ts (pump, 00 e tc.) inth e se
plant s are the same. As there are not
fundamentally des ign di fferences except
for number of accumulators (tank,
pass ive equipment) among four, three and
two loop plants, four loop plant is
selected as the representative of
Japanese PV\R plants. In addition to the
evaluation of a typical four loop plant
(dry type containment), the ice
condenser type containment plant with
slight different mitigating' systems is
evaluated.

Ntrrnberof
ReS loop

4
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5. Conc'lus i on

In Japan, the governmental research
organizat ions have been making efforts
to develop and upgrade the PSA
methodologies up to this time. Both
J INS and the i nd u s try g I'0 ups are
carrying out level 1 PSA for typical
B\\Rs and PV\Rs respectively in order to
get the probabilistic safety informa-
tion.

This paper summarizes the recent results
of Leve I 1 PSA focus ing on sonE resul ts
by JINS.

I t can be said tha t the level 1 PSA
resul ts obtained by both JINS and the
industry groups are approximately the
same. For example, some main results by
JINS for typical 1,100 MWe-class gMR-5,
Mark-I I type rn\R and 4-100ps, large-dry
containment type P\\R are that the most
dominant accident sequences are the
fai lure of core cooling systems after
transients for rn\R and the failure of
EOCS recirculation cooling after LOCA
for PV\R, and the mean values of total
core damage frequencies are about
2xl0-7fRY for both BWRand PV\R with the
90% error factors of about 5 and 7
respectively.

Therefore the core damage frequencies
for typical Japanese NPPs, even applying
upper 5% values, are small enough to
meeS the IAFA's proposal of the value
10- fRY for future reactors, because (1)
transient occurrence frequency is srrn.ll,
(2) the power supply system and the
mitigating system are highly reliable,
and (3) the excellent operational
management and the thorough training and
education on operators are keeping the
human error occurrence frequency at a
low level, which consequently result in
main causes of (1) and (2), etc.,

\

The above~entioned level 1 PSAs do not
represent final ones. In order to
improve the accuracy of level 1 PSA,
some assessment technique, especially
more real istic success cri tel'ia bclsed on
plenty of plant behavior analyses,
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component failure data base which
reflects domestic experiences and more
detailed treatment of human factors and
co mmon c au s e fa i I u I'e s, s h 0 u I d be
establ ished. In near future, Levell PSA
will be reexecuted based on the current
methodology and the domestic data bases
which are now under development in
Japan.

1) K.Sato, T.Tobioka, K.Abe, K.Aizawa,
"Current Status on PSA-related Activ-
ities in Japan", PSA'89-International
Topical Meeting on probability, Reli-
ability, and Safety Assessment(1989).

2) M.Hi rano, "The act i vi ty of LEVEL 1 PSA
in JINS" , IAE-R8903, Proceeding of
4th Nat i onal Syrrpos i um on Probabi Ii s-
tic Safety Assessment (1989).

3) H.Mllrakami, "Probabilistic Safety As-
sessment for Typical Japanese BWRPl-
ants, ditto.

4) Y.Tslljikura, "Probabilistic Safety
Assessment for Typi ca I Japanese ~"IR
Plants", ditto.
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Table 1 Status of PSA Application for Nuclear Power Plants

Organization Plant Scope and Depth of PSAs Hethods of PSAs

JINS/NUPEC 1100HWe PWR Levelland 2 PSA, FT/ET methods.
1100HWe BWR Estimation of uncertainty referred to NUREG/CR
1300HWe ABIIR distrbution as well as -2300, -2728

point values, and -1278.
In-plant initiators Operator recovery

as well as human
errors and common
cause failures
are considered.

TEPCO BWR-3 HKl
BWR-II HK2 ditto ditto
BWR-5 HK3
ABWR

KEPCO Dry type IIloop PWR ditto ditto
Ice condenser type

II loop PIIR
JAERI BWR-5 HK2 Hodel Plant Levelland 2 PSA,

Estimation of uncertainty,
distribution as well as ditto
point values,
In-plant initiators

PNC Prototype FBR Level I, 2 and 3 PSA,
Estimation of uncertainty
distribution as well as
point values, ditto
In-plant initiators
plus earthquake,
Estimation of location- Use of location
dependent failure effect transformation

method

Table 3 Initiating Events ani Q::currenoe Frequen::iesfor 1.1aHle-class !'AIR

Initiating event Q::currenoe frequency RenarI<:3

(Mean value) (IRY)

l.arge LOC.A (A) 8.0><10-' • The srall LOC.A is assured to have
ClCC\.II"I"Ed cree ani taken as the twer

tanl.

Intenraliate LOC.A( S, ) 2.7X10-' • The 500 reactor years of Jaj:M ani

U.S.BWR q;eratioo experiences is used.

1U8RY(Jaj:M) + 3f£RY(the U.S.A.):
&-all LOC.A (St) 8.0><'0-' (up to~, ,<;87)

• The (X'ClIXrl.ioosof large, intenrediate
ani srall l.OCAa are det.ermirJerl

acoording to WA9t-llUXlevalwtioo
oetrod.

~ient\lith • The tbre5tic !'AIR experiences are used.

the PCS initially 0.117 154 reactor years (up to l-Brch. '9lB)
available (T.)

~ient with
the PCS initially 0.078
Imvailable (T.)

Lass of Offsite • O:x::urred three tines.
Power (Tt) 1.0><10-' • The tbre5tic plant experiences are

used. 154RY (BWR) + 136RY (M)
(up to l-Brch, 19313)
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Table 2 Mitigating Function and System of ','OOMWe-class BWR

LOCA Transient

Mitigating function Mitigating system Mitigating system

Reactor subcriticality CRDHS
( RS ) CRDHS RPT & SLCS

Reactor coolant system
integrity SRV

(ReSI)

Core cooling * High pressure system * High pressure system
( CC ) FW' CDS I PCS FW' CDS I PCS

RCIC RCIC
HPCS HPCS

ADS I DEP DEP
* Low pressure system * Low pressure system

LPCS LPCS
LPCI LPCI

Decay heat removal RHR RHR
( DHR ) PCS PCS

PCV vent PCV vent

Table U System ~navailabilities (mean value) for l,100MWe-class BWR

~;Mitigating Front-line L 0 C A Transient LOS P Comment
function ~stem

C R 0 H 5 1.4x 10-' 1.4X 10-' --- Fault Tree Analysis
R S R P T 4.2Xl0-' ( ATWS) Fault Tree Analysis

5 L C 5 2.7Xl0-' ( ATW5) Fault Tree Analysis
SRV(Failure to open) 1.OX 10-' 1 .OX 10-' Engineering JudgementReS I 1.0XlO-' (ATW5)

SRV(Failure to reclose) 5.UXlO-' 5.4XlO-' Engineering Judgement
FW' CDS I PC5 1.0(A) 2.0X10-' (TA)

(Core cooling phase) l.°fS'l 0.2(Tu) 1.0 Engineering Judgement0.2 S.
H P C S 3.4Xl0-' 2.8xl0-' 4.4Xl0-' Fault Tree Analysis
R C I C 5.5Xl0-' U.5XlO-' 4. 5x 10-' Fault Tree AnalysisC C

ADS 7.7Xl0-' --- Fault Tree Analysis
Manual 1.0(A)

Depressurization 2.7XlO-'fS,! 2.7X10-J 2.7xl0-' Fault Tree Analysis2.7Xl0-' 5,
L P C 5 3.2X10-' 3.UX10-' 5.0Xl0-' Fault Tree Analysis

LPCI(per three loops) 8.4Xl0-' 9.3xl0-' 2.1Xl0-' Fault Tree Analysis
RHR(per two loop,~) 1.5X 10-' 1.5X10-J 2.9X10-' Fault Tree Analysis

P C 5 1.'O(A)
D H R (Decay Heat Removal 1.0{5, ) 1.9X10-' 1.0 Engineering Judgementphase) 1.9Xl0- (5,)

PCV vent 0.1 0.1 0.1 Engineering Judgement
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Table 5 Ibninant Sequerce for 1,1CXlft1e-class BWR

Se:juerce Caltrib.
Accident sequence Frequercy

Sequerce !'b. naJre (11RY) rate(~)

1 TuOO,U,X, Failure of feedwater. caxlensate. HPCS. lOG arrl rranuaJ. de(:ressurization 5.4'<10-' ZT.4
after Tu cx::curs. ,.

2 :rEU,U,X, Failure of HPCS,lOG arrl rranuaJ. depre=Jrization after TE cx::curs. 3.1XHr' 15.7

3 T.OO,U,X, Failure of feedwater. caxlensate. HPCS, lOG arrl rranuaJ. depressurization 3.1XHr' 15.7
after T. cx::curs.

4 T.G,G, Failure of scram arrl Sl.CS after T. cx::curs. 1.8X10""' 9.1

5 TuOO,U,V,V, Faiiure of feedwater. caxlensate. HPCS, lOG, LI'CS arrl l1'CI after Tu cx::curs. 8.5X10""9 4.3

6 TuG,G, Failure of scram arrl RPTafter Tu cx::curs. 8.3><10-9 4.2

7 TEU,U,V,V, Failure of HPCS. lOG. LI'CS arrl l1'CI after TE cx::curs. 6.4X1O-9 3.2

8 TEO,U,U,X, Failure of recovery of offsite p:JWer (3) min), HPCS. lOG arrl rranuaJ. 5.8X10""9 2.9
depressurization after TE cx::curs.

9 T.OO,U,V,V, Failure of feedwater. caxlensate. HPCS, lOG, LI'CS arrl l1'CI after T. cx::curs. 4.~1O-9 2.5

10 5,U,V,V, Failure of HPCS. LI'CS arrl l1'CI after 5, cx::curs. 3.2X10-9 1.6

11 T.O,U,U,V,V, Failure of recovery of offsite p:JWer (3) min), HPCS. lOG, LI'CS arrl l1'CI 3.1X10""9 1.6
after TE cx::curs.

12 TuPCU,U,X, Failure of SIW (reclase) , feedwater . coo:lensate. HPCS. lOG arrl nanual 2.~10-9 1.5
depressurization after Tu cx::curs.

Total core danege frequercy : 2.OXlO-'1RY Total <J)

Table 6 Mitigating Function and System of 1.lOOMWe-class PWR

LOCA T ran 5 i e n t

Mitigating Mitigating Mitigating
function system system

Injection Recirc. Injection Recirc.
phase phase phase phase

Reactor Reactor protection Reactor protection
subcriticali ty system system'
Core cooling Accumulator Main

High pressure High pressure feed water
injection injection Auxiliary
system system feed water

Low pressure Low pressure High pressure High pressure
injection injection injection injection
system system system system

Prevention of - - Pressurizer safety valve
RCS overpressure Pressurizer relief valve
Prevention of CV spray CV spray CV spray CV spray
CV overpressure system system system system
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Table 7 Initiating Events and Occurrence Frequencies for 1,100MWe-class PWR
Initiating Occurrence Freq. Remarks

Event (Mean value)(/RY)
, .

Large LOCA 4.8XlO-s * The same as the remarks in Table 3
except the reactor years, which is 554Medium LOCA 1.5Xl0-l from Japan and-US PWR operating
experiences.

Small LOCA 4.8X 1O-'
SGTR 2.5X10-3 * Lower bound from US 'PWR experience
Secondary Side Break 2.4XlO-3 * Mean value from US PWR experience
Loss of Offsite Power 1.0XlO-z * The same as the remarks in Table 3

Loss of PCS 3.7x10-z * The domestic PWR experiences are used.
136 reactor years (up to March, 1988)Other Transient 2.1X1O-l

Table 8 System Unavailabilities (mean value) for 1.100M\/e-class P\/R
S y s t e m Mod e LOCA Trans i e n t

Accumulator - 1.lXl0-'(large LOCA, -
medium LOCAl

High pressure Injection 6.2Xl0-'(large LOCA, 8.9Xl0-I(SGTR,Secondaryinjection system medium LOCAl side break:SSBl8.9xl0-I(small LOCAl
Recirc. 2.3xl0-' 2.3xl0-'

Low pressure Injection 6.3Xl0-1(large LOCA linjection system 1.7Xl0-'(medium LOCAl -9.OX10-'(small LOCAl

Recirc. 3.1Xl0-' -

Containment Injection 1.UXlO-' 1.UXlO-'spray system
Recirc. 2.8XlO-' 2.8xlO-'

Auxiliary 3.UX10-' (small LOCAl 3.UXlO-'feed water - 7 .gxlO-' (SSB)
1.0Xl0-'(Station

blackout)
Feed and bleed - U.9xl0-I(small LOCA) U.gxlO-'
Emergency power - - 1.7Xl0-I(Loss of of-fsitesystem power)
Reactor protection - - U.2Xl0-' (AT\/S)system
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Table 9 lbninant Sequeroe for 1. l<XM.<1e-class Pw'R

Sequeroe ~. Initiat~ event Accident~ FrEqUel'lCy CaJtrib.
(11RY) rate (~)

1 S1all LOCA Failure of high ~ reciraJlatioo ani lCM 8.7X10-' 51l.li
pressure reciraJlatioo

2 I-Ediun LOCA Failure of high pressure reciraJlatioo ani lCM 2.7X10-' 16.9
pressure recirculatioo

3 Sexodary Side Failure of secxrdary oool~ ani feed ani bleed 9.3'<10-' 5.8
Break operatioo

li large LOCA Failure of high pressure reciraJlatioo ani lCM 8.6X1O-' 5.li
pressure reeiraJlatioo

5 SGTR Failure to irolate ruptured X an:! feed an:! bleed 7.7X10-' li.8
operatioo

6 Lees of Offsite Lees of arergercy power. RCP Sffi1 LOCAan:! failure to 6.OXlO-' 3.8
Power restore offsite power

7 S1all LOCA Failure of high pressure injectioo. lCM pressure 3.5X10-' 2.2
injectioo. aCCl.Jlll1ator injectioo am secxrdary
depressurizatioo

8 large LOCA Failure of lCM pressure injectioo 3.OX10-' 1.9

9 I-Ediun LOCA Failure of high pressure injectioo. lCM pressure 9.3'<10-' 0 0.6
injectioo an:! secxrdary depreasurizatioo

10 Sexodary Side Failure of secaxJary oool~ and OJ spray 7.2X10-" 0.5
Break reciraJlatioo

Total rore danage f~y : 1.6x 10-' IRY Total %

Selection and

Classification of

Initiating Events

Identification of

Safety Function and

Success Criteria

Construction

of

Event Tree

Construction and

Analysis of

Fault Tree

Analysis of

Accident Sequence

Development

of

Data base

. Frequencies of Initiating

Events

. Component Failure Rates

. Common Cause Failure Rates

. Test and Maintenance Data

. Human Reliability Data

Fig.l Level 1 PSA Task Flow Chart



Loss of Core Cooling

Station Blackout Large LOCA following LOCA

2.4 x 10-' /RY 1.5x 10-' /RY 4 . 3 x 10-' /RY

(T Q U Xl
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Loss of (2.2%) station Blackout

Decay Heat Removal \ 2.11x 10-' /RY
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Fig.2 Contributors to Core Damage Frequency by Fig.3 Core Damage Frequencies Classified by

Initiating Events (1,100MWe-class BWR) Mitigating Functions(1.100MWe-class BWR)
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NUREG-1150
Severe Accident Risks:

An Assessment for Five u.S. Nuclear Power Plants

Where Do We Go From Here?

Joseph A. Murphy
Deputy Director

Division of Systems Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, DC 20555
U.S.A.

Background

The effort which ultimately
came to be known as NUREG-1150
was originally initiated to
provide a risk perspective to
new source term information
arising from the reassessment
of source term technology which
was published as NUREG-0956 in
draft form in 1985 and in final
in 1986 and followed naturally
from an assessment of the
state-of-the-art of risk
assessment technology published
in NUREG-1050, Probabilistic
Risk Assessment Reference
Document, published in 1984.
At one time, this effort was
thought to be a relatively
simple exercise which could be
performed in a relatively short
period of time using a survey
type of accident frequency
analysis based on generic
models developed under the
NRC's Accident Sequence
Evaluation Program (ASEP) and
with source terms obtained by
running the newly developed
Source Term Code Package,
described in NUREG-0956. It
became readily apparent that
the effort would be exceedingly
more complex than we had
initially envisioned.
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We recognized almost
immediately that there were
sufficient differences among
U. S. plants, particularly in
supporting services (ac and dc
power, service water, component
cooling water, etc.) that we
could not employ generic
models. We also recognized
that the Source Term Code
Package, though state-of-the-
art, did not address certain
phenomena which we believed
were real and could not simply
be ignored in a document
attempting to analyze the risk
associated with a nuclear power
plant (e.g., high pressure melt
ejection, revolatilization of
deposited material in the
reactor coolant system after
vessel breach). Thus, we
recognized early that we would
have to rely to some extent, at
least on expert opinion,
because comprehensive models I

accepted by consensus in the
technical community did not
exist in many areas.
Recognizing that all earlier
studies had made extensive use
of expert judgement, but did
not clearly identify it as
such, we decided we would
explicitly identify how expert
judgement was utilized in the
analysis. We also attempted to



with these considerations, we
established the following
objectives:

respond to the comments of the
Lewis Committee (NUREGjCR-0400)
that reviewed the Reactor
Safety Study (WASH-1400) that
sufficient attention had not
been given to the uncertainty
associated with the earlier
study.

To provide a current
assessment of the severe
accident risks of five
nuclear power plants of
different design which
would

with these goals in mind we
assembled a multidisciplinary
team of analysts from several
national laboratories and
private contractors.

potential benefits of
severe accident
management.

risk significant
uncertainties that
may merit future
research,
comparisons with NRC
safety goals, and

o

o

To provide a set of PRA
models and results that
could support the
prioritization of
potential safety issues
and related research.

o

provide a snapshot
(in time) of the
risks associated with
the plants studied,

o

o

o

o U P d ate the
information of WASH-
1400 (NRC 1975),
include quantitative
estimates of risk
uncertainty, and

o identify plant-
specific risk
vulnerabilities for
the five plants
studied to support
the Individual Plant
Examination process.

To summarize the
perspectives gained with
respect to
o issues significant to

severe accident
frequencies,
containment
performance, and
risks,

Peer Review
NUREG-1150 (Draft for Comment)
was published early in 1987,
and was subjected to extensive
peer review. This included
review by two independent
committees of experts sponsored
by the NRC, one, chaired by H.
Kouts, focusing exclusively on
the uncertainty methodology,
published as NUREGjCR-5000; and
a second, charged with
performing a comprehensive
review of the entire report and
chaired by W. Kastenberg,
published as NUREGjCR-5113. In
addition, a significant review
was performed for the American
Nuclear society by a committee
chaired by L. LeSage, and we
had the benefit of extensive
public comments, suggestions
and recommendations from our
colleagues both domestic and
international, and discussions
at an IAEA Workshop held in
Rome in 1988. We also gained
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from considerable discussion
with the NRC's Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(ACRS).
The peer review process on this
scale was extremely time
consuming and expensive, but,
in retrospect, clearly worth
the effort. We gained
considerable benefit from all
our discussions, analyzed the
comments recei ved, and
proceeded to essentially
completely redo the analysis.
Major Improvements
The accident frequency analysis
was modified to reflect the
changes in plant design and
operational practices which had
occurred since the analysis was
begun. In several instances,
these changes appeared to be a
direct result of the correction
of vulnerabilities identified
in the initial draft. We
became keenly aware that a
probabilistic safety analysis
provides a snapshot in time,
and we were shooting at a
moving target. Where there
were clear areas where model
uncertainty existed, formal
expert elicitation was used to
help characterize the
uncertainty. (Examples include
the probabilistic model for
reactor coolant seal failure
and the failure rate .of low
pressure piping.) More
attention was directed to thp-
analysis of plant-specific
data, and considerably greater
attention was directed to
documentation, since we found
many peer comments arose
because we had inadequately
explained what had been done in
the initial analyses.
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The accident phenomenology and
risk analysis portions of the
analyses were completely
redone. For this reason, we
recommend that copies of the
first draft now be discarded.
We surveyed the instances of
formal use of expert
elicitation in other
disciplines, and drew from
these studies to develop a
formal expert elicitation
process. The pool from which
we drew experts was
significantly expanded to
include not just NRC
contractors, but
representatives of the nuclear
industry, consultant firms, and
academia. Considerable effort
was given to the expert
elicitation process to ensure
that the experts understood the
issue, had the opportunity to
research the extant literature,
had extensive discussions of
the technical issues among
themselves, and then gave their
elicitation in private,
documenting the basis for their
judgements for traceability.
The process was time consuming
(several months in duration)
and expensive. In all, several
staff years of effort went into
the elicitation process alone.

The experts also had the
advantage of considerably more
information than did those who
worked on the first draft. In
the time necessary to complete
the first draft and undergo the
lengthy peer review process,
several analyses were performed
using codes such as
MELPROG/TRAC, SCDAP/RELAP5,
MELCOR, BWRSAR, CONTAIN, MAAP,
and TRENDS. The BWR severe
damage test (DF-4) was
performed in ACRR. Full length
coolant boil-down tests were



performed in NRU (FLHT-4 and
5). Improved knowledge became
available on hydrogen
deflagration and detonation.
Direct containment heating
tests (DCH 2 and 3) were
performed in SURTSEY. Small
scale cavity dispersal tests
were performed at Brookhaven.
Core concrete tests were
performed with sustained
heating (SURC 3 and 4). Tests
were performed to obtain
information on melt spreading,
and a substantial body of
research sponsored by the
Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) on source
terms and structural behavior
became available. While none
of these advances eliminated
the need for expert judgement,
they provided the experts with
a substantial improvement in
the underlying information upon
which they could base their
judgements.
In addition, however, the NRC
commissioned several more
analyses of sequences we
thought would be dominant using
the Source Term Code Package
and some partial MELCOR
analyses. Substantial
supporting calculations and
analyses were performed, and a
new consequence analysis
technique (MACCS Version 1.5)
was developed and implemented.
Further, in response to the
obvious deficiency that we had
considered only "internal"
events, the analysis was
extended to the consideration
of external events at two
plants (Surry and Peach
Bottom) .
All this led to the publishing
of NUREG-1150, Second Draft for
Peer Review, in June 1989. We
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commissioned a distinguished
panel to review this draft,
under the provisions of the
Federal Advisory Committee Act.
This committee, which was
chaired by Dr. H. Kouts and
included members drawn from the
three committees that reviewed
the first draft. In addition,
three members agreed to serve
from the international
community. The committee has
briefed both the ACRS and the
NRC Commissioners on their
findings and their report has
just been released as NUREG-
1420. The American Nuclear
society again asked their
committee chaired by L. LeSage,
to review the new draft. Their
report is now complete, was
discussed at the recent ANS
meeting in June in Nashville,
TN, and is available from the
American Nuclear Society for a
nominal fee.
We are now analyzing the
comments made and planning our
future activities.
Where Do We Go From Here?
The special committee to review
NUREG-1150, Severe Accident
Risks: An Assessment for Five
U.S. Nuclear Power Plants,
Second Draft for Peer Review,
made the following
recommendation to the
Commission:

"...The NRC staff
should now move
toward early
publication of
NUREG-1150 in final
form. We have
suggested some
changes or additions
assuming that these
can be made speedily
without delaying the



report. If appreciable delay
would be necessary, our view is
that later, separate
publication should be called
for, without change to NUREG-
1150."
The report of the committee of
the American Nuclear Society
essentially came to the same
conclusion. Thus, we are in
the process of examining the
peer comments, modifying the
report, adjusting planned
future research to the extent
necessary in light of the peer
comments received, and
completing the report in final
form, as recommended.
In the near term, we are making
the following modifications to
NUREG-1150 prior to publishing
it as a final document:
1. A new appendix will be

added which responds to
the principal comments of
the peer review committees
and the public comments
received.

2. The chapters of the report
which provide the insights
gained from the analysis
(Chapters 8-13) will be
modified to improve the
clarity of the
presentation, correct
inconsistencies, and to
better separate insights
gained solely from the
NUREG-1150 effort from
those derived from the
panoply of PSAs which have
been performed.

3. At the time NUREG-1150,
Second Draft for Peer
Review, was released, the
owner of the Zion Plant,
Commonwealth Edison
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Company, committed to making
design changes which would
reduce the frequency of the
dominant contributor to the
severe core damage frequency.
In the final form of NUREG-
1150, credit will be assessed
for the design changes made.
4. The presentation of

results will be modified
to reflect peer comments
on the display of
exceeding low accident
frequencies «lX10-7to
1x10-8 per reactor year) .

5. In some cases, the
distributions used were
derived from elicitations
of the project staff
rather than from the
expert elicitation
process. The report will
be modified to clearly
indicate the source of the
distributions used in the
analysis.

It is our goal that these
modifications be made, and the
final version of NUREG-1150
published and distributed well
before the end of the calendar
year.
In the longer term, we will
reexamine the various elements
of our research efforts in
light of the comments of the
peer review committees. We
also note that several elements
of research programs already in
place respond to many of the
comments received. As examples
of work being planned by the
NRC or currently underway, we
offer the following examples.
Of necessity, this list is non-
inclusive of all efforts, but
is presented to illustrate that
we are reacting positively to
the advice received.



We are studying the
feasibility of developing
a PC-based data management
system to manage the
results of the enormous
volume of intermediate
analyses which were
performed as part of
NUREG-1150. Such a
system, when developed,
will greatly simplify the
performance of sensitivity
analyses and the
incorporation of new
research results.
We are exploring the
potential for simplifying
the analyses associated
with the development of
accident progression event
trees (APET) and improving
the methods used for
estimating source terms
associated with the
various APET end points.
The extensive Severe
Accident Research Program
is now and will continue
to provide additional
information which can be
used to reduce the
uncertainties in the risk
results.
The peer committees made
several comments relative
to the state-of-the-art in
human reliability. The
research ongoing in human
reIiability is presently
focusing on improved
integration of human
reliability analysis into
the PSA process. In
addition, research is
ongoing on organizational
and management influences
aimed at developing
techniques for
incorporating these
important considerations
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into the probabilistic analysis
process. We also are
developing methods for
examining operator errors of
commission into the PSA
process.

We have instituted studies
to examine the risks and
accident frequencies that
are associated with
operation at low power or
when shutdown.
The peer committees
properly noted that the
analyses of uncertainty in
NUREG-1150 estimates of
risk did not include those
uncertainties associated
with the many models in
the consequence modeling
portion of the analysis.
We intend to initiate
efforts shortly to perform
a comprehensive assessment
of the uncertainties
associated with risk
results calculated by our
new consequence code
(MACCS).

Final Note on Peer Review
The peer review process
associated with NUREG-1150,
from issuance of the first
draft to the present, has been
lengthy and extensive. We
feel, however, that the process
has been well worth the cost.
We have benefited greatly from
the independent views of
experts in the field and have
gained from their experience.
The final report we will
publish shortly will be vastly
improved because of their
efforts. The peer review
effort has consumed many staff-
years of effort by the already
busy members of the committees.
We acknowledge particularly the



assistance of the Kouts and
LeSage Committees, who served
without compensation, and the
cooperation of their employers.
They have honored us by their
assistance and advice.
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OPERATIONAL REACTOR SAFETY APPLICATIONS
AND LIMITATIONS OF PSA

S. Petrella, P.N. Lawrence, ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT
ontario Hydro is currently
undertaking a program to perform
level 3 Probabilistic Risk
Assessments (PRAs) for all of its
operating nuclear power stations.
The first PRA has been completed
and the second is well underway.,
Although the operational reactor
safety program has always
incorporated probabilistic safety
elements, the increasing scope
and sophistication of the PSAs
currently being performed is
necessitating a revision to this
program. This paper describes
how PRA results are being
incorporated into the operational
reactor safety program, the
development of operational
reliability monitoring tools from
the PRAs, and the planned and
possible future uses for PRAs in
operational safety. Limitations
in the use of PRAs vis-a-vis
other elements and constraints of
the operational reactor safety
program are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
ontario Hydro presently owns and
operates four nuclear generating
stations comprising a total of 16
reactor units with an installed
capacity of over 10,000 MWe. A
fifth station, the 4 by 880 MWe
Darlington Nuclear Generating
station is nearing completion,
with the first unit about to be
declared in-service.
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The Canadian nuclear power
station design and operating
philosophy has always
incorporated probabilistic risk
based criteria. The Siting Guide
[I], which applies to all of
ontario Hydro's nuclear power
stations save Darlington, is
essentially a probabilistic risk
statement of what must be met
from the licensing perspective.
A summary of the siting Guide is
shown in Table 1. The siting
Guide places explicit limits on
the frequency and doses from
single process failures, and
single process failures combined
with failures of "special" safety
systems. These special safety
systems are those required to
comply with the single failure
dose limits and comprise the
reactor shutdown systems, the
emergency coolant injection
systems, and the containment
systems. Derived from the Siting
Guide frequency limits are
unavailability targets for the
Special Safety Systems, typically
0.001 yrs/yr. These targets must
be demonstrated to be achieved
through actual system monitoring.

The need to design to, and
demonstrate the achievement of,
stringent reliability targets
required by the Siting Guide has,
from the earliest days, required
extensive reliability modelling,
testing, and control of
operational practices for the
Special Safety Systems [2].



TABLE 1 - Siting Guide Licensing Criteria

Situation

Normal Operation

+

Serious Process
Failure

Maximum
Frequency

1 per 3 yrs

Maxim'um Individual
Dose Limits

0.5 rem/yr whole body
3 rem/yr thyroid

Maximum Population
Dose Limits

104 rem/yr whole body
104 rem/yr thyroid

Serious Process
Failure +
Failure of any
Special Safety System

1 per 3000 yrs 25 rem whole body
250 rem thyroid

106 rem whole body
106 rem thyroid

Dose Class

2

3

4

5

TABLE 2 - Consultative Document C-6 Criteria

Accident Frequency Maximum Individual Dose (rem)
per year Whole Body Thyroid

> 10-2 per year 0.05 0.5

> 10-3 but < 10-2 0.5 5.0

> 10-4 and < 10-3 3.0 30

> 10-5 and < 10-4 10 100

< 10-5 25 250

all accident sequences> 10-7 must be examined for inclusion in dose class 5
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Further development of
probabilistic safety methods
within ontario Hydro took place
with the introduction of the
Safety Design Matrix (SDM)
approach for the so-called "B"
stations [3]. In this type of
probabilistic safety assessment,
each ,postulatedaccident sequence
is developed in an event tree
format until the sequence is
shown to be "incredible~
(frequency < 10-7 per year), or
the resulting doses are shown to
be acceptable. As applied to the
"b" stations, limited fault tree
modelling was done to support
system reliability claims or the
lack of system interactions
(common mode failures) .
Nevertheless, the SDMs were
instrumental in defining
reliability criteria for other
non-special safety systems. The
reliability claims either
implicit or explicit in the SDM's
formed the basis for deriving
detailed test frequencies using
block modelling techniques.
For the Darlington Nuclear
Generating station, the overall
licensing safety analysis
requirements of the Siting Guide
were replaced by the regulator's
Consultative Document C-6 [4].
This document places one of five
individual dose limits on each
analyzed accident scenario,
depending on the "likelihood" of
the accident. In applying C-6,
Ontario Hydro negotiated the
addition of frequency criteria
for each of the five dose classes
to help in the classifying
accident scenarios. This
restatement of C-6 for the
"trial" application at Darlington
is reproduced in Table 2.
Additionally, the stringent
reliability requirements for the
Special Safety Systems were
retained in other consultative
documents (see for example [5]).
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A requirement of C-6 is to review
the design of the plant with a
view to identifying all
"credible" accident scenarios for
further analysis. Partly to
comply with this requirement, as
well as to apply the latest
technology to the design review
process, a comprehensive event
tree/fault tree based level 3
PRA, called the Darlington
Probabilistic Safety Evaluation
(DPSE) was performed for
Darlington [6]. Since the DPSE
was performed while Darlington
was still being designed and
commissioned, a decision was made
to move towards an integrated
"life-cycle" reliability program.
Thus a large portion of
Darlington's reliability
monitoring program was based on
the DPSE. with level 3 PRA's
committed for all of ontario
Hydro's nuclear stations (the
next one at Pickering "A", the
oldest operating plant, is well
underway) the lessons learned at
Darlington are being applied to
the older plants.

APPLICATION TO THE OPERATING
POLICIES AND PRINCIPLES
At all of ontario Hydro's nuclear
stations, a high level document
called the Operating Policies and
Principles (OP&Ps) defines the
operational safety philosophy and
the safe operating boundaries for
the plant. The OP&Ps define the
safe operating boundaries in
terms of administrative,
procedural and equipment limits.
This document has evolved over a
number of years and is largely
deterministic in its operating
rules. Adherence to this
document, which is subject to
approval by the regulatory
authority, is a condition of the
Operating Licence for the
facility. An extract of the



TABLE 3 - Example Darlington Operating Policies and Principles

68.1 Shutdown System Availability (See Appendix B)

The shutdown systems shall be operated and maintained to maximize availability. In order to
comply with this principle:

(a) Neither shutdown system shall be intentionally removed from service unless the
reactor Is a guaranteed shutdown state. Removal of either shutdown system from
service shall require the prior approval of the Station Manager on a case by case
basis. The AECB shall be advised prior to removal of both shutdown systems from
service where the guaranteed drained state is not being used.

(b) The shutdown systems shall be tested according to programs which demonstrate
individual shutdown system unavailabilities, each independent of the other, of less
than 10-3 yrs/yr (as per OP&P 03.5).

(c) Where maintenance is necessary, it shall be done according to pOlicies and limits
outlined in OP&P 03.1, OP&P 68.2, and OP&P 68.4.

(d) Any trip function which is found to be impaired must be placed In a safe state or the
reactor shall be shutdown in a controlled manner.

68.2 Shutdown System Impairments (see Appendix B)

If either shutdown system is confirmed to be outside the reactivity depth, rate of insertion, or
accident coverage limits claimed in the Safety Report, the reactor shall be put in the
guaranteed shutdown state in an orderly manner and shall remain shutdown until repairs are
completed.

68.3 Shutdown System Modifications

Modifications to the shutdown systems shall only be made according to policies outlined in
OP&P 01.6.

68.4 Trip Setpoints (see Appendix B)

For all operating conditions, shutdown system trip setpoints shall be adjusted to maintain the
trip coverage as claimed In the Safety Report. Manual adjustment of trip setpoints shall only
be done following procedures approved by the Station Manager.

68.5 Resetting of Reactor Trips

Completed reactor trips shall only be reset following specific Shift Supervisor authorization.
Such authorization shall be given only after verifying that the condition which caused the trip
no longer exists.
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Darlington OP&Ps for the reactor
shutdown systems is shown in
Table 3.
The OP&Ps define probabilistic
safety criteria in a number of
ways. For the special safety
systems, the unavailability
limits are explicitly stated
(eg., 10-3). For other poised
safety-related systems,
qualitative requirements to
maintain high availability are
given. The list of systems for
which availability must be
strictly controlled has, in the
past, been defined largely by
engineering judgement or by
reference to specific credits i~
the safety analysis.
The OP&Ps also define action time
limits for impairments of
selected poised systems or
process system states (eg., the
radio-Iodine content of the heat
transport system). For example,
if a shutdown system is impaired
to the extent that it cannot
provide protection for all design
basis events, the reactor must be
shut down in 2 hours if the fault
cannot be repaired within 4
hours. These action time limits
are based on engineering
judgement considering acceptable
time at risk, power system
requirements, and administrative
and procedural requirement.
Finally, the OP&P document
defines, in an Appendix,.
availability limits for systems
in terms of minimum allowable
performance standards for
subsystems and system components.
These are generally derived from
credits made in the safety
analysis supplemented as
necessary by design information.
The PRA can be used to support
and refine the OP&Ps in a number
of ways: by defining additional

systems whose availability is
important to public safety; by
rationalizing the action time
intervals, by establishing more
detailed policies and procedures
for controlling to a high
availability; and by determining
the appropriate availability
target that a safety related
system should achieve (and hence
the required level of
surveillance and testing).
As a result of PRA insights, an
additional system was added to
the Darlington OP&Ps. The PRA
was also used to define the
appropriate and achievable
availability targets for "major
mitigating" systems (see below).
with respect to action time
limits and other procedural
aspects of the OP&Ps, these have
been incorporated into the PRAs
but not yet reviewed and revised
to any extent. This is due to
several factors. The PRA is
still a relatively new technology
within ontario Hydro. Additional
work needs to be done on
obtaining and incorporating the
insights inherent in the PRAs.
As well, the OP&Ps have had an
extensive historical development
and have become part of the
licensing process. Hence the
safety culture they embody is
deeply ingrained. A third reason
is that, unlike Technical
Specifications, the OP&Ps are
meant to specify a minimum number
of procedural and numerical
constraints, within which more
detailed procedures are written.
This broad conceptual framework
allows for significant
operational flexibility in
responding to unanticipated
situations while still remaining
within the safe "envelope". In
this respect, PRAs have the
potential for much greater "on-
line" applications.
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TABLE 4 - Safety-Related System Classification at DNGS A

Type Category Example

Active Normal Process Heat Transport System
Reactor Regulating System
Boiler Feedwater System
Turbine-Generator and Auxiliaries
Electrical Distribution

Poised Special Safety Shutdown System 1
Shutdown System 2
Emergency Coolant Injection System
Containment System

Major Mitigating Standby Class 3 Power System
Emergency Power System
Auxiliary Boiler Feedwater System
Emergency Service Water System
Shutdown Cooling System

Other Mitigating Heat Transport Pressure Relief
Turbine Trip System
D20 Recovery System
Main Control Room Air Isolation
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APPLICATION TO THE RELIABILITY
MONITORING PROGRAM
An overview of ontario Hydro's
integrated reliability program is
shown in Figure 1 (see also [7]).
During the preparation of PRAs,
an attempt is made, whenever
possible, to align the PRA
assumptions with actual
operational practices. Often,
though, desired or conservative
assumptions are made (for
example, with respect to planned
maintenance outages). This
avoids having to revise the PRA
whenever rather minor changes to
operating practices are made. Of
course, this is balanced with the
need to ensure results are not
overly skewed to certain accident
sequences and reducing the
"realism" of the PRA. As the PRA
study progresses, assumptions may
be changed to reflect th~
preliminary results. Typically,
components not previously tested,
or tested infrequently, may now
be recognized as requiring more
rigorous treatment.
since the bulk of the PRA
represents detailed fault tree
modelling, the PRA is used as the
basis for or verifying test
procedures and defining failure
data collection requirements to
support reliability claims.
Furthermore, a system
unavailability model is derived
from the fault tree modelling of
the PRA to form the basis for
system operational reliability
assessments.
In Ontario Hydro, safety-related
systems (defined as those systems
whose failure can impact
significantly on the risk to the
public) are divided into process
(active) and poised. Since
failures in process systems are
generally immediately detectable,
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the operational reliability
program focuses on the poised
systems. (A more detailed
description of the safety system
reliability monitoring program
can be found in [8]). The
program is thus structured to
place an increased emphasis on
the more important poised
systems, as reflected in the
level of modelling, surveillance
and testing, and data collection
required. Table 4, is an example
of the classifiation used at
Darlington for the purpose of
determining the level and type of
operational reliability
monitoring required.
At Darlington, detailed
unavailability models were
derived from PRA modelling for
the special Safety Systems and
the major mitigating systems.
Selection of modeled systems was
based on the safety-related
significance as judged from PRA
results, safety analysis credits,
1icensing constraints (eg.,
special safety systems), system
complexity, and level of
reliability to be achieved.
Development of system
unavailability models from the
more general reliability
modelling in the PRA was judged
necessary for a variety of
reasons. The station
responsibility matrix is very
much aligned along well defined
system boundaries. This
facilitates surveillance and
system performance review. Risk
control is generally achieved at
the system level, rather than the
plant level, which is in line
with the historical deterministic
and, to a significant extent,
licensing basis for the program.
Policies, procedure and tools
still need to be developed within
Ontario Hydro to allow risk
control at the plant level, and



the regulatory environment would
also have to change. Given the
tools presently available,
reliability control at the system
level is simpler.
The unavailability models were
derived from the PRA by various
"rules":

1. establishing a definition of
system availability which is
accident non-specific by
encompassing the various
requirements placed on the system
by different accidents. For
example, in the PRA, emergency
water injection into the
secondary side was modeled
separately for each of the four
boilers to more easily model
different accident sequences.
The system unavailability model,
however, defines unavailability
of the system as failure to
inject to at least one boiler in
each of the two heat transport
system loops;

2. whenever possible, retaining
the fault tree logic and data in
the PRAi

3. removing the contribution of
mission reliability terms;

4. removing the contribution of
support systems. The support
systems are treated as either
separate systems on their own (as
in the case of standby electric
power systems), or judged as not
requiring detailed models (eg.,
instrument air systems whose
failures are immediately
apparent).
In addition to establishing the
requirements of the test and data
collection program, the system
unavailability models are used to
both monitor long term
performance and respond to short
term system operating states.
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Long term performance is
monitored by using the failure
data experience at either the
system or component level.
Failure rate experience at the
component level is combined in
the unavailability model to yield
a future expectation which is
then compared to the system
target. Where operational data
is not available, an updated
generic estimate is used. If the
target cannot be met, operating
changes (eg., test frequencies)
or design changes (eg., component
replacements) are made as
necessary. Another alternative
now possible with PRAs is to
modify the system unavailability
target. It is intended that this
target, subject to licensing
constraints, will only be changed
following confirmation that the
integrated risk, as calculated by
the PRA, is not unduly changed.
Although short term risk control
has always been performed by
system reliability considerations
(such as increasing redundant
path test frequency in" response
to redundant component failures),
the PRA offers the promise of
assessing the overall risk impact
of a change as well. This
requires the development of PRA
interrogation tools as well as
the development of quantitative
methodologies and standards for
risk control. This work is
currently in progress.

IMPACTS ON OPERATIONAL
RELIABILITY TOOLS AND METHODS
The PRA program has given an
impetus to the development of
more sophisticated operational
reliability tools and methods.
The primary impacts have been on
data collection and reliability
model interrogation tools. A
desire to follow an integrated



reliability program from design
through to operation, has
resulted in Operations using
detailed fault trees for
operational reliability
monitoring. This is
necessitating a more
sophisticated data collection
strategy to support the
reliability models as well as the
development of computerized model
interrogation techniques.
At Darlington, data for the
special and major mitigating
systems is being collected and
analyzed at the level of the
primary event in the fault tree
model, which is usually the
component level. This is
necessitating the development of
a database which can support both
the design organization's needs
for generic failure rates for
future PRAs, and the operating
organization's needs for system
specific performance monitoring.
(This data base replaces a
smaller data base in use prior to
the introduction of fault tree
models and adapted to reliability
block models). The database will
allow sorting of component
performance data by system,
function, component type and
failure mode. The database is
being developed so as to support
computerized statistical analysis
and trending packages and
automatic data assignment
software.
The increasingly sophisticated
fault tree based models are also
spurring the development of
computerized model interrogation
tools. At present, two in-house
developed tools (one spreadsheet
based, one data base based) are
in trial use. These tools are
meant to "interrogate" the
minimal cut set solution to
provide guidance for abnormal
system configurations such as
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failed components and changes in
test frequencies. It is expected
that these technologies will
shortly give way to on-line "re-
solving" of fault trees to assess
the impact of logic as well as
data changes. A significant
parallel effort to train station
reliability staff in fault tree
techniques is currently in place.
Although Ontario Hydro's PRAs
have extensive human error
modelling, and the DPSE
emphasized the importance of
human interactions to plant risk
and system availability,
operational verification of human
interaction probabilities is
currently not considered
practical. Rather, the
operational program is geared
towards reviewing, in detail,
significant events involving
plant personnel and feeding back
into operating procedures and
system design. Data collected
will be subject to routine
pattern and trend analysis. The
theoretical methods will be
continually reviewed and refined
by the design organization to
arrive at updated human
interaction probabilities. From
the operational perspective,
human interaction probabilities
are treated as fixed terms.

APPLICATION TO EMERGENCY
OPERATING PROCEDURES
As in many other utilities,
Ontario Hydro is upgrading its
Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOPs). This upgrade basically
consists of improving the
development, presentation,
verification and validation
process for event based
procedures, (including catering
to multiple failures), adding
generic (symptom oriented)
procedures to cater to complex or



undiagnosed events, and adding
independent monitoring of
critical safety parameters.
PRA insights are yet to make a
significant impact on EOP
development. While the DPSE
neared completion, significant
technical information gained
during the PRA process was made
available to operating staff to
guide the writing of EOPs. This
was generally done in the form of
"Operator Response Guidelines" -
essentially draft emergency
procedures. In the future, we
see two immediate uses of PRA in
the development of EOPs. The
first is to verify the technical
content of procedures with
respect to available indications
for diagnosis, coverage of event
sequences postulated in the PRA,
and verification of system
credits. The second use is as a
basis for defining accident
management strategies. Methods
to achieve these objectives are
being explored.

APPLICATION TO OPERATING PLANT
RETROFITS
Early in the development of the
DPSE, it was recognized that PRA
technology held considerable
promise in rationalizing the
backfit process for operating
plants by supporting more clearly
defined cost/benefit criteria in
the decision process. Since the
current Canadian regulatory
framework lacks explicitly
defined overall quantitative risk
criteria, Ontario Hydro has
embarked on a process of
developing quantitative risk-
based safety goals and value-
impact assessment methodologies
for its own internal decision
processes. The PRAs will, of
course, form the bulk of the
inputs to the value-impact
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assessments as well as
determining whether the safety
goals are met. It is planned for
all significant retrofits to be
made subject to detailed value-
impact assessments.
The experience to date with using
PRA to assess the need for
retrofits has been mainly limited
to reviewing the impact of rather
minor modifications. Without a
framework in place, attempts to
show the minimal risk impacts of
major changes requested by the
regulator have generally not been
successful.

SUMMARY

Although PSA approaches have
always been an integral part of
operational reactor safety
program at all of ontario Hydro's
stations, the current detailed
PRAs being produced are having an
increasing impact in all areas of
the program. This impact is
expected to continue.
In the short term, over the next
five years, Ontario Hydro will
consolidate the use of PRASe In
the operational reactor safety
program, this will be done by
continuing to better define
systems and reliability targets
important to public risk, using
more detailed models to improving
system surveillance and respond
to abnormal configurations,
improving the upgrade of
emergency operating procedures,
and refining the deterministic
rules already in place. In
parallel to this, more experience
will be gained in using PRAs to
assess the need for design
changes to operating plants to
meet risk-based safety goals.
However, the full application of
a living PSA approach is not
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imminent and will not be realized
until both the Corporation and
the Canadian regulators gain
sufficient confidence in PRA
technology. This will only come.
about by demonstrating the
benefits of PSA approaches over
more conventional deterministic
ones. In any event, the process
will be evolutionary rather than
a revolutionary one.
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ABSTRACT

A probabilistic Safety Assessment
has been performed by the Safety
Analysis Department of eEA for a
900 MWe standardized plant.

The paper presents the objectives,
the scope of the study dnd the level 1
results. Some general insights are
drawn, especial1} the benefit related
to the implementation of emergency
procedures and the importance of ('isk
during shutdown situations.

INTRODUCTION

The PSA of 900 ~IWe pre:.;:~uriz.cd
water reactor:; was cdrried out by the
Safety Analysis Departllient of the
Institute [or Nuclear Safety ~Uld
Protection of the French Atomic Energy
Cornrnisdon (CEA/lPSNID!\S) with th(~
participation of Frdmatorne. It was
financed by the CenLral Service for
the Safety of Nuclear installations.

Although the basis of rc-~acLor
design is essentially deterministir,
the probabilistic approach has been
viewed in France, si!lee the beginning
of the seventies, as being particu-
larly helpful in safeL~ analysis. A
number of partial pro~abilistic
studies were first carried out by
Electricit~ de France, IPSN and
FrarnatorIll'on differenL types of n'dC'

tors.
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fn 1982, the dccis ion was taken by
the' IPSN to olake a full probabilistic
safely study on ,-I standard reactor of
the ~tandardized 900 MWe series.

The work took place between 1983
and 1990. A prelirninary phase Wd3 the
subject of a full in-depth external
revie.. by EDF. Further, EDF has been
working all a SLf!lilaf stud~ [;ince 1986
relating Lo the 1300 'fWe Paluel 3
reactor (EPS 1300), for which Lhe DAS
provided external checking after a

preliminary phase. Thus the external
review carried out in 1987 was reci-
procal.

The total investment ill the stud.y
can be estimated at 50 engineer years.

OBJECTIVES

Tbe main goal of the 900 ~n\(> PSA
was La create a tool to aid safety
analysis. This tool should make it

possible to assess the scale of safety
problems in operation and to deLermine
the usefulness of possible modifica-
tions.

For c.\arnple

ident ifyin<j de:;ign weak.nesses,
analyzing ope[aL ing technical spe--

cifications and operating proce-
dures,
dlldlyzing scheduled tests and lll-

service maintenance,
identify Lng areas of research.



MAIN OPTIONS

Reference plant :
The I'edcUn- consjdercd in th~)
study is a tYPt: CP~ 900 MWe pres--
surized water reactoc takiny into
account all the modiEic,-ltions de-
cided upon up to 1st January 1990.
TiE: standardized 900 ~We :,crles
r epre sell t s t hi ct y f 0 II L' un its I, i I h
a similar design.

Scope of the sLudy :
The 900 MWe PSA I:; il level 1 PSi'..
In its present f()L'JII tho ~,tlld~' does
not cover internal dnG t'\terlla:L
hazards such as f i [es, floods and
earthqu:-lkes.

Initiating events

The initiating C'\iellt~:; taken into
account were ident if it'd il; oi'del
to establish a list as complete au
possible. l\ll ,important featurE' o[
the 9 0 0 ~IWe PSA L :; " hat Lh c i n i-
tiating events dre c,')[lsiden;d not
only when the plant is aL full
power (according to the int(~rnd-
tiona1 current practice) hut ,11.';0

during all tlie state~; of the
plant, inclut1iw] ccld Sl1UtdOI,r: for
intervention cr rC[ll(;ling.

Post ;lccidental c.;jtllal.L():I~

The accident ~>equencl's an~ dIld-

ly~;cc1 until ct situation for I,hidl
t.he ri~3k can be con:ndcrcd dS

j'('all~ [J(>gligible. Thi:.; conclili;)11
led to take into account :;OJIIC vcry
long and slow sequences,for lU:;"
tance after d IdnJc tOCA the loW]
term rluration wa~.: COii~,:i.den:~d to be
one ycar.
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Allowance for recovery actions

In order to define realistic
~equence~;, and especlally in the
ca~;c of long t (:rme sequences, it
appeared as necessary to take into
account recoven'. Recovery may be
el ther the repair of an equipment

,...:! : ,[;..':i1 ;',()I\('r for instance),
or a hUlfldfl intervention for
apply i110 dn eme r'ycncy procedu l'C or
foe defining a strategy. Espe-

cially the dcLiollS defined in the
ltlcidf!ntal, accidental dnd cOlllple-
f1if'tltdry [)[oc!;dures (I, A., H prace,-
dures) are introduced in the
sequCJlce~;, ~Ior('over the hurllatl
L'edundd11cy due to the Saff'ty
Enl]ineer (ISR) and the ultimate
procedure U1 arc also taken into

:.-Iccoun t.

Reliability data

The p.\istcnce ill FL111CP of stan-
da reIL.:cds e ri e s ( t h i r t '1 f 0 llL'

900 ~lWe !Lnits of the SdUlC' design)
has {(ldde i.t possible to build a
corpus of ['(-:.alistic data particu-
larly suited to making a PSA.

Specific data issued from French
data banks (['cliability data bank,
incident reports) were used as far

as pos;;ible. Tll(~ 900 \IWe PSA data
bdnk W:i:; ;~;)tablished on the basis
:; f i,n f ()un d l ion s coIl e c t cd and
treated by EDF, then dnal'z'sed and
discussed w'i t li CE:\. SO[W di ff icult
dal:{ problems were t[(,:ltcd jointly
'"i.th [DF. Lor c"alople comllion Illode
LtilUfc;3.

Human [actor

Tn tJli~, j):HLiculady <,'omple" area,
c: Iii(jh priority was (jiven to the
usp o[ experience feed back, which
is the unique basis for a realis-
tic analysb. E.',perience ft:ed back
\v<1~; used wainl} in tb(~ following
field:: :



Identificatiun uf likely hUllian In--
terventions,
Quantification of their probabi-
lity by direct statif,ticG when
possible,
Validation of models allowing to
extrapolate real experience to
other situations.

The main information ~wllrces \.erc
the real incidents. ~pecific
inquiries dnd in terviews, and
simulator experiments. The infor-
mations collected by EDF <11,l1.' ing
s irnIIIa t ()r (~:-::,j0 rim ell t s '..; ere p d d i-
culad')i important.

QUdntificdtioll rlict.hods

TIle ([Ui.Hltitativ'c assessment of
core-melting probability WdS car-
ried out with two lIlain objec-
t ,~ves :

Taking into aCColU1t as CULi.'ectly

a~) pos:;i1110 the hiqh level of
detail and the complexity of the
models.

(reate a "Living PSl\" making it
possible tu rapidl,! ma};e dsk
variation calculations dnd update
the study on the basis o[ (!evclop-
ments in data and knowledge.

For that purpose, the compllt(~riz(:d
system LESSEPS develuped by EDF
with similar objectives appeared
as the most suitable tool.

RESULTS

The overall core melt frequency is
estimated to 4,95 10-5 pej~ rPdctO[ ,'';

year.

The contdbutio[ls of t~le di[fc~rellt
families (if lIl.iliatiny l,,:;:'nts are
y i ve r: in t 11(' [0110\,'i t1'J :: a b h: r 1"l::.) pee'
t Lvely for the case of full power r dlld

for all the state~; c[ th(~ pL-;ct.
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TABLE

CORE MELT PROBABILITY
/ R x Y

FAMILY OF INITIATING
EVENT FULL ALL THE

POWER STATES OF
THE PLANT

LOCA 1.46 E-5 2.47 E-5

ATWS 4.3 E-6 4.3 E-6

SECUNDARY LINE BREAK 1.9 E-6 1.9 E-6

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE 1.3 E-6 1.3 E-6
RUPTURE

TRANSIENTS 1.3 E-6 4.5 E-6

LOSS OF HEAT SINK 9.4 E-6 9.4 E-6

LOSS OF S.G. FEEDWATER 5.8 E-7 2.5 E-6

BLACKOUT 3.1 E-7 7.7 E-7

TOTAL 3.37 E-5 4.95 E-5



CP2 50 POWER STATE
PI = 3.4x10's I reactor year

12.8%
Anticipated transient

without scram

Secondary line rupture
Steam generator tube rupture 3.9%
Primary and secondary transients 3.9%

43.2% Loss of coolant accident

0.9% Total loss of electrical power (H3)

1.7% Total loss of steam generator
feedwater supply

CP2 - ALL STATES
PI = 4.9x10'S I reactor year

49.9% [,oss of coolant accident

Anticipated transient 8.7%
without scram

Secondary line rupture 3.9%
Steam generator tube rupture 2.6% 9.101

7Q Primary and secondary
transients
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1.6% Total loss of electrical
power (H3)

Total loss of steam generator
feedwater supp ly (H2)



MAIX IXSIGHTS

One interesting finding is the
considerable weight of situations
in the shutdown state, which
contribute 32 % of the total
figure. This high value may result
f ronl the fact that there are gene-
rally no automat ie S'y'S terns to
counter accident situation£) and
that human interv(~ntion is neees--
sarI'.

The risk is particularly important
in the case of mid-loop operation,
siuce in this situation the delay
available for op0rator action is
short, due to the low primary
coolant inventory.

It should nevertheless be noted
that the associated uncertainty is
high as concern~) both probability
of human error and the frequencies
of the initiating events.

Part icular sequences in i tiated by
a spurious dilution of the primary
coolant were ideol iUcd, e[;pc-
cially a spquence involving the
formation of a slug of nen borated
water in a primary loop ,Jur lnq a
loss of the primary pumps. A star-
t ing up of a pump in thi~; s i tua-
tion makes it possible to send the
water slug into the core and to
cause a reactivity incident. This
t)'pe of sequence was considered as
important, and a modificdtion was
decided by EDF durinq the course
of the PSA for both 900 MWe and
1300 MWe .:..;eri(~:-;.

The human factor plays d very un
portant role. The sequences
containing at least ~)ne human
error contributc-: llc,:uly 70% o[
the resul t. furthermore, the human
factor plays a role hollJ in thc'
probabil i ty of failure of the 81'8-

t.enls and in th(~ [~_.:::_~_;_cnc~" DE [be
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initiating events. However, it
should be noted thdt in most
cases, human intervention has been
introduced as d possibility of
restoration or recovery of a
degraded situation, and the
sequence leadinq to core meltdown
thus includes failure of the ope-
rator 1:0 provide the restoration.
If the human factor is not taken
into account, the probability of
I_'ore meltdown will be higher, and
it cannot be .:..;imply concluded that
70 % of the risk is due to human
error.

It should be noted that the human
factor has a particularly large

weight in the sequences for which
act iOll is required within a short
length of time (as the case of
LOC;\ during shutdown states) or
\dl(~n tIle re IS no specif ic proce-
dure coresponding the accidental
situation (combination of acci-
dents for instanc0).

1\ llowance for t1IC recovery act ions
definefl in the conlplementary and
ultimate accident procedures Hand
lJ makes it pO:33ible to reduce
significantly the probability of
core melt down relative to the
level reached with use of
incidental and accidental
procedures I and A alone

The sequences involving LOG\
with failure of systems in the
long term have a contribution
which, aI though not negligible,
is not dOfllinant. On the other

hand, if allowance is not made
for the procedures H4 and U3
specific to these situations
(backup of safety injection and
containment spray systems), the
long term ri~k is multiplied by
d factor of approximately 10
dod the total probability of

core meltdown by a factor of
I, G,



The add i :. : una 1 t'csuurc«; imple-
mented under procedure H] [or
power blackout (System LLS dnd
gas turbine) make the sequences
leading to leakage at the pel ..
mary pump seals negligible,

l\llowance for the "Feed and
Bleed" cooling procedure
(procedure H2) [(~duce:3 the pro-
bability of core meltdown rela-
tive to loss of steam gen0raLor
feedwater suppl~ by a factor of
10,

:\nother factor contribuLincj to
risk reduction is the hurr!d.T1 n:,-
dundancy dlw to the' Sa [e t y
Engineer (ISR) dnd the UltillldtE:
symptom oriented procedu[t:'s
SPI-Ul. Th(-; introduction :)f
procedures SPI dild lJl resul ts
in reducing by d factor of 3 to
10 the probabi Ii. t ':I of a large
number o[ sequences, fur
example the small prinldry ~)'i:.;-
tern bredk sequence or the SGTR
with high pressure safety
inject ion failure, dnd all the
sequences involving- a failure
of AFW system.

CONCLUSION

The 900 ~tWe PSA was conducted with
constant attention to en:3ul'illg rcali~;nl
and completeness. While [(~mainiw]
fully aware of its limitat iotts dnd
areas of uncertainty, this ~;tLLdy, par.
tic u 1a rly <l u e t 0 its hdvi ng bee n ~:0m-
puterized, constitutes d basic tool
for evaluating the safety of 900 MWQ
llllits.

hlrthermore, this tool has been
de~;i(-Jl\c(] not to remain unchanged but
to evolve as new know ledge is obt ai-
:led. i\llowanco for f u t llre deve lop-
[\lent:;, new studic:-, alld ever more
e,tcn:,ive eXpl-:cl(,:lIce feedback. Ioiill
make it possible to reduce certain
a reas of uncert ain t y. Tlle 900 'fWe PSi'!
will be all the mOfe useful as it
remain:; a "living" ~:::tudy.
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Main Results of German Risk study, Phase B,
in the Light of Methodological Problems

K. Koeberlein
Gesellschaft fuer Reaktorsicherheit

D-8046 Garching, FRG

ABSTRACT

The German Risk study, Phase B, which has been performed for a 1300
MWe KWU-type PWR, is a "level 2-" PSA.

In the study, 32 initiating events have been considered. An expected
plant damage state frequency of about 3*10-5 per year has been
calculated. In a "plant damage state" core meltdown can only be
prevented by means of accident management procedures.

The probability is high (about 98 %) that in a plant damage state the
primary system will not be depressurized. Core meltdown under high
system pressure would endanger the containment integrity immediately.

In most plant damage states accident management procedures are
possible which bring the plant in a safe state or, at least, reduce
the pressure in the primary system before the pressure vessel fails.
On a preliminary basis, a success probability of 99 % for AM
procedures (secondary or primary side bleed and feed) has been
estimgted. This results in an expected core melt frequency of about
~*10- per ye~,. The expected frequency of high pressure core meltdown
1S about 6*10 per year.

Loads on, and failure modes of, the containment during a core melt
accident as well as release fractions after containment failure have
been analyzed. The study did, however, refrain from quantifying the
probability of containment failure modes. A main uncertainty in this
area is the probability of containment failure due to hydrogen
burning. The results of the study point out, that the risk can be
reduced significantly if containment failure due to hydrogen burning
can be reliably prevented.

INTRODUCTION

The German Risk study has been performed for unit B of Biblis NPP, a
1300 MWe KWU-type PWR, which started commercial operation in 1976. The
study was divided into two phases. Phase A, a level 3 risk study
published in 1979, largely applied the methods of WASH-1400 in order
to evaluate the accidental risk from the operation of nuclear power
plants in the Federal Republic of Germany.
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In contrast, Phase B - completed in 1989 - was a level 2 PSA with
the aim to apply recent methodology for an evaluation of plant safety
and the identification of safety improvements [1,2]. Core damage
frequency and source terms have been evaluated, but frequencies of
release categories have not been quantified. Accident consequences
outside the plant have not been investigated.
Both Phase A and Phase B have been research projects and not part of
nuclear regulation procedures. Nevertheless, the results of the study
did influence regulatory positions in the FRG and gave rise to a
number of system modifications as well in Biblis B as in other PWRs.
In this paper, main results of Phase B are presented and in some
instances compared to results of Phase A in order to point out the
influence of methods and assumptions.

ACCIDENT INITIATING EVENTS
In Phase B, altogether 32 initiating events have been considered.
Table 1 gives a (compressed) list of initiati9g events and of their
expected frequencies, which range from < 10- per year (large and
medium LOCA) to 0.4 per year (loss of main heat sink). For comparison,
corresponding frequencies from Phase A are shown.
The frequencies of likely transients have been derived from plant
sp~cific operational experience. The frequency of small leaks (2 to 12
cm) in the primary loop and for the rupture of a single steam
generator heating tube have been assessed on the basis of German PWR
operational experience.
For more remote events the expected frequencies had to be evaluated
theoretically. Due to the basic safety design of the pressure boundary
of the primary coolant system large and ~edium leaks are extremely
unlikely. An expected frequency of < 10- per year can hardly be
proved. However, even if the true value would be about a factor of 100
higher the contribution of these events to the overall core damage
frequency would remain small.
Since the main steam lines do not fully satisfy the basic safety
design principles, which are applied to the primary coolant system,
the frequency of a leak in the main steam line is relatively high.
The frequency of a pressurizer leak due to a stuck open valve is
composed of the frequency of transient and the conditional probability
of the valve opening and failing to reclose.
For ATWS the frequency is obtained from the product of the frequency
of operational transients and the conditional probability of the
failure to scram. This probability has been estimated on the basis of
German and US PWR experience by a detailed religbility analysis,
applying the Binomial Failure Rate model, to 5*10- per demand. The
methods applied lead to a pessimistic estimate.
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The frequency of internal fires is based on generic data, includingexperience in nonnuclear power plants.
Table 1 shows that in Phase B a wider
has been included than in Phase A. It
newly analyzed events significantly
frequency. This will be shown later.

spectrum of initiating events
turned out, that some of the
influence the core damage

In spite of the extended spectrum of initiating events a number of
possibly important iniators have not been considered in Phase B, e.g.:
- reactivity accidents,
- feedwater line leaks,
- very small leaks « 2 cm2) in the primary loop,
- events during start-up, shutdown and revision.

EVENT TREE AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

For the event tree and systems analysis success criteria for the
function of safety systems have to be known. For this purpose in
former studies the formal criteria as assumed in the licensing
procedure have been adopted. This means, e.g. for the usual 4 * 50%
redundancy of emergency core cooling systems in German NPPs, that 2
out of the 4 trains are required, while one train is unavailable due
to a single failure and another train is shut due to repair. In Phase
A it has been assumed that the system function fails and the event
will immediately lead to core damage if less than 2 trains are
available. Best estimate calculations for Phase B have shown that in
many instances less than 2 trains are sufficient to perform the system
function (table 2). This fact has direct influence on the system
unavailabilities calculated by fault tree analyses. This effect,
however, is less important, since system unavailabilities are strongly
influenced by CCF, whose probabilities only weakly depend on thesuccess criteria.

Abandoning the formal success criteria and using realistic analyses
has a much more important consequence: It can now be taken into
account that failures of safety systems will not necessarily lead to
core damage. The analyses have shown that in many situations core
cooling and heat removal can be restored by means of accident
management (AM) measures. situations where safety systems fail and
core damage can be prevented by AM measures only are called "plant
damage states" and they are distinguished in the study from "coredamage states".

The expected frequencies of plant damages states, resulting from
various groups of initiating events, are shown in Table 3. For Phase A
these frequencies are identical to the core damage frequencies.
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The overall plant damage state frequency from Phase B is about 3*10-5
per year. simultaneous loss of main heat sink and main feed water is
the dominant contributor, while a number of other initiating events
are significant with contributions ~ 10-6 per year.
comparison with Phase A results shows t~it the main contributions to
the former core damage frequency of 9*10 per year (small leak, loss
of preferred power) have been reduced considerably. This results from
system improvements in the reference plant and from assuming realistic
success criteria. Under these circumstances initiating events not
considered in Phase A are now responsible for about 50 % of the plant
damage state frequency.
Internal impacts (fire, flooding) and external events (earthquake,
airplane crash), which have been analyzed in Phase B, contribute about
10 % to the total plant damage state frequency and will not be further
discussed in this paper.
Transients are responsible for about 60 %, small leaks for further 25
% of plant damage states. Considering system functions, a failure of
feedwater supply is by far the dominating contribution with 70 %,
followed by failure of steam relief with 14 %, so that secondary side
functions are involved to more than 80 % (Fig. 1).
Common cause failures of safety systems resp. components are re-
sponsible for about 50% of the overall plant damage state frequency,
human failures for about 25%. Fig. 2 shows the contribution of both
types of failures for selected initiating events. since plant specific
operational experience is not sufficient to evaluate common cause and
human failure rates, generic data have to be included. It is to be
expected that these failure modes contribute significantly to the
uncertainty of the overall result. The distribution of the plant
damage state frequency calculated on the basis of reliability data
distribution is shown in Figure 3. This evaluation does not consider
uncertainties from modeling or omissions.
As the plant damage state frequency is dominated by transient and
small LOCA initiating events the probability is high (~ 98%) that in a
plant damage state the primary system will not be depressurized.
without AM measures, these cases would lead to core damage under high
primary system pressure endangering the containment integrity
immediately.

ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT (AM) MEASURES
The aim of AM measures as considered in Phase B is to restore core
cooling and decay heat removal after a loss of vital safety system
functions. This aim can be reached by bleed and feed of the secondary
and of the primary coolant system. The strategy of these measures is
outlined in Figure 4. Details of the underlying thermohydraulic
calculations are discussed in [3]. The event tree starts from a
transient and total loss of feedwater supply to the steam generators.
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For two typical transients (loss of feedwater, station blackout) the
given time scales roughly indicate the times available before AM
measures have to be initiated. If the main and auxiliary feedwater
systems fail to supply water to the steam generators and the water
level in the steam generator is falling below a limit value, secondary
side bleed and feed has to be initiated by the operators. Opening the
steam relief valves will depressurize the steam generators, so that
water can be supplied to the steam generators from the main feedwater
tank which is under a pressure of 1 MPa. Heat transfer from the
primary side is sufficient to reduce the primary pressure so that the
low pressure residual heat removal system can be activated. Should
this system be unavailable, long term secondary side feeding can be
maintained by a mobile pump connected to one of the auxiliaryfeedwater lines.

If secondary side mepsures fail, primary bleed by opening pressurizer
relief valves is the ultimate measure to reduce the pressure in the
primary system. Core damage can then be prevented by feeding water
with the safety injection pumps into the primary system and afterwards
by removing the decay heat with the low pressure system. If long term
heat removal cannot be assured, the core will melt under low pressure.
High pressure core meltdown will occur only if secondary side bleed
and feed and primary side bleed would fail.
Failure probabilities for the AM measures have been estimated on a
preliminary basis, since details of the procedures had not yet been
specified and necessary system modifications have not been realized in
the plant, when Phase B was finished. It was assumed that under
favorable conditions concerning training of personnel, instructions
and instrumentation there is a chance of 99% for the operators, to
successfully perform bleed and feed on the secondary or primary side.
With this assumption the influence of AM measures on the core damage
frequency has been evaluated. Results are shown in Table 4. They take
into account that for some accident sequences the efficiency and/or
success probability is reduced. Sequences which are transferred from
high pressure to low pressure core melt by means of AM measures arelabeled "LP*".

AM measures help to reduce the frequency of a high pressure core
meltdown by a factor of 80, while the total core damage frequency is
reduced by a factor of 6. Dominant contributors to core damage
frequency are now small leaks and earthquakes. The frequency of high
pressure core melt is still dominated by transients.

CONTAINMENT RESPONSE

Potential containment failure modes can be grouped as follows:
- containment system failure before core melt (e.g. isolation valves

or air ventilation system fail to close),
- containment bypass,
- (early) containment failure due to high transient loads,
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(late) containment failure due to longterm pressure increase or
basemat meltthrough.

Failure of containment isolation has been estimated to be extremely
unlikely with the actual plant design and has not been further
considered in the study.
Accident sequences combined with a containment bypass and hence with
high source terms can result from steam generator tube rupture or from
a interfacing systems LOCA. For a steam generator tube rupture the
release of radionuclides can be limited depending on size and location
of the tube rupture e.g. by flooding the steam generator since core
uncovery and core damage would occur only after several hours.
Early containment failure may be caused by high transient loads mainly
after a high pressure core meltdown. Further investigations are
necessary concerning phenomena of in-vessel natural circulation and
pressure vessel failure modes. Heating of pipe walls due to natural
circulation of overheated coolant may cause a rupture of a main
coolant line prior to meltthrough of the pressure vessel bottom. Since
the analysis of these phenomena is afflicted with very high
uncertainties the study does not include any quantitative assessment
concerning this issue.
Loads from in-vessel steam explosions have been examined. Although
small steam explosions may occur during slumping of the core, a steam
explosion carrying sufficient energy do destroy the pressure vessel
and subsequently the containment structure is assessed to be very
unlikely. Therefore early containment failure due to a steam explosion
has been discarded as relevant accident sequence.
A major issue of severe accident analysis is the hydrogen problem. It
has to be assumed that 40-60 per cent of the zircalloy in the core
will be oxidized during in-vessel core melt. The generated 500-800 kg
of hydrogen will be released into the containment. The remaining
zirconium is converted after meltthrough of the reactor pressure
vessel, mainly in the initial phase of the core-concrete interaction.
Thus, about 1300 kg hydrogen are released into the containment within
a few hours. Further hydrogen is produced by the oxidation of metallic
components in the molten core and in the concrete. If the hydrogen
would accumulate to higher concentrations, uncontrolled combustion
could threat the containment integrity.
Countermeasures aiming at a limitation of the hydrogen concentration
and the prevention of a dangerous combustion are being investigated.
E.g., igniters could be installed in order to burn the hydrogen before
critical concentrations can build up. with high steam content in the
gas mixture (> 40%) an ignition is unlikely. In this case hydrogen can
be removed by catalytic burning. Metallic foils, acting as catalyst,
are being tested. Further development is needed for the practical
application of igniters and catalytic foils as well as for the
demonstration of their functional safety. Since detailed technical
concepts had not yet been developed when the study has been completed
and analytical means for a realistic simulation of hydrogen burning
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are not available, the influence of such measures on the containment
failure probability could not be assessed.
Apart from early containment failures, long-term overpressurization of
the containment and melt-through of the concrete basemat have to be
considered. Even if the molten core in the reactor cavity is flooded
by water from the containment sump the failure pressure of the
containment steel shell (~ 0.85 MPa) will not be exceeded during the
first five days. Late overpressure can be prevented by filtered
venting, which would be initiated on the containment pressure
exceeding the design value.
From investigations of the core-concrete interaction meltthrough of
the basemat has to be expected within 4 to 10 days.
Because of the large uncertainties connected with the analysis of core
melt and containment response phenomena the study did refrain from
quantifying probabilities of containment failure modes.

SOURCE TERMS

In Table 5 release fractions of the core inventory for various
accident sequences are shown.
No (or merely insignificant) retention can be assumed for noble gases
(Kr, Xe), independent of the accident sequence.
Very high release rates have to expected after early and extensive
containment failure, which could be caused by high pressure core melt
or hydrogen combustion. The corresponding release fractions have only
been estimated. It has been assumed that at least 50% of the volatile
nuclides (iodine, cesium, tellurium) will be released and that larger
amounts of less volatile nuclides are released during core-concreteinteraction.

For the interfacing systems LOCA it has been assumed that about two-
thirds of the volatile nuclides are retained in the annular room
between the containment steel shell and the reactor building. This
presumes, however, that there is no hydrogen combustion in the annularroom.

/

Release fractions for a steam generator tube rupture can be reduced
significantly by refilling the defective steam generator with water
prior to onset of core meltdown. The water would then have a filter
effect. Both the release fractions for a dry and for a refilled steam
generator are shown in Table 5. The release fractions differ by a
factor of about 6 (except noble gases).
During a low pressure core melt and a small leak in the containment
(10 cm2, which is about the hundredfold design leak rate) most of the
radionuclides are retained along the release pathway "containment-
annular room-auxiliary building-environment". Resuspension of
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deposited nuclides during a possible combustion of hydrogen has not
been taken into account.
In the case of filtered containment venting nuclides to a very high
fraction are deposited on inner walls of the containment or retained
in the sump water. Particles still airborne in the containment
atmosphere at the time of depressurization are to a large extent
absorbed by filters. This presumes that the filters are not impaired
by hydrogen burning.
Releases after meltthrough of the concrete bottom plate have not been
investigated. Unless a massive release into the atmosphere has
occurred before, the release of nuclides into the groundwater can be
limited by countermeasures.

CONCLUSIONS
At the present state of knowledge a quantification of the accidental
risk is affected with very high uncertainties. In spite of these
uncertainties the study clearly points out that the risk can be
reduced considerably if early containment failure due to hydrogen
burning or to high pressure core melt can be reliably prevented.
The "level 1" part of the study has identified a number of system
improvements which reduced the expected frequency of plant damage
states.
The study has also shown
cedures to prevent core
potential has to be made
plant.
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Table 1: Expected rrequency ot: Initiating Events (Mean Values)

Initiating Event Phase B
(l/a)

Phase A
(l/a)

Loss of Coolant Accidents
Reactor Coolant Loop

- Large and Medium Leak £> 200 =2)
- Small Leak (2 - 200 em )
Pressurizer

- Inadvertent Opening ot: Sat:ety Valve
- Stuck Open Valve During Transient
Steam Generator Heating tubA
- Rupture ot: 1 'I'u.be(1-6 =2)
- Rupture ot: >1 'I'u.bes(> 6 =2)
Inter:acing Systems LOCO

- Primary Leak in the Annular RoolII

< 10-7 1 • 10-3
3 • 10-3 3 • 10-3

9 • 10-4 not an~! •
2 • 10-4 1 • 10

7 • lO-~ not anaL
2 • 10-~ not anaL

< 10-7 not anaL-----------------------------------------------------------------Transients

Loss ot: Pret:e=ed Power
Loss ot: Main Feedwater
Loss ot: Main Heat Sinlt (Lonqterm)
- without Loss ot: Main Feedwater
- with Loss ot: Main reedwater
Leak in a Main Steam Line
ATWS

0.13 0.1

0.15 0.8

0.4 0.3
0.3 not anal.

8 • 10-4 not anaL
4 • 10-5 3 • 10-5.--------._-------------------------------------------------"'mpaets

External ::Venu
- Earthquake
- Airplane Crash on Reactor Building

Internal
- rire
- nooding I not anaL

not anaL-----------------------------------------------------------------
I not COlllp.

not COlllp.
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60
60
60
30

120
90

120
120
90

120
90

Casein the

60
30

Functions

2 - 25

500

50 - gO

80 - 200

200 - 500
300 - 500

lellk cross
section
(em')

Success criteria for ECCS
ofP.r imary.Sys~~~llL~CAs

I
I system functions

11---------------
KP- Iccumu- LP-system LP-systetll pen'lissible I {eedwater supply
safety Lalor flood ins sump re- coolda"'n J
injection circuLation deLay on sec.l-----------

.ide (miD) I .ystem. permis.lble
I delay forI feed (1IID)

I
I

I
I

I
60 I
60 I I HSII

~ -1- -+- 30 ~ or

25 _ 50 90 I 2 NSII_____~_~ 60_.+
60 (lARV) I

120 (2ARV) I
30 (2ARV) 1

120 (2ARV) I NSII,

2:

medium
le.k

large le.t

small
le.t

10s. of
coohnt
accident

Table

HSW: ma in feedwater
NSW: emer&ency feedwater
ARV: relief control vaLve
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Table J: Expected Frequency at Plant Damage States (Point Values)

Initiating Event Phase 8
(l/a)

Phase A
(l/a)

Loss or Coolant Accidents
Reactor COQlant Lgop

- Large and Mec1iUlllLeak £> 200 ClII2)
- Small Leak (2 - 200 = )
Pressurizer

- Inadvertent Opening at Satety Valve
- Stuck Open Valve During Transient
Steam Generator Keating Tube

- Rupture ot 1-2 Tubes (1-12 =2)
Inter~acinq Systems LOeA
- Primary Leak in the AnnUlar Room

< 10-8 2 • 10-~
4 • 10-6 6 • 10-~

2 • 10-6 not ana! •
8 • 10-7 9 • 10-0

1 • 10-6 not anal.

< 10-7 J • 10-8~--------------------------------------------------------------Transients
Loss of Preferred Power 2 • 10-6 1 • 10-5

Loss at Main Feec1water • 10-6 J • 10-6

Loss at Main Heat Sink (Lonqterm)
10-7- without Loss of Main Feedwater 7 .10-6 <- with Loss of Main Feec1water J • 10-6 not anal.

Leak in a Main StelllllLine • 10-6 not anal.
A'l'WS 2 • 10-7 1 • 10-6-----------------------------------------------------------------

I 2. 10-7
< J • 10-7

Internal Tmpaets

- Earthquake
- Airplane Crash on Reactor Building

External :::VeDes

- Fire
- Flooding I not anal.

not anal.-----------------------------------------------------------------
I not COlllp.

not camp.
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3,5'10'9

3,0'10'9

lults smalhr than SO Clftt

leaks hrgH than 50 em!

1051 of coolant

lukS tn prusurfzer

halu In reactor coohnt pipe

Juk In connectfon 1tn' 'n
annu'us

external events

Core Damage Frequency '''Qu.ncy (1/1) 'roQuoncy (1/1)
wi thout AM ...1th AMwithout / with AMMeasures lP I HP lP lP' I HP____________________ , 1 -

, 1
1 1
1 I
1 I

: 5,&-10'7 :

: 3,5,10'6 1,0'10'6 i
: 3.0'10'6 1,0'10'6 :
1 1

( 10'7 : < 10'7 ( 10'7 :

leaks tn stum o~ntrator tub., I : 1.1.)1)-6 I 1,3'10-8 : 1.1'10.9:. ~~;;;:.;~;;. ~;.:~~;;~~ ~:;:;~:, :.; :~:;~=5'--':'~:~:;~:, :. ;:~:;~r".;:;:;~:8'"
1 -------- 1 . , , _
1 1 I 1
I trans hnts 'I I

: op.. atlng trln.lonts : 1,5'10'5: : 3,0'10'9
1 I I I
: :~:;~'~~~: caus.d by luks tn 'ufn : 2,5'10-&: : < 10-9
, 1 I ,: ~::;:~:n:c~~:n(~;:~;w'th rat1urt or : 2,0'10-7: : 1,0'10-8 2,0,10-8

:'~~~;;:.;~;~;;;~~; ;:~:;~:s--.. J _ -- :.~ :~:;~:8"":.;:~:;~T":
, . ~ ----------, 1 , I
: totol, plant Intorna! acc!dont. 6,6'10'7 2,6'10'5 : 6,6'10-7 :-2-,-1-'-10-'-6--'-2-,-7-'-10-'-7--:
, --- .1 1 - I

1 I 1
1 I I

: : 1,7.10'7 < 10'9 :
1 1 I

flooding of annulus I I I

wtth ructor shutdown < 10-7 : ( 10.7 : :

durtng power operatton (2'10-7:: ( 2'10.7 < 10-8 :

lrlnsfenh caustd by .arthquah 3,0']0-6 I : 9,0,10-& 9,0'10.8 :

alrcralt crash ( 10'7: : , ( 10'1 :

:-;~;;;:.;:;;~~;;.;:;~;;.----..-----,----:.;';~T'..--:.~:;:;~r":';';~T_..-:.;:~:;~:,....:.;.;:~:;~:}":
, 1 1 1 ' 1 1

: grand totol : 1,6-10'1 : 2,9'10'5 : 1,6'10'1 : 2,5'10'6 : <,5'10-7 :
1 ' 1 1 1 ' ,

Table 4:
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Table 5: Source Terms (Fractions of Core Inventory)

J(~-Xl! J C. TI! s~ Ru La CI! Ba

Fl-SBV 1£+00 0,5 bf.a 0,9 4E-OI IE-05 ~E-02 4£-02 3£-01

F2-PLR I,OE+OO 3,7E-OI 3,1£-01 2,3E-OI 1,7£-01 2,5E-06 6,4E-03 1,4£-02 I.IE-OI

na-DE 1,7E-OI 1,5E-OI 1,5E-OI 5,OE-02 6,7E-05 8,8E-08 7,OE-09 1,4£-03

nb-DE 1,7£-01 2,5E-02 2,5E-02 1,5£-02 1,3E-05 1,7E-08 1,3E-09 2,7E-04

F4-11!ak LP* I,OE+OO 7,8E-03 3,5£-04 2,IE-03 1,5£-04 3,6E-07 5,6E-06 1,3£-05 J,3£-04

F5-pr~Bsurf! 9,OE-OI 2,OE-03 3,3E-07 3,5E-06 2,OE-07 6.4E-IO 6,3E-08 2.0E-08 1,7E-07rl!lil!fLP*

Fl-S8V: Early large-scalI! contal.......nt fallurl!
F2-PlR: Containment by'pass (primary ll!akIn annular room)
F3-DE: Stl!am generator tubl!rupturl!

wlo (F3a) or with (F3b) reffllling of sleam generator
F4-1eak: Contal .......nt leak (10 cm2)
F5-pr.rel.: Filtered contal .......nt venting
(all case.: corl!mel t)

of Internal Initiating Events
Function Unavailabilities

State Frequency

Contributions
and of System
to Plant Damage

Figure 1:

event group contributions of ev~nt group let

tum 0' np.ected hequencf ..
of pllnt dlm.g. !It'le' of
2.5. 10.5,.

eonfrlbuffnnt of non-lIvltltahlllfy
of system functions to tum 0'
.. peeled 'requencln of plant
damage "lItet C8Uled by
event group

conl,lbullon, of non-avRn.blll'y
of !Sy,tem functions to tum o'
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The use of PSA numerical results in the

regulation of nuclear safety in the UK

J F CAMPBELL, HSE (HMNII), UK.

ABSTRACT

The NIl receives a variety of
PSAs for assessment. Each
appears as part of an overall
safety case, most of which is
made in terms of the quality of
the engineering. The PSAs are
assessed against the probabil-
istic criteria, which are
described, together with some
likely features of a revision
which is currently underway.
The generation of low probabil-
ity values in a PSA is related
to the criteria adopted. The
significance and use of these
low values is discussed and the
assessment process is illus-
trated by some examples.
Emphasis is placed on the
importance of relating the
numerical results to specific
engineering features of the
plant, and in forming a judge-
ment, jointly with engineering
colleagues, as to whether the
indications from the PSA
represent real weaknesses in
the plant or whether they are
artefacts of the PSA itself.
The question of whether reason-
ably practicable improvements
can be made to the plant is
then taken up with the licens-
ee. An indication is given as
to how the problem of the risk
from external events is handled
and a suggestion is made for a
possible approach to the prob-
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abilistic criteria for such
events which might bypass the
need. to estimate their
frequency.

INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate (NIl) receives
safety cases from licensees, or
potential licensees, in support
of their applications for site
licences, for permission to
construc.t or commission new
plant, to make modifications to
existing plant, to change
Operating Rules or procedures,
for life extension, and so on.
Safety Cases are also required
by NII where there is a need to
consolidate the case for older
plant and bring it up to date,
as a condition for continued
operation. The plants in
ques.tion cover nuclear power
stations, research reactors,
nuclear chemical reprocessing
and. fuel fabrication plant, and
other' nuclear faciliti~s. The
reactors and other nuclear
plant on sites owned by the UK
Atomic Energy Authority
(UKAEA), previously exempt from
licensing, are due to be
licensed shortly and safety
cases have been submitted for
them.

Many of these safety cases
include some probabilistic



safety analysis (PSA), and it
is being employed to an
increasing extent. The PSA
content can range from a simple
system reliability analysis, or
quantification of the frequency
of a particular fault sequence,
up to a full Level 3 PSA.
These PSAs do not appear in
isolation: each is but one part
of an overall safety case, most
of which is made in terms of
the quality of the engineering,
and they are not usually
presented in a stand-alone
report.
The NIl takes the view that the
main value of PSA, and the most
robust use, lies in the identi-
fication of weaknesses in the
safety of a plant and in
enabling the various sources of
risk to be seen relative to one
another in a consistent overall
framework. This helps to
determine the need for, and the
adequacy of, specific safety
systems or procedures, and
their safety classification.
The process of performing a PSA
is also of value in requiring a
disciplined and systematic
search for potential faults,
thus minimising the chances of
something important having been
overlooked. There is also,
however, the question of
whether the plant is acceptably
safe. One of the ways in which
NIl addresses this question is
by comparison of the results of
the PSA with probabilistic
criteria or targets. It is in
this use that the absolute (as
opposed to relative) values of
the PSA results become impor-
tant, and it is this aspect
which is mainly discussed in
this paper.

CRITERIA
This Workshop is focussing on
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the significance of the very
low values of probability which
are sometimes produced in a
PSA. We are all aware of the
low figures for some events in
normal life. For example, the
individual risk of death from
lightning is about 10-7 per
year, or on a single rail
journey of 200 krn is about
3 x 10-8 (both in Great
Britain) (Ref 1). The proba-
bility of winning a large prize
in a lottery is also very low,
and no doubt insurance under-
writers have some equally low
probability figures available.
But such figures are from
statistics for past years, and
we are concerned here with the
figures predicted by analysis.
The link is the probabilistic
safety criteria, whether formal
or informal, with which the PSA
results are compared. The
statistics, particularly those
for individual risk of death,
lie behind the criteria and,
together with factors to allow
for public aversion to nuclear
risks, lead to low probability
values being aimed for in the
PSAs.
NIl's SAFETY ASSESSMENT
PRINCIPLES

The PSAs are assessed against
the relevant parts of the NIl's
Safety Assessment Principles
(SAPs) (Ref 2). An amendment
to the SAPs for power reactors
was issued in 1989 as part of
the process of removing avoid-
able inconsistencies between
them and the Design Safety
Criteria (DSC) of the CEGB (now
Nuclear Electric), following a
recommendation from the
Sizewell "B" Public Inquiry.
The criteria in Table 1 were
adopted from the DSC in this
process. The target frequen-
cies for accidents (referred to



as Assessment Reference Levels
for NIl purposes) are given in
Table 1. The key target is
that the total frequency of an
uncontrolled release (usually
taken, conservatively, as one
which could give an off-site
dose of greater than 1 ERL, see
Table 1) should be less than
10-6 per plant year, but the
subsidiary target of 10-7 per
year for single accident seq-
uences is more often referred
to in practical working.

HSE vs v'TOLERABILITY OF RISK"
PAPER

In judging the acceptability of
PSA results, account may also
be taken of the criteria pro-
posed in the paper "The
Tolerability of Risk from
Nuclear Power stations" (Ref
3), issued by the Health and
Safety Executive (HSE, of which
NIl is a part). This paper
sets out a general framework of
two levels of risk: the upper
one being a limit above which
the risk is regarded as intol-
erable and the lower one being
a broadly acceptable level
(target). Between these two
levels the risk should be
reduced to a level which is as
low as reasonably practicable
(the ALARP principle). The
paper goes on to propose values
for some of these levels, as
shown in Table 2. The HSE
paper does not represent a

. formal regulatory position, and
it may be revised in the light
of comments received, (Ref 4),
but meanwhile it provides
additional guidance to NIl's
assessors.

The target proposed for indi-
vidual risk of death to a
member of the public is 10-6
per year, interpreted on a "per
site" basis. The same target
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has been adopted by British
Nuclear Fuels and by UKAEA.
For societal risk, the HSE
paper chose to specify, as a
surrogate measure, a "major
civil nuclear accident" which
could give a dose of 100mSv at
3 kID. An accident of this size
would be classified at Level 6
on the International Severity
Scale and it was assumed that
it might give up to 100 delayed
deaths. The limit frequency
proposed is 10-4 per year for
such an accident occurring
anywhere in the UK. This
formulation means that the
frequency has to be apportioned
between a notional number of
modern power reactors before it
could be applied to specific
cases. Twenty such reactors
has been suggested, which would
give a limit of 5 x 10-6 per
reactor year. This societal
risk criterion has been
criticised by the industry as
being too stringent (Ref 4).

REVISION TO SAPs

The NIl's SAPs for nuclear
power reactors were originally
published in 1979 and a compan-
ion set of SAPs for nuclear
chemical plant in 1983.
Following the publication of
the Tolerability of Risk paper,
it was decided that the SAPs
should be revised to bring them
into line with that paper and
to bring them up to date
generally. This revision is
currently underway, and it may
be that the report of the
Inspector who held the Public
Inquiry into the proposed PWR
at Hinkley Point, at which the
Tolerability paper was dis-
cussed, will include some
remarks which need to be taken
into account. An indication
can be given, however, of some
of the features which are



likely to appear in the revised
SAPs:-
1. They will cover both
reactors and nuclear chemical
plant with a common set of
principles.
2. They will apply to new
plant, but will also provide
guidance for any review of
existing plant.
3. The numerical criteria will
benefit from the discussion
generated by "Tolerability of
Risk".
4. The numerical criteria will
follow the "Tolerability of
Risk" framework in specifying
both maximum tolerable and
broadly acceptable levels.

5. The accident criteria will
extend into the "beyond design
basis" area.

6. No major changes are
anticipated in the engineering
principles, which form the bulk
of the SAPs and are the bedrock
of NIl's assessment.

As regards item 5 above, the
present SAPs (Table 1) lump
together the whole range of
accidents, from those which
would give a release just large
enough to require offsite
countermeasures to be consid-
ered, up to the most severe
accidents which would have very
serious societal consequences.
This reflects the emphasis on
the prevention of any acciden-
tal releases. It does, howev-
er, mean that the frequency
target is perhaps too stringent
for releases at the small end
of this range (a few ERL) , but
may need tightening up at the
large end. The advances in our
knowledge of severe accidents

over the last decade or so now
permit estimates to be made of
the likely course and conse-
quences of such events, thus
allowing criteria which distin-
guish between degrees of
severity to find practical
application. At the same time,
spurred by the accidents at
Three Mile Island and
Chernobyl, interest has
quickened, in both the nuclear
community and the public, in
the effects of severe accidents
and in further possibilities to
prevent or mitigate them.

Also, linking the SAPs to a
societal risk criterion such as
that suggested in the Tolera-
bility paper would mean that
one point on the accident
frequency scale should relate
to an accident of the same
order of magnitude as that
specified for societal risk in
that paper. It may be added
here that NIl's assessors would
not be looking for the same
degree of conservatism and
validation on these beyond-
design-basis fault sequences as
is expected within the design
basis.
MEANING AND USE OF PSA
NUMERICAL RESULTS

The organisers of this WorkshOp
have asked us to address the
meaning and use of low
probability values. The
nuclear industry strives for,
and the regulator is regularly
required to assess safety cases
containing, these low numbers.
Perhaps the best answer that
can be given to the question of
meaning is to quote from a
forword written by the Health
and Safety Executive in Ref 1
(The Executive uses the
expression "Quantified Risk
Assessment (QRA) in this
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reference where the nuclear
industry prefers PSA):

"Some estimates 'represent no
more than a complex set of
expert judgements based on a
variety of factors such as the
known rate of failure of
engineering components ... All
of them are subject to large
margins of error, and those
that depend on engineering
judgement may be overstated,
because of the caution and
pessimism which it is customary
to build into such estimates'.
Such estimates can also under-
estimate the actual risk, since
the chains of events that may
lead to plant failure or the
mismanagement of faulty
situations can include certain
kinds of human error which QRA
cannot readily predict, and
which depend for their
elimination on scrupulous
management and inspection.
This means that predictions
based on QRA 'are not hard and
fast figures as in a balance
sheet ... They are useful
guides to pOlicy making but
their limitations must be made
clear to the pOlicy maker. '"

In other words, the numbers do
not convey a clear meaning to
us, but they give, as a rather
blurred picture, an impression
of the safety of a plant. The
HSE goes on to say that,
despite the uncertainty, "QRA
(PSA) is an element that cannot
be ignored in decision making
about risk ... This said, the
numerical element must be
viewed with great caution and
treated as only one parameter
in an essentially judgmental
exercise."

Turning now to the second part
of the question: what use do
we make of the numbers and,
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extending the question further,
what action do we take as a
result of our assessment of
them. This question is
addressed in the context of our
assessment process, which goes
along the following lines:-

First, a check is made that the
PSA has been done on a satis-
factory basis; for example,
that the scope is adequate for
the purpose and that appropri-
ate allowance has been made for
common cause failure and human
error. An eye has to be kept
open here for low probability
sequences which might indicate
excessive claims for indepen-
dence of elements. If the NIl
was not satisfied that the PSA
was adequate, the matter would
be discussed with the licensee,
who might be asked to review or
redo it.

Secondly, the dominant sequen-
ces are examined and the
frequencies compared, both
relatively and against the
target for single accidents.
If all are below the target,
then the assessment effort is
directed to the validity of the
PSA. If not, then attention is
also given to the dominant
sequences and possibilities for
reduction in their frequencies.
Caution needs to be exercised,
however, since not only may
some sequences be calculated to
have unjustifiably low
frequencies, but others may
have too high a frequency
because unduly pessimistic
assumptions were made, usually
to simplify the analysis.

Thirdly, assuming that some
sequences exceed the target, it
is important to bear in mind
that the dominant sequences
calculated in the PSA are an
indication, but not a dernon-



stration, of possible weak
points in the plant. It is
then necessary for the PSA
assessor to establish whether
the apparent weaknesses hold up
in engineering terms. To this
end he should identify the
features of each dominant
sequence which lead to its
having a relatively high fre-
quency - which may be, for
example, single failure vulner-
ability, lack of redundancy or
diversity, unreliable compo-
nents or too much reliance on
operator action - and then
discuss these with his engi-
neering, or human factors,
colleagues to reach agreement
with them as to whether the
apparent weakness is a real
one, as seen from their point
of view, or whether it is an
artefact of the PSA.

Fourthly, where a weakness is
agreed as being real, the
licensee is asked to identify
measures to take on the plant
to remove or reduce it. Exam-
ples of such measures are an
increased test frequency, the
addition of a redundant valve,
imposition of a more restric-
tive Operating Rule, or the
provision of an additional new
system to provide diversity for
a safety function. The licens-
ee is then expected to imple-
ment the measures or else to
provide a sound argument as to
why they are not reasonably
practicable. The adequacy of
the measures proposed by the
licensee (which are subject to
a formal Design Change Proce-
dure, for already licensed
plant) will again be assessed
in engineering terms, in con-
junction with a PSA which
should be redone for the new
situation.

Finally, attention is given to
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the criteria on total frequency
(eg 10-6 per year for an uncon-
trolled release), if a Level 1
PSA or higher has been per-
formed. Judgement of the
results is then more difficult
and needs to take account of
potential optimisms and pessi-
misms in the calculated
results. For example the PSA
may not have quantified all
initiating events (such as
severe external hazards or RPV
failure) nor all relevant
factors (such as cognitive
errors or global management
influences). On the other hand
there are often pessimisms in
the PSA, such as the assumption
that going beyond the design
basis inevitably leads to core
damage or (for a Level 1 PSA)
to an uncontrolled release.
Sensitivity studies are a use-
ful aid to making the judge-
ment, as also is a schedule of
initiating events and other
factors which have not been
quantified, perhaps for good
reasons, in the PSA.

Needless to say, the assessment
of a PSA does not always in
practice follow neatly through
the process outlined above.

EXAMPLES FROM PSA RESULTS

Some examples are given here,
which are taken from PSAs sub-
mitted to the NIl in recent
years, to illustrate the
process.
1. A decay heat removal system
was estimated in a PSA to have
an unreliability of about
3 x 10-8 failures/demand on
loss of electrics, including
operator error. Setting opera-
tor error to zero in the fault
tree, however, showed that an
unreliability of about 10-19
was being claimed for the



hardware. NIl requested a re-
analysis including proper con-
sideration of common cause
failure.

2. On another reactor, the
frequency of failure to cool a
shutdown core following loss of
offsite power was pessimisti-
cally estimated to be about 0.1
per year. On the basis of the
PSA and the engineering assess-
ment of the boiler feed
systems, NIl concluded that
improvements should be made to
the existing emergency feed
system to improve its relia-
bility and that an additional,
diverse system should be added.
In addition, NIl asked the
licensee to revise the PSA
making less conservative
assumptions and to estimate the
reduction in the risk which
would arise from the design
changes made.

3. In an exercise to change a
fuel loading pattern, there was
a need to prevent new fuel
being loaded into certain
channels. Rather than pro-
viding physical means to
prevent this, the licensee
proposed a system involving
eight levels of administrative
controls and checks. A "con-
servative" failure probability
of 0.1 was assumed for each of
the levels identified, yielding
an overall probability of an .
undetected incorrect refuelling
pattern as 10-8. NIl did not
accept this claim since it did
not address the potential
interdependency between the
individual controls and checks,
which would have led to a
significantly higher failure
probability. However, in view
of the low contribution that
such fault sequences would make
to the overall risk and the
relatively short remaining
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lifetime of the reactor, NIl
judged that the administrative
controls would provide ade-
quate protection.

4. Successful shutdown on a
reactor required that no more
than about 10 out of 100
control rod contactors should
fail on demand. The licensee
calculated the failure proba-
bility of these as 6 x 10-30,
recognised this as unreasonable
but claimed that this failure
mode was bounded by 10-7
failures/demand for the whole
shutdown system. NIl did not
accept this and asked the
licensee to re-assess the reli-
ability of the whole system,
taking proper account of common
cause failure. In the mean-
time, however, a diverse
shutdown system was added to
the design, so that this aspect
of the PSA became less
important.

5. Active liquor is period-
ically passed through a pipe
which at one point bridges a
roadway. The pipe bridge is
protected with a framework of
girders, and crash barriers are
provided. There is still the
possibility of a high level
mobile maintenance platform
breaking the pipe, and causing
an offsite emergency if liquor
is being passed at that time.
This would involve three sepa-
rate human failures: failure
of the Plant Manager to ensure
that no mobile platform was
working in the area, the
platform operator persisting in
trying to drive it under the
pipe-bridge in the face of
barriers and warnings, and the
operator at the sending station
failing to detect that a crash
had occurred and to stop the
transfer of liquor in time to
prevent a major release. The



licensee estimated the overall
frequency of the sequence to be
much less than 10-7 per year,
and proposed an operating Rule
making it mandatory for the
Plant Manager to perform the
first mentioned duty. NIl con-
sidered that some of the
failure probabilities were
optimistic but nevertheless
judged that a frequency of the
order of 10-7 per year was
sustainable provided that the
Operating Rule, which was
regarded as essential to ensure
the safety of the operation,
was in place.

DISCUSSION

There is no general rule on the
usefulness of the low numbers
which can be generated in a
PSA. It depends on the con-
text, particularly in relation
to the relevant criteria, or to
the frequencies of the dominant
sequences in relative evalua-
tions. Consider the frequenc-
ies of initiating events. For
plant-based faults these are
generally in the range 10 per
year down to 10-4 per year,
with perhaps a few at 10-5.
Protection is clearly required
for those faults which could
lead to an uncontrolled
release, for which the target
is 10-7 per year. For some
external events, however, the
frequency can be lower. For
example the frequency of a
meteorite striking a particular
plant was estimated at 5 x 10-9
per year. The conclusion was
drawn that no protection was
required, whatever the
consequences.

The reliability of specific
non-diverse systems is, of
course, limited by common cause
failures (CCF), eventually by
unidentified common causes.
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NIl does not accept claims for
unreliabilities of less than
10-5 failures/demand. For most
well engineered redundant
systems a CCF of around 10-4
failures/demand would be
expected, and 10-5 would call
for special justification.
There must be a similar (but
lower) limit for the combined
failure of two or more diverse
systems due to unidentified
common causes. NIl does not
apply any specific numerical
limit in such cases, but rather
directs its attention to
ensuring that the principles of
diversity have been rigorously
applied, sufficiently so as to
allow the judgement that any
residual common cause would not
affect the conclusions.

Human factors have a pervasive
influence on safety. The per-
formance of specific actions is
subject tb a wide range of
influences, which are typically
gathered under four areas:

task design

operating instructions

training

man-machine interface
design.

A qualitative assessment made
under these areas forms the
basis of a judgement on the
values of human error probabil-
ity (HEP) in the PSA.

For an action by a single oper-
ator, the HEP is generally in
the range 10-2 to 10-1 fail-
ures/demand, but, as a rough
guideline, values down to 10-3
could be entertained where the
qualitative assessment was
favourable. This could be
brought down further to,



perhaps, 10-4 failures/demand
in situations where procedures
require independent and
explicit actions for checking,
and where the actions are re-
quired on a relaxed timescale.

There must, however, be a limit
to the degree of independence
between people working on the
same site and under the direc-
tion of the same management.
This raises the question of
global management influences
and of the adequacy of the
"safety culture" on the site.
It is generally thought that
such factors have a significant
effect on the overall risk from
a plant, but we are nowhere
near being able to give quanti-
tative expression to that
effect. Attention is paid to
aspects of the licensee's
management which we believe
will minimise negative effects
on safety, and indeed encourage
the positive aspects, but we
have to recognise that these
are, at present, not accounted
for in the PSA.

The validity of low values for
the frequency of a fault
sequence relies on a sufficient
degree of independence between
the elements of the sequence.
In many cases this can only be
established by attention to the
measures taken in the design of
the plant, and in its regime of
operation, to secure such inde-
pendence, and it is a matter of
judgement as to whether these
are sufficient for the pur-
pose.

In other cases, however, inde-
pendence can be seen more
readily. For example, in a
calculation of individual risk,
a fault sequence with a limited
potential dose might include:-
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initiation by a software
error in a control system.

failure of the operator to
take the action required to
prevent a release.

a particular individual
being in the path of the
plume of activity released,
and hence receiving a dose.

the individual contracting
fatal cancer as a result of
the dose.

These events would normally be
accepted as independent, and
the sequence might then have a
frequency of, say 10-10 per
year. Of course, in a calcula-
tion of total individual risk
from a site, particularly a
multi-plant site, a very large
number of sequences need to be
accounted for, and hence there
is a need to go to very low
sequence frequencies in order
to demonstrate that the target
of 10-6 per year is met.

Modern reactors in the UK
incorporate a high level of
redundancy and diversity in the
safety systems provided. The
fault tree analysis for such
plant identifies a large number
of minimal cut sets, often of
high order, which contribute to
the top event. In the numeri-
cal solution of the fault tree,
cut set probabilities as low as
10-12 or 10-15 may be calcu-
lated, depending on the cut-off
probability needed for a
convergent solution. These
very low probabilities are of
no significance in themselves;
such sequences are modelled in
the PSA for completeness. It
is only when they are aggre-
gated to give the frequency of
a release from a particular
fault, or the relative safety
importance of specific compo-



nents and systems that they
become of use in guiding
decisions on the safety of the
plant.

EXTERNAL EVENTS

External events have always
presented a problem in PSA. In
principle they should be
treated as any other initiating
event, but there are difficul-
ties in specifying a frequency
for a large magnitude event
(hazard function) and also in
estimating the conditional
failure probability (fragili-
ty). The procedure in the UK,
for the design of new plant, is
to set a design basis event at
the 10-4 per year exceedance
level. The plant would be
conservatively designed to
withstand this level and
sensitivity studies, using
realistic (or less conserv-
ative) assumptions, would be
done for events of greater
magnitude, say 30 or 40%
greater in the case of earth-
quakes. For the PSA, the
licensee is asked to take the
analysis forward as far as is
possible in the current state
of the art, but in any case is
expected to provide a judgement
on the contribution to the
overall risk, from each
external event.

Another approach to external
events might start from the
observation that external
events are not like internal
events, in that they can do
direct harm to the population
in the area, as well as the
indirect harm through damaging
the nuclear plant. But risk
criteria for nuclear plant are
related (not necessarily in a
direct, formal way)to the non-
nuclear risks borne by people
in the absence of the nuclear
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plant. For example, the target
of 10-6 per year for individual
risk of death, proposed by HSE,
can be related to the average
risk of death from all causes
of 1.2 x 10-2 per year, of
which deaths from cancer are
2.8 x 10-3 and from all violent
causes are 4 x 10-4 per year
(Ref 3).

It would seem reasonable, then,
to set a criterion for the
additional nuclear risk due to
an external event as some small
fraction of the direct non-
nuclear risk. suppose, say, we
had a severe earthquake which
caused the deaths of thousands
of people through collapsing
buildings, burial by landslide,
traffic accidents or disease
due to disruption of water
supplies and sewage services.
In these circumstances a few
delayed deaths, and some land
contamination, caused by a
release of activity from the
nuclear plant might be regarded
as tolerable in the context of
the major disaster.

This is not a new idea, but the
author is not aware of it
having been expressed formally
as a basis for criteria.
Before this could be done,
research would be needed into
the direct effects of earth-
quakes, floods, and so on, and
these would have to be ex-
pressed in probabilistic terms,
compatible with those used in
PSAs for nuclear risks.

A further development of this
approach would be to consider
the additional risks, both
nuclear and non-nuclear, of the
external event on a "per event"
rather than a "per year" basis.
Thus, if we take earthquakes
for example, we could consider
a particular size, say in the



range of 0.5 to 0.6 g peak
ground acceleration, and then
estimate the conditional proba-
bilities of appropriate
measures of harm for the
nuclear and non-nuclear cases.
This would be repeated to cover
the possible range of each
hazard. The advantage of this
scheme is that there would be
no need to estimate the
frequencies of events beyond
the design basis, which is
often said to be impossible
through lack of data, although
the fragility side of the
analysis would still have to be
done.

Some people, however, do not
feel comfortable with the risk
from external events being
treated on other than a "per
year" basis, in line with other
risks, and it may well pose a
presentational problem. It
should be emphasised that this
approach is only being dis-
cussed at present: it is not
NIl policy and is not being
considered for the current
revision to the SAPs.
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TABLE 1

NIl's Safety Assessment Principles, related to accident frequencies

(Amended 1989)

Accidental Releases Frequency, per plant year

Max dose offsite
in range:-

0.001 - 0.01 ERL* 10-2

0.01 - 0.1 ERL* 10-3

0.1 - 1 ERL* 10-4

Large uncontrolled release:

Total 10-6

Single accident 10-7

*ERL (Emergency Refence Level) here refers to the lower
level at which it is recommended that evacuation should be
considered.

This ERL is specified as:-

Whole body

Thyroid, lung or other single
organs

Skin
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100 mSv dose equivalent

300 mSv dose equivalent

1000 mSv dose equivalent



TABLE 2

criteria proposed in the HSE paper "The Tolerability of Risk

from Nuclear Power stations".

Frequency, per year
Risk

Individual risk of
death (prompt or
delayed) :-

Worker

Public

societal risk: an
accident in a modern
NPP giving > 100 mSv
at 3 km, anywhere in
the UK (assumed to give
up to 100 delayed deaths) .

Maximum
tolerable level

Broadly
acceptable level
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PROBABILISTIC SAFETY AS~ESSMENTS AT EOF
by JP. BERGER Project manager of

EOF EPS 1300

- Event trees

- Markov graphs.

- total loss of cold source (HI).

Two methods were mainly used

let us consider two
probability studies car-
by EDF over the last few

total loss of supply to GV
(H2) ,

The objectives were to verify
tha t the procedu res ca rri ed out
in the case of total loss of fre-
quently used safety systems allo-
wed a risk factor of an order of
magnitude of 10-7/ x year to be
reached.

Four main studies were carried
out :

- total long term loss of sa-
fety injection systems in the
case of a break in the primary
circuit (H4).

The target of 10-7 was respected
taking into account the means
planned to cope with these situa-
tions (LLS. mobile means ... ) as
well as the procedures in which
they take place.

- total loss of emergency power
supplies (H3),

- From 1979 to 1985. reliability
studies of systems and accident
sequences re 1ated to the res i -
dual power evacuation circuit

Finally.
punctual
ried out
years :

From 1983 to 1985. the relia-
bility study of the cooling of
gaz-graphite reactors.

- Since 1974. EOF has carried out
a program to analyse in detail
the reliability of all major
safety systems at the FESSEN-
HElM power plant.

These studies, carried out bet-
ween 1975 and 1978 in a non
reglementary framework, were ai-
med at developping new methods
and for data collection. They al-
lowed rapid aquisition of useful
results and served as a major
contribution to EDF's knowledge:
- In 1976, following a probabi-

listic study of safety injec-
tion system failure, the deci-
sion was taken to abandon. for
the 1300 MW reactors, the
3 train system in favour of a
2 train system.

- In 1978. after the results of
the FESSENHEIM probabilistic
study. a 1a rge amount of know-
ledge was obtained concerning
the authorised operating time-
spans during a period of non-
availability of a major safety
system.

- From 1981 to 1984. reliability
studies were carried out on im-
portant safety related systems
at the PALUEL power plant.

- From 1983 to 1985 studies were
carried out on beyond design
situations (type H). These stu-
dies. requested by the safety
authorities in a regulatory
framework. invol v'ed
10 engineers per year.

1. BACKGROUND OF PROBABILISTIC STU-
DIES AT EDF
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at the CREYS-MALVILLE fast
reactor.

ments are sti 11 too uncertain to
be of use.

Overall. these studies allowed:
a familiarization with probabi-
listic methods and techniques
developped in parallel. by ap-
plying them to real-life situa-
tions. It should be noted that,
looking back, the application
had an effect on the develop-
ment of the methods.

- evaluation the impact of modi-
fications made beetween systems
at the FESSENHEIM and SURRY
reactors, which was the subject
of the "RASMUSSEN study",

2.1.2. Scope of the assessment.
Initiating events

The assessment deals with nearly
one hundred inci dents and acci-
dents. gathered into ten major
classes called "family of initia-
ting events".

Thei r potentia 1 consequences are
studied under all conditions of
the reactor, from refueling shut-
down to power operation, which is
the only initial condition
usually retained.

- possibilities of repairing the
failing equipment during acci-
dent sequences,

- actions taken by the operating
personnel, as regards both po-
tential errors and possible
corrections of conditions.

The studies included in the PSA
1300 take account of the follo-
wing points:
- common mode failures at the le-

vel of elementary components,

Methodological content

or
or

of systems
maintenance

- unavailability
equipment for
test reasons,

2.1. 3.- validation of the deterministic
criteria in use and to find op-
timisation rules.

This study was carried out from
1986 to 1989, and the results
were presented duri ng the fi rst
six months of 1990.

Following the probabilistic stu-
dies which have been carried out
by EDF, it was decided to perform
an overall risk assessment on
unit 3 of the Paluel plant which
was the first site to be provided
with 1300 MW P4 units.

2. The PSA 1300 project

2.1. Features of the assessment

2.1.1. Level

This is a level 1 assessment
whose aim is to evaluate the pro-
bability of occurrence of a "core
meltdown". Indeed, this option
was reta ined because the resul ts
of levels 2 and 3 of such assess.

Besides. the PSA 1300 also lays
the emphasis on the benefit pro-
vided by the specific features of
the French approach to nuclear
power safety : the permanent pre-
sence of sa fety and hea 1th phy-
sics engineers, procedures and
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complementary means
to deal with low
conditions.

implemented
probabi 1 ity

2.2. Results
drawn

and lessons to be

This frequency corresponds to all
the unit operating conditions.

Under "power" conditions. the
risk is 4.7.10-6/year.

2.2.3. Main sequences - inter-
esting sequences

The annual frequency of damage to
the cor e amo u n t s to 1 . 08. 10-
5/year x unit.

The risk level

Distribution of the risk

Another point should be stres-
sed: there is no dominating ac-
cident sequence. Each one of the
two major sequences accounts for
10 % of the whole. Besides. the
risk is also distributed between
condition a) and shutdown condi-
tions. This allows one to
conc 1ude tha t on the who 1e. the
safety of the unit is consistent
with non identified weakness. Ho-
wever. the predominant role of le
LOCA group accounting for more
than 50 % of the overall risk
should be mentionned (see. an-
nexes 1 and 2).

The table (appendix 1) shows a
list of the ten most important
accident sequences. These are
marked according to the
initiating family then
described briefly; their
frequency of occurrence as well
as their contribution (in
percentage of total risk) are
then given.

2.2.1.

2.2.2.

- it allows performing of a great
number' of sensitivity studies
on the data and assumptions re-
tained in the models.

The results of the PSA 1300 are
based upon a set of digital data
most of which originate from the
operating experience acquired
with the French PWR park.

As regards the gathering of human
reliability data. it can be noted
that in addition to the use of
the same feedback from operating
experi ence. resul ts of the tests
of various conditions performed
on simulators since 1982 are sys-
tematically used.

This is particularly the case of
the reliability data relating to
the equipment and the frequencies
of occurrence of most initiating
events defined by thorough ana-
lyses of the feedback from the
operating experience of nuclear
power plants.

Completely automatic and compute-
rized. owing to the specially de-
signed LESSEPS software. the
PSA 1300 is a "living" assess-
ment :
- its results can be easily upda-

ted according to the evolution
of data and knowledge.

2.1.4. An assessment based upon the
French operating experience

2.1.5. A living assessment
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One can note that :
- only two sequences present more

than 10 % of the total risk,

five families are present in
the fi rst ten sequences (APRP,
ATWS. TRCP. RTGV. RTS).

One should note nevertheless that
breaks in the primary circuit in
a shutdown state contribute to-
wards 26 % of total risk.

Moreover, the most important se-
quences of state (a) contribute
towards 13 % of the risk in this
state (4.7 10-6/unit. year).

The sequences will now be discus-
sed in more detail
- the fi rst three sequences are

breaches in the primary system
under cold shutdown conditions.
One can consider that the quan-
tifisation of the sequences is
relatively conservative due to
the frequency of initiators ta-
ken into account (the hourly
rate of primary breaks is the
same as at full power). Howe-
ve r. one shou 1d note tha t once
an initiator has occurred. that
injection system must be put
into servi ce by the operator.
In fa ct. in mo st cas e s . the
only operational protection
(high pressure containment)
comes into action too late. Al-
though action procedures exist
at present for operational
units to cover this form of ac-
ci dent. it does not a 11 ow the
ri s k to be brought down to a
residual level.

- several dilution sequences
bring about risks that should
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not be overlooked. The most im-
portant of these ri sks 1ed to
the decision to make a modifi-
cation to the reactor units
which is been carried out at
present.

The initiator is a loss of the
main electrical power supply
(leading to loss of primary
pumps) during dilution. If the
operator does not react quickly
in stopping the dilution, a non-
borified water pocket could form.
If this pocket is not broken up
when the primary pump restarts,
it will be pumped towards the
reactor core. Thi s wi 11 cause the
fuel elements to be damaged.

There are important uncertainties
which exist concerning the physi-
cal phenomena which take place:
- when the water pocket is formed

(or not). (what is the effect
of natural circulation ?),

- when the primary pump starts up
(how does the water pocket be-
have? Does it disintegrate ?).

To gain more knowledge of the be-
haviour of this installation. EDF
has decided to draw up a test
program. Furthermore. before kno-
wing the outcome of these tests.
it was decided to install an au-
tomatic isolating device to pre-
vent dilution after primary pump
loss.

- an initiator which could be re-
lated to a total loss of cold
source appears to be of impor-
tance. It is the loss of RRA
when the reactor is in state d
(RRA connected. primary open).



These sequences have many inter-
esting patterns but their main
characteristics are:

- the short delay before unaccep-
table consequences: less than
an hour when the primary ci r-
cuit is only sligtly open and
the RRA is permanently lost.

- the probability of losing the
RRA. at least momentarily. is
not negligeable.

There are procedures in existence
which permit the operator to lead
the reactor into this situation.
Futhermore. certa in procedures
have been introduced which should
reduce the frequency of such in-
cidents by facilitating diagnos-
tics.

Loss of electric supplies.
clearly identified by specific
alarms. are dealt with by speci-
fi c procedures. They do not pose
a significant risk.

Taking into account past expe-
rience. EOF is more particularily
concerned by two types of i nci-
dent :

- gradual and progressive voltage
loss in control systems.

- cumulative loss of electrical
supplies.

An incident in 1984 at the BU-
GEY 5 reactor occurred when a
progressive loss of direct cur-
rent was not detected and control
systems did not respond in time.

Modifications carried out on
al arm systems as well as automa-
tic intialisation of "sensitive"
displays allowed the risk posed
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by this type of incident to be
reduced to a very low 1eve 1 .

In the second type of i nci dent.
if one neglects certain cumula-
tive events leading to serious
consequences but with negligeable
probability. there exist H3 type
initiators (total loss of elec-
trical supply) with an overall
frequency of 10-6 /reactor.year.
Taking into account the H3 proce-
dure. one can assume that these
sequences pose very 1i tt 1e ri s k.
Nevertheless. one should realise
that there are significant uncer-
tanties in quantifying human er-
ror in this type of situation.

2.3. Other observations

2.3.1. Reactor Shutdown States

It seems appropriate to discuss
in more detail the major findings
of the study: the importance of
the shutdown states. Thi s can be
broken down into the following
elements :

- firstly there exists an uncer-
titude: the hourly rate of
brea ksin the p rima ry c i r cu it
was calculated using nominal
temperature and pressure va-
lues. These values could seem
to be conservative as. in rea-
lity. ruptures normally occur
as a consequence of erosion or
corros i on and occur more com-
monly during transitory states
rather than duri ng fi xed rate
operating states. As such. it
has not been establ i shed that
at low temperature or pressure
values. the failure rate is



This is certainly not the case
and the reasons for thi s are as
follows:

Th is does not ta ke into account
errors such as forgetting that a
valve is open or maintenance er-
rors, taking into account faults
at the level of elementary sys-
tems. or "initia1isation errors".

Does this mean to say that there
is no more that can be done to
improve components a nd opera t ing
process in reactors unless it is
done by more operator training
sessions?

It is obvious to say that the hu-
man factor is important. although
one must speci fy preci se1y what
it signifies. The proportion of
sequences in whi ch one or more
command errors occur (poor dia-
gnoses. delay and failure to
carry out an action is
about 80 %.

The human factor2.3.2.much smaller than at nominal
operating rates.

the fact that in shutdown
condi tions. the reactor is not
completely protected by automa-
tically initia1ised safety sys-
tems. Moreover. the pumps are
di sengaged in order to protect
maintenance personnel. The pre-
sent des ign of reactors is in
fact based on the principle
that the shutdown state is a
safe state it is in this
context tha t most of the stu-
dies have been implemented,
meaning that systems are desi-
gned to protect the reactor in
operating mode.

It is clear that designers'
concerns must rest with a reactor
at full power. It a 1so seems ap-
propriate to note that quality of
protection at full power is such
that the risk factor is no higher
at full power than during a shut-
down state.

One should nevertheless underline
that this observation is not to-
tally new. EOF applies procedures
and technical specifications lar-
gely in shutdown states.

This must be completed by careful
consideration of two main areas:
- eventua 1 increase in automi sa-

tion (and its potential dan-
gers. for example design er-
rors) ,

- the operator's awareness of
risks during shutdown states
(training).

- what we ca 11 an "error" in at
study of sequences is simply a
failure to recove from an acci-
dent situation. The risk factor
would be much greater in the
absence of operators.

- if one calculates in the same
way as for command errors. the
percentage of sequences which
contain at least one "hardware
fault" (rupture of a pipe. com-
ponent failure) one would ar-
rive at a figure of 100 %
in so far as any sequence lea-
di ng to core damage wi 11 cause
intervention of at least one
hardware fault.
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the figure obtained therefore
indicates clearly that the ope-
rator has an essential role to
play in an accident situation.

The reduction of the contribution
of accidental commands, and more
generally of the Human Factor. is
thanks to improvements in the
Man-Machine Interface. to trai-
ning and. in certain cases. to
automatization. The importance of
organisation in everyday running
and of maintenance should not be
under-estimated.

2.3.3. The contribution of the cha-
racteristics in the French Safety
Process

Fi rst ly it seems appropri ate to
list the different procedures.
Even if it is always difficult to
evaluate the benefits brought
about by the correct application
of a procedure. it is undeniable
tha t H procedures improve cons i -
derably the safety of French
reactors.

HI : allows risk of core meltdown
to be reduced to a low level des-
pite a high frequency of initia-
tors.

H2 : "feed and bleed" is now in
widespread use in all pressurised
water reactors.

H3 : The LLS. (the turbine-gene-
rator drives a pump and feeds es-
sential instrumentation) allows
continuation of injection to
joints.

One must insist on the benefit of
the presence of the safety engi-
neer (ISR) applying a new tech-
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nique to accident operation: ap-
proach by state (SPI-Ul) in com-
plement to the classical event
approach. The overa 11 ga in
brought by this organisation is
about 6.

2.4. Limits of the assessment

A list of all the problems faced
should be drawn up. i.e. not the
difficulties inherent in any ma-
jor projects. but of the problems
arising from a limit of know-
ledge:

initiating events: only ini-
tiating events have been dealt
with (which is clearly identi-
fied) and besides, the exhaus-
tive feature of initiating
events is a problem that must
still be solved and all the ef-
forts made (bibliographic re-
search. studies. detailed ana-
lysis of the feedback from ope-
rating experience ... ) cannot
provide absolute certainties in
this field.

- uncertainties linked to data
(rates of failure. repairing
time. factors ... ).

- difficulties in quantifying hu-
man errors.

- the poor knowledge of some phy-
sical phenomema tht can only be
approached ...

Given all these limits. probabi-
listic assessments must be used
in an optimum way :
- by specialists acquainted with

the assumptions retained
(functional assumptions. data
assumptions. or those regarding



the modelling selected. etc ... )
for the assessment and are not
likely to misinterpret results.

- not on the bas is of absol ute
values whose meaning is highly
limited (and it is necessary to
stress the fact that a too low
probability has no physical
meaning) but on relative values
between two solutions. two sen-
sitivity studies.

3. THE USES IN FRANCE

The main studies that have been
requi red by the Safety Authori-
ties are

The experiences encountered
wi th the use of expert sys-
terns will be followed up.

Past experience will continue
to be analysed using data-
bases in order to :

- follow the evolution of input
data (failure rates, initia-
tor probabilities).

- detect new potentiel initia-
tors or unexpected sequence
types.

Applied Studies

- the studies of the elementary
systems of the various standar-
dized plant series.

EPS should evolve.
will integrate not
evolution of data
new know-how.

Updating
only the
but also

- the studies of the accident se-
quences corresponding to the
loss of the most used systems
(studies H) for the N4 standar-
dized plant series.

- the calculations of the allowed
operating times in the event of
unavailability has been perfor-
med by EOF on the basis of pro-
babilistic assessments.

In the coming years. various
fields of activity will be dis-
tinguished.
- the pursuit of new methods and

computerization in order to ob-
tain a highly reliable worksta-
tion.

An effort is under way to run
LESSEPS on workstations.
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EPS will be widely used in
the framework of safety re-
evaluations.

It seems important to underline.
that in this case. probabilistic
studies are powerful but also
dangerous tools. Conclusions can
never be based simply on final
results (which should be accompa-
nied by uncertainly margins) but
on the model as a whole. in par-
t icu 1a r the fundamenta 1 hypo-
theses. Thi s i 1ustrates that one
must never hesitate to carry out
backup studies in order to un-
derstand more fully the physical
phenomena before taking any im-
portant decisions. One must ana-
lyse all consequences: a modifi-
cation could have negative hidden
effects.

EPS will also be used in many
domains :



reVlslon of functional tech-
nical specifications.

training, improvements, in
staff "safety culture",

more specific studies

maintenance

reactors under construction
(an important programme is
now underway for the N4 se-
ries reactor).

future reactors (two types of
application) :

consideration of past studies
(experience feedback)

studies of simplified systems
to aid decision making (one
must realise the limits of
these studies in order to de-
termine precisely the scope
and validity of their conclu-
sions.

4. CONCLUSION

The PSA 1300 has now been comple-
ted. Some major lessons have been
drawn from thi s assessment whi 1 e
taking account of the identified
limits of probabilistic assess-
ments.

The ~omputerization will allow
continuation of the work underta-
ken both on the existing units
and the future standardized plant
series.
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The most important accident sequences

Initia-
lising
fami 1y

APRP

APRP

APRP

ATWS

APRP

APRP

TRCP

RTGV

Brief description

Break of 1" to 2" in the pri-
mary circuit (in state d)
followed by the operator not
putting into service the safe
ty injection system.
Break in the pressurizer (in
state c) followed by the
operator not putting into
service the safety injection
system
Break of 3/8" to 1" in the
primary circuit (in state d)
followed by the operator not
putting into service the sa-
fety injection system.

Partial loss of the secondary
water system (the plant power
level being greater than
30 % of nominal followed by
fault in emergency trip sys-
tem
Break of 2" to 3" in the pri-
mary circuit (in state d)
followed by the operator
not putting into service the
safety injection system.
Break in the pressurizer (in
state b) followed by the ope
rator not putting into service
the safety injection system

Dilution in state d which is
not stopped or the topping-up
was not carried out by the
operator
Rupture of steam generator
tube followed by a total loss
of emergency water supply then
failure in applying the Ul
procedure by the ISR
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Frequency
of occur-

rence
(per unit
per year)

1.45xl0-6

1.14xlO-6

7.7xl0-7

5.9xl0-7

5.8xl0-7

4.6xl0-7

3.6xlO-7

3.5xlO-7

Contribu
tion to

total
r is k

13.5

10.6

6.8

5.5

5.4

4.3

3.4

3.3



Initia-
lising
fami 1y

APRP

RTS

Brief description

Break of 3/8" to 1" in the
primary circuit (in state a)
followed by an inopportune
shutdown by the operator of
the safety injection system.
Sma 11 ruptu re ins econda ry
circuit water piping follo-
wed by loss of auxiliary feed
water system followed by fai-
lure in applying U1 procedure
by I SR
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Frequency
of occur-

rence
(per unit
per year)

3.0x10-7

2.6.10-7

Contribu
tion to

total
risk

2.8

2.4
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NEW ASPECTS OF THE
FOR THE PASSIVE

PSA METHODOLOGY
SAFETY PLANTS

V. Cavicchia, A. Bassanelli, E. Traini
ENEL DSR/VDN
Rome, Italy

1. INTRODUCTION

Since 1982 ENEL has performed probabili-
stic safety studies to assess the capabi-
lity of prevention and mitigation of seve-
re accidents for the Italian nuclear
plants in design or in operation at the
moment of the analysis.
These analyses have been invaluable for a
more systematic understanding of the plant
response and of the effectiveness of
defenses.
Even if the experience has shown that the
communication with the public in mere pro-
babilistic terms is not effective, they
allowed the identification of design and
emergency procedures changes to further
enhance the defenses.
For the new generation reactors, such as
the passive safety plants presently in
development in the United States and in
Europe, ENEL is participating with the
vendors to perform probabilistic safety
analyses and thermal-hydraulic analyses
for the evaluation of the safety level and
for contributing to the design improvement
in an interactive way.

2. PSS USE FOR PASSIVE SAFETY PLANTS

Safety Goals of the passive safety plants
are as follows:
- a safety more understandable to the public
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- a safety less dependent upon operator
behaviour
- preventive and mitigative design measu-
res such that a relaxation of the emer-
gency planning is possible; in particular
such that an "ad hoc" evacuation plan is
not needed.
The goals for avoiding the need of and "ad
hoc" evacuation plan are still in discus-
sion. Possible goals are:

the cumulative frequency of event
sequences leading to a population dose
above the EPA PAG limit in short term
(e.g. 24 hr) is lower than an established

value, such as 10-6 events/year.
- core damage sequences with sudden catas-
trophic failures of the containment should
be avoided by design or their occurrence
frequency should be negligible.
The Probabilistic Safety Study (PSS),
because of the systematic and comprehensi-
ve approach of analysing all potential
sequences which could lead to core damage
or to releases exceeding an established
limit, is the instrument to demonstrate
the above last two goals.
There is a continuous interaction between
the PSS, the event sequences which should
be mitigated by the design, and the plant
design. For this reason the PSS is perfor-
med many times at different design phases.



3. METHODOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES

There are methodological differences
between the PSS for the plants of the
prior or current generation and those for
the passive safety plants.
These differences are mainly due to:
- the importance of the design goal of
demonstrating that an "ad hocH evacuation
plan is not needed
- the low acceptance criteria values for
the population dose and associated fre-
quency to meet the above goal of relaxa-
tion of the emergency planning
- the specific design characteristics of
the safety systems of the new generation
plants, such as a lower dependency upon
the supporting systems or more uncertainty
in the reliability data for new design
components

the demonstration of a safety less
dependent upon the operator.
In general, a more complete PSS analysis
is needed. Also a major interaction with
the design, additional thermal-hydraulic
analysis, test of new components, and a
major research of the reliability data for
new important components are needed.
For this reason, and because of the conti-
nuous design evolution, more PSS phases
are foreseen before the final PSS is sub-
mitted in the Safety Analysis Report for
certification. In each phase, areas to be
further investigated from the design,
analytical, experimental or reliability
point of view are identified.
A few of the methodological aspects that
are considered in a systematic way for the
new generation plants and that are not
relevant or are not generally performed
for the past or present generation plants
are as follows:

consideration of initiating events in
all plant conditions including those at
low power (e.g. cold shut-down, start-up,
refueling etc.)
- extensive commoncause failure treatment
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also among components belonging to diffe-
rent systems

systematic consideration of errors of
commission in addition to sensitivity eva-
luations of the risk change when no credit
is given to operator action

evaluation of sequences without core
melting which could potentially lead to
population dose greater than the low limit
(e.g. loss of coolant accident with con-
tainment isolation failure, fuel handling
accident, reactivity accidents) .
Additional important aspects of the PSS of
the new generation plants are the fol-
lowing:
- need for different presentation of the
results of level 3 PSS (consequences for
the population)
- careful consideration of the dependen-
cies which could cause both core damage
and failure of the mitigation systems
- extensive use of importance and sensiti-
vity analyses in order to identify the
important components or areas where design
improvement or further investigation could
decrease the risk or the associated uncer-
tainty
- systematic analysis of external events.
An important problem still to be solved is
how to evaluate the probabilistic influen-
ce of an earthquake with very high value
of ground acceleration, given the very
large uncertainties associated with the
input and the analysis.
In the next sections more detailed infor-
mation are provided for the most important
differences or specific aspects.

4. INITIATING EVENTS

When the PSS deals with low frequency
values, one of the major concerns is the
completeness of the analysis.
For this reason, a very carefu~ analysis
is performed for the passive plants in
order to identify the existence of unique



events due to the new design. In particu-
lar, it is systematically investigated if
specific breaks or spurious actuation of
new components from high power condition
lead to unique events with degraded miti-
gating systems.
In addition, a careful analysis is also
performed for all plant conditions diffe-
rent from full power (such as cold shut-
down). In these plant conditions the num-
ber of available mitigating systems to
avoid core damage could be lower than at
full power condition, even if the fre-
quency occurrence is lower and the timing
for core damage is generally longer.
Reactivity accident events in all plant
conditions are also analyzed in order to
verify that sudden catastrophic release
events are avoided or are not considered
credible.

5. COMMONCAUSE FAILURE TREATMENT

An extensive common cause failure analysis
is performed for the passive safety plant
PSS.
This analysis is not only limited to com-
ponents which belong to a single system,
but is also performed on components belon-
ging to different systems.
For the current generation plants this
analysis is generally not performed becau-
se the common cause failure among diffe-
rent systems is not expected to be a major
contributor.
The major differences between current
generation plants and the passive safety
plants are as follows:

the different systems performing the
same function in the passive safety plants
are not generally dependent upon the same
supporting systems, so the common cause
failures of the components of the suppor-
ting systems (such as diesel generators)
are not generally dominating. They are
instead dominating for the current
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generation plants.
- the most important components of diffe-
rent systems of current generations plants
(e.g. pumps) have generally a different
size, different operating configuration or
history, and are generally located in dif-
ferent rooms. The main components of the
systems of the passive plant (i.e. valves)
are generally located in the same environ-
ment (e.g. inside the containment) and are
subjected to the same operating history
(they are generally in stand-by conditions
and tested at the same test interval).
Another aspect of the common cause failure
treatment is the absence of operating
experience data in the nuclear application
of new components, so a conservative
treatment is used in the early PSS phase.
For the next phases a research for the.
common cause failure data of important
components (e.g. explosive valves, micro-
processor based components) from other
fields is needed.

6. OPERATOR ERROR OF COMMISSION

One of the main goals of the passive
safety plants is to demonstrate that
safety is not significantly dependent upon
operator behaviour. As consequence, the
PSS for these plants will carefully consi-
der the operator's influence. This is exe-
cuted in the two following ways:
a) by performing a sensitivity analysis
where no credit is given to the operator
to manually actuate the systems which pre-
vent or mitigate a core damage sequence;
b) by sistematically considering in the
base case the errors of commission. These
are operator errors due to misinterpreta-
tion of the event or the inadvertent
actuation of a wrong push-button which
will aggravate to event sequence (e.g. put
out of service a correctly operating core
cooling system) .
The commissioning error analysis was not



systematically performed in the past PSS.
The main reasons for this were the com-
plexity of the model and the concern on
the completeness of the analysis.
With regards to passive plants, the pro-
blem of the complexity of the model is
limited because of the plant simplifica-
tion, and of the limited number of requi-
red operator actions. In addition, the
operation of many safety passive systems
can neither be impaired by the control
room operator nor even after its actuation
(e.g . pool water drain after opening of
explosive squib valves) .

7. CONSIDERATION OF IMPORTANT SEQUENCES

WITHOUT CORE MELTING

The goal of the passive safety plants is
to have a low cumulative frequency value
for sequences in exceeding very low
environmental consequences in the short
term.
Therefore, even sequences without core
melt but which could potentially lead to
non-negligible release must be analyzed.
Typical sequences are the loss of the
reactor coolant or partial fuel damage
without containment isolation.
These sequences should be analysed using
best estimate models.

8. NEED FOR DIFFERENT PRESENTATION OF

THE LEVEL 3 PSS

The level 3 PSS presently performed
shows the result in term of fatalities.
This presentation of the results is not
well understood by the public, whose
attention is focused on the word "fata-
lities" more than on the very low value
of the frequency. The conclusion is that
the public has the perception of a dan-
gerous plant which is independent of the
actual frequency of occurrance.
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A different way to present the informa-
tion of a level 3 PSS is suggested.
In particular, the results might be pre-
sented for suquences with a frequency
higher than an established limit as the
frequency of exceeding the lower and
upper EPA PAG and the 25 REM limit as
function of the time from the accident
onset (e.g. 4 hr, 12 hr, 24hr, 76 hr, at
the end of the release from the contain-
ment). These limits and the time inter-
val allow the verification of the goal
to avoid the need of an "ad hoc" evacua-
tion plan.

9. EXTERNAL EVENT ANALYSIS-SEISMIC RISK

For analysis completeness, the external
events are all considered. For many of
them, a qualitative analysis is suffi-
cient to conclude that the risk associa-
ted with the particular external event
is negligible.
A quantitative probabilistic analysis is
performed for the event where the quali-
tative analysis does not justify this
conclusion.
In particular, a quantitative seismic
probabilistic analysis is performed.
For the seismic analysis, credit to the
safety systems is only given in order to
avoid analysis and seismic requirements
to the most part of the plants which are
not designed for the safe shut-down
earthquake.
The core damage frequency of a passive
plant induced by an earthquake is expec-
ted to be lower than that of a current
generation plant. In fact, the low num-
ber of components needed to prevent the
core damage, their location (inside or
very close to the containment), and the
lack of dependencies on components which
belong to other buildings make the pas-
sive plants potentially more rugged.
On the other hand, because the protect i-



ve and mitigative defenses against the
internal events are very well enhanced,
the core damage frequency induced by a
very large earthquake, even if low,
could be relatively important for a pas-
sive plant. Because of the different
uncertainty associated with the PSS for
internal events and for a seismic event,
specially at very high ground accelera-
tion, there is doubt on the correctness
of summing or of comparing the two
results.
The seismic quantitative probabilistic
analysis is important to identify the
most important structures and compo-
nents.
The improvement of their seismic capa-
city, by a more refined analysis or by a
des ign improvement, could lead to a
significative improvement of the seismic
capacity of the total plant.
After the improvement of the capacity of
those most important structures or com-
ponents, the core damage frequency value
due to the earthquake is strongly depen-
dent upon the hazard curve shape at
around Ig or greater and on the ground
response spectra shape at these accele-
ration values.
For ground acceleration greater than Ig
there are many doubts that the analysis
is meaningful.
In this range, there are many uncertain-
ties on the seismic input, on the plant
consequences, and on the society risk
increase due to a nuclear plant.
In particular, there is disagreement
among the experts about the location of
the knee in the hazard curve.
Specifically, there is concern on the
possibility of transmission of such
energy value through the soil.
The ground and the flow response spectra
shapes should be different for earth-
quakes at different ground acceleration,
and, therefore, the seismic capacity of
the structures and components; but this
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is not easily to be evaluated.
Actually, earthquake of very high inten-
sity would cause catastrophic consequen-
ces independent of the nuclear plant.
Then in the reality the seismic level to
be considered in the nuclear analysis
should be identified in an overall civil
protection perspective.
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Abstract
The Swedish utiLities have thus far performed PSAs on 10 of the 12 Swedish NPPs. For the
oLder pLants PSAs were performed as part of the reguLar recurrent safety anaLysis program,
the so-caLLed ASAR program (As operated Safety AnaLysis Report). For the two newest pLants
(Forsmark 3 and Oskarshamn 3) the PSAs were required for permission to operate. For the
remaining units (RinghaLs 3 & 4) the PSA work is ongoing and wiLL be finished during 1990.
All PSAs, performed by the utiLities, are reviewed by SKI.

The paper presents the generaL situation in Sweden regarding the roLe of PSA in practice
as viewed from a reguLatory standpoint.
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INTRODUCTION
The governing policy of the
Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate
(SKI) is to consistently act in
favour of not only adequate but,
indeed, steadily increasing
nuclear safety. The task of the
regulatory body is then
essentially two-fold: on one hand
to gain a genuine understanding
of the safety situation and, on
the other hand, to promote its
safety objectives. PSA turns out
to be of great help in both
respects by providing an
efficient means of communication
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capable of sharpening the
contours of the safety issues.
SKI has accordingly taken great
deal of interest in the
development of the uses of PSA,
partly by strongly supporting
research and development and
partly by striving to acquire, on
part of its own, a responsive and
competent attitude to arguments
in terms of PSA.

The use of PSA (Probabilistic
Safety Assessment) in Sweden
emerged following recommendations
by the Reactor Safety Committee
which was appointed by the
Swedish Government after the
accident at Three Mile Island
unit 2 in 1979 and with regard
also to nuclear risk studies
which had previously been
presented abroad, i.a. the
Rasmussen report (WASH-1400). The
committee was assigned with the
task of reviewing the safety of
nuclear power and proposing ways



of strengthening the safety of
the nuclear installations in
Sweden. The Rasmussen study
indicated a path worth following
in the performance of systematic
safety analyses.

The Reactor Safety Committee also
recommended that all nuclear
reactors in Sweden would be made
subject to systematic safety
reviews, making use of plant
specific PSA1

•

Following the recommendations of
the Reactor Safety Committee the
Swedish Parliament ruled, in
1981, that every nuclear power
reactor would be made subject to
at least three complete safety
reviews during their useful life.
Reports to be submitted to the
Government were to be compiled by
SKI on the basis of analyses
carried out by the licensees. The
reviews would be similar to the
Final Safety Analysis Reports
(FSAR) required for the original
licensing "' which
coined the acronyme ASAR
(As-operated Safety Analysis
Report). One safety review of
each unit was thus foreseen every
8-10 years.

SKI, assigned by the Government
with the task of setting up a
program for the required ASARs,
issued guidelines for the first
round of ASARs in 1982. The basic
information for the ASARs would
be compiled by the utilities
accordingly and in consultation
with SKI.

An extensive research and
development program had to be
initiated in order to provide for
all necessary methodology and
reliability data required.
Complementary to the research
efforts by the industry, SKI also
actively promoted research within
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its nuclear safety research
program in order to gain the
understanding of the potential of
PSA required for establishing
proper policies on part of the
safety authority. A data
collecting system jointly
developed by the Swedish
utilities, the Swedish Thermal
Power Reliability Data System
(ATV), had been established
already in 1975 and was available
at the outset2• A manual (so-
called 'T-book') covering failure
rates for components in the
Swedish nuclear power plants was
worked out on the basis of
failure reports in the ATV-system
and licensee event reports and
presented for the first time in
1982 (the third edition will be
issued in 1990)3. Proper
documentation procedures for
safety analyses by fault and
event tree methodology had to be
developed, together with suitable
computer aids required in
practical applications of the
methods.

Probabilistic safety analysis was
also put on the agenda of the
Nordic Nuclear Safety Research
Program (NKA) in 19814 and has
remained an important subject of
this internordic research
cooperation (currently named NKS)

. 5 6 7ever Slnce.

SAFETY MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

At present state of the art PSA
is valued in the first place for
providing a practical means for
systematically revealing and
quantifying weaknesses and
vulnerabilities of the safety
barriers. Useful hints at
suitable modifications of
engineering design, operating
strategies and schemes for
maintenance and testing for



improved safety can thus be
obtained in the continuing
development of nuclear safety.
Hints are also obtained to help
making priorities among various
indicated needs of safety
measures and among related
research projects.

APPLICATIONS OF PSA IN DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR SAFETY

* The recurrent safety anaLysis program
(ASAR)

* Studies of events and incidents in
retrospect. Precursor studies

* PLant modifications for safety enhancement* Reviewing the TechnicaL Specifications for
the Operation of the NucLear PLants* Maintenance and testing strategies* Containment and and accident mitigation
systems performance

The ASAR program referred to in
the introduction bears relevance
in this context as this program
in fact aims at development of
the safety, rather than to just
providing recurrent safety
assessments of the nuclear
plants. While thorough PSA has
constituted the bulk of the work,
the ASARs are intended to cover
most aspects of safety, as
indicated by a typical table of
contents:

ASAR-80 - TABLE OF CONTENTS:

* Organization and quaLity assurance* Operating experience* QuaLity controL - Operation and
maintenance* PSA (Level 1)* Training and personnel* Safety improvements impLemented during
report period

* Planned and ongoing safety improvements

In the first round of the ASAR
program (ASAR-80) now approching
completion, ten out of the twelve
nuclear plants in Sweden (9 ABB
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ATOM BWRs and 3 Westinghouse type
PWRs) have been subject to plant-
specific PSA. The two remaining
ones, both PWRs, are presently
being analysed.

Before entering the second round
of ASAR, a comprehensive review
of first round ASARs, 'SUPER-
ASAR,a was undertaken in the form
of a research project carried out
by SKI in cooperation with the
Swedish utilities. The review
aimed at establishing recommended
treatment of a number of subjects
covered in the various ASAR PSAs
in order to gain properly
balanced safety assessment for
enhanced credibility. The impact
of the recommended modifications,
concerning initiating events
accounted for, modeling of
systems and sequences, treatment
of CCF (common cause failures)
and human errors, and assumptions
of reliability data, were
quantified in scoping
calculations. In certain cases
the modifications in fact implied
major changes of the PSA results
in regard of the relative
contributions of various
initiating events to the total
core damage frequency. Related
matters will be further commented
in other contributions to this
workshop.

Guidelines for the second round
of ASARs (ASAR-90) have now been
developed by SKI. In addition to
accounting for the experience fed
back through the SUPERASAR study
and calling for extensions of the
PSAs enabled by development,
these guidelines aim at extending
the safety review in a number of
other respects:



ASAR-90: AUGMENTATIONS AND SUBJECTS GIVEN
INCREASED EMPHASIS

conditions investigated - to call
for reconsideration of the TS's
in regard of

The considerable potential of PSA
for evaluation of experience
continuously fed back from the
field has been partly used in
research projects concerned with
PSA but remains largely to be
employed in everyday practice.

The Technical Specifications for
Operation of the Nuclear Plants
(TS) constitute another
interesting application of PSA
which is currently receiving
increased attention. The TS's,
based originally on deterministic
analyses in the final safety
reports (FSAR), aim at assuring
the safety of the nuclear plants
by means of rules and criteria
applying to operation and
maintenance.

*

*

**

Extended PSA, e.g. other operating modes
than full power, level-2 PSA (containment
performance) etc
Increased emphasis on analysis (by PSA or
other means) in accounting for experiences
gained in operation and maintenance and
modifications, implemented as well as
proposed
Increased emphasis on human factor aspects
Increased emphasis on aspects related to
the increasing age of the nuclear plants

plant shut-down requirements
at multiple failures in
redundant safety systems
modified rules for preventive
maintenance in a highly
redundant, residual heat
removal system at power
operation
modified surveillance test
intervals and test procedures
of highly redundant systems
of diesel generators and
motor operated valves

PSA is at the beginning of being
regularly used by the utilities
for evaluation - also within the
allowed scope given by the TS's -
of various maintenance and
testing strategies with regard to
safety. The approach includes
accounting for instanteneous and
integrated risk contributions to
the baseline risk from
alternative strategies.

The usefulness of PSA applied to
system design, operation and
maintenance is demonstrated by
numerous safety significant
improvements which have resulted
from the analyses.

SUBJECTS OF SWEDISH TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FOR THE OPERATION OF NUCLEAR REACTORS

* Safety limits* Limiting conditions for operation* SurveiLlance testing

A recent Nordic joint project has
paved the way for applying the
probabilistic approach in
reviewing the TS's in regard of
their safety implications under
various conditions6• Case studies
performed in the project turned
out - for the plants and
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PSA INITIATED SAFETY MEASURES
Design modifications in regard of common cause
failures (CCF):

eliminations of functional dependencies
(e.g. impLying violation of the single
failure criterion)
improvements of separation with regard to
fire, flooding (e.g. charging pumps in
PWR)
modified maintenance and testing strategy
(e.g. diesel generators, scheme for
replacement of shaft cranks in diesel
generators exhibiting cracks)
elimination of CeI's (common cause
initiators, e.g. lowering of specific fire
risks; accounting for seismic events ...
considered) .



PSA INITIATED SAFETY MEASURES (contd)
Other design modifications:

added redundancy (e.g. in scram systems,
addition of auxiliary feed water system)
modifications for improved functional
reLiabiLity of specific components and
systems
modifications of actuation logics of
protection systems (e.g. shut-down, ECCS,
confining isolation in feed water system
to affected train, automatic
depressurization in BWR discussed)

PSA INITIATED SAFETY MEASURES (contd)
Improvements of maintenance and testing
schemes

introduction of maintenance during
operation (e.g. gas turbines)
optimized test intervals (e.g. check
valves in residual heat removal system,
pumps in auxiliary feed water system,
isoLation valves, valves in consequence
mitigating systems, diesel generators

PSA INITIATED SAFETY MEASURES (contdl
Measures for enhanced operator support:

improvements relating to emergency
procedures (e.g. for backflushing of
strainers in the EEC system after a pipe
break LOCAl
alarms for critical state variables
relating to emergency procedures
(differentiaL pressures in strainers at
backflushing, high temperature in the
condensation pool)
added emergency operating procedures (e.g.
feed and bleed in PWR)

Reasonably comprehensive Level-2
PSA has so far been carried out
for one of the PWR's (Ringhals 2)
in conjunction with the utility's
preparations for proposing
consequence mitigation measures
for its reactors to be
implemented by 1988 according to
the requirements by the Swedish
Government in 1981. Corresponding
analyses for the other Swedish
plants were less detailed with
the containment event trees
grouped together into certain
selected sequences assumed to
account for the total risk.
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Level-2 PSAs for the accident
mitigation systems now in place
at the Swedish nuclear plants,
will form part of the ASAR-90
program.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

Unreflective use of PSA, merely
for demonstration of the safety
of a reactor plant, or PSA made a
sole basis for deciding about
needs for consequence mitigation
in case of failure of the safety
barriers, is discouraged on
account of the limitations of the
current methodology as well as
with the limited perspective
taken in reducing the safety
issue to a matter of
probabilities for certain assumed
consequences. Even relative
judgements (extending beyond
variation analysis of a specific
system to find ways of improving
its safety, as discussed above),
such as attempting to rank
different reactors by means of
formal PSA, must be made with
considerable care.

While critical judgement of PSA
results must accordingly be
observed, PSA constitutes on the
other hand the preferred
systematic approach in dealing
with matters of safety. Reasoning
along the principles of PSA thus
deserves all encouragement even
when the attempted application
may lack fully developed
methodology or fully adequate
data base.

As an example, core damage
frequencies obtained in
standardized PSA schemes are
valued as indicators of safety
standard, when understood in the
proper sense and with full
recognition of their limitations.
Confirmation that the core damage



All previously performed PSAs,
mainly in conjunction with the
ASAR reviews, were a~ain reviewed
as part of the study .

Analyses were available for all
plants except for the two newest
PWRs which are currently being
analysed. The comment was made in
the report that the PSAs had not
been intended for comparisons
between different plants. It was
also noted that the PSA
methodology had been in a state
of continuing development and
that the various studies made
thus far exhibit lack of
consistence in regard of
modeling, completeness etc, as
comprehensively accounted for in
the recent SUPERASAR study
referred to above. Furthermore,
the analyses need to be extended
in terms of certain more details
in the modeling, completeness in
regard of initiating events and
inclusion of external events, and
further refined in regard of
treatment of the human factor and
common cause failures. The
analyses also need to extend to
dealing with the containment
performance (Level 2) to account

5

5

1
2
2
3
4

Ongoing
2
3

3

Basic Level 1 PSA
Fire analysis
FLooding anaLysis
Seismic anaLysis
AirpLane crash
InternaL missiles
Crane lifts
External LOCA
RPV break
CCI analysis
Sensitivity anaLysis
Uncertainty analysis
IncLusion of consequence
mitigating systems
Overhauls, shut-down,
power-up

TYPES OF ANALYSES PERFORMED IN SWEDISH PSAs
(with regard to core damage; number of plants
examined out of total 12)

CompLeted
10
4
6
2
9
3
2
5
7
6
5
5

PSA APPLICATIONS IN SAFETY ASSESSMENT

* FSAR - since 1985, i.e. applying to the
two newest reactors (BWR)* Plant modifications* Modifications in operation and maintenance* Exemptions from the TechnicaL
Specifications* PoLiticaL decisionmaking

In 1989 the Swedish Government
requested a separate study of the
safety situation in regard of the
12 nuclear reactors in Sweden1o•
The request was related to the
decision to be taken in 1990
about which two units to be shut
off by 1995-1996. Accordingly,
the study partly aimed at
determining if there would be a
case for ranking the reactors
with regard to safety.
The study, which was carried out
during the second half of 1989,
covered various aspects of
safety, ~ operational
experience, past significant
events, life time and ageing of
systems and components, OSART
assessments (Barseback 1 and 2 in
1986, Forsmark 3 in 1988 and
Oskarshamn 1 in 1989), state and
future development in regard of
available competence, and matters
related to quality assurance.

Further examples of applications
of PSA specifically aimed at
confirming that the safety goals
can be maintained include:

frequency of a reactor is
estimated by means of PSA to be
less than 10~ per reactor-year
for internal events is thus
appreciated as an indication of
adequate safety standard.
However, for a valid conclusion
to be drawn about the safety,
complementary bases for the
safety assessment are required.
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for the newly introduced systems
for accident mitigation.

It was concluded from the review
of the past PSAs, however, that
they consistently indicate core
damage frequencies for all units
in the range 10~ A 10~ year~ with
backfittings indicated by the
analyses in place. The newer
plants, BWRs with internal pumps,
improved four-fold redundancy and
consistent segregation of the
safety systems, exhibit in
particular less sensitivity to
external events. The safety
implications of the measures
undertaken for accident
consequence mitigation - fully
implemented by 1988 - have not
been completely assessed, but
preliminary analyses indicate a
reduction of the risk of
accidental radioactive releases
by a factor of at least 10-50.
The frequency of releases beyond
the prescribed acceptable limit
(0.1% of the core inventory of an
1800 MWth core) should
accordingly be down at 10~.

The variations between the
estimated core damage frequencies
were found to be dominated by the
uncertainties inherent in the PSA
methodology and data bases used,
together with the uncertainties
related to factors altogether not
accounted for (incompleteness).
No conclusions in terms of safety
ranking of the reactors could
accordingly be allowed on the
basis of the PSAs. The human
factor, only partly accounted for
in the formal PSAs, was pointed
out as probably contributing to
large part of the total
uncertainty. The safety
implications of the human factor
obviously have to be largely
evaluated outside the scope of
formal PSA, for most part in
qualitative terms.
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The review as a whole. i.e.
including studies other than
PSAs, also did not point out any
one reactor as safer or unsafer
than another one - i.e. regarding
potential danger of an accident
with release of radioactivity -
assuming the intended protection
offered by the consequence
mitigation systems. However,
taking into account very unlikely
events, in which the accident
mitigation systems would fail to
have an effect, accidents in the
Ringhals or Barseback plants
would have more serious
consequences because of the
denser population around these
sites.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Probabilistic arguments had
little weight when, after the TMI
accident, measures for reducing
the risk of accidental off-site
releases beyond the level of
protection provided by the
reactor containments were
proposed. The validity of cost-
benefit considerations in this
context was even expressely
negated in the proposition of
1980/81 by the Swedish
Government, forming the basis of
the Swedish severe accident
mitigation program, now fully
implemented since the beginning
of 1989:

In a bill by the Swedish Government to the
Parliament in 1980:
"... Measures in order to mitigate releases
should be taken even if the cost to the owner
of the plant would not be unessential in
relation to the mitigation achieved in the
event of an accident .... "

Likewise, the impact of
probabilistic considerations



- based on estimated release
risks with the mitigative systems
now in place - on the off site
emergency preparedness have been
rather limited, leaving it
essentially at unchanged level.
Changes made after the Chernobyl
accident in 1986 rather reflect
an increased concern about
bordercrossing consequences from
accidents abroad.

PERSPECTIVES
The PSA methodology as well as
its practical implementation in
the industry has now reached
sufficient level to allow a great
deal of its potential benefits to
be gained in the practical safety
work. There remain, however,
further improvements in order to
gain what should be reasonable to
achieve - probably no less
required in order to reach full
break-through of PSA in terms of
wide acceptance by all parties
involved in all aspects of the
practical safety work, a 'living
PSA' .

OBSERVATIONS IN REGARD OF THE CONDITIONS FOR A
I LIVING PSA I

* SubstantiaL remaining need for
improvements of the state of the art of
PSA (notabLy compLeteness and human
interaction), incLuding avaiLable user
aids to facilitate the appLications and
communicate the findings

* Improved applicabiLity to planning of
maintenance and testing to be expected in
reLation to the future development of the
required reLiability and event data bases

* Indications of a growing interest in PSA
based risk monitoring by keeping records
of operation and maintenance histories

* Need for QA (quaLity assurance) systems
applied to PSA in order to ensure proper
conditions for continued growth of PSA in
practice
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NRC REGULATORY USES OF PSA
Thomas E. Murley

The publication in 1975 of WASH-1400, with its new probabilistic safety
assessment methodology, had the effect of presenting a pair of eyeglasses
to a man with poor eyesight. Suddenly, it gave us a view of nuclear safety
with a new clarity, and it allowed us to sort out the important safety issues
from the unimportant. In the intervening years. PSA insights have permeated
the fabric of nearly all our safety judgements. This acceptance can be seen
from the following list of broad areas where the NRC staff uses PSA insights
and methodology:

Evaluating the safety significance of operating events and recommending
safety improvements where warranted.
Requesting licensees to systematically look for design vulnerabilities in
each operating reactor.
Evaluating the safety significance of design weaknesses or
non-compliances when judging the time frame for necessary improvements.
Conducting sensitivity analyses to judge where safety improvements are
most effective (i.e., design vs operations).
Assessing the relative safety benefits of design features for futurereactors.

In judging where PSA methodology can be improved to give better safety
insights, we believe that the following areas need more attention:

Better modeling of cognitive errors (especially maintenance and
surveillance errors)
More comprehensive modeling of accident sequences initiated from
conditions other than full power
More comprehensive modeling of inter-system loss-of-coolant Iccident
(ISLOCA) sequences, especially those initiated while changing
operating modes or preparing to change modes.

Although PSA is widely used in the staff's regulatory activities, we
deliberately choose not to include probabilistic prescriptions in our
regulations or guidance documents. The staff finds the bottom line risk
estimates to be one of the least reliable products of a PSA. The reason
for this view is that PSA cannot adequately address cognitive errors nor
assess the effects of a pervasive poor safety attitude (or what G. Medvedev
calls the "hypnosis of excessive self-confidence"). We Ire cautious that
overemphasis of bottom line risk estimates might lull nuclear plant operating
staffs into the belief that their plants are safe no matter how they areoperated.
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APPLICATION OF PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS

TO LICENSING

Shunsuke Kondo
Department OT Nuclear Engineering
Research
The University OT Tokyo
7-3-1 Hongo. Bunnkyou-ku
Tokyo. Japan

ABSTRACT

The saTety criteria and
standards in Japan are basically
deterministic in nature though
there are a Tew probabi 1istic
criteria. even which are given
only qualitatively. This does
not mean however that
quantitative probabilistic
argument has not been used in
the licensing review process.
We can distinguish three cases
where quantitative probabilistic
argument plays a major role in
the licensing process. They are.

(1) exclusion OT certain
events as residual risk
contributors.

(2) cIa s siT i cat ion 0 T
certain event category among
normal operation. anticipated
transient and accident. and

(3) evaluation oT Core
Damage Frequency (CDF) which
supports evidences OT the
adequacy OT saTe des ign and
saTety evaluation.

The example oT the adoption
oT these cases in our regulatory
process is presented. As is
shown in these examples.
probabilistic evaluations are
more and more used as to
supplement the deterministic
evaluations. However it should
be cautious to re ly on the
absolute values predicted by the
probabi 1istic saTety assessment
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IN JAPAN

Toshiaki Tobioka
Department OT Reactor SaTety

JAERI
Tokai-mura. Naka-gun
Ibaraki. Japan

in the licensing discussion.
especially in the case where an
extremely small Trequency playa
decisive role in the process.

INTRODUCTION

The development oT nuclear
power plants in Japan started in
1963 when JPDR (Japan Powe r
Demonstration Reactor) began
operation. The Tirst commercial
nuclear power plant was a carbon
dioxide gas cooled reactor (166
MWe) introduced Trom the U.K. in
1966. At present. 38 commercial
nuclear power plants are in
operation. accumulating
approximate ly 400 reactor-year
experience.

Since 1970. primarily light
water reactors developed in the
U.S.~ have been constructed in
'Japan. The reTore. the bas ic
Japanese policy Tor assurance oT
nuclear saTety and saTety
standards has been deve loped
based on the regulations and
pr~ctices oT the U. S. A.
However. based on nearly thirty
years OT experience in
manuTacturing nuclear components
and in bui Iding and operating
nuc lear power plants. pol icies
and standards as we 11 as
detailed procedures and criteria
which meet the requirements OT
Japanese administrative system.
society and technology have been



evolved.
The basic sa":fetypol icy ":for

the nuclear ":facilities in Japan
is to protect the heal th and
sa":fetyo":fthe public and nuclear
facilities workers ":from undue
risks associated with radiation
and radioactive materials which
may result from normal
operation. abnormal occurrences
or accidents at nuclear
facilities. The principles o":f
sa":fe design of nuclear
facilities correspond to
internationally recognized
principles; that is to pursue to
highly conservative designs
based on the principles o":f
defense-in-depth. multiple
barriers. single ":failure
cri terion. etc.. and give ":first
priority to measures which
prevent abnormal events or
accidents.

To ensure the implementation
of this policy. safety
regulation in Japan requires
sa-£ety evaluations based
primarily on deterministic
methods. This does not mean
that quantitative probabi Iistic
al-gument has not been used in
the licensing review process or
in the discussion of licensing
positions. Probabilistic
evaluations are more and more
used so as to supplement the
deterministic evaluations.

We can distinguish three
cases where quantitative
probabilistic argument plays a
major role. They are shown as
follows;

(1) Exclusion o":f certain
events (01- event sequences) as
residual risk contributors based
on their occurrence ":frequencyor
pl-obabiIity.

(2) C I ass i f i cat ion 0 r
g I" 0 up in g o":f c e r t a in eve n t
category among normal operation.
anticipated transient and
accident.

(3) Evalua.~ion 0-£ Core
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Damage Frequency (CDF) in order
to give supporting evidences of
the adequacy of sa":fedesign and
safety evaluation.

The usage of these three
cases are presented in the next
chapters.

EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN EVENTS AS
RESIDUAL RISK CONTRIBUTORS

The most simple case is the
exclusion o":fcertain events as
the residual risk contributors
based on their occurrence
frequency or probabi Iity. It
has been an established
procedure not to review the
consequences of a certain event
if its occurrence ":frequency is
demonstrated to be less than
10-7/reactor year. This cutoff
criterion is applied to the
airplane crash. turbine missile.
station blackout. ATWS. among
others. The selection o":f
suitable external events such as
earthquakes. tsunamis. typhoons
and ":floods for the purpose of
plant sa":fe design adopts the
probabilistic method as well.

Although extremely low
frequency is discussed in this
case. there is no significant
issue related to the uncertainty
involved in the analysis since
the boundary condition applied
to the probabilistic argument is
strictly limited to the
particular events or event
sequence speci-£ied. Further
elaboration of the case 0.£
station blackout is as follows;
The Examination Guide o":fSafety
Design ":forLight Water Nuclear
Power Facilities requires that
the reactor must be sa":fely
shutdown. and core cooling must
be ensured a-fter shutdown. even
with a station blackout up to 30
minutes. This requirement
results from consideration of
the operational experience of
the power source reliability.



The Trequency OT loss OT
transmission power Tor more than
30 minutes oT the high voltage
transmission lines above 187 kV
is 1. 26 X 10-4/km/year in recent
years and this leads to the
probability oT oTT-site power
loss oT about 1X 10-2/year. The
Tailure rate Tor starting oT the
emergency diesel generators is
less than 1.2 X 10-3 /demand in
Japan. Dominant Tai lure modes
are Tailures oT either generator
or control system Tor BWR EDGs
and OT airstarter system Tor PWR
EDGs. No common cause Tailures
have ever been experienced. The
Level 1 PSA results show the CDF
initiated by Loss oT OTT-site
Power is less than 10-7/RY
either Tor BWR or PWR.

EVENT CLASSIFICATION FOR SAFETY
EVALUATION

The second case is the
classiTication OT certain event
category among normal operation,
anticipated transient and
accident. In this case the
consequence OT a category OT
events as well as its Trequency
are to be evaluated at least
qualitatively Tor the
classiTication OT it among them.
One oT the main issue in this
case is the number oT simi lar
events or event sequences which
are to be inc luded in one
speciTied category OT events.
For example, a lengthy
discussion has been devoted to
this issue in the ru1e making
process Tor the classiTication
oT multiple Tailures OT process
system. The report on multiple
Tailures oT process system made
by the Special Committee on
SaTety Standards OT Reactors
concludes;

(1) The T r e que n c y 0 T
multiple Tailures oT process
system as an initiator to
abnormal occurrences is
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evaluated to be less than
10-2/RY, the lower boundary
Trequency OT anticipated
transients. It is not requested
to consider multiple Tailure OT
process system as an initiator
inc 1uded in the category oT
anticipated transients.

(2) The consequence oT events
caused by multiple Tailures oT
process system, the Trequency oT
which is rarer and corresponds
to the one TO r
accidents/unlikely accidents, is
not so severe as to violate the
acceptance criteria required Tor
accidents.

CDFs EVALUATION

The third category is the
evaluation OT core damage
Trequency (CDF) in order to give
supporting evidence oT the
adequacy OT saTe design and its
evaluation. There is no
requirement oT this evaluation
Tor each licensing application
at least at present: it is
suggested to present the result
OT PSA only in the case oT the
plant which belongs to a new
category. For example, the
resu1ts oT probabi1istic saTety
analysis was and is presented
during the licensing review OT
MONJU, a prototype FBR and
advanced BWRs respectively.

Table 1 shows the status OT
PSAs Tor Japanese nuclear power
plants. The CDF predicted by
utilities and other research
organizations is mostly below
10-6/RY. The principal
contributors to core damage
probabi 1ity are a LOCA Tor a
BWR-3, transient incidents such
as loss OT oTT-site power Tor a
BWR-4 and -5, and a LOCA Tor
PWRs.

The CDFs are about one order
OT magnitude lower than these oT
nuclear power plants outside OT
Japan. This results mainly Trom



Table-1. Status of PSAs in Japan

Advanced BII'R

BII'R/3
BII'R/4 and
BWR/5

Representative
4 Loop plant
Ice Condencer
and Large Dry
Containment

Anal vsinS Team/
Per iod

TEPCO
1984 to 1988

Japanese BWR lnduslry Gronp
1984 to 1988

Japanese P~'R Industry
Group
1984 to 1990

Leve 1 of PS,~s

Level IPSA

Level 2 PSA

Level IPSA

Level 2 PSA

Level 1 PSA

Level 2 PSA

Goal of the Anall'sis/
Insights or results
Applications

To find out Best
Design Concept

To provide
Supplemental
Information

TO evaluate the
Di fference of System

To provide
Supplemental
Informa lion

To Evaluate System
Unavailability and
Core Damaye Frequency
of Existing Plants

To provide
Supplemental
Information

1{1\ 2 BII'R
Model plant

MMONJU
Protot)'pe FBR

1. 100M'il'e
BII'R

JAERI
1987 to 1989

PNC
1982 to 1992

NUPEC
1987 to 1989

Level 2 PSA To verify Model
Applicability and
Usefulness of
JAERI Methodologies

Levels 1.2. &3 PSA To evaluate Overall
Plant Safety & to
assist Opecational Management

Level 1 & 2 PSA TO supply
Probabilistic Safety
Information to the
Regulatory Authorities

1. 1. 100Mll'e
PII'R

1. 300MlI'e
ABII'R

NUPEC
1987 to 1989

NUPEC
1988-1990

di Lto

Level 1 PSA
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the use oT actual data on
reliability concerning the loss
oT orT-site power. the
operability oT diesel
generators. and transients
experienced in Japan. Some
examples OT operational data are
presented in Tables 2 and 3.

Table-l, rlanl Oulage Frequency

(,nit: fRY)

Unplanned Shu tdo,"n P1,nned SUi]

Shu tdo\'n
Automatic Manua 1 $U:il

FY Fai lure External Sum

'81 I 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.1 3.1

'82 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 1.2 1.1 2.5

'63 I O. 5 0.2 0.8. 0.3 1.1 1.2 2.2

'8< I 0.1 0.0 O. 1 0.1 0.3 1.0 1.3

'85 0.2 0.1 0.3 0., 0.6 1.0 1.6

'86 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.2 0 .• 0.9 1.3

'81 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.6

'88 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.3 O. 5 1. 1 1.6

Table-!' No, of Unplanned Wainlenance fori for ESP during Operation

Sntea 'ao '31 'al '31 'u 'as 'as '31 'u Sua

HPCI 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 I 5HPCS 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2LPCS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0ADS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0RHR 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1BWR R C I C 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2I. C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0CVS 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1F C S 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1SGTS 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1EDG 0 0 1 0 , I 0 I 0 aDC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Iio. or untls 11 11 12 13 11 15 15 U 19 130

H P C I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1L P C I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0CVS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0CAS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0C C S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0PWR EDG 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 I 6DC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0AACS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0AXACS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0OTHERS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

No. of uni ls 10 11 11 11 13 15 15 15 16 119
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The special committee Tor PSA
established under the Nuclear
SaTety Commission has completed
a preliminary evaluation OT the
results equivalent to a Level 1
PSA; which were carried out by
the industry groups and the
NUPEC. The committee reported
that the seve re core damage
probability Tor Japanese LWRs is
Tar less than lO-5/Ry. and
concluded that the probability
targets Tor the severe core
damage accidents shown in "Basic
SaTety Principles" oT the IAEA
INSAG are considered to be
satisTied in Japan. The
committee is skeptica 1 at the
moment however to the absolute
value oT CDFs predicted. beTore
the committee is conTident that
results do not change
signiTicantly even iT the
boundary condition oT the
ana lyses is expanded so as to
inc lude such rare events or
event sequences that might
contribute to the CDF OT this
level since they are mostly
excluded in the preceding PSAs
as negli~ible contributors Trom
their perspectives OT CDF
(i. e.RPV Tai lure. interTacing
LOCA and common cause Tailure oT
redundant saTety system).

Concerned Japanese experts
are proceeding to the next step.
Level 2 PSA. in which the
probability and time sequence aT
a large release oT radioactive
materials is to be studied. The
accident management procedure
Tor maintaining the integrity OT
the containment in the case oT a
severe accident will be
addressed based on this result.

ISSUES OF LOW RISK ESTIMATED

It is we 11 known that when
dea1ing with the resu1t OT PSA.
due attention should be paid to
1imitations and unce rtainties
involved in PSA. some oT which



are the unce'rtainty and
subjectivity associated with the
mode1ing. the sparsity or data.
the lack or completeness and so
on. Generally speaking. the
more care should be taken into
consideration when the estimated
risk becomes lowe r. This is
because. as the rrequency or
events to be considered is
lowered.

(1) i t b e com e s m0 r e
dirricult to comprehensively
identiry all the relevant events
in lower rrequency zone or P-C
plane due to signiricant
increase or the number or
contributors involved.

(2) the uncertainties in the
estimation or the rrequency or
events in this zone become
larger due to the sparser
knowledge or common cause
railure. statistical data or
rare event occurrence etc .. and

(3) the uncertainty in the
estimation or consequence or
event in this zone becomes orten
larger due to the wider
possibility or accident
progression scenarios on the one
hand and the larger uncertainty
in the knowledge or the physical
processes involved.

These dirriculty and/or
uncertainty obviously become
constraint or the decision
making based on the result: the
claim or low risk in this case
is accompanied with the danger
or underestimate or risk due to
the lack or comprehensiveness
and uncertainty involved and
even ir we can estimate this
uncertainty in some way or
another. the uncertainty is so
large to make any meaningrul
decision that the sensitivity or
decis ion becomes vague. The
latter point can be
schematically shown by the
rollowing example. Let consider
the case that EF r::;:::. (l/Pm) /3 .
where EF is the error ractor or
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P and Pm is the median rrequency
or P: in this case. the upper
limit or P. Pu (= Pm x EF)
Pm1-/3 and thererore Pu becomes
constant in P-C plane when /3=1.
This means that the upper bound
or rrequency does not change
signiricantly in case /3 = 1.
even ir the median value Pm
reduces signiricantly.

Notwithstanding these
dirriculties. however. there is
a tendency that the estimated
risk or LWRbecomes smaller and
sma11er in recent years. It
might be the resul t or wider
acceptance or the sarety culture
proposed by the I NSAG which
urges the plant operator to
pursue continuous quest ror
excellence. It should be
pointed out as another reason
that the sarety goals rorce us
to reduce the CDFand review the
existence and nature or lower
rrequency (high consequence)
risk. At present. we have not
determined explicitly any
numerical sarety goal ror the
nuclear activities in Japan.
However. it is our consensus to
pursue the individual ratality
risk or rar be low 10-6/RY. In
order to ascertain the
at ta inmen t or thi sieve 1 or
sarety. it is necessary ror us
to review sequences or which
rrequency is below 10-7/RY or so
ror an urban siting racility.
It should be noted that this
evaluation or low rrequency risk
corresponds to the evaluation or
consequence or Beyond Des ign
Basis Event (BDBE) requested in
the current sarety assessment
practices.

Thi s tendency is ru rthe r
promoted ir a limit is imposed
upon the highest consequence or
the plant accident irrespective
or its rrequency. which is orten
proposed by anti-nuclear people
and used ror industry sarety
regulation in some countries.



It can be a rgued that such
selective attention is
irrational but we would be
Torced to evaluate extremely low
Trequency events iT similar
criterion should be brought into
nuclear regulation.

On the nuclear community
site. we shou Id notice a trend
to pursue the establishment oT
sophisticated accident
management procedure oT which
risk reduction Tactor is large.
though the uncertainty oT its
eTTectiveness might be existed.
The evaluation OT plant risk
with such procedure will surely
give lower risk Tigure as
intended.

We should recognize that by
perTorming these evaluation OT
lower risk we are Torced into
less deTensive situations. OT
course we know that there have
been several cases OT evaluating
a risk up to particular low
Trequency event (s) se Iective ly
and that its evaluation can be
done and useTul in its own way.
The examples are airplane crash.
turbine missi Ie and so on.
However. it may be recommendable
that evaluator should try to
clariTY the boundary condition
OT the analysis and be careTul
not to cause any
misunderstanding in the mind OT
the publ ic that such low risk
level comprehensively be
realized.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion. probabilistic
argument is used quite
eTTectively Tor rationalizing
the licensing criteria and
argument. The PSAs are
indispensable Tor the integral
assessment OT generic saTety
issues and the synthetic
evaluation OT severe accidents
associated with nuclear power
plants. However. there are so
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many uncertainties. assumptions
and expert's judgments included
in these PSAs that the numerical
expressions OT probability and
consequence oT accident should
be used on ly as a too I Tor
comparing problems concerned
with nuc Iear saTety. It shou Id
be cautious to re ly on the
absolute values predicted by the
analysis in the licensing
discussion. especially in the
case where an extremely small
Trequency play a decisive role
in the process.





Application of PSA for
Optimization of Systems Design and Backfitting

at Siemens/KWU

H.O.-Fabian

Siemens AG/KWU
Dep.R22

D-8520 Erlangen
FRG

Abstract

The systems and plant design of Siemens/
KWU NPP's is basing on mainly determin-
istic oriented requirements, with limited
practicability for PSA recommendations.
The PSA has been used as an supplement-
ary tool since years with increasing impor-
tance.

The actual licensing for the most recent
PWR 1300 MW-Convoy plants required a
PSA-Level 1. With respect to the resulting
discussions the supplementary character of
the PSA should be prefered over direct
inclusion, e.g. due to the lack of ace. guide-
lines.

The consequent conversion of findings
from safety research including PSA during
design development results in very low
core damage frequency as demonstrated

for the PWR 1300 MW-Convoy. But in
general the engineering insights from PSA
valuation should be prioritized to absolute
frequency numbers.

Basing mainly on PSA-findings an additio-
nal fourth safety level has been established
to cope with beyond design accidents
and/or to mitigate the consequences of
severe accidents. To use the inherent safe
behaviour of the plant relatively simple
accident management measures are de-
veloped to prevent severe core damage
and to limit the releases to the environ-
ment beyond values actual required for ad-
vanced plants.

Risk
Reduction
Measures

PWR 1300 MW, Convoy
Multi Level Defence-in-Depth Safety Concept

Fig. 1
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SIEMENS

operating procedures being structured
with respect to plant condition status
covering partially BDBA's. But this fourth
safety level was the main objective of the
safety research in the last years.

The design of plant and systems in the PWR
1300 MW-Convoy plants is largely opti-
mized indicated by a low frequency of
BDBA. Additional the inherent safe be-
haviour of the PWR'swas identified in the
frame of the German Risk Study (GPRA)
and promised a consideral potential for
further reduction of risk. The ace. investiga-
tions result in recommendations for acci-
dent management (AM) measures (pre-
ventive and mitigative AM), which have
been or will be realized. The inclusion of
the AM measures in the PSA valuation re-
sults in frequency for severe core damage
states, which is about an order of magni-
tude lower then for BDBA. (Unacceptable
releasesare estimated to be f < 1 E-7!a).

The concrete application of PSAwithin the
different fields of design optimization and
the realization of recommendations for
operating and new plants are subject of
the next chapters.

1 Introduction

The safety of German nuclear power plants
(NPP) is basing on a multilevel defence-in-
depth safety concept, as schematically
shown in fig. 1. The first three levels are
direct subject of the actual licensing; the
accordant guidelines and requirements are
mainly deterministic oriented. Therein is
only a limited practicability for probabi-
listic developed systems design. Siemens!
KWU PWR's, taken as reference, are of the
same basic design, as shown in fig. 2. De-
tails in systems and plant design are diffe-
rent depending on the degree of develop-
ment. For older plants backfitting measur-
es have been performed mostly voluntary
by the utilities to take care of the safety
status of the plant.

Nevertheless PSA has been used success-
ful~ to optimize the deterministic desig-
ne systems, the operating strategies and
to decide on backfitting measures. The
application of PSA focused on questions
concerning the third safety level: how to
cope with the design basis accidents (DBA)
and how to optimize the accordant sy-
stems. In this context the importance of the
first two levels have been underlined: Acci-
dents can be avoided by qualified systems
and personnel or at least by additional
measures especially a limitation systems,
which copes with disturbancies.

The objective of all the efforts in this levels
is to avoid or at least to reduce the fre-
quency of Beyond Design Basis Accidents
(BDBA). An accordant quantitative goal
does not exist in Germany.

In addition there is a fourth level in the
overall safety concept, where measures for
further reduction of risk have to be discus-
sed. PSA is the important tool in this area.
Some rare internal and external events,
e.g. ATWS and crash of fast flying airplane,
had to be discussed in the past. Also the
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1 Reactor Trip System 4 Safety Injection Pump
2 Accumulator 5 RHRPump
3 Flooding Reservoir 6 AHAHeal Erchanger

Engineered Safety Features

c:::=J AC<OSIiblo Vi. Air Lock
During Operation

c:::=J Diractly_bl.
During Operation=Not A<:caaiblo
During Operation

To Turbin.
From Feedwator Tank

To RHR Chain

7 Emergency Power System
8 Venting System
9 Emergency Feedwaler System

Fig.2



2 PSA in Licensing

Parallel to the comprehensive deterministic
safety analyses probabilistic analyses had
to be performed in a small extent for the
actual licensing process but with an
increasing importance, as fig. 3 shows for
PWR's.

Beginning in the early seventies the reliabi-
lity of RHR-systems under large LOCA con-
ditions or for scram-systems for BWR's had
to be predicted. The objective was mainly
to identify weak points for design opti-
mization and determine test and inspec-
tion intervalls and admissible repair times.

The number of event sequences to be con-
sidered has increased steadily largely in-
fluenced by the German Risk Study - NPP,
Phase A (GPRA/A). The most important
sequences from GPRA/A had to be ana-
lysed. Furtheron the safety level assessed in
the GPRA/A was used as reference value for
new plants and the objective of the analy-
sis changed towards an evaluation of the
balance of the safety concept.

For the last licensed PWR 1300 MW-Convoy
plants a PSA (Level 1) had to be performed
for licensing reasons. Probabilistic method
and boundary conditions, e. g. for systems
effectiveness, are chosen as in GPRA/A
largely ace. to the licensing assumtions. The
results underlined the balance of the safety
concept. * Sequences important for the de-
sign contribute equally to the frequency
for the BDBA and the safety level (fre-
quency for the BDBA taken as reference)
was at least an order of magnitude better
than in the GPRA/A. The results are summa-
rized in the "Reliability Handbook - PWR
1300 MW ".

The direct inclusion of PSA in the actual
licensing brought some difficulties. The
design review (to be performed by
independent experts of the TOV) followed
the deterministic guidelines, codes and
standards concentrating on safety systems.
PSA goes beyond this limits and takes into
account e.g. operating systems to support
safety functions.

*H. Fabian, A. Feigel
Development of Systems Design in Recent
Siemens/KWU PWR
PSA89, Pittsburgh, April 89
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The functions of steam generator (SG)
feeding e. g. is performed in the Convoy
plants by:

start-up and shutdown system
emergency feed water system

in the GPRA reference plant by
emergency feedwater system
emergency feedsystem from unit A.

The highly qualified start-up and shutdown
system is as an operating system not direct
subject of the actual review process and
has thus not been taken into the valuation.
It had been temporarily concluded, that for
new plants this safety function of SG
feeding is less reliable then in the reference
plant of GPRA.

On the other hand the probabilistic
valuation of the start-up and shutdown
system resulted in a recommendation for a
redundant design of the feeding control
valves.

The example shows, that for a direct
inclusion of PSA in the actual licensing
review an accordant valuation basis com-
parable to the deterministic guides has to
be established. With respect to the
methodological procedure of a PSA it
seems not practicable and recommendable.

The PSA provides usefull knowledge to
supplement the deterministic approach.
PSA deliveres additional information on
the importance of different sequences and
possibilities to optimize systems designed
ace. to deterministic requirements, but also
information on requirements leading to an
overdesign, e.g. designing against airplane
crash despite the occurrence frequency for
relevant damage of f < 1 E-6/a.

Additionally the GPRA identified a number
of aspects for the improvement of the
systems and plant design in the reference
plant. With respect to this benefit of plant
specific PRA the German Reactor Safety
Commission decided to require plant spe-
cific PRA (Level 1) in for the 10 years re-
current inspection.
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3 PSAfor SystemsOptimization

The systems design of the recent PWR 1300
MW-Convoy plants has been developed on
basis of the proven Siemens/KWU PWR de-
sign, compare fig. 2. Systems have been im-
proved from plant to plant by modificati-
ons in details resulting from:

increasing regulatory requirements
operating experience
findings of safety research
findings of PSArespectively PRA

PSA had been used to decide on different
system configurations and measures. The
GPRA/A identified a number of plant spe-
cific as well as generic recommendations
for system improvement. They have been
discussed in detail and the findings are con-
sidered and realized in the recent design.
The resulting improvements can be sum-
marized according to table 1.

@ Segregation of Operate- and Safety-Systems
e Decoupling of Redundand Subsystems
• Increase in Degree of Automation

- Automatic Shut Down (100 Klh)
via Secondary Side

• Increase in Redundancy and Capacity of
- Steam Generator Feed System
- Main Steam Removal System

• Energy Supply by:
- Main and Reserve Supply System
- Two Emergency Power Systems

• Display of Primary Coolant Conditions
e Position Securing of Manually Operated Valves
• Hydrogen Control Inside Containment

Improvements in More Recent PWR-Plants Tab. 1

The benefit of a PSA is not limited to the
valuation of systems hardware. Also the
thermal-hydraulic analyses of plant
behaviour have been carried out once on
basis of best estimate boundary conditions.
This results comparised to the stringent



deterministic requirements in considerable
safety margins in systems efficiency and in
grace time from a accident not coped with
by safety systems developeds to severe core
damage.

The improved basis for PSA valuation as
used for an updating of the GPRA in
Phase B (GPRA/B) has been taken for a
reevaluation of the PWR-Convoy PSA, too.
The main modifications as in GPRA/B are:

improved efficiency conditions
common-cause failure (CCF)assumption
for all active components
extended spectrum of accident sequen-
ces.

The relation between LOCA and transients
is different to the results of GPRA/B. With
respect to the many above mentioned
systems improvements especially, at the
secondary side systems the dominance of
the transients are no more relevant.

With respect to this results the design of
the recent PWR 1300 MW can be valuated
as balanced at a high safety level, i. a. as a
result of the systematic use of PSA during
development of the design.

4 PSAfor Accident Management
Measures

The Convoy PSA results in an integral fre-
quency for accidents not coped with by
operating and safety systems of f - 4 E-6/a,
see fig. 4. The small LOCA is the most signi-
ficant sequence and contributes 38 %. This
sequence needs nearly all safety sytems
and according to the operating strategy
with most unfavorable efficiency con-
ditions. The other sequences contribute
less or about 12 %. Due to the high
demand on the fast shutdown (100 K/h) in
the LOCA case the safety function of steam
release is the most important, SG-feeding is
more important for the transients and
comparable to the contribution of RHR-
systems.

The systematic analysis of plant behaviour
under beyond design conditions for Ger-
man PWR and BWR has been triggered by
the GPRA with the objective

to identify the grace time inherent in
the basic design
to use this time for additional measures
and procedures to be implemented to
control BDBA in the frame of preventive
plant internal AM measures
to ensure the containment function by
measures to avoid an early failure of
containment and to minimize the re-
lease by filtered containment venting in
the frame of mitigative AM.

Fig.4
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PWR 1300 MW - Convoy
Frequency for Accidents not coped with
by Operating and Safety Systems
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The system analysis identified that in the
by far most cases of a BDBA the system
pressure remains high (HP-sequence), at
the response pressure of the safety valves.
After drying out of SG the pressurizer
safety valve will periodically open and
close. This status can be kept until water
level reaches top of the core. Depending
on the sequences there is in recent PWR
1300 MW at least 30 min, in the case of
transients more than 1,5 h time before
severe core damage occures.

The necessary depressurization of the
system can be performed by two alterna-
tive "bleed and feed" -measures:

With this relatively simple measure the
core becomes coolable again. Hardware
measures and the associate procedures
including the instructions to the personnel
are being prepared for all Siemens/KWU
PWR.

Due to the lack of detailed and finalized
documents only a rough and preliminary
quantitative valuation has been performed
considering the benefit of this AM-
procedures with respect to the core dama-
ge frequency. The results are summarized
with fig. 6.

PWR 1300 MW, Convoy
Influence of Accident Management (AM) Procedures
on Core Damage Frequency, rough approximation
(plant Inlernal events, without area events)

a) Prioritised via the secondary side:
Depressurization is performed via
manual opening of the main steam re-
life or safety valves, the feeding of SG
via water from feedwater tank (passive
mode) or by means of mobile pump
(active mode), see fig. 5.

b) Alternative by direct intervention on
the primary side:
After opening the pressurizer valves
manually the pressure decreases to a
level, where the high pressure safety in-
jection pumps can feed and at lower
pressure the accumulators as well. At
low pressure the RHR-system performs
the core cooling.

SIEMENS

Siemens

Frequency
tor Sequences
not coped with
by OpereUng
Bnd Sarely Systsms
hO-4E-6Is

3,8 E-6/s
~95%HP

Consldsrstlon
of AM-Procedures

83%-5E.7/s,LP
17%.1E.7/s)iP

1: h - eE.7/s
Core Damsgs
Frequency

Fig.6

Safely systems

Protection of Heat Sink Steam Generator (1)

Fig.5
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The unavailability of bleed and feed
measures is assessed to be 1 E-2/demand
limited by the operator action. The in-
clusion in the sequence valuation results in:

85 % of the sequences not coped with
by operating and safety systems can be
controlled and core meltdown can be
prevented
The frequency for a severe core damage
results in f - 6 E-7/a. That means about
one order of magnitute lower than not
using and crediting the AM
Therein are 83 % sequences with low
pressure in primary circuit and only
17 % (corresponding to f - 1 E-7/a) are
high pressure sequences.



In the core damage sequences under low
pressure the releases can be largely mini-
mized by the actual installed filtered con-
tainment venting system as part of the
mitigative AM. Early releases may be the
consequences of core damage scenarios
under high pressure, they are in the order
of less than 1 E-7/a and thus they can be
excluded from the practical point of view.
Thus the consequences from a severe core
damage are limited to the site and external
AM-measures are not necessary.

This results show that improved targets for
advanced LWR (EPRI) are fullfilled by the
design of the recent PWR 1300 MW-Convoy
plants.

5 PSAfor Backfitting

Backfitting measures result in general from
- operational experience
- adaptation to advanced design require-

ments
- safety analysis (plant specific and gene-

ric).

The decision of the relevance of a measure
requires in all casesa plant specific PSA.The
direct transfer of findings and conclusions
to other plant may lead to wrong priorities
for backfitting.
The GPRA has identified a catalogue of
measures to optimize the reference plant.
They have been carefully discussed in the
German Reactor Safety Commission with
respect to the relevance for each plant be-
fore recommending backfitting measures.

Aspects of generic nature and with signifi-
cant safety relevance have been taken,
they are mainly to support the AM-
measures in the fourth safety level. Typical
example for PWR's is the improvement in
all plants to be prepared for the bleed and
feed mode as described above. The filtered
containment venting is or will be installed
in all German LWR's to avoid longterm
overpressure failure of the containment
and corresponding releases to the environ-
ment in case of severe accidents. The con-
tainment is depressurized via the stack
passing, in the most plants filters consisting
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of venturi scrubber with integrated metal
fiber asfig. 7 shows.

For all plants has been decided to take
measures against hydrogen, in PWR's are
ignitors prefered, in BWR's containment
inertisation has been realized.

SIEMENS

Reactor building

Slack>~~

Venturi
separator

Safety systems

Containment Venting System

Fig.7

In case of the BWR the pilot operated
safety and relief (S/R)-valves are designed
highly redundant and some equiped with
diverse pilot valves (solenoide and motor
operated), as schematically shown in fig. 8.

The PSA underlined the low unavailability
but identified a certain potential for a com-
plete failure of the function (e.g. by a CCF
at the main valves) combined with severe
consequences for the plant status. Thus
without stressing the low quantitative
values much the German Reactor Safety
Commission recommended to install a pres-
sure limitation diverse to the PORV's. By-
pass lines will be backfitted to cope with
the rather improbable failure.

The example demonstrates that not only
the quantitative numbers from a PSA but
much more the engineering insights
deliver valuable impulses for systems im-
provements.
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6 Summary

The PSA has been used since years at
Siemens/KWU for different applications
but with increasing importance and
volume.

PSA is a valuable supporting tool to deter-
ministic design requirements which forms
the basis for the actual licensing. The direct
inclusion of PSAto licensing causes difficul-
ties due to the different approaches and
the lack of ace. codes and standards.

The successive conversion of PSA findings
leads to improvements in systems and plant
details. By this a sound basis design can be
optimized. PWR 1300 MW-Convoy shows a
balanced safety concept at a high safety
level, fullfilling design targets for advanced
LWR's.
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Fig.8

Ii

PSA forms the basis for the conception of
AM-measures with considerable potential
to increase the plant safety.

The engineering insights gained from the
integral safety consideration within a PSA
should be used with preference to the
quantitative numbers.

The various examples underline the valu-
able contribution of PSA to safety of NPP's.
should be used with prefrence to the quan-
titative numbers.

The various examples underline the valu-
able contribution to of PSAsafety of NPP's.



'IHE USE OF P. S .A. RESULTS IN FRANCE BY SAFEI'Y AIJlHJRITIES

Nimle TELT.IER
Ministry in charge of Industry

Central Service for the safety of NuclearInstallaticns.
PARIS, FRANCE

Abstract

In France, although nuclear power plant design is still based on a deterministic
approach, probabilistic safety studies have been used for over 10 years as a canple-
mentary approach, to check the adequacy of plant design.

Although many reliability analyses for specific systems were performed in the past,
two level 1 PSA studies were canpleted this year : one, on the 1300 MVVe plant
series, conducted by the operating canpany, Electricite de France, and one on the
900 MVVe plant series, performed by I.P.S.N., the French Nuclear Protection
Institute. These studies broaden the knowledge of plant response in many accidental
sequences and contribute to bring out relatively weak points of the facilities. The
Safety Authority intends to draw all the lessons fran these results.

For the near future, the Central Service for the
(SCSIN) required Electricite de France (EDF)
following areas :

Safety of Nuclear Installations
to make use of the results in the

- the periodic reassessment of 900 and 1300 MVVe plants safety,
- the safety assessment of the future series N4 (1400 MVVe),
- the emergency operating procedures,
- the optimisation of technical specifications,
- the improvement of equipment reliability.

The necessity to keep these studies alive was also pointed out, continually intro-
ducing recent operating experience feedback and new safety study results.

EDF was required to take inmed.iate measures for tM:>predaninant accidental sequences
which are :

sequences initiated by a spurious injection of non borated water in
the primary circuit,

- sequences during cold shutdown and mid-loop operation, with autanatic
safety injection unavailable.
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In France although nuclear pcMer plant
design is still based 00 a detennini.stic
awroach, probabilistic safety studies
have been used for over 10 years as a
canplem:mtary approach to check the
adequacy of plant design.

As early as 1977during the examination
of the major technical options for the
1300 MWe plants, the Ministry in charge
of Industry fixed an overall probabi-
listic d:>jective expressed in these
terms :

"In general terms, the design of a plant
which includes a pressurized water
nuclear reactor should be such that the
overall probability that the plant will
be a source of unacceptable consequences
does not exceed 10-6 per year.

'!his implies that, whenever a proba-
bilistic approach is used to assess
whether a family of events must be
allowed for in the design of the reactor
the family must effectively be allowed
for if its probability to lead to
unacceptable consequences exceeds 10-7
per year. '!his value cannot be exceeded
unless it can be clearly derronstrated
that the probabilistic calculations used
are sufficiently pessimistic.

MJreover, it \'O.lld appear desirable for
Electricite de France to continue to
makeall possible efforts to extend the
use of the probabilistic approach to the
largest numberof events as quickly as
possible.

By virtue of the arove, Electrici te de
France shall ... examine, case by case,
whether simultaneous failure on redun-
dant channels of vi tal safety systans
should be all~ for in designing
plants which include a pressurized water
nuclear reactor ... "Realistic" calcu-
lation methcxisand assumptions may be
used for these studies.' I
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These recommendations represent a strong
incentive to use probabilistic studies,
but by no means they can be considered
as technical regulation fixing quanti-
fied criteria. The 10-6 value is a tar-
get for a PWR plant but Electricite de
France is not required to demonstrate
that this target is met and the "unac-
ceptable consequences " are specified on
a case by case basis.

In 1978, a letter from the Ministry in
charge of Industry gets into more detail
for the use of P.S.A. :

"1 emphasize... that my request to use
probabilistic approaches for the largest
possible number of family of events does
not mean that these methods must be
directly used to design PWR plants. It
is quite possible to carry out retros-
pective probabilistic checks to confirm
the planned design. Moreover, this type
of study can improve the definition of
the deterministic criteria used, when
applicable, in designing later reactors.

Nor does my letter ... (of 1977) ... imply
that the demonstration of the safety of
PWR plants must now be provided in the
form of an exhaustive probabilistic
analysis. On the other hand, the use of
the probabilistic approach should allow
better justification, or even impro-
vement, in the definition and classifi-
cation of the situations used to design
such a PWR plant. "

First - PSA studies

Following the 1977 letter, the performed
probabilistic studies showed the need
for supplementary provisions to achieve
satisfactory safety levels with respect
to some situations which are not
included in the list of conventional
situations, namely the total loss of
redundant safety systems. So, Electri-
cite de France was required to propose
design modifications and to adapt proce-
dures to reduce the risk to acceptable
levels.



H1 - for the total loss of the ultimate
heat sink.

H3 - for the total loss of electrical
power supplies (off and on-site).

H5 - for the protection of sites along
rivers against floods exceeding the
reference level (millennial flood).

This resulted in the definition and the
development of the following "H" emer-
gency procedures :

It was. specified that these studies
could be performed with best estimate
calculations and that the radiological
consequences should not exceed the
values accepted for the fourth cate-
gory of the conventional operating
conditions.

Recent P.S.A. results

The technical specifications definition
is another area where the probabilistic
studies are used. These studies allow to
check the adequacy of the values commonly
admitted in the technical specifi-
cations, the tolerable operating period
during an unavailability of a safety
related equipment for instance. On the
other hand we intend to prompt the
operator to repair the equipment as soon
as possible, so the tolerable period
stemmed from PSA can be reduced,
depending on the necessary time for
reparation. In case of cold shutdown
condition, the necessary equipment in
the different phases encountered is
specified. In these cases, the Probabi-
listic Safety Assessment provides the
insights necessary for decision making
about tightening or relaxing technical
spec ifica tions.

gene-
and

H2 - for the total loss of steam
rator feedwater (normal
auxiliary) .

H4-U3 - for the mutual back-up of the
spray system and emergency low
pressure injection system during
the recirculation phase.

These measures were taken into account
in the future plants to be built and
implemented in the plants already in
operation. These procedures occasionally
need modifications or the implementation
of supplementary equipment, a turbo-
alternator and a gas turbine necessary
for the H3 procedure for instance.

For the N4 series which is at the
present time in construction, Electri-
cite de France proposed in 1984 to study
on a probabilistic basis the following
situations :

- total loss of steam generator feed-
water,

- total loss of electrical power
supplies,

- transient events with failure of the
reactor protection system ATWS
events) ,

- total loss of the low pressure safety
injection when required,

- total loss of the ultimate heat sink,
- total loss of the containment spray

system when required.

This list was accepted by the Safety
Authority who added two more sequences :

- simultaneous large steam line break
and steam generator tube rupture,

- total failure of the medium pressure
safety injection when this system is
required.

In May 1990 two overall level 1 PSAs
were presented, one on a 1300 MWe plant
(PALUEL) performed by Electricite de
France and one on the 900 MWe plants,
performed by IPSN. These studies
benefitted from mutual review by the
other and consistent methods and data
were used generally.
These studies can be characterised as
follows :

- the different states of the plant,
specially cold shutdown are taken into
account for initiator events,

- the long term post accidental sequen-
ces are considered,

- accidental sequence exhaustivity was
looked for,

- the human factor was taken into consi-
deration,

- operating experience feedback was
taken into account,

- the use of new computer models, which
is very useful with the number of
standardized plants in France.
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Moreover it should be mentionned that
some internal and external events like
fires, flooding, earthquakes, aircraft
crashes and industrial hazards were not
accounted for in the studies.

a:m; ~TIN; Pl<CW.BILrIY

FAMILIES Paiffi 'IUI'AL
STA'IFS

lJXA 1.46 E-5 2.47 E-5

A1WS 4.3 E-6 4.3 E-6

SIB 1.9 E-6 1.9 E-6

SGIR 1.3 E-6 1.3 E-6

TR 1.3 E-6 4.5 E-6

Hl 9.4 E-6 9.4 E-6

H2 5.8 E-7 2.5 E-6

H3 3.1 E-7 7.7 E-7

'IOTA[, 3.37 E-5 4.95 E-5

The results presented
conferences as well, are
the tables below.

90<Me PSA RESULTS

in two other
summarized in

The core damage frequencies for the
whole accidental sequences are

- for a 900 MWe plant: 4.95 E-5/reactor
year

- for a 1300 MWe plant: 1.1 E-5/reactor
year

Discussion

The results of both series are not very
different. The explanation lies in the
fact that major improvements included
inthe more recent series were then
implemented on the 900 Mwe series, Hand
U procedures for instance.

These results contained uncertainties
which are difficult to quantify. The
main sources of uncertainties are :

- knowledge of human response, specially
under stress,

- equipment response out of its qualifi-
cation area,

- equipment reliability data and common
mode failure,

- understanding of the systems response,
- lack of exhaustivity.

Nervertheless these results pointed out
the dominant sequences to core melting
and the area for significant impro-
vements are to be examined.

1 30(»,1e PSA RESULTS

a:RE MELTJ:N; PmBABlLIT'i

FAMILIES Paiffi 'IOTA[,
STA'IFS

lJXA 1.5 E-6 6.8 E-6

A'IWS 1.2 E-6 1.2 E-6

SLB 7.6 E-7 7.6 E-7

SGIR 4.6 E-7 4.6 E-7

TR 4.2 E-7 1.1 E-6

Hl 8.7 E-8 1.2 E-7

H2 2.5 E-7 2.6 E-7

to 2.5 E-8 7.2 E-8

'IOTA[, 4.7 E-6 1.08 E-5
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An other finding of these studies is the
importance of non power modes which
contribute for 32 % for 900 MWe and 55 %
for 1300 MWe to core melting situations.
These values demonstrate that impro-
vements between the two series were
mainly achieved for states with power.

Application

Following the results, provisions were
immediately required from Electricite de
France on the highest weight sequences
and some longer term actions were also
requested.

In the course of the studies two
sequences emerge with a very high weight
compared to the others :



Conclusion

- equipment reliability: the list of
equipment to be tended must be completed
and the PSA results have to be used in
the preventive maintenance and
surveillance test programs.

a level of residual power which could
induce a core uncovery within one hour,
at least.
For the near future, EDF was required to
make use of the results in the following
areas :

- periodic reassessment of 900 and 1300
MWe plant safety : dominant sequences
probabilities are to be examined, mainly
sequences in which containment by-pass
occurs.

the safety assessment of the future
serie N4 {1400 MW} : improvements are to
be examined in non power operational
mode.

lines tried to show the
role and the progressivity in
PSA in France; it is becoming
more an useful tool in the

process. It gives the insights
to take decisions concerning :

These few
expanding
the use of
more and
licencing
necessary

- emergency operating procedures : auto-
matic actions should replace human
actions, when time delay is too short;
the improvement brought by the new state
approach should be assessed in terms of
quantitative decrease of core melting.

technical specifications power
operation time delay authorized with
equipment unavailability should be
reconsidered and temporary core melting
increment due to equipment unavaila-
bility during cold shutdown should be
assessed for all series.

- loss of electrical power supply during
normal dilution operation inducing loss
of primary pumps. This could provoke a
spurious injection of pure water into
the core when starting up the primary
pump according to the procedure. This
situation could generate a reactivity
accident with fuel failure.
Although large physical uncertainties
exist about the water plug behaviour,
EDF immediately proposed modifications
consisting in an automatic switching of
the make up pump suction to the RWST
while a primary pump trip occurs, in
order to reset the dilution. The Safety
Authority required the modifications to
be implemented as soon as possible
during the yearly outages.

- loss of decay heat removal system
during mid-loop operation. NRC provided
already information about this configu-
ration but the probabilistic quanti-
tative results showed the importance of
these sequences as core melting contri-
butors.
As soon as the results were known the
mid-loop operation was submitted to
authorization by the Safety Authority.
This is an intermediate provision in
order to make the operator sensitive to
the hazard included in this configu-
ration. In some cases such as hot legs
blocked with nozzle dams, core uncovery
could occur within 15 mn, depending on
the heat residual power rate. Among the
recommendations, to resolve the issue,
EDF was required to study the implemen-
tation of an automatic injection source.
To get the authorization the operator
has to inform the Safety Authority that
all provisions are taken to ensure that
the potential for a loss of decay heat
removal is reduced or could be monitored
specially :

- controlling maintenance activities to
minimize RCS perturbation,

controlling RCS level and core exit
temperature measurements,
- maintaining injection sources to miti-
gate a loss of decay heat removal
event in case of a loss of decay heat
removal,
- realising containment closure in case
of a prolonged loss of decay heat
removal. The authorization is given for

usefullness and importance of modifi-
cations,
- adequacy of emergency operating proce-
dures,

optimisation of technical specifi-
cations,
- improvement of equipment reliability.

So it is very important to keep these
studies alive, upgrading them with data
resulting from operating experience and
improvement of physical knowledge.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the limitation

and its further development of Seismic
PSA in the view point of human error in
structural design and construction
process, and also logical failure of
safety-related computers, instrumentation
systems, logical mechanics such as pilot-
operated safety valves under seismic
events. Shibata, one of r9T(~ythors, has
been collecting the data on damages
of industrial facilities due to past
destructive earthquakes since 1964, and
he concluded that both logical problems
were also significant factors for Seismic
PSA as well as the factors which had been
discussed on such as local seismisity,
response fluctuation, fragility curve and
so on.

The authors recognized this fact
through the co-operative study on
"Seismic PSA" as an.activity of the Sub-
committee on "Seismic Risk Study", to
which the authors belong, in the Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute(JAERI)
and they reported it at the Meeting in
Pittsburgh in April, 1989 as "r1tsmic
Risk Analysis Issues in JAPAN" as
shown in Table 1. In these twenty four
issues, they referred as "system
unavailability and accident frequency
evaluation", but they had not clearly
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recognized this problem. After the
meeting, Shibata tried to understand this
problem through the activity of planning
on the test of the process computer
system for NPP, which will be tested on
the 1000 ton shaking table, Tadotsu
engineering Testing Center, NUPEC, next
year, 1991. He is facing the question
what is the fail-safe system of such a
computer during a destructive earthquake.
Usually, a computer, which is using for a
critical operation, has the redundancy,
and if it fails to coincide the results
from two local computers in that machine,
it declares that the result is false.
However, stopping the operation of the
process may cause a trouble, and we need
a fail-safe operation of the system.
This subject has not been solved.

Another one is a mechanical logic,
which is using for valves and other out-
put means from an electric control
system. There are many such devices in
NPP{4 He tried to discuss this subject
one ) of his recent papers.

This paper consists of three parts.
The first part deals with the summary of
the JAERI's work and their issues. The
second and third parts deal with human
error which will be expected in
structural design process and logical
failure of logical systems. They proved



The authors' group has been and will
be testing three kinds of safety related
systems, including the computer above-
mentioned on the 1000 ton shaking table
in Tadotsu, these six years. The concept
of the aseismic design of a logical
system which was discussed for this
project, tried to be reflected to their
future study.

that most of seismic damages of
industrial plant facilities in Japan and
US were caused by such reasons. They
made a kind of tests on engineers in this
regard, and obtained some statistics and
model on such type of human error. Then
deal with what is logical failure of
logical systems in NPP, how it may occur
during earthquakes, how it should be
avoided and how it is significant to the
result of Seismic PSA.

(JAERI) has been developing a set of
methodologies for seismic PSA of nuclear
power plants. When the program was
started in 1985, it was difficult to
foresee what factors and parameters would
dominate the frequency of the seismically
initiated core damage* and its un-
certainty on nuclear power plants in
Japan, because ther€ had been no seismic
PSA carried out for a nuclear power plant
in Japan before that time.

The methodology development program
was hence divided into two phases. The
Phase I study was done during the period
of 1985 to 1988, where a set of computer
codes was developed to estimate the
frequency of seismically initiated core
damage based on simple metho?5 and the
data available at that time l. After
the completion of the Phase I study, two
kinds of efforts were made. One is a
series of sensitivity studies on seismic
hazard and on frequency of some accident
sequences, which were carried out for
identifying the parameters that will have
large influence on the hazard and
accident frequency. Then the opinions
from the Sub-committee on the technical
issues to be resolved for seismic PSA
were reviewed r~1 were summarized as
shown in Table 1 • The Phase II stu::1y
started in 1988 to provide more accurate
models for the important issues thus

EMPHASES IN THE CURRENT STUDY ON
SEISMIC PSA AT JAERI

3.

Sensitivity studies and the
discussions at the Sub-committee also
indicated that there would be large
uncertainty in the estimation on the
frequency of seismically initiated core
damage, although a complete Seismic PSA
has not been carried out yet. Such a
large uncertainty will bring on various
restrictions in utilizing the estimated
results to the practical problems. Hence
the objective of the Phase II study of
the JAERI's Seismic PSA research is to
reduce the uncertainty in their
methodology developed in the Phase I
study. To reduce the uncertainty is, in
other words, to resolve the issues
summarized in Table 1. The followings
are the status of the research projects
on which JAERI's Group puts a special
emphasis.
3.1 Research on Seismic Hazard Evalu-

ation
It is shown in both NUREG-1150 study

The second draft of the NUREG-1150
showed the estimations on the core damage
frequencies by internal events and
external events for Surry and Peach
Bottom plants. The results tells that
the contribution of the seismically
initiated core damage is not negligible
and that the uncertainty in the results

The overall calculation flow of the
JAERI's computer codes for the seismic
PSA is shown in Figure 1[5J • In . the
Figure, the SHEAT code is for evaluating
seismic hazard characteristics at nuclear
plant sites. The REARES is for
evaluating realistic responses of the
buildings and components using the
"Response Factor Method". The PRODA is
for evaluating failure probabilities of
the components by comparing the local
responses calculated with REARES with the
capacities of the components. The final
code SECOM is for evaluating system
unavailabilities and accident frequencies
at each level of ground motion accele-
ration.

is significantly large at both plants.
identified.

OUTLINES OF JAERI'S R&D ON SEISMIC
PSA AND ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED

2.

foot note: In the seismic design study, the term of "core damage" is often
as a damage directly induced by seismic effect as a structure. But in
paper "core damage" means the result as a consequence of a series of events
the state near to or the state of core meltdown.

used
this

and
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examination of
of each NPP.

3.2 Other Activities to Reduce Un-
certainties

higher

project to
model for

following

model in this
with

questions JAERI started a
establish a new attenuation
their Seismic PSA, where the
approaches are to be taken:

(i) The uncertainty in the attenuat-
ion is evaluated based only on the ground
motion acceleration recorded for a
specific site.

(ii) Expert opinions are used for the
attenuation of ground motions for
extremely strong earthquakes.

(iii) An upper limit of the ground
motion acceleration in the source regions
is taken into account and adequacy of
using logarithmic standard deviations
will be discussed.

The new attenuation
study will contribute to:

(i) Seismic PSA
accuracy, and

(ii) Probabilistic
design basis earthquakes

The basic way of the JAERI's seismic
hazard evaluation is similar to those of
other seismic PSAs, although some special
features are adopted to easily reflect
expert opinions and a lot of data
specific to the Japanese conditions are
provided. Earthquake occurrence is
probabi- listically modeled around the
site and it is represented by some
parameters such as focus (hypo-center)
distance, magnitude and frequency of
occurrence. Then the attenuation of
ground motions is evaluated for each
earthquake by an empirical formula or
model taking account of the uncertainty
in the model.

and JAERI's sensitivity study that the
uncertainty in the seismic hazard
characteristics is one of the most
important contributors to the large
uncertainty in the Seismic PSA. In order
to utilize the Seismic PSA results, it is
essential to know such a large
uncertainty in the hazard is realistic or
not.

The realistic estimation of
component capacities is essential in the
Seismic PSA. Although the SSMRP capacity
data were used in the JAERI's Phase I
study, now the capacity estimation is
under progress based on the Japanese
practice of the plant design. The
estimation for various types of pumps is
carried out in cooperation with a
manufacturer and the estimation of
passive components is carried out by
researchers in a university.

The realistic responses of the
components and the buildings are
evaluated by the response factor method
in the JAERI's Seismic PSA methodology.
The response factors were evqluated for
generation of seismic wave, propagation
of seismic wave, response of buildings
and response of components and piping in
the previous stage. The review of those
response factors has been continued and
some factors were updated. Besides, the
response factors were evaluated for the
underground elements such as the
components for the cooling water intake
system from the sea.

has observed response
various components of the

last twenty years, and he is
them in the stochastic view

Shibata
factors of
model plant
summarizing
points.

FailureResponse and
Evaluation

Realistic
Probability

( 1 )

There are many papers to give
replies to these questions in the view
point of the seis- mology. But for these

The JAERI's sensitivity study
results showed that the uncertainty in
the attenuation models significantly
contributed to the uncertainty in the
seismic hazard characteristics at all
sites. Then the detailed examination of
the study results raised the following
questions:

(i) The empirical attenuation models
are based on the past ground motions
recorded at. various locations. The
estimated uncertainty in those models
includes the uncertainty caused by the
variation in the geological conditions of
wave path. Is it adequate to use such
an uncertainty in the seismic hazard
evaluation at a specific site?

(ii) The empirical attenuation models
are based on relatively lower ground
motion data. Are such models applicable
to extremely strong ground motions which
are important for the Seismic PSA of
NPPs?

(iii) The maximum value of the
recorded ground motions accelerations in
the past is of course finite. In
addition, the magnitude M of an
earthquake is evaluated based on a set of
these data. Is it adequate to use a
logarithmic standard deviation to re-
present the uncertainty in attenuation
model by which even infinite ground
motion is expected to occur for each
earthquake?
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(2) System Unavailability and Accident
Frequency Evaluation
Correlation of responses is some-

times said to be important in the systems
analysis in the Seismic PSA but has not
been evaluated in a systematic approach.
For this issue, JAERI developed a
computer code based on the Monte Carlo
method which analyzes how the correlation
of responses affects the system un-
availability. A preliminary application
of the code to some systems showed that
this effect is dependent on the system
configurations and important when a fault
tree has an "AND" gate close to the top
event.

It is also mentioned as described
later, there would be a possibility of
instability of the result (See Section
5) •

The issues officially obtained are
described in Section 3 already. However,
there are several major subjects, which
have been fewly discussed in various
meetings on the Seismic PSA. The
following part of this paper is mainly
devoted to major but new problems, which
Shibata, one of the authors, newly
recognized by these study with JAERI's
group. As Shibata discussed often in his
previous papers, such as [Ref. 6], the
follow of the Seismic PSA study consists
of four blocks as shown in Fig. 2. It is
rather easy to find the figures up to the
third block on a building structure as
described one of his papers(/) and other
papers. However, the fragility esti-
mation of mechanical and electrical
components including piping systems has a
difficulty which has never discussed in
principle. We usually assume a design of
them, and estimate its fragility curve or
failure probability of its function. And
we also assume the quasi-linear system
for its modeling. However, it is not
always true on such components. A small
change of its design parameter may cause
the completely different result. For
example, a small change of mechanical
friction may affect the possibility of
self-locking of a mechanism as "all or
nothing", or a mis-touching of a relay
gap may affect the possibility of
malfunction on its logical function. In
this regard, usual fragility curves are
based on the level of ground motion
acceleration or floor motion accele-
ration. For instance, ceramic
insulators, which pay a very important
role of a key item for the black-out of

4. MAJOR NEW PROBLEMS LEARNT
ABOVE-MENTIONED STUDY

FROM
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external power supplies, are assumed to
be so, but its criterion is not exactly
known.

Most of cases of the analysis, the
data bases, such as JAERI previous used,
have been using up to now. But more
sophisticated studies are also going on.

The integrity of such components may
be categorized as follows:

(i) pressure boundary,
(ii) logical element,

(iii) functional system and
(iv) supporting device and structure.

On the failure of pressure boundaries
including a containment vessel, there are
two types approaches, that is, with a
defect and no defect. There ar~ many
reports such as a series of NUREG(8) on
failure analysis under an assumption of
undetected flaws. Another one is a
cumulative type failure analysis
includi?Q a mechanical ratcheting
failure 9). The failure of supporting
device and structure is also similar to
the failure of the pressure boundary,
except that of supporting devices which
have functional and/or moving part, such
as, a hydraulic snubber or a mechanical
snubber.

Failure analysis of those items is a
problem of a strength of material as
mentioned-above, and its procedure is
automatically fixed without assuming its
failure mode. However, on items (ii) and
(iii), we must assume a scenario or
scenarios how the mode of failure would
be, then, the probability of occurrence
of its failure mode would be. For this
analysis, we always assume a simple
distribution characteristics of the
failure probability to various factors.
As the fact, it is not so simple as
mentioned above. A small change of one
of the parameters may cause a
catastrophic change of the result. It
may be said "Chaotic phenomenon", even
define this term in the mathematical way.

As we know well, human factors are
deeply related to the safety of nuclear
power plants, but most of discussions on
human factor have been related to the
plant operation. It is important such as
the human factor problem in design,
manufacturing, fabricating, inspecting
and maintaining and modifying.
Especially, for the item (ii) and (iii),
the result, which may cause, would be
catastrophic as well as the previous
item, because the nature of their
failures.



The negligence on the scenarios,
which might occur during an external
event covering a typographical certain
area, is a possible source of a
catastrophic failure of the plant.
Instability of the grid, to which nuclear
power plants are connected, and loss of
cooling water supply to emergency diesel
generators (E. DIG) in petrochemical
engineering plants and conventional steam
power plants are good examples wht'Ch we
experienced recently in Japan(10. In
some extent, we should assume such
phenomena or scenarios as their design
conditions. However, the situation
exceeding over such assumed conditions or
nearly exceeding will occur, and it is
very difficult to check the all
possibility of occurrence such scenarios.

In general, we noted some
possibility of a new type of failure
modes in a previous destructive
earthquake, but it takes a time to
understand it to improve our design
practice. The accumulation of such
delays causes the lowering the seismic
reliability of the plant.

We introduce "factor of uncertainty"
Su for the Seismic PSA study. The
JAERI's group recognized that the
uncertainty of attenuation model is the
most significant parameter to the result
as described in Section 3. If we assume
that consequence of each scenario is
stable as usually discussed, this may be
true. But, Shibata believes that the
consequence caused by a logical failure
of a mechanical component would be
significant to the result, that is, the
uncertainty of occurring the logical
failure may have more uncertainty than
that of attenuation model.
5. ANOTHER UNCERTAINTY AND PSEUDO-CHAOS

"Uncertainty" based on natural
phenomena as external event was discussed
in Section 3. The 1st International
Symposium on Uncertainty Modeling &
Analysis will be held on Dec. 3 ~ 5,
1990, in Maryland. This symposium
suggest us the various interpretations of
the term "uncertainty".

In the Seismic PSA, we often use oSH
and Su to express the degrees f
randomness and uncertainty of a
phenomenon. Here "randomness" is results
of a random process, which can be
described definitely by the ordinary
stochastic model. And "uncertainty"
includes some unknown portion coming from
lack of our knowledge, as discussed in
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Section 3. An example, attenuation model
or equation, is a typical example of the
later one.

The authors like to mention that
there is another type confusion state to
estimate the future behavior of a piant.
This comes from a simple definition of
"Chaos", that is, "If small disturbance
of a parameter may cause the large
difference of its result in everywhere,
it is called as a chaotic phenomenon".
But most of our case it is only one
boundary that is a simple boundary
between both stable and unstable regions.
For "Chaos", any small disturbance must
cause a discontinuous change of its
result. Most of failures described in
(ii) and (iii) of the previous section
are simple instability of results, but
the difference of the results caused by
slight difference of a parameter is large
in engineering sense, and it is difficult
to treat it numerical way in the
simulation process. If it behaves real
chaotic way, it is more difficult to do
so.

If we assume a single failure on its
enlarging process to a disaster, it may
be not chaotic, even it is unstable.
But, if an operator concerns to try to
recover from the disturbed state of the
plant after a seismic event, there might
be multi-pass for his operation as we can
observe the example of TMI (f8fe, which
the author described in one of his
previous papers.

This concept may be expanded into a
multi-failure problem of a logical system
such as logical relay circuits,
mechanical logical systems, computers and
so on. Especially a mechanical logical
element may develop into multi-failure
easily. In such a case, it is difficult
to predict its behavior after the event.
Number of branches of the fault tree and
event tree of a single system of a
nuclear power plant is enormous, as known
in SSMRP, therefore, multi-failure of
elements may bring the system into
pseudo-chaotic state easily, if we could
define the term "pseudo-chaotic" based on
our engineering sense.

In a text, the term "uncertainty"
covers all meanings which are contained
in random and pseudo-random processes
including process caused by lack of
knowledges. The chaotic state is
deterministic, because the exactly same
initial condition gives the same result.
But its process is called random in the
wider sense, so the pseudo-chaotic state



also gives randomly distributed results.
It is one of the reasons, why application
of the Seismic PSA is difficult after the
step of failure of mechanical component.
6. HUMAN ERROR PROBLEMS IN DESIGN

Design error has been di$TV$S~d by
Shibata in several occasions ( )(~)(11).
Most of failures, which were observed,
came from design error or construction
error in a high seismisity country like
Japan, because the guarding by the
seismic design codes is enough to prevent
such failure. Therefore, unless there is
a reason like design error, no damage
should occur in principle. However,
the design technique has been improved
year by year. Then, sometimes, too much
confidence on the new design method
brought a new type of failure modes to a
structure. One of examples is the
collapsing of a short column of
reinforced concrete buildings which has
been observed since Tokachi-oki
earthquake-1968 in Japan. The same
phenomenon was observed at San Fernando
earthquake-1971, USA also. It came
from believing the analytical result of
RC frame too much, and eliminated the
strengthen effect of shear wall for frame
work.

The reason above was not well
recognized before Tokachi-oki earthquake-
1968, but some, for instance, Late-
Professor Naito, already paid their
attention on such failure of short
columns of reinforce concrete by the
field survey at Kwanto earthquake-1923.
The knowledge to prevent catastrophic
failure or collapsing of structures has
been gradually accumulated through the
experience of previous destructive
earthquakes. For the Seismic PSA, it is
difficult how to estimate on the human
error problems or the negligence of the
key design procedure in seismic design
process. The above-mentioned one is a
part of that, and it comes from the lack
of knowledge on the behavior of
structures under a destructive
earthquake. Another type of human error
in design process is mis-remembering,
mis-understanding or mis-judging on
various informations. Th~ author tried
to test it with Nagai(12). There are
three types of errors, that is, a short-
term error, a long-term error, and a
communication error. The first may be
suppressed by a simple double-checking
system. The second one is caused by an
association in mind sometimes, and it can
avoid by checking by separate
individuals. The third one is occurring
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not only between two perso?r but also
between a text and a person ~). Shibata
introduced a computer aided engineering
concept to a Notice of the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry, as the
Guideline for the Seismic Design of High-
pressure Gas Facility. The series of
computer codes "SEISMIT" has been
established to avoid the misuse of the
design formula and criteria for anti-
earthquake design of a reaction tower, a
spherical tank, a horizontal-type
cylindrical tank and a supporting
structure. Even using such a computer
system, we need a double checking system
on input sheets to avoid short-term
errors and some long-term errors.

The details were discussed in the
individual papers, but it should be
mentioned the figure of such mistakes is
not so low to neglect it for the Seismic
PSA, especially for simplified model
calculations.
7. MECHANICAL SYSTEM, ITS DESIGN AND

RELIABILITY
Shibata disT~Tsed in this subject in

his recent paper A mechanical system
may include a valve and a cam. These
active components are different from
rotating machines, such as a turbine, a
compressor and so on. They can be
categorized into "a logical element" in
(ii) and (iii) of Section 4. As already
discussed, they are unstable compare to
electrical logical elements in general,
even though, the most of output will be
obtained by such mechanical devices or
actuators.

The figure of their reliability is
governed by their environment,
maintenance condition (adjusting
condition) and aging effect (such as
wearing). Also it is very sensitive to
the details of their design, as discussed
in Section 4. It behaves in chaotic way
sometimes, and it is very difficult to
predict its malfunctional behavior, and
also difficult to repair it in the field
without its replacement. The reliability
of an individual component is almost
impossible to estimate with/without an
external event. It is very sensitive to
an individual component, therefore, it is
one of most uncertain points through PSA.
It may be also true on the fitting and
gaskets.
8. SEISMIC TRIGGER SYSTEM

Shibata has been discusSt'?8 t~t'S
point in his previous papers )( .



mechanical component or other component,
or other environmental condition for
those kinds of component may bring much
difference to the final result with the
assumption. This fact has never
discussed in that sense, and we assume
one or two scenarios, which mainly
related to their strength, and solved the
problem as the extension of the
analytical process which was done for the
building structure.

Currently, the procedure above is
only a method to solve it, but it is
necessary to develop more like the
behavior of the real nuclear power plant.
However, it should be noticed that the
behavior of the actual plant has many
branches, that is, many scenarios, and it
is almost impossible to solve it by a
current method, unless we assume the
scenarios in limited number, as we do.
In this case, it is necessary to prove
that those scenarios would be most
feasible. However, there would be a
possibility to introduce another error by
the subjective judgment of the analyst.
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(6) SHIBATA, H.: What Research is Needed

His position on this subject has been
fluctuating for result several years.
Through various studies and experiences,
it is clear that the occurrence of the
combined event of loss-of-external power
and internal power to remove the decay
heat is the most significant to core
meltdown. Under a destructive earth-
quake, this combined event may occur in
higher probability compare to other
conditions in general. As discussed in
the Ref.[10], if no loss of the function
of residual heat removing, the automatic
triggering system should be equipped, but
if the failure probability of both
external and internal power supply
systems would be not so low under a
destructive earthquake like a local
intensity at the site exceed MMI XI, it
is very significant to confirm to
establish the capability of removing the
decay heat before shutdown the reactor.
The delay necessary to this confirmation
and the timing for insertion of control
rods are required to be well balanced for
one or two reactors, which must be
remained to keep the emergency power
supply, at least, to other reactors in
the same station. This reactor should
have the necessary steam by-path circuit
to adjust its turbine output. However,
it is necessary to grade up the factor of
importance of the related items including
the main turbine and the generator to
class A or As, which corresponds to Class
I in U.S •. In this case, we need more
study on behaviors of the main bearings,
both journals and thrust ones, to seismic
inputs above-mentioned. The Seismic PSA
on a component like a main-turbine
generator system is useful to solve this
subject, but it is necessary to know
their exact behavior under the seismic
condition, and we must realized that we
don't know it.
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The technique of the Seismic-PSA is
well established in the part to the
building failure, even though there are
some uncertainty. But after the failure
of mechanical components, it is extremely
difficult to obtain the final figure to
reach the core damage. The estimation of
the failure of piping systems may be done
by a fracture mechanics approach with
assumption of existing undetected cracks
or by a cumulative damage type approach,
even we need some assumption. But
mechanical and system failures usually
contain logical sequence failures and
they may bring pseudo-chaotic states to
the system. This means, a slight change
of the details of the design of a
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Table 1 Issues to be Resolved for Seismic PSA
Regarding Seismic Hazard Evaluation
A: Appropriate utilization of earthquake records and active fault data and reflection of

expert opinions in modelling earthquake occurrence.
S: Consideration of site-specific characteristics (e.g. whether interplate or introplate

earthquakes dominate the hazard).
C: Consideration of the uncertainty in the frequency of large earthquakes due to the

length of history shorter than the return periods.
D: Consideration of the uncertainties in past earthquake records, active fault data and

attenuation modeis.
E: Representation of seismic hazard not only by a single parameter (e.g. peak ground

acceleration) but also by other parameters (e.g. response spectrum ).

Regarding Realistic Response and Failure Probability Evaluation
F: Consideration of various kinds of nonlinear or site-specific effects when adopting the

response factor method.
G: Necessity of sophisticated method to estimate the mode and location of building

failure, especially for level 2 or 3 PSA.
H&I: Usage of component capacity data specific to the seismic design conditions for the

plant concerned, although only a few data will be available.
J&L: Reflection of the findings obtained by experiments to the component capacity

estimation.
K: Consideration of the eff9\:ts of degradation by aging, failure of the supports, and

human errors during construction on the capacity of piping.

Regarding System Unavailability and Accident Frequency Evaluation
M: Adoption of an appropriate method according to whether catastrophic failure of the

building is important or not.
N: Treatment of various types of common cause failures under the earthquake

conditions (e.g. interaction between responses).
0: Treatment of simultaneous failures which cause 'initiating events' (e.g. loss of off-site

power followed by LOCAl.
P: Treatment of simultaneous failures of process systems, some of which may cause

loss of instrumentation and control in these systems.
Q: Different treatment for the relay chatterings which can or cannot be recovered easily

by appropriate operator actions.
R&S: Identification of the key component faiiures and its reflection to simplification of the

system models and selection of the components for which detailed capacity
evaluation should be made.

T: Consideration of the secondary hazards (e.g. tsunami and landslip).

Regarding Analysis of Earthquake Data at Nonnuclear Plants
U: Utilization of the seismic damage data at nonnuclear plants, taking into consideration

of the design requirement differences between nuclear and nonnuclear plants.
V: Utilization of the operator action data at nonnuclear plants under large earthquake

conditions.

Regarding Application of Seismic PSA Methodologies
w: Review of design earthquakes by comparing them with the probabilistically

evaluated seismic hazard.
X: Evaluation of the advantage and disadvantage of the 'seismic triggers' which are

provided to trip the plants for a high level of ground motions.

Fig. 1 JAERI's Seismic Risk
Analysis Procedure
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ABSTRACT I. INTRODUCTION
The approach used for protecting
nuclear power plants against
earthquake-initiated accidents is
a very rigorous one, and involves
enormous engineering effort.
Highly prescriptive and conserva-
tive engineering design codes and
standards are used. Despite
this, recent PSA (probabilistic
safety assessment) studies
indicate that earthquake-
initiated accidents sequences
often constitute a major fraction
of the overall core-damage
frequency and offsite risk.
The statements above seem to be
contradictory. Stated succinct-
ly, if the plants are designed
and constructed against earth-
quakes with such care, why is
seismic-initiated accident risk
apparently so large? Three
possible explanations exist.
Either the PRA results are
largely correct, and the seismic
contribution is significant
enough to be of concern; or the
PRA results are largely correct,
but the overall risk is so small
that the seismic fraction is not
troublesome by itself; or the
findings of the seismic PRAs are
erroneous or highly conservative.
This paper demonstrates why each
of these three possible explana-
tions contains a grain of truth,
but also why none of them is, by
itself, an accurate portrayal.
The paper evaluates two areas,
the methodology of seismic PRA,
and the insights from numerous
seismic PRAs already completed.
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This paper is based on and
is an update of earlier review
papers on this topic by the same
author (Ref. 1, 2, 3). The
paper's objective is to provide a
description and evaluation of the
methodology for performing
seismic probabilistic risk
assessments (PRAs) on nuclear
power plants, and to discuss some
of the major insights obtained
from recent seismic PRAs. The
thrust is to identify and
describe the principal aspects of
the current state-of-the-art PRA
methodology, including what
aspects are more robust and
therefore provide the most
reliable insights, what aspects
are less robust and therefore
provide less reliable insights,
and why.

There is an apparent
contradiction between two
different statements often made
concerning the ability of modern
nuclear power plants to withstand
earthquake-initiated accidents.
On the one hand, the approach
used for designing nuclear power
plants against earthquake-
initiated accidents is a very
rigorous one. It involves a very
large and sophisticated engineer-
ing effort. Highly prescriptive
and conservative engineering
design codes and standards are
used. Elaborate testing is
performed to measure the seismic
capaci ty of individual com-
ponents. Also, operational
considerations give great
emphasis to maintenance, and



operating procedures are imple-
mented to assure that the plant's
safety design basis is maintained
throughout its life. This
process gives many experts high
confidence that the plants can
withstand large earthquakes
robustly.

On the other hand, recent
PRA studies, over three dozen of
which have been performed,
indicate that earthquake-ini-
tiated accident sequences often
constitute a major fraction of
the overall core-damage frequency
and offsite risk (Ref. 4, 5, 6,
7) •

The statements above seem to
be contradictory. Stated
succinctly, if the plants are
designed and constructed against
earthquakes with such care, why
are seismic-initiated accident
risks apparently so large?

Three possible explanations
present themselves . Either the
PRA results are largely correct,
and the seismic contribution is
significant enough to be of
concern; or the PRA results are
largely correct, but the overall
risk is so small that the seismic
fraction is not troublesome by
itself; or the findings of the
seismic PRAs are erroneous or
highly conservative.

In this paper, we will
demonstrate why each of these
three possible explanations
contains a grain of truth, but
also why none of them is, by
itself, an accurate portrayal.
The paper will cover two areas,
the methodology and the insights
from the various PRAs. Taken
together, these will explain the
dilemma posed above.

One key point must be
understood from the start: the
published historical record is
not adequate to get an accurate
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picture of the frequency of
seismic-induced core-damage
accidents. This frequency can
only be known from calculations,
using a combination of real
earthquake data, test data,
models of various phenomena, and
systems analysis.
II. EVALUATION OF THE SEISMIC
PRA METHODOLOGY

The overall objective of the
seismic-PRA methodology is the
same as for internal-events PRAs:
the analysis of the annual
frequency of core-damage acci-
dents, of accident progression
beyond the onset of core damage,
of offsite radioactive releases,
and of the radiological impacts
of these releases. Descriptions
of the methodology are available
in the standard PRA methodology
guidance (Ref. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14). Recent methodology
development work in the context
of the closely related seismic-
margin review methodology
provides additional guidance,
especially on an improved
walkdown procedure (Ref. 15),
methods for integrating systems-
analysis and seismic-capacity
analysis (Ref. 16, 17), an
improved methodology for relay-
chatter evaluation (Ref. 15), and
improved methods for fragility
analysis (Ref. 18). Finally, two
recent massive studies of seismic
hazards in the eastern United
States, under the sponsorship of
EPRI (Ref. 19) and NRC (Ref. 20),
have added significantly to our
understanding.

There are several sub-
methodologies within the overall
seismic-PRA methodology, which we
will describe and evaluate in the
following sections. These
evaluations draw heavily from a
recent NRC-sponsored review by
the author of this paper (Ref.
1) :



II.A Seismic Hazard Methodology
The "hazard methodology"

analyzes for the frequency of
earthquakes of various sizes at a
given site, and the spectral
shapes of the motion from these
earthquakes. The methodology has
four steps. A fair characteriza-
tion is that each of the steps is
straightforward to describe, but
difficult to implement.

The four-step approach
begins with a seismicity assess-
ment, to delineate and charac-
terize the seismic sources. The
second step involves determining
the earthquake recurrence rela-
tionship, usually expressed in
terms of an annual frequency as a
function of magnitude for each
source or source zone. For both
of these two steps a good deal of
judgment is needed, because the
historical earthquake record is
not adequate, and because until
recently the earthquakes have not
been properly measured by good
instruments or by enough instru-
ments.

Associating a motion vs.
distance relationship with each
magnitude is the third step.
Usually, acceleration (in terms
of peak ground acceleration [pga]
or local spectral acceleration)
is chosen as the motion para-
meter, even though it is an
imperfect measure in fact,
any single parameter can only be
an imperfect measure. There are
two principal issues, choosing an
attenuation model and a ground
response spectral shape. For
eastern-U.S. sites the strong-
motion attenuation information is
usually poor or absent, so it is
necessary to resort to theore-
tical models, often based in part
on western-U.S. information that
may not always be directly
applicable.

Determining a shape for the
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ground response spectrum can also
be difficult. In PRAs for
eastern-U.S. sites, a standard
broad-band spectral shape
normalized to the zero-period
acceleration value has usually
been used. However, a site-
specific spectrum should be
developed if much soil amplifica-
tion is present (Ref. 21).

The "hazard curves" them-
selves are the ultimate product
of the hazard assessment,
typically expressed as annual
frequencies of exceedance vs. a
motion parameter like pga.
Usually, a specific spectral
shape from earlier parts of the
analysis is embedded implicitly
in the hazard-curve presentation.

Each of the four steps is
easy to descr ibe broadly.
However, as mentioned, their
implementation leads to major
uncertainties. The crucial
problem is that the data avail-
able are not sufficient to
differentiate among a large
number of reasonable models
developed by experts approaching
the issues from different
perspectives. That is, reason-
able experts differ in their
assessments, and it is difficult
to decide which expert is
correct.

Both the EPRI and NRC hazard
projects (Ref. 19, 20) have used
the approach of eliciting expert
opinion in structured ways that
attempt to account for the wide
divergence of opinion without
either suppressing minority views
or overemphasizing them. How the
elicitation of expert opinion has
been accomplished apparently has
some influence on the outcome of
the assessments, although this
issue is also not clearly
understood. Suffice it to say
that, from the perspective of a
decision-maker, a legitimate and
wide divergence of opinion among



For all of these analyses,
it is especially important for
the analyst not to take as
necessarily correct the models
used in the design, since these
may contain conservatisms or
other errors which would not be a
realistic representation of
behavior in an actual earthquake.

If structural foundations
are on rock or stiff soil, their
motions should be the same as for
the free field. On soft soil,
the soil-structure coupling can
change the frequencies, the
amplitudes, and the phases of the
motion entering the building.
Soil-structure-interaction models
(Ref. 22) are quite reliable if
all of the relevant factors have
been considered. In developing
realistic floor spectra, it is
typical to use linear dynamic
analysis for the structure, and
then to account for non-linear
effects by estimating the inelas-
tic energy absorption capacity of
each component, so that the
response for the equipment item
represents the floor spectrum
modified to account for how each
equipment item responds in
frequency space.

experts cannot but be taken on
its face as genuine "uncertainty"
in the best meaning of that term.
The fact that different models
can lead to PRA core-damage-
frequency calculations differing
by more than a factor of 10 is
simply a manifestation of the
current state-of-the-art of
seismic hazard assessment.
II.B Local Ground-Motion and
Building-Motion Methodology

This phase of the analysis
is generally quite well deve-
loped, although when specific
situations are being analyzed
there do remain uncertainties due
to random variability and
incomplete knowledge.

The objective is to work out
the local motion at the location
of each significant item (equip-
ment items and structures)
necessary for the safety of the
power station. The analyst
usually starts with a family of
earthquake motions , either time
histories or another charac-
terization, that are postulated
to arrive at the local site from
the source. As a set, the time
histories are intended to capture
variability in the source.
Usually, several different
earthquake "sizes" are calcu-
lated.

local soil produces much
cation, the analyst
develop a site-specific
spectrum.

amplifi-
should

response

For items located at
different elevations , either
above or below grade, it is
necessary to develop floor
spectra, using a structural model
of the building. This part of
the analysis begins with deter-
mining the ground response fre-
quency spectrum at the site.
Usually, generic broad-band
spectra have been used in PRAs,
and this should be acceptable,
provided they are applicable to
local soil conditions. If the

As a summary of the state-
of-the-art, it is a fair con-
clusion that while uncertainties
are certainly present in this
aspect of the analysis, from both
variabilities and modeling
approximations, the analytical
approaches for the several topics
are all generally well-developed
and robust in the hands of
experienced analysts. Sometimes,
the main uncertainties come from
inadequate knowledge about the
site itself.
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Among seismic-PRA analysts,
the plant walkdown is considered
to be almost the most crucial
aspect. Perhaps the most
important benefit of the walkdown
is the interaction that occurs
among the systems analysis team,
the seismic-capaci ty analysis
team, and the utility staff.
This is one of the major lessons
learned in the past few years.

Another crucial benefit of
the walkdown is that the seismic-
capacity team can determine, for
each important item (structure or
equipment), whether that item is
"typical" of its generic cate-
gory, or somehow atypical or even
unique. still another benefit is
the opportunity for the systems-
analysis team to understand just
how the operating crew has been
trained to carry out its tasks,
especially during emergencies.

The methodology for seismic-
PRA walkdowns is now very mature.
In particular, recent guidance
developed under EPRI sponsorship
specifically for seismic-margin
walkdowns is an excellent
description of how a seismic-PRA
walkdown should be conducted
(Ref. 15). The number of teams
that have accomplished an
excellent walkdown is large
enough that a new team should
have no difficulty in learning
the approaches that work best.

II.e Walkdown Methodology Before capaci ty can be
determined, "failure" must be
defined, for both structures and
equipment items. The definitions
are highly individualized for
specific equipment items, and the
assignments must be made with the
advice of a competent systems
analyst. This aspect of the
methodology is generally a robust
and reliable part of the seismic-
PRA methodology. However, it
does require expert judgment by
someone familiar with the
literature.

The fragility of a component
is defined as the conditional
frequency of its failure as a
function of a response parameter,
usually an acceleration parameter
such as pga or local spectral
acceleration. A family of
"fragility curves" is generated,
typically characterized mathe-
matically by lognormal expres-
sions (for calculational con-
venience even though lognormals
don't represent the data in the
tails), anchored to median values
and using various uncertainty
parameters to capture both
variability from randomness and
uncertainty from lack of know-
ledge (Ref. 23, 24).

To develop a family of
fragility curves, the analyst can
use test data, data from real
earthquake experience, and/or

II.D Failure-Mode and Fragility
Methodology

The seismic fragility
methodology calculates the
capacity of individual structures
and equipment items, and from
that capacity the "fragility
curve" for each item and the
correlations among these.
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analysis. For a structure,
analysis is usually used, since
structures are all so indivi-
dualized and since they are more
amenable to calculation given a
determination of the important
failure mode(s). For equipment,
reliance on test and experience
data is the common approach,
because there are now extensive
data compilations in existence,
including extensive experience
data (Ref. 25, 26, 27). Some



important items of equipment are
now known to be generically quite
rugged (Ref. 28). This knowledge
is embedded in a set of screening
tables for seismic capacity that
can be found in the EPRI and NRC
seismic-margin reports (Ref. 15,
17) •

Some uncertainties remain for
many items of equipment, despite
major progress in our understand-
ing. Specifically, there are
still many unknowns, or differen-
ces among approaches, or dif-
ferent ways to interpret the
underlying data. Therefore, dif-
ferent analysts will produce
somewhat different capacities and
fragility curves for the identi-
cal equipment item.

An illustration of this is
the recent comparison (Ref. 18)
among four of the most expert
analysts of their calculations
for five specific items: a large
storage tank, a heat exchanger, a
contactor for a motor starter, a
starting air tank, and a block
wall. The calculated median
capacities differed, from the
highest to the lowest of the
experts, by factors in the range
of about 1.5 for most of the
components. (For a typical
eastern-U.S. site, the hazard
curve frequencies differ by
factors of about 3 when the
acceleration differs by a factor
of about 1.5, so if a single
component completely dominates a
given sequence, core-damage
frequency would vary by a factor
of about 3). The lesson from
this comparison is that the
determination of seismic fragi-
lity curves, even by the most
qualified experts, will still
result in non-negligible dif-
ferences.

A reasonable conclusion is
that there is still some impor-
tant variability in the calcula-
tion of fragility parameters for

items of equipment such as those
cited in the test comparison
study. This variability propa-
gates through to modest uncer-
tainties in the bottom-line risk
resul ts such as core-damage
frequency. Therefore, while we
conclude that the fragility
estimates are reasonably good for
many purposes, such as identify-
ing the few important contri-
butors at a plant, it is impor-
tant not to take the numerical
fragility values as implying too
much accuracy.
II.E Systems-Analysis Methodo-
logy for Seismic PRA

The objective of the
systems-analysis methodology,
given which equipment is damaged
by the earthquake (typically with
a probability distribution), is
to determine which core-damage
accident sequences may result,
and the core-damage frequencies
for each.

The systems-analysis work is
broadly similar to traditional
PRA systems analysis for internal
initiators, and is within the
technical capability of any
competent PRA systems analyst,
with no special training. It
uses the same tools and types of
data, and the same way of setting
up the analysis and solving it
numerically. The outcome of the
systems analysis is the numerical
value of core-damage frequency
(actually, a density function
that captures uncertainties) for
each of several (usually dis-
crete) earthquake sizes (Ref. 8,
9) •

There are only a few special
issues: correlations among fail-
ures, relay chatter, design and
construction errors, and operator
response.

The problem of analyzing
correlations among earthquake-
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induced failures can sometimes be
difficult, especially for co-
located equipment. Typically,
the assumption is made of
complete correlation in the
response for nearby and similar
equipment subject to the same
floor motion. However, different
equipment types, even if located
in close proximity, are usually
assigned only minor if any
response correlation. The
problem for the analyst is that
there is only very limited
experimental information, from
either testing or actual earth-
quakes, upon which to rely.
Therefore, while the methodology
for coping with correlations is
well-developed, the underlying
knowledge is typically inade-
quate. The usual fallback
approach is to perform a sen-
sitivity analysis, thereby
gaining a rough measure of the
uncertainty in the final results.

Whenever the accident
sequences of concern involve com-
ponents for which correlation
might or might not be large, this
issue is one of the important
sources of uncertainty in the
overall analysis.

The seismic-PRA methodology
does not systematically take into
account possible design and con-
struction errors, except in the
rare case that such an error may
be identified during the walk-
downs or the study of design
drawings. This may seem like a
serious flaw in the methodology.
In actual fact, there is no way
to know whether or not it is.
The only consolation for the
analyst and the decision-maker is
that these omissions are directly
parallel to possible omissions in
the rest of PRA, such as in the
analysis of internally-initiated
accidents, where possible design
errors affecting the configura-
tion of systems are also not
accounted for properly either.
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This is not an excuse, but rather
a generic weakness of all PRAs.
Of course, a rigorous pre-
operational testing program
should identify most of these
errors.

Recently, the relay-chatter
issue has received significant
attention. While the earliest
seismic PRAs did not examine this
issue, today an acceptable
methodology does exist for
treating it properly, as des-
cribed recently in EPRI's
seismic-margin guidance document
(Ref. 15) and a recent NRC-
sponsored study (Ref. 29). The
issue cannot be ignored, because
it certainly has a potential for
contributing significantly to the
overall seismic risk (Ref. 30).

During and after a strong-
motion earthquake, it seems
likely that the ability of
control-room operators to perform
their assigned tasks without
error should be substantially
degraded, due to high levels of
stress and confusion. This issue
has been examined recently (Ref.
30) , and a model has been
proposed to account more effec-
tively for possible high operator
stress. However, this issue does
not have as much effect on the
results of PRAs as might be
thought at first, principally
because in PRAs the assumption is
commonly made that no credit is
allowed for operator control
actions during the early minutes
--- often for as long as a half-
hour after a large earth-
quake. By that time, things
should have settled down (lite-
rally and figuratively), so that
the normal PRA methodology for
analyzing operator errors should
apply. Based on this, the
general consensus is that the
operator-response aspect of the
methodology, while not as strong
as ultimately desired, is as
robust (more-or-less) as the



approach for operator error
analysis used in internal-
initiators PRA studies.
II.F consequence/Release
Methodology for Seismic PRA

The objective of the
seismic-PRA consequence/release
methodology is to calculate, for
various earthquake "sizes" asso-
ciated with various probabilities
of core damage, the conditional
probability that the accident
will evolve into one of several
different "radiological release"
scenarios. These conditional
probabilities differ from one
postulated core-damage accident
sequence to the next. Therefore,
each sequence requires separate
treatment.

It is important that the
analysis team consider a few
special issues, such as the
possibility that the earthquake
may affect containment integrity,
and the effect on emergency
evacuation of possible extensive
damage offsite, such as to roads,
buildings, and bridges, or
widespread panic among the
public.

The consequence/release
methodology is, in its basic
outline, a variant of the type of
level-2 and level-3 analysis that
is now a widely used PRA disci-
pline (Ref. 5). While a few
issues must be specially treated,
we conclude that any competent
PRA level-2/level-3 analysis team
can perform this work with no
special training.
II.G "Bottom-Line Numbers" for
Core-Damage Frequency, Offsite
Risk, and the Key Risk Insights

The numerical uncertainties
in the bottom-line results can
certainly be large. Plus-or-
minus more than one order of
magnitude or more is common.
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This is due to several factors in
the various sub-methodologies,
but dominantly due to the
uncertainty in the hazard
evaluation. The uncertainty in
the fragility estimates per se
contributes significant though
smaller amounts to the overall
uncertainty. Perhaps the other
major source of possible uncer-
tainty would arise when several
components must fail together to
cause the accident sequence, and
the correlations among them are
not understood well the
differences between assuming full
correlation and zero correlation
can also amount to about an order
of magnitude difference in core-
damage frequency in some cases.

Despi te the numerically
large uncertainties, these uncer-
tainties should generally not
invalidate the key insights
concerning potential earthquake-
related vulnerabilities. These
insights include the identifica-
tion of specific equipment and
structural weaknesses, including
weaknesses in components and
systems not specifically designed
or qualified against earthquakes,
specific non-seismic-initiated
failures and human errors that
may contribute to a key sequence,
the possible role of post-earth-
quake operator recovery actions,
whether a given sequence would
have major or only minor offsite-
release consequences, and (almost
most importantly) the places
where support-system vulnerabili-
ties can compromise different
safety systems in subtle ways.
III. INSIGHTS FROM RECENT SEISMIC
PRAs

As mentioned above, there
have been about three dozen
seismic PRAs accomplished for
U.S. nuclear power plants. Taken
as a group, these seismic PRAs
provide a wide variety of
insights about overall core-



o Sometimes, the dominant
seismic sequences result from
design or construction errors
that have escaped detection
despite the rigorous quality-
control process. There is no
known way to identify these in
the context of PRA.

A reasonable fraction of the
dominant earthquake-initiated
sequences involve combinations
of earthquake-caused failures
and non-seismic failures or
human errors. These cannot be
identified without the
interaction of seismic-
capaci ty and plant-systems
experts.
In almost all of the PRAs a
variety of "fixes" are
uncovered and then fixed
before the PRA analysis is
completed. Most of these are
minor in nature. This implies
that comparable "fixes" are
out there, remaining to be
identified and fixed, in the
plants not yet studied by PRA
methods.
The containment structures
themselves are essentially
always found to be quite
rugged under earthquake
loads. If significant
problems might occur with
containment integrity
following a major earthquake,
they are thought to arise
most likely from seismic-
induced failures of actuation
systems that must isolate the
containment. However, little
actual evidence of this has
been developed in the PRA
1i tera ture, because this
aspect of the overall analysis
is usually not well done.

regulatory
is seis-

is perhaps
that the typical
envelope of what
mically important
not broad enough.

o

o

o

o Another major benefit is that
an integrated examination of
seismic issues in the context
of the rest of the plant's
safety functions and systems
is crucial and PRA
analysis can accomplish this
integrated examination very
well.

o One of the major lessons from
seismic PRAs is that an
integrated examination of the
plant, by a team including
both seismic-capacity engi-
neers and systems engineers,
can be of major benefit in
identifying issues that
neither type of expert could
find alone.

damage frequencies from earth-
quakes, about plant-specific
issues in the seismic area, and
some generic insights about the
seismic capabilities of the full
family of U.S . plants. In the
brief discussion below, some of
the most prominent of these
insights will be discussed:

o Overall core-damage frequen-
cies and offsite radiological
risks are usually quite small,
considerably below the target
risk levels embedded in the
NRC's safety goals (Ref. 31).

o The dominant contributions to
seismic core-damage frequency
and offsite risk seem to occur
for ground motion levels
significantly above the
design-basis earthquake
levels.

o The dominant seismic accident
sequences often involve
equipment that is not special-
ly designed for earthquakes
(although often it is seis-
mically qualified), such as
electrical and power-distribu-
tion equipment, certain pumps
and valves and sensors, and
the like. This finding means
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IV. SUMMARY

analysis.

o The dominant contributions to
seismic core-damage frequency
and offsite risk seem to occur
for ground motion levels
significantly above the
design-basis earthquake
levels. This attests to the
overall quality of the

o Spatial systems interactions
are also sometimes found
during the walkdowns. These
are usually due to poor
layout, so that the earthquake
can cause one item to fall
onto another. Experience
shows that these can be
identified effectively in a
well-structured walkdown.

to this
following

The resolution
dilemma rests on the
observations:

The above discussion
provides insight into the
resolution of the dilemma posed
in the beginning of this paper, a
dilemma as to how the seismic
PRAs can find seemingly "large"
values for core-damage frequen-
cies and offsite radiological
risks, even though the attention
to seismic issues in design,
construction, and operation of
nuclear power plants is as
intensive as it is.

o One dominant finding from the
seismic PRAs is that anchor-
ages are among the weakest
links. Specifically, when an
item of equipment is found to
have inadequate seismic
capacity, its anchorage is
more likely to be the problem
than any other aspect. This
is often a design problem, but
quite often it is found to
have arisen during construc-
tion or even during main-
tenance.

o Concerns about the effects of
relay chatter have led to the
development of a viable
methodology for its analysis.
Only a few plants have studied
relay chatter well, and their
findings are that only a very
few relays are of concern.
The undesired chatter of these
relays, although few in
number, apparently can be
important to overall plant
risk. However, the findings
are entirely design-specific,
indeed specific to intricacies
of individual electrical
circuits. This area still
needs further research,
especially to develop a more
efficient way to perform the

o Sometimes, the "hazard
analysis" used to predict
core-damage frequency is
highly misleading, usually
skewed in the conservative
direction, because the
arithmetic mean of the
distribution is the most
important parameter for
determining "bottom-line" risk
values, and the mean can often
lie at the 90th, 95th, or even
98th percentile because of the
large uncertainties.

o Recently, concerns have arisen
about the possibility of
seismic-induced fires, or
accidental seismic-induced
actuation of fire-suppression
systems that could damage
equipment. These issues have
not yet been examined well in
seismic PRASe

o Sometimes, the analysis itself
incorporates significant
conservatisms that, when
removed by more careful
analysis, eliminate a postu-
lated problem sequence.
Often, these conservatisms can
be easily removed but are left
in the analysis because of
limitations on analysis
resources.
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INSIGHTS FROM TWO PARALLEL PRA's

N J Holloway
ABA Technology - SRD
Wigshaw Lane, Culcheth,
Warrington WA3 4NE.
United Kingdom.

ABSTRACT

During the period October 1988 to June
1989, PRAs were conducted independently by
two separate organizations, on the "twin" reac-
tors DIDO and PLUTO at Harwell. The or-
ganizations conducting the PRAs were the
UKAEA's Safety & Reliability Directorate
(SRD) and Electrowatt Engineering
Services (UK).

Although the two studies were performed
simultaneously, the choices of methodologies
and the judgements and assumptions made in the
assessments by the two teams of analysts were
independent of each other.

Thus, comparison of the two studies
provides evidence of the variability of PRA
results, given the same plant design and operat-
ing environments, but different PRA analysts al-
lowed to use different methods and make inde-
pendent judgements and assumptions.

The initial results revealed several sub-
stantial differences which could not be attributed
to any obvious errors, but which were due to dif-
ferent judgements or interpretations being made
from the wide range of information available to
the analysts. These differences had much larger
effects on the numerical results than on the logi-
cal and qualitative insights from the two studies.
This lends further support to a conclusion of
CSNI PWG5 in its OECD/NEA report on "PSA
in NPP Management" - that the logical insights
of PRA are more reliable and valuable than the
numerical probabilities.

& J F Preston
Electrowatt Engineering Services
Grandford House, 16 Carfax,
Horsham, West Sussex, RH12 lUP
United Kingdom.

1. INTRODUCTION TO THE
!DIDO AND PLUTO PRAs

The DIDO and PLUTO material test rec-
tors (MTRs) were built in the late nineteen-
fifties to provide very high neutron fluxes for
materials testing and neutron beam sources.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the general layout of the
plants, which are heavy water moderated and
cooled at ambient pressure, and reject their
25 MW(th) output as waste heat to local cooling
towers. Both reactors use high-enriched uranium
alloyed with aluminium, in concentric tubular
fuel elements producing about a megawatt each.
The DIDO and PLUTO reactors have some dif-
ferences in design, particularly affecting the
shutdown systems and containments, but are
identical in most respects. Similar reactors are
operated in Germany, Denmark and Australia.

The DIDO and PLUTO Probabilistic Risk
Assessments were performed in parallel during
the period November 1988 to June 1989. The
DIDO PRA was performed by the U~A
Safety and Reliability Directorate (SRD). The
PLUTO PRA was performed by Electrowatt En-
gineering Services of Horsham, Sussex, UK.
Both studies were specified and funded by the
Plant Operators - Research Reactors Division,
Harwell, who also provided the deterministic
safety analysis, plant design and operational in-
formation. Both studies estimated radiological
risks to the public from severe accidents.

The time of 6-7 months which was avail-
able for the studies is very much shorter than the
time normally taken for a full Probabilistic Risk
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Figure 1 : DIDO PRIMARY CIRCUIT AND FUEL ELEMENT
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Assessment. American PRA manuals normally
presume at least a two year programme and the
current regulatory requirements upon nuclear
utilities in the USA and Spain, to perform plant-
specific PRA to Level 1 (Spain) or Level 2
(USA) allow for about three years in the perfor-
mance.

The short time for the performance of the
DIDO and PLUTO PRAs was dictated by a re-
quirement arising from an audit by the Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate, which is the UK
regulatory authority. This requirement to per-
form a Hazard Assessment was fulfilled by the
reactor operators by commissioning the two
PRAs, as PRAs are generally recognised to be
the most comprehensive forms of Hazard As-
sessment.

Both the DIDO and PLUTO PRAs were
plant-specific, using the details of each plant
design as currently operated (December 1988
being defined as 'current' for this purpose). The
PLUTO PRA made some limited references to
previous probabilistic studies of PLUTO. The
DIDO PRA did not refer to any previous PRA
studies of the plant.

1.1 Co-Operation and Independence in the
Performance of the Two PRAs

Some aspects of the SRD and Electrowatt
studies were co-ordinated by an initial use of
common documentation and data. These were:

Identification of initiating events
Definition of system success criteria
Component reliability data collection

The initiating event and success criteria
analyses were initially drafted by Electrowatt for
PLUTO and then used/modified by SRD for
DIDO (the modifications resulting in some sub-
stantial differences in eventual success criteria).
The reliability data for both reactors were col-
lected and documented by SRD (assisted by
reactor staff) and made available to Electrowatt.

Apart from the above co-operation, the
two PRA teams operated independently, and
were free to use different approaches and make
different assumptions in performing the analysis.
As a result, the two studies have generated a
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unique example of the differences which can
arise in the performance of PRA by two different
teams on two plants with many identical fea-
tures. In what follows, the similarities and dif-
ferences are discussed.

2. A COMPARISON
OF METHODOLOGIES

Both studies used the basic event/fault tree
approach to systems analysis, followed by
analysis of radiological source terms and offsite
consequence analysis, in the tradition set by
WASH-1400 and continued by many subsequent
studies. Both studies defined accident sequences
and release categories associated with core melt
and containment states. Thus it is quite possible
to identify very similar or even identical acci-
dent sequences in the two studies. As the main
results of both studies can be summarized in
terms of 'Dominant Accident Sequences', it is
convenient to use these as the basis for com-
parisons and discussions.

2.1 Initiating Event
Identification and Assessment

The identification and development of a
list of initiating events was one of the subjects in
which the two teams initially conferred and thus
the lists of initiating events in both studies were
quite similar. Some detailed development of a
master logic diagram in the DIDO study iden-
tified a few events which were not modelled in
the PLUTO study, but none of these were even-
tually important in the results.

Although the categorization of LOCAs
was similar in the two studies, the assessments
of frequency were very different for the most
severe large pipe breaks. The DIDO study as-
sumed a pessimistic value (1E-4/yr, based on
PWR generic estimates) for large pipe breaks in
a critical position downstream of the riser isolat-
ing valves and this became a risk-dominant acci-
dent. In the PLUTO study, use was made of a
previous PLUTO report which considered such a
break to be "incredible" and therefore it was not
assigned a numerical frequency estimate.



2.2 System Success Criteria Definition

This was the other main subject on which
there was considerable initial conferring be-
tween the teams. There were differences in suc-
cess criteria for the reactor scram requirements
because the scram systems are markedly dif-
ferent in the two plants in any case. There were
also important differences in the success criteria
and assumptions for the situations in which the
emergency light water injection to the reactor
aluminium tank (RAT) would be successful, as
these success criteria were developed by each
team after the initial "conferring" phase. The
DIDO study excluded a number of situations
from the possibility of RAT injection whereas
the PLUTO study assumed that the injection was
feasible. It is probable that the PLUTO assump-
tions are more realistic for most cases in which
the LOCAs are isolated by the riser valves and
that more realistic revision of the DIDO analysis
would have removed some of the pessimisms
from the corresponding light water injection suc-
cess criteria.

2.3 Event and Fault Tree Methodology

Although both PRAs used the traditional
event and fault tree structure, the ways in which
the fault and event trees were related were very
different.

The DIDO study used the fault trees as a
check that the systems conformed to basic
'structural' norms of redundancy and/or diver-
sity of components, power supplies etc, but did
not use the detailed fault trees for direct quan-
tification of redundant systems failure probabil-
ities. The logic for this approach is that redun-
dant system failure rates due to detailed inde-
pendent component failures are always
"swamped" by dependent failure limitations
(such as the recommended cut-off values used
by UK nuclear utilities [Ref.1], or listed in
reports such as SRD R 196 [Ref.2]), or by
human errors at the system level. Spot checks on
independent component calculations strongly
confirmed this relationship for all but the active
extract system, which was not wholly redundant
and for which plant-specific data were used.

Thus, the DIDO study generated system
failure probabilities at the event tree level, based
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on the qualitative information from the fault tree
cut-sets, and did not link numerical outputs
between fault and event trees. Dependencies be-
tween system failures at event tree nodes were
found by inspection and were in practice few in
number, being limited largely to common power
supply failures.

The PLUTO study quantified fault trees in
detail, incorporating dependent failures at the
redundant component level, but did not apply
system-level limits on dependent failures. Fault
trees were quantified for many different event
tree situations, so that a system fault tree might
occur in different forms for different initiating
events and for different system failure modes.
The short timescale for the study meant that the
detailed quantification had to be based largely
on generic data from an existing computerized
database rather than on plant-specific data.

In comparing the results of the two ap-
proaches, it is apparent that few differences in
results actually stemmed from these differences
in the event tree/fault tree methodology. The
inter-system dependencies were similarly iden-
tified in both studies, and both studies showed
that dependent failure and/or human error com-
pletely dominated the failure probabilities of all
redundant systems, leaving only non-redundant
systems subject to the direct influence of inde-
pendent component failure probabilities.

The more detailed analysis in the PLUTO
study led to a better appreciation of where in the
systems the human errors and dependent failures
were most likely to have an influence, but also
led to a much more complicated quantification
structure, which resulted in more numerical er-
rors and oversights in the first draft of the quan-
tification. The DIDO study led to a simpler, and
less error-prone quantification of the event trees
with respect to dominant sequences but did not
provide the detailed indications of how failure
probabilities arise below the whole system level.
Thus, for example, the effect of halving the
failure rate of a DC bus could not be evaluated
in the DIDO scheme, but could be evaluated in
the PLUTO scheme, provided that the relevant
cut-set probabilities were not overridden by
higher level dependent failure estimates.



2.4 Human Error Analysis

Both studies use the ASEP methodology
for RE analysis. The PLUTO study analyses a
longer list of actions, but the actions involved in
the risk dominant sequences were essentially the
same in both studies.

Both studies identified the emergency pro-
cedure for light water injection to the RAT as
very important in the overall results. Because the
procedure adds light water to the heavy water,
writing off much of its economic value, its in-
tended use was only as a "last ditch" procedure
when the first line emergency core cooling sys-
tems had failed. The REPs for the use of the
emergency light water injection to the RAT were
estimated at approximately 1E-3 or just above in
both studies. The multiple refinements of these
values according to the different times available
in different accidents were not performed and
the analyses were based on available times of
about 1 hour, which is much shorter than the
time available in many important sequences.
Thus, both studies used a similar pessimistic
simplification to reduce the detail of the
analysis.

2.5 Failure Data

As the studies were performed concur-
rently with the collection of the large amount of
plant-specific component failure data, neither
study was able to make widespread use of all the
plant -specific data.

The PLUTO PRA was performed with
detailed fault tree quantification using generic
data in an existing Electrowatt database. Some
sensitivity studies were performed using the
plant-specific data.

The DIDO PRA used some plant-specific
component data for components where single
failures are critical - for example in the ECCS
main pump, but used neither generic nor plant-
specific single component data in the detailed
fault trees of redundant systems, preferring in-
stead to apply global cut-off values or REPs to
the whole system level, on the basis of the
qualitative cut-set structures of the system fault
trees. The DIDO PRA used mostly plant-specific
data for the active extract (ventilation) system,
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as it was apparent that some rather unreliable
component behaviour had been revealed in the
data of this non-redundant system. This un-
reliability was one of the important plant-
specific insights from the study.

An indirect use of plant-specific data in
the DIDO study was possible in the analysis of
the electrical network. Plant-specific data
revealed that only one minor repairable failure
had occurred in the 30 year operating life of the
plant. This enabled the analysts to omit detailed
quantification of single failures in the electrical
network, because the data showed at once that
such failures would make negligible contribu-
tions.

2.6 Dependent Failure Assessment

The two studies differed considerably in
their assessment of dependent failures.

The DIDO study used the cut-off ap-
proach, applied to the top level of the system
fault trees, and based on the qualitative factors in
the system fault tree cut-sets (eg: did failure of
the system require failure of identical com-
ponents, or diverse components; was recovery
possible etc). Cut-off values were largely consis-
tent with the ranges suggested in Ref.2.

The PLUTO study used the beta factor ap-
proach, with a generic beta factor of 0.1 used
almost universally, at the component level in
each fault tree.

The DIDO study applied somewhat more
pessimistic evaluations to failure probabilities
for some diverse systems (eg the two different
trip systems), using an overall cut-off which had
a higher value than the product of the two failure
probabilities for each sub-system containing sets
of identical components.

The different approaches to dependent
failures of identically redundant systems do not
appear to be very significant in generating the
differences between the results of the two
studies, as the results of the use of a 0.1 beta fac-
tor and the results of using the SRD R 196 cut-
off values often work out to be similar.
However, the SRD application of a cut-off to the
diverse scram systems led to significantly higher



minimum estimates of failure probability (of or-
der lE-6 as against lE-8 in the PLUTO study).

2.7 Accident Sequence Quantification
(Levell)

Much of this has been discussed under 2.3
above (event and fault tree methodology).

The quantification in the DIDO PRA con-
tained a number of pessimistic assumptions
which were not made in the PLUTO PRA.
Notable amongst these were the assumptions
about large pipework failure and limitations on
the effectiveness and reliability of the scram and
light water injection systems. The differences in
scram reliability assessment were largely due to
the DIDO PRA application of a dependent
failure cut-off to a diverse system, whereas the
PLUTO PRA did not apply such a limit, but only
limits to each identically redundant set of com-
ponents within the redundant and diverse sys-
tem. As a result of these different approaches,
the DIDO assessments of ATWS were some two
orders of magnitude higher in frequency than
those for PLUTO. This was one of the important
differences in the results.

In general terms, the description of the
dominant accident sequences and their quan-
tifications were similar where similar assump-
tions had been made, but were very different
where there were differences in pessimisms in
success criteria or initiating event occurrences.
The differences due to differences in assump-
tions and pessimisms were much greater than
differences in dependent failure or human error
quantifications for similar events.

2.8 Level 2 Analysis

Both studies used similar (old) reference
material on the release of fission products from
overheated MTR fuel, and their analyses were
similar on this issue.

The DIDO study contained much more
detailed analysis of some specific core melt acci-
dent sequences, and thus produced a set of quite
different primary source terms for different core
melt accidents. The PLUTO study used a generic
primary source term for all the non-ATWS core
melt sequences. This source term was similar to
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the larger source terms of the DIDO study and
can thus be seen as conservative when used for
some core melt sequences.

The PLUTO study, having very low fre-
quencies for ATWS, did not model ATWS
source terms separately.

The PLUTO study considered phenomena
such as steam explosion and hydrogen explosion
in the Level 2 event trees. In the DIDO study,
these were not considered to have much effect
on the (already large) releases and were not ex-
plicitly modelled in the event trees. In terms of
practical results, the two approaches arrived at
much the same conclusions that these
phenomena had little significance.

The analyses of active extract systems
were similar in both studies, and the probabil-
ities of major failures leading to uncontrolled
releases of iodine were quite similar. The
PLUTO source terms for successfully filtered
core melt releases were smaller than those for
DIDO, but the risk dominant accidents in both
studies resulted from the unfiltered releases.

2.9 Level 3 Analysis

The DIDO analysis made use of a simple
pessimistic dose model developed for general
use on the Harwell site. This simple model did
not include early countermeasures and underes-
timated radioactive decay for delayed releases,
so was thus very pessimistic for delayed releases
for which early precautionary evacuation would
be feasible.

The DIDO analysis considered thirteen
core melt releases, and three releases with
tritium only. All the core melt releases exceeded
the emergency reference level (ERL) for evacua-
tion (this level is marginally exceeded by noble
gas doses alone) but none of the tritium only
releases were assessed to reach the ERL.

The PLUTO analysis was limited to the
risk-dominant core melt release (core melt with
failure of iodine filtration), plus two other core
melt releases, two very small releases due to
limited fuel damage, and a tritium only release
(a controlled LOCA).



Despite these differences in the Level 3
analysis, the results were very similar in terms of
risks and doses associated with the risk-
dominant releases.

2.10 Discussion of the Methodologies

The methodologies were basically similar
in using the overall approach pioneered by
WASH-1400, but reflect different decisions on
the allocation of the limited resources available
for the studies. Both teams found that the time
from start to fmish of the studies was the prin-
cipal limiting factor requiring decisions to limit
the detail in the analysis.

The DIDO study limited the detailed com-
ponent level quantification of fault trees, while
the PLUTO study limited the more detailed
treatment of initiating event identification and
primary circuit retention of fission products. In
practice, none of these limitations appears to
have been important in determining the overall
results, which were dominated in both studies by
accident sequences which were easy to identify,
were determined by high level dependent failure
or human error, and were subject to little or no
fission product retention in either primary circuit
or containment.

In comparing the advantages and disad-
vantages of the two PRA strategies - it is ap-
parent that the PLUTO strategy enables a more
thorough analysis of detailed sub-systems and
the possible effects of linkages/dependencies.
On the other hand, the effort requirements of
detailed analysis allowed less time for the higher
level review of system failures in the event trees.
This led in practice to a very complex
event/fault tree linking problem and some resul-
tant errors in the initial quantification, but could
eventually lead to a more informative systems
analysis than the higher level DIDO quantifica-
tion. The DIDO strategy led to more reasonable
and accurate estimates first time but cannot
easily be extended to the more detailed sub-
system investigations. In compensation, the
simpler DIDO fault tree methodology meant that
more effort was available for initiating event
identification and details of primary circuit
retention analysis.
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3. A COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS

Both PRAs arrive at a list of a relatively
small number of 'Risk-Dominant' accident se-
quences. We base the comparisons of results on
these sequences, which are essentially the se-
quences with frequency estimates above lE-6/yr
in either PRA. In both PRAs, these sequences
account for the vast majority of the estimated
risks from beyond design basis and severe acci-
dents.

3.1 Risk Dominant Accident Sequences

The risk-dominant accident sequences
from the two studies are listed in Table 1, show-
ing the risk dominant sequences according to
either study and the evaluation of core melt fre-
quency from both studies. The listing is in
LOCA and transient categories, in descending
order of the higher frequency in either PRA.

The sequences are now discussed in the
order in which they appear in Table 1.

3.1.1 Gross LOCA downstream of riser valves

This accident sequence is beyond the
capability of the ECCS in DIDO and PLUTO,
and results in core meltdown.

In the absence of an up to date plant-
specific analysis, the DIDO PRA used a generic
large pipe break value from a recent USNRC
generic list applicable to LWRs [Ref.3]. This list
is reckoned to be pessimistic for LWRs and may
be very pessimistic for the low pressure DIDO
primary circuit, where all the pipework
downstream of the riser valves is easily in-
spected at shutdown.

The PLUTO PRA used pipework failure
rate estimates from a PLUTO report written in
the late Seventies, which assumed that the large
pipework fracture was effectively "incredible".
Thus there was no corresponding accident se-
quence in the PLUTO PRA results.

This difference between the two studies,
neither of which could be said to be obviously
"wrong", was the cause of the largest numerical
difference in results. In the DIDO study the as-
sociated core melt frequency was lE-4 while it



TABLE 1

IMPORTANT CORE MELT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

COMPARISON TABLE FOR DIDO & PLUTO PRAs

SEQUENCES Risk Frequencies x lE6
Dominant
In DIDO PLUTOLOCAs

Gross LOCA downstream of riser valves D 100 Negl.

Large LOCA with failure of ECCS D 10 Negl.

Other Gross LOCAs with failure of ECCS D 3.5 Negl.

Large HX LOCA with failure of isolation D 1 N/A

TRANSIENTS

Leak or blockage of secondary circuit (D) or
Initial failure of secondary cooling (P)
followed by failure of emergency cooling procedures D,P 5 21.1

Loss of normal electric power without scram D 15 Negl.

*Riser valve spurious trip with failure to recover the
primary circulation and failure of emergency
light water injection D 15* 0.8

*Reactor trip with failure of primary coolant
circulation and emergency coolant injection P 0.6 12.8*

Riser valve trip/closure without scram D 5 Negl.

Loss of normal supply (D) or Loss of llkV supply (P)
with failure of primary cooling
and emergency coolant injection P 0.15 2.3

Reactor trip with failure of secondary cooling
and emergency cooling procedures P 0.12 1.8

Notes

In the column entitled "Risk Dominant In", D,P indicates identified as risk-dominant by DIDO PRA,
PLUTO PRA respectively

The two contributions marked * refer to the same accident sequence, but defined in different ways in
each study.
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was zero in the PLUTO study. The truth was al-
most certainly in between.

3.1.2 Large LOCA with failure of ECCS

If the riser isolating valves close success-
fully, then LOCAs upstream of them can be iso-
lated, allowing a time of order one hour before
the core is uncovered, in which the emergency
light water injection might be used. LOCAs
downstream of the isolating valves lead to very
rapid core melt if the ECCS fails.

A large difference in DIDO and PLUTO
results arose mainly from a difference in as-
sumptions about the feasibility (Le. success
criteria) of the use of the emergency light water
injection after the failure of the ECCS.

The PLUTO PRA assumed that the emer-
gency coolant injection can be used in all se-
quences developing from the large LOCA. The
DIDO PRA assumed that there was insufficient
time in all cases for the emergency coolant in-
jection to be used successfully.

It is now felt that neither study really got
this right. It is likely that most LOCA positions
are amenable to the light water injection, and the
DIDO PRA assumption that it would not be
feasible is unreasonably pessimistic. However,
LOCAs due to breaks downstream of the riser
isolating valves certainly allow too little time for
emergency light water injection, and the PLUTO
PRA assumption that it would always be feasible
is too optimistic. This PLUTO PRA assumption
is of course closely related to the assumption
that gross breaks are effectively incredible in the
zone downstream of the riser valves.

The combination of pessimism on one side
and optimism on the other led to a difference in
core melt frequency contributions amounting to
a factor of 1000.

3.1.3 Gross LOCAs upstream of the riser valves
with failure of ECCS

The comments above on large LOCAs also
apply to these cases.

3.1.4 Large heat exchanger LOCA
with failure of isolation

This sequence was not analysed separately
from other LOCAs in the PLUTO PRA. Again,
arguments about the incredibility of the event
could be made.

In the DIDO PRA, the sequence was
dominated by an assumed failure to isolate the
leak. This assumes that the HX isolation
(operator action) fails and that the riser valves
either fail to close or are re-opened by the
operator due to mis-diagnosis of the fault as a
spurious riser valve trip (as there is no water
leaking into the plant room). Both the isolation
failures would be made more likely by a failure
to detect tritium in the secondary circuit. When
core melt results from failure to isolate the HXs
on either primary or secondary sides, the en-
vironmental source term of isotopes other than
noble gases is very small because the release
path is through the water filled secondary circuit.

Thus, there was again a substantial dif-
ference between the two studies, where one had
analysed an event which the other had effec-
tively omitted.

3.1.5 Leak or blockage of secondary circuit
(DIDO) or Initial failure of secondary
cooling (PLUTO), followed by failure of
emergency cooling procedures

The analysis of this sequence is similar in
the two PRAs. The DIDO PRA assigns a fre-
quency to the event based simply on non-
occurrence in the operating history of both reac-
tors (leading to a frequency of 1.7E-2). The
PLUTO PRA uses a somewhat higher initiating
event frequency (7.9E-2) but this includes
common-cause failure of pumps as well as
failure/blockage of the circuit. In the DIDO
PRA, main pump failure is dealt with in another
initiating event, with another 1.7E-2 initiating
event frequency, but a core melt frequency well
below lE-6.

Both PRAs recognised possible common
causes of failure of both emergency light water
injection to the heat exchanger secondary sides
and the injection to the RAT. The probabilities
for failure of both cooling methods were es-
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timated as about 3E-4 in both PRAs. When com-
pared with the sequence reactor trip and failure
of secondary cooling, the probability of emer-
gency HX supply failure is increased in the
DIDO PRA analysis of secondary
failurelblockage to account for the possibly more
confusing nature of the secondary failure.

The PLUTO PRA treatment is more pes-
simistic than the DIDO treatment because the
more stringent success criteria for circuit failure
or blockage are applied to the contributions from
main pump CMF as well. In the end, though, the
overall results were very similar.

3.1.6 Loss of norma! electric power
without scram

The DIDO PRA takes credit for operation
of only one scram system, assuming that the
reactor power deviation is not sufficient to
provide neutronic absolute flux or period trip
signals to the diverse emergency trip system un-
til it is too late. The PLUTO PRA takes credit
for both trip systems, but assumes some very
limited fuel damage at a frequency of 3.6E-5
corresponding to the failure of the first (vertical
control rod) trip. This frequency is very similar
to the DIDO estimated frequency (1.5E-5) for
first trip system failure, but the DIDO PRA pes-
simistically assigns this sequence to a core dis-
ruptive accident outcome.

Again, later analysis showed that the truth
probably lies in between the two. The DIDO as-
sessment of the resultant ATWS was too pes-
simistic in assuming a fully disrupted core, while
the PLUTO analysis appeared to under-estimate
the probability that one trip would fail and the
other not be activated.

3.1.7 Riser valve trip with failure to recover the
primal)' circulation and failure of emer-
gency light water injection

Both PRAs used similar frequencies for
the initiating event, based on historical occur-
rences of this event, although the historical
events were during reactor shutdown (DIDO :
0.25/yr, PLUTO : 0.27/yr). The spurious riser
valve trip could arise from a spurious signal to
trip or from failure of DC control power on the
relevant bus.
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The DIDO PRA assigned a probability of
0.02 to failure of the remote re-opening by the
operator with the DC control bus available, and
0.1 to the failure of manual re-opening from the
plant room below the reactor if the DC bus were
unavailable. The PLUTO PRA estimated a very
low failure probability (circa 4E-5) for the
operating team action of remote re-opening of
the riser valves with the DC bus available, but
unit probability of failure (due to lack of a writ-
ten procedure) to open them manually if the DC
bus were unavailable. The overall failure proba-
bility for primary heat removal in the PLUTO
PRA was of order 5E-3, compared with about
6E-2 in the DIDO PRA.

Both studies recognised the long time
available to operate the emergency light water
injection, and assess the failure probability as
around 1E-3.

The identification and assessment of this
accident as a risk dominant accident was one of
the most important results in both PRAs. Prior to
the performance of the PRAs, the dangers from
this spurious actuation of a safety system (riser
isolating valves) had not been realised, despite
many years over which ad hoc reliability studies
had been performed.

3.1.8 Reactor trip with failure of primary
coolant circulation and emergency coolant
injection

The PLUTO PRA included in this analysis
the possibility of riser valve closure after the
reactor trip (instead of being the cause) and this
is a dominant mode of failure. In the DIDO PRA
this mode of failure was conservatively trans-
ferred to the immediate spurious riser valve trip
analysis, as the post-trip closure of the riser
valves was considered less serious than the im-
mediate closure and can be conservatively
covered within the spurious trip analysis.

Because of the differences in the way riser
valve closures were assigned to the event trees,
the appropriate comparison is between the com-
bined values for core melt from the riser valve
trip event tree and the reactor trip event tree se-
quences due to failure of primary flow. The
combined values were in fact very similar at
1.56E-5 for DIDO and 1.36E-5 for PLUTO.



Both studies recognised the long time
available for operation of the emergency coolant
injection, and had essentially identical insights
into the sequences.

3.1.9 Riser valve trip/closure without scram

The differences between the two PRAs
were largely as discussed under 3.1.6 above, and
can be attributed to opposing pessimism and op-
timism in the assessments of reactor scram.

Although the contribution of these se-
quences to core melt were small, the contribu-
tions to non-core-melt accidents in which the
light water injection would have to be used was
much larger. This difference between the plant-
specific PRAs highlighted the advantage of

The two studies were in approximate
agreement on this sequence. The DIDO PRA
used a somewhat higher estimate for the initiat-
ing event (0.5 as against 0.26 per year). Again,
as discussed above, the PLUTO PRA contains
some contributions to primary flow failure from
spurious riser valve closure post-trip whereas
this is all included in the riser valve trip analysis
of the DIDO PRA.

The iodine and noble gas source terms for
the risk dominant releases were very similar and
this naturally led to similar results for these
highest risk releases. Both studies were of course
in agreement on noble gas releases, which in
themselves cause the ERL to be exceeded by any
early core melt with the active extract system
functioning, whatever the state of the filters.

The active extract system (Fig.3) was
found by both studies to provide a large reduc-
tion of the source term when functioning
properly, but to suffer from quite high filter
failure rates and a probable inability to mitigate
an 'instant' release in an ATWS accident. It was
also found that a switch to installed spare filters,
which could be performed manually in a design
basis accident, could not be performed in a core
melt accident because of the high local radiation.
These issues, plus the fact that the extract
system's release of noble gases always exceeds
the Emergency Reference Level after a core
melt, were identified for further consideration.

Both studies found that risk dominant
releases were attributable to slow core melt and
containment states in which iodine filtration had
failed. Iodine source terms of about 70% were
estimated in both studies. The DIDO study made
a higher estimate of the probabilities of iodine
filtration failure, based on plant-specific data
showing high failure rates for the filters. The
PLUTO estimates were a factor of 3 lower,
based on generic data.

3.3 Offsite Consequences

The DIDO study considered several quite
different core melt scenarios, including slow
meltdown, ATWS, and fast meltdown due to
sudden draining of the fuel elements (gross
LOCA downstream of riser valves). Because the
PLUTO study contained very low or negligible
frequency assessments for ATWS and fast
meltdown, only the slow meltdown was con-
sidered. The releases of fission products from
the fuel in slow meltdown were very similar in
the two studies.

having the more advanced DIDO preparations
for emergency cooling of the heat exchangers.

3.2 Containment and Radioactive Releases

Reactor trip with failure of
secondary cooling and emergency
cooling procedures

Loss of normal supply CD)or Loss of
11kV supply CP) with failure of
primaty cooling and emergency
coolant injection

3.1.10

3.1.11

The DIDO analysis of secondary cooling
failure arrived at a lower probability than the
PLUTO analysis. This was mainly due to the
plant-specific assessment of emergency secon-
dary cooling by light water injection to the heat
exchangers, for which the DIDO PRA human er-
ror failure probability was 6E-3 and the PLUTO
PRA failure probability 6E-2.

The differences were largely a matter of
plant-specific differences - the DIDO plant has
the relevant hose connections already in place
and the operational procedures were well known.
The PLUTO preparations for injection to the HX
were at a less advanced stage.
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3.4 Discussion of the Results 4. CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Conclusions Specific to the
DIDO and PLUTO PRAs

4.2 Conclusions on the
Value of PRA in General

o Incredibility of a large LOCA in a large
low pressure, high quality pipe.

a Use of pessimistic generic failure rate for a
large low pressure pipe

Doubtful performance of the extract/filter
systems in severe accident conditions.

Reliance on operator actions after the rela-
tively frequent event of spurious riser
valve closure and consequent loss of
primary flow.

Inability to mitigate a large pipe break
downstream of the riser valves.

o

o

o

Although the comparisons of the two
PRAs led immediately to the identification of
issues which needed to be re-visited in one or
both studies, one has to imagine the situation in
which either study had been done alone, without
the benefits of such a comparison or detailed
peer reviews. For example, few if any of the as-
sessments listed below, which led to very dif-
ferent results, could have been declared "wrong"
in isolation.

Both studies fulfilled one of the main pur-
poses of PRA by highlighting vulnerabilities to
particular accident situations. These vul-
nerabilities are:

The comparison of the DIDO and PLUTO
PRAs as first drafted, and before the benefits of
comparison of results became available to both
teams, revealed considerable similarity in the
analyses of dominant accident sequences for
which there was agreement on the deterministic
assumptions which apply to the sequences.
However, large differences were apparent where
the two studies make different assumptions
about the deterministic possibility or otherwise
of an important event or effect.

The incredibility or otherwise of large
LOCAs downstream of riser valves.

In spite of these differences, the two
studies are in rough agreement that the core melt
frequency for the plants would be in the region
of lE-4/yr, as might be expected for plants of 30
year vintage (by comparisons with other PRA
studies). Apart from the discrepancy over large
LOCA situation (which could be resolved by
substitution of up to date plant-specific analysis
for generic data), the dominant accident se-
quences in both studies contain a large element
of human factors at the system level, both in the
reduction of an otherwise much higher core melt
frequency (as would be assessed without the
benefit of the light water injection procedures)
and in the residue due to errors/failures in the
procedures.

Great discrepancies arise mainly from the
adoption of different assumptions in situations
where good or up to date evidence was not avail-
able. Notable cases are:

The success criterion applicable to light
water injection in accidents where a large
LOCA is isolated from the RAT by the
riser valves but ECCS fails.

The effect of failure of the first line shut-
down system in ATWS after failure of
forced primary flow (this also involves dif-
ferent properties of the shutdown systems).

In these cases, the different assumptions in
the two studies led to differences in quantifica-
tion amounting to several orders of magnitude.

The results show a mixture of similarities
and discrepancies.

Similarities exist in the analyses of some
of the risk-dominant accidents, such as those due
to spurious riser valve closure followed by
failure of the operators to restore primary cool-
ing or to initiate the light water injection. These
similarities are apparent despite the complete in-
dependence of the human error analysis and the
fact that human error completely dominates the
sequence.
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o

o

o Assumption that emergency light water in-
jection would/would not be used in time in
large LOCA accidents with failed ECCS.

Use of generic component reliability data /
plant specific data

Assumptions that manual re-opening of
riser valves is possible/impossible.

o Assumption of complete independence /
common cause reliability limit for two
diverse scram systems

However, the selections made from the
various assumptions above led in practice to or-
ders of magnitude differences in the related
numerical results. If each study had been done in
isolation, then errors of orders of magnitude, in
one or other, or both, would probably have
remained in place. There would have been no
very strong reasons to change the selected as-
sumptions in either study, none of them being
obviously "wrong" or in need of major revision.

In contrast, there was considerable value
from both studies in the matter of identifying
possible accident sequences, thus identifying
potential plant vulnerabilities. A major vul-
nerability to spurious ECCS and riser valve trip,
hitherto unappreciated, was identified, as were
the relevant accident situations and mitigating
procedures. Furthermore, a number of accident
scenarios, such as small and very small LOCAs,
which had previously occupied a high position in
the "concern rankings" of plant safety analysts,
were consigned to low levels of risk in the
PRAs.

The above insights on the relative merits
of the logical and numerical results from PRA
confirm the insights from other studies, such as
the OECD report on "PSA in NPP Management"
[RefA].

4.3 What can be Done to Improve PRA
as a Numerical Tool?

It might be asked - what can be done about
the potential numerical uncertainties due to vari-
able selection of assumptions, as highlighted in
this comparison of two parallel PRAs ?
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Detailed peer review can certainly help to
identify unjustified assumptions and eliminate
unreasonable extremes of choice and judgement.
However, while a peer review may identify
where different judgements could be made, it
normally comes too late to work through all their
implications in the way that is possible when
they are identified at the right time in the course
of performing a PRA.

Although it seems unlikely that we will
easily get to a position where we always know
which is the right choice to make from the many
selections of assumptions which present them-
selves to us in PRAs, we may more easily get to
a situation where we recognise that we are faced
with options about which important assumptions
are to be made. We should then take note of an
American adage (on sensitivity analysis I?) :
"It's not the things you don't know which cause
trouble, it's the things you do know which ain't
right" and ensure that we explicitly recognise
our lack of knowledge and represent it in our
analysis.

Thus, we may do best not to agonise over
which judgements and choices to make but in-
stead follow the example of one Pooh Bear who,
when faced with the choice: "Honey or con-
densed milk with your bread ?", and being un-
willing to miss out on either, replied at once
"Both, please."
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COMMON CAUSE FAILURE ANALYSIS:
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Gareth W. Parry
NUS Corporation

Gaithersburg, Maryland 20878
U.S.A.

Abstract: This paper presents a
critical review of a recently
proposed procedure for a
quantitative common cause failure
analysis (CCF). Limitations of
the methodology, resulting from
the quality of the data base, and
the lack of guidance for event
interpretation, are highlighted.
It is suggested that a more
detailed understanding of the
characteristics of common cause
failure mechanisms would be
advantageous to understanding
vulnerabilities to CCFs. It is
recognized that progress in
improving the estimates of common
cause failure probabilities will,
in the short term, be limited.
Therefore a review process, based
on the assessment of the adequacy
of the defensive strategy in place
at a plant is proposed as a
supplement to the current approach
based on a review of historical
events, to identify, in a more
complete fashion, potential CCF
mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
The numerous Probabilistic Safety
Assessments (PSAs) that have been
performed over the last few years
have focussed attention on the
importance of treating correctly
the dependency between the events
representing failures of redundant
and diverse components of the
safety systems. Although many
sources of dependency are treated
explicitly in the logic structure
of the PSA models (the event trees
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and fault trees), it has become
customary to include, in these
models, events that are called
common-cause failure events.
These events are introduced to
account for an observed
statistical dependence among
certain basic events of the
original logic model. A recent
NRC/EPRI document1 presents a
procedure which addresses the
definition of the CCF events, and
the quantification of their
probabilities. The procedure,
while fairly representing the
state of the art in current PSA
practice has been subject to
criticism. Dorre, 2 for example,
has suggested that the
introduction of the idea of
common-cause failure "as an
additional phenomenon, to be
treated with extra methods," is
confusing, and has suggested an
alternative approach to accounting
for the experience data. On the
practical side, others have
pointed to the difficulty in
applying the procedure, largely
because of the lack of an adequate
data base, which introduces
significant subjectivity in the
estimation of CCF event
probabilities. In light of these
criticisms, this paper presents a
critical review of the state of.
the art as represented in
Reference 1, and suggests an
approach to improving the value of
common cause failure analyses,
particularly in emphasizing the
role of defenses and providing
more guidance for identifying



corrective actions to prevent the
occurrence of multiple failures.
Firstly, however, the origin of
the common cause failure concept
is summarized.

THE ORIGIN OF THE COMMON-CAUSE
FAILURE CONCEPT
In constructing the logic models
of PSAs, many causes of dependency
are included explicitly in the
structure of the model. For
example, the failure of a motor
operated pump is modeled as
arising from failures of the pump
itself, and also from failures of
the power from the bus which
supplies the motor. Further, the
model of failure of the bus to
supply power includes
contributions from failures to
supply power to the bus from both
normal and emergency power
supplies. Similarly, if the pump
is such that it requires seal,
bearing, or room cooling, failures
of the cooling systems are modeled
as potential failures of the pump.
In this way, a model is
constructed which reflects
explicitly the hard-wired
functional dependencies between
the various components and systems
of the plant. For further
discussion of the modeling of
dependencies see, for example, the
PRA Procedures Guide 3.

The typical plant logic model,
constructed in this way, models
the plant response in terms of
units, called basic events, which
include events that represent
particular failure modes of the
components. Examples of such
basic events are; pump A fails to
start on demand because of local
faults, diesel generator 01 fails,
because of local faults, to run
for 6 hours. To turn this model
into a quantitative assessment

tool, a probability model must be
constructed which allows the
evaluation of the probability of
each basic event, preferably on
the basis of some historical
experience. The final stage in the
quantification of the model is to
specify the rules for combining
the basic event probabilities and
initiating event frequencies, to
obtain the accident sequence
frequencies, and system
unavailabilities. The assumption
of statistical independence of the
basic events is appealing because
of its simplicity, but experience
with collecting data on component
failures has shown that the number
of coincidental failures of like
components is higher than expected
on the basis of that independence
assumption. Hence, the concept of
a common-cause failure model, to
correct for this statistical
dependence between the basic
events, was introduced. New
events, common cause failure basic
events, are introduced into the
logic structure to explicitly
account for the expected excess
number of multiple component
failures.
To understand the origin of this
dependency, it is helpful to
remember that a basic event that
represents the failure of a single
component in a specific failure
mode represents the logical sum of
all the mechanisms that would
result in that failure. If there
are some mechanisms which have a
higher propensity than others for
failing a second or third
component simultaneously with the
first, it is clear that there will
be a statistical dependence
between these events. Oorre2 has
shown this clearly in the case of
a model in which this propensity
results from an increased failure
rate for a given subset of the
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The CCF models described in
Reference 1 generally have no
causal structure. Wi th one

failure mechanisms, even though
failures are independent at the
level of the subset. Thus, the
dependency arises because the
probability of each basic event
itself characterizes average
behavior, the average being taken
over the failure mechanisms
contributing to that event. The
philosophy behind the common cause
failure approach is to accept that
a level of decomposition in terms
of failure modes is adequate, and
to provide a correction factor, or
correction factors, represented by
the CCF basic events, to get the
numbers right. In this context,
the CCF basic events are artifacts
of the quantification process,
rather than being fundamental
logic elements.

The general approach to common-
cause failure modeling, described
in Mosleh et al.I

, begins with the
identification of common-cause
component groups, i.e., those
groups of components for which the
independence assumption is
suspected to be incorrect, and
includes new basic events in the
logic model which represent
common-cause failures of those
groups. and subsets of those
groups. The definition of these
basic events is discussed at
length in Reference 1. Then, for
each new basic event, a
probabili ty model is constructed
in the same way as for the single
component/failure mode basic
events. The set of basic event
probabili ty models associated with
the components in a common-cause
component group is collectively
known as a common-cause failure
model.

THE CCF MODELS
LIMITATIONS

AND THEIR

exception, they do not hypothesize
a specific relationship between
single and multiple failure
events, they merely recognize that
such events can exist. The Basic
Parameter Model I defines the same
type of probability model for each
basic event of different
multiplicity within a CCF group.
For example, the constant failure
rate, or constant failure
probability model, is assumed for
the single, double, triple, etc.,
component failure basic events.
The parameters of the basic event
models are then free parameters to
be fitted to the available data on
the set of observed single,
double, triple, etc. , failure
events. The Multiple Greek
Letter, or Alpha Factor Method
(and the more primitive Beta
factor method) are reparameter-
izations of this model.

The Binomial Failure Rate Model
does have an underlying causal
structure in that it proposes a
mechanism in which certain agents,
called shocks, impact all
components in the group. The
probabili ties of mul tiple failures
are prescribed on the basis of the
frequency of the shocks, and
according to whether the shocks
are lethal, in which case all
components fail, or non-lethal, in
which case the numbers of
components failed are distributed
according to a binomial
distribution. The model has, at
most, four parameters. The multi-
nominal failure rate model 4 also
uses the concepts of independent
and shock related failures, but
the probabilities of multiple
failure events are essentially
free parameters.

The models discussed above, with
the exception of the BFR, by
definition, have enough free
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parameters to fit any data; more
free parameters are created as
needed for higher redundancy
systems. Therefore, with the
exception of the BFR, and even
then only with specific
assumptions, none of the models
can be used to predict what would
be the effect of an increase in
the level of redundancy from 3 to
4 say, on system unavailability.
With the possible exception of the
BFR model, they are therefore, not
in any way theoretical models of
the physics of failure, or
characterizations of causal
mechanisms. Their sole purpose is
to guide an analyst in
partitioning event data in a
meaningful way, to enable him to
estimate probabilities of failure
events of varying multiplicity,
which in the language of Reference
1, are the basic events of the
Basic Parameter Model. The
creation of these basic events is
an intermediate analysis step to
bridge the gap between the
algebraic (logical) solution to
the system unavailability,
expressed as component state cut-
sets, and the quantification of
that unavailability, and can be
regarded as a mathematical
convenience to create quasi-
independent basic events. (See
the discussion in Appendix C of
Reference 1). The estimation of
the model parameters is discussed
below.

THE ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS
OF THE CCF MODELS
The guidebook(l) presents a
procedure for estimating the
parameters of common cause failure
models based on an understanding
of failure mechanisms through an
analysis of historical event data.

single plant, the procedure
proposes pooling data from all
plants, and then by a process of
interpretation (identifying the
elements in the causal chain
involved in each event in the data
base), and a reinterpretation
(performing a thought experiment
to determine if the causal chain
could occur at the plant of
interest, and characterizing its
likely effect at that plant in
terms of the number of components
failed), creating a pseudo plant-
specific data base. This pseudo:
plant-specific data base gives the,
number of events with 1,2, .... ,n
component failures, where n is the
degree of redundancy. Reference 1
provides details of how this data,
base is used in parameter
estimation.
While this approach is appealing,
some practical difficulties have
been encountered in applying it.

Firstly, the data available to
perform this analysis, even when
events from all plants are pooled,
is limited. As discussed in
Reference 1, to create the pseudo-
data base, it is imperative to
perform the analysis on a data set
which incorporates all failure
events, including single failure
events. In the U.S. the readily
available data is limited for the
following reasons. The LER.
reporting rules changed in 1984,
and ceased requiring many single
failure events to be reported.,
Other data bases, such as the
NPRDS ,5 do not record, in a
readily retrievable way, multiple
failure events. Thus a complete
data base, providing both single
and multiple failure events, is
not readily available for the
post-1984 era.

Recognizing
likely to

that little data
be obtained from

is
a
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Secondly, event descriptions which
generally are taken from



maintenance work orders or from
LERs themselves, are often
insufficient to understand the
true reasons why the failures
occurred, so that the
interpretation and particularly
the reinterpretation process is
difficult and becomes very
subjective. As discussed later,
one key ingredient in
understanding how an event can
have occurred at one plant, but
may not at another, is the ability
to assess the relative quality of
the defenses against failures, and
particularly multiple failures, at
those plants. Reference 1 is
deficient in providing guidance on
these key issues. An attempt was
made in Reference 6 to provide
some general guidelines for event
interpretation. However, there is
usually relatively little basis
for performing a comparison of the
quality of defenses at different
plants, with the exception of
obvious design differences or the
identification of unique operating
practices which preclude certain
failure mechanisms.
Thirdly, while the data analysis
process leads to screening out
certain mechanisms, there is no
logical way to compensate by
adding in new failure mechanisms
i.e., the process is not
predictive. This has lead to some
criticism that every plant might
be assessed as being "better than
average. " However, screening of
both single and multiple events
help preserve some balance in
evaluating their relative
importance.
Fourthly, the analysis of the data
is very time consuming, since if
it is to be done properly, not
only do the multiple failure
events have to be reinterpreted
for the plant of interest, so
indeed do the single failure
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events, as they,may be reinter-
pretable as multiple failure
events, or they may be reinter-
pretable as non-failures.
Fifthly, for some important
components, the data are
sufficiently few that more cred-
ible estimates can be obtained by
constructing models of failure
mechanisms. An example is the
analysis of battery common cause
failures included in Reference 1.
Thus, while theoretically the
procedure1 gives an acceptable and
documentable approach to the
quantification of common cause
failure probabilities, it has to
be recognized that it is not
without practical difficulties.
The limitations discussed above
have raised doubts about the value
of the detailed quantification
process. This is particularly
true since in many studies the CCF
probability obtained from a
detailed analysis changed the
generic values by a relatively
small factor, and the uncertainty
in the estimates, resulting from
the subjectivity in analyzing
data, is large. Factors of
improvement of as high as 2 or 3
over generic values such as those
obtained from Reference 7 are in
general difficult to justify. If
the measures of risk, such as core
damage frequency, obtained using
some generic values are accept-
able, and meet a numerical safety
goal for example, then it is hard
to argue that a detailed analysis
need necessarily be done solely
for the purpose of "improving the
numbers". Never-theless, there is
a need for performing quantitative
analyses, for example, for
prioritizing detailed analyses.
Furthermore, a single analyst can,
by applying the detailed analysis
approach consistently, establish a



ranking of potential CCFs within a
plant and across plants.
However, it can be argued that the
principal reason for doing the
detailed data analysis is that,
since it concentrates on
identifying failure mechanisms
that have occurred, it provides
insights into those features of
plant design or operation that
might be improved to prevent CCFs.
Thus its value is as much for
qualitative as quantitative
reasons. This is more valid when
the sample of data is large enough
that the spectrum of mechanisms is
well represented, than when the
data is limited. Again, though,
to be of value, failure mechanisms
must be identifiable from the
event reports, which as mentioned
earlier is not always the case.
Therefore, in addition to leading
to large uncertainties in the
estimates of the CCF parameters,
the quality of the data limits the
value of the qualitative insights.
Both the qualitative and
quantitative results therefore are
likely to be highly analyst
dependent. This is of
considerable concern for those
wishing to compare analyses
performed by different analysts.
Increased confidence in both the
quantification and in the insights
gained would undoubtedly result
from the establishment of an
improved, more comprehensive, data
base, and a more systematic
procedure for the review and
interpretation of event data
particularly with respect to the
role and deficiencies of defenses.
The former, since it would have to
be instigated uniformly over all
plants, is clearly not a short
term solution. While the latter
may be more feasible in a short
term, the shortcomings of the data

itself is still a major concern.
Recent NRC sponsored research has
focused attention on generalizing
the insights gained from data
analysis as to the nature of
common cause events, as a means to
help define more clearly how data
collection could be improved. The
discussion in the next section is
summarized from Reference 8.
THE CAUSE-COUPLING-DEFENSE PICTURE
OF COMMON CAUSE FAILURES AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS
In order to understand why CCFs,
and, in a more general sense,
multiple failures, arise , it is
first important to recognize how
failures occur, and how they can
occur simultaneously in several
components. The meaning of
simultaneous in this context is
that the failures occur within the
required mission time. As
discussed in Reference 1, there
are three separate issues to be
discussed in relation to CCF
events, causes, coupling factors,
and defenses.
The Mechanics of Failure
The description of a failure in
terms of a single "root cause" is
in many cases too simplistic. For
some purposes, it may be quite
adequate to identify that a pump
failed because of high humidity.
But to understand, in a detailed
way, the potential for multiple
failures, or how to prevent
further failures, it is necessary
to identify why the humidity was
high, and why it affected the
pump. There are many different
paths by which this ultimate
reason for failure could be
reached. The sequence of events
that constitute a particular
failure path, or failure
mechanism, is not necessarily
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simple. As an aid to thinking
about failure mechanisms, the
following concepts are useful.
A proximate cause that is
associated with a failure event is
a characterization of the
condition that is readily
identifiable as leading to the
failure, but it does not in itself
necessarily provide a full
understanding of what led to that
condition. In the above example,
humidity could be identified as
the proximate cause. The
proximate cause in a sense can be
regarded as a symptom of the
failure cause. As such, it may
not, in general, be the most
useful characterization of failure
for the purposes of identifying
appropriate corrective actions.
To expand the description of the
causal chain of events resulting
in the failure, it is useful to
introduce the concepts of
conditioning events and trigger
events. These concepts are
introduced as an aid to a
systematic review of event data,
but it is not always necessary or
convenient to consider both
.concepts.
A conditioning event is an event
which predisposes a component to
failure, or increases its
susceptibility to failure, but
does not of itself cause failure.
,Its effect is latent, but a
necessary precursor to failure. A
trigger event is an event which
activates a failure, or initiates
the transition to the failed
state, whether or not that failed
state is revealed at that time. A
trigger event, particularly in the
case of CCF events, is usually an
event external to the components
.in question. An event which led
to high humidity in a room, and
subsequent equipment failure,
would be such a trigger event. It
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is not always necessary, or even
possible, to uniquely define a.
conditioning event and a trigger
event for every type of failure.
However, the concepts are useful
in that they focus on the ideas of
an immediate cause, and subsidiary
causes whose function is to
increase susceptibility to failure
given the appropriate ensuing
conditions.
So far, the concept of "Root
Cause" has not been mentioned.
This is deliberate and is a
reflection of the fact that the
definition we will adopt here is
related to the defensive strategy
adopted to prevent recurrence.
Coupling Factors
For failures to become multiple
failures, the conditions have to
be conducive for the trigger event
and the conditioning events to
affect all the components
simultaneously or within the
expected mission time. It is
convenient to define a set of
coupling factors. A coupling
factor is a property of a group of
components or piece parts that
identifies them as a susceptible
to the same mechanisms of failure.
Such factors include similarity in
design, location, environment,
mission, and operational,
maintenance, and test procedures.
These, in some references, have
been referred to as examples of a
coupling mechanism, but because
they really identify a potential
for common susceptibility, it is
preferable to think of them as
factors which help define a
potential common-cause component
group. In fact, it is
questionable whether it is
necessary to talk about a coupling
mechanism as an entity separate
from the failure mechanism. What
is important, however, is to



identify the specific features of
the coupling factors that lead to
a simultaneous impact on the
components in the group. This is a
function of how the trigger and
condi tioning events are introduced
at the system or common cause
component group level.

The way the potential for coupling
is activated is different for the
different conditioning and trigger
events. In addition, it is not
easy to postulate separate
coupling and failure mechanisms;
the coupling occurs at all points
of the causal chain to some degree
or other, and hence is
inextricably a part of the failure
mechanism.

Defensive Tactics

Common cause failures may be
prevented by a variety of
defenses. A defense can operate
to prevent the occurrence of the
failure mechanisms. Another
approach is to decouple failures
by effectively decreasing the
similarity of components and their
environment in some way that
prevents a particular type of root
cause from affecting all
components simultaneously,and
allows more opportunity for
detecting failures before they
appear in all components of the
group.

The key to successful mitigation
and prevention of common-cause
failures is to understand how the
primary defenses failed.

Event Descriptions

From the foregoing discussions, it
is evident that to describe a CCF
event, (or indeed any failure
~vent) in sufficient detail to be
!useful for the procedure of
;Reference 1, it is desirable to

include descriptions of all those
factors that allowed the event to
occur. This includes the
identification of trigger events,
conditioning events, those aspects
of design or operating practices
that allowed these conditioning
events and trigger event to impact
more that one component, and the
particular aspect or aspects of
the defenses that were deficient.
The data requirements for a
detailed quantitative analysis are
discussed in detail in Reference
9. However, while improved
reporting will lead to a more
objective evaluation of the event
itself, its reinterpretation for
the purposes of translating the
experience to a target plant to
help construct the pseudo plant
specific data base, will always be
to some extent subjective. This
is illustrated by considering the
simple model of a CCF event as
resul ting from a set of common
cause mechanisms whose frequencies
are modified by factors which
represent the impact of the
defenses as discussed in Reference
1, where it was referred to as the
partial Beta factor method. It
would be difficult for an analyst
to decide whether the occurrence
of an event was an indication of a
high propensity for the mechanism
to occur, or an indication of the
poor quality of a defense. In a
similar way, it is difficult to
define a unique root cause. The
root cause, following GanolO, is
defined as the most basic reason
for an effect, which, it
corrected, will prevent
recurrence. The root cause can be
seen to be a subjective notion,
since it is tied to the
implementation of a defense;
different operators will identify
different corrective actions,
implying different perceived
deficiencies in defenses. Since
there are, in many cases, several
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possible defenses that are
applicable to a particular causal
mechanism, there could in
principle be many "root causes".
The root cause could be a trigger
event or a conditioning event. To
be a root cause of a CCF event
however, it must have the capacity
for impacting all components in
the group.

Sunnnary

The above discussions illustrate
the fact that failure mechanisms,
and in particular, common cause
failure mechanisms can be complex.
While it may be possible to
identify a root cause, and
therefore a corrective action, at
the plant where the event
occurred, the same corrective
action may not be appropriate at
another plant. In a similar way
the assessment of the likelihood
of such an event occurring at
another plant will be difficult,
involving as it does the
assessment of the relative
frequencies of occurrence of the
failure mechanisms, the strengths
of the coupling, and the relative
weaknesses of the defenses. Thus,
significant improvement in the
quantification of CCF event
probabili ties is unlikely to be
achieved in the near term.
However, it is arguable whether
:this is indeed necessary. Current
PRAs illustrate very clearly that
the mechanisms represented by
common cause failures can be
important and why. Thus, perhaps
what the analyses are telling the
industry is that it is important
to make sure that the CCF events
that have the biggest impact or
risk will not occur.

Part of the NRC research program
~as to begin the search for
~ualitative methods that would
help achieve this aim.
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One of the approaches proposed is
the construction of cause defense
matrices that summarize, on a
component specific basis, the
specific mechanisms that have been
observed, and the defensive
tactics that can mitigate against
their recurrence. This would
provide a checklist against which
plants could check their
vulnerability. Furthermore,
while the arguments are not
developed here, it is argued in
Reference 8 that mechanisms of
failure can be grouped according
to general root cause
characteristics and coupling
factors, and that a suitable
defense can be assigned to each
group. This is the basis on which
the review philosophy outlined in
the next section is based.

A PROCEDURE FOR A CCF REVIEW BASED
ON DEFENSES

This section discusses the
possibility of developing a
procedure for performing a review
of nuclear power plant design and
operations that is focused on
identifying potential common cause
failure mechanisms. The overall
philosophy proposed is to
structure the review according to
a generic classes of defenses
against equipment unavailability,
such as those identified in
Reference 8 and summarized below.

Barriers Any physical impediment
that tends to confine and/or
restrict a potentially damaging
situation.

Personnel Training A program to
assure that the operators and
maintainers are familiar with
procedures and are able to follow
them correctly during all
conditions of operation.



Quality Control A program to
assure that the product is in
conformance with the documented
design, and that is operation and
maintenance are according to
approved procedures, standards,
and regulatory requirements.
Redundancy Additional, identical,
redundant components added to a
system solely for the purpose of
increasing the likelihood that a
sufficient number of components
will survive exposure to a given
cause of failure and be available
to perform a given function. This
is a tactic to improve system
availability, but by definition,
common cause failures decrease the
positive impact of this particular
tactic. However, increasing
redundancy will generally still
have value.
Preventive Maintenance A program
of applicable and effective
preventive maintenance tasks
designed to prevent premature
failure or degradation of
components.
Monitoring, Surveillance Testing
and Inspection Monitoring via
alarms, frequent tests and/or
inspections so that unannounced
failures from any detectable
causes are not allowed to
accumulate. This includes special
tests performed on redundant
components in response to observed
failures.
;"ProceduresReview A review of
'Operational, Maintenance, and
.Calibration/test procedures to
eliminate incorrect or
inappropriate actions resulting in
component or system

.unavailability.
Diversity The mixture of
interchangeable components made by

~differentmanufacturers (equipment
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diversity), or the introduction of
a totally redundant system with an
entirely different principle of
operation (functional diversity)
for the express purpose of
reducing the likelihood of a total
loss of function that might occur
because all like components are
vulnerable to the same cause(s) of
failure. Diversity in staff is
another form of applying this
concept, i.e., using different
teams to maintain and test
redundant trains. This is a
tactic that specifically addresses
common cause failures. These
defenses can be argued to be
present in some form or other at
all plants. Since it is the role
of defenses in inhibiting the CCFs
that is of primary interest here,
however, the objective of the
review is to identify particular
weaknesses in the application of
these defenses, that could allow
simultaneous multiple failures.
This is an attempt to generalize
the lessons learned from
historical events.
The reason for attacking the
problem from the point of view of
the defenses is that it can be
argued that a good defense can
prevent a whole class of common-
cause failures for many types of
components, irrespective of the
details of the failure mechanisms.
Thus, identification of the
existence of particular strengths
in the defenses can lead to
increased assurance that certain
types of CCFs are unlikely to
occur. The identification of
weaknesses leads to an
identification of the type of
mechanisms for which a more
detailed analysis is warranted.
The first level of the review,
therefore, is a high level
screening analysis.



Because of the emphasis on common
cause failures, a major
requirement for a review is that
is should provide a means to
assess the adequacy of the
defensive strategy being applied
at a plant, as a means of
maintaining independence between
redundant components with respect
to the occurrence of failure
causes. However, it should not be
forgotten that an equally good
strategy is to prevent CCFs by
preventing the failure mechanisms
themselves. Thus, a review of the
defensive strategy, that is
focused on the assurance of a low
probability of common cause
failures, cannot be divorced from
one which is designed to minimize
unavailability or maximize
reliability of individual
components.
In order to structure the review,
it is necessary first to identify
how each tactic can help prevent
CCFs. This can be used to define
a requirement, or set of
.requirements, for the successful
implementation of that tactic.
Further, it will help define the
essential characteristics of that
implementation that should be
reviewed to assess the quality of
the implementation. An essential
part of the review process will be
the establishment of methods for
determining the significance of
any observed weaknesses. It is at
this stage that an appreciation of
individual dominant failure
mechanisms may become more

.important.
It is relatively straightforward
to define general requirements
for, and general characteristics
of, a good defensive strategy,
that can be used as a tool for
screening analysis, but developing
guidelines for a more detailed
analysis is more complicated. For
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example, setting criteria for the
measurement of the quality of
training, or the clarity of
procedures is not a trivial task.
In addition, the qualities of the
defenses are not independent. For
example, the quality of a
preventive maintenance program can
be influenced by that of the ISI
program, and the quality of the
training program by that of the
procedures review. It is clear
that the establishment of the
guidelines, and their application
in a review, will be multi-
disciplinary, and involve design
engineers, operating staff, and
human factors specialists.
Nevertheless, the idea of basing a
review on the review of the
quality of the defensive strategy
seems to be an approach that has
considerable merit, particularly
as a complement to a review
against historically occurring
events. It is of particular value
because it approaches the problem
from a different direction,thus
increasing the scope of the
review.
SUMMARY

In this paper, some of the
limitations in applying the
procedure for quantitative common
cause failure analysis, presented
in Reference 1, have been describ-
ed. The principal practical
difficulties arise from the
quality and quantity of data, and
the lack of guidance for the
interpretation of event descrip-
tions. This forces the analyst
into making assumptions when
analyzing data, and since diff-
erent analysts may have different
biases, this makes comparing
analyses performed by different
analysts difficult. Furthermore,
the data set, on which the quanti-
tative analysis is based, in



general will represent only a
subset of these failure mechanisms
that are possible. Major
improvements in the quality of
data, that is available in
sufficient quantity to signif-
icantly improve the quantitative
estimates of CCF probabilities, is
not achievable in the next several
years. An alternative then is to
use the PRA, with the current data
base, with all its inadequacies,
to identify the potentially
signif-icant CCF events. This
process will capture the
collective experience of the
industry. The further investi-
gation of these vulnerabilities
may then be addressed with a
qualitative approach, based on a
review of the adequacy of the
application of a generic set of
defenses to the prevention of
common cause or, more generally,
multiple failures. This combined
approach would increase the
completeness of the search for
potential common cause mechanisms,
and, most importantly, provide a
means to identify corrective
actions.
In order to set up such a review
it is necessary to have a
comprehensive picture of the types
of common cause failure mechanisms
that can arise. This can be
achieved by considering some
general characteristics of CCF
mechanisms based on a review of
those that have occurred. Some
concepts that are helpful in
describing these characteristics
have been introduced. Their
inclusion in event reports would
greatly improve the quality of the
data base.
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ACCIDENT SEQUENCE FREQUENCY ANALYSIS - PERSPECTIVES AND LIMITATIONS.

Allen L. Camp
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM USA

Abstract
The success of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) has led to numerous
improvements to the safety of commercial nuclear power plants. Those
very successes, however, have led to a situation where the events that
PRAs have traditionally modeled are extremely rare. As a result,
current PRAs have the potential to be misleading because events
previously considered to be unimportant and, thus, not included in the
scope of the analyses may now be dominant. This paper provides an
assessment of the current status of accident sequence analysis methods
and identifies particular limitations that should be addressed in future
studies.

1. Introduction and Background
The purpose of this paper is to
assess the adequacy of the
quantitative results from current
accident sequence frequency
analysis methods, identify
important limitations in those
methods, and suggest areas where
significant improvements may be
possible. The paper focuses on
accident sequences initiated
internally to the plant.
The Reactor Safety Study! in the
mid-1970s provided the first
major application of
probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) to nuclear reactors. While
tremendous strides in methodology
have been made since that time,
it still provides the basis for a
general modeling approach and has
strongly influenced recent PRAs,
such as those contained in the
recent NUREG-11502•

In the view of the author, the
PRAs performed in the late 1970s
and 1980s have been amazingly
successful. Virtually every PRA
performed has resulted in some
significant change at the plant
being analyzed in order to
improve safety. PRAs have been
used to improve operator
training, modify maintenance
practices, and eliminate
significant vulnerabilities due
to faulty designs. While PRA
evolved too late to influence the
design process for most currently
operating reactors, it is being
used now in the design process
for future plants.
2. Perspectives on Quantitative

Results
While the successes of PRA have
been far reaching, we must keep
in mind that they are limited to
certain classes of issues, i.e.,

.This work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
performed at Sandia National Laboratories, which is operated for
the U.S. Department of Energy under contract DE-AC04-76DP00789.
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those that can be readily
included in the structure of PRA
models. The scope of accident
sequence analysis is generally
limited to component failures of
specific types and operator
failures to correctly perform
prescribed actions. As will be
discussed later, even the
consideration of initiating
events is limited in scope.
Before proceeding into a
discussion of the specific
limitations of PRA and possible
improvements, it is important to
understand the potential
implications of these limitations
to both PRA practitioners and
decision-makers.
Most PRA analysts are aware that
previous models have not included
a large number of very low
probability events, because of
their perceived unimportance and
their difficulty to model. with
most PRAs producing core damage
frequencies between 10.5 and 10-3

per reactor year, it was
reasonable to discount accidents
that occurred with frequencies
that were two or three orders of
magnitude lower. In a few cases,
such as for operator errors of
commission, events were excluded
simply because there was no
generally accepted modeling
approach. However, the recent
successes of PRA have
dramatically reduced the
contributions to the core damage
frequency from those failures and
events that generally are
modeled. Thus, core damage
frequencies are being pushed down
into the 10~ range. In this
range, the quantitative results
are questionable, as there is no
technical basis for concluding
that the issues outside of the
PRA scope would not contribute at
least at that level.
Paradoxically, the success of PRA
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in improving safety and driving
down the core damage frequency
from readily modeled causes has
rendered its quantitative results
untenable in an absolute sense.
Why are the absolute numbers
important? Most PRA
practitioners, including this
author, have taken the position
for years that the value of PRA
lies in the insights and
understanding of the plant
response that comes from
performing the analysis. The
identification and correction of
key vulnerabilities does not rely
on highly accurate numbers.
However, times have changed, and
PRA must change with them. Many
countries, including the U.S.,
either have or are considering
some form of safety goal. An
increasingly risk conscious
public is asking pointed
questions about the risks to
which they are being subjected.
Safety goal comparisons are being
made by some as if the numbers
can be considered accurate, with
little, if any, discussion of the
scope that is included. In the
author's view this is misleading
to the public. If an accident
occurs, the public will not
understand or care that it was
not one that was within the scope
of the analysis.
Along with safety goal
comparisons, PRA results are
being used to rank the importance
of issues and to support cost-
benefit studies. If the accuracy
of the PRA results can not be
supported, then all such uses of
the results are open to question.
A perfect PRA can never be
achieved, nor should PRA
practitioners attempt to achieve
one. On the other hand, the
numbers are becoming increasingly
important, along with the



3.1 Accidents Occurring at Low
Power and Shutdown Conditions
Until recently, virtually all
PRAs for power reactors were
performed for full power
conditions. This was considered
to be a conservative approach,
based on having the maximum
amount of energy available in the

Recent developments in
uncertainty analysis2 have gone a
long way toward providing a
realistic characterization of the
uncertainties inherent in those
issues included within the PRA
models. However, those issues
outside the scope are significant
and are the subject of the
remainder of this paper.

In the discussions below, some of
the limitations of PRA perceived
by the author as among the most
significant are examined. The
issues discussed should not be
considered necessarily to be the
only ones of importance.
Further, it should be noted that
the issues selected are those
which are generally treated
nonconservativelYi a similar list
of issues treated conservatively
could be generated.

The reasons that accidents in
these other conditions could be
important become clear upon
examination of the possible plant
configurations during shutdown,
First, major maintenance
activities related to safety
systems often occur during
shutdown. Depending upon the
particular shutdown mode,
technical specification
requirements for safety systems
may be minimal. Thus, the usual
redundancy required at full power
may not exist.

core, which in turn maximizes the
system response requirements and
minimizes the time available to
prevent core damage. However,
recent studies3,4 and precursor
eventsS indicate that accidents
occurring at conditions other
than full power may also be
contributors to core damage
frequency.

Second, sufficient decay heat is
still present to lead to core
damage. During a recent event
involving the loss of all AC
power and heat removaI for 36
minutes at a PWR following
shutdown for approximately 25
days, the primary system was
heating up at a rate of
approximately 0.7 C per minute.S

The heatup rate was less than
that which results from a trip at
full power, but was still
significant.
Third, the human response can be
expected to be less proficient
during shutdown conditions.
Emergency operating procedures
are limited for shutdown
conditions, the plant status is
often unclear due to the large
number of maintenance activities
underway, and the control room
staff may be expected to be less
attentive. In fact, new types of

CurrentinLimitations
Models

3.

insights. To believe otherwise
is wishful thinking. Given that
the numbers are important, the
current PRA results can not be
defended as accurate on a
technical basis. They are often
conservative in what they do
consider, while ignoring
completely other issues. Our
goal should be realistic PRAs
that are complete in scope, with
clear reasons for eliminating any
particular threat from
consideration.
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human errors may need to be
considered during shutdown.
Precursor events, such as in
Reference 6, describe cases of
operators taking actions that
could inadvertently drain the
primary coolant system.
Fourth, the integrity of the
primary cooling system may be
compromised as a result of
ongoing refueling operations.
with the primary system
depressurized, and partially
drained down in some cases, the
boiloff time is reduced and the
retention of radionuclides in the
primary system may be limited.
Low pressure conditions may also
be conducive to energetic fuel-
coolant interactions if
significant core damage occurs.
Finally, containment integrity
may be compromised during
shutdown. In many cases the
equipment hatch or other
penetrations will be open to
support maintenance activities.
Thus, the likelihood that
radionuclides are held up in
containment will be minimized,
and offsite releases could be
expected to occur within minutes
of the onset of core damage.
Based on the arguments above, one
can conclude that shutdown
accidents need to be carefully
considered before complete risk
estimates can be produced. To
date, only the Chernobyl accident
has actually led to core damage
during low power or shutdown
operations (at least for
commercial power reactors), and
the unusual circumstances of that
event may lead us to discount
that scenario in future analyses.
with the plant history data
available, we can conclude that
the frequency of core damage
events during low power and
shutdown must, on average, be

well below 10-3 per rear, and
preliminary analyses ,4 would
suggest numbers much lower than
that. However, there is no basis
to conclude that their frequency
would be well below the 10~
level, such that they would be
insignificant contributors to
risk.
Analysis of low power and
shutdown accidents remains
"difficult. Most previous studies3

have been valuable, but have not
generally analyzed shutdown
accidents in the same detail as
full power accidents. The reason
for this is straightforward.
within each different plant
operating mode, different
technical specifications apply,
and therefore different plant
configurations are possible.
Therefore, a separate analysis is
required for each configuration,
which can result in effectively
performing several different
PRASe It is generally difficult
to find data to describe the
component and system
availabilities in each of the
modes and to describe the manner
in which the availabilities may
be correlated due to simultaneous
maintenance, for example.
Further, the possibility of
operator errors leading to loss
of heat removal or even induced
LOCAs is extremely difficult to
deal with. The NRC has begun a
program to address these issues,
but the work is not yet
complete.7,8

3.2 Design and Construction
Errors
PRAs generally assume that all
components in the plant are
properly constructed and were
properly designed. These
assumptions are only confirmed in
cases where components are
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correctly tested under the same
conditions that will be present
during an accident.
There are many different types of
possible design and construction
errors. The most obvious are
those such as the use of improper
materials and construction
techniques in containments and
other structures. The
containment may be tested to a
proof pressure, but PRAs often
assume that pressures two or
three time higher can be
withstood before failure.
Even prior to construction, it is
possible to improperly select
materials and components in the
design process. For instance, a
motor for a motor-operated valve
(MOV) may be selected that
performs properly under test
conditions involving low pressure
differentials. In an accident,
however, the motor may be too
small to close the valve against
full flow and high differential
pressures.
Very subtle errors are possible
in the design and construction of
actuation and control circuitry.
Problems can occur involving
cross wiring multiple trains of
equipment, in the sequencing of
loading equipment onto a power
bus, and even in the control room
indication of whether a valve is
open or closed.
An even more difficult problem
involves failures that are not
related to an actual error in
design, but rather to a lack of
understanding of severe accident
phenomena. For example, the
pressurizer level readings at
Three Mile Island were unexpected
and difficult to interpret. The
plant instrumentation was not
designed to provide unambiguous
information in such a situation.
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This was not an error on the part
of the designers as much as an
inability to predict the types of
situations that could conceivably
be encountered.
Only systems that are used
infrequently and not tested under
accident conditions are likely to
be susceptible to design and
construction errors.
Unfortunately, many safety
systems fall in this category,
along with nonsafety systems that
could be used as alternate
coolant injection sources, such
as firewater.
Because, as noted above, safety
systems may be particularly
susceptible to design and
construction errors, the author
believes that these errors could
have a significant impact on the
core damage frequency. It
appears that an error in the
control rod design contributed to
the accident at Chernobyl. Given
the redundancy in nuclear power
plant safety systems, only
unusual events, such as systems
not behaving as anticipated, are
likely to lead to core damage.
Some data exist in Licensee Event
Reports and other sources to
confirm that design and
construction errors do occur.
However, obtaining good data is
difficult due to the infrequency
of those events that would tend
to uncover such defects.
While no technical basis
currently exists for
comprehensively estimating the
importance of design and
construction errors, they could
conceivably dominate those PRAs
that produce low core damage
frequencies. At this time the
author is not aware of any major
research efforts in this area.



A more difficult problem to deal
with is that of misleading or
erroneous instrumentation. Plant
instrumentation may be affected
by the environments associated
with accidents, e.g., high
temperature steam or fire
conditions. Current PRAs, such
as NUREG-1150, consider the

While the current state of the
art in human reliability analysis
is less than totally
satisfactory , it is possible to
review plant procedures to
determine their clarity and
potential for misinterpretation.
The efficacy of the procedures
can be further verified through
the use of simulators. Symptom
based procedures tend to make it
unlikely that significant numbers
of accidents will not be
addressed by the procedures.

For the purposes of this paper,
operator errors of commission are
intentional acts taken by
operators outside of procedures.
These can occur as a result of
vague procedures, misleading
instrumentation, or simply errors
on the part of the operators.
The accidents at both TMI and
Chernobyl involved some errors of
commission. Including such
errors in PRAs is extremely
difficult, because the number of
possible actions to consider is
almost limitless. The operators
may turn off operating systems,
open valves, open circuit
breakers, or perform some
combination of actions that is
totally unexpected. Even if such
actions can be identified,
quantification is difficult,
because of the low occurrence
rate of those errors of
commission most likely to lead to
core damage.

3.3 Operator
Commission

Errors of
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possibility that instrumentation
may fail and, if it fails,
generally do not give credit for
the use of systems that rely on
that particular instrumentation.
On the other hand, the PRAs do
not consider the impact of
erroneous operator actions that
may result from the incorrect
readings. The classic example is
the case of the operator's at TMI
erroneously believing that the
pressurizer was full and turning
off the emergency core cooling
system.
Also difficult to deal with are
simple random operator errors of
commission. with humans involved
in a wide variety of activities
around the plant, it is difficult
to reduce the number of possible
errors to a manageable level. To
some extent this type of error is
included in current data bases.
For example, some errors of
commission simply lead to the
initiation of a plant transient.
Thus, some of these errors are
already inherently included in
current PRAs. However, the
potential importance of the
errors not included is not
currently known.
3.4 Common Cause Failures

Affecting Multiple Systems
Most recent PRAs have considered
common cause failures to some
degree. NUREG-1150, for example,
modeled the common cause failure
of like components within a
system. Common cause failures of
diesel generators, safety
injection pumps or batteries are
examples of the types of failures
included. There are many types
of causes of such failures,
including common test and
maintenance errors, moisture
intrusion, high temperature, etc.
Some of the causes of common



difficult to determine.
Methods do exist to estimate the
likelihood of plant damage given
a specified threat, but without
the definition of the threat,
complete quantification remains
difficult. Even if the threat
could be precisely defined today,
it would be different tomorrow,
because it is a function of
complex social and political
factors.

PRA research has been ongoing for
many years. While this research
has been highly successful, it
has been conducted on a somewhat
ad hoc basis. Research has been
conducted in areas perceived to
be important and where the
problems appear tractable. This
was an appropriate approach for
the initial development of PRA.
However, future research needs to
break away from traditional areas
and tackle the difficult scope
questions.
Much current research is directed
toward areas that are perceived
to be important to risk and where
the uncertainties are large.
While this is not an entirely
illogical approach, this author
would suggest a different focus.
To the extent possible, we should
appropriately characterize the
uncertainties of current issues,
accept those uncertainties, and
focus our attention on broadening
the scope of PRA. Once we have a
more complete product, we can
return our attention to reducing
the uncertainties in the issues
that are being modeled.
While the perfect PRA will remain
ever out of reach, it is
appropriate for PRA practitioners
to strive for maximum scope and

AssessingApproach for
Research Needs
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cause failures, such as faulty
valve maintenance procedures, are
not necessarily limited in effect
to components within a particular
system. However, such failures
are not generally included in
PRAs for two reasons.

Second, most PRA practitioners
believe that the common cause
failure of more than a very few
components at one time is an
extremely unlikely event.
Further, the failures most likely
to occur are those within the
same system because the
commonality among components is
maximized. Therefore, there is
an intuitive feeling that the
common cause failures of multiple
systems are not dominant. This
may indeed be the correct
conclusion, but there is minimal
technical defense at this time.

First, modeling common cause
failures across system boundaries
is extremely difficult. For
components, such as valves,
relays, or circuit breakers,
there is a very large number of
possible failure combinations to
consider. Explicitly modeling
each possible failure combination
is nearly impossible using
current fault tree techniques.

3.5 Sabotage
Sabotage differs from an operator
error of commission in that there
is willful intent to damage the
facility. Sabotage frequencies
are not generally quantified in
PRAs for a couple of reasons.
First, sabotage is not an
"accident" and is usually
considered to be inherently
different from the events
normally included in PRASe
Second, the frequency and
character of the sabotage events
(the analogy of accident
initiating events) are very
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degree of completeness. Only
with broad coverage can we have
any confidence that the most
important issues and
vulnerabilities are being
identified. The problem facing
PRA analysts is dealing with
these broad issues within the
context of finite budgets and
schedules.
The first step in developing
research programs in areas such
as those discussed in section 3
is to develop appropriate
screening and bounding
techniques. These methods should
be directed at determining the
overall importance of the issues
and developing research
priorities. If the screening
methods determine that a
particular issue could be a
dominant contributor to the core
damage frequencies of nuclear
power plants, then research
should be undertaken to develop
more detailed analysis methods
and to produce strategies for
dealing with the issue.
As an example, consider the case
of construction errors. While
construction errors occur on a
plant-specific basis, it is
possible to examine their
importance using existing PRAs
such as those in NUREG-1150. In
order to bound the potential
effect of construction errors,
the evaluation could consider
several parts. First, both
plant-specific and generic data
can be examined to identify
particular types of construction
errors not already included in
equipment failure rates. Errors
that would be found during
preoperational testing could be
eliminated. Once a possible list
of undetectable construction
errors is developed, then
appropriate failures can be built
into the PRA models.
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In order to make the example more
specific, consider the
containment structure.
containments are normally tested
to a proof pressure, but PRAs
usually assess a high probability
that they will withstand a much
higher pressure. In order to
bound the effect of a containment
construction error, the
containment failure pressure can
be set to the proof pressure in
the PRA models and then the risk
calculation can be repeated. If
there is no significant change in
the estimated risk, then the
issue can be dropped.
Suppose, however, that changing
the containment failure pressure
would lead to dramatic changes in
the estimated risk. In that
case, a more accurate assessment
of the likelihood of construction
errors would be necessary. A
research program would be needed
to develop a method for
estimating appropriate failure
rates. Such a program would
include methods for collecting
and evaluating appropriate data,
examination of construction
records, expert judgment on the
part of construction engineers
and inspectors, and human factors
analysis. A method would be
needed that ultimately has
generic applicability or is
simple enough to be applied on a
plant-specific basis.
Construction errors clearly
involve more than just
containments. However, the same
type of approach could be applied
to groups of construction errors
that are similar in nature. The
main thing is to perform
screening and bounding types of
analyses in order to determine
what is important. We should
also remember that, along with
developing better quantification
techniques, a key value of PRA is



gaining an understanding of the
way in which failures and errors
occur so that they may be
minimized at the plants. Thus,
there is real value in
understanding how and why
construction errors occur and
which ones could be most
important to risk, even if the
numbers remain highly uncertain
at the end of the study.
All types of errors will not be
amenable to the same type of
approach as construction errors.
However, the same philosophy of
using available models and
information to support screening
and bounding studies should work
for many different types of
issues. other approaches could
be developed as necessary.
5. Summary and Conclusions
There have been tremendous
advances in PRA over the last 15
years. PRA in its current form
has been highly successful,
leading to significant safety
improvements at operating plants.
Increased acceptance of PRA is
leading, among other things, to
more use of the quantitative
results, for example in
comparison to safety goals. When
using the quantitative results,
it is very important to
understand the limitations in the
PRA scope and methods.

However, there is no need to
immediately push forward with
massive research programs in all
areas. Screening and bounding
techniques should be developed at
modest cost. These techniques
can determine the potential
importance of the issues and help
set priorities for detailed
research in those areas that may
be important to risk. As a final
thought, it is imperative that
PRA practitioners and regulators
stop hiding behind the excuse
that "it's not within our scope."
This is an argument that may have
technical validity, but one that
the public will not understand.
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SHOWING COMPLIANCE WITH PROBABILISTIC SAFETY
CRITERIA AND OBJECTIVES

M.F.Versteeg
Ministry of Social Affairs
and Employment
Nuclear Safety Department
P.O.Box 69
2270 MA Voorburg
The Netherlands

1. INTRODUCTION

In the Netherlands probabilistic
safety criteria and goals (PSCs) on
the public health level have been
developed. As far as these PSCs are
applicable to the operation of nuclear
power plants, this article describes
some pitfalls of using probabilistic
safety assessments (PSAs) in showing
compliance with these risk criteria
and goals. Therefore this article
gives some guidance in dealing with
uncertainties and cutting off the
frequencies in the extreme low
probability domain where the results
of the PSA are very uncertain, and
showing compliance with safety goals
and criteria becomes ambiguous and
disputable. It is not an aim of this
article to suggest the use and the
development of safety criteria and
goals for the various aspects of risk.
Although this article more or less is
restricted to the nuclear world, some
conclusions are also valid for the use
of non-nuclear PSAs, thus applicable
to risk management in general.
Therefore a paragraph is devoted to
the similarities and differences
between the use of PSAs in the nuclear
industry and the chemical industry.
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2 QUANTITATIVE SAFETY CRITERIA AND
OBJECTIVES.

2.1 GENERAL.

Apart from a universal safety concept
regarding nuclear energy the Dutch
government has adopted an explicit
risk-management policy regarding
potential hazardous industries and
activities [refs. 1 and 2]. That is a
policy explicitly referring to the
safety of each single individual in
the vicinity of the plant and of the
population as a whole. This risk
management concept comprises the
following steps:

- Identification of the risks posed
on the population and the possible
scenarios leading to them.

- Quantification of each risk and
the scenarios contributing
dominantly to them.

- Analysis of the risk and its
scenarios, and showing compliance
with criteria and objectives for
prompt individual and societal
risk. This is called the
assessment step.

- Reduction of the risk, if
required, until an optimum level



is reached (ALARA-principle)

- Control i.e. maintaining the risk
at these optimum levels.

Risk quantification means conducting a
PSA. Thus there are not only PSA
applications for enhancing the safety
of the plant itself, but also PSA
applications for an assessment of the
'external' safety of the plant as it
is located in its environment. Safety
criteria and objectives (goals) have

.been developed to create a yardstick
for proper risk assessment [refs. I, 2
and 3] of new (planned) industries.
These criteria differentiate between
three possible risk related
situations: normal risk, where
permissible activities lie, elevated
risk, where reduction is required
according the ALARA principle and
excessive risk, where the risks are
unacceptable. These are specified with
respect to two goals. The first goal
aims at limiting the prompt mortality
risks for the individual citizen,
whilst the second goal aims at
preventing disasters which affect
large segments of the population. A
measure for the latter is the risk of
a larger number of prompt fatalities

~due to that disaster, called societal
prompt mortality risk. Both the number
of casualties and the simultaneity of
dying are ingredients of societal
disruption. It is recognized that
other risk criteria and objectives for
the individual, the society as a
whole, and the environment (both
qualitative and quantitative) are
possible. As far as these objectives
and criteria are not formulated
officially, they fall outside the
scope of this document.

The definitions of individual risk in
the literature vary considerably. For
the purpose of the Dutch risk
management policy regarding major
accidents, the following definitions
for individual risk and societal risk
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were chosen:

- Individual risk is defined as
the expected frequency of death
due to a hazard of a
hypothetical unprotected
person, who is permanently
located out of doors, at any
given fixed location beyond the
perimeter of the installation
concerned.

- Societal (group) risk is
defined as the expected
frequency of N or
more prompt fatalities beyond
the perimeter of the
installation concerned due to a
hazard at that installation. It
is described by a Complementary
Cumulative Probability/Density
Function F of the number
of prompt fatalities N (=F(N».

For each source or activity the upper
bound of acceptable individual risk is
10-6/year. An individual risk of
10-a/year is considered as a de
minimis level. In the area between
these values the ALARA (As Low As
Reasonable Achievable) principle will
be applied. For all hazardous sources
or activities combined, an individual
risk limit of 10-s/year is chosen.

For the criterion and the de minimis
level for societal risk two CCDFs
(Complementary Cumulative Density
Functions) are chosen. These CCDFs
are in the form of two straight lines
on a log-log scale of the F-N plot
(see fig. 1). In order to deal with
risk aversion a slope of -2 for these
CCDFs is chosen. For example hazardous
incidents in which 10 or more people
are killed simultaneously with a best
estimated frequency of 10-s/year are
considered as unacceptable, while a
frequency of lO-7/year for this
consequence is considered as a de
minimis value. These criteria apply to
prompt fatalities, and therefore only



2.2 RADIATION PROTECTION AND NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT SAFETY CRITERIA AND
OBJECTIVES.

to major accidents. In this case only
persons outside the site-boundary are
meant, and not workers inside the
site-boundary.

Apart from this external safety
policy the Netherlands has embodied
the IAEA/NUSS Codes on the Safety of
Nuclear Power Plants (although
slightly modified) in its existing
regulations. Especially article 1204
of the Code of Design (IAEA-Safety
Series No. 50-C-D (Rev 1) [ref. 4]) in
its adapted.Dutch version is of
importance. This article requires the
licensee to demonstrate by means of a
PSA that any design basis accident is
not on the threshold of a sudden
escalation of the consequences of
postulated initiating events (PIEs).

In case there is a decision to expand
the nuclear energy option in the
Netherlands, this risk management
concept will also be used for
licensing of the future NPPs. However,
this application goes hand in hand
with the other applications.
Especially in cases where siting
offers hardly any alternatives for
reducing the risk, optimization of the
safety can be found in source oriented

measures.
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Recently this policy has been extended
to the general topic of radiation
protection [refs. 2 and 21]. Therefo-
re, in case of nuclear power plant
operation, the criteria and objectives
for individual risk will be applied
separately to normal operation and to
major accidents. In the first case
only late fatalities are referred to,
w~ilst in the second case both early
and late fatalities are referred to .

.Also for 'non-major accident'
situations a cumulative individual
risk limit, due to all radiation
sources and activities, of 10-Slyear
has been adopted. With radiation
sources and activities man made,
artificial sources and activities are
meant.

NU~1BER OF PROMPT FATALITIES-----'N

figure 1. Societal Risk Objective and Criterion.
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This means that it should be
demonstrated that large releases of
radioactivity do not exceed 10-6/year.

In a Dutch proposed amendment on an
underlying Safety Guide (IAEA Safety
Series 50-SG-D11 [ref. 5]) limiting
values are given for the maximum
credit which non-diverse safety
systems can claim for their
reliability.

"The reliability claimed for a system
in the analysis should be limited
to a value which reflects the best
estimate that can be made taking
into account that there may be
mechanisms for common-cause failures
which are unknown. For
non-diversified systems this
limitation shall be in a range
corresponding to one failure per 103

to 104 demands."

In that safety guide also cut-off
frequencies for external events are
given for design purposes.

"combination of external events and
other incidents have to be assumed
if these events have a causal
relation or if on the basis of a PSA
the probability of a large release
caused by the combined event is
higher than 10-6/year. The
calculation of the probability shall
include any potential increase of
the failure probability of
components that are subjected to
external events."

Also the public health risks due to
normal operation and incidents in the
design basis area will be bound to the
criteria for individual risk. But to
ensure that the engineered safety
features of a particular NPP are
adequate, the use of conservative
deterministic analyses of the
respective design basis accidents is
in this context a more appropriate
tool than the use of a PSA. The reason
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that this conservative, deterministic
approach has some advantages above the
probabilistic approach is because:

- Design basis accidents are
postulated to encompass a whole
range of related possible initiating
events which can challenge the plant
in a similar way. Therefore these
other related initiating events do
not need to be ana1ysed separately.

- This approach enables a much easier
introduction of the required
conservatism than the probabilistic
approach. For the latter uncertainty
analyses are necessary to calculate
the confidence levels.

- By definition design basis accidents
are mitigated or stopped accident
sequences. They do not result in
core melt scenarios, and are
consequently considered as success
sequences. The related radioactive
releases are negligible compared to
the uncontrolled large releases of
some of the beyond design basis
accidents. Therefore the
consequences of design basis
accidents are not considered in the
general 'state-of-the-art' PSA,
which primarily focuses on core melt
scenarios and associated large
off-site releases.

It is obvious that the aforesaid risk
criteria are not appropriate to be
used as a yardstick in the
deterministic approach, and a separate
set of safety criteria needs to be
formulated. Like the other EEC
countries the Netherlands has proposed
a probabilistic radiological target
for the design basis area
(> 10-6/year). This target is: No
member of the public shall be exposed
to doses in excess of .05 Sv (effect.
dose equivalent) as a consequence of a
single incident with a probability
around 10-4/reactor year.



It should be kept in mind, that the
frequencies and the phenomenology of
the design basis accidents might be
somewhat hypothetical, although
conservatively chosen. Also they
represent a whole class of similar
incidents, which are not analysed in

.detail. Therefore, an unambiguous
relation between this radiological
target and the aforesaid criterion for
individual risk cannot be given a
priori. On the other hand it is not
surprisingly that the respective
values lie in the same range.

For normal operation and operational
occurrences (frequencies from 1 to
10-1/year) a dose limit of .04
mSv/year is chosen. The latter value
is based on the individual risk limit
of 10-6/year and a risk factor of
2.5 lO-2/Sv.

3. SHOWING COMPLIANCE WITH RISK
CRITERIA AND GOALS.

3.1 CONSISTENCY BETWEEN PROBABILISTIC
SAFETY CRITERIA AND PROBABILISTIC
SAFETY ASSESSMENTS.

Also in other countries quantitative
safety goals and objectives are
increasingly included or actively
considered in nuclear regulatory
decisions [ref. 7 and 8]. These PSCs
might be on the system, plant,
containment performance or the public
health level. PSA results and
established probabilistic safety
goals/criteria (PSC) to be compared
should be consistent in the definition
of the undesired event and in the
assumptions regarding the estimation
of its probability and magnitude. But
probabilistic safety objectives or
criteria, especially those at the
public health level, are of a
political nature and therefore often
phrased in broad terms, without a
clear definition of terms, boundary
conditions, etc. Even quantitative
safety objectives or criteria at the
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plant or system level have these
defects. Often there is hardly any
indication if the goals or criteria
refer to a mean value, median value or
95-th percentile. In case of a limit-
value for core damage it is not always
clear what is meant by the term core
damage. This might range from
degradation of the fuel cladding to a
totally disrupted and relocated core
on the lower head of the reactor
pressure vessel. In order to show
compliance with these kinds of safety
goals it is necessary that PSC or a
PSA provides at least a clear overview
of the adopted boundary conditions,
assumptions being made, definition of
terms, etc.

Apart from these problems of showing
compliance with vague goals and
criteria one is also often faced with
problems regarding uncertainties,
cut-off frequencies, a required
minimum level of detail, etc.

Therefore, it should be kept in mind,
that some of the following factors/
issues are necessary for the process
of demonstrating compliance.
(This list is not intended to be
complete.)

1. Definition of terms and boundary
conditions.

- definition of core melt/ damage
(level-1 goals)

- definition of containment failure,
large release, etc.

(level-2 goals)

- definition of best estimate data
and modelling

- definition of early and late
fatalities (level-3 goals)

- definition of region (distance
from nuclear power plant (NPP))
for which safety goal is



applicable.

- procedures for averaging.

- definition of applicability
(existing NPPs or new NPPs).

2. PSA specification and contents

- definition of a minimum number
of release categories.

_ prescribe whether or not external
events are to be included.

- prescribe the type of human
interactions which should be
addressed, e.g.: errors of
omission, errors of commission,
etc.

- prescribe if point estimates or
uncertainty modelling should be
applied.

- whether or not to assume plume
rise in certain releases.

- indication whether or not off-site
emergency planning can be include
in the overall risk assessment,
e.g. iodine prophylaxis,
evacuation or health care.

- indication which pathways have
to be included in dispersion
and dose modelling.

- definition of an individual (male
average, pregnant woman, whether
or not restricted to a fixed area,
etc.).

3. Dealing with uncertainties

- required level and scope of
uncertainty analysis.

- uncertainties in data, modelling
and phenomenology to be addressed.

- propagation of uncertainties.
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- interpretation of uncertainties.

- confidence level that should be
demonstrated.

4. Cut-off

- Cut-off value of safety goal.

- frequency cut-off and/or
consequence cut-off.

- uncertainties associated with
cut-off.

5. State of the art

- latest physical models.

- acceptance of models by
regulatory body.

- interface with level of
boundary conditions (ongoing
process of increasing knowledge
leads to less restrictive
boundary conditions, cut-off, etc.,
due to decreasing uncertainties).

- inclusion of new safety
issues during the course of the
PSA, or afterwards.

6. Expert Opinion

- definition and selection of the
expert.

level at which expert opinion
is elicited.

- calibration of expert.

- validation of expert opinion.

- weighing of expert opinion.

7. Level of detail that is needed.



3.2 ASSUMPTIONS THAT ARE BEING MADE
FOR THE DUTCH RISK CRITERIA AND

,OBJECTFVES.

Because the risk criteria and
objectives, as described in ~ 2.1 and
~2.2, refer to a 'best-estimate'
assessment [ref. 2], a PSA which has
the intention to show compliance with
these criteria, shall be a 'best-
estimate' level-3 PSA. This means that
the PSA quantifies the mortality risk
of the neighboring population of a NPP
in a realistic way. Realistic means
that despite uncertainties due to
simplified modelling, lack of
'trustworthy' data and lack of
knowledge regarding physical processes
taking place during coremelt
scenarios, a 'best-estimate' should be
strived for. This means avoiding a
rigorous use of all kinds of extra
conservative assumptions and safety
factors, to be sure that the
calculated risk is always smaller then
the real one. Any assumptions,
however, should be backed up by
detailed analysis and/or calculations.
Any computer codes used in such
neutronic and thermal-hydraulic
calculations should be verified and
validated. On the other hand it does
not mean that conservative
(pessimistic) assumptions are taboo.
In case of a lack of knowledge
regarding frequencies, phenomena, etc.
conservative assumptions might be a
solution, especially in those areas
where expert opinions do not provide
definite answers.

Best-estimate is not only valid for
data and modelling,but also for the
boundary conditions of the analysis
itself, i.e. which assumptions are
included in the analysis, and which
are not. An example for such a 'best-
estimate' assessment is an assessment
which includes not only human failures
(slips, mistakes and errors), but also
recovery actions. Another example is
assuming some medical care in the
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consequence modelling. On the other
hand the consequences of large scale
evacuation are not taken into account.

Best estimate or point estimate
values can be used for the failure
data, in order to show compliance with
the criteria for 'external' safety.
These point estimate values are in
practice the mean values of the
probability distributions of plant
specific or generic failure rates.
There is no formal requirement of
using probability density
distributions for the task of showing
compliance with the level-3 PSC, and
to provide a systematic error
propagation study to establish
confidence levels for the final risk
curve. However, a PSA which has the
objective to show compliance with the
aforesaid risk criteria has more
objectives, for example:
identification of the weaknesses and
imbalance in the design and operation
features that can be improved by
backfitting, accident management or
changes in the conceptual design.
Therefore, for a more confident
interpretation of the significance of
the results it is recommended to
conduct an uncertainty analysis. See
next paragraph for a more detailed
elaboration on this subject.

In practice all internal and external
events and all operating states which
are safety relevant are to be included
in the PSA. This is because in this
case the PSA is an integral assessment
of the nuclear power plant (NPP) as it
is located in its environment. On the
other hand there are still a lot of
problems in showing compliance with
the aforementioned risk criteria and
goals.

In ~2 a definition of the prompt
individual mortality risk, and
consequently of the individual itself
is given.



The boundary conditions and
assumptions which are not filled in
yet, will be dealt with in a PSA-
procedures guide for NPPs, which is in
preparation.

4. DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTIES.

Although point estimate values have to
be used for demonstrating compliance
with the level-3 PSCs, it should be
recognized there exist uncertainties
regarding the risks of NPPs,
regardless of whether or not a PSA is
conducted. A PSA attempts to model the
accident sequences; but modelling
requires simplification and
idealization of very complex processes
and phenomena. Therefore it may be
useful to conduct an uncertainty
analysis, combined or not with a
sensitivity analysis. One of the main
advantages of a PSA combined with an
uncertainty analysis is the ability to
identify the 'uncertain' items and to
assess their contribution to the
overall uncertainty of the final
answer. This final answer might be the
core melt frequency, the frequency of
an event sequence, the societal risk,
or any other value of interest. In
other words an uncertainty analysis
can test the robustness and merits of
both the results and measures based on
point values. It can make meaningful
comparisons between measures of risk
so that the robust decisions regarding
the margins of safety can be made.

Uncertainty is not caused by and is
not unique to PSA performances, but it
is also present in deterministic
safety analyses. PSAs have the
capability and strive towards
recognizing and quantifying an as
large as possible part of this
uncertainty. In fact the PSA is the
only method which explicitly
identifies the areas of uncertainty
and can often provide a reasonable
estimate of their cause and magnitude.
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Dependent on the contributions of the
various sources of uncertainty to the
overall uncertainty, and the nature of
these uncertainties (incompleteness,
modelling inadequacy and input
parameter uncertainty) these items
might be analyzed more profoundly. In
other words a PSA combined with an
uncertainty analysis can identify
those areas where a better
understanding would lead to a better
assessment of the risk. However, to
avoid imbalances when conducting an
uncertainty analysis of a full scope
PSA, it must be recognized that the
nature and the extent of the
uncertainties are different for the
various parts of a PSA. E.g. the
uncertainties of the containment
response analysis are primarily due to
modelling uncertainties, the
uncertainties of the plant modelling
are of an 'input parameter
uncertainty' nature, and the
uncertainty in the identification of
the event sequences is suffering from
incompleteness. With respect to the
latter type, completeness cannot be
demonstrated, except within the very
rough bounds of operating experience.
Obviously unrecognized sequences or
dependencies can change the
quantitative results significantly,
like the core melt frequency or health
risks. An example of sequences which
almost certainly will suffer from
omissions, are the human errors of
commission, especially those in the
cognitive domain. Because the impacts
of these omissions on the total
results are hard to quantify, the
process of demonstrating compliance
with quantitative safety criteria
should be accompanied with a certain
minimum amount of scepticism.

Even some events (e.g. sabotage) are
explicitly excluded from present-day
PSAs, principally because of
difficulties in quantifying the
initiating event. It is evident that
limitations in the scope of a PSA



cause incompleteness as well. Not
taking into account all the operating
states of the NPP or limitations in
the spectrum of initiating events can
seriously impact the validity of the
results.

5. THE PROBLEM OF SHOWING COMPLIANCE
WITH THE GROUP RISK CRITERION AND
TRUNCATION OF PROBABILITIES
(FREQUENCY CUT-OFF).

In principle the criteria for the
societal risk (prompt fatalities), as
described in ~2 [ref. I, 2 and 3], do
not stop at any low frequency number;
they continue to an infinitesimally
small value. This means that any
scenario has to be reviewed, no matter
how incredible this scenario may be.
In practice this is not possible. The
reason for this is a lack of knowledge
regarding the nature, causes,
consequences and probabilities of some
of the phenomena which can occur in
the onset of severe accidents.
Therefore it is questionable if it is
wise to calculate the risks in the
extreme low probability domain, to get
a reliable picture of the total risk
to the public. Which level of detail
and which 'Acts of God' should be
included in the analysis?

A special problem involves the
external events, like the seismic
event, which are capable of damaging a
NPP. Apart from the fact that such
incidents are initiating events which
might result in core damage and large
radioactive releases, the event itself
has devastating effects on the
environment of the NPP. The relations-
hip between these two consequences,
and demonstrating compliance in a
strict way, is therefore ambiguous. To
place these scenarios in a proper
context, it is recommended that the
consequences of these events on the
environment are investigated both
with and without the presence of the
NPP. This means that the risk of a NPP
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due to an external event might only be
compared with the PSCs if this risk is
significant in relation to the risk
posed on the population due to the
external event proper.

5.1 ARGUMENTS FOR CUT-OFF.

The effects and probabilities of the
so called design base accidents, like
a steam generator tube rupture or a
PORV (power operated relief valve)
failing to close, can be quantified in
fair detail. Starting from statistical
data on failure modes and frequencies
of the various components, the core
melt frequency can be moderately
assessed. Even the human factor can be
included, although this is still very
limited. The latter is because of the
modelling inadequacies in describing
the human nature. However, it is true
to say that the prompt fatality risks
for the individual citizen and for the
public as a whole due to accidents in
NPPs are dominated by accident
scenarios with very low frequencies,
but with enormous consequences.
Because of the low probabilities,
these accident scenarios are not
included in the design basis. Events
with a larger probability are on the
other hand included in the design
basis, but they contribute less to the
total risk, because their consequences
are for the greater part controlled
and/or mitigated.

An example for extreme low frequency
- large consequence accidents (beyond
design base accidents resulting in
large releases) is a transient
resulting in a medium pressure core
melt scenario, which results in its
turn in an early containment failure
due to a local hydrogen detonation.
The resulting release happens to occur
under very stable weather conditions.
Each of the sub-events have a small to
very small frequency. The probability
of obtaining a 'large' number of
fatalities due to a large release



under 'bad' weather conditions is
therefore very small, because each
condition (sub-event) has to be
satisfied, to let this top event
become a fact. In other words,
anything and everything has to go
wrong. However many of these types of
scenarios are hardly quantifiable
because the uncertainties are large;
uncertainties regarding the nature,
the physical consequences and the
frequencies of the scenarios [ref. 9].
A consequence of including scenarios
in the assessment for which no data
exist, based on experience or
research, is the large uncertainty in
the low frequency domain of the PSA.
The phenomenological description of
the processes and the estimation of
their probabilities are only based on
expert opinion. Examples of these
scenarios are:

- Seismic events resulting in a
loss of the containment functions
of the various barriers between
the fuel and the environment.

- A failure of the reactor pressure
vessel due to a thermal shock.

- The nature and the frequency of
sabotage.

- Modelling of the physical
processes of corium-concrete
interactions.

- Modelling of high-pressure core
melt scenarios (direct containment
heating) .

Although the dependencies between the
failure mechanisms are included in
PSAs, they remain a source of
uncertainties. Processes like man-
machine interactions or common mode
failures are hard to describe. All
kind of interactions are possible
between the events. Because many
events are possible, the dependencies
are numerous. Therefore these
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interactions cannot be assessed
without simplifications. Also lack of
data regarding common cause failures
is a source of uncertainties; only
estimated generic data are used.
Particularly the relations between
intrinsic uncertainties are hard to
quantify, like the dependency of a
particular system failure to its
unintended use, or the consequences of
a fire in a room adjacent to the
cable-spreading floor. Also cognitive
human errors are accompanied by large
uncertainties. Nevertheless these
errors contribute largely to the total
risk of the NPP. Because the hardware
is nearly in an optimally safe
condition due to the established
safety culture, this in its turn
causes the human errors to be
relatively important. Although human
errors can be modelled in some detail,
uncertainties remain. This means that
the very rare 'human' interactions,
dependencies between human actions,
cascade human errors, etc., cannot be
quantified. The same applies to other
very rare events, especially the rare
basic events which are at the same
time top events, like a reactor
pressure vessel break (RPV-break) due
to a thermal shock. Except for an
upper limit of 10-7/ reactor-year, no
meaningful value can be estimated for
the frequency of this scenario,
because of the numerous imponderabili-
ties. A great deal of research effort
has been put into this area to prevent
vessel break. Careful design
procedures, selection of materials,
construction processes, and an
extensive inspection programme of the
vessels with non-destructive testing
methods have been introduced. Because
there exist no data on RPV-break, the
benefit of these measures cannot be
quantified in terms of a reduction of
the failure frequency of the RPV. This
means that statements like: the
failure frequency is approximately
la-a/year or 10-~s/year, cannot be
given. Although in the German Risk



Study-Phase B (DRS-B) [ref. 11] a
frequency range for RPV-break due to
ductile or brittle fracture is
assessed to range from 10-1°/year to
10-14/year. The frequency of a RPV-
break due to thermal shock is assessed
to have an upper limit of
1.4 10-7/reactor year. But in the
paragraph immediately after this
statement in DRS-B can be read that
the only sensible interpretation of
tbese numbers is that this type of
event is practically incredible.

Besides the frequencies of these
events, also the phenomena themselves
are sometimes unknown or uncertain.
The way the RPV fails, the amount of
released fission products, the way the
containment fails, etc., cannot be
adequately described. For instance,
the reactor core is not in a molten
state, but may be dispersed in a heavy
fragmentate form into the containment,
or the core may remain largely intact
and melt subsequently because of the
lack of coolant.

The IAEA says about showing compliance
with safety criteria and objectives in
the extreme low frequency domain [ref.
6] :

"The techniques for the estimation of
risk using PSA have improved
considerably over the last decade.
There remain, however, limitations in
the process (in particular in the area
of human factors, hazards, source term
and containment modelling and
associated data) and inevitably the
risk estimates, because of their
generally very small values, have
significant uncertainties associated
with them. Because of these
limitations and uncertainties the
assessment of safety cannot be made
solely on the basis of comparisons
with Probabilistic Safety Criteria
(PSC), albeit that such comparisons
provide a useful role. Reliance must
also continue to be made on the many
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and diverse procedures and techniques
and deterministic criteria that have
been used in the past to assure
safety.
Thus, PSC are generally developed as
order of magnitude indications of
desire and it is recommended that most
PSC should be considered as targets
rather than limits. The comparison of
the results of an applicable PSA with
the co"esponding PSC provides
additional insight to the judgement
that must be made in finding the level
of plant of plant safety provided an
acceptable one. It is not possible to
provide either a PSA or PSC which
provide absolute go-Ino-go rnles.
However, discriminating use of the
additional information provided will
enhance the ability to judge
acceptable safety. It is only in that
way that the use of PSAIPSC will
improve the main goal which is the
assurance of safety".

Not taking these very rare events into
account does not mean that the major
contributors to the risk of NPPs are
omitted, and that a sharp increase of
the risk below these frequencies is
obscured. A statement that the risk in
this domain is not characterized by
cliff-edge effects can be made
credible. Although reliable estimates
of the frequencies and the effects
cannot be given, some insights into
the processes and scenarios, which
have a hypothetical possibility of
occurrence, exist. The enormous
research activities on the source
terms of beyond design base accidents
and the investigations of the degraded
core of TM! have shown that the
largest fraction of the halogen , the
aerosols and non-volatile fission
products remain in the melt. Even if
the corium is sprayed under high
pressure into the containment (direct
containment heating scenario) the
source term is significant but limited
[refs. 10, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18].
Apart from the limited source terms in



this domain, there are still
possibilities for reducing the
frequencies as well as for mitigating
the consequences of these severe
accidents. Both internal and external
measures are possible. So called
'Accident Management' measures have
been developed to control these
accident-scenarios as far as possible
[refs 16 and 22]. This means
installation of 'hardware'-like and
procedural measures to prevent and/or
to mitigate the consequences of severe
accidents, e.g. hydrogen ignitors to
prevent an uncontrolled in-containment
hydrogen deflagration-detonation
transition, or procedures for 'bleed
and feed' to prevent a high pressure
core melt scenario.

The previously mentioned research
activities also showed that the time
intervals between the onset of the
accident and the actual release range
from several hours to several days.
These time intervals allow for
evacuation or other emergency
preparedness measures, like providing
the population with stable iodine
tablets for prophylaxis. In this
manner the consequences, both the
early and late health effects, can be
tremendously reduced. On the other
hand iodine prophylaxis and evacuation
will not be considered if a PSA is
used for showing compliance.

5.2 CURRENT PRACTICE.

The current practice [refs. 10 and 11]
of calculating the prompt and late
fatality societal risks, shows that
frequency levels are not analyzed
below 10-9/year to 10-1°/year. This
means, that at the most, top events
(releases) in the 10-a/year to
10-9/year range have to be included in
the assessment [ref. 12]. In any case
the risks of the existing NPPs are
characterized by 10% source terms or
larger in this frequency domain [refs.
10 and 11] due to direct containment
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heating, or other high pressure core
melt scenarios like a launch of the
RPV. (A 10% source term means that 10%
of the total core inventory of the
halogen (iodine) and cesium is
released into the environment.)
In the German Risk Study-Phase B [ref.
11] plant damage states with a total
frequency <10-a/year are not conside-
red any further in the assessment.
This restriction is under the
condition that these plant damage
states are differentiated in such a
detail that the assessment of the
subsequent accident sequence is
independent from any particular
initiating event that could result in
this plant damage state. An example
for such a plant damage state is one
resulting from a large LOCA together
with an unavailable long term
emergency core cooling capacity. Also
a cut-off frequency of 10-9/year is
used in NUREG-1150 for cut sets.
Accident sequences with a point
estimate frequency < 10-9/year were
not processed any further and were
dropped. Also the IAEA recommends the
use of a truncation value in the cut
sets of the fault trees. A factor 1000
below the estimated core damage
frequency is assumed to be adequate.
Thus if the estimated value for core
damage is 10-s/reactor year, a
truncation value of 10-a/reactor year
is adequate. Basic initiating events
with frequencies lower than 10-7/year
are not taken into account in any PSA.
Current practice shows that for
seismic events, if these are thought
to be of any importance, only
frequencies of 10-6/year or larger are
taken into account. But even seismic
events with estimated frequencies
above the 10-6/year level can result
in core damage [ref. 13]. As an
example in DRS-B [ref. 11] a frequency
of 3 10-6/year is assumed for
seismically induced transients
resulting in core damage.



5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS.

Risks of nuclear power plants (NPPs)
can be quantified with reasonable
certainty down to frequency levels of
10-6 to 10-7/year. Below such values
no meaningful uncertainty bands can be
given for single events. Therefore, a
cut-off frequency of 10-7/year is
recommended for single events. A cut-
off frequency for a sequence of events
with a combined frequency
<10-a to 10-~/reactor year is
recommended in order to keep within
the range of the cut-off frequencies
for initiating events. The value of
10-a/year is for sequences ending with
a core melt top event, and the
10-~/year figure is for accident
sequences ending with a large
radioactive release (containment
damage or bypass scenarios). This
means on the other hand that the
public health effects (individual risk
and societal risk) are calculated down
to frequency levels of 10-~ to
10-10/year. These frequency levels can
be characterized as very low levels
and can be compared with the practice
in other industries and with the
public perception of the credibility
of events. Thus, consideration and
identification of single events with
frequencies < 10-7/year or event
sequences with a total frequency
< 10-a/year to 10-~/year might lead to
a better understanding of the possible
accident phenomena, but each attempt
to quantify these effects is
meaningless.

The meaning of extreme low frequency
numbers for the decision-making
process may be debatable, but the pure
impossibility to quantify the
scenarios in this frequency domain
with a certain amount of confidence is
undebatable. But one cannot close the
eyes for the fact that in this
frequency domain very severe accidents
can be encountered, although the
factors contributing to it are often
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unquantifiable and even unpredictable.
Therefore, it is necessary to assess

the risk in this frequency domain in a
more qualitative way, by means of
expert opinion and by conservative
calculations which can explore some of
the boundaries of this risk domain.
This means also that research
activities in the area of severe
accident phenomena or human
interactions, should continue until
the assumptions being made are mature
enough to get confident results; even
in the case these results are obtained
via expert opinion. Although it is
believed that the consequences do not
increase disproportionately in this
low frequency domain, despite the many
imponderabilities, qualitative
assessments are necessary to make such
a statement a credible one.

6. CONCLUSIONS (NUCLEAR).

Integration of different analysis
techniques into the coherent framework
of a PSA, enables a much wider array
of accident scenarios to be managed in
one analysis than can be handled by
alternative approaches. In doing so
the PSA can give a more comprehensive
and balanced picture of the risk
profile of the plant than any other
approach. The accuracy and the
robustness of that information are
however limited by the overall state
of knowledge. Therefore, the weakness
that must be guarded against is the
tendency to take the PSA best
estimates of risk, core melt
frequency, or system unavailability as
given, without considering the
uncertainties associated with these
estimates.

Probabilistic safety objectives or
criteria at the public health level
are of a political nature and
therefore often phrased in broad
terms, and not always elaborated in a
clear definition of terms, boundary
conditions, etc. In order to show



compliance with these kinds of safety
goals it is necessary that a PSA
provides at least a clear overview of
the adopted boundary conditions,
assumptions being made, definition of
terms, etc.
Modelling the effects and consequences
of single initiating events with
estimated frequencies < lO-7/year is
dominated by imponderabilities.
Consideration and identification of
events with frequencies < lO-7/year
might lead to a better understanding
of the possible accident phenomena,
but each attempt to quantify these
effects is meaningless.

Some external events, like the seismic
event, which are capable of damaging a
NPP, do also have their devastating
effects on the environment of the NPP.
The relationship between these two
consequences, and demonstrating
compliance with probabilistic risk
criteria in a strict way, is therefore
ambiguous. To place these scenarios in
a proper context, it is recommended
that the consequences of these events
on the environment are investigated
both with and without the presence of
the NPP. This means that the risk of a
NPP due to an external event might
only be compared with the PSCs if this
risk is significant in relation to
the risk posed on the population due
to the external event proper.

7. SOME REFLECTIONS ON 'LEVEL-3' PSAs
IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES.

Showing compliance with probabilistic
safety goals and objectives is not
restricted to the nuclear world. Also
for non-nuclear applications it is a
golden rule that PSCs should be
consistent with PSAs, and should
provide the boundary conditions for
PSAs. Also here a precise definition
of terms is needed.

In the Netherlands the need for the
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consistency between risk criterion and
risk analysis has been recognized and
therefore being dealt with in policy
plans and regulations of the
government. The implementation into
the Dutch legislation of the Council
Directive of the European Community
regarding major-accident hazards of
certain industrial activities [ref.
22], makes it obligatory for certain
chemical industries to provide a risk
assessment of their plants to the
competent authorities. Therefore a
ministerial decree was framed to
provide some rules and guidance
regarding the content of the PSAs
[refs. 23 and 24). In a recent policy
document [ref. 2] the meaning and the
definitions of the terms of the
probabilistic risk criteria and
objectives are explained.

It seems that the problems in dealing
with uncertainties, and especially the
imponderabilities in the extreme low
frequency domain, is unique to the
nuclear world. A reason for this
uniqueness might be that in a nuclear
power plant the hazardous substance
has to pass several barriers before it
can enter the environment, while in
most cases in a chemical plant the
hazardous material only has to pass
its pressure boundary before it
reaches the environment. Although in a
chemical plant this barrier is
safeguarded by safety systems and
procedures, the hazardous material is
immediately released into the
environment if a relevant major
process pipe or vessel ruptures. This
release continues until the moment
that the automatic shut-off valves
isolate the ruptured pipe. Other
differences are the vulnerabilities of
a chemical plant for external impacts,
like: bad weather conditions, building
activities on the site or the presence
of corrosive materials. Analyses of
failure data of 'in-plant' piping have
shown that the major causes of pipe
rupture were due to these external



impacts [ref. 24]. For a generic, and
moderate to large chemical plant these
threats, together with the fact that
there is only one barrier between the
hazardous material and the
environment, causes the frequencies of
the largest releases to be in the
range of 10-4/year to 10-~/year
[refs. 25 and 26]. Other root causes
are thought to contribute only
marginal to the initiating event (pipe
or vessel rupture). In general
analyses of the underlying root
causes, like cognitive human errors or
system dependencies, are not conducted
for PSAs which solely have the
intention to assess the risk for the
neighboring population. It is assumed
that a precise knowledge of these root
causes does not cause any significant
change in the final risk numbers.
These analyses might be important for
some special reliability or
availability studies, or hazard and
operability studies, but not for
studies which primarily focus on the
large releases. In other words the
initiating event is assumed to be the
top event (= release). This means,
that the imponderabilities which are
associated with some of these
underlying root causes, do not emerge
in the latter type of PSAs. This means
also that cut-off frequencies are not
an issue in this case. Very rare
events, like a 10-6/year earthquake
leading to a multiple pipe rupture,
contribute only marginal to these top
events. The 10-4/year frequency of a
large release will not be changed by
including these scenarios. Only in a
few cases more detail is needed, for
example: a chemical reactor which only
produces in runaway reactions the
hazardous material. Single components,
support systems, operator actions and
chemical rea~tions during runaway
reactions, etc., are important factors
to be analyzed in such a case. This
causes the uncertainties due to
modelling inadequacies or lack of data
to increase. On the other hand, this
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does not mean that in the 'simple'
straightforward PSA no modelling
inadequacies or lack of data exist,
which can cause notifiable
uncertainties. To mention are:
dispersion of 'denser than air' gases
[ref. 28] and the dose-response
characteristics of 'uncommon' toxic
materials. But the associated
uncertainties are assessed to be
moderate.

The dispersion and consequence
modeling is roughly the same for both
the nuclear hazard and the non-nuclear
hazard, although the accents are
different. The associated
uncertainties can be judged to be of
the same order of magnitude.
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AN EVALUATION OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE MARCH 20, 1990
LOSS OF SHUTDOWN COOLING INCIDENT AT THE

VOGTLE 1 NUCLEAR PLANT

Fred M. Manning, Reactor Systems Engineer
Office for the Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

ABSTRACT

The Vogtle 1 plant had been shut-
down for refueling on March 20,
1990 when shutdown cooling was
lost. The radionuclides in the
fuel of a nuclear plant generate
heat as they decay and this heat
must be removed to prevent core
damage, even while the plant is
shutdown. The plant had reduced
redundancy of both its normal and
backup electrical power to perform
the decay heat removal function at
the time of the incident due to
maintenance. This incident began
when a truck accident in the plant
switchyard caused loss of the
offsite AC power to the plant
safety buses and this was followed
by problems with the backup
(diesel generator) power supply.
In this incident, emergency power
was restored and the fuel
successfully cooled. In order to
obtain estimates of the risk
significance of this incident,
subsequent analysis was
undertaken. The analysis of this
event was performed by the NRC's
Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP)
program. The analysis considered
the likelihoods of various
scenarios that could have resulted
from the plant conditions at the
time of the incident. This paper
reviews the methods and rationale
for the analysis that was
performed and the uncertainties
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.inherent in this type of analysis.
The paper concludes that the ASP
type of analysis provides
perspectives of reactor safety
that are different from those of a
typical probabilistic risk
assessment (PRA), and discusses
reasons for these differences.

INTRODUCTION

The Vogtle loss of shutdown
cooling event (Ref 1) of March 20,
1990 was viewed as potentially
significant by the NRC. An NRC
Incident Investigation Team (lIT)
was sent to the site to
investigate the incident, gather
information and provide a report
on the event. The results and
findings of their investigation
are contained in NRC document
number NUREG-1410 (Ref 2). As a
separate effort apart from the lIT
effort, the Accident Sequence
Precursor (ASP) program analyzed
this event to obtain a
quantitative estimate of its
significance from a core damage
likelihood perspective.

One of the NRC programs performing
quantitative evaluations of
operational data is the Accident
Sequence Precursor (ASP) program
(Ref 3). Accident precursors
found from the operational data by
this program can precede and
indicate the plausibility and



likelihood of future more serious
core damaging scenarios. This
paper discusses the ASP analysis
that was performed for the Vogtle
event, and it notes some of the
limitations that are inherent in
applying ASP and PRA methods for
evaluating operational events.
The end result of the Vogtle event
was that the reactor support
equipment was made operational and
the plant decay heat removal
function was reinstated without
core damage. However, not all
safety equipment was operational
and the ASP analysis assessed
various "what if" scenarios where
core damage might have occurred
during the course of recovering
from this event. This paper
discusses the ASP analysis of the
Vogtle event and the limitations
that are inherent in such
analyses.

Prior to the Vogtle event, there
was a general belief by industry
and regulators that the risk
associated with shutdown
conditions was substantially lower
than that during power operations.
There were several reasons given
for this. First, the capability
and capacity of nuclear plant
equipment to mitigate shutdown
incidents was believed to be
considerably in excess of that
needed to mitigate incidents or
accidents occurring at power.
Further, the amount of time
available to react to and deal
with shutdown events was thought
to be longer than the time
required to deal with "at power"
events. However there are several
factors which can affect these
assumptions. A primary factor is
that much of the plant's overhaul
or servicing of equipment is done
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at shutdown. Therefore the
presumed excess of equipment and
capability may not exist.
Equipment outages at shutdown can
include a broad variety of safety
equipment including pumps,
electrical transformers, and some
of the instrumentation to monitor
the reactor and steam generator
water levels. In addition the
containment may be opened during
shutdown. with some exceptions,
such as during fuel movement,
containment integrity is not
generally required to be
maintained during shutdown
conditions. In an emergency,
containment integrity may be
difficult to re-establish when
reactor or plant maintenance is in
progress.

The evaluation of the Vogtle event
was performed by the Accident
Sequence Precursor program
personnel using the methods that
had been developed over the years
since the program was started in
1979. There have been at least 50
loss of decay heat removal events
at shutdown which have occurred
over the last several years. Most
of these events involved short
term loss of the core decay heat
removal function. Although longer
losses of decay heat removal have
occurred, the Vogtle event is
significant because of the loss of
engineered safety features normal
and emergency AC power during the
incident.

A SUMMARY OF THIS EVENT IS GIVEN'
IN NUREG-1410:

"On March 20, 1990, the Vogtle
Electric Generating Plant Unit 1,
located in Burke County, Georgia,
about 25 miles southeast of



Augusta, experienced a loss of all
safety (vital) ac power. The
plant was in cold shutdown with
reactor coolant level lowered to
"mid-loop" for various maintenance
tasks. Both the containment
building personnel hatch and
equipment hatch were open. One
emergency diesel generator and one
reserve auxiliary transformer were
out of service for maintenance,
with the remaining reserve
auxiliary transformer supplying
both Unit 1 safety buses. A truck
in the low voltage switchyard
backed into the support column for
an offsite power feed to the
reserve auxiliary transformer
which was supplying safety power.
The insulator broke, a phase-to-
ground fault occurred, and the
feeder circuit breakers for the
safety buses opened. The operable
emergency diesel generator started
automatically because of the
undervoltage condition on the
safety bus, but tripped off after
about 1 minute. About 20 minutes
later the diesel generator load
sequencer was reset, causing the
diesel generator to start a second
time. The diesel generator
operated for about 1 minute, and
tripped off. The diesel generator
was restarted in the manual
emergency mode 36 minutes after
the loss of power. The generator
remained on line and provided
power to its safety bus. During
the 36 minutes without safety bus
power, the reactor coolant system
temperature rose from about 90
degrees fahrenheit to 136 degrees
fahrenheit •••..."

ANALYSIS PERFORMED AND ASSUMPTIONS

In order to perform the ASP
analysis of the Vogtle incident,
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the plant conditions including
equipment operability and
capability needed to be known.
Also the overall capabilities of
the plant equipment including
possible interties between the two
Vogtle units needed to be
assessed. The plant capability
information was obtained from the
Vogtle Safety Analysis reports,
the Vogtle emergency procedures,
and from NRC personnel at the
plant. The reports and
procedures involve not only the
normal means of reactor decay heat
removal, but also potential
alternate means of decay heat
removal.

This ASP analysis focuses on
estimating the probability that
core damage could have resulted
from inadequate reactor core
cooling during the incident. The
normal method of core cooling at
shutdown is to utilize forced flow
(i.e., pumped reactor coolant
flow) for decay heat removal.
This pumped flow requires electric
power to drive pumps and other
equipment. The Vogtle event,
involving loss of offsite and
onsite emergency power, caused a
loss of ability to have powered
decay heat removal short term, and
the possibility that electric
power would not be regained in
time to prevent core damage in the
longer term.

An alternate way of removing decay
heat, in an emergency, is to
provide cooling by transferring
heat to the cooling water fed from
the refueling water storage tank.
At some point this may involve
boiling of water in the reactor
vessel surrounding the core. The
physical placement and elevations



of structures at the vogtle plant
is such that the source of reactor
cooling water (refueling water
storage tank) is at a higher
elevation than the reactor vessel,
so that gravity feed is a
potential option specified in the
plant emergency procedures.
Gravity feed is a viable option
for replenishing reactor water
during certain phases of the
refueling cycle. In particular,
it is viable when the reactor
coolant system is in an opened
condition, such as it would be to
allow inspection or maintenance of
nuclear components such as steam
generators, pressurizer, etc.
However there are plant conditions
which could defeat the use of
gravity feed. For example, if the
reactor coolant system were
closed, as it would be after the
above described maintenance or
inspection, then the heat of the
core would cause boiling and
buildup of steam pressure in the
closed system precluding gravity
feed of cooling water to the core.
Also, the refueling water quantity
is limited and after some time one
needs to regain electrical power
to replenish the system.

Even if the reactor coolant system
is closed, there is expected to be
some heat transfer from the
reactor to the steam generators by
reflux cooling. This possibility
is explained further in the
reference 2 document. During this
event, the reactor coolant system
was open (at least initially) and
the plant was at the so called
mid-loop level, that is, at the
midline elevation of the reactor
vessel nozzles. The mid-loop
operation involves keeping reactor
vessel low enough so that other
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reactor equipment may be accessed
and serviced, and yet high enough
so that the normally operating
residual heat removal pumps can
function without suffering air
ingestion and loss of function.

A simplified event tree taken from
the ASP analysis for this event is
shown in Figure 1. The event tree
shows the initiating event of
concern, and the systems or
functions that can effect the
outcome of the initiator depending
on whether the systems or
functions are successful or fail.
The gist of the ASP analysis
relates to the probabilities (Pr)
of success or failure for the
functions or branches shown on the
event tree. The four factors
(branches) 'lffecting the
progression and outcome of the
Vogtle event are:

1) Probability that the DG could
be recovered after failure to
start

The ASP event tree branch is "AC
power recovered prior to core
water reaching saturation". This
probability is affected by the
length of time the reactor had
been shut down before the
initiating event occurred. The
longer the shutdown time the more
the core radionuclides will have
decayed and the less decay heat
there will be to dissipate. Based
on the mass of water in the
reactor and the decay heat level
at the time of the event, it was
estimated that the core water
would reach saturation temperature
in about 1.75 hours. Based on
this time, the probability of AC
power non-recovery (either diesel



2) Probability that gravity feed
would be attempted by plant
operators

The next branch of the event tree
is whether gravity feed would be
attempted. Since formal
procedures exist to do this, the
likelihood of the operating crew
failing to attempt gravity feed
was assumed very low or about
.001.

generator
estimated to

or offsite)
about 0.02.

was The last branch of this tree
concerns the likelihood of
recovering AC power before battery
depletion. This is based on
operating experience likelihood of
recovering plant centered loss of
offsite power events as derived in
NUREG 1032 (Ref 4).

If one multiplies and sums the
three core damage scenarios on the
tree of Figure 1 the estimate is
about .001 conditional probability
of core damage.

3) Probability that gravity feed
and battery usage will be near
optimal

The next branch of the event tree
concerns whether gravity feed and
other operations of the plant
would be performed in a near
optimum manner to conserve both
the water and battery lifetimes to
the extent possible. While the
crew would obviously act to do
this in the best manner, there
could be factors beyond their
control to not allow optimum use
of water sources and battery.
Water could be fed to the reactor
vessel from the refueling water
storage tank by operators manually
manipulating valves if the
pressurizer manway is open. The
excessive spillage could be due to
communication problems,
instrumentation problems, etc.
The ASP analysts made the
judgement that the operating crew
would do the optimum with a
probability of 0.5.

4) Probability that offsite AC
power recovered during battery
lifetime
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LIMITATIONS AND ADVANTAGES OF THE
ASP EVALUATION'

A characteristic of operational
data analysis is that these are
obviously "after-the-fact"
analyses. That is, whereas a
probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) may need to sample from
distributions to cover a range of
possible component or system
unavailability and non-recovery
likelihoods, some of these same
factors when used in operational
data analyses are known from the
circumstances of the incident
being analyzed. For example,
plant safety equipment may fail in
many different ways, and .the
equipment non-recovery
probabilities should vary
according to the actual failure
mode experienced by the equipment.
Since the evaluations are "after-
the-fact", some of the scenario
variation is removed during
quantification because the
system/train unavailability is
"forced" to 1.0 for failed systems
in the event tree quantification
and an appropriate non-recovery
likelihood is applied based on the
analysts' assessment of the
seriousness and difficulty of



recovering from the failure mode
actually experienced.

To expand further on the above
discussion, the ASP method uses
two types of non-recovery factors
when evaluating the likelihood of
various event tree scenarios
associated with given events. If
the equipment referenced by an
event tree branch doesn't fail
(and providing there are no
extenuating circumstances) a
generic non-recovery probability
is used as a multiplying factor
for the system or train equipment
failure probability. Thus each
branch point of the event tree is
composed of two factors which are
the probability of the equipment
being unavailable on demand times
the probability that the equipment
would not be recovered if it
initially failed on demand. The
generic non-recovery, as the name
implies covers some averaged non-
recovery for a variety of possible
failure modes. If a piece of
equipment or function did fail,
then depending upon how it failed
(i.e., mode of failure) an
appropriate non-recovery
probability would be applied.
Likewise, when a failure occurs in
a multi-train system, the coupling
factor applied to the other trains
can be affected. For example, if
the failure appeared to be common
cause related then the coupling
(Beta) factor times the
independent train unavailability
would be used as the
unavailability for the second
train. Conversely, if the failure
did not appear to be common cause
related, then the normal
independent train unavailability
would be used.
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The evaluations of shutdown events
may have more uncertainty than
events occurring at power. The at
power operational event
evaluations are generally
relatively straightforward, mainly
because the plants must adhere to
technical specifications which
more closely limit the extent or
degree of equipment that may be
unavailable during normal plant
operation. During shutdown, the
somewhat less stringent operating
environment may allow more ad hock
reacting to problems versus the
more rigid procedures at power.
Therefore, there is more human
involvement at shutdown, and,
perhaps a greater likelihood of
human error affecting the outcomes
of accident or incidents.

CONCLUSIONS

The ASP analyses provide a
perspective on reactor safety
based on operating experience that
can be different from what is
provided by PRAs. This difference
is that specific operational event
evaluations produce a conditional
core damage probability whereas
the PRA produces estimates of core
damage frequency and radioactive
releases. As has been noted, the
conditions of operational event
evaluations are tailored to the
particulars of what was actually
experienced. Therefore the ASP
analyses focus attention on
particular event scenarios rather
than the more complex results of
PRA averaged over multiple
hypothetical event sequences.
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Impact of Support System Failure Limitations on Probabilistic
Safety Assessment and in Regulatory Decision Making

John H. Bickel
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, EG&G Idaho, Inc.

ABSTRACT
When used as a tool for safety decision making, Probabilistic Safety
Assessment (PSA) is as effective as it realistically characterizes the overall
frequency and consequences of various types of system and component failures.
If significant support system failure events are omitted from consideration,
the PSA process omits the characterization of possibly unique contributors to
core damage risk, possibly underestimates the frequency of core damage, and
reduces the future utility of the PSA as a decision making tool for the
omitted support system. This paper is based on a review of several recent US
PSA studies and the author's participation in several International AtomicEnergy Agency (IAEA) sponsored peer reviews.

Introduction
Nuclear power plants utilize a number of support systems to actuate, control,
power, and cool safety and non-safety related systems. Typical support
systems include: major 480V load centers, 125V DC Buses, 120V Vital AC Buses,
Service Water, Component Cooling Water, H.V.A.C., and Instrument Air. State
of the art Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSAs) typically consider loss of
all AC (or Station AC Blackout). Consideration of other types of supportsystem failures is not as uniform.
Many current day PSAs tend to omit detailed treatments of other support system
failure initiating events for a number of reasons including:

• Consideration of such initiators is not required in current day
PRA Procedures Guides (References 1,2) or in the requirements for
Individual Plant Evaluations (Reference 3).

• Support systems are normal operating systems and are generally
assumed to be very reliable.

• The data needed to accurately quantify the frequency of support
system failures is very difficult to obtain and is subject to
appreciable uncertainties.

• At the earliest stages, plant response to support system failure
typically looks similar to other higher frequency events (such as
loss of main feedwater) which are explicitly modeled in the PSAprocess.

As PSAs applications gain wider acceptance in the decision making process,
regulators are frequently finding themselves pressed to make important
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decisions on issues which are not addressed in the PSAs in question (or were
screened out). As an examplet in the USt regulators are asked to provide
relaxation in service water related technical specifications on plants in
which loss of service water was screened out as an initiator by being assumed
to be less than 10-7/yr. At the same time, US operating experience has shown
12 complete functional failures (Reference 4) of service water system caused
by failure modes not typically modeled in PSAs (example: human errors of
commission, foreign debris plugging, freezing). This is typical of the type
of problems facing decision makers.
This paper identifies the significance of support system failurest surveys the
state of the art in modeling support system failure initiatorst identifies the
ranges of support system failure rates currently being usedt and points out
areas where improvements are warranted.

Safety and Risk Significance of Support System Failures
Support system failures are significant to the understanding of current day
nuclear power plant risk for a number of reasons.

• The normal design bases for current day nuclear power plants
generally presupposes the successful operation of various support
systems such as 120V Vital AC Busest DC Power and Service Water.
Little consideration was given during the design phases for System
Level Failure Modes and Effects Analysis which identify what
happens if a support system fails.

• Support system failure events (for examples: loss of 120V Vital
AC, total loss of air systems, loss of CCW) involve complex
transients not typically considered in conventional safety
analysis which deals with single major fluid system failures or
reactivity control system malfunctions. There are typically no
regulatory acceptance criteria for plant response during such
events, and hence no need to understand the details of post-trip
fluid system behavior.

• Because of the previously mentioned lack of detailed thermal
hydraulic analysest symptom oriented emergency procedures
typically don't address support system failures very well.
Additionally, simulator training in support system failure
recovery is not comparable to that for anticipated transients.

• Certain support system failures (for example: loss of all ACt loss
of service water) have very high conditional probabilities of core
damage given the event because they can create a transient
condition and simultaneously defect various systems needed to
mitigate the transient.
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Modeling of Support System Failure Initiators
Based on a review of a number of PSAs in both the US and other IAEA member
countries, support system failure has been treated in a number of differentways.
The more limited scope approach to treating support system failure has been to
assume that the frequency and system failure consequences of support system
failure initiators was bounded by normal operating transients such as loss of
main feedwater. This approach is typical to what has been done in many PSAs
such at the US Reactor Safety Study (Reference 5), the recent German Risk
Study (Reference 6), Soviet PSAs typical of the Gorky Nuclear District Heating
Reactor PSA (Reference 7), the Swedish Forsmark 1/2 Levell PSA (Reference 8)and others.
The assumption that frequencies are bounded by normal operating transients is
clearly plausible, but the additional assumption that system failure
consequences are also bounded (or can be neglected given the frequency
bounding) is less obvious. PSAs dealing with support system failure in this
manner are typically used only for characterizing and estimating existing risk
levels. Such PSAs can not be used for long term safety management because
with no base case parameters or models from the various support systems,
changes in reliability due to design or operating changes cannot be modeled.
A more detailed level of support system failure analysis involves attempts to
quantify the frequency of partial and total losses of support systems and a
limited investigation of dependencies via either system level failure modes
and effects analysis or via construction of system dependency block diagrams.
This approach is in line with that recommended by the IAEA (Reference 9). The
recently completed NUREG-1150 PSAs are good examples of this type of approach
(References 10, 11, 12, 13, 14). This approach is more in depth than the
previously described approach. Actual frequency estimates are developed and
system dependency effects are studied in detail and a stronger technical bases
is developed for assuring that core damage frequency will not be significantly
effected due to multiple failed mitigating systems. Cases where further
consideration is warranted (such as development of full accident sequences and
event tree models) can be identified in a systematic fashion. A good example
of this was the Surry PRA (Reference 10) which identified a need for further
detail for loss of DC Bus events and the Zion PRA (Reference 14) which
identified a need for further detail for loss of component cooling waterevents.
This level of detail provides better accuracy in estimates of total core
damage frequency by reducing some of the modeling uncertainties associated
with the impacts of support system failures on mitigating systems. However,
similar to the first approach, PSAs with this level of depth are not able to
support resolution of plant safety issues involving support system issues
which have been screened out. As an example, if someone wished to use one of
the NUREG-1150 PSAs to evaluate the safety significance of service water
strainer plugging on core melt frequency or man-rems to the public, he would
quickly find that the models are not configured to do this. This is due to
the fact that the frequency of service water system failure was estimated to
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be below the cutoff criteria. Similary, if one wished to evaluate the safety
significance of electrolytic capacitor aging in DC/AC invertor units, the
existing PSA models will not readily support development of risk estimates.
In a PWR an increased failure rate of vital AC buses in the future will
typically cause unusual loss of feedwater events which are complicated by
failed control room instrumentation (this clearly impacts Human Reliability)
and loss of many non-safety related control systems (e.g. pressurizer
pressure, level etc.), as well as equipment interlocks.
To address these types of shortcomings, PSAs which are in fact intended to
support long term decision making uses (e.g. living PSAs) must not only
address the higher probability anticipated operational transients needed to
quantify core damage frequency, they must also develop accident sequence
models of events which are not major core melt frequency contributors.
Examples of living PSA models which in fact do this include: the Millstone 3
(PWR) PSA (Reference 15), the Millstone 1 (BWR) PSA (Reference 16), and the
Darlington (CANDU) PSA (Reference 17). The Millstone PSAs were explicitly
developed not only to estimate existing risk levels but to evaluate new issues
in the future. They currently serve as a basis for the Integrated Safety
Assessment Program (ISAP). The Darlington PSA was developed as a design
evaluation tool which could serve as the basis for future work.
One of the salient features of these types of living PSAs is the level of
detail involved in both the estimation of support system failure frequencies
and in the event tree and HRA models of plant response given the support
system failure. Different types of models have been used to estimate the
frequency of support system failure, These have included:

• Statistical estimates based on plant experience
• Reliability block diagrams

• Simple
single
single
train.

fault trees, (see Figure 1), typically used in estimating
train support system like loss of Instrument Air, loss of
Vital AC or DC Bus, or loss of a single service water

(References 15, 16)
• Time dependent Markov-type models typically used to assess

multiple support system train failures. The use of Markov models
allows consideration of recovery and plant coping times.
(References 15, 16)

• Operator action event trees, (see Figure 2) typically used to
model multiple support system train failures. These types of
models allow for consideration of a wider variety of initial
support system operating modes. As an example: how many service
water pumps are initially running when the first train fails, and
how does the operator respond to the event? (References 16, 18).
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Assessed Ranges of Support System Failure Event Frequencies
Table I summarizes the ranges of assessed frequencies of support system
failure initiating events from a number of recently completed PSA. From
reviewing these assessed values a number of observations can be made, theseare summarized below.

•

•

•

•

125V DC Power The range of values assessed for partial loss of DC
power events (loss of single DC Bus) spans a range from
2xIO-2/yr - 3xIO-3/yr. The models are typically dominated by bus
fault events whose frequency typically originates from the
original 1975 WASH-1400 (Reference 5) failure data. This is
surprising in view of the fact current operating experience does
exist in this area. The range of values assessed for total loss
of DC, as one would expect is significantly lower (8.0xIO-6/yr _
4.OxIO-s/yr). Special calculation models are typically used which
are most sensitive to assumed common cause failure probabilities
and fault recovery assumptions. Markov models factoring in
recovery would typically give lower values.
480V AC Buses and 120V AC Buses The range of values assessed for
single electrical bus faults is comparable to that used for 125V
DC Buses. This is not surprising in view of the fact the results
are dominated by the same bus fault failure rate data from WASH-1400 (Reference 5).
Component Cooling Water The values assessed for loss of CCW
events ranges from 2.0xIO-3/yr - 4.OxIO-4/yr, but are not directly
comparable. The Zion event frequency is dominated by a
hypothetical CCW pipe rupture, whereas the Millstone 1 event
frequency is dominated by actual pump reliability and operatorresponse probabilities.
Service Water There is actual EPRI data (Reference 21) on
frequency of partial loss of Service water events. The assessed
range of total loss of Service Water events in another matter and
span a range of 8.0xIO-3/yr - IO-s/yr., almost four decades! The
high end value, Millstone 1 is a 3 pump system with a common
header and the value was obtained via an operator action event
tree which modeled operator response to the failure of a single
running pump. Pipe rupture was not considered. Common cause
failures (debris plugging) were considered but were dominated by
other issues. The lowest assessed value, Millstone 3 is a 4 pump
two train system with automatic back up pump start on trip of the
running pump. A cross-connect header exists but is isolated given
Safety Injection signals or detected pipe rupture conditions. The
IO--s/yr value was obtained with a Markov model which factored in
recovery and was heavily dominated by the common cause failure
probabilities assumed. Should debris plugging or freezing
probabilities increase (as recent experience indicates) the eventfrequency would dramatically increase.
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• Instrument Air The range of ass~ssed loss of instrument air
frequencies 1.OxlO-2/yr - 3.0xlO' /yr is relatively narrow. Both
analysis cited rely heavily on statistical analysis of operating
experience either directly or in a fault tree model.

Recommendations and Conclusions
Recognizing the potential safety importance of support system failure
initiating events in PSA decision making applications, it is essential that
PSAs incorporate such events in the PSA. Appropriate models will then allow
future sensitivity analyses to be performed. Without incorporating these
models in the PSA it will not be possible to actually use the PSA as a living
tool. This obviously requires more work up-front, but it is essential to
developing models capable of supporting applications such as:

• Relaxing technical specification action statements
• Evaluating proposed plant design changes involving support systems
• Evaluating the safety significance of actual plant events, and

generic safety issues related to support systems
• Evaluating the impacts of support system component aging risk
• Planning and prioritizing facility inspections based on PSA.

There are a number of major uncertainties which can and should be resolved in
the quantification of support system failure frequency. These include the
following:

• Reconciliation of the actual failure modes observed in operating
experience with those typically assumed in current day PSAs. As
noted, many current day PSAs have support system failure
frequencies which are dominated by items such as electrical bus
faults originating from 1975-vintage WASH-1400 assumptions.
The effects of passive failure modes relative to active failure
modes should be considered. Obvious examples include: electrical
bus faults and pipe failures.

• The effects of operator errors of ommission and commission which
are frequently seen in operating experience should be considered
in both single and double train support systems.

• The most important common cause failure modes affecting DC
batteries, vital AC systems, and service water systems should be
identified. Special models of these common cause failure modes
should be developed incorporating the best data currently
available.
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In conclusion, the issue of closure of the support system failure events in
PSAs will only come about when current PSA Procedures Guides are updated to
reflect improved methods and data for quantifying failure frequency.
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TABLE I
Assessed Ranges of Support System Failure Initiator Event Frequencies

Support System

125V DC Power

480V AC Bus

120V AC Power

Component Cooling
Water

Service Water

Partial Fai lure

1.Dx10"2/yr Darlington (5)
(Ref. 17)
1.7x10"2/yr Seabrook (R)
(Ref. 20)
8.4x10"3/yr Connecticut Yankee (F)
(Ref. 18)
5.0x10"3/yr NUREG-1150 (0)
3.9x10"3/yr Millstone 3 (F)
(Ref. 15)

1.4x10"2/yr Connecticut Yankee (F)
(Ref. 18)

1.0x10"'/yr. Darlington (S)
(Ref. 17)
2.4x10"2/yr Millstone 3 (F)
(Ref. 15)
1.1x10"2/yr Garona (S)
(Ref. 20)
5.0x10"3/yr NUREG-1150 (0)

3.5x10"3/yr Millstone 1 (F)
(Ref. 16)

1.8x10"2/yr Millstone 3 (S,F)
(Ref. 15)
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Tota 1 Fa ilure
(of Reduced Trains)
3.9x10"8/yr Millstone 3 (M)
(Ref. 15)
7.8x10"6/yr Connecticut Yankee
(Ref. 18)

2.0x10"3/yr Surry (0)
(Ref. 10)
9.0x10"4/yr Zion (0)
(Ref. 14)

4.7x10-4/yr Millstone 1 (F)
(Ref. 16)

7.8x10"3/yr Millstone 1 (E)
(Ref. 16)
9.0x10"4/yr Zion (0)
(Ref. 14)

1.3x10"4/yr Connecticut Yankee (E)
(Ref. 18)
2.5x10"6/yr Seabrook (R)
(Ref. 19)
<10"7/yr Surry, Sequoyah (0)
(Ref. 19)
10"8/yr Millstone 3 (M)
(Ref. 15)



Support System

Instrument Air
or Control Air

TABLE I (Continued)
Part ia 1 Fa ilure

3.0xl0'2/yr Darlington (S)
(Ref. 17)
1.lxl0-2/yr Connecticut Yankee (F)
(Ref. 18)

Tota 1 Fa ilure
(of Reduced Trains)

Method Code: (S) Statistical Experience
(F) Fault Tree Model
(R) Reliability Block Diagram
(M) Markov Model
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(E) Event Tree Model
(0) Other
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ABSTRACT

A comparison study of source term
evaluation codes was carried out in
order to understand the degree of
uncertainty in the evaluated source
terms and to identify the phenomena
whose uncertainty contribute to the
source term uncertainty. The codes
compared are THALES/ART developed by
the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute (JAERI), STCP by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
MAAP by the IDCOR program.

The comparison was carried out by two
steps : comparison of analytical mod-
els and comparison of calculated re-
sults for standard problems. Through
the comparison of the analytical mod-
els, the uncertainty in the models
for eight phenomena was identified as
the candidate contributors to bring
about significant uncertainty in the
source terms. The comparison of the
calculated source terms showed a
large difference among the results as
expected and suggested that there
still exists a large uncertainty in
the source terms. The findings ob-
tained by this study will be utilized
in correctly understanding the re-
sults of level 2 PSAs.

1. INTRODUCTION

The probabilistic safety assessment
(PSA) technique is recognized as one
of the best tools to offer the useful
information for discussing better de-
signs and balanced regulation of nu-
clear power plants (NPPs). On the
other hand, however, the results of
PSA include large uncertainty. This
is because PSA deals with a wide
spectrum of phenomena and events and
some of them are not well understood
at this time. In applying PSA re-
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suIts to practical problems, it is
necessary to understand properly the
uncertainty in the estimated results
as well as the sources which bring
the uncertainty.

In order to discuss such issues, the
PSA specialists in Japan have period-
ically held meetings. In 1989, the
information exchange on the technique
for level 2 PSA was started and, as a
special project, a comparison study
of source term codes was carried out.
This paper describes the method and
results of this comparison.

2 . OUTLINES OF SOURCE TERM CODE
COMPARISON

In Japan, several organizations have
been carrying out level 2 PSAs for
light water reactors (LWRs). The
engineers engaged in those PSAs, how-
ever, understood that the level 2 PSA
results might have large uncertainty
and that the uncertainty in the
source terms would be one of the
largest contributors to the overall
uncertainty. Then the comparison
study was carried out between the
source term evaluation codes which
are used in Japan for level 2 PSA of
LWRs. The objective of the compari-
son is to get a common understanding
on the degree of uncertainty in the
source terms evaluated with those
codes and to identify the phenomena
whose uncertainty contribute to the
source term uncertainty.

The source term codes compared are as
follows:

(1) THALES/ART Code System [1]
(2) Source Term Code Package

(STCP) [2]
(3-B) MAAP Code BWR Version [3],[4]



(3-P) MAAP Code PWR Version [3], [5]

The comparison was carried out by the
following two steps:

(1) Comparison of analytical models
(2) Comparison of the source terms

calculated for standard problems

In the first step, comparison of ana-
lytical models, the following three
categories of models were compared:

(1) Models for in-vessel accident
progression

(2) Models for ex-vessel accident
progression

(3) Models for fission product
release and transport behavior

In the first step, the phenomena and
events which will have large effects
on source terms and their uncertainty
were picked up based on the engineer-
ing judgement of the particioants.
Then the models in each code provided
for those phenomena and events were
reviewed in detail and, if differ-
ences exist, the effects of the dif-
ferences were discussed.

In the second step, comparison of
calculated results, standard problems
to be analyzed were defined for a BWR
and a PWR, respectively. The ana-
lyzed plants and accident sequences
were as follows:

BWR Plant :
1100 MWe class BWR-5 with Mark II
Containment

Sequences :
(1) TQUV (Transient followed by a

total loss of core cooling
function)

(2) TB (Station blackout)

PWR Plant :
1100 MWe class 4-100p PWR with
large dry containment

Sequences :
(1) TMLB' (Transient followed by a

total loss of all AC power
with a loss of feedwater)

(2) S2HF (Small break LOCA
followed by failure of re
circulation of ECCS and
containment spray)
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The analysts tried to use the same
assumptions and analytical conditions
in their calculation for each prob-
lem. Then the results with those
codes were compared for about 25
items for each standard problem.

3. SOURCE TERM CODES COMPARED

As mentioned in the previous section,
three source term codes were com-
pared. (The MAAP code is treated as a
single code although there are BWR
version and PWR version.) All of
these codes are currently used for
the level 2 PSA of LWRs in Japan and
can cover thermal hydraulics and fis-
sion product release and transport in
the reactor coolant system (ReS) and
the containment in the various se-
quences of core melt accidents.

The THALES/ART is the code system de-
veloped at JAERI. It models the RCS
and the containment as multiple vol-
umes each of which consists of a liq-
uid region and a gas region. There
provided are seven meltdown models
and the molten fuel is assumed to be
relocated downward according to the
user's option. Fission product
transport carried not only by gas
flow but also by liquid flow is also
analyzed. It has a capability to
deal with flashing of water in the
RCS just after the reactor bottom
head meltthrough and, for a BWR, that
in the wetwell just after the con-
tainment failure.

The STCP is the code package devel-
oped by US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The package elements
fall into four major categories rep-
resented by the codes MARCH 3, TRAP-
MELT 3, VANESA, and NAUA/SPARC/ICEDF.
It covers the entire accident se-
quence in the LWR plants, from the
initiating accident event through the
attack of the containment basemat,
for a variety of accident initiators.

The MAAP is a code developed by the
IDCOR (Industry Degraded Core)
Program in USA. The most remarkable
features of the code is that it is a



single code and that the thermal-hy-
draulics and fission product release
and transport can be analyzed taking
account of the feed back effects from
each other. In Japan, the code is
widely used by the industry. Some of
the models were updated by the indus-
try people based on their own knowl-
edge on the phenomena during severe
accidents.

4. COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL MODELS
4.1 Models for In-vessel Accident

Progression

Comparison of the models for analyz-
ing in-vessel accident progression
was carried out for eight items. The
summary of the results are as fol-
lows:

(1) Hydraulics within Reactor Coolant
System

Overall hydraulic models, mixture
level models, void fraction models,
PWR pressurizer models and ECCS mod-
els were compared and various differ-
ences were identified between the
codes. The participants agreed that
these differences might result in
relatively large differences in the
hydrogen generation and the RPV melt-
through timing but that they would
not result in large differences in
the containment failure timing and
the source terms.

(2) Natural Circulation after Core
Uncovery

For PWR, natural circulation models
in the reactor vessel and the primary
coolant loops were compared. For
BWR, natural circulation models in
the reactor vessel were compared. In
most cases, these models were consid-
ered to have insignificant effects on
the event timings and source terms.
In some PWR sequences, however, the
natural circulation model may have
significant effects because of the
over-temperature failure of the pip-
ing which is affected by the natural
circulation model.
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(3) Decay Heat Generation
All the codes have similar decay heat
models and the uncertainty regarding
this item was considered small.

(4) Heat Transfer in the Core and the
Reactor Coolant System

Overall heat transfer models, radial
and axial nodalization of the core
region, convective heat transfer mod-
els and radiative heat transfer mod-
els were compared. Although there
were differences in the convectine
heat transfer models at the control
rod surface and the channel box sur-
face and in the radiative heat trans-
fer models and soon, the effects of
those models were considered in-
significant.

(5) Metal-Water Reaction
Reaction rate correlations, elements
to be oxidized and steam starvation
models were compared. Of these
items, the steam starvation models
will have the largest effect. The
MAAP code assumes a decrease of steam
supply due to channel blockage.
Whether the steam supply is restrided
or not will affect hydrogen genera-
tion, core meltdown speed and ex-ves-
sel accident progression.

(6) Molten Core Behavior
Molten core relocation models and
molten pool models were different be-
tween the codes. THALES/ART and STCP
provide several relocation models
(quite different from each other),
while MAAP has only one model. The
past studies concluded that meltdown
progression modelling would have sig-
nificant effects on the source
terms [6], [7]. However, the current
codes have no mechanistic models
which will realistically repersrnt
the meltdown behavior. Improvement
is expected based on the experimental
study results.

(7) Failure of the Core Support Plate
Outlines of failure models, failure
criteria and debris bed models in the
lower plenum were compared. Although
there were found a lot of differences
between the models, the effects were
considered relatively small.



(8) Failure of Reactor Pressure
Vessel

Outlines of reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) failure models, failure crite-
ria and debris dispersion models
after RPV failure were compared.
THALES/ART and STCP assume a gross
failure (circumferential catastrophic
failure) of the vessel, while MAAP
assumes failure of the penetration of
a guide tube for instrumentation.
After the RPV failure, THALES/ART and
STCP relocate the molten core onto
the floor of a simgle compartment
specified by the user (in principle,
reactor cavity), while MAAP can dis-
perse the molten core onto the floors
of several compartments including the
reactor cavity.

The RPV failure model will have
strong effects on the accident pro-
gression and the source terms. The
later the failure occurs, the more
the fission products were released
from the fuel and retained in the re-
actor coolant system. Thus the RPV
failure timing will affect the ex-
vessel release fraction as well as
the source terms. Whether debris is
dispersed or not will affect the de-
bris coolability, steam generation
rate, and core/concrete interaction
rate.

combustible gases, steam explosion
and direct containment heating (DCH).
All the codes have no mechanistic
models for the phenomenology of these
energetic events. Some simple models
are provided to change the thermal
hydraulic conditions when such events
are assumed to occur. As for ener-
getic events, it is expected that ex-
perimental studies will clarify the
mechanisms of the events and that
those findings will be reflected to
the codes.

(3) Core/Concrete Interaction
Overall core/concrete interaction
models, composition of concrete, heat
transfer models on debris surface,
heat transfer models between debris
and concrete, equations to calculate
concrete decomposition rate, and
chemical reactions and the models for
their reaction rates were compared.

THALES/ART assumes one-dimensional
decomposition, while STCP and MAAP
assume two-dimensional decomposition.
For BWRs with Mark II containments,
THALES/ART and MAAP relocate molten
core into the suppression pool when
the pedestal concrete is calculated
to be penetrated but STCP has no such
models. These differences will af-
fect the containmont failure timing.

4.2 Models for Ex-vessel Accident
Progression

(1) Combustion of Combustible Gas
Outlines of combustion models, kinds
of combustible gases, combustion cri-
teria, compartment (s) where combus-
tion takes place, combustion propaga-
tion models and ignitor models were
compared. Although there were dif-
ferences in the incomplete combustion
models and some other models, the ef-
fects were considered small.

Comparison of the models
ing ex-vessel accident
was carried out for six
summary of the results
lows:

for analyz-
progression
items. The
are as fol-

As for the heat transfer between de-
bris and concrete, THALES/ART and
MAAP have simple, quasi-steady mod-
els, while STCP has a mechanistic
model. However, such a difference was
not considered to have a significant
effect. Chemical reactions in the
molten core and assumed priorities
among possible reactions are differ-
ent between the codes. Since the re-
action heat is quite different reac-
tion by reaction (some reactions are
exothermic but some are endothermic),
this difference was considered to af-
fect significantly the molten core
temperature, concrete decomposition
rate, noncondensible gas generation
rate, and ex-vessel fission product
release rate.

(2) Energetic Events
The models were compared for ener-
getic events such as detonation of
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(4) Failure of Containment
Containment failure mode, failure
criteria, failure location and break



area were compared but all the codes
receive these conditions as input.
Since these conditions will have
large effects on the source terms,
adequacy of the input data must be
examined reflecting the progress of
the research on the containment per-
formance.

(5) Slab Heat Transfer
Kinds of heat transfer slabs, heat
transfer models and treatment of con-
densed water were compared. All the
codes have similar models and the ef-
fects of the differences were consid-
ered minimal.

(6) Ice Condenser Heat Transfer (PWR)
Models to calculate heat transfer be-
tween ice and gas, ice melting rates
and steam condensation rates were
compared. All the codes have similar
models and the effects of the
differences were considered minimal.

4.3 Models for Fission Product
Release and Transport

Comparison of the models for analyz-
ing fission product release and
transport was carried out for ten
items. The summary of the results
are as follows:

(1) In-vessel Fission Product Release
Outlines of in-vessel release models,
species of fission products dealt
with, release mechanisms modeled, and
release rate correlations were com-
pared. There were some differences
between the codes. For example, STCP
has gap release model, while the
other codes have no such models.
However, these differences were con-
sidered to have relatively small ef-
fects.

(2) Fission Product Release during
Core/Concrete Interaction

Outlines of ex-vessel release models,
release mechanisms, and correlations
between the concrete decomposition
rate and fission product release rate
were compared. The THALES/ART calcu-
lates the release rates as functions
of corium temperature. STCP and MAAP
calculate them taking account of the
effect of gas generation due to con-
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crete decomposition but the models
are quite different from each other.
These differences will have remark-
able effects on the release rate of
involatile fission products. In gen-
eral, differences in the ex-vessel
release models were considered to
have significant effects on Source
terms.

(3) Chemical Forms of Fission
Products

Chemical forms of fission products
assumed in three codes are similar
for most of the elements with some
exceptions. Chemical form of iodine
is assumed to be CsI in MAAP, and CsI
or 12 in THALES/ART and STCP. Cesium
is assumed to be in the form of CsI
and CsOH in all codes. Tellurium is
assumed to be in elemental form in
THALES/ART and STCP and Te02 in MAAP.
Other elements except for noble gases
are assumed to be in aerosol form in
all codes. These differences would
affect the prediction for the gaseous
fission products behavior and aerosol
generation rate.

(4) Fission Product Release during
Energetic Events

THALES/ART assumes that all the air-
born fission products are released to
the environment when the containment
fails due to an energetic event such
as DCH or steam explosion. Since
these phenomena are not understood
well still now, it is difficult to
develop good models for the fission
prodnct release during these events.
More experimental studies are ex-
pected to clarify the phenomenology.

(5) Aerosol Retention
Outlines of aerosol retention models,
retention mechanisms modeled, and re-
tention rate correlations were com-
pared. THALES/ART and STCP calculate
the retention rate based on the
aerosol size distributions calcu-
lated. On the other hand, MAAP cal-
culates the retention rate using a
correlation which is a function of
aerosol concentration. All the codes
deal with the retention due to gravi-
tational settling, thermophoresis and
diffusiophoresis. The three codes
have similar models for gravitational



settling which is the most important
retention mechanism, while there are
some differences in the models for
the other retention mechanisms. The
THALES/ART has a model to treat the
solution of fission products into wa-
ter but the other codes have no such
models. The past THALES/ART analysis
showed that this phenomenon would af-
fect fission product behavior as well
as source terms in some accident seq-
nences[6] .

(6) Gaseous Fission P~oduct Retention
and Revaporization

Outlines of retention models for
gaseous fission products, retention
mechanisms modeled, retention rate
correlations and revaporization mod-
els were compared. Of the models,
the treatment of revaporization of
the fission products once retained on
the wall and of solution of gaseous
fission products into water were con-
sidered to have significant effects
on the source terms. THALES/ART and
MAAP have revaporization models in
the reactor coolant system and the
containment, while STCP considers re-
vaporization only in the reactor
coolant system before the RPV fail-
ure. with THALES/ART, however, the
revaporization effect will not be
significant since the code does not
deal with re-distribution of the heat
source due to fission product trans-
port. THALES/ ART has a model to
treat the solution of gaseous fission
products into water, while the other
codes have no models.

(7) Agglomeration of Aerosol
Outlines of aerosol agglomeration
models, agglomeration mechanisms mod-
eled, and agglomeration correlations
were compared. THALES/ART and STCP
calculate the agglomeration rate us-
ing a discrete size distribution
method. Although the agglomeration
model in THALES/ART is quite similar
to STCP, multi-component model is
available only in THALES/ART. On the
other hand, MAAP calculates the ag-
glomeration rate using a non-dimen-
sional correlation based on aerosol
experiments. Aerosol size distribu-
tion was considered to affect
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strongly the aerosol deposition and
source terms.

(8) Pool Scrubbing
Outlines of pool scrubbing models,
aerosol scrubbing mechanisms, and
gaseous fission product scrubbing
mechanisms were compared. THALS/ART
and STCP calculate the decontamina-
tion factor for aerosol scrubbing us-
ing mechanistic models. On the other
hand, MAAP calculates the decontami-
nation factor using a correlation
table based on the results of de-
tailed calculations. For the scrub-
bing of gaseous fission products,
THALES/ART calculates the decontami-
nation factor using mechanistic mod-
els, while MAAP calculates the decon-
tamination factor using a constant
given as input. STCP dose not treat
the scrubbing for the gaseous fission
products. These differences were
considered to have significant ef-
fects on source terms in some acci-
dent sequences.

(9) Decontamination by Ice Condenser
THALES/ART has no model for the de-
contamination by ice condenser. STCP
calculates the decontamination due to
gravitational settling and diffusio-
phoresis of the aerosol, and calcu-
lates the natural deposition of ele-
mental iodine at the ice surface.
MAAP calculates only the aerosol de-
contamination using the same model as
STCP. The differences were consid-
ered to have significant effects on
source terms for the ice condenser
type containment.

(10) Reciprocal Effects of Thermal-
hydraulics and Fission Product
Behavior

Since MAAP is a single computer code,
it accounts for the interaction be-
tween thermal hydraulics and fission
product transport in both of the RCS
and the containment. The STCP deals
with such effects only in the RCS.
The THALES/ART code does not consider
the feedback effects of heat source
re-distribution. The differences
were considered to have significant
effects on source terms.



5. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED RESULTS
5.1 Comparative Analysis for BWR

Comparative source term evaluation
was carried out with the three codes
for the TQUV and TB sequences of a
BWR.

Tables 1 and 2 show the timings (from
the transient initiation) of impor-
tant events and Figures 1 and 2 show
the containment pressure history cal-
culated with the three codes.

In TQUV sequence, the MAAP code pre-
dicted the earliest RPV failure.
This is because MAAP assumes a local
failure of an instrument guide tube,
while the other two codes assume
gross failure of the RPV bottom head ..
The THALES/ART code predicted the
earliest penetration of the pedestal
concrete due to decomposition by the
molten core. The most important rea-
son is the difference in the chemical
reactions assumed to occur in the
molten core. Another reason is that
THALES assumes one dimensional decom-
position of the concrete, while the
other codes assume two dimensional
decomposition.

In TB sequence, again the RPV failure
timing is earlier with the MAAP code
and the pedestal concrete penetration
timing is earlier with the THALES/ART
code. The MAAP code calculated that
pedestal concrete would not be pene-
trated. This is because MAAP assumes
dispersion of molten core onto the
drywell floor in the high reactor
pressure sequences and there is small
amount of molten core in the
pedestal. In the TB sequence, the
containment pressure responses and
the containment failure timings are
different between the three codes.
The THALES/ART code calculated a
pressure increase due to vaporization
of the suppression pool water before
and after the pedestal concrete pene-
tration. The STCP calculated larger
hydrogen generation in the reactor
vessel and resulted in the earliest
containment failure. The MAAP code
assumes dispersion of molten core and
hence calculated a smaller amount of
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noncondensible gas generation due to
concrete decomposition.

Tables 3 and 4 show where the cesium
iodide was located at the end of the
calculations (30 to 70 hours, depend-
ing on codes) .

In TQUV sequence, the largest envi-
ronmental release (source term) was
calculated with the MAAP code. The
THALES/ART code calculated that most
of CsI was retained in the RCS and
the STCP calculated that most of CsI
was scrubbed out in the wetwell. On
the other hand, the MAAP code has a
fission product revaporization model
and CsI was calculated to revaporize
in the RCS. In addition, the con-
tainment failure was calculated to
occur just after the pedestal con-
crete penetration and hence decontam-
ination in the wetwell was ineffec-
tive in the MAAP calculation for this
sequence.

In TB sequence, all the codes pre-
dicted very small environmental re-
lease. Most of CsI was retained in
the RCS with THALES/ ART and STCP,
while it was retained in the wetwell
with MAAP. The smallest source term
was calculated with the THALES/ART
because of the latest containment
failure.

5.2 Comparative Analysis for PWR

Comparative source term evaluation
was carried out with the three codes
for the TMLB' and S2HF sequences of
the PWR.

Tables 5 and 6 show the timings of
important events and Figures 3 and 4
show the containment pressure history
calculated with the three codes.

In the TMLB' sequence, the in-vessel
accident progression calculated with
the three codes shows insignificant
differences. The time from the core
melt initiation to the core support
plate failure is 0.4 hour with
THALES/ART and STCP and 0.6 hour with
MAAP. This differnce is probably be-
cause of the differences in the chan-
nel blockage models and the molten



core relocation models. The time
from the core support plate failure
to the RPV failure is 0.1 hour with
THALES/ART and 0.2 hour with STCP,
while only one minute with MAAP.
This is because the former two codes
assume gross failure of the RPV bot-
tom head, while the MAAP code assumes
local failure around a penetration
for the instrumentation guide tubes.
The containment failure timing is
about 140 hours with THALES/ART and
about 90 hours with STCP and MAAP.
Although the timing is almost same
with STCP and MAAP, the containment
pressurization mechanism is different
between the codes. The STCP pre-
dicted that the containment pressur-
ization was due to accumulation of
noncondensible gases generated by
core/concrete interaction, while MAAP
predicted that it was due to vapor-
ization of water heated by the molten
core dispersed onto the floor of the
lower compartment. The THALES/ART
also predicted the containment fail-
ure due to noncondensible gas accumu-
lation. However, the chemical reac-
tion model, core/concrete heat trans-
fer model and concrete disintegration
model of THALES/ART are quite differ-
ent from those in STCP and hence the
pressurization rate was significantly
different.
In the S2HF sequence, again there are
small differences in the timings of
in-vessel accident progression due to
model differences. In this sequence,
however, the containment failure tim-
ing is very similar among the three
codes. This is because the contain-
ment pressurization mechanism in this
sequence is vaporization of water
which was pumped to the containment
during ECCS injection operation and
the vaporization rate is proportional
to the decay heat generation rate.

Tables 7 and 8 show where the cesium
iodide was located at the end of the
calculations (160 hours)

In TMLB' sequence, all the codes cal-
culated that most of the cesium io-
dide was released in the reactor ves-
sel and that ex-vessel release was
negligible. STCP calculated the
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smallest fraction of cesium iodide
released to the environment. This is
because STCP has no model for fission
product revaporization. Although
THALES/ART and MAAP calculated simi-
lar fractions of environmental re-
lease, most of the cesium iodide is
retained in the containment with
THALES/ART but most is retained in
the primary system with MAAP.

In S2HF sequence, again all the codes
calculated that in-vessel fission
product release was much more signif-
icant than ex-vessel release. The
MAAP code calculated the largest en-
vironmental release because of the
revaporization of CsI which was cal-
culated to occur in the primary sys-
tem and the containment.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Through the comparison study of the
source term codes, various differ-
ences were recognized among the codes
both in the analytical models and in
the calculated results. It suggests
that large uncertainty still exists
in the source term evaluation as pre-
viously expected. The study provided
better understanding about the amount
of source terms and their uncer-
tainty. Such knowledge will be useful
in correctly understanding the re-
sults of level 2 PSA and in priori-
tizing the experimental and analyti-
cal research on the source terms.

Through the comparison of the analyt-
ical models, it was concluded that
the following models would have large
influence on the source terms.

(1) Natural circulation of gas in
the PWR primary coolant system

(2) Debris relocation and channel
blockage

(3) Debris dispersion just after the
RPV failure

(4) Core/concrete interaction
(5) Fission product retention in the

RCS
(6) Pool scrubbing
(7) Release of nonvolatile fission

products during core/concrete
interaction



(8) Revaporization of volatile
fission products

The present comparison work did not
cover the effects of the containment
failure conditions and the energetic
events, because the above mentioned
codes have no mechanistic models for
these items and hence comparison
could not be carried out. However,
these items are considered to be im-
portant contributors to the uncer-
tainty in source trems.

(1) There were no significant differ-
ences in the event timings from the
core melt initiation to the RPV
failure between the three codes.
There were no significant differences
even in the event timings till the
containment failure, except in the
accident sequences where
core/concrete interaction becomes
significant.
(2) The source terms calculated with
the three codes showed large differ-
ences. Furthermore, a larger differ-
ence was shown in the distribution of
the fission products in the plants at
the end of the calculatuins. Such
large differences were not only due
to the differences in the fission
product behavior models but also in
the thermal-hydraulic models.
(3) The calculated results to the
standard problems showed that the
models on debris dispersion after RPV
failure and on core/concrete interac-
tions significantly affected the con-
tainment failure timing and the mod-
els on fission product revaporization
affected the source terms, although
the degree of the effects were depen-
dent on the plant and the sequence.

The comparison of the source
calculated with the three
brought the following findings:
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Table 1 Event Timings Calculated (hr)
(BWR TQUV Sequence)

Events THALESIART STCP MMP

Core Melt Initiation 0.6 1.02 0.99

Core Slumping .1) 0.9 1.51 1.35

Reactor Vessel Failure 2.4 4.11 1.37

Pedestal Penetration 6.5 31.1 31.0

Containment Failure 25.0 23.3 31.0

Table 2 Event Timings Calculated (hr)
(BWR TB Sequence)

Events THALES/ART STCP MMP

Core Melt Initiation 10.3 11.6 11.5

Core Slumping .1) 11.5 12.7 12.8

Reactor Vessel Failure 13.2 13.3 12.8

Penetration of Pedestal 19.2 43.0 ---
Containment Failure 29.4. 18.0 20.9

Table 3 Distribution of Csi (Fraction of Initial Inventory) at the End of Calculation
(BWR TQUV Sequence)

Location THALES/ART STCP MMP

RCS "2) 9.4Xl0 .1 2.9Xl0 .1 1.6X10 .2

Drywell"2) 2.8X10 -4 2.0Xl0 -3 6.7X10 .1

Wetwell "2) 5.7X10 -2 7.0X10 .1 1.5X10 .1

Debris "3) 0.0 2.0X10 .10 0.0

Reactor Building "2) 1.8X10 -8 8.7X10 .7 8.3X10 .2

Environment 4.2X10 -8 1.2X10 .5 8.3X10 .2

Table 4 Distribution of Csi (Fraction of Initial Inventory) at the End of Calculation
(BWR TB Sequence)

Location THALES/ART STCP MMP

RCS "2) 8.3X10 .1 6.7X10 .1 1.5Xl0 -1

Drywell "2) 4.2X10.3 1.8X10-2 3.0X10 -2

Wetwell"2) 1.6X10 .1 3.1Xl0 .1 8.2X10 -1

Debris "3) 3.4X10 -3 2.8X10 -8 0.0

Reactor Building
"2)

1.9X10 .7 9.8X10 -8 1.1X10-3

Environment 5.3X10 .5 9.2X10 -4 8.4X10 -5

*1) Whole core slumping with THALES/ART and STep and core support plate failure with MAAP
*2) Includes both of suspended in the air and deposited on the surface
*3) In MAAP's case, total amount of cesium iodide in the debris in various compartments
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Table 5 Event Timings Calculated (hr)
(PWR, TMLB' Sequence)

Events THAlES/ART STCP MMP

Core Melt Initiation 2.7 3.4 3.6

Core Slumping'l) 3.1 3.8 4.2

Reactor Vessel Failure 3.2 4.0 4.2

Containment Failure 144.6 87.6 91.7

Table 6 Event Timings Calculated (hr)
(PWR S2HFSequence)

Events THAlES/ART STCP MMP

Core Melt Initiation 11.8 10.0 12.9

Core Slumping'1) 12.9 10.4 14.1

Reactor Vessel Failure 13.5 11.3 14.1

Containment Failure 49.8 46.0 47.5

Table 7 Distribution of Csi (Fraction of Initial Inventory) at the End of Calculation
(PWR,TMLB'Sequence)

location THAlES/ART STCP MMP

Primary System '2) 1.1X10-3 0.73 0.69

Containment '2) 0.99 0.27 0.28
Debris '3) 2.0X10 .. 0.032 0.0

Environment 0.014 1.6Xl0" 0.033

Table 8 Distribution of Csi (Fraction of Initial Inventory) at the End of Calculation
(PWR, &HF Sequence)

location THAlES/ART STep MMP

Primary System "2) 0.016 0.039 0.34

Containment '2) 0.98 0.96 0.51

Debris '3) 0.0 1.5X10'~ . 0.0

Environment 8.8X10.5 9.5X10" 0.15

'1) Whole core slumping with THALES/ART and STCP and core support plate failure with MAAP
'2) Indudes both of suspended in the air and deposited on the surface
'3) In MAAP"s case, total amount of cesium iodide in the debris in various compartments
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ABSTRACT

The investigation of the failure in
systems where failure is a rare event
makes the continual comparisons between
the developed probabilities and empirical
evidence difficult. However as Feynman
has stated, "The principal of science,
the definition, almost, is the following:
The test of all knowledge is experiment.
Experiment is the ~ ~ of scientific
'truth' ." ("Feynman, Lectures in
Physics", Chapter 1, pI-I). Therefore
the comparison of the predictions of
rare event risk assessments with
historical reality is essential to
prevent PSA predictions from drifting
into fantasy. Oneapproach to performing
such comparisons is to search out and
assign probabilities to natural events

. which, while extremely rare, have a
basis in the history of natural phenomena

: or human activities. For example the
Segovian aqueduct and some of the Roman
fortresses in Spain have existed for
several millennia and in manycases show
no physical signs of earthquake damage.
This evidence could be used to bound the
probability of earthquakes above a
certain magnitude to less than 10-3 per
year. Extending the limits of evidence
to recorded history might perhaps reduce
this estimate to 10~ however further
reduction is doubtful on a historical
basis. On the other hand, there is
evidence that some repetitive actions
can be performed with extremely low
historical probabilities whenoperators
are properly trained and motivated, and
sufficient warning indicators are
provided. Failure to extend the landing
gear or flaps upon the landing of a
commercial aircraft is one example
where the historically documented failure
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frequency can be estimated well below
10-6 per landing and perhaps even as low
as 10-7

• The point is not that low
probability estimates are impossible, but
continual reassessment of the analysis
assumptions, and a bounding of the
analysis predictions by historical
reality.

This paper will review the
probabilistic predictions of PSA in
this light, will attempt to develop, in
a general way, the limits which can be
historically established and the
consequent bounds that these limits
place upon the predictions and will
illustrate the methodology used in
computing such limits. Further, the
paper will discuss the use of empirical
evidence and the requirement for
disciplined systematic approaches within
the bounds of reality and the associated
impact on PSAprobabilistic estimates.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 THENEEDFORQUANTITATIVEASSESSMENT

Probabilistic safety assessment
(PSA) is a challenging and difficult
field. One difficulty is that the
problems, such as estimating the core
damageprobability of a nuclear reactor,
require addressing complex and difficult
issues involving a great deal of modeling
and analysis. In addition, relevant
data which are needed in the analysis
has only been collected in the last 2 or
3 decades. However, quantitative
assessment is needed to make real
progress in assuring the safety of
nuclear reactors. Even a somewhat
flawed, or oversimplified, analysis
plays a role since other engineers and
analysts can study the problems, look



for improvement, and eventually develop
a superior analysis. One of the historic
quotes which supports this approach is
that by William Thompson (Lord Kelvin)
in the early 1890's:

"When you can measure what you
are speaking about, and express
it in numbers, you know something
about it; but when you cannot
measure it, when you cannot
express it in numbers, your
knowledge is of a meager and
unsatisfactory kind: it may be
the beginning of knowledge, but
you have scarcely, in your
thoughts, advanced to the stage
of science."

This paper will discuss how the
results of quantitative analysis can be
compared with that of experience (data)
for a variety of situations.

This is the issue which is attempted to
be addressed here. The approach taken
was to bring together as many bodies of
relevant experience as could be gathered
in the time available. These sources
included:

(1) PSAs for various American and
European plants.

(2) Accident and incident
historical data for nuclear power plants
(plant experience) .

(3) Data for relevant events which
can help bound the PSA estimates from
above and below.

In essence, the advice of de Finetti
[1979, p.183-184] was applied:

"The following recommendations
are obvious, but not superfluous:

1.2 THE ROLE OF QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT

(4) To contribute to the data base
of modeling knowledge and probability
data for nuclear reactors.

A quantitative assessment of the
reliability or availability of a plant
has many uses:

(2) To identify low reliability
aspects of the design and suggest means
of improvement through the design.

to identify those elements
which, compared with others,
might clarify or obscure certain
issues;

to enlarge one's view by
comparing a given situation with
others, of a more or less similar
nature, already encountered;

to attempt to discover the
possible reasons lying behind
those evaluations of other people
with which, to a greater or
lesser extent, we are familiar,
and then to decide whether or not
to take them into account. And so
on."

• to think about every aspect of
the problem;
• to try to imagine how things
might go, or, if it is a question
of the past, how they might have
gone (one must not be content
with a single possibility, however
plausible and well thought out,
since this would involve us in a
prediction: instead, one should
encompass all conceivable
possibilities, and also take
into account that some might have
escaped attention);

Therefore, the objective of this
work is not to pass judgement on
indi vidual estimates of core damage
frequency, but rather to begin to
establish the "possibility" space in
which all core damage frequency estimates
must be contained.

licensing(1) To satisfy
requirements.

As a result of the Three Mile Island and
Chernobyl accidents, all nations are
concerned about the safety of nuclear
power plants. In the U. S. the aftermath
of the Three Mile Island accident caused
the NRC to consider setting quantitative
safety goals in terms of the probability
of core damage per year for each U.S.
plant, and to require these individual
plants to demonstrate the achievement
of these goals through a PSA. Currently,
goals of 10-4 have been proposed for
existing plants and 10-5 has been suggested
for new "inherently safe" designs. The
question is, what is the level of
credibility of assessments of
probabilities as low as these within the
broader context of empirical reality?

(3) To inform the public and the
technical community of the risks and
help them evaluate risk-benefit trade-
offs. '
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1.3 RAREEVENTSCANBE NUMERICALLY
BOUNDED

The desire for safe nuclear power
has resulted in a call for decreasing
risk achievement in newer designs and
risk reduction in existing designs.
Core damage risk achievement goals of
10-4 or 10-5 per year have recently been
cited by the NRCand industry [Inside
NRC, August 1990]. The approach which
industry has taken toward achieving
such high reliability is to devise
simpler and safer designs. As a second
step these designs, Or design upgrades,
should be subjected to a detailed PSAto
determine the likelihood of achieving
the goal. In the case of newdesigns the
safety record will take years to observe.
Unfortunately, it will take perhaps a
decade for such plants to be built, and
at least an additional decade before we
have any significant operational
experience. It seems appropriate
therefore to inject an additional
evaluation phase at the outset to
compare and bound the proposed risk
values by the values predicted for other
designs, the values demonstrated by
other operational experience, and various
other events which can serve as upper
and lower bounds. The philosophy behind
such bounds is that human designers,
builders, and operators of plants are
subject to a host of errors and mistakes
which compromise the safety of a plant.
It is not reasonable to assume then that
any new design will eliminate all of
these errors. Further, although many of
these will hopefully be eliminated by
the experience of the past, it is
unlikely that this will result in orders
of magnitude of improvement.

This paper proposes a viewpoint -
a way of thinking about nuclear designs
and their associated risks. The paper
is not meant as a definitive study, but
an approach to evaluating the feasibility
of achieving risk goals and understanding
the reasonableness of risk values
developed via PSAs of these newly
proposed designs.

As an analogy, consider for a
momentthat some manufacturer begins to
produce a new auto design. If it is
desired to evaluate the reliability of
their product at the outset, data could
be collected on the five most reliable
autos in the world and the five worst.
An average of the lower five and an
average of the upper five would provide
a range estimate of the potential
reliability achievement of the proposed
design. If new design features are
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offered to improve reliability
achievement the expected actual
achievement may be better than that
previously achieved, but not so much so
as to challenge human fallibility in
design, the underlying basic physical
laws, and historical evidence. Because
of this it may be possible to establish
some limits on the credibility of PSA
estimates based upon the limits of human
capabilities and the limits of historical
evidence.

2.0 BOUNDSONNATURALPHENOMENAAND
HISTORICALEVENTS

In this section the frequency of
occurrence of some natural phenomena
are considered. These will be used
later as bounding probabilities.
Considering natural phenomena
frequencies as bounds is not new for
PSA, but here the extremes of what
natural phenomenacan provide to support
the credibilities of rare event
probabilities are considered. An
occurrence rate is estimated simply
from data as a ratio of events divided
by time. Various estimates will be made
using this simplistic approach based
upon certain rare events and various
epochs of time.

2.1 TIMEEPOCHS

The longest interval of time which
can logically be considered is the age
of the universe. Modern scientific
theories estimate the age of the universe
as 1010 years. [See Hawking 1988, p .108]
This time epoch is referred to as
universe history. These estimates are,
of course, uncertain and are changing as
new cosmological theories emerge.

One can also relate events to the
age of the earth's surface. Again these
estimates are based on a number of
methods developed in the fields of
Physics and Biology. A good summary
appears in Table 1, which is excerpted
from Cailleux, 1976.



Table 1 Reley'nt Time Pgrlods (or Bounding Risk Freqyency

Table 1Datel! of Origin of Some Terrestrial Phenomena

[CaillCUll, 1976, p.173]

Frequency of
Duration occurrence

Time Period inyeaIS per year

UniveISe History
1-5 llHt"(Age of Universe) 1-2 x 10'.

Geological History
6.7-20 x Ht"(Age of the Earth's CIUst) 5-15 x 10'

Biological History
3-13 x 10' 7.7-33 x 10'"(Age of Species Populating the Earth)

WriDen History 6x 10' 1.7 x 10"'

Recorded history can also be defined
in terms of the first known written
documents, Sumerian and Babylonian
writings are extant which have been
dated back as far as 4,000 B.C., or about
6,000 years ago, and are the current
limits of written history. [Grun, 1982].1
(Of course oral history contained in
songs and stories such as legends,
sagas, etc. probably occurred even
earlier) .

Temperature of the crost
Lead minerals

Uraniumns
Lead/uranium ratio

Radioactivity in rock

Speed of accretion
Sedimentation
Sodium in the oceans
Longevity of the ordelS, etc.

Scales of psychism
Algae (Canada)
Number of species

Scale of anatomical
evolution (Huxley)

Number of species

Number of cells

Remarks
source, method, etc.

?

2,200
950

3,360

2,600
350
180

2,000
1,800
2,600

2,200
2,000

?

4,000

5,000

5,000

EsUmated date
in million yeatS

Mall. Min.
20

First fossi1ised animals
Many celled plants

Event
Formation of the earth
Formation of the earth 4,500
Formation of the earth's emst 5,000

Formation of the earth's emst 4,000

Crystallisation of the rocks

Consolidation of the continents 4,200

Formation of the oceans ?
Formation of the oceans
First living organisms

First animals
First fossils preserved

Speciation
Single-eelled animals

2 .2 EVENTRECORDS

The bulk of the data predicts the age of
the earth as 2 - 5 X 109 years. Thus,
from the beginning of the universe to
the creation of the earth's surface we
have from 5 - 18 billion years. In fact,
Hawking [1988, p.124] delineates three
eras from the beginning of the universe
(Big Bang) to the formulation of the
earth:

(1) Early stars converted hydrogen
and helium to carbon and oxygen went
supernova and the debris formed the
solar system - 5 x 109 years.

(2) Earth is too hot for the
development of complicated life - 2 x 109

years.

(3) Evolution of biological life
on earth - 3 x 109 years.

The sum of the time durations of these
three eras is 10 billion years, which
agrees with our previous range of 5 - 18
billion years. Fromthe above discussion,
we can define the terms geological
history and biological history can be
defined. Table 2 indicates the
"historical periods" developed above.

In the previous section various
times of relevance to our bounds have
been discussed, i. e. the denominator
term for an occurrence frequency estimate.
In this section the numerator term, the
occurrence frequency of certain rare
events is discussed. For example, if
one Big Bang universe creation occurred
1010 years ago, the history of this
universe can be spoken of as being about
1010years old, or that the "occurrence
rate" for a universe is once per 10-10
years. Similarly, the occurrence rates
for the first four items in Table 2 are
given by the reciprocal of the stated
times. In the case of other events,
scientific or recorded evidence must be
relied upon. For example, geologists
can predict the number of ice ages,
volcanic eruptions, etc. from physical
measurements and observations of the
the earth's surface. Also, such events
as tidal waves, volcanic eruptions, and
large earthquakes have been recorded in
somewayin written history. Computations
of the frequency of various natural
disasters appear in Starr [1970]. While
there is considerable uncertainty
associated with the events of low
frequency it is also true that factors
of 10 to 100 changes in the occurrence

'Note: The Hebrew year is 5750 which some
theologians feel begins with creation; however,
many would consider the yea.r zero the beginning
of civilization.
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rate do not affect the problem
significantly so that insight can be
drawn even with large error factors.
2.3 DEALING WITH ZERO OCCURRENCES

In some instances, a time interval
can be identified but the evidence
indicates that there have been zero
occurrences of some particular event.
If the event has not occurred it is true
that no lower bound for its frequency of
occurrence can be stated. However, an
upper bound can be obtained by assuming
that zero occurrence can be bounded from
above by one occurrence.

An exact solution for this situation
under the constant occurrence rate
assumption is available. In 1953
Epstein showed that if one is attempting
to estimate a constant failure rate from
the ratio of events/time, then this
point estimate has a X2 distribution.
Thus a confidence interval along with
the X2 distribution can be used to
compute a well defined probability
associated with zero occurrences. Welker
and Lipow [1974] conclude that a good
representative value for the failure
rate is obtained by assuming 1/3 of a
failure.

Actually, the X2 distribution applies
to all estimates of occurrence frequencies
for constant occurrence rate models.
Thus, not only a point estimate of the
occurrence can be derived, but also an
interval estimate if this is desired. As
has been mentioned, many of the estimates
which will be made here are order of
magnitude calculations, so point
estimates alone should be sufficient.
2.4 ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA

Another significant historical limit
can be obtained from stellar history
such as life of the sun or other stars
in our galaxy from general stellar
history and astrophysical models. Two
of the possible modes of failure are the
star becoming a Red Giant and stellar
explosion. The sun produces its energy
by slowly transforming hydrogen into
helium. Estimating the mass of the sun
as 2 x 1027 tons, which is presently
about half hydrogen, and the hydrogen
consumption rate as 660 million tons/
sec. "the star becomes a Red Giant life
limitH of the sun can be computed as
[1027/660x10G] see x [1/3600 x 24 x 365]

years/see 5 x 1010 [Gamow, 1959,
'pp.300-301]. The associated occurrence

rate, the reciprocal, is 2 x 10-11• While
this does not imply that the probability
is 10-11 of a star of class G like the
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sun with a known mass and burn rate
developing into a Red Giant in t~e ne~t
year, the considerable uncertalnty ln
the physical process and models and t~e
potential for instabilities make lt
difficult to substantiate statements of
a probability of less than 10-11/year of
this not occurring.

As a star is "burning outH it can
also undergo a cataclysmic conversion,
it can become a nova or a supernova
exploding star. Unpredictably, in a few
days the star's surface becomes very
hot, and the surface rapidly expands
producing a luminous ,g~s clou~. ~he
star returns to its orlglnal lumlnoslty
within about 1 year; however, the
luminous gas cloud continues to expand.
A supernova is similar to a nova, but
thousands of times more luminous. Gamow
[1959, pp.293, 302-304] estimates the
occurrence of nova in our stellar system
at about 40 per year. Supernovas are
more rare and three appear to have been
recorded in history: the star of Bethlehem
(0 a.d.) the Chinese astronomer's star, ."(1054 a .d.), and theHdayllght star
observed by Tycho Brahe [1572]. Thus,
we can predict the occurrence rat~ as
3/2,000 = 1.5 X 10-3 per year, or lf we
believe that a supernova is so spectacular
that even the ancients would have
recorded it in some way, we can use the
span of recorded history in th~
denominator i.e., 3/6,000 = 5.0 x 10
per year. ,

Of course, the above calculatlons
are the occurrence rate of any nova/
supernova which can be observed. Thus,
a calculation of how may stars are
observable from the earth must be made.
Since the observation period is 6,000
years - actually 6,000 light years -
what must be calculated is how many
stars within our galaxy are 6,000 light
years distant. Our galaxy (the Milky
Way) is assumed to contai~ 4 x 1010 sta7s
and is a disk 100,000 llght years ln
diameter and 10,000 light years thick.
The "observable spaceH is above 6,000
light years in radius. Roughly, the
volume of our galaxy is that of a disk
and equals x x (50,000)2 X 10,000 light
years3 and our observable disk (modeling
the observable sphere by a disk) is x x
(6,000) 2 x 10,000. The ratio of the two
volumes is 62/502 1. 44 X 10-2 and
assuming a homogeneous dispersion of
stars throughout the galaxy produces an
"observable diskH with 1.44 x 10~ x 4 X
1010 5.8 X 108 stars. Thus, the
probability of some arbitrarily chosen
star going nova is 40/5.8 x 108 ,=,6.9
X 10-8 occurrences per year. A slmllar



calculation yields 1.5 x 10~/5.8 x 108

= 2.6 X 10-12 occurrences per year for a
star going super nova.

If a particular star is specified
and its evolutionary phase is known
then, of course, a different probabilistic
model holds based upon the physics.
Again for the sun the probability of
becoming nova is theoretically much
smaller (and supernova perhaps
impossible), but uncertainties in the
theory are such that statements of
occurrence frequencies below those
mentioned are probably untenable.

Table 4 World Experience In Nuclear Plants

Number of Plant Number of

~ fim x .1l! Operating years
U.S. 99 987 x.70 691
Outside U.S. 318 3,491 x.70 2,444
World Total 417 4,478 x.70 3,135

Data compiled from maps and tables published by Nuclear News,
August and September 1987. Updated to January 1,1990, assum-
ing: (1) No deletions from list, (2) Only additions to list are due to
plants coming online, which occurred at dates predicted on 1987
maps.

3.0 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT RISKS

3.1 WORLDWIDE NUCLEAR PLANT EXPERIENCE

Table 3 Experience with American Nuclear Ships
(Submarjne Oeet only does not include surface ships)
[Expert estimate, P. Appignani, 1990]

These computations assume that all
project dates for plants going into
operation in 1989 and 1990 were accurate
and no plants were taken out of service
in this period. As shown in the tables,
an availability factor of 70% was
assumed. If we assume two core damage
accidents, Three Mile Island and
Chernobyl, we have a point estimate of
2/3,135 = 6.38 x 10~. Of course there
is evidence that plants are at risk
whether they are generating power or not
as the U.S. industry news [Inside NRC,
July 16, 1990] and the recently published
French safety studies [Nuclear News:
July 1990] indicate. The French study
in particular states that one third of
the plant risk occurs during shut-down
period. Thus, another estimate of world
experience would be 2/4,478 4.48 x
10-4•

Another source of experience is
that generated by the U. S . Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's Accident
Sequence Precursor (ASP) program
[Minarick, 1990]. The ASP program began
in 1979 and is continuing presently.
Data was collected on operational events
(near accidents) which represented

potentially significant portions of
accident sequences and precursors. (480
were identified within the more than
1,000 reactor years observed). These
events were analyzed using plant-class
specific event tree models to estimate
conditional probabilities of proceeding
to core damage. While these estimates
are used primarily for ranking, they can
also be used to calculate an average
core damage frequency based on historic
events. This average is above 10-4 for
young plants and in the mid 10-5,s for
older plants. Three events are discussed
below as an example of some of the
failures uncovered in the ASP program.
[Minarick, July 1990] .

2250

150
450
750

~

years

Total

Number of
Average Fraction up Operating

fim Number of subs x fim x P.er.Y.W: =
1950 - 1960 20 10 0.75
1960 - 1970 60 10 0.75
1970 - 1980 100 10 0.75
1980 - 1990 120 10 0.75

If the specific history of the
nuclear power industry is considered,
then the world experience base for
nuclear reactor accidents, (only core
damage/total core damage considered),
can be supplemented by studying the
accident experience of nuclear reactors
used on ships and submarines as well as
power reactors. The experience with
ship reactors can be roughly estimated
by studying the approximate data in
Table 3.

There has been no loss of life due
to nuclear accidents in the American
submarine fleet. The simple procedure
of assuming one failure yields 1/2250 =
4.4 X 10-4 failures/year. Using Welker
and Lipow's suggestions 1/3 of this
value is obtained, or 1.48 x 10-4

failures/year.
The world experience for nuclear

accidents can be estimated by computing
the world experience for nuclear power
plant operation as shown in Table 4.
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At Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1
(LER 313/89-028), an unknown contact
was discovered in the control
circuits for two of the three
service water pumps. In situations
involving a safety actuation signal
without previous main generator
lockout (spurious safety actuation
signal or large break LOCA), this
contact would prevent service water
pump restart. A similar situation
had been discovered at Zion (LER
295/88-019), where a design
deficiency was found in the anti-
pump feature in the AFW and component
cooling water pump breaker control
circuits. This would have locked
out the breakers in the tripped
condition if an actual LOOP had
occurred. Neither of these
conditions were discovered while
performing PSAs on the two plants.

At Catawba (LER 414/88-012),
following a trip, one AFW train
transferred to the alternate service
water system suction source because
of setpoint drift in two pressure
switches. The undetected presence
of Asiatic clams in the service
water pumped to the steam generators
(the clams had grown in the stagnant
water between the service water
loops and the AFW system) causedthe
obstruction of two of four AFW
cont rol valves. Had the second AFW
train suction switched to service
water (one of two required pressure
switches also had setpoint drift),
additional degradation would likely
have occurred.

At Ft. Calhoun (LER 285/87-
025, 87-033, 88-010), equipment
failures and inadequate training
and procedures resulted in water
intrusion into the instrument air
system during a fire system test.
Immediate problems involved a diesel
generator (DG) fuel oil level gauge
failing high and the opening of a
component cooling water shutdown
cooling heat exchanger outlet valve.
The instrument air supply was blown
down to remove the water. Two
months later, both air-operated DG
radiator exhaust dampers were found
unavailable because of water from
the July incident. This rendered
both DGs unavailable for the 2-
month period. Seven months later,
four check valves associated with
backup accumulators for the
refueling water storage tank level
sensors were also found failed.
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These events are indicative of some
of the types of failures which are
typically not modeled in PSAs. They are
typically not addressed because they
involve unusual failure modes which are
difficult to visualize (beyond the
modeler's experience base), because
they involve failure modes believed at
the time to contribute insignificantly
to a system's failure probability, or
because financial or schedule constraints
prevented analysis to a level of detail
to identify the situation.

In the first event, a long-term
dependency existed between different
portions of the instrument air system.
The dependency was not hard-wired into
the design, but resulted from water
contamination and incomplete system
repair following the event.

In the second event, a spurious
system reconfiguration resulted in the
pumping of clam-infested water through
the AFW pumps, with the subsequent
clogging of control valve internals.
Service water is typically addressed in
PSA as an alternate suction source for
AFW (suction source redundancy), and
not as a unique cause for system
failure.

Such events typify situations in
which the as-built conditions of the
plant are inconsistent with the plant
design as understood by the PSA analysts,
either because the actual plant was
different from its documentation
(Arkansas 1) or because the depth of
analysis was inadequate to determine
that an unacceptable situation existed
(Zion) .

The conditional core damage
probability estimated for each of the
above events is greater than 10-4

occurrences per reactor year. Typically,
seven precursors with conditional core
damage probabilities of 10-4 or greater
are identified yearly in the U. S. light
-water reactor population. The continued
occurrence of operational events with
conditional core damage probabilities
>10-4 presents a major impediment to a
belief that the very low core damage
frequencies estimated lower than this
in PSAs are valid. For example, if it is
assumed, as a minimum, that only one
such event will occur over a 40 year
plant lifetime (on average, three such
events would be expected, plus a larger
number of less significant events), it
is possible to calculate a core damage
frequency contribution from the event
of 1/40 x 1 X 10-4 = 2.5 X 10-6 occurrences
per year. In this way, the ASP study
gives some indication of the credibility
limits of PSA studies.



Table 7 Pr0babmty of Core Damage Per Year (or 6
Swedish Plants
[Hirschberg, 1990,pp, 4-48 to 4.57]

Site Name
Ringhals.1
Oskarshamn.1
Oskarshamn.3
ForsmaIk.3
Barseback.1
Barseback.2

3.2 SPECIFIC NUCLEAR POWER PLANT RISK
ANALYSES

Since the historic Rasmussen Report
[WASH-1400, 1975], many probabilistic
analyses of reactor safety have been
performed. The results of a number of
these are summarized in Table 5, 6, and
7. The results in Table 5 are point
estimates for WASH-1400, three U.S.,
one U.K., two French, and one German
(FRG) reactor. In Table 6 confidence
intervals for thirteen U. S . reactors
are reported. In Table 7 data on core
damage (core melt) is listed for six
Swedish reactors.

Table 5 Cpee Dpmpgc Probublllttc' Pet vt&t from Typlq' Pr0bnblJl,Uc

4.0

Interval
5.95
Perceplile x 10-<1
2.5 .45
3.5.80
1.2. 11.5
2.4 . 11.5
3 - 40
3.40

BOUNDS ON HUMAN OPERATIONS AND
ACCIDENTS

BI:fkAMini, Studlc:f

Table 6 Probabilitv of Core Damage Per Year for 13
U.S,Plants

[Brooks, 1990]
Year(s) Interval

r::w Site Name Ywl1w: ll1.WI..Il! (1Q.90pemnlile)
I AK Nuclear One.1 B&W 1982 IE.5t03E.4
2 Big Rock GE ? 3E.5 to IE.2
3 Calvert GE ? 6E.5 to 2E.2
4 Crystal River B&W 1981 3E.5 t04E.3
5 Grand Gulf GE ? IE.6to 9E.4
6 Ind, Pt, 2 W4 1982.83 9E.6to 8E.4
7 limerick GE ? 3E.6 to 2E.4
8 Oconee B&W ? 3E.6to 3E.3
9 Peach Bottom GE 1982 IE.5 to 9E.5

10 Sequoyah W4 ? 2E.6t02E.3
II Surry W3 ? IE.5 t03E.4
12 Zion W4 1981 5E-6 to 3E.4
13 Ind. Pt. 3 W4 1982.83 IE.6 to 2E.3

~
WASH.1400

HiIschbcrg (1990)

(pp. 2.-50 • 2.54)

Sizcwcll.B.UK

Oconcc.3-US

Biblia.B.FRG

Calvert Qiffi.l.US
Seabrook.US

Nuclear News (1990)

CJ>2,.GcIWic 900.
MWE.PWR

Palue1.3

H=1988

NUREGICR.3245

CR.3PRA

Review ofPRA

lI.wiII.
probability of con:: damage

per year

Total con: damage caused by

intcmal and common cause

initiators.( mean values)

1.4 x 10"

5.4x1~

9.0x1~

13 x 10"

1.7 x 10"

core damage probabilities

Imtitut de Protection

et de Sull!rc NuclcaiJc,

(1SPN) 3.37 x 1~

Elcetrici~ de Franoc

(EDF) 4.7 x 1Q.6

core damage probabilities

sAle

Argonne National Lab.

Vea,(.)

lIWwI1
1975

1982

198Q.84

1976-79

1984

1982.-84

1990

1990

1988

1987

1988

Single Plant

Frequency per nar

5x1~

1.4 x 10"

5.4x1~

9.0xl~

1.3 x 10"

1.7 x 10"

3.37 x 1~

4.7 x 10"

5.6 x 10-'

5% bound: 2.5 x 1~
Median; 6.9 x 10-'
Mean : 1.1 x 10"
95% bound: 2.5 x 10-'
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The world's technology depends on
the underlying human ability to correctly
design, understand the relation between
the design and its operating environment,
and to operate complex devices and
systems. If industrial plants of a
complexity approaching that of a nuclear
power plant have a certain accident
rate, then it is unlikely that nuclear
plants can far surpass such risk
probabilities. Similarly, the control
of a nuclear power plant depends on the
abilities of one or more operators. If
a failure probability can be derived for
certain human control tasks then it may
not be likely that nuclear plant
controllers will exhibit similar error
rates, but it is difficult to justify
error rates below the best achieved, or
above the worst achieved in any industry.
The next section discusses human error
achievement in this context.

4.1 ACCIDENTS AND CALAMITIES

One class of industrial catasrophe
which may rival a nuclear accident is a
severe accident at a liquified petroleum
gas storage facility, The severe
accident modes involve an explosion or
large fire.

Comparing the probability of a core
damage accident to other accidents and
disasters is difficult for many reasons.
(The fact that long term contamination
and potential danger to life is greater
for core damage is one of them). But
again if only order of magnitude
comparisons are required then they can
be made on the basis of accident
occurrence frequencies.

Mazzocchi and Campana [1986]
calculate the occurrence frequencies of
various accident sequences of a large
tank farm of liquified petroleum gases



(LPG), based upon an accident data base
listing. one hundred (100) accidents
between 1933 and 1984. The two most
serious accidents were a tank collapse
after an external fire (BLEVE-FIREBALL)
and the explosion of an air-LPG mixture
due to an LPGrelease from the containment
system (UVCE). The analysis resulted in
estimates of the yearly occurrence
probabilities of 3.6 x 10-4 (UVCE)and
1.0 x 10-4 (BLEVE). The total probability
of either event is 4.6 x 10~.

Another source of comparative data
is transportation accidents. About 70%
of airline accidents are caused by
errors due to the cockpit or air traffic
control personnel, these are mostly
humanerrors [Wiener, 1988, p.265]. For
example, aircraft safety is generally
reported in terms of fatalities per
passenger mile. In Shooman [1990,
p. 630] typical values of 2 x 10-9

fatalities per passenger mile (for
scheduled airlines) are converted into
6.7 X 10-9 (conversion factor = 6.7 x
10-9/2 X 10-9 = 3.35) fatalities per trip
mile. In a paper by Evans [1990], the
airline fatality rates, [1978-1987],
quoted as ranging from a low of 0.01 to
a high of 1.7 x 10-9 deaths x 10-9

passenger miles, and the average was
0.55 X 10-9• If it is assumed that a
moderate business traveler covers 10,000
air miles per year and a heavy traveler
250,000 then a lower bound can be
computedby assuming the moderate business
traveler, the low fatality rate year of
0.01 x 10-9, and Shooman's conversion
factor of 3.35 and obtain: 104 x 1.7
X 10-9 x 3.35 = 5.7 X 10-5. Another lower
bound can be obtained by assuming a
moderate traveler and a low year with
the 3.35 conversion factor or :104 x 0.01
X 10-9 x 3.35 = 3.35 X 10-7 fatalities/
trip. At the high end the heavy traveler
and the most dangerous year produces:
2 . 5 x 105 xl. 7 x 10-9 X 3. 35 = 14. 2 x
10-4•

For automobile travel the data and
analysis developed by Evans et. al.
[1990] can be used. They analyze the
effect of several factors on car
fatalities and predict a risk ranging
from:

(a) "Low-risk", 0.804 driver
fatalities per billion miles driven for
a 40-year-old, alcohol-free, belted
driver travelling on rural interstate
roads in a car 700 pounds heavier than
average.
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(b) "High-risk", 930.8 driver
fatalities per billion miles driven for
an 18-year-old, intoxicated, unbelted
male driver travelling average roads in
a car that is 700 pounds lighter than
average.

Assuming 10,000 miles of travel per year
for both high and low risk drivers, the
range becomes 0.8 X 10-5 to 9.3 X 10-3

fatalities per year. In the case of auto
accidents, data shows that the human is
the main cause of accidents. In Sabey
[1980, p.49] data is cited which predicts
that the driver and pedestrian were
mainly at fault in 95% of the auto
accidents studied and that road and
environmental factors were contributory
factors in 28%of the cases and vehicle
features were contributory in 8.5%.

4.2 HUMANLIMITATIONS

Operators of nuclear power plants
try to be perfect; however, they are
subject to the same limitations as
chemical plant operators, power
dispatchers, or airline pilots. Even
highly motivated, trained, and alert
individuals are subject to errors which
are hard to explain and difficult ~o.
predict. An example of such an error lS
airline accidents due to pilot error.
Airline accidents are carefully
investigated and recorded. If this
history starting with 1959 is examined
(the first U.S. domestic jet service
began Dec. 10, 1958) some remarkable
events are uncovered. Airline pilots
are skilled, well trained, and careful
individuals; however, there are a few
accidents which involve aircraft,
apparently without mechanical problems~
crashing into mountains in good weather.
The only conclusion is that the pilot
"failed to see the mountain". A study
of the number of U.S. aircraft flights
from 1976-1988 [World Almanac, 1990,
p.1S1] and extrapolation backward and
forward for the 1958-1990 time period
yields an estimate of 1.597 x 109 flights
(departures) . Thus, the ratio of
1/1.597 x 109 = 6.26 X 10-10 per flight is
an estimate of trained human operation
inattention to a control task. If it is
assumed that worldwide flights are
twice the U.S. volume and count the nine
worldwide incidents we obtain (9/2) x
6.26 x 10-10 = 2.8 X 10-9 per flight. If
it is assumed that a typical captain
flies 200 flights (departures) per year
the range becomes 1.25 X 10-7 to 5.6 X
10-7 inattention crashes/year. This data



World Experience - 2/3,135 ==
6.38 X 10-4 per year

ASP Program - mean == 3 x 10-5,

lower 3 x 10-6, upper 2 x 10-4

would indicate that human operators can
perform quite well, but not perfectly
under these conditions; however, it is
doubtful that nuclear power plant
operators would have a better error rate
in emergency situations regardless of
how good or automated the design.

Nuclear Submarines-
by 1 occurrence/2,250
and use 1.48 x 10-4 as
estimate

bounded
years,
a point

5.0 BOUNDSONPROBABILISTICRISK
ASSESSMENTFORNUCLEARREACTORS

The thrust of this section is to
bound from above and below the frequencies
or mean time between occurrences of a
core damage accident of a nuclear power
reactor plant so as to define a possibility
space for core damage accidents within
the context of the probabilities developed
in the proceeding sections. The
philosophy to be used is based upon two
suggested ideas:

(1) The mean time between core
damage occurrences must certainly be
less than certain natural phenomena
such as the age of the universe or age
of the earth, and must be consistent
with the best control performance that
humans can achieve.

(2) The mean time between core
damage occurrences must certainly be
greater than that of known unreliable
human designs such as intervals between
auto repairs or mean life of unmaintained
city bridges, or human error rates which
culminate in catastrophic accidents, or
transportation accidents.

The first idea is supported by the
limits of rationality in predictions,
and the second is supported by the
existing history. Of course, the examples
cited in the two above ideas are merely
for illustration and more representative
events will be used to obtain sharper,
more realistic, and believable bounds.
The results of the investigation are
surrup.arized in Figure 1, and the methods
of obtaining these estimates are explained
below.

Figure 1 compares eight point
estimates of core damage probabilities
(see Table 5) with three interval
estimates derived from operational
experience. The operational experience
estimates (of Sec. 3.2) were derived
from:
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The ASP data were plotted directly
in Figure 1 assuming that the lower and
upper values represent a 5-95%uncertainty
interval. For the World Experiences, a
log-normal model was assumed and the
CARP™program (see Appendix A) was used
to determine a 5-95%uncertainty interval,

,mean, and median values based on the
number of events and years of operation.
In the case of the nuclear submarine
data we assumed one failure to bound the
result, and used CARP™to predict the
mean, median and the 5-95% uncertainty
bounds. Since no failures were observed,
the confidence interval is actually
wider as indicated by dotted lines in
Figure 1. In addition, the "1/3 value"
(1.48 x 10-4) was plotted as a point
estimate.

Figure 2 compares the same three
sources of operational data with interval
estimates for thirteen different American
and five different Swedish plants. The
CARp™program was used to fit a log-
normal distribution by specifying the 5
and 95%points ( the 10 and 90%points
in Table 6 were used) and means and
medians were calculated.

6. 1 REACTORCOREDAMAGEPROBABILITIES
ANALYSISvs. EXPERIENCE

A summary of the predicted core
damage probabilities gathered in this
report appears in Figure 1. The data at
the top left of the graph represents six
Swedish plants (cf. Table 7). The data
for the 5-95 percentile column was used
as input to CARpTM, a log-normal
distribution was fitted to the data for
each plant and the mean and variance
calculated by the program. Similar
computations were performed for the
thirteen plants given in Table 6 and
these are also plotted in Figure 1. The
point estimate data given in Table 5 is
plotted in Figure 1. Lastly, the data
for three "experience" sources (World
Nuclear Subs and ASP) is plotted at the
bottom of the graph. The four sets of
data cover over four decades.

Note that two estimates, point and
interval were plotted for Calvert Cliffs
and Oconee. The interval estimates were



from the data in Table 6, whereas the
point estimates were from the data of
Table 5. Clearly, the two estimates are
different since the point estimate does
not correspond to either the mean or
variance. During the lifetime of a
nuclear power plant it is not uncommon
for there to have been several safety
estimates, PSAs performed. Typically,
new estimates are performed if: (1) the
technology for performing a PSA has
significantly changed, (2) there have
been significant changes to the plant,
(3) generic data which was originally
used in an estimate can now be replaced
by specific data gathered on plant
operation. As an example, as veterans
of the development of PRA core damage
estimates are well aware, there have
been multiple studies performed for
individual plant evaluation. Some of
these were performed for the NRC (such
as the IREP, NREP and ASEP studies), and
others have been performed for the
individual licensees and their
contractors (such as the ongoing IPE
activities). Some of the estimates have
been derived from more generic models
(ASEP) and others have been plant
specific. Some of the estimates have
been updated and improved as a result of
changes in design or operating procedures.
Finally, some estimates have been
developed for operation only, others
for operation and shut-down (the recent
French study for example), and some have
limited their analysis to external
internal events (such as internal fires
and floods) and others have included all
external events (flood, earthquake,
etc.). The multiplicity of estimates
available makes the understanding of
what an individual core damage number
includes difficult without detailed
notation. For this reason, detailed
comparisons of estimates are not possible
without detailed explanations for each
instance cited. However, these detailed
explanations would be inappropriate in
a general paper of this type, so no
attempt has been made to distinguish
individual core damage estimates, nor
is one required. This approach is
consistent with the intent of this
paper, which is not to establish exact
core damage numbers, but rather to
explore the extent of the "possibility"
space for core damage probability
estimates. However, for those interested,
a more precise review of the core damage
estimates for 21 PRAs, which predicts a
similar range, has been developed
elsewhere [Garrick, 1989].
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The large amount of data in
Figure 1 is easier to interpret if it is
condensed. The CARPTM program was used
to aggregate (see Appendix A) the
interval estimates of Swedish, American
(Table 6), and experience data, which
are plotted in Figure 2. Since aggregation
requires interval data, and an aggregation
of the point estimates in Table 1 was
also desired, the data was first
transformed into interval data using
the following assumption. The error
factors (see Appendix A) were computed
for the plants of Table 6, sorted in
alphabetical order, yielding: (5.5,
18.3, 18.3, 11.5, 30.0, 44.7, 9.4, 8.2,
31.6, 3.0, 31.6, 5.5, 7.7) with a mean
of 17.3. This mean error factor was
applied to each of the point estimates
(the point estimate was assumed to be a

mean) and this data was used as input to
CARPTM to produce interval estimates
(Note: there is a continuing controversy
as to whether the estimates developed in
WASH-1400 should be treated as medians
or means, but here we consider this
estimate as a mean) .

To further analyze the data, the
estimates in Figure 1 have been segregated
into three categories: (1) Experience,
(2) American plants (both interval and
transformed point estimates), and (3)
European plants (6 Swedish, German/
Biblis, British/Sizewell, and French/
Paluel 3 and CP2). This data appears in
Figure 3.

6.2 BOUNDING FROM ABOVE AND BELOW

The main theme of this paper was to
bound core damage estimates from above
and below. Throughout this paper, a
data set based on historical and recorded
accident experience has been cited;
this data is shown in Figure 4. If these
various data points are then aggregated
into common categories, such as
"historical events", "pilot error", and
"non-nuclear accidents", it becomes
easier to compare them with the nuclear
power core melt probability estimates
shown earlier in Figure 3. Such a
comparison with various bounding events
has been constructed and is shown as
Figure 5. This figure broadly establishes
the range of credibility for industry
accidents in that it clearly separates
complex facility accident and operator
error probabilities from the combined
probability range of astronomical,
geological, and biological events in
history. The range, then, from the
lower bound of "pilot errors" to the
upper bound of "non-nuclear accidents"
can be defined as the "possibility"



space for the estimation of nuclear
plant core damage probability per year.
Within this regime, given the data
available, it should also be possible to
indicate regions of credibility for
nuclear core damage occurrence. Such an
attempt has been made in the following
section.

6.3 THE"QUESTIONABLE"REGIONS

Philosophically and practically, a
nuclear reactor core damage estimate
which leads to an occurrence frequency
as small as a star going nova should be
categorized as untenable. Further,
operator actions which have direct core
melt impact (for example, failure to go
to recirculation) should have
probabilities limited by the best observed
human performance, such as those
documented for commercial airline pilots.
Thus, predictions of nuclear plant core
melt which require humanerror frequencies
of the order of 10-7 are clearly incredible
because the historical data set required
to establish such human performance is
non-existent, at least to the knowledge
of the authors.

Similarly, the upper end bound can be
developed by examining transportation
risks which are voluntary risks. It is
assumed that an individual will not want
to assume the involuntary risk of a core
damage accident unless it is much less
than a traffic fatality. Such an upper
bound threshold has been labeled clearly
unacceptable. Also, since nuclear
power plants have a high profile and are
in the "public eye", it is unlikely that
the risk of a core damage accident would
be accepted unless it were much lower
than other types of industrial accidents
(cf. LPGaccident in Figure 4).

The conclusion that could be proposed
is that current core damage estimates in
the range of 10-3 to 10-5 are credible and
are about the same range as accident
estimates. PSA estimates in the range
of 10-5 to 10-6 strain credibility because
they challenge the historical bounds of
the best humanperformance, and estimates
below 10-7 are clearly incredible.
Estimates in the decade 10-5 to 10-6,

while not ruled out by the arguments
given in this paper, should be closely
examined and checked since they begin to
strain the bounds of the probability
space.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has been developed with
the intention of establishing an
international dialogue within the nuclear
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power community concerning the bounds
of credibility to be placed upon
probabilistic estimates of the risk of
core damage accidents for both current
and future designs. The admittedly
heuristic approach presented here
supports a proposed possibility space
for such estimates between 10-3 to 10-6•

This range is consistent with current
core damage risk estimates and with the
currently suggested 10-4 NRCgoal and the
suggested 10-5 industry goal for new
"inherently safe" designs. While the
authors certainly make no claim that
this preliminary investigation should
be accepted, it is felt that the issue
is of sufficient importance so that
further investigation is warranted.
This research should be directed not
only at better defining the possibility
space, but also to place requirements on
the analysis performed to support
estimates which begin to stretch the
bounds of credibility. If a consensus of
what is a reasonable space of
possibilities can be established, along
with a corresponding list of PSA
requirements which must be satisfied to
support credible predictions within the
space proposed, then it is believed that
better communication concerning PSA
results will be established. Once this
is accomplished, the developers of PSA
and the associated regulatory bodies
(whomust review their results) will all
have a better understanding of the
limits of prediction credibility. This
understanding should lead to more
confidence in the developed predictions
by all concerned; including the public
in general.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTERIZED AGGREGATION OF

RELIABILITY PARAMETERS - CARP~

The CARP~ software is an SAIC
program which is a useful tool for
reliability and risk analysis (DeMoss,
1990). There is considerable flexihility
in the program; however, we will only
describe the features which were used to
analyze the data used in thie:paper. The
program deals with n random vari3bles
(input distributions) Hhere AI' Azi •••.•

Aj.' ..... ,An represent the input
dlstributions. In general, each random
variable is modeled by a log-normal
distribution. (seeDougherty and Fragola,
pp. 112-116) The distribution can be
determined by specifying any two
parameters from the fcllowing set:

1. Mean
2. Median
3. Error Factor - the ratio -

95 percentile/5 percentile
(see Dougherty and Fragola, 1988)

4. Variance
5. Upper and Lower Percentiles -

(generally 95 and 5)

The program also implements the
aggregation method which is used to
combine multiple data sources (with
their own confidence intervals) into a
composite confidence interval.
(Dougherty and Fragola, 1988, p.50,
Stone 1961, Walker 1968.)

CARP~ uses the percentiles from
the input cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) to arrive at the
percentiles of the aggregate
distribution. Before aggregation, the
input distributions have been fit to
log-normal forms. The method would work
for any CDF with a closed form solution
or numeric approximation, but since
log-normal is the most common format for
published generic data, CARP~ has only
been programmed to handle the log-
normal distribution. CARP~ will
iteratively determine a percentile of
the aggregate distribution using a
recursive scheme with each input CDF. A
Newton-Raphson type iteration is used
to solve the following equation for the
unknown A as follows:

n

Pr (A ~ A.) = L (I).Pr (A.~ A.)
1 1

i=l
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where:

Pr (A ~ 1) - The percentile of interest
in the aggregate distribution. CARP~
will calculate the 5~, 50~, and 95~
percentiles

n - The number of input distributions

Ai - The random variables of the input
distributions

A - The failure rate occurring at the
percentile of interest in the
aggregate distribution

Wi - The weight of a distribution. We
usually use equal weights making
this quantity equal 1/n.

The resultant aggregate can be then fit
to a log-normal distribution if desired.
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ABSTRACT

This paper will describe the
Swedish PSA experience, based
on a nation-wide review perfor-
med within the so called SUPER-
ASAR-Project.

INTRODUCTION

PSA constitute a major part in
the Swedish ASAR programme, As
operated ~afety Analysis Re-
port. The SUPER-ASAR project
has performed a systematic
review of the PSA's reported
within the ASAR programme.

The main objectives for the
SUPER-ASAR project (ref.l&2)
were formulated as follows:

o To survey and compare the
results of Swedish PSAs with
due concern to differences
in assumptions, modelling,
and completeness aspects.

o To facilitate the use of
completed studies in the
process of decision-making.

o To supply the background for
an establishment of priori-
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ties for research projects
within the area of probabili-
stic safety analysis.

SUMMARY

The results from SUPER ASAR
describe many different types
of problems related to the use
of PSA technic for safety eva-
luation and decision support.

The project results reflect the
necessity of a careful review
of PSA results. By performing
this review the safety evalua-
tion and decision support can
be improved and better balanced
in a plant specific perspec-
tive.

Identified problem areas add-
ressed in this paper relates
to all part of the PSA's level
1, such as:

o Boundary condition
o Initiating events
o Accident sequence
o System modeling
o Common Causes Failures
o Human interaction

The discrepancies in the PSA



models has been evaluated in
first a qualitative analysis
and second (for the most impor-
tant discrepancies) in a quan-
titative analysis.

Differences in assumptions and
completeness aspects has been
shown to have a substantial
impact on PSA results and con-
clusions. The insights gained
by going through the process
of establishing a set of plant-
specific PSAs indicate how to
eliminate this type of prob-
lems.

THE SWEDISH RELIABILITY EVALUA-
TION PROGRAMME

Thorough plant-specific PSA
studies constitute a major part
of the present Swedish recur-
rent safety analysis programme,
ASAR. The results of the analy-
ses are to be reported to the
Swedish Government.

Until now plant-specific Level
1 PSAs have been completed for
ten Swedish plants. The remai-
ning two plants (Ringhals 3 &
4) are presently being analy-
zed, table 1.

The studies of filtered venting
systems, i.e. core melt pro-
gression and containment res-
ponse, have been carried out
as a part of licensing process.
These studies has not yet been
integrated with the PSA's and
are therefore not included in
the ASAR programme.

The utilities are responsible
for carrying out the analyses,
and the Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate (SKI) carries out
the review of the studies. The
ASAR shall be revised after
every eight to ten years of
operating of a plant.
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PlANT PSA ASAR

Bal"sebiiclc 1&2 84 86
FOl"s1llB1"1c1&2 89 (92)

FOI"S&l1"1c3 85 (93)

Oslcal"shaen 1 86 84
Oslcal"shalin 2 rr7 88
Oslcal"shaen 3 86 (93)

Ringhals 1 84 86
Ringhals 2 84 85

Table 1: Plant specific Swedish
PSA's

A summary of analysis status
and of the results of the Swe-
dish PSAs may be found in Refe-
rence 3.

The analyses performed focus
on the treatment of internal
initiating events (transients,
LOCAs). The basic studies are
presently being supplemented
by external event analyses.
Some of these analyses have
already been completed; the
findings with respect to the
impact of external events are
reviewed in Reference 4.

Table 2 (ref.3) shows the re-
sults of the Swedish PSAs, with
respect to relative contribu-
tions of different initiating
events and types of analysis
to the core damage frequency
according to the base studies
(i.e. the versions available
prior to the SUPER-ASAR pro-
ject) .

The total core damage frequency
is for all plants in the inter-
val 10~ - 10~ per year (after
implementation of some safety
improvements based on the PSA
results). Some of the principal
findings are surprising and



imply lack of consistence. This
applies for example to result
differences between plants
having basically the same de

sign with regard to LOCA-con-
tributions. Further details
will be discussed in this pa-
per.

TABLE 2: Survey of results of the Swedish PSAs, Outline of
relative contributions to the core damage frequency*

Type of Analysis

LOCA

Transients

lnterna l Fire

lnterna l Floo-
ding

Earthquake

Aircraft Crash

lnterna lMissi-
les

Fa II of Heavy
Objects

External Pipe
8reak

RPV 8reak

Power Reduction

Overhaul Period

Power Increase

CCI-analysis

Very Sma II
Contribution
«1%)

F3,01,02

81/2

F3, 03

F3, 81/2, 03

F3, 03

F1/2, F3, R1,
R2, R3/4, 81/2

81/2

81/2

02

F3

Moderate Contri-
bution
(1-10%)

03,F1/2

R1, R2, 01

02, R1

R1

R1, 81/2

F1/2, F3, R1, R2

F1/2, F3, R1,
R2, 81/2

R2

F1/2,81/2

Dominant Con-
tribution
(>10%)

R1, R2, 81/2

F1/2, F3, 02, 03

R2, 81/2

R1, R2

R1, 01

Not Analyzed
Plants

R3/4

R3/4

01, F1/2, R3/4

F1/2, 01, 02,
R3/4

81/2, F1/2 01 02
R2 R3/4

01, 02, 03

F1/2, F3, 01,
02, 03, R1, R2,
R3/4

F1/2, F3, 01,
02, 03, R2, R3/4

01,02,03, R3/4

81/2, F1/2 F3,
01, 03, R1, R3/4

All

All

02, 03, R2, R3/4

*Due to different differences in the approach comparisons of quantitative results of analyses of internal
events on the one hand and of external events on the other hand, should be made with great caution; in
addition, in some cases the results given for external events reflect the situation prior to introduction
of safety improvements.

Complete risk profiles of the
plants will' exist only after
completion of the analyses of
all initiating events of inter-
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est. As shown in Table
substantial number of
studies still remains.

2 a
such



However, for the third (latest)
generation of plants (F1/2,
F3, 03), characterized by four-
divisional separation, external
events are not expected to
contribute significantly and
the corresponding analyses have
therefore been assigned quite
low priority.

PSA INITIATED SAFETY MEASURES
A survey of insights concerning
weak points of the Swedish
plants, as identified by the
Swedish PSAs (ref. 3), demonst-
rate the usefulness of the PSA
application. In most cases the
findings have led to immediate
implementation of design/or
procedural improvements.

In several cases findings made
in a PSA for one of the plants
resulted in implementation of
improvements also at some other
plants of similar design.

RESEARCH
Concurrently with the PSAs,
comprehensive research projects
have been carried out leading
to progress in such areas as:
reliability data analysis,
treatment of human interacti-
ons, treatment of external
events, sensitivity and uncer-
tainty analyses, optimization
of Technical Specifications
using PSA-based methods, and
fission product behavior and
accident mitigation. From 1985
until 1990 two major research
projects being a part of co-
operation between Nordic coun-
tries, addressed methodology
development and limitations of
PSA (ref. 5), and use of proba-
bilistic methods for optimiza-
tion of Technical Specifica-
tions (ref. 6) .
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EXPERIENCE EVALUATION
A comparative review of Swedish
PSAs has been carried out with-
in the SUPER-ASAR project.

The review clearly identifies
significant differences between
the PSAs with respect to scope,
degree of detail, coverage,
etc, which complicates a proper
comparison. The results of
SUPER-ASAR project make such
comparison easier and more
straightforward. In this way
use of PSAs as a basis for
decision making has been faci-
litated.

The project was performed divi-
ded into two phases.

Qualitative analysis (phase I)

During the first phase, the
qualitative features of the
studies were reviewed. This
should be interpreted in a
broad sense, i.e. also the
qualitative methods and data
applied have been considered.
However, quantification/sensit-
ivity studies belong to the
second phase of the project.
The following elements of the
analyses have been subject to
detailed comparison:

o Modelling of initiating ev-
ents

o Modelling of accident sequen-
ces

o Systems modelling
o Treatment of reliability data
o Treatment of dependencies
o Treatment of human interac-

tions

The comparative review compri-
ses PSAs for five ABB ATOM BWR
plants (representing al design
generations) and for one Wes-
tinghouse PWR plant.



Quantitative evaluation (phase
ill

A more objective use of the
studies (i.e. in the context
of decision making) would be
anticipated and facilitated if
quantitative evaluations of
identified qualitative diffe-
rences in models and assump-
tions were available.

The quantitative analysis was
based on the list of first
priority discrepancies from the
qualitative phase. For these
discrepancies was a quantitati-
ve analysis performed.

1. Analyzed to decide to what
extent the observed disc-
repancies reflect actual
design differences between
the analyzed plants.

2. In the case of a discre-
pancy only stemming from
modeling approach and
assumptions / recommenda-
tions for treatment in
reference models where
generated.

3. Quanti tati ve evaluation
of all discrepancies ac-
cording to recommendations
on plant specific basis.

The final evaluation in the
reference models reflect how
the plant specific results can
be altered due to insights
gained in the project and cons-
titute a basis for further
development of the Swedish
PSA's

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS RESULTS

Below follows a list of problem
areas/ which were considered
important within the qualita-
tive analysis and was suggested
for further in-depth studies
within the quantitative analy-
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sis (ref. 7&8):
InternaL pipe breaks
Basis for pLant-specific assignment of frequen-
cies, treatment of the "Leak before break"
issue, proper categorization.

ExternaL pipe breaks
As above, scope and categorization not aLways
clear.

Transients
More consistent frequency estimation using
common categorization modeL.

Definition of core damage
Clarification of assumed interaction between
system crediting and containment behavior.

Feedwater system
More consistent treatment.

Pressure relief system
More consistent treatment.

ReLiability data
Updating of PSAs and revision of avai Lable data
sources.

CCF models and data
More consistent use of quantification methods
and parameters, collection of CCF data based
on Swedish/Finnish operating experience.

Physical interaction dependencies
Extended scope, in particuLar dynamic effects
after LOCA.

Common Cause Initiators
Supplementary anaLyses.

Back-flush operation
Need of this safety function after LOCA,
associated operator actions.

Human interactions
More consistent modelLing including supplemen-
tary situation-specific studies, recovery
actions, errors of commission.

The qualitative analyses con-
stituted a background to the
case studies performed within
the second phase of the pro-
ject. At the same time they
illustrate the spectrum of
problems encountered when com-
paring different PSAs.

The qualitative phase has con-
firmed that direct comparison
of the quantitative results of
the Swedish PSAs is not mea-
ningful.



The need for a more consistent
approach is obvious, in spite
of the fact that the formula-
tion of such an approach will
remain a subject of controver-
sy (at least in the context of
CCF quantification and model-
ling of human interactions).

THE QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
The initial case studies in
the quantitative evaluation
had the objective to separate
i-those discrepancies which
reflected differences in design
and operation and 2-those which
are due to differences in mo-
deling approaches.

As a final step of this effort
a reference plant models set
of assumptions and methods for
treatment of the most important
elements of PSA (e.g. accident
sequence modeling and quantifi-
cation, interactions), were
developed.

Based on this set of assump-
tions and models, plant speci-
fic reference models were ge-
nerated and evaluated

Types of results

reference models.
3) Unresolved problems, i.e.

items which call for more
detailed supplementary
studies and/or research
work (short term and long
term) .

Reference models

The reference models cover only
internal events, are still not
fully consistent and should be
regarded as preliminary. Until
now the reference models have
been generated for six Swedish
BWR plants (Rl, F3, 01, 03,
Bl/2).

RESULT COMPARISON
BWR's Generation 1, 2 & 3 Plants

Relative Contr. 30'10'1(" 2'1-10'1(" 10<1'1(,

_ ReferenceCu. 0 B... Cu.

Figure 1: Result Comparison
The identified discrepancies
have then been divided into
three categories for future
treatment and follow up of the
SUPER-ASAR results:

1)

2 )

Trivial problems, i.e.
items which are not su-
bject of controversy and
may be easily handled as
a part of the revision of
the studies.
Resolved problems, i.e.
items which where resol-
ved in the SUPER-ASAR
analysis as described in
the recommendations for
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* "1" indicates very Low reLative contribution
to the totaL core damage frequency « 1 %), "2"
corresponds to a moderate contribution (1-10 %)
and "3" to a dominant contribution (> 10 %).

Figure 1 shows the changes with
respect to relative contribu-
tors to the core damage frequ-
ency resulting from replacing
the base models by the referen-
ce models.
As may be seen a consistent
approach leads in some cases
to radical changes in the risk
profile even on this basic
level of comparison.



TF

Transients
Generation 3 Plant

TE TT
Initialing Evenls

TP

The reference models emphasize
the plant-specific issues but
at the same time the available
PSAs become more comparable.
This will facilitate active
use of the PSAs in the decision
making process. The base studi-
es are now being updated by the
utilities to include those

Transients
Generation 3 Plant

Figure 2: Transient contribu-
tion per initiating events.
TF=LOFW, TE=LOOP, TT=TURBINE TRIP, TP=REACTOR TRIP.

Figure 1 provides only a gene-
ral overview. When examining
the individual dominant acci-
dent sequences for each of the
analyzed plants it is apparent
that for all the plants the
relative importance of the
sequences has been changed and
that in many cases new sequen-
ces, not considered, neglected
or insignificant according to
the base studies, are now among
the dominant ones, Figure 2 &
3.

The following specific aspects
had the largest impact on the
changes in the risk profile
for the analyzed plants:

- modeling of back-flush ope-
ration

- modeling of the water makeup
function in the long time
perspective

- modeling of failure of re-
closure of pressure relief
valves

- assumptions concerning" leak
before break II •
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Sequsnce Type
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Figure 3: Transient contribu-
tion per sequence type.

recommendations of the referen-
ce models, which are subject
to consensus. The above descri-
bed effort is considered as
necessary for achieving satis-
factory consistency of PSAs in
countries where several PSAs
have been performed.

Insights, reference models

Reference models were generated
based on in-depth case studies
and sensitivity analysis of the
high priority discrepancies.
To some extent new models and
data has been established, but
this fact has not had as large
impact on the changes of the
result picture as model exten-



sions due to completeness is-
sues.

Main Feedwater (long term
make up)
Pressure relief and reclosure

These insights bring up the
question for other completeness
issues and important scope
extensions. In the specifica-
tion of continuation of the
ASAR program these question are
emphasized.

Equally important is the fact
that the result picture is very
sensitive to variations in the
models for CCF and HI.

Manual depressurization
Manual trip
Manual actions in back-flush
operation
CCF data
CCF models for high-redundant
systems

This fact stress the importance
of further development in these
areas.

RECOMMENDATIONS, SUPER-ASAR

The final recommendations from
the project concerns the deve-
lopment of the use and quality
of the PSA's. The future work
must encourage the use and
acceptance of the PSA models
and results. To reach that goal
implies that scope and realism
must be increased together.
Recommendations generated ref-
lect the needs of improvement
of the PSA's related to

Scope
External events
Level 2
Other operational states
Management of operation
and maintenance

Completeness
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Verification
Methods

Overpressurization
CCF models

Data
CCF data
HI

Models
Dynamic effects
Human dependencies
Time dependent component
models
External pipe breaks
Station specific analysis
of dominating Human inter-
action with use of "state
of the art" methodology
and improved documenta-
tion.

A large number of specific
recommendations were generated,
all trivial and resolved issues
were recommended for implemen-
tation and plant specific model
improvements, Table 3.

IPERS

After the SUPER-ASAR project
was finalized IAEA has conduc-
ted an International peer revi-
ew of the Forsmark 1/2 PSA
(ref. 8) on the request of the
Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate
(SKI). The objectives of the
IPERs are (1) to bring inter-
national experience to improve
PSA and (2) to give guidance
on which improvements should
be made on the analytical app-
roaches that should be used.

Vattenfall (the Swedish State
Power Board) believe that the
report will be a useful docu-
ment for upgrading of the Fors-
mark 1/2 PSA but also for im-
provement of PSA in general at
vattenfall and in Sweden.

IAEA comments

The PSA will be difficult to



SUPER.ASARdiscrepancies, selected topics

Trivial Issues

Crediting of boron Injection
Crediting of house turbine operation
Gasturbine probabilities
Human Interaction, reactor water level
control, local maneuvers
CCF, Inverters, batteries, temperature,
switches
TIme dependent component models

Resolved Issues

Pipe break categorization
Assumption concerning leak before break
Reclousure of pressure relief valves
Plant state definitions
Crediting of MFW-system
Modeling of Back.flush operation
Crediting of long term makeup functions
Choice of CCF models (Alfa/MGl)
Dynamic effects (internal pipe breaks)
Human Interaction, residual heat removal,
backflush operation, reactor trip, manual
depressurization,recovery (MFW,CS,Offsite
power)

Unresolved issues

Overpressurlzatlon
CCF models (defence strategies) and data
HumanInteraction (station specific improve-
ments)
CCI completeness aspects
CCF models for high redundance systems

Table 3: Specific issues for
recommendations, selected to-
pics.

use because of both optimistic
and conservative treatments in
specific areas and because of
the gross grouping of feed
water sequences and other se-
quences.

Since the conservatism and
their effects are not spelled
out existing models must be
carefully used in decision
support. Applications involving
Technical Specifications para-
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meters such as test interval
and test schemes are not per-
mitted since these parameter
not are included in the compo-
nent models.

The IPER has identified a num-
ber of problems beside these
identified in the SUPER-ASAR
project. Most important are:

- Dependencies in fault tree
models not treated or low
values used.

- The model is difficult to
use due to both optimistic
and conservative treatment.

- No control or assessment of
the impact (or influence) of
the degree of conservatism.

- A PSA shall always use "best
estimates" in the first place
and accompanying uncertain
"estimates" with a sensiti-
vity analysis.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Incompleteness of the PSAs will
always be an issue. Scope limi-
tations with respect to e.g.
the spectrum of initiating
events can seriously impact the
validity of conclusions. For
plants susceptible to external
events decisions concerning
safety-related matters should
as far as possible be based on
the whole study and not only
on the parts addressing inter-
nal events. Consequently, most
of the design or procedure
modifications should also be
propagated through the external
event analysis.

The Swedish PSAs are characte-
rized by relatively high degree
of detail. in the developed
fault tree models. However,
recent experiences from a Fin-



nish PSA for the TVO-plant (a
BWR of ABB Atom design) indi-
cate that much higher degree
of detail might be needed to
assure completeness in modeling
of dependencies in support
systems (electric power supply
in particular).

The goal for plant-specific
PSA activities in the nearest
future will be to enhance the
possibility for using PSA for
decision support.

ASAR-90
For the second round of the
ASAR program development and
scope extensions of the PSA's
are planned:

- Level 2 including accident
management (FILTRA-MVSS)

- Plant outage periods
- Plant start up/shut down and

other operating states other
than full power

The SIK-1 project

Obj ecti ves has been formulated
as follows

The project will develop and
demonstrate the practical use
of Living PSA (LPSA) and Safety
Indicators (SI).

Within the Nordic research
program the SIK-1 project has
recently been initiated (ref.
10&11) .

Based on the outcome of
above demonstrate the
integration of the OSI
system with the LPSA
concept and define a fea-
sible system for risk and
reliability based evalua-
tion and management of

Examine, develop and de-
fine Operational Safety
Indicators for early indi-
cation of impending, deto-
riation in technical sys-
tems and organization of
NPP.

3 .

2.

1. Develop and define the
LPSA concept for risk
evaluation of temporary
changed operating situ-
ations and permanent de-
sign modifications.

- CCF a thorough operating
experience data analysis
The Cause-Defence approach
adopted

- CCF in high redundant system,
models and data

- External pipe breaks (models
data, isolation valves)

Among the trivial or resolved
issues the utilities has been
recommended certain urgent
model improvement and of course
to follow up initiated devel-
opment programs as above.

o SUPER ASAR results will be
incorporated, i,e inconsis-
tencies in approach, modeling
and completeness aspects will
be eliminate as far as pos-
sible.

o Model improvements to meet
higher demands for decision
support, i.e. optimization
of Technical Specifications

o The scope of the PSA's will
be extended to PSA level 2,
including accident mitigation
measures.

A number of unresolved issues
stated by the SUPER-ASAR pro-
ject are currently under devel-
opment

This implies improvements in
the plant-specific PSA's such
as:
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operational safety i.e.
TS and safety evaluation.

This development work will be
performed in cooperation bet-
ween research institutes, uti-
lities and authorities.

The Nordic utilities consider
it is important to meet the
project objectives to support
the future safety development
and the use of these techni-
qu es, (ref. 12).

CONCLUSIONS
One conclusion based on the
experience of the ASAR-80 prog-
ramme is that the use of plant
specific numeric results of
PSAs in the context of compari-
son between plants must be made
with caution and usually requi-
res a comprehensive analytical
effort and careful interpreta-
tion. The SUPER-ASAR project
has made such comparisons easi-
er and more straight forward.
Application of a broad spectrum
of methods and assumptions has
had a decisive impact on PSA
results which complicates a
proper comparison and verifi-
cation of PSAs for decision
making.

Uncertainties in Swedish PSAs
has been possible to examine
in a somewhat different way in
the SUPER-ASAR project, i.e.
completeness uncertainties has
been identified and quantifi-
ed. Model- and data-uncertai-
nties are also of high inter-
est but the most important
conclusion is that completeness
issues has caused the largest
impact on PSA results according
to sensitivity studies perfor-
med.

Still remain large uncertainty
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problems related to CCFs and
HI. But the quantitative eva-
luation of these issues in the
SUPER-ASAR project did not give
any impact on the PSA results
to any large extent. This don't
imply that model and data pro-
blem don't exist for CCF and
HI it's actually the right
opposite. Knowledge about and
models for treatment of CCFs
and HI are so limited that no
insights or quantitative impact
on the results has been noted.
After further research and
model development this will
most probably change and these
issues will give a large im-
pact.

Despite all the problems add-
ressed in this paper status of
Swedish PSAs are today consi-
dered acceptable an constitute
a useful tool in decision ma-
king. In the planned second
round, ASAR-90, will PSA reach
an even higher level of maturi-
ty and become even more useful
in the decision process due to
the fact that the scope will
be extended and due to quality
improvements as a result of the
SUPER-ASAR project.

The SUPER-ASAR project has
given a extensive overview of
the PSA status in Sweden. In-
sights from the projects are
used both by the utilities and
authorities.

The most important results are

- Identification of discrepan-
cies between different PSA' s
and PSA-team

- Recommendations for treatment
of important issues

- Specification of development
and supplementary analysis

and finally but maybe most



important

Assistance in a constructive
dialogue between SKI, util-
ities, vendors and consul-
tants during and after the
project.

By performing this review and
by implementing necessary cor-
rections/improvement the Safety
evaluation work can continue
on the basis of this nation
wide calibration of the Swedish
experience.
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CURRENT STATUS, USES, AND LIMITATIONS OF
PROBABILISTIC ACCIDENT PROGRESSION ANALYSES

AND SOURCE TERM ANALYSES*

Frederick T. Harper
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NewMexico

Abstract
Level 2 PRAanalysis can be extremely costly. There are several options
that can be used to avoid the high expenditures of time and money to
obtain Level 2 insights. With reduced expenditure comes reduced insight
into the behavior of specific parameters that contribute to containment
failure and large source terms. If the primary objective of a study is
quantitative, and does not require insights concerning the complex
interactions among physical parameters and system parameters, a reduced
scope method can be acceptable. If primary objectives require the
understanding of the relative importance of specific physical processes
and the complex interactions among the processes, reduced scope methods
should not be used.

I. INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic accident progression
analyses have evolved from the
simple containment event tree
approach developed in the Reactor
Safety Study (RSS)1 to the much
more complicated Accident
Progression Event Tree (APET)/full
scope uncertainty approach
presented in NUREG-11502. The
NUREG-1150approach in its original
form was extremely costly in terms
of time and funding. Not all
Probabilistic Risk Assessments
(PRAs) can afford to use the full
scope NUREG-1150methods and must
consider less costly alternatives
to fulfill project objectives.

Source term analyses for PRAs have
also evolved substantially since
the RSS. A large amount of
phenomenological research has taken
place and valuable tools such as
the Source Term Code Package
(STCP) 3, MELCOR4, MELPROGS
CONTAIN6,RELAP-SCDAP7, and MAAP8
have been developed. Large strides
in methods to incorporate the

source term information into PRAs
have also occurred which reduce
some of the inaccuracies introduced
by extremely coarse grouping of
source terms for consequence
calculations.

This paper will discuss the level
of accident progression analysis
and source term analysis that is
necessary to accomplish a variety
of obj ecti ves . In doing this, the
paper will compa re both the
different probabilistic accident
progression approaches and the
different source term approaches,
will summarize uncertainty
analysis, and will describe how
results of the studies can be used.

*This work was supported by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
and was performed at Sandia
National Laboratories, which is
operated for the U.S. Department of
Energy under contract DE-AC04-
76DP00789.
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In this paper, Level 2 PRA refers
to PRAs that include accident
sequence frequency analysis,
accident progression analysis, and
source term analysis.

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOF METHODS
AND LEVEL OF DETAIL OF
DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO
ACCIDENTPROGRESSIONANALYSIS

There are several approaches to
performing the accident progression
portion of a Level 2 PRA, some have
been used in past risk assessments
and some are speculative. six
approaches are listed and briefly
described below. The first three
approaches differ in that the level
of decomposition of the accident
progression that is shown
expl ici tly in the probabilistic
model is different. The next two
approaches use the results of
previous studies to obtain accident
progression insights without the
large expenditures of time and
money required by some of the other
approaches. The final approach
descr ibes a method to resolve
issues. Where possible, examples of
the approaches have been provided.

a) Use of a simple containment
event tree with or without
uncertainty analysis

This approach involves the use of
an event tree of about 5 - 10 top
events. The logic structure is
extremely simple and considers the
state of the containment only. The
timing of events is addressed in an
extremely gross manner. To evaluate
these models correctly, the physics
of the accident progression are not
ignored, but must be cons ide red
when evaluating each branch point
probability.

The probabilities used to quantify
the event tree branch points are
typically best estimates. The
assessment that goes into

establishing these probabilities
can be complicated by the fact that
the event tree is used for many
different accident scenarios. The
probabil i ties must therefore be
assessed for many sets of different
initial conditions.

The RSSl and NRC's Reactor Safety
Study Methodology Appl ication
Program used event trees of this
sort. An example from the RSS is
presented as Figure 1 at the back
of this paper.

Models of this type are simple and
easy to comprehend, but do not
explicitly address the complicated
interactions that occur among the
many different accident progression
phenomena and between the phenomena
and the containment systems.

Results from studies of this type
can inform the user what types of
containment failure modes are
expected and what containment
failure modes result in large
source terms and large
consequences. However, these
studies do not provide information
about the relative importances of
the physical processes that
contribute to containment failure.

b) Intermediate containment event
trees with or without uncertainty
analysis

The event trees used in this
approach decompose the accident
progression in more detail than the
simple event trees described above.
Some accident progression processes
are factored explicitly into the
event tree along with the state of
the containment. Timing is
considered in more detail in this
approach than it is in the simple
containment event tree approach.

The event tree used in the Seabrook
PRA9 is categorized here as an
intermediate-level containment
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event tree with an uncertainty
analysis. The Seabrook containment
event tree considers three time
regimes (debris in-vessel, debris
in cavity, and long term.) The
status of the debris in the
containment is represented
explicitly along with the status of
the containment. The top events are
summarized in Table 1.

The Level 2 resul ts that are
presented in the Seabrook PRA are
in terms of uncertainty
distributions for the frequencies
of risk significant release
categories and core melt. The
release categories defined for
early containment failure/bypass
are presented below in Table 2.

Table 1
Table 2

Top Events in the Seabrook
containment Event Tree
1. Plant State (Initial Conditions)

Early Release Categories
Defined in Seabrook PRA

Release Definition of
Release Category

2. Top Events During Debris in
Vessel Time Regime:
a) Debris Cooled in Place
b) No H2 Burn
c) Containment Intact

3. Top Events During Debris in
Cavity Time Regime:

Category
S6 Containment bypass or

isolation failure with
containment building
sprays working
S6 without sprays and
with an additional vapor-
ization component

SI SI without sprays

c) Complicated containment event
trees with or without uncertainty
analysis

Resul ts are al so presented for
Containment Intact and Long Term
Containment Failure Release Groups.

In this approach, most of the known
interactions among the phenomena
and the containment systems are
modeled explicitly in the event
tree. This approach is typified by
the NUREG-1150 accident progression
studyl0, 11,12,13. This approach
requires large and detailed APETs.
To give the reader a feel for the
level of detail in the NUREG-1150
logic models, the first 52

Early containment failure
due to steam explosion or
hydrogen burn with sprays

SIa) Debris Dispersed
b) Debris Cooled
c) No H2 Burn
d) containment Intact

4) Top Events During Long Term
Time Regime:

a) No Late Burn
b) Shell Intact
c) Basemat Intact
d) Small Leak

Some of the complex interactions
taking place during the accident
progressl0n are addressed
explicitly, others may be modeled
when evaluating branch point
probabilities. Because many of the
interactions that can occur among
severe accident phenomena and the
containment systems are not modeled
explicitly in the logic structure,
the direct impact of the parameter
behavior on the results can not be
observed.
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questions of the Grand Gulf NUREG-
1150 APET13have been provided as
an attachment to this paper. The
APETtreats the progression of the
accident from the onset of core
damage through the core-concrete
interaction (CCI). It accounts for
the various events that may lead to
the release of fission products due
to the accident.

The NUREG-1150APETs can consist of
as many as 145 questions, most of
which have more than two branches.
Initial and boundary conditions are
developed in the Accident Sequence
Frequency Analysis and are
summarized in the first part of the
tree. Three time periods are
cons idered in the tree: before
vessel breach, at vessel breach and
late. Questions concerning the
status of offsite power, core
damage arrest, containment systems,
debris, energetic events (hydrogen
events, steam explosions), and
containment failure are asked in
each of the time periods.

The APET is so large and complex
that it cannot be presented
graphically and must be evaluated
by computer. A computer code,
EVNTRE14,has been written for this
purpose. In addition to evaluating
the APET, EVNTREsorts the many
possible paths through the tree
into a manageable number of
outcomes, denoted accident
progression bins (APBs).

The many parameters in the event
trees (including both branching
probabilities and physical
quantities) were quantified by the
formal expert elicitation panels,
by the proj ect staff, and
calculated by FORTRANsubroutines
within the EVNTREprogram. The APET
is not meant to be a substitute for
detailed, mechanistic computer
simulation codes. Rather, it is a
framework for integrating the
resul ts of these codes together
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wi th experimental resul ts and
expert judgment. The detailed,
mechanistic codes require too much
computer time to be run for all the
possible accident progression
paths. Further, no single
available code treats all the
important phenomena in a complete
and thorough manner that is
acceptable to all those
knowledgeable in the field.
Therefore, the results from these
codes, as interpreted by experts,
are summarized in an event tree.
The resulting APETcan be evaluated
quickly by computer, so that the
full diversity of possible accident
progressions can be considered and
the uncertainty in the many
phenomena involved can be included.

Because many more events are
modeled explicitly, the results can
be binned and presented in many
ways. Some examples of detailed
results are provided:

Summary Accident Progression Bin
Groups are plotted against Summary
PDS Groups for Surry in Figure 210
at the back of this paper. The
values presented in this figure are
fractional contribution to mean
risk (FCMRis defined later). The
APB bin groups presented in this
figure are compilations of many
APBs. They could be recast in many
ways so that the analysts can
extract information from different
event perspectives.

Rank regression analyses indicating
the importance of specific
parameters to the uncertainty in
condi tional containment failure
probability, in fission product
release rates, or in risk can be
performed. Regression analyses for
annual release rates and risk were
performed and presented in the
NUREG-1150 support documents.
Example results for the Annual
Release Rates (fraction/yr) at
Surry are presented in Table 310.



Table 3
Summary of Rank Regression

Analyses for Annual Release Rates
of Iodine (Fractionjyr)

Step Variable SRC* R2
1 FISGFOSG 0.54 0.282 IE-SGTR 0.34 0.39
3 V-TRAIN 0.28 0.47
4 FCOR 0.25 0.525 LATEI 0.20 0.56
6 PORV-BLK 0.17 0.58
7 RCP-SL-F -0.13 0.59
8 TYPE-VB 0.13 0.61
* - Standard regression coefficient
The events are listed in Table 3 in
the order that they contribute to
the uncertainty in annual release
of iodine.

FISGFOSG the release
fraction from the vessel to the
environment for steam generator
tube ruptures.

IE-SGTR -- Steam generator tube
rupture initiating event frequency

V-TRAIN initiating event
frequency for Event V (interfacing
system LOCA)

FCOR -- Release fraction from
core

LATEI Late iodine release
fraction from pools

PORV-BLK Probability of
Power Operated Relief Valve (PORV)
block valve open

RCP-SL-F Probability of
Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) seal
failure

TYPE-VB Type of vessel
breach
d) Checklist approach
This approach would be taken when
funds are not available to perform
a full blown Level 2 PRA. In this
approach, insights and plant
features important to accident
progression analyses are catalogued

from previous PRAs. The plant
features and insights are compared
to the checklist one by one for the
plant in question. The features and
insights believed to be important
would be documented and assessed
further if necessary. An approach
similar to this is currently under
consideration by CSNI, Principal
Working Group 515•

The results of this approach are
purely qualitative.
e) Extrapolation approach
This approach would begin from
existing models and use existing
data. The models and data would be
modified appropriately for the
plant in question. An approach
similar to this one has been
recommended in the Individual Plant
Examination Submittal Guidance
(NUREG-1335)15. Theoretically, the
results given by this approach
could be at the same level of
detail as the surrogate approach
from which the models and the data
are based.
f) Issue resolution
Although not part of a full scope
level 2 PRA, a methodology has been
proposed to resolve specific level
2 issues. A particular phenomenon
is targeted, and is assessed using
methods that combine probabilistic
analyses, analytical methods, and
experimental results. This method
differs from the full blown
detailed model method, in that one
particular phenomenon is addressed
and all resources are directed
toward that one phenomenon.

III. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF
DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO
SOURCE TERM ANALYSIS

Two different methods for
performing the Level 2 source term
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analysis are described in this
section.

a) Course binning approach

In this approach, the source term
for a few scenarios are calculated
using mechanistic methods (STCp3,
MELCOR4,MAAp8etc.). The resul ts
of these calculations are then
extrapolated to all scenarios in
the PRA. Specifically, each new
scenario is assigned the source
term calculated for the scenario
that it most closely resembles, no
matter how different the new
scenario might be. This approach
was taken by the RSS.

b) Parametric approach

In this approach, simple parametric
mass balance equations are used to
extrapolate the information known
about the relevant physical
processes to the entire accident
progression bin space established
by the accident progression
analysis. This approach was taken
in NUREG-1150because of the very
large number of accident
progression bins that defined the
initial conditions for the source
term analysis.

In the NUREG-1150methodology, a
source term is calculated for each
APB with a non-zero conditional
probability by one of the several
XSORcodes; fast-running parametric
computer codes. The purpose 0 f
these codes is not to calculate the
behavior of the fission products
from their chemical and physical
properties and the flow and
temperature condi tions in the
reactor and the containment.
Instead, the XSORcodes provide a
means of incorporating the results
of the more detailed codes that do
consider these quantities into the
NUREG-1150analysis. This approach
is needed because the detailed
codes require too many computer
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resources to be able to compute
source terms for the numerous
accident progression bins
(typically about 100) and as many
as 250 observations that result
from the sampl ing uncerta inty
approach used in NUREG-1150.

As the APET provided a framework
for the Accident Progression
analysis, the XSORcodes provide a
tool for assembling the results of
experiments and mechanistic codes,
as interpreted by experts in the
field of radionuclide transmission
and retention. The reason for
"fil tering" detailed code results
through the experts is identical to
the rational that was discussed for
the Accident Progression Analysis
in Section IIc of this paper.

IV. NUREG-1150APPROACHFOR
ESTIMATINGUNCERTAINTY

In NUREG-1150, an overall
uncertainty analysis was performed.
Distributions were provided for
Accident Frequency parameters,
Accident progression parameters,
and for Source Term parameters that
were expected to be important to
risk or to uncertainty in risk. The
risk calculation was performed
between 200 and 250 times (defined
as 200 to 250 observations of risk)
with one value from each parameter
distr ibution selected for each
observation. The values were
selected from each parameter
distribution by Latin Hypercube
Sampling. Correlations between
parameters were considered in the
generation of the sample. The
distribution of results displayed
in NUREG-115.0and its' supporting
documents for conditional
containment failure probability,
for source term frequency, and for
risk consisted of the compilation
of the individual results from each
of the 200 - 250 observations.



V. POTENTIALUSESFORDIFFERENTAP
PROACHES

In this section, the specific
objectives that can be accomplished
by d iff ere n tap p r oa c he s are
discussed. Table 4 at the back of
this paper presents a summary of
the obj ecti ves that particular
approaches can successfully
accommodate.

a) Approaches adequate for safety
goal comparison

If absolute quantitative risk
information is desired, any of the
quantitative approaches (simple
CETs, intermediate CETs, or
detailed CETs) are adequate. The
simpler approaches would still have
to perform analyses on the
processes leading to containment
failure. However, it is not
necessary to show these processes
explicitly in the logic model in
order to perform studies to observe
the behavior of the independent and
dependent parameters that
contr ibute to containment failure
and to risk (such as regression
analyses) .

b) Approaches adequate for accident
management

None of the approaches are entirely
adequate for accident management
guidance. Some of the approaches
listed can suggest possible
direction for accident management,
but must be followed up by more
detailed and specific studies.
NUREG-1150 results have been
interpreted as suggesting that
depressurization in order to avoid
Direct Containment Heating loads
would be risk beneficial. Before
realistic guidance is suggested
however, more detailed studies
considering the feasibility of the
strategy at specific plants must be
performed (many plants are not
physically able to depressurize in
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some scenarios). Also negative
aspects of depressurization (core
damage timing, increased
probabil i ty of in-vessel steam
explosion, etc.) must be
considered.

c) Approaches adequate for research
prioritization

To prioritize phenomenological and
system research, it is necessary to
specify and observe the behavior of
the parameters that are important
to the different risk measures. It
is also important to identify in
what context these parameters are
important so that the research is
properly directed. In the early
1980s an overwhelming amount of
phenomenological research was
performed on the TMLB'sequence for
PWRs. The information obtained was
valuable, but a broader PRA
perspective in research allocation
would have included more sequences.

To get the perspective necessary to
properly prioritize research, it is
necessary to have the input
parameters modeled explicitly. The
simpler approaches may be able to
provide some guidance on the basis
of the mechanistic analyses
performed to calculate branch point
probabilities, but the subtle
interactions within scenarios would
not be apparent in order to obtain
the context within which research
can be guided. To understand the
subtle interactions, an approach in
which the parameters are modeled
expl ici tly is necessary. The
simpl ified methods based on
prev ious studies (checkl ist and
extrapolate) can provide
information on the applicability of
a particular phenomenological
question or system question to a
larger population of plants, but
rely on the detailed approach from
which they were formed and would
not generate any original guidance.



d' Approaches able to identi fy
d~sign weaknesses

In some ways, design weakness can
he identified by all approaches.
However, the simpler approaches may
not be able to identify some of the
more subtle interactions that take
place involving the design feature
of interest. An example of such a
subtle interaction identified in
NUREG-1150is the reduction in risk
due to hydrogen burns in the Grand
Gulf wetwell airspace; the
combustion can cause water to slosh
back into the drywell which
provides additional quenching and
decontamination for the debris. The
more detailed approaches identify
design weaknesses in a more
systematic fashion and give a more
complete perspective on the
importance (both to increasing risk
and to decreasing risk) of the
particular design feature in
individual scenarios.

e) Issue resolution

The detailed NUREG-1150models may
be used to resolve some of the
simpler, less controversial issues.
To resolve the more complex and
controversial issues, it is
necessary to perform more detailed
analyses. The comprehensive
treatment of a full scope PRA
results in extremely complex logic
models. When attempting to
ascertain the importance of
particular input parameters, the
complexity of the models sometimes
overwhelms the importance of
speci fic input. This may be an
adequate representation of real i ty
(commercial nuclear power plants
are extremely complex.) However
when focusing on a particular
issue, the model is not as complex,
and the input becomes more
important. Some of the parameters
that were not explored in depth in
the PRA (because they were not risk
important on a global scale), may

have to be evaluated for this
purpose.

In order to resolve issues, it is
necessary to address the individual
issue in detail and for a broader
spectrum of plants. Such an
approach has been suggested by
Theofanous17, 18. Sandia National
Laboratories has also suggested
some programs that combine
probabilistic perspective with
analytical and experimental
expertise.

f) Model physical reality

It is impossible to benchmark or to
verify and validate the correctness
of the Level 2 logic models. Small
parts of the input to the models
have been validated : individual
mechanistic models that provide
some of the input. However, the
overall structure can not be
validated. We do not really know
what level of detail correctly
models reality.

Intui ti vely, to this author, the
NUREG-1150models appear to be at
the right level of detail for
modeling something as complicated
as the accident progression of a
severe nuclear power accident.
However, critics claim that we do
not understand the phenomena well
enough to give meaningful answers
to the detailed questions in the
NUREG-1150 event trees19, Other
cri tics have problems because the
level of detail is too coarse and
won't allow the direct input of
first principle science; there is
too much uncertainty in the initial
and boundary conditions for each
step19.

The only test of level of detail
that this author can think of is to
try different approaches on a
problem that can be observed.
Selection of the problem would be
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Table 5

Contributors (%) to Mean
Early Fatality Risk for

Internal Initiators

There are two types of postulated
uses for Level 2 results. One type
of use requires the careful
observation of the behavior of the
parameters and processes that
contribute to containment failure
and source term releases. Most of
the objectives presented in Table 4

8. 6

8.6

4.1

77.3

subset of interest to the total
risk for each observation, and then
averaging the ratios for all
observations. This method is more
statistically stable and gives
equal weighting to all
observations. The scientist
desiring a best estimate would
probably be interested in this
measure.

To illustrate the point that it is
cri tical that the decis ion maker
know what the different
implications of the two types of
means are, an example of the
quantitative difference between the
FCMRand the MFCRis presented in
Table 5. Completely different
insights concerning dominant
contributors can be drawn from the
different mean values.

PDS Group
MFCR

Slow station Blackout
7.7
Fast station Blackout
1.3
Event V
57.4
steam Generator Tube
29.0

Rupture

VI. CONCLUSION

For all of the objectives listed in
Table 4, it is desirable to have
the benefit of an uncertainty
study. In order to make a
technically defensible decision,
it is necessary to judge the
quality of the information on which
the decision is based.

extremely diff icul t: Chernobyl
would be challenging.

V. IMPORTANCEOF UNCERTAINTYSTUDY
TO OBJECTIVES

Rather than basing decisions on
entire uncertainty distributions,
it may be desirable to base
decisions on statistics that
summarize the distribution, such as
the mean, or the 5th, 50th or 95th
percentiles. When using a mean
value, the method used to calculate
the mean and the implication of the
results should be understood by the
decision maker. In the support
documents for NUREG-1150(NUREG/CR-
4551), two different types of means
were presented: the Fractional
Contribution to Mean Risk (FCMR)
and the Mean Fractional
Contribution to Risk (MFCR). There
are two very different ways to
calculate these mean values and two
very different interpretations that
can be made from the values.

The FCMRis found by dividing the
average risk for the subset of
interest (plant damage state,
accident progression bin, etc.) for
the entire risk calculation by the
average total risk for the
calculation. This method tends to
be driven by the large risk values
and can be statistically unstable.
It may be the appropriate measure
for a regulator to consider because
it stresses the high risk outlyers
and tends to be conservative.

The MFCRis found by determining
the ratio of the risk for the
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fall into this category (accident
management, research
prioritization, identification of
design weaknesses, and issue
resolution.) These objectives
require a detailed understanding of
the plant character istics and
accident progression phenomena.
There may be a more efficient way
to get this information than the
detailed NUREG-1150approach, but
the information required is the
same.

The other type of postulated use
for Level 2 resul ts requires
absolute risk numbers (comparison
to safety goal.) It is conceivable,
but improbable, that simplified
models may suffice. They can only
suffice if backed up by rigorous
analysis, and if sufficient care is
taken to assure that subtle
interactions among phenomena and
systems are treated correctly.
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Figure 1
Simple PWR Containment Event Tree from RSSl

The Reactor safety Study
used simple containment event trees
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Table 4
Level 2 Approach Detail vs Objective

Approach

Simple Intermediate Detailed Checklist Extra- Issue

CETs CETs CETs polate Resolution

Objective

1) Safety Goal X X X X

Comparison

2) Accident * * **
Management

ww
0 3) Research * * X * *

Prioritization

4) Identify Design * * X * *
Weaknesses

5) Issue *
X

Resolution

6) Model Physical * * * * *
Reality

X - Successful at accomplishing objective
* _ Partially successful at accomplishing objective
** _ Only applicable for specific issue studied



Attachment
Grand Gulf NUREG-1150

First 52 Questions from the
Accident Progression Event Tree

1. What is the initiating event?
2. Is there a station Blackout?
3. Is DC Power not available?
4. Do one or more S/RVs fail to

reclose?
5. Does HPCS fail to inject?
6. Does RCIC fail to inject

initially?
7. Does the CRD hydraulic system

fail to inject?
8. Does the condensate system

fail?
9. Do the LPCS and LPCI systems

fail?
10. Does RHR fail (heat exchangers

not available)?
11. Does the service water system

or cross-tie to LPCI fail?
12. Does the fire protection system

cross-tie to LPCI fail?
13. Are the containment (wetwell)

sprays failed?
14. What is the status of vessel

depressurization?
15. When does core damage occur?
16. What is the level of pre-

existing leakage or isolation
failure?

17. What is the level of pre-
exist,ing suppression pool
bypass?

18. What is the structural capacity
of the containment?

19. What is the structural capacity
of the drywell?

20. What type of sequence is this
(summary of plant damage)?

21. Do the operators turn on the
HIS before core damage (CD)?

22. Is the containment not vented
before CD?

23. Does (do) any S/RV ta ilpipe
vacuum breaker (s) stick wide
open?

24. Does AC power remain lost
during core degradation?
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25. Is DC power available during
core degradation?

26. What is the RPV pressure during
core degradation?

27. What is the status of the HIS
before vessel breach (VB)?

28. Is RPV injection restored
during core degradation?

29. Is the core in a critical
configuration following
injection recovery?

30. What is the status of
containment sprays?

31. What amount of Oxygen is in the
wetwell during CD?

32. What amount of Oxygen is in the
drywell during CD?

33. What amount of steam is present
in the containment at core
damage?

34. What amount of steam is present
in the drywell at core damage?

35. Total amount of H2 released in-
vessel during CD?

36. What is the level of In-Vessel
zirconium oxidation?

37. What is the containment
pressure during CD?

38. W hat i s the level 0 f
containment leakage due to slow
pressurization before VB?

39. What is the maximum hydrogen
concentration in the wetwell
before VB?

40. To what level is the wetwell
inert during CD?

41. Do diffusion flames consume the
hydrogen released before VB?

42. What is the maximum hydrogen
concentration in the drywell
before VB?

43. Do deflagrations occur in theww prior to VB?
44. Is there a detonation in the

wetwell prior to VB?
45. W hat is the level 0 f

containment impulse load before
vessel breach?

46. with what efficiency is H2
burned prior to VB? .

47. What is the peak pressure ln
containment from hydrogen burn?



48. What is the level of drywell
leakage induced by an early
detonation in containment?

49. What is the level 0 f
containment leakage induced by
an early detonation?

50. What is the level 0 f
containment leakage before
vessel breach?

51. What is the level of drywell
leakage induced by containment
pressurization?

52. What i s the level 0 f
suppression pool bypass
following early combustion
events?
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PRACTICE AND TRENDS OF THE LIVING PSA

R. Caporali, H. Cozzone. A. Valeri
ENEA-DISP

Via Vitaliano Brancatl. ~8
00l~8 Rome Italy

systems:
operator
recovery

Events

Damage (CD)
event

called

generation or a Core
expreSSion made or
combinations. the so
Minimum Cut Sets ( MCS ).

The duty or the PM is to
correctly aSSOCiate a
probability to the CD
expreSSion. giving each event in
the MCSs a prObability value
drawn rrom the StUdy data base.

Some important items in the DM
arrected by uncertainties are
here listed:
1 AccePtance Criteria:
2 Success Criteria ror
3 Time available to the

ror emergency
actions:

"l Initiating
completeness;

5 Gener1c causes able to
1ntroduce a degradation in
similar or dirrerent types Or
components in a short time
interval:

6 Interrace or PRA analysts With
documents describing plant
hardware and sortware and wi th
specialized people in variOUS
diSCiplines ror knowledge
transrer:

7 Plant response and runct ional
Event Trees:

8 System models via Fault Trees.

CD express10n ability to
represent the plant behavior can
be considered - in the best or
the cases - as the synthesis or
the available inrormation and Or
the knowledge eXisting on the

In th1s paper the rollow1ng
SUbjects are presented:
a) a d1scuss1on on PSA

uncertainties 1n connection
With the POSSibil1ty to
reduce the1r level in some
spec1r1c areas us1ng
workstation based sortware:

b) the exper1ence gained in our
organization with the living
PRA use on a workstation.

2. UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION USING
A WORKSTATION BASED PSA

1. INTRODUCTION

In th1s section some or the
sources or uncerta1nty arrect1ng
the quantitative results or a
Levell PSA are indiv1duated:
these uncertainties can have
d1rrerent root causes but the1r
rinal errect 1S anyWay an impact
on the quantitat1ve results or
the PSA.
Past StUd1es ~1d Papers
underl1ned the degree or
uncertainty as not un1rorm 1n a
PSA and related to the spec1ric
analYSiS item.

The ~lalyses perrormed ror a
Levell PSA can be classir1ed as
Determ1n1stic or Probab1list1c:
we call the two sets or analyses
respect1vely Determ1n1st1c Model
( DM ) or Probabilist1c Model
( PM ) or the PRA. TIle DM allows
ror a Plant model11zation basing
on des1gn avala1ble inrormation:
the bottom line or the DM 1s the
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considered plant. Plants and systems.
It is undoUbtrul that the use or
an interactive scree~Keyboard
FT editor near to documents and
a FT Library can give an
important contribution to get
more standardiZed FTs.
Another important contribution
to uncertainty reduction is the
POSSibility Or quicK
requantirications and importance
analyses: in the same direction
goes the easy updating Or
unavailability data rrom plant
Operating ExPerience.

The PM has the responsibility to
give a correct quantirication Or
the CD expression.
To do thiS Job we need
probability parameters, using
plant speciric data when
available or generic data or-
and this is the most common case
- both, updating generic data
with the available speclrlc
Operating ExPerienCe data.
Some PM items arrected by
uncertainty rolloW:
a) Initiating Events

rrequencies:
b) unavailability Data:
c) The cut-orr used in the

quantirication:
d) Intrinsic limits Or

probability combination.

In the rolloWing
experience gained
Or a workStation
is illustrated.

sections the
with the use
based sOrtware

past experience shows that given
the same plant inrormatlon,
dirrerent analysts could
generate dirrerent ETs ror the
identical initiators and
dirrerent FTs ror the same
systems: these can be classirl~
as uncertainties in the OM.
items 7 and 8 in the above list.
Also a poor analysis support
where necessary inrormation.
rererence material, and data
base are spread around many
unconnected documents can be
considered as a seC01~ary source
Or uncertainty.
A living PSA is a way to reduce
-not to eliminate some Or
these uncertainties, arrecting
both DM and PM, mainly ir based
on the use Or a workStation with
a set of sortware tools liKe:
1) an ET editor:
2) a IT editor:
3) a structured Data Base:
~) an automatic connection

between 2) and 3):
5) readilY accessible libraries

or ETs ana. FTS ror similar
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3. APPLICATIONS OF LIVING PSA
The problems outlined in the
preceding section suggest a way
to reduce or eliminate speciric
types or uncertainties and to
study the errects or the
existing uncertainties. both
deterministic and probabilistiC.
The development Or a
Probabilistic Sarety AnalysiS in
a "living" mode is an excellent
chOice in order to achieve a
more complete Understanding or
the Plant ana. Or its behavior
starting rrom the inrormation
gained in the sarety analysiS.
Necessary tool ror thiS tasK is
a suitable software pacKage like
the one we utilize ror our
apPlications, which is called
NUPRA [lJ, [2] .

3.1 - The first application: a
methodOlogical comparison
An example of hOW and how much a
living PSA can be used ror these
purposes, not considering all



o realistic success criteria;
o complete set or internal

initiating events;
o no external events;
o modeling o£ £unctional

dependencies (shared
component support systems)
through the £ault tree
linking approach;

o extensive modeling within
each system o£ the common
cause £ailures;

o extel~ive modeling (where
apPliCable) of conseqUential
events such as small LOCAS
and steam generator tube
rupture;

o treatment o£ human
reliabili ty, modeling the
interactions according to the
Technical Speci£ications
content ana. in application o£
Emergency Procedures, giving
credit to additional recovery
actions when enough time is
available;

o use or an integrated
representation o£ the
sequences associated with
each event tree.

o modularization of the £ault
trees in order to save
computational time and
facilitate results analysis;

o results diSplayed in an
integrated £orm.

The bas1c re£erence model
speci£ication main £eatures are:

["i],

PWR
£01"

done
we

[3],
the

an
user-

sortware
rully

the

Alto LaZiO
BWR 1.ll1.<1er

at the time
project

i) specirication or reference
model characteristics
re£lecting the cill~rent
state or-the-art in Level 1
(core damage) PSA
methodOlogy and allowing
ror the ruture evolution or
the model to Level 2
(source term);

ii) development o£
interactive and
£riendly PC-based
tool capable o£
supporting
cons truct ion,
quantirication and living
use o£ a PSA llaving the
characteristics of the
re£erence model;

iii)proving (benChmarking) or
the re£erence modeling
approach and so£tware
through their practical
application to two existing
PSA's:
a) the PSA £01" the PUN

the Italian
re£erence design
NPS;

b) the PSA £01"
(AL) [5] I a
construction
of thiS
implementation.

the other uses that can lle
wl th 1t, lS the project
carrled out ln 1981-1988
whlch was rocused on
rollOWlng objectives:

Those studies were considered as
an adequate challenge £01" the
rererence model benchmarking as
they were based on qUite
d1rrerent assumptions and
methodOlogies.
The project, which achieved
successrully conclusion in mid
1968, was sponsored by ENEA-
DISP. the Italian Regulatory
Body, and was implemented by
personnel £rom ENEA ana. NUS
Corporation.

The imPlementation was
originally thought to be done on
a main£rame computer, but at the
onset or the project it was
recognized the limitation o£ the
main£rame as a support £01" a
living schedule tOOl, ana.
therefore the second objective
was set. Consequence or this
choice was that the so£tware was
developed in parallel with the
model, ~1d the sortware experts
where in continuous
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communication with the PSA
analysts. This allowed the
software developer to build the
program according to the safety
analyst needs.

approach would facilitate easy
model reevaluatiOns to account
for design changes, etc. as well
as the performance of importance
analyses at the component level.

The liVing PSA model

The baSic methOdology chosen for
the liVing PSA models of the two
plants was a complete fault tree
llnking. It was felt that thiS

The PUN and AL PSS' s us ed
essentially two different
methods for modeling the
dependencies due to the support
systems. The former used a
support state model, while the
latter used a partial fault tree
linking approach. which still
ne~ed ha.ru1 made conditional
prObability calculations.

Both the original stUdies used
the Binomial Failure Rate (BFR)
mOdel for the representation of
the common mode failures, but
the extent of implementation was
different in the two cases, as
well as the quantification
procedure. In the PUN stUdy the
common mode failures were
considered in a systematic way
for most mechanical components
required to change status.
whereas in the AL stUdy common
mode failures where only modeled
for the on-Site power supply.
In the PUN the quantification of
this kind of failures was made
~y hand through a procedure
which became quite cumbersome
partiCUlarly when the
contribution coming from minimal
cutsets containing both random
and common mode failures for
Similar components was not
negligible.

A special representation for the
support systems was adopted.
called the Support System Island
[6]. This model can be
considered as a black box which
has a number of top events
representing the interfaces
between front line and support
systems. Inside the black box
the model structure is fully
based on fault tree models.
whose top events represent the
trains of the redUndant support
systems; there are links among
them. which represent expliCitly
the dependencies existing among
the support systems. This kind
of representation is well
structured. is relatively easy
to Understand and review and is
therefore well suited for use in
a model deSigned for living
schedule purposes.

The common mode failures were
considered to an extent
consistent with the PUN stUdy
for both plants. Besides. they
were represented inside the
fault trees by decomposing the
Binomial Failure Rate model into
its baSiC parameters. and then
representing these parameters as
events in the fault trees.
The advantages of this approach
are:

it is easy to develop
the events in fault tree
have a physical meaning
it is fully automatic; no
h~~ calculations

faCilitates par-ameter
modifications for
sensitiVity stUdies.

DrawbackS of this approaCh are
longer computation times due to
the increased Size and
compleXity of the fault trees.

the two- Differences between
original stUdies
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Living PSA Original PSA

- Results

PSA'S
- the vessel rupture sequence

has been added
- some support systems, which

in the original stUdy were
addressed in the event
trees, were modeled Within
the fault trees of the
supported system.

For the PUN model two
quantifications were made to
account for design and
operational changes proposed by
the deSigner in order to reduce
the Core Melt frequency
resulting from the first
quantification. The two cases
are indicated here as 'base
case' ana. 'With modifications'.
The calculated core damage
frequencies are

1.1£-53.1£-5Base Case

and restrictions on the
modularization of the fault
trees, because the common mo~e
failures are represented at the
component level.
In the living models for the two
plants the fault trees may
contain the following terms:

- Modules or basic events
representing hardware
failures or human errors
that are not shared by
other system or train;

- Modules representing shared
hardware fallures;

- Operator actions common to
more than one system or
train;

- Inoperability of the system
or train due to test or
maintenance;

- Transfers to support
systems fault trees;

- Common cause events.
Details of the original fault
trees are retained Within the
modules which are stored as
lists Of minimal cutsets.

For the case of AL, in order to
highlight the impact on the core
damage frequency of the common
mode failures, particularly
regarding the safety/relief
valves, three separate
quantificatiOl~ were made:

As can be seen the liVing PSA
results are quite lower, and
this has been explained by the
conservatisms ilUlerentin the
Support State Model approach,
which forces to many
conservative Simplifications in
the support system dependency
modelir~. TIleconstruction of a
liVing PSA in this case allowed
to eliminate the uncertainties
aSSOCiated to the support state
methOdolOgy, that led to quite
different results.

The PUN model was the one that
most required modifications in
order to be consistent with the
reference model and methodology:
main efforts were the
transformation from the support
state model to the fault tree
linking ana. the common mode
failure representation.
The final living model developed.
for ALTO LAZIO was generally
consistent with the original
stUdy, with some modifications
which account for the findings
of the review process:

- the common mode failure was
widely used in order to be
COl~istent with the PUN
mo~el

- the faillli~e to scram
prObability was increased
to a value consistent with
other state-of-the-art

With modif. 5.1£-6 8.1£-6
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1) Benchmark case: without all
common mode failures except
those associated with the
Diesel Generators, which is
the same situation of the
original stUdy.

2) All common mode f~ilures
considered, as in the
reference mode 1.

3) All common mode failures
considered, except for the
safety/relief valves.

The me~l core damage frequencies
resulting from the living models
quantifications are :

Case 1: benchmark 1.6E-6 ev/y
Case 2: all CCF's 8.0E-6 ev/y
Case 3: no SRV's CCF 3.6E-6 ev/y

These results are to be compared
with the value obtained by the
original stUdy, i.e. 1.8E-6 ev/y.
It is evident, looking at the
figures, the large impact on the
core damage frequency due to
common mode failures: thiS is
particularly true for the
safety/relief valves.
However, Since the actual valves
have a limited operating
experience, this impact was best
treated by performing several
sensitivity stUdies.

The results were also analyzed
by perfOrming Importance
evaluatiol~ (Fussel & Vesely,
Risk Achievement Worth, Risk
Reduction worth) pointing out
weak pOints to be upgraded for a
defence in depth criterion and
items whose quality level is to
be assured because of the impact
which would result from an
eventual degradation.

The construction ~1d evaluation
of these models achieved two
main Objectives:
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a) two Living PSA's were built,
which could be a very
important decisional tool in
the licensing process;

b) the implemented code was
fully tested by obtaining the
same results of the original
StUdies in the base case
evaluation.

3.2 - Other applications.

Following this experience, the
approach of the liVing PSA has
been followed for all the
successive applications we made,
r~ing from simple case stUdies
to entire plant models.

A complete living PSA has been
constructed for the Caorso plant
-an Italian BWR MK II
transforming into a computerized
model the existing stUdy; this
work served to refine the tools
and the methods Of
representation adopted for the
first application.

The most recent work has been
performed in the General
ElectriC offices, under the
management of £NEL, consisting
in the development Of a
preliminary living PSA for the
SBWR plant. PeCUliar Of thiS
application is the fact that a
living PSA is developed from the
beginning of the design phase,
as much detailed as POSSible
USing the available information.
The project has been structured
in a phase 1, finished in Nov.
1989, al1d in a phase 2, starting
in 1991, for the updating of tne
PSA according to the latest
development of the design.
For the review of this PSA there
is an agreement between GE and
ENEA-DISP. We made a qUick
review on the phase 1 PSA, that
helped to understand the main
issues for the safety of the
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plant in order to address
POSSible changes in the design.
We use ror the reView the model
built with the same code (NUPRA)
that we used ror the previous
apPlications. We can say that
we use the living PSA as a tool
ror the review or the PSA
itselr: the model can be used in
real time to evaluate the errect
on the quantitative results or
dirrerent hypotheses rormulated
during the review ,regarding ror
example:

- the railure probabilities or
the recovery actions

- the common cause failure
probabilities

- dirrerent models ror
representing the CCF's

- the errect or the active and
passive systems.

The last consideration starts
rrom the ract that the SBWR
design inclUdes some paSSive
systems, like the Isolati on
Condenser and the GraVity Driven
Cooling System: it is
interesting to investigate how
the Plant would be reliable ir
only these kind or systems were
operable. As a rirst
evaluation, we can say that in
these conditions, the plant is
still well-behaving, in the
sense that its response to an
accident initiator is still
acceptable and could be
comparable with the normal
response or the actual standard
plants.
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Modeling Errors of Commission for the ISLOCA Research Program
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Abstract
Interfacing Systems Loss-Of-Coolant Accidents (ISLOCAs) are being

evaluated in Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs) as potential
contributors to Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) risk. If an ISLOCA were to
occur, they have the potential to result in core melt and containment
bypass, possibly leading to the early release of fission products.
Recent events at several operating reactors have been identified as
ISLOCA precursors. These events have demonstrated the potential for
hardware faults, human errors of commission, and/or latent errors to be
precursors and possible initiators of ISLOCA sequences. In addition,
the potential for errors of commission to result in core melt has not
been thoroughly evaluated or modeled in PRA efforts to date.
Consequently, errors of commission are not identified in current PRAs
as being significant. The ISLOCA program has developed a process for
identifying and quantifying latent and intention type errors of
commission and for modeling these errors in a PRA effort. This work
extends the traditional human reliability assessment (HRA) effort toinclude errors of commission.
Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to report human reliability assessment
activities being undertaken as a part of the interfacing systems
loss-of-coolant (ISLOCA) program. The overall objective of the ISLOCA
Research Program is to provide the NRC with qualitative and
quantitative information on the hardware, human factors, and accident
consequences issues that dominate nuclear power plant risks for
ISLOCA. Real and potential ISLOCA scenarios considered in this program
are limited to those that could result in core damage and could bypassthe containment.

Interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accidents (ISLOCAs) have been
identified in some Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs) as a
significant contributor to risk at Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs)l.
Recent events at several operating reactors have been identified as
ISLOCA precursors. These events have raised concerns over the
frequency of occurrence, potential initiators, and means of identifying
and mitigating this potential accident. These same recent events have
shown the potential for errors of commission, in conjunction with
latent errors to serve as precursors and initiators for the ISLOCA
sequences. PRA efforts to date, have not recognized the potential for
errors of commission to result in ISLOCA and subsequent core melt.
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This work is intended to extend the traditional human reliability
assessment (HRA) effort to include errors of commission by developing a
process of identifying and quantifying latent and intention type errors
of commission and then determining how these errors should be modeled
for a PRA effort.

Three methodological steps have been identified and are currently
being pursued. First, is the identification of possible errors of
commission. A technique of questioning has been applied where an HRA
specialist queries the subject matter expert in a structured fashion to
identify potential error pathways. These pathways are currently
believed to be similar to the sneak circuits used in studies of
electrical circuits. The second step is to represent the errors of
commission. A combination of human error event trees and fault trees
has been found to be the most useful. When modeling errors of
commission it was found that actions which typically are modeled as
errors (such as omitting steps in a procedure) may become recovery
factors since they can terminate the successful completion of an
intended error. The third step is that of quantification. Techniques
of quantification currently available have not have been designed with
these types of errors in mind. Certainly there is little experience
with quantifying such errors. It is clear there is a need to exercise
the quantification techniques available and to begin to expand the
state-of-the-art in quantification techniques. The remainder of this
paper will describe each of these three steps in more detail.
Step 1- Error Identification

A review of the literature concerning human reliabilitY2a~a4y~iswill quickly show that all HRA begins with a task analysis' , , .
Typically this task analysis is conducted to gain an understanding of
the tasks that operators must carry out to successfully complete their
job. The list of tasks is normally generated through a combination of
reviewing the available procedures and by actually asking operators
step by step what they do to complete a given job. This data base then
forms the basis for the development of the HRA models (event and/or
fault trees) and subsequent quantification. Data collection tends to
be keyed to particular quantification models. Typically, the HRA
analyst comes away with a comprehensive list of tasks and the
associated performance shaping factors that might effect successful
completion of that task. These data are excellent for quantifying
errors of omission and straight forward errors of commission (i.e.,
when the operator selects the wrong switch due to poor panel layout).
However, the analyst does not, typically, perform a structured
examination of errors of intention or latent errors using this data.
Recognizing this shortcoming, the methodology augments the standard
task analysis for HRA with a structure set of questions designed to
identifY6these types of errors. This type of analysis is called sneak
analysis.

Sneak analysis forces the analyst to specifically query the subject
matter expert and themselves regarding possible pathways around the
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intended procedure. An example of these questions are as follows.
-Is it possible (not necessarily likely) for the operator to
take actions other than those which are desired?
-Are there barriers to prevent the operator from taking
undesired actions?
-Can the barriers be circumvented?

Answers for this set of questions would lead to the identification
of potential sneak pathways. In our analysis of ISLOCA we found one
case where early entry into DHR cooldown would lead to ISLOCA. By
applying this set of questions we were able to determine that there
were no physical barriers to prevent the operators from early entry
into the procedure and that operators routinely jumper valves in the
area, and in fact routinely jumpered (to hasten opening, due to the
large dead band on the valve) interlocks on one of the two valves
necessary for ISLOCA to occur. These circumstances suggested a
possible sneak path for an error of commission, the intentional error
of prematurely opening the valves and overpressurizing the residual
heat removal system. Other sets of questions have been developed for
sneak indications, sneak labels and sneak timing. Application of such
questions lead to the identification of potential pathways around the
procedure.
Step 2- Error Representation

In our analysis we found that it may be important to model errors of
intention somewhat differently than has been traditionally modeled in
the past. We found that once an error of intention is made and a
course of activities established for the operator, continuing to
successfully follow that course, continues the error. Whereas if the
operator makes an additional error (omission or commission) they may
actually recover from the the original error of intention. An example
of this type of pathway can be found in the premature opening of valves
to enter cool down.

The fault tree presented in Figure 1 represents the crew's decision
to enter into DHR cooldown and to do so intentionally by jumpering open
the valves DHI and DH2. In order for ISLOCA to occur, both the
decision (intention) to prematurely enter into cooldown and the
successful execution of the procedure are required. The successful
completion of the procedure is represented in the HRA event tree
Figure 2. The mathematics for interpreting the errors presented on the
tree now become slightly different because each failure to execute the
procedure now must be interpreted as recovery. That is, in Figure 2,
item M - "RO incorrectly instructs I&C to jumper DHl" normally
constitutes a failure. In the present case, if DHI were not opened,
premature entry into cooldown would cease and ISLOCA would be averted.
Likewise, the successful completion of subtasks such as c - "RO
correctly instructs I&C to jumper DH2" (also in Figure 2) constitute
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the continuation of the erroneous act of continuing the early DHR
cooldown.

The modeling of failure within designated HRA failure space as a
"recovery action" in combination with the modeling of successful
execution of procedure-based actions as contributing to overall
failure, is7the basis for a model we refer to as COMET (commission
event tree) . We believe that the activities of the operations and
maintenance personnel as they are modeled in COMET are not modeled in
excessive detail. We believe that opportunities for recovery, even if
inadvertent, need to taken into account with errors of commission
errors when performing HRA.
Error Quantification

The final area addressed within the methodology is that of
quantification. Quantifying intentional errors of commission is very
difficult because no real data exists to support such efforts. For
example, methods based in actual data including THERP, and data bases
such as the Nuclear Cgmputerized Library for Assessing Reactor
Reliability (NUCLARR) generally do not have v~lues which are
applicable, and time based methods such as HCR are not appropriate
since these intentional errors are not time driven but rather are
conscious decisions on the part of the operator. These tasks are
primarily cognitive in nature and are influenced by such performance
shaping factors as quality of procedures, training, and ISLOCA
awareness. Lack of real data leaves the analyst with only the use of
expert judgement techniques to quantify these types of errors. In this
prograTowe selected and applied Success Likelihood Index Methodology
(SLIM) as our quantification tool. SLIM was selected for use since
it specifically provides a mechanism for employing performance shaping
factors in estimating human error probabilities. It functioned equally
well for the errors of intention and the acts of refusal (e.g. an
instrument and control technician refusing a directive from a reactor
operator) in this analysis. As work continues in identifying and
quant ifying vari ous types of errors of commi ssion, data sources wi 11
become available, and the need to rely on expert judgement techniques
will be reduced.
Summary

The HRA conducted for the assessment of an ISLOCA is taking a more
comprehensive look at errors of commission than has traditionally been
the case. Our approach has focused on identifying errors of
commission, appropriately modeling those errors, and quantifying those
errors. New techniques are being sought to aid in this endeavor. Thus
far this work has indicated that human errors can be important
contributors to ISLOCA, although it is premature at the present time to
say whether intentional errors of commission are risk significant
across the industry.
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Figure 2: HRA Event Tree for ISLOCA
Premature Opening of DH-l & DH-2

Event Tree I
("See FIgure 1)

A RO Incorrectly energizes control
circuits (Commission)

B. RO forgets to Instruct I&C to
jumper DH-2 (OmIssIon)

C. RO incorrectly Instructs I&C to
jumper DH-2 (CommissIon)

D. I&C mIsunderstands Instructions from RO
(CommIssion)

G.ROfalls to remInd I&C to
remInd I&C to jumper
DH-2 (Om1sslon)

b. ROremembers to Instruct I&C to
jumper DH-2

a. ROcorrectly energ1zes control c1rcuits

K. ROfails to not ice DH-2 not jumped

c. ROcorrectly instructs I&C
to jumper DH-2

I&C incorrectly jumpers DIi-2 (CommIssion)

d. I&C understands
instruct10ns from RO

e. I&C remembers to
jumper DH-2
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Figure 2: Premature Opening of DH-l & DH-2 (Cant.)

M, RO Incorrectly 1nstructs I&C to
jumper DH-l (Comm1sion)

0, I&C misunderstands instructions
from RO (Commlslon)

p, I&C refuses to jumper DH-l
(Knowledge based decision)

R ROfalls to remind I&C to
jumper DH-I (Omlss10n)

I ROremembers to instruct
I&C to jumper DH-I

m, ROcorrectly Instructs
I&C to jumper DH-l

T, ROfalls to notice DH-l
not jumpered (Omission)

I&C Incorrectly jumpers DH-l (Commission)

0, I&C understands
ins truct Ions

p, I&C accepts request to
jumper DH-l

q, I&C remembers to
jumper DH-I

t. ROnotices DH-l
not Jumpered
(Recovery)

W
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o

DH1 & DH2
successfully opened
prematurely
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COMMON PROBLEMS IN THE ELICITATION AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERT OPINION
AFFECTING PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENTS

Jane M. Booker and Mary A. Meyer
Los Alamos National Laboratory, MS F600, Los Alamos, NM, 87545, USA

ABSTRACT
Expert opinion is frequently

used in probabilistic safety
assessment (PSA), particularly in
estimating low probability events.
In this paper, we discuss some of
the common problems encountered in
eliciting and analyzing expert
opinion data and offer solutions or
recommendations. The problems are:
(1) that experts are not naturally
Bayesian. People fail to update
their existing information to
account for new information as it
becomes available as would be
predicted by the Bayesian
philosophy.
(2) that experts cannot be fully
calibrated. To calibrate experts,
the feedback from the known
quantities must be immediate,
frequent, and specific to the task.
(3) that experts are limited in the
number of things that they can
mentally juggle at a time to 7 I 2.
(4) that data gatherers and
analysts can introduce bias by
unintentionally causing an altering
of the expert's thinking or
answers.
(5) that the level of detail in the
data, or granularity, can affect
the analysis.
(6) that the conditioning effect.
poses difficulties in gathering and
analyzing of the expert data. The
data that the expert gives can be
conditioned on a variety of factors
that can affect the analysis and
the interpretation of the results.
INTRODUCTION
What Is Expert Opinion?

Expert opinion is information
given by an expert in response to a
technical problem. This
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information is often the only
available or supporting data for
rare or never observed events. For
this reason, we will refer to the
information provided by experts as
data.

An expert is a person who has
background in the subject area and
is recognized by his or her peers
or those conducting the study as
qualified to answer questions.

Expert opinion can vary in form
from being an answer (e.g., an
estimate of the probability of an
occurrence of a nuclear reactor
accident of a particular type) to a
description of the expert's thought
processes in arriving at an answer.

Expert opinion has also been
called expert judgment, subjective
judgment, expert forecast, best
estimate, educated guess, and most
recently, expert knowledge.
Whatever it is called, expert
opinion is more than a guess. It
is an informed judgment based on
the expert's training and
experience, and it is useful data
for analysis and interpretation
purposes.
When Expert Opinion is Used

Expert opinion data has been
widely used, especially in
technical fields. This type of
data provides information when
other data sources, such as
measurements, experimentation,
observations, or simulation are
unavailable. Furthermore, it can
be employed to supplement existing
data when these are sparse,
questionable, or only indirectly
applicable. For example, in a new
reactor-risk study called NUREG-
1150 (U.S. NRC, 1989), expert
opinion was used where
"experimental or observational data



or validated computer models were
not available or not widely agreed
upon" (Ortiz, Wheeler, Meyer &
Keeney, 1988, p. 4).

Expert opinion has been
specifically gathered to meet the
following needs: .
• To provide estimates on new,

rare, complex, or otherwise
poorly understood phenomena.
Such phenomena have also been
described as being fuzzy or of
high uncertainty. One example
would be estimating the
likelihood of rare reactor
accidents. Another would be
estimating the safety of designs
for the new production reactor.

• To forecast future events. In
general, when applicable data are
unavailable, predicting future
events or actions requires use of
expert opinion. To make these
predictions, the experts must
adjust, sometimes radically, from
the status quo or past patterns.
For instance, the demand for
various utilities in the United
States, such as electricity, may
come from experts' projections
(Ascher, 1978).

• To integrate or interpret
existing data. Expert opinion is
frequently needed to organize
qualitative information or
mixtures of qualitative and
quantitative data into a
framework for making decisions.

Qualitative data are any
nonnumeric data, such as the
expert's reasons for giving an
answer (e.g. his assumptions,
definitions, and problem-solving
processes), the expert's answer
encoded in descriptive categories
or preference scales (e.g., poor,
moderate, and good), or
additional information regarding
existing data (e.g., theory T
suggests that system A is more
reliable than system B) .

Quantitative data are numeric
data such as estimates of
probabilities, physical
phenomenon (e.g., temperature),
simple ranks or ratings (e.g., I-
S), and error bounds on any such
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estimates of probability,
physical phenomenon, or ranks or
ratings (e.g., 0.75 ~ 0.25).

• To learn an expert's problem-
solving process or a group's
decision-making processes. The
experts often do not know how
they solve a problem or reach a
decision because their thoughts
have become so automatic that the
process is difficult to recall.
However, their problem-solving
techniques are needed to support
their answers, to improve current
practices, to train others, or to
create systems that provide
expert advice.

• To determine what is currently
known, what is not known, and
what is worth learning in a field
of knowledge (Ortiz et al.,
1988) . In the reactor risk
study, NUREG-1150, the experts
exchanged the most up-to-date
information in preparation for
giving their answers to
particular questions. As a
result, they identified gaps in
their field's state of knowledge
and determined in which areas
they would most like to see
research. This type of
information offers two benefits:
it can serve as a complement to
the current state of knowledge or
as motivation for further study.

Expert opinion is often used to
address more than one of the above-
mentioned needs. Such was the case
in the reactor risk project, NUREG-
1150 (Wheeler, Hora, Cramond &
Unwin, 1989), where the expert
opinion met all of the above-
mentioned purposes.

In addition, gathering expert
opinion often provides side
benefits-one of the most common
benefits is the facilitation of
communication. The experts readily
see how their opinions differ and
relate to each other's views in an
environment of openness and
objectivity. We have noticed that
the synergism of interexpert
discussion stimulates results that
would not have been achieved
otherwise.



Genera1 Attributes of Expert
Judgment

In general, expert opinion can
be viewed as a representation, a
snapshot, of the expert's knowledge
at the time of response to the
technical question (Keeney & von
Winterfeldt, 1989). As Ascher
(1978, p. 203) notes, "multiple-
expert-opinion forecasts, which
require very little time or money,
do very well in terms of accuracy
because they reflect the most-up-
to-date consensus on core
assumptions." The expert's opinion
legitimately can and should change
as the expert receives new
information. In addition, because
the opinion reflects the expert's
knowledge and learning, the experts
can validly differ in their
opinions.

An expert frequently gives
answers in quantitative form, such
as probabilities, ratings, or odds.
For instance, an expert's answer to
the question could be respectively
0.10, 1 on a scale of 10, or 1 in
10 chances. Quantitative response
modes are often requested because
the numeric data are more easily
analyzed than qualitative data.

Much of expert opinion is the
product of high-level thought
processing, also called knowledge-
based cognition. By cognition is
meant the mental activity that
occurs when a person processes
information, such as for solving a
problem. Knowledge-based cognition
is the high-level interpretive or
analytic thinking that we do when
confronted with new and uncertain
decision situations (Dougherty,
Fragola & Collins, 1986, p. 4-2)
Thus, knowledge-based cognition is
often invoked by the situations for
which expert opinion is sought.

The quality of expert opinion
varies according to how the data
are gathered; the data can be
obtained in a variety of ways,
ranging from the unconscious to the
deliberate. Expert opinion is
often gathered unconsciously, such
as in technical projects. Analysts
typically make decisions in
defining problems, establishing
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boundary conditions, and screening
data without being aware that they
have used their own expert opinion.
For example, analysts or experts
select particular reactor
environments or operating
conditions, thereby eliminating
conditions judged exotic or
unimportant.

Expert opinion is also gathered
deliberately, although even this
type of gathering varies along a
continuum of informal to formal.
On the informal end of the
continuum, experts are asked to
provide opinions off the top of
their heads. The informal means of
gathering expert opinion has been a
source of current controversies
involving the accuracy of expert
opinion.

The most recent controversy
involves psychologists and
psychiatrists serving as expert
witnesses in legal proceedings.
Recent articles have proclaimed
that these expert witnesses are no
more accurate than lay persons,
particularly in predicting an
individual's propensity for future
violence. These situations
illustrate that "without the
safeguards of the scientific
method, clinicians are highly
vulnerable to the problematic
opinion practices and cognitive
limitations common to human beings"
(Faust & Ziskin, 1988, p. 33). In
other words, experts are subject to
the same cognitive and motivational
biases of other humans if certain
preventative measures are not used
in the elicitation.

By bias is meant a skewing of
the expert's opinion from some
reference point. With cognitive
bi a ses, the expert opinion is
considered skewed from the
standpoint of mathematical or
logical rules, usually because of
the ways in which the expert
mentally processes information.
With motivational biases, the
expert opinion is skewed from the
standpoint of the expert's
thoughts. The expressions of the
expert's thinking do not match
either the expert's thoughts or



answers at the time of the
elicitation because the expert has
altered the reports of his or her
thoughts or because the interviewer
has misunderstood the expert's
reports.

Formal means of gathering expert
opinion usually involve selecting
experts according to particular
criteria, designing elicitation
methods, and specifying the mo~e in
which the expert is to respond.
The formal approach to elicitation
has two advantages over its
unconsciously or informally
gathered counterparts.

First, with the formal approach
more time and care is taken in
eliciting the opinions. Because
the quality of expert opinion is
often evaluated in terms of the
methods used to gather the
opinions, the greater time and
effort associated with the formal
approach is an advantage.

Second, the formal approach
lends itself more readily to
documentation than those methods
used unconsciously or less
formally. That is, records are
usually kept of the elicitation
methods used and of how the experts
arrived at their final opinions.
Such a record allows the formal
method and its results to be
scrutinized and the results updated
to reflect new information. Thus,
the formal approach is more likely
to advance through the review
process (Ortiz et al., 1988).
COMMON PROBLEMS IN ELICITATION AND
ANALYSIS

In this section, we address a
few misconceptions concerning
expert opinion and aspects of
elicitation and analysis that have
typically caused problems. We hope
that this information will alert
readers and prevent their falling
into the difficulties described.
Experts Are Not Natura11y Bayesian

Many analysts and theorists in
the decision, reliability and
safety analysis community advocate
the Bayesian analysis approach. In
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these communi ties, this approach
has led to a philosophy regarding
the evaluation of gathered data as
they are conditioned on other
events or circumstances (e.g.,
other variables). Given that the
data are conditioned on other
variables, the Bayesian philosophy
implies that as these conditions
change, the data change. In other
words, data are updated with
changing conditions. However, a
major problem occurs when applying
a Bayesian approach to expert
opinion because experts are not
naturally Bayesian (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1982). Human cognitive
processes do not seem to follow
Bayesian philosophy.

Humans are not Bayesian for a
variety of reasons demonstrated in
both laboratory settings and actual
applications. The studies of
Kahneman and Tversky (1982) have
shown that that experts fail to
change or adjust their estimates in
view of new information.
Mathematically, the failure to
update probability estimates means
that P(AIB) = P(AIC); that is, the
probability of A is not altered
when the conditions governing A are
changed from B to C. This equation
would only be true if P (A) was
independent of any conditioning;
that is, P(AIC) = P(A) and P(AIB) =
P(A). However, in estimating
probabilities, it is unlikely that
any event would be totally
independent of all conditions.

Other characteristics of human
cognition prevent experts from
being Bayesian. Some of these
characteristics include the
inability of humans to grasp (1)
the effects of sample size, (2) the
frequencies of truly rare events,
(3) the meaning of randomness, (4)
and the effects of variability
(Hogarth, 1975).

We offer examples of each of
these characteristics below.
(1) Humans will estimate the same
event failure frequency whether
they observed one failure in 100
times or one failure in 1000 times.
This shows a failing to account for
changing sample size.



!(2'!) Human's wil.1 ,esti,ma;t'e;the
frequein,cy '0:£ ,ar;are ,event ,to :be
highe rift h e'yhavieperso.n ally
experienced 't'ha.tevent.
'(3) Humans consider a set of 'values
with .a'ny sort o.f pat<tern,
.repet'i.t'ion,or :c:l\u!st,erim:g'.tobe
nonrandom. This natu~al bendency
results in truly random proces'se's
being considered nonrandom ..
(4) Humans un:derest:imatethe
variance of a distribution of
values. If an expert is asked to
estimate the var,i:anceor :s,tandard
deviation of the tempera'tures
necessary for a component to
overheat, that ,expert ,will provide
a variation that 'can be anywhere
from one-half toone-fourth of the
actual variability.

These same inabilities also
contribute to human difficulties in
estimating probabilities in general
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1982). Human
cognition does not follow the
axioms (rules) of probability, such
as all probabilities lie in the
[0,1] interval and the sum of

mutually exclusive and exhaustive
event probabilities must be 1. The
probabilities elicited from a human
do not represent a true,
mathematical, probability measure.

To counter these many human
tendencies, careful attention is
needed in selecting the appropriate
method for gathering the expert's
answers. In particular, the mode
in which the expert is asked to
respond should be one that the
expert understands and one that
avoids asking for quantities that
humans do not accurately estimate
(e.g., the variance). Frequently,
experts will need to be trained in
the use of the chosen response
mode. For example, if the question
asks the experts to estimate
probabilities of an event, the
expert must be trained in the
meaning of the term probability.

Hogarth (1980, p. 149) offers 8
keys to aid the expert in the use
of probability thinking and
probability distributions.
(1) Think in terms of two different
sources of variation around the
mean value. The first source is a
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natur,al or background noise level
variat~on; the second source
i,svariatio'n f.roma l,ackof
re'liabili ty or from measurement
errors ..
(2) Remember that:t:he variability
in t:heraw -data is smaller than the
varlLanceof;the mean of that -dat,a.
Variances of the mean'are aff:e'cted
by bo,th the number 'of 'obs,ervations
i'n ',the data ,s.et ,and by t,he
variat'ion in:the data set,. The
larger the number of observations.,
the smaller 'will be the variance of
t'hemean.
(3) Ask "wha't i:s .the bas,e~rate.?'"
(,e.,g.,what is the standard of
comparison) .
(4) As'k ''''whatis the validity of
the information 'source?" and "how
does it relat'ed to the predictive
target?"
(5) Question the reliability o.fthe
informatio'n source. Imperfect
reliability implies less predictive
ability. Avoid extreme predictions
based on poor or extreme data
sources.
(6) Distinguish between information
sour ce s that 'over lap (i. e .,
dependent) and sources than differ
(i.e, independent).
(7) Ask to what extent your data
could be explained by a random
process.
(8) Ask if it is possible to test
your predictions.

While these keys help in
probability predicting, they rely
on the experts' knowledge of the
concepts of variation, sample size,
Bayesian updating, and randomness.
As we have already noted, experts
must be trained and monitored to
counter biases resulting from
misuse and misunderstanding of
these concepts.

Experts Cannot Be Fully Calibrated
The concept of calibration is

basic to the scientific method. We
define calibration to mean the
comparison of an unknown
(instrument or process) with a
defined standard or a correct
procedure to adjust the unknown
until it matches the standard.
Until recently, calibration applied



to measuring devices or processes
for which standards or known
quantities were available. The
concept of calibrating experts was
attractive because people are known
to drift from particular standards
(e.g., to be prone to motivational
biases, to fail to adequately
update their estimates in light of
new information, to fail to account
for the effects of sample size and
variability, and to fail to follow
the axioms of probability theory) .

However, the conclusions from
experimental studies indicate that
experts cannot yet be fully
calibrated. Studies by many, such
as Lichtenstein, Fischhoff, and
Phillips (1982), show that feedback
on the outcome of events can reduce
but not eliminate the biases that
hamper calibration. For feedback
to be effective as a calibration
tool, it must be immediate,
frequent, and specific to the task
(e.g., the data received by

meteorologists in weather
forecasting). Such feedback cannot
often be given in the case of risk,
reliability, and safety assessments
because the outcomes lie in the
future and are unknown.

While this situation of
uncalibrated experts and unknown
outcomes may seem problematic, many
users of expert opinion (e.g.,
decision makers) do not worry about
biases arising from their experts.
Instead, they have faith in experts
because they perceive them as being
very knowledgeable (Morris, 1986).

This faith in the expert's
opinion is not to imply that
researchers ignore the calibration
problem. On the contrary,
calibration issues have led many
decision analysts to focus on
problems that arise from expert-
decision maker interactions. In
many applications, calibration of
the expert cannot be defined
independently of the decision maker
(French, 1986) because the decision
maker factors the expert's thinking
into his or her own when reaching a
final decision.

Decision makers also affect
calibration through the evaluation
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of their own as well as the
expert's calibration. For example,
decision makers who see themselves
as miscalibrated can induce
additional biases by over-
compensating for their perceived
lack of calibration. In a related
problem, they may not perceive
independence when it actually
exists (Harrison, 1977) Thus,
awareness of miscalibration and
over-compensation for it, just as
ignorance of it, can acerbate
calibration problems.

Mathematical models, such as
those from Winkler (1968), combine
the decision maker's information
with that of his or her experts.
These models include calibration
terms to adjust for miscalibration
among experts and decision makers.
However, using these models
requires estimating or determining
the terms in them. These terms
include miscalibration factors, the
correlations among the experts and
the correlations between experts
and the decision maker. Therefore,
the use of these models is limited
to those cases where such estimates
can be made.

An alternative solution to
complex mathematical models is to
handle miscalibration with broad
uncertainty measures and
characterizations on the experts'
answers (Meyer & Booker, chapter
17, 1989). The uncertainty
measures provide an envelope around
the experts' estimates that
attempts to capture the true
estimate by accounting for the bias
(which increases uncertainty)
induced by the lack of calibration.

Another more basic approach is
to use elicitation methods that
will minimize the biases that
contribute to miscalibration. For
example, interviewers can select
elicitation methods and phrasings
of the questions that reduce the
potential for motivational bias by
avoiding leading the expert. In
addition, the data gatherers can
monitor the elicitation for signs
of the occurrence of various
biases, as described in Meyer,
Booker, and Bradshaw (1990).



Experts Are Limited in the Number
of Things That They Can Mentally
Juggle

There are limits to the amount
of information that we can process
in solving problems. A classic
paper by Miller (1956) identifies
the number of things that people
can accurately discriminate. In
these studies, the subjects
differentiated things on the basis
of one attribute, such as the
volume of a sound. For example,
when subjects listened to a sound
played at varying levels of
loudnes s, they could accurately
discern about 7 levels. Other
experiments included
differentiating the size of drawn
squares, determining the saltiness
of various solutions, and
distinguishing between musical
notes. From many such experiments,
Miller determined a limit of 7 as
our processing capacity because the
number of errors increases greatly
after that point.

The number 7 does not represent
a strict limit because, under
particular conditions, we exceed
it. We can go beyond the limit
when we consider multidimensional
data, when we perform relative
rather than absolute comparisons,
and when we make several absolute
opinions in a row.

Multidimensional data is the
input that we simultaneously
receive from our five senses,
assess, and act on as functioning
human beings. As in their daily
opinions, the subjects also
exceeded the limit of 7 in
experiments using multidimensional
attributes. For example, in an
experiment that produced
combinations of six acoustical
variables, subjects readily
discerned without error about 150
different categories. While we are
able to judge more things using
multidimensional attributes, this
capacity also has its limits. In
particular, when the total capacity
of our information processing is
increased, our accuracy on any
particular item is decreased. In
other words, when making
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multidimensional opinions, "we can
make relatively crude opinions of
several things simultaneously"
(Miller, 1956, p. 88).

We can also exceed the limit of
7 when we perform relative
comparisons. Relative comparisons
allow individuals to judge things
with respect to one another and are
frequently done on two things at a
time. For example, A could be
compared to B, B to C, C to A, and
so on.

When an individual consecutively
makes several absolute opinions,
the information is stored in short-
term memory. Memory has its
limits, such as in the number of
things that can be retained for
short-term consideration. Memory
limits can be expanded because
humans have the capability of
grouping or organizing more
information per thing. This
capability is called chunking. For
example, a person learning
radiotelegraphic code first hears
each dot and dash as separate
chunks. Later, this person can
organize letters, words, and even
phrases into chunks. Experts have
been found to be much more
proficient at chunking data than
novices. For example, skilled
electrical technicians, in contrast
to novices, can briefly view a
circuit diagram and immediately
reconstruct most of it from memory
(Egan & Schwartz, 1979).

The information mentioned in
this section has several
implications for expert opinion.
At the very least, it suggests that
the interviewer avoid creating an
elicitation situation in which the
experts have to mentally juggle
more than 7 items at a time. This
suggestion applies also to response
modes. When rating scales are
used, the interviewer may wish to
limit their gradations to 7 or less
because more gradations impair an
expert's ability to make fine
discriminations.

If the project demands that a
high number of distinctions be made
simultaneously, the data gatherers
should take into account that the



experts will judge these
distinctions more crudely than if
they had considered them separately
or in pairs. In such situations,
the interviewer may consider having
the experts compare two items at a
time. There are techniques, such
as Saaty' s analytical hierarchy
process (Saaty, 1980), designed for
making pairwise comparisons.

Data Gatherers and Ana1ysta Can
'Introduce Bias

The data gatherers and analysts
can unintentionally introduce bias
into expert opinion. Bias in this
case refers to motivational bias-an
altering of the expert's responses
because of the influence of the
data gatherer (interviewer or
knowledge engineer) or analyst.
Specifically, the data gatherers
and analysts can cause bias through
mi sin te rpre tat ion or m i s -
:representation of the expert data.

Data gatherers can misinterpret
the expert data when they listen
and record an expert's thoughts;
factors li'ke personal knowledge,
training, and experience influence
their understanding of the expert's
words. For example, when an
engineer, economist, and decision
analyst met initially with military
experts on a manufacturing matter,
they each interpreted the
information in terms of their own
training. The engineer perceived
the problem as an engineering one,
the economist a cost/benefit one,
and the decision analyst a
multiattribute decision-theory one.
They each questioned the experts to
obtain the additional information
that they needed to apply their
individual orientation in greater
depth. They each believed that
they had received information that
confirmed the applicability of
their own training to treating the
matter. For this reason, we also
refer to this source of bias as
training bias.

Data misrepresentation occurs
during the later stages of an
expert opinion project;
specifically, misrepresentation can
occur when the data is represented,
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modeled, or analyzed. When
performing analyses, analysts tend
to force the data into models or
methods with which they are most
comfortable or familiar. For this
reason, misrepresentation is also
referred to as tool bias.

A parallel example would be to
use a hammer not only to drive
nails into wood but screws and
bolts as well. In all cases, the
tool would perform its function, in
some instances better than others.
If the hammer continued to perform
its function through time, the user
would probably never realize the
tool's shortcomings nor would he or
she seek an alternative. The same
can be said for models. For
example, analysts may wish to use a
model that requires an independence
assumption or assumes a particular
distribution for the data (e.g., a
normal distribution). To use the
model, they will probably assume
that the data meet these
requirements (or hope that the
modelling technique is robust to
the violation of assumptions).
Analysts may not question the
validity of these assumptions
because of some of the social and
psychological mechanisms discussed
below.

Notice that training and tool
bias are related. The connection
exists because each of us in our
fields have inherent values that
predispose us toward particular
approaches and methods. For
example, knowledge acquisition, a
subfield of artificial intelligence
(Henrion & Cooley, 1987) and
cultural anthropology have valued
the expert's knowledge and viewed
it as the gold standard to be
extracted and emulated. By
contrast, the fields of decision
analysis, statistics, and
operations research have viewed
particular mathematical and
statistical rules as the standard
(Henrion & Cooley, 1987). Expert
data is valued if it exhibits these
standards, such as the axioms of
probability and Bayesian
philosophy. The methods that these
two orientations use reflect their



values. Knowledge acquisition and
cultural anthropology favor methods
designed to obtain and represent
the expert's natural way of
thinking. The approaches of
decision analysis and statistics
correct for what they consider to
be limitations in human information
processing.

Why are humans prone to such
subtle but pervasive biases? Why
do we selectively take in data that
support what we already know and
believe that it can be handled by
the approaches, models, or methods
we prefer? First, it should be
noted that all human perception is
selective and learned. Our
perceptions of reality, of what is,
are conditioned at a cultural,
societal, and individual level.

At the cultural level, meaning
and structure are imposed and then
taken for reality by members of
that culture. For example, members
of a Western scientific culture
would take the (visible) color
spectrum, such as in a rainbow, and
divide it into four to six colors-
violet , blue, green, yellow,
orange, and red. In another
culture, the people would not see
the segmentation that we do.
Instead, they might have been
conditioned to view the spectrum as
consisting of wet and dry colors.
The members of both of these
cultures have been conditioned to
see color in a particular way and
to believe that it objectively
exists as they perceive it.

At the societal level, our
training leads us to define and
structure problems in particular
ways, to use our field's methods,
and to value special types of data.
However, we forget that these are
learned values and tend to proceed
as if they were simply truths that
were revealed through our learning
experiences. For example, many
hard scientists believe that the
only true data are the quantitative
measurements gathered by
instruments during physical
experiments.

At the individual level, our
desire to handle the problem leads
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us to use those tools that we know
best and then to believe that they
worked. A certain psychological
mechanism prevents us from
realizing when our beliefs and
perceptions do not match, such as
when the use of a favored method
proves inappropriate. The
psychological theory of cognitive
dissonance (Festinger, 1957)
predicts that when we have either
two beliefs or a belief and a
perception in conflict, the
conflict will be resolved
unconsciously. Many tests have
shown that people selectively pay
attention to information that
confirms their beliefs and discount
that which could cause conflict
(Baron & Byrne, 1981). This
tendency inhibits people's ability
to update old information in light
of new (i.e., Bayesian updating).

Scientists are not immune to
this tendency (Armstrong, 1981;
Mahoney, 1976). For example,
scientists tend to notice the data
that confirms their hypotheses and
either miss or discount the
negative evidence (e.g., the data
must be noisy, the equipment
probably malfunctioned, or there
could have been operator
interference).

How can we best prevent our own
tendency to introduce bias? First,
we can strive to remain aware of
this tendency. Second, we can
select elicitation methods that
minimize the role of, and hence the
opportunity for interpretation of,
the interviewer or knowledge
engineer. These methods, used for
obtaining data on the expert's
answer or problem-solving
processes, place the emphasis on
the expert. By focusing on
learning the expert's thoughts and
words and using these to pursue
questioning, the data gatherer is
less likely to have his or her
views intrude (Meyer, Mniszewski &
Peaslee, 1989). In addition, the
data gatherers can try to act like
a blank slate to avoid translating
the expert's data into their own
concepts.

Third, the analyst can select



analysis methods (e.g., simulation,
data-based methods, and non-
parametric statistical methods)
that require the making of minimal
assumptions on the data and avoid
fitting the data to restrictive
models. We also advocate the use
of multiple analysis techniques to
cross-validate conclusions and
results.

Finally, we suggest that the
analyst exercise care in the type
of inference (conclusions) that are
drawn from this data. Because
experts do not provide a random
sample of estimates from an
underlying population of estimates,
statistical inference about that
population is not possible. In
other words, the experts' estimates
cannot be used to make conclusions
about the entire true population of
values. The inference possible
from the expert data is only a
general inference concerning the
state of knowledge existing at that
time by these particular experts.
The Leve1 of Detai1 in the Data
(Granu1arity) Can Affect the
Ana1yses

The term granularity has its
origins in fields such as numerical
analysis and artificial
intelligence. In numerical
analysis, granularity refers to the
computational grid size used for
defining the level at which the
computations are made. In
artificial intelligence,
granularity is defined as "the
level of detail in a chunk of
information" (Waterman, 1986).

Granularity ranges from coarse
(e.g., outlining the basic
functions of a nuclear power plant)
to fine (e.g., determining the
functions of a particular nuclear
power plant component).
Granularity is the level of detail
at which the data is gathered,
processed, and interpreted.
Therefore, this level establishes
the framework of operation for the
problem.

The granularity is an inherent
part of the experimental design of
a study. In most applications,
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this level is dictated by some
limiting aspect of the problem,
such as the goals of the study or
the complexity of the questions
asked. Thus, in most problems, the
selection of the level is done
implicitly and not as a separate,
conscious decision. For example,
in the testing of a new component,
the goal of the problem defines the
granularity at the component level.
If the goal is to determine the
component's performance in a system
which is not critical to reactor
operations, it would not be
necessary to gather information on
the component's behavior in
multiple envifbnments and
conditions. However, if the
component is in a critical system,
this information and more might be
required. The latter goal is at a
more specific level, and questions
necessary to obtaining the required
information must be correspondingly
more detailed. Generally,
providing data to answer the
question why requires that a finer
granularity of data be gathered.

The level of detail also depends
upon the complexity of the problem.
On simpler questions, such as those
whose answers can be verified
(e.g., almanac questions), the
subject tends to use more
structured and detailed problem-
solving techniques. Thus, the data
from simpler questions are easier
for the interviewer to record and
for the analyst to model in full
detail. On complex problems, the
subject's problem-solving
information tends to be more
plentiful but less structured or
clear. The subject and the
interviewer may encounter the
limitations of information
processing mentioned in the
previous section, Experts are
Limi ted in the Number of Things
that They Can Mentally Juggle. The
subject resorts to using heuristics
to simplify the problem solving.
The subject struggles to report
these complex processes, usually
simplifying them or leaving out
parts in the translation. In
attempting to follow the subject's



account, the interviewer is likely
to further screen and abstract the
information. As a consequence,
even though there is a fine
granularity of data associated with
solving complex questions, this
level of detail is not as easy to
extract or document as it is on
simpler problems.

Granularity greatly affects the
data gathering and aggregation
processes. In complex problems,
there are many different variables
to consider and different data
sources to combine. For example,
one component in a system is well
tested and there is a large amount
of information available on its
performance. However, all the
other components in the system are
rare with little known about
performance. Therefore, the entire
system is a mixture of
granularities. To be consistent in
the data gathering for this system,
the system granularity must be
determined by the coarsest level of
available information (i.e, the
level of the rarest component).

The level of detail greatly
affects the analyses, particularly
the formation of models, their
interpretation, and the drawing of
conclusions. For example,
different models can be formed from
the gathered data, depending on the
chosen level of granularity.
Typically, the analyst constructs a
model whose level of detail depends
on the data content of the subject
who has provided the least amount
of or the most general information.

Granularity is also an issue in
the interpretation of the data.
Analysts see data from their own
perspective, which is not
necessarily the same perspective as
that of the subject from whom it
was gathered. When the analyst
screens, transforms, and constructs
problem-solving models, the
granularity becomes a function of
the analyst's thinking. The
analyst is led, often
unconsciously, to force the data
into the desired level for fitting
a preconceived model or hypothesis
(tool bias). Thus, the analyst's
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preconceptions can affect the way
in which the data is represented.
This pitfall is especially likely
to occur when the data are highly
qualitative, with high
uncertainties, as is often the case
with expert opinion.

Two studies of interexpert
correlation show how granularity
affects conclusions (Booker &
Meyer, 1988; Meyer & Booker, 1987).
In the first study (Booker & Meyer,
1988), which dealt with the
problem-solving techniques of
statisticians, the experts were
asked simply constructed questions.
Because their data contained
specific problem-solving features,
the analyst was able to compare the
statisticians using general linear
models. The result from this
comparison was that experts who
used similar rules of thumb and
assumptions reached similar
solutions. Therefore, correlation
among the experts appeared to exist
at the detailed level of their
problem-solving models.

In the second study (Meyer &
Booker, 1987), nuclear engineers
were asked questions with a more
complex structure. The specific
heuristics and assumptions that the
nuclear engineers used were so
varied that the design matrix for
use in general linear models was
prohibitively sparse. Thus, the
problem-solving models had to be
constructed at a more general level
by combining specific problem-
solving features. When these more
general models were constructed,
which mirrored the ways that the
experts processed the information,
the answers were found again to
correlate with the expert's
problem-solving techniques. If
conclusions for the second study
had been drawn at the detailed
level of the first study, no
evidence for any interexpert
correlation would have been found.
Therefore, even though both studies
concluded that experts' answers
were correlated according to their
problem-solving processes, the
models for these problem-solving
process had different



granularities. The effect of
granularity on correlation results
occurred because finding
correlation depends on having the
right data-to-noise ratio,
something that the level of
granularity determines. (Glen
Shafer, originator of the Dempster-
Shafer theory of belief functions
and currently at the University of
Kansas, called this relationship to
our attention.) Thus, conclusions
can differ depending on the
granularity of the models chosen.

Because granularity can change
at all stages (from question
design, to data gathering, to
analysis, to interpretation), we
recommend that it be carefully
monitored throughout these stages.
It may not be possible to choose a
granularity before the study and
keep that level throughout. The
expert can change the level and so
can the analyst. When
granularities change, the most
general level should dominate for
the remaining stages. The results
should always be stated in terms of
the granularity used.
The Conditioning Effect Poses
Difficu1ties in Gathering and
Ana1yzing Expert Data

The data that the expert gives
can be conditioned on a wide
variety of factors which include
the wording of the problem, the
elicitation setting and reference
materials made available, the
expert's internal state at the time
of questioning, the expert's method
of solving the problem, the
interviewer's or other's responses
to the expert's data, and the
expert's skill at articulating his
or her thoughts. We believe that
expert data are highly conditioned
on these other factors and this
complicates the study of expert
data.

The conditioning effect creates
problems in both the elicitation
and analysis of expert opinion. In
the elicitation, the researcher may
not have control over the intrusion
of factors that influence expert
opinion. For example, in an
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elicitation session, the
interviewer has little control over
the state of mind that the expert
brings to the session, particularly
if that state has been affected by
some event in the expert's private
life. The conditioning effect also
complicates the analysis; the
factors often overlap and cannot be
separated for analysis of their
effects on the expert data (Meyer &
Booker, 1987).

The conditioning effect relates
to the problem of bias in expert
data. Some conditioning effects
could be labeled as sources of
bias. That is, they lead to an
altering of the expert's responses
or to opinions that do not obey
mathematical and logical standards.
For example, the interviewer's
negative response to some aspect of
the expert's problem solving could
alter or bias the expert's
subsequent problem solving. In
addition, the expert's use of a
shortcut in problem solving, such
as using the present as a baseline
from which to estimate future
patterns, could bias his or her
answer (Hogarth, 1980).

We recommend a two-step approach
for handling the conditioning
effect and its offshoot, bias: (1)
control those factors that can be
controlled, and (2) gather as much
data as possible on those factors
that cannot be controlled so that
the expert data may be either
analyzed later for their effect or
to annotate the results according
to the conditions. For example,
factors that relate to the question
or the elicitation situation (e.g.,
the wording of the question, its
timing, the elicitation method,
response mode, and dispersion
measures) are under the discretion
of the project personnel and can be
designed with the conditioning
effect in mind. In contrast, the
project personnel cannot control
other factors, such as the expert's
internal state, personality
attributes, and professional
background. However, data can be
gathered on these factors by asking
a series of demographic questions



before or after the expert solves
the problem. In these two ways,
the effects of conditioning can be
examined, if not reduced.

In general, we have found
structuring to be an effective
means of controlling factors and
gathering data on those which are
not easily controlled. Structuring
means imposing controls on the
elicitation process. It can
include presenting the expert with
a clear and assimilable statement,
using a predesigned set of
questions to guide the elicitation,
allowing only particular kinds of
communication between the experts,
and requiring that the experts
answer using one of the response
modes. Structuring can be done to
varying degrees to different
aspects of the elicitation process.
In general, structuring the
elicitation limits the intrusion of
extraneous factors, such as bias.
It seems to keep the field of
observation clearer and thus eases
the task of gathering and analyzing
the expert data.

A structured elicitation process
can be more easily monitored for
the intrusion of various factors.
For example, a question is
frequently structured by
decomposing it into its component
parts. Question decomposition eases
the cognitive burden of solving
complex problems and has been found
to lead to more accurate answers
(Armstrong, Denniston & Gordon,
1975; Hayes-Roth, 1980). When a
question is decomposed, the expert
provides estimates on each part and
the data gatherer can control or
record conditioning factors for
each part. In general, we have
found monitoring for bias easier
when experts verbalize their
thoughts and answers.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

In addition to the specific
recommendations given in the above
six common problems, we recommend a
general approach to elicitation and
analysis to avoid or reduce
problems in expert opinion.
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We advocate that the elicitation
be designed to fit the experts and
the way that humans think rather
than force the experts to adapt to
convenient or standard methods. We
propose the research on human
limitations and tendencies toward
bias be taken into account in
selecting the methods. For
example, if the interviewer
selecting the elicitation methods
does not consider people's
limitations in comparing more than
7 things at once, the resulting
data will be less credible. If in
the former case the expert
estimates are being used to develop
a model or decision process, there
is the danger of garbage in,
garbage out.

We also advocate the practice of
eliciting as much of the
information on the experts'
problem-solving processes as
possible. We believe that this
data is necessary to the
understanding of the expert's
answers. Expert's estimates have
been found to correlate to the way
that they solve the problem (Booker
& Meyer, 1988; Meyer & Booker,
1987) . The expert's definitions
and assumptions frequently explain
how the expert arrived at one
particular answer and not another.
In addition, problem-solving data
will prove valuable later if
multiple expert's estimates are to
be mathematically combined to form
a single estimate. The expert data
can also guide the aggregation so
that experts who construed the
problem very differently will not
have their answers combined
inappropriately. In general,
recording information on the
expert's problem-solving process
allows the opinions to be more
easily updated as new information
becomes available.

We also suggest controlling for
the factors that can enter into the
elicitation process and influence
the expert's problem-solving
process. For example, the phrasing
of the problem, the interviewer's
responses, and other participant's
responses can affect the answer an



expert reaches. For those
influences that cannot be easily
controlled, such as the expert's
tendency to anchor to his or her
first impression, we recommend
gathering as much data as possible
to analyze their effects.

We re comm end us in g the
decomposition principle to obtain
the best estimates from the expert,
to minimize biases, and to help
monitor granularity and conditions
affecting the answers.

The approach to analysis that we
recommend complements the
elicitation philosophy mentioned
above. Just as the elicitation
approach allows the experts'
capabilities to shape the data-
gathering methods, the analysis
philosophy should allow the data to
dictate which analytic methods are
appropriate. Thus, the analyses
are data driven. This analysis
approach is used in the belief that
it will produce the highest quality
results.

As a part of the analysis
philosophy, the analyst avoids
(where possible) blindly assuming
particular properties of expert
opinion (e.g. , that the expert
opinion data is normally
distributed, that the answers of
multiple experts are independent,
or that the experts are perfectly
calibrated) . Instead, we suggest
that the analyst use methods that
either do not require these
assumptions or that can test for
the existence of such properties.
For example, nonparametric
statistical procedures and data-
based simulation techniques do not
depend on an assumed distribution
of the data.

We also recommend using a
variety of methods to address the
multivariate structure of expert
opinion data. The data is
multivariate because it includes
answers to multiple problems,
information on conditioning
factors, information on the
experts' problem-solving processes,
and information about the experts'
backgrounds. Therefore, the data
is a mixture of qualitative and
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quantitative information.
Multivariate analysis techniques
allow the simultaneous
consideration of two or more
variables of interest. Many of
these techniques accommodate the
mixture of qualitative and
quantitative data types. Thus,
they can be used to investigate
some of the more important
properties of the data, such as the
dependence of experts and
identifying important conditioning
factors. Caution is required in
the use of standard statistical
multivariate techniques because
these have strict assumptions about
the data. Again, simulation and
some data-based techniques, such as
the bootstrap, may be more
appropriate for expert opinion data
analysis.
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USE OF Cill'-OFF VALUES AS MEANINGFULNESSLIMITS IN PROBABILISTIC STUDIES
AND ITS EF'F'ECl' ON NPPs RISK ASSESSMENT AND SAFETY IMPROVEMENT
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ABSTRACT soon as significant advancements

1. INTRODUCTION

In PRA/PSA applications,
cut-off criteria are often
used to set numerical
limitations to usable
probabilistic calculations.
This practice is generally
considered as a good method
for preventing the attainment
and the use of very low
probability figures which
might be meaningless because
of the uncertainties affecting
the assessment of the most
unlikely and less known
events. With the adoption of
conservative but still
reasonable assumptions,
cut-off values may thus
compensate for lack of data
and insufficient understanding
in the field of events
phenomenology, systems
response and human behaviour.
A major concern about the use
of cut-off criteria in PSA/PRA
is to explore under which
conditions this practice may

This paper discusses the use of
cut-off values in PRA/PSA of
NPPs, in order to explore under
which conditions this practice
may help improve the
meaningfulness of the results of
the analyses and safety of
plants, and how it may affect the
assessment of risk. Reference is
made, in particular, to some past
practical applications, also
taken from the experience of the
authors within the frame of the
Ital~an licensing process. The
paper describes the italian
probabilistic criteria which use
probabilistic targets and cut-off
values to assess safety and
identify plant safety
improvements. The rationale of
the approach is also discussed in
the paper and results of sample
applications are illustrated. The
paper concludes that the use of
cut-off values, if properly
implemented, could be productive
to improve the plant safety as it
helps the analyst to focus on a
restricted field of analysis,
ignoring lower probability and
less known events. It also points
out that cut-off values should be
considered as living numbers to
be lowered and even eliminated as
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are made,
operational
knowledge
events.

through research and
experience, in the

of the pertinent



improve the plant safety and
how this concept affects the
assessment of risk. Actually
in practical applications it
seems to produce two
conflicting effects. From one
side it might exclude
investigations in low
probability areas associated
with the major fraction of the
calculated risk, therefore
preventing to gain insights on
the plant behaviour in extreme
accident conditions. On the
other hand it allows the
analyst and decision maker to
focalize his attention on a
better known field, with the
possibility to identify
significant safety
improvements.
Quite naturally probabilistic
estimations of accidents up to
core melt may rely on a better
data base and on more solid
technical information than
evaluations for lower
probability events. Indeed the
probabilistic assessment of
containment performance under
accident conditions caused by
large core damage events, at
the present status of the art,
still needs rather subjective
expert judgements, since the
uncertainties affecting the
estimations become
increasingly higher for larger
releases.
In this framework ENEA/DISP,
the Italian Safety Authority
for NPPs, adopted some
probabilistic criteria in
order to assess and improve
the plant safety. The
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following paragraphs describe
the cr iter ia adopted and the
rationale of the approach
together with some examples of
applications wi thin the frame
of the licensing process.

2. A PROBABILISTIC APPROACH
TO SAFETY

2.1 Probabilistic safety criteria
PSA is considered at
ENEA/DISP as a valuable
method for assessing the
plant safety and an useful
tool to support safety
decisions in the licensing
process. In this regard
ENEA/DISP developed some
criteria concerning
probabilistic targets related
to the probability of both
core melt accidents and large
fission products releases
/1,2,3/.
According to those cr iter ia
the maximum effort had to be
made for reducing the
probabilities of core melt
accidents at very low values,
in order to assure that these
events are prevented to the
maximum possible extent. In
particular, they established
that the probability of core
melt accidents_~ad to be kept
lower than 10 per reactor
ye~6' with a trend towards
10 , as allowed by the
available technology. The
criteria also required that,
in the very unlikely case of
core melt accidents, the
release of large quantities



of radioactive materials into
the environment had to be
prevented with high
probability of success. To
this end it was requested
that the probability of large
releases would be lower than
5% of the core melt
probability, whereas the
releases were considered
"large" if the I and Cs
fractions were greater than
the 0.1% of the core
inventory. That releases were
deemed to assure still
manageable emergency
situations.
The attainment of
probabilistic targets for
core melt accidents and large
releases in practical PSA
applications necessitated
plant design modifications
and, in particular, an
accident management structure
(equipment, procedures and
training) with some
additional design
improvements in the
containment system to cope
with the severe accidents.

2.2 Use of "cut-off" values
The adoption of the core melt
probabilisti~6 target s~5- in
the range 10 /yr + 10 /yr,
in combination with the
conditional 5% target for
large releases, pushed the
area explored by accident
analysis (also for possible
safety improvements) down to
probability lev~1s not
greater than 5xlO /yr, for
all accident sequences, and
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-85xlO /yr, for each typical
group of sequences. Those
targets, therefore,
practically set cut-off
values for all accidents
sequences causing less
probable consequences.
Due to the uncertainties in
the related phenomena, the
5%(95%) confidence limit
criterion is associated to
subjective judgements in
unfavourable (favourable)
events. Normally such a
figure represents a cautious
assumption to assure that
erroneous judgements are
prevented. The target for
large releases, therefore,
allows to state, on the basis
of a sound judgement, which
sequences must be excluded
from the analysis in order to
restrict areas where new
safety improving provisions
should be identified.
In addition to the above
targets, cut-off values were
also adopted to limit
probability of failure upon
demand of systems or set of
systems which are affected by
uncertainties in areas such
as common mode failures and
human behaviour. Experience
demonstrated that assumptions
made in these areas sometimes
produced too optimistic
resul ts from a safety point
of view. For these reasons
PSA practices in Italy
conservatively ass~ed a
cut-off value of 10 for the
unavailability of safety
functions accomplished by



redunda'nt but not diversifi'ed
-'trainsof~.ff,e.tysys;t..ems,and
of 10 for Ithe
unavailabili.tyof a set of
non diversified safe.ty
systems or harriers :having
v.arious .funct"lonsin rle-spanse
to specific initiating
events.
The use of cu.t-of:fvalues in
the la'tter areas, however,
'has not been practiced as a
mandatory restriction in
using PSAs,but rather as
use'f,u'lguideLine to rev"lew
the analyses in the frame of
the 'licensing process, in
order to gain confidence that
possible unassess.able
conditions were duly taken
into account.

2.3 Rationale of the approach
The adoption of probabilistic
safety criteria using cut-off
values to assess and improve
the plant safety is
essentially based on
probability considerations,
being the criteria merely
addressed to reduce
probabilities of large
releases below the
pre-established target. Those
criteria, therefore, did not
imply the assessment of the
risk reduction potential from
possible design and accident
management alternatives.
Indeed a risk based approach
would have probably
discouraged any safety
improvement 'because of the
considerable weight of the
very low probability-high
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consequences 'even:ts on the
calculated contr iibuti'on ito
risk,which isalsoafEected
by .l.argeuncertainties.
.The .approach then chosen in
Italy was to .s,tayona r,at<1>ler
certain probability range
when \deciding :on plant
:moclifiC.ations .and safe,ty
improvements rather ,bha'nbo
embrace the whole., but high.ly
'uncertain, l.ow side of the
probabili ty scale. There.fore
the lower part of .the
probability scale was
deliberately ignored.
As it is known the
uncertain.ty in the low side
of theprobahili ty scale may
be responsible of .both
overestimates ,and
underestimates of accident
sequences probabilities.
Overestimates generally
resul t from lack of
phenomenological data and
consequent tendency of the
expert to introduce
conservatism margins in the
analysis; underestimates may
result from incomplete
consideration of low
probability initiating or
aggravating events.
From what discussed above it
follows that the described
approach pr ivileged safety
improvements in the less
unlikely and less uncertain
severe accident region. The
resulting plant modifications
certainly brought sound
improvements to the pLant
safety.
Actually being in general the



available resources always
limi ted, even if abundant, a
choice of the probability
region where improvements
should be introduced is
necessary.
A certain-versus-uncertain
benefit situation seems to be
present here. Moreover
improvements to be
implemented through design
modifications and backfitting
actions are hardly possible
in the very low probability
range for plants in operation
or under construction.
Finally it has also to be
carefully considered that
past experience with severe
and unforeseen accidents,
like Chernobyl, TMI and
Windscale, clearly indicated
that the missing
information/insight evidenced
by them, completely rested in
the field of unforeseen
events having probabilities
well in excess of the-85xl0 /yr level here
suggested as a reasonable
cut-off figure. That
evidence, built over more
than 5000 reactor-years of
operating experience,
confirms that for present
reactors it is probably more
effective for enhancing
reactor safety to more deeply
dig into the less unlikely
severe accident field than
into the extremely low
probability one, if a choice
has to be done.
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2.4 Treatment of external events
The italian criteria for PSAs
handled external events in a
very limited way. Actually
the current experience on
external events seemingly
does not allow to make a too
realistic estimation of their
contribution to the
probability of core melt
accidents and large releases.
At the present status of the
art their treatment would
imply so large uncertainties
that in practice the benefit
of new safety provisions
cannot be properly assessed.
Most decisions to improve the
plant safety, therefore, have
to be made on the bas is of
deterministic criteria.
In. case of seismic events,
however, some probabilistic
considerations helped
identifying, together with
other methods, the maximum
expected earthquake on the
plant site. Current criteria
use this maximum earthquake
as the reference design
event for the plant safety
structures, equipments and
barriers. It should be the
one which might occur on a
site with negligible
probability.
Investigations to define the
features of the design basis
earthquake, also referred to
as Safe Shutdown Earthquake
(SSE), include the assessment
of the site seismic history.
Consistency and lenght of the
available history in Europe,
extended over a period of



about 2000 years, make the
historically estimated
probabilities significant
ti~a values of the order of
10 jyr /4/. In practice,
taking into account
geological evidenc~~ figures
of the order of 10 jyr have
been considered as cut-off
values for determining SSE.
Other probabilistic
considerations were also used
to make predictions on the
plant response to maximum
loads expected from seismic
events. They allowed to
assess consequences of some
acc ident sequences initiated
by the seismic failures of
specific structures and
equipments. In any case,
however, although the status
of the art on the fragility
analysis and on the plant
behaviour during earthquakes
is advanced enough, the
assessment of catastrophic
conditions would have
required an extensive use of
expert judgments to deal with
the uncertainties. This
exercise would have concluded
that probabj+ity values lower
than 5xlO jyr cannot be
significantly assessed for
these scenarios. This,
moreover, does not mean that
"any" scenario with
probability _7qual or higher
than 5xlO jyr can be
identified: as previously
said, namely, identifiable
initiators have probabi~~ties
equal or higher than 10 jyr.
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2.5 Low probability initiators
ractices to perform PSA did
not exclude, in principle,
severe initiating events of
low probability such as
pressure vessel ruptures and
other pressure boundary
failures that prevent core
coolability. Since it is very
difficult to assess the
consequences of these events,
the applications, in general,
assumed that they cause core
melt. The estimated very low
probability value does not
sensibly affect the
compliance with the adopted
core melt probabilistic
target.
PSA applications also
included other low
probability severe
initiators, such as ATWS and
Interface LOCAs, which
threaten the containment
integrity or by-pass the
containment functions well
before core melt conditions
are reached into the
accident. The experience
demonstrated that it is
possible to take provisions
for limiting the probability
of large releases caused by
these events well below the
5% of the overall core melt
probabili ty, in compliance
with the pre-established
probabilistic criteria.



3. SAMPLE PSA APPLICATIONS

3.1 Status of probabilistic
studies
The present situation of the
nuclear power development in
Italy is still feeling the
effect of the Chernobyl
accident, which created a
climate of wide mistrust
within the public opinion.
The Government, therefore,
decided to suspend for five
years the nuclear power
program, but committed
himself to guarantee, at
least for the moment, the
continuation of the nuclear
safety studies and research.
Studies and research are
continuing also in the field
of probabilistic safety
assessment. The prevailing
opinion is that PRA/PSA is an
essential analytical tool to
support decisions in the
design development of
possible future NPPs,
although it is not believed
to be an effective tool for
communicating with the
general public.
Some results are here
reported of PSA applications
/5/. A description is given
of provisions decided on the
basis of the pre-established
probabilistic targets
illustrated in previous
paragraphs.
The applications regarded the
review of Alto Lazio BWR6
Mark III plant, which before
the moratorium was under
construction, and the Italian
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PWR Standard Proj ect (PUN).
Other applications were also
made for operating plants in
order to identify advisable
backfi tting actions. These
latter plants are those of
Caorso (BWR4 Mark II) Latina
(Gas-graphite) and Trino
Vercellese (PWR).
In the following paragraphs a
particular emphasis is given
to Caorso PSA results, chosen
as a representative example
of the work done /6/.

3.2 Review of level 1 PSA results
The level 1 PSA results for
five plants are syntetically
reported in figure 1. In
general this figure shows two
values of the assessed core
melt probabi Iities (also
referred to as CDP) of each
individual plant. The higher
value is referred to a base
case. The second value is the
reassessed CDP accounting for
a set of design modifications
or more realistic assumptions
in calculations. Sensi tivi ty
studies and/or importance
analyses helped identifying
modifications.
As far as the Caorso NPP is
concerned, the higher value
in fig. 1 represents the
result of PSA calculations
made by ENEL, the plant
owner. The contribution to
CDP of various initiators is
shown in table 1. The lower
value in fig. 1 represents
the result of the ENEA/DISP
review analysis, made to
discover a set of weak points



where to address plant
modifications (both in the
hardware and procedures
areas) . Since the most
important contribution to the
COP came from the LOOSP
sequences, in particular from
those generated by seismic
events, investigation was
addressed to this field,
including the re-evaluation
of the seismicity of the
Caorso area, in order to
realistically estimate the
frequency of earthquakes
impairing the external
electical grid. The main
important safety improving
provisions resulting this
analysis were:
i) removal of the AOS

(Automatic
Oepressurization System)
inhibition in all
condi tions but ATWS (the
plant emergency procedures
instructed the operator to
inhibit the AOS in many
transient sequences, when
all High Pressure Systems
are failed);

ii) enhancement of the plant
shutdown system obtained
through a set of
modifications having an
impact on the ATWS
initiated core damage
sequences (automatic
actuation of the Stand-by
Liquid Control System) ;
the relative effect on the
overall COP of this
modif ication is small, as
the contr ibution of these
sequences is moderate
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(less than 10%), but the
benefit is high in term of
reduction of high releases
probability, as described
in the next paragraph.

The new calculated
contribution of various
initiators to COP of the
Caorso plant are also
indicated in table 1.

3.3 Results of level 2 PSA
The Caorso NPP was also
subject to the scrutiny of
the level 2 PSA for verifying
its compliance with the large
releases probabilistic
target.
Table 2 reports the main
results of the source terms
analyses, summarized as
release categories with the
associated probabilities and
contributions to COP. The
figures for large
unacceptable releases are
given by the sum of the
figures pertaining to the
medium and the high releases,
whose global absolute
probability (witho~~
modifications) is 1.lxlO ,
corresponding to 17% of the
core melt probability
(according to the ENEA/OISP
criteria, the absolute
probability of large releases
should approx~~ately ljg in
the range 5xlO + 5xlO ).
In order to establish if some
modifications had to be
introduced in order to comply
with the previously
illustrated criteria (par.
2.1) the quoted results were



carefully examined. The
Accident Classes that
contribute the most to the
probability of large
unacceptable releases were:
a) the Accident Class

grouping the sequences
ini tiated by the complete
failure of the Reactor
Shutdown Systems;

b) the so called Accident
Class I-B, which groups
the sequences involving a
LOOSP with Loss of Coolant
Inventory Makeup.

For the first above mentioned
Class, the same provisions
considered for reducing the
contribution to the CDF of
the ATWS sequences, are also
effective for reducing the
probability of large
releases.
As far as the Accident Class
I-B is concerned, the
conditional probability of
large releases is dependent
on some specific Caorso NPP
containment features. In
fact, the component drain
sumps within the reactor
pedestal are made of steel
plate, which quickly melts in
presence of corium: the
suppression pool scrubbing
effect is therefore partly
bypassed. Some provisions,
such as the installation of
addi tional downcomers or
plugging the sumps up with
concrete, have been discussed
to avoid this undesirable
occurrence.
The quoted modifications
(added to some others of
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minor importance) togheter
wi th those provided for the
CDF reduction, have a drastic
effect on the probabili ty of
large unacceptable releases.
As it is indicated in table
2, which also summarizes the
results of this analysis,
such a probability _figure
becomes 1.lxlO ,
corresponding to 3,8% of the
core melt probability.

4. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

Experience gained in PSA
applications to make safety
decisions within the frame of
the licensing process,
demonstrated that the use of
cut-off values, if properly
implemented, can be
productive to improve the
plant safety.
However this practice should
not be applied in an
extensive and exasperated
way. Inde~d the use of
cut-off values, for the
reasons discussed in par.
2.3, undoubtedly favours the
enhancement of the plant
safety level, but the field
of analysis is restricted and
possible further results in
the excluded areas are
ignored.
Enhanced insights in plant
behaviour and suggestions for
safety improvements might,
namely, also stern, at times,
from full-spectrum risk
studies, but experience
demonstrated that it is very



risk
large

risk

difficult to identify
improving provisions if
uncertainties affect
estimations.
The assessment of
uncertainties in the
estimation of accident
consequences probabilities is
helpful to address deeper
investigations and research
in the extremely low
probability field of the less
known accident
phenomenologies. In this
regard complete PRAs and Risk
Studies such as NUREG-1150
/7/ have certainly the
beneficial consequence of
prompting research in that
field, thus bringing about
significant progresses in the
knowledge of safety relevant
events. They have to be
considered as powerful means
for promotion of scientific
advancements.
A better understanding of
those events would allow to
make it possible that plant
safety improvements are
extended down to lower
probability values.
Probabilistic targets and
cut-off values, therefore,
are to be considered as
living numbers to be lowered
and even eliminated as
research and experience
provides new updated
outcomes.
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Table 1
Caorso PSA results:Core Damage sequencesby Initiators

INITIATORS

LOOSP

Other Transients
LOCA (IncludingRPV

Rupture)
A'IWS

TCYI'AL CDF

Without rrodificati()ns With rrodificaions

C D F % C D F %

2 . 8 E - 6 43.3 1 . 0 E - 6 35.3
2 . 3 E - 6 35.6 1 . 1 E - 6 38.8
7 . 9 E - 7 12.4 6 . 9 E - 7 24.3

5 . 6 E - 7 8.7 4 . 5 E - 8 1.6

6 . 4 E - 6 100 2 . 8 E - 6 100
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Table 2
Caorso PSA results: Source Terms analysis

RADIONUCLIDE RELEASE
CATEGORIES (I - Cs)

NffiLIGIBLE
LOW L.T. 0.1%
MEDIUM G.T. 0.1%

but L.T. 10 %
HIGH G.T. 10 %

TOTAL

Without modificat'on with modificat'ons
Probability % Probability %

--
4 . 9 E - 6 76 2 . 6 E - 6 93.0
4 . 5 E - 7 7 9 . 2 E - 8 3.2

7 . o E - 7 11 6 . 6 E - 8 2.3
4 . o E - 7 . 6 4 . 2 E - 8 1.5

6 . 4 E - 6 100 2 . 8 E - 6 100

Note: L.T. stands for Less '!han
G.T. stands for Greater '!han

PUN IMPROVED ----------- 8.1 E. 6
TRINO VERCELLESE---------- 7.6 E. 6
CAORSOW/O MODIFICATIONS------ 6.4E.6

ALTO LAZIO LICENSINGMODEL------ 5.8 E. 6
CAORSOWITH MODIFICATIONS------ 2.8 E. 6

ALTO LAZIO REALISTIC MODEL------ 1 .8 E .6

1 E-4

1 E-5

1 E-6

-

-

-

LATINA--------------

PUN BASE CASE -----------

1.6E-4

4.4E.5

Fig. 1 - Core Damage Frequencies for Italian NPPs
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The Acquisition of Expert Judgement
in Public Policy Risk Assessment
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Hilo, HI 96720-4091
ABSTRACT

Risk and uncertainty analyses often require the use of expert judgment
to quantify uncertain parameters or assign probabilities to events. In
this role, expert judgment serves as a device to integrate disparate
sources of information and provide input into the analysis in a form
that can be combined with other sources of information such as
observational or experimental data. The collection of expert judgments
should not be made in an haphazard manner. Such an effort deserves a
carefully thought through design and proper execution.
It is the purpose of this paper to provide a discussion of the main
considerations in establishing an expert judgment process. The
discussion draws on experiences gather through studies of nuclear
reactor safety and hazardous waste disposal as well as the literature
dealing with the encoding of subjective probability distributions.
Introduction
Along with the societal benefits
of this technological age have
come hazards. The extent of these
hazards is difficult to evaluate
and thus the regulation of activi-
ties generating these hazards is
enigmatic. Civilian nuclear power
generation is a prime example of a
new technology that is accompanied
by exposure to risk. This expo-
sure involves the general public
and is thus an issue for public
study and debate. Other examples
of technological risks include
space exploration involving
plutonium power sources,
production and release of
dichloro-diflouro-methane, sulfur
production from coal fired power
plants, global warming, and nucle-
ar waste disposal.
The field of risk analysis is con-
cerned with the quantification of
risks from such hazards. Impor-
tant sources of information for
risk analyses include the results
of experiments and observation,
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mathematical/computer models of
the physical processes producing
the risks, physical laws or first
principles, and expert judgment.
The evaluation of risks for the
purposes of public policy decision
making has led to the development
of formal methods for the collec-
tion of expert judgment through
the elicitation of probability
distributions [Hora and Iman
(1989), Morgan et ale (1984),
Electric Power Research Institute
(1986), Merkhofer and Runchal
(1989), Cooke (1990)].
The acquisition and use of expert
knowledge encoded in probability
distributions has long been a nec-
essary part of decision analysis
[Spetzler and van Holstein
(1975)]. The techniques and
procedures developed and used in
decision analysis are now being
used in risk assessment but
with modifications. While the
goal of decision analysis is the
delineation of an optimal
strategy, risk analysis stops
short of this goal. In risk



analysis the final products are
measures of risk and the un-
certainty about the risk, and an
attribution of the risk and uncer-
tainties to their origins. In a
nuclear power plant for example,
one source of risk may be traced
to an initiating event such an
earthquake which causes the fail-
ure of several vital systems.
Knowledge about the frequencies
and magnitudes of earthquakes and
the survivability of systems sub-
jected to stresses caused by
quakes are essential to estimating
risks. Most often our knowledge
is incomplete and there is some
uncertainty about the frequency
with which accidents will occur.
The analysis of risk and uncer-
tainty of such accidents serves as
an input to public pOlicy deci-
sions.
In this paper, we consider formal
methods for acquiring expert judg-
ments about facts. These judg-
ments are about uncertain quanti-
ties or events. In contrast, ex-
pert knowledge can also be gath-
ered about relative values of var-
ious outcomes, that is preferences
or utilities [Keeney and Raiffa
(1976)].
Expert Knowledge and Experts
Expert knowledge underlies all
scientific endeavor. Those things
that we measure and observe are
interpreted in the milieu of cur-
rent scientific thought. The mod-
els chosen for analyzing data, the
data sources, the methods of col-
lection, the conditions that are
controlled and those that are left
uncontrolled, are all subject, to
some extent, to the scientist's
wisdom. Each of these decisions
is based on expert judgment.
Expert judgment can be used to
measure those things that are
believed possible given the
current state of knowledge about
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our world.
Scientists sometimes object to the
formal elicitation and encoding of
judgments into probability distri-
butions on the grounds that opin-
ion is being substituted for "ob-
jective" scientific research. The
role that the experts perform is
not that of creating knowledge,
but instead, of processing the
available information -- combining
disparate and perhaps conflicting
sources of information -- to pro-
duce an integrated picture of the
state of knowledge about a given
quantity or event. While the hu-
man mind is the best available
tool for performing such a task,
it benefits from both training
and a structured environment in
which to perform. without such an
integrating tool, we are faced
with the possibility of employing
arbitrary rules for combining in-
formation, or perhaps selecting
one information source as being
superior and ignoring all others
despite their potential relevance.
Who are the experts? An expert is
someone who has special skills or
training in an area that results
in exceptional knowledge or access
to knowledge [Bonano et ale 1989].
The identification of experts is
an important stage in the process
of acquiring expert judgments.
Since risk analyses of technologi-
cal hazards are performed under
the public's watchful eye, the
criteria and process of selecting
experts may come under great scru-
tiny.
Experts can be identified using
several methods. Literature
searches, searches of registries
of professional organizations, and
contacts with consulting firms,
research laboratories, governmen-
tal organizations, and universi-
ties will provide information
about potential experts. A formal



nomination process should also be
considered. This is particularly
important when there is controver-
sy or alternative viewpoints con-
cerning the subject matter to be
treated. Inviting public interest
groups as well as professional
organizations to submit nomina-
tions may ward off later criticism
that the experts where chosen from
a select pool that shares only one
of several possible viewpoints.
The criteria for selecting from a
pool of experts should be made
specific and should be documented.
These criteria should include:
1. Tangible evidence of expertise
2. Reputation
3. Availability and willingness

to participate
4. Understanding of the general

problem area
5. Impartiality
6. Lack of an economic or

personal stake in the
potential findings

In addition, when there are multi-
ple viewpoints, it is important
that a balance of viewpoints
exists among the experts. without
such balance, the true state of
uncertainty in a given situation
may be significantly understated.
It sometimes occurs that persons
with exceptional knowledge have
characteristics that lead them to
be biased, either apparently or
actually. A predicament arises
since including the expert may
bias and/or discredit the study,
while excluding the expert may
prevent salient information from
being integrated into the study.
A useful solution to this dilemma
was used in NUREG-1150 [Wheeler et
ale (1989), Hora and Iman (1989)].
The NUREG-1150 design explicitly
allowed for, and encouraged, pub-
lic testimony to be presented to
the experts. In one instance, an
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employee of a pump manufacturer
testified on the performance of a
pump under severe stress. The
employee had access to very rele-
vant information that the members
of the expert panel did not have.
However, inclusion of the employee
on the expert panel would have
been perceived as an apparent con-
flict of interest. Allowing tes-
timony to be presented allowed the
experts sitting on the panel to
judge the value of the testimony
and to integrate the information
into their findings.
Organization
There are alternative designs for
working with multiple experts.
These approaches vary with respect
to the broadness of the issues
being addressed, the amount and
type of interaction among the ex-
perts desired, the amount of re-
dundancy desired, and the role of
the experts in defining the issues
to be addressed.
The simplest form of organization
is one expert or several experts
working in isolation from each
other. When there are several
experts, they may be addressing
separate issues or they may be
redundant. Redundancy affords the
opportunity to capture alternative
viewpoints and is preferable to
using a single expert because the
potential for achieving a better
picture of the total uncertainty
about a question exists. The dif-
ficulty with isolating experts is
that information is not shared.
Allowing experts to interact and
share information permits each
expert to have a wider base of
knowledge. with interaction can
come some problems, however.
Delphi [Dalkey and Helmer (1963),
Linstone and Turoof (1975)] was
developed to reduce some unfortu-
nate side effects of interaction



such as dominance due to position,
personality, or reputation.
Merkhofer and Runchal (1989) em-
ployed a combination of individual
elicitation procedures and the
Delphi technique. After collect-
ing judgments from each expert,
the resulting distributions and
rationales were shared among the
experts and the opportunity for
revision was given.
When there are multiple, redundant
experts responding to the same
questions, the experts may be or-
ganized into panels. This strate-
gy has been used in the study of
nuclear reactor safety, [Hora and
Iman (1989)]. Panels meet togeth-
er to jointly discuss and share
views on the resolution of the
issues. They may provide a joint
or consensus assessment or they
may provide individual as-
sessments. There are advantages
to each of these options. When
experts work together to obtain a
consensus assessment, there is no
need to combine assessments using
arbitrary rules to obtain a base
case since the base case is
provided by the consensus
assessment. It may be, however,
that opinions vary so greatly that
a negotiated consensus cannot be
reached. In such a case it may be
necessary to employ a mechanical-
mathematical means for combining
distributions. In contrast, when
each expert provides an individual
assessment, there is better
potential for capturing the full
range of uncertainty and the
various assumptions that underlie
each expert's judgments. In many
analyses, however, it will be
necessary to combine the opinions
at a later stage.
In large scale studies, it may be
necessary to solicit expert judg-
ment for many issues. The breadth
of knowledge of a single expert or
panel of experts may be insuffi-

cient to address all of the is-
sues. Multiple experts or multi-
ple panels of experts addressing
distinct issues may be employed.
Employing isolated panels of ex-
perts tends to be efficient with
respect to the experts' time. It
does create, however, coordination
problems. The viewpoints, assump-
tions, and findings of one panel
are apt to shape the issues to be
addressed by another panel. The
range of a variable deemed to be
possible in one assessment, for
example, may provide the range of
an assumption for another assess-
ment. When coordination between
panels is necessary, it may re-
quire a sequencing of activities
so that panels cannot be conducted
in parallel. A concrete example
of such a situation is the coordi-
nation between a panel of experts
judging how fast and how high
pressure will rise in a reactor
containment, and a second panel
considering the pressure at which
the containment will fail. Know-
ing the relevant range of pressure
rise parameters will help estab-
lish the assumptions for the sec-
ond panel's assessments of con-
tainment failure probabilities.
A strategy for the analysis of
very complex issues is using
multi-disciplinary teams of
experts. This format is relevant
when the issue to be addressed has
not, or cannot, be decomposed into
a series of smaller, independent
issues. The team provides its own
coordination so that the problem
of communication between isolated
experts or panels of experts is
avoided. Redundant teams may be
used as was done in the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI)
(1986) study of seismicity in the
Eastern united states. The limi-
tation of using teams is that the
logistics are more difficult.
Bringing team members together for
periods long enough to articulate
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their analyses may be costly. In
the EPRI study the teams were
formed within companies or insti-
tutions so that communication
within teams was facilitated.
Each team was allowed some flexi-
bility in determining how the
problem was decomposed into the
individual experts' areas of cog-
nizance.
ISSUES
The selection of specific issues
to be studied by the experts is
usually accomplished by the ana-
lysts who are performing the
broader study in which the expert
opinion elicitation is imbedded.
The criteria for selecting issues
are usually based upon the per-
ceived importance of the issues
and the unavailability of reliable
data sources or models to address
the issues.
It is also important, when select-
ing issues, to consider the visi-
bility of issues and the amount of
public and peer review that the
issue will receive. If the alter-
native to using a formal expert
judgment elicitation is to have an
internal analyst provide a judg-
ment, and if the issue is per-
ceived by the public as important,
it may be worthwhile to use a more
expensive formal process in order
thwart criticism that may reflect
on the entire study.
Important issues are sometimes
identified through sensitivity and
importance analyses. Such analy-
ses provide insight into which
issues will really make a differ-
ence. Sensitivity analyses show
the relation between the value of
the dependent variable (s) (model
output) and the independent vari-
ables (model inputs) by varying
the inputs and observing the
change in the output variables
[Iman and Helton (1988)]. Uncer-
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tainty analyses are often used as
an adjunct to sensitivity analy-
sis. The goal of uncertainty
analysis is to determine the rela-
tion between the uncertainty in
the dependent variables and the
uncertainty in the independent
variables. Sensitivity analysis
identifies important variables by
determining the variables that
produce the largest relative
changes in the output while uncer-
tainty analysis is directed to-
wards finding those variables
whose uncertainty is chiefly re-
sponsible for the uncertainty in
the dependent variables.
Cost effectiveness is also a con-
sideration in selecting issues to
be subjected to an expert judgment
analysis. In some instances al-
ternative sources of information
may be available but only at great
cost of time or money. It may
also be that the alternative
sources of information may be in-
herently unreliable or of ques-
tionable validity. This often
occurs when an attempt is made to
use data or models from studies
made under circumstances different
from those under investigation.
Scaling up from a small scale ex-
periment to a projection of a
large scale process is an example
where the validity of the data or
models may be questioned and thus
interpretation is needed.
Another example of data requiring
interpretation is when the perfor-
mance of a system is measured in a
given environment and one wishes
to extrapolate to a different en-
vironment. The behavior of
valves, for instance, in a nuclear
warship may be somewhat different
than in a nuclear power plant due
to differences in the environment,
the load place on the system, and
the maintenance procedures ap-
plied.



When alternative sources of infor-
mation--models or data--are ques-
tionable, using the judgments of
experts may be the best way to
interpret the data. Experts are
able to provide assessments of the
additional uncertainty that is
contributed by making such extrap-
olations. Additionally, they may
be able to provide adjustments to
account for shifts that may occur
because of differences in the
study situations. In this sense,
the experts may provide a cali-
brating mechanism to account for
differences in applications, envi-
ronments, etc.
Achieving an accurate, complete,
and understandable description of
an issue to be addressed by ex-
perts, while not an easy task, is
critically important to the suc-
cess of the elicitation project.
The description of the issue must
be complete and without unstated
assumptions such as boundary or
starting conditions. Everything
that can be disagreed upon must be
made explicit. Spetzler and Stael
von Holstein (1975) have suggested
a test of clairvoyance. If, after
reading the description of the
issue, a clairvoyant would be able
to answer the question without
asking for any additional informa-
tion, the issue description is
complete. All too often, the per-
son preparing the issue descrip-
tion will make contextual assump-
tions that are obvious to the pre-
parer but not to the expert who
must interpret the issue descrip-
tion. The preparer of the issue
description may be unaware that
these assumptions have even been
made since they are part and par-
cel of the milieu in which he per-
ceives the problem.
Differing sets of assumptions of-
ten resolve into a case format for
an issue. Each case represents
some variation of the initial con-
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ditions for the assessment. When
preparing issue descriptions, the
preparer should consider using a
case structure to make assumptions
explicit. Case structures are
usually preferable to dividing an
issue in to multiple issues since
the total assessment effort is
reduced.
Asking for reviews of an issue
description is a good first step,
but often not enough. A reviewer
may find an issue description sat-
isfactory while making unarticu-
lated assumptions that are sub-
stantially different from those of
the issue preparer. Perhaps the
surest test of an issue descrip-
tion is to make a trial elicita-
tion for the issue -- a dry run.
Time pressures often make dry runs
difficult to fit into a tight
schedule, but their value should
not be underrated.
Accompanying an issue description
is information that will assist
the expert in reaching a conclu-
sion. The accompanying informa-
tion should include references and
data sources pertinent to the is-
sue at hand. In the study of sul-
fur pollution [Morgan et al.
(1984)], two-page summaries of
articles were prepared for the
experts. It is also possible to
provide the experts with an exam-
ple of how an issue can be ana-
lyzed. The purpose of providing
such a description clearly should
be to stimulate the experts'
thinking rather than guiding the
experts to a conclusion.
Finally, no matter how much effort
is put into the description of
issues, the experts may have the
last say on the final form of the
issue description. They are the
experts in the field of study and
through the selection process have
been determined to have knowledge
superior to others. If not, they



should not have been selected as
experts. There is a balance to
achieve here, though. The assess-
ment task often has as its goal
the creation of a probability dis-
tribution of some quantity that is
one quantity among a number of
quantities being supplied to a
larger analysis. If the experts
change the description of the is-
sue to such an extent that the
variable being assessed is no lon-
ger compatible with the larger
analysis, the effort will have
been futile. As part of the issue
description, then, the experts
should be supplied with sufficient
information so that they under-
stand how their knowledge will be
integrated into the analysis.
Such information will help the
experts focus on issues that are
directly relevant to the study.
PREPARATION FOR ELICITATION
The elicitation process is more
than just the application of prob-
ability assessment tools to an
issue using experts. The experts
must prepare and be prepared for
the experience. It is widely be-
lieved that experts in a substan-
tive field such as engineering or
health are not necessarily effec-
tive in expressing their beliefs
in the form of probability distri-
butions [von winterfeldt and Ed-
wards (1986) and Lichtenstein et
ale (1982»). This has been docu-
mented in a number of studies.
Training the experts in the art of
forming probability distributions
is a necessary step in the elici-
tation process.
Training has multiple goals. One
goal is developing an overview of
the process including how the
experts' judgments will be used in
the larger analysis. Many experts
are skeptical of how their judg-
ments will be treated. Another
goal is to develop confidence --
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confidence in their abilities to
express beliefs as probabilities
and confidence in the entire pro-
cess. However, the most fundamen-
tal goal of elicitation training
is to help the experts better ex-
press their beliefs as probability
distributions. Training introduc-
es experts to the tasks they must
perform and provides practice in
making probabilistic judgments.
It also instills awareness of bi-
ases and provides practice in con-
trolling these biases. While
practice may not lead to perfect
assessments, there is ample evi-
dence to show that practice does
improve assessments [Lichtenstein
and Fischhoff (1980) and Alpert
and Raiffa (1982)].
Numerous types of biases have been
identified and named. Perhaps the
most notorious bias is called
overconfidence. Overconfidence
manifests itself as a tendency to
give probability distributions
that are tighter than they should
be. This is a failure to give
credit to the possibility of more
extreme values. A typical finding
of studies of overconfidence in
probability assessment reveals
that about 35% of the almanac
quantities fall in the most ex-
treme 5% of the assessed distribu-
tions for these quantities. If
the distributions were well cali-
brated, one would find only 5% of
the true values in the most ex-
treme 5% of the distributions
[Lichtenstein et ale (1982), von
winterfeldt and Edwards (1986),
Fischhoff (1982), and Mosleh et
al. (1988)].
Work with experts in technological
risk assessment has shown another
bias prevalent among engineers and
scientists. These experts often
base their judgments on the re-
sults of a single computer model
or experiment. They fail to take
into account other pieces of re-



lated information and fail to rec-
ognize the fallibility of the mod-
el or experiment. A good training
technique is to use actual exam-
ples where, with one model, one
would reach one conclusion, while
after viewing several models (or
data sets) with somewhat different
results, one would conclude that
the situation is more uncertain
than one might originally con-
clude. This bias may be related
to types of biases identified
elsewhere, the anchoring bias (the
failure to move from a position
given new evidence) and the avail-
ability bias (the tendency to give
too much credit to recent or
readily available information)
[Fischhoff (1982) and Bonano et
al. (1989)].
A less common bias is the base
rate bias. Base rate bias is the
failure to take into account popu-
lation base rates when examining
data. The potential for this type
of bias appeared in the study of
markers to deter intrusion into
the Waste Isolation pilot Plant
(WIPP), the repository for
transuranic radioactive waste.
The goal of this effort is to
create markers that would
communicate the existence of
biohazardous radioactive waste for
a number of millennia. While
examining ancient constructions
that have lasted for thousands of
years, one might fail to note that
while three of one type of
structure have survived and only
one of another type of structure
has survived, there may have many
more of the first type of
structure built than the second
structure. Concluding that the
first type of structure was more
durable simply because more of
them have lasted would be errone-
ous.
In some circumstances, experts may
provide assessments that are bi-
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ased toward an outcome that is
somehow considered, either con-
sciously or unconsciously, to be
favorable. For example, engi-
neers underestimated by one-half
the time required to repair gener-
ators [Armstrong (1981), Kidd
(1970)]. This is a case of the
"optimism" bias. An engineer who
has designed a system may uncon-
sciously think that the system is
more reliable than is warranted.
Even unfavorable outcomes can be
the subject of this bias. If a
scientist develops a theory or
mechanism that predicts a failure,
the scientist may inadvertently
attach too much credibility to his
or her's own invention.
A technique that has found wide-
spread use in probability assess-
ment for complex problems is to
decompose an issue into a number
of smaller issues that provide
easier assessments [Armstrong et
ale (1975) and Hora, Dodd, and
Hora (1990)]. In the NUREG-1150
and EPRI studies, complex issues
were expressed in terms of a
model. This type of decomposition
has been termed algorithmic
decomposition by MacGregor et ale
(1988).
Another tool that has received
current favor is the influence
diagram [Schachter (1986)]. The
influence diagram shows a series
of events or states that
potentially can influence the
probability of the event or
quantity being analyzed. The
paths shown in the influence dia-
gram are directional and
noncircular and thus provide a
sequence of conditional questions
leading to the issue question.
The decomposition framework,
whether a model or an influence
diagram, can be provided by the
experts themselves or it can pro-
vided externally. Moreover, when



multiple experts are used, each
expert can use a distinct decompo-
sition, or a consensus decomposi-
tion can be reached. Using a sin-
gle decomposition has several ad-
vantages. First, the costs of
processing the judgments are re-
duced since only one model or de-
composition, usually implemented
as a computer model, is needed.
Second, comparisons among the as-
sessments for components of the
decomposed problem are facilitated
when all experts use the same de-
composition. Such comparisons may
not be possible when each expert
is providing assessments for dif-
ferent variables.
An important drawback of using a
single decomposition is that all
experts are forced to take a sin-
gle view of the problem and thus
diversity of opinions is subjugat-
ed. Experience has shown [Meyer
and Booker (1987), MacGregor et
al. (1988)] that the decomposi-
tion, the way of thinking about
the problem, is very important in
judgment formation. The unfortu-
nate consequence of employing a
single decomposition is that the
appearance of homogeneity of opin-
ions is created and thus there is
an understatement of uncertainty.
Allowing for various possible
decompositions will permit the
experts to express their
viewpoints more fully.
ELICITATION
The elicitation of probability
distributions has a vast litera-
ture. The techniques developed in
decision analysis and in psycholo-
gy form the basis for probability
elicitation. Successful elicita-
tion is usually accomplished
through the use of specialists,
sometimes termed normative ex-
perts, who have training in elic-
iting probability distributions.
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One useful design for elicitation
is an assessment team working with
one expert. The assessment team
members might include, for exam-
ple, a normative specialist who
handles the elicitation, an ana-
lyst who is familiar with the sub-
ject area and assists in the com-
munication between the normative
specialist and the expert and who
contributes further by helping to
explore the rationale provided by
the expert, and a person who has
responsibility for documenting the
session. This is the design to be
used in the analysis of markers
and barriers for the WIPP. The
NUREG-1150 (Hora and Iman, 1989)
study employed a team composed of
a normative expert and one staff
analyst, but no documentarian.
While employing three persons to
elicit a single expert may seem to
be overkill, the importance of the
findings often make this kind of
investment worthwhile. Alterna-
tives to using one-on-one elicita-
tion methods include self elicita-
tion, elicitation by questionnaire
(often by mail), and computer con-
trolled elicitation. The primary
drawbacks of these methods are the
inabilities to enforce documenta-
tion of rationales, and the in-
ability to perform consistency
checks and exert influences to
counteract biases.
The elicitation session normally
takes place under the control of
the normative specialist. The
expert is first questioned about
the fundamental way he or she has
analyzed the problem. If there is
a decomposition, then the decompo-
sition provides the starting point
for the discussion. The normative
specialist has three goals: To
extract the rationales for judg-
ments; to quantify and record the
judgments; and to assist the ex-
pert in making the elicited dis-
tributions accurate reflections of



the expert's knowledge. Reaching
these goals requires a good deal
of give and take between the ex-
pert and the normative specialist.
The expert is often challenged to
justify his or her beliefs. Each
aspect of the elicitation is ap-
proached from multiple viewpoints
to reveal and resolve inconsisten-
cies. The normative specialist
often will employ alternative
elicitation techniques and then
cross check the answers.
A great variety of assessment
techniques have been put forward
in the literature. These
techniques range from simply
asking for a probability (direct
assessment) to techniques that
employ ranking of outcomes or
pseudo-sample results (indirect
techniques.) Indirect techniques
are used to infer probabilities
from responses that are not
probabilities. The objective of
indirect techniques is to ask
questions that are easier for the
expert to address. Von winter-
feldt and Edwards (1986) report,
however, that there is little sup-
port in the literature for con-
cluding that indirect techniques
perform better than direct tech-
niques. The value in having al-
ternative techniques is that cross
checking and consistency checks
are facilitated through the simul-
taneous application of several
techniques. For continuous vari-
ables, for example, direct elici-
tation of interval probabilities
and interval bisection can be used
together [Hora, Hora, and Dodd
(1991)].
Near the close of the elicitation
session, if possible, the expert
should be presented with a summary
of the findings. This might en-
tail some curve fitting and rough
recomposition of a decomposed
problem to obtain an overall as-
sessment. Offering immediate
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feedback allows modifications of
the assessments to be made while
the assessment team is still as-
sembled. Sometimes a review of
the preliminary results will alert
an expert to an important omission
or misinterpretation by either the
expert or the normative special-
ist. The rapid development of
personal computer technology has
made the possibility or real-time
recomposition of probability as-
sessments feasible.
Processing
Once collected, experts' judgments
usually require some processing to
put them in a usable form. As-
sessments obtained using indirect
methods, for example, must be
translated into probabilities.
Distributions for continuous quan-
tities are most often assessed by
obtaining several points on the
cumulative distribution function
and then sketching in the remain-
der of the distribution. Occa-
sionally, it may be necessary to
extrapolate beyond the given range
of values. This can occur when
the expert has provided the .01
and .99 quantiles of a distribu-
tion and it is necessary to ob-
tain, somehow, the endpoints of
the distribution. Extrapolation
is always more dangerous than in-
terpolation so that care should be
taken. The best remedy is to not
get into such a situation in the
first place. This is accomplished
by ensuring that all the needed
information is obtained in the
elicitation session.
The goal of processing judgments
is two-fold: to produce a usable
product for the ensuing analysis
and to preserve intact the
expert's judgments. The process-
ing of judgments should be made in
such a way that as little informa-
tion as possible is added to the
judgments and as little distortion



as possible is introduced into the
processed assessments.
Another type of processing is the
aggregation of judgments across
multiple experts. This is often
done for at least one of three
ostensible reasons: the analyst
believes that an aggregated dis-
tribution provides a better ap-
praisal of the knowledge than the
individual distributions provide
just as a sample mean of observa-
tions may be more useful than a
list of the individual observa-
tions; the analyst believes that
the aggregated distribution repre-
sents a consensus; the analyst
believes that it is easier to per-
form the ensuing analysis using a
single distribution. The first
two of these reasons are both
somewhat suspect. Some methods of
combining expert judgments, those
base upon Bayes' Theorem for
example, are likely to suppress
differences among experts and thus
over-represent the precision in
the judgments. A discussion and
review of procedures for combining
judgments in provided in Genest
and Zidek (1986). Mechanical
methods of combination do not
necessarily provide a consensus.
A consensus is something agreed to
by all. Unless the experts,
themselves, agree to the rule for
aggregation, there is no
consensus. The final reason, the
practicality of having a single
distribution to work with, is,
perhaps, the most legitimate of
the three reasons for aggregating.

Documentation
Regardless of how well an expert
judgment process is designed and
implemented, without adequate doc-
umentation the results are apt to
be misunderstood and disputed.
Only through thorough documenta-
tion will the results be assess-
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able and appreciated. Written
substantiation of the entire ex-
pert elicitation process should
include documentation of the pro-
cedures and criteria for selecting
experts and issues, copies of the
elicitation issues and supporting
materials, the results of the
elicitation sessions including,
most importantly, detailed ration-
ales for the assessments, and the
methods and results of any post-
elicitation processing of the
judgements.
Documentation is not always easy
to enforce. It is human nature to
want to move on to the next task
without finishing all the details
of a stage nearly completed. In
order to ensure that documentation
is completed in a timely fashion,
scheduling of documentation due
dates is required. Adequate time
and resources are necessary to
make such a schedule realistic,
however. When considering docu-
mentation, one should remember
that the extent and quality of the
documentation will have a profound
effect on the reception that an
expert opinion process receives.
Conclusions
While expert opinion pervades all
scientific inquiry, it is often
the least acknowledged, most poor-
ly understood, and most neglected
facet of scientific endeavors.
Faced with a complex problem, sci-
entists will often concentrate on
the parts of the problem where
analytic tools are available while
ignoring those parts of the prob-
lem that cannot be dealt with in
such a direct manner. In the
study of waste isolation at the
WIPP, for example, a great deal of
time and effort has been spent on
modeling the geology and hydrology
of the area. Extensive codes have
been constructed and preliminary
risk and uncertainty analyses have



been made. Only, recently, howev-
er has the focus shifted to sce-
narios of human intrusion, an area
where conventional physical sci-
ences have much less to tell us.
Yet human intrusion is apt to be
the dominant contributor to risk.
The same imbalance can be seen in
studies of nuclear reactor safety.
Those uncertainties and risks that
are analyzed using expert judgment
are often dominant, and yet the
effort applied to obtaining good
expert judgments is small when
compared to efforts applied else-
where.
Economics teaches that an optimal
allocation of effort is reached
when the marginal return associat-
ed with each dollar of expenditure
is the same across all categories
of expenditures. Measured by this
rule, the effort put into the col-
lection and processing of experts'
judgments is often too small rela-
tive to the effort applied to oth-
er aspects of the analysis.
setting up a successful expert
judgment process is not an easy
task. Expert opinion is often the
"soft spot" in a study, being the
easiest aspect to attack and hav-
ing the least credibility among
critics who do not have a
sufficiently broad view of risk
and uncertainty analyses. Because
it is vulnerable, diligence and
careful consideration are needed.
Collecting judgments in an
arbitrary manner or failing to
give due consideration to what is
known about the collection of
expert judgments is apt to doom
the effort.
The field of expert judgment is
still emerging and there is much
to be learned. The theories sup-
porting decomposition and aggrega-
tion require further development.
There is also a need to assemble
and evaluate the results from var-

ious efforts to ascertain those
methods and problems for which the
results are good and those methods
and problems where the results are
less satisfactory. Only through
the development of theory and the
simultaneous empirical evaluation
of these efforts will we be able
to reach a more complete under-
standing of expert judgment pro-
cesses.
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Tokyo, Japan

1. Utilization of PSA

The probabilistic safety assess-
ment (i.e. ,PSA) method has been inten-
sively studied and reviewed in many
countries, since the publication of
WASH-1400 (i.e., the Rasmussen report)
in 1975, incl uding its applicabil ity
for the synthetic safety assessment for
nuclear power plants. In Japan, the
deterministic approach has been taken
for the safety assessment and the
regulatory activity, and the probabil-
is tic approach is not taken yet.
However, studies concerning estab-
lishing the PSA method and its ap-
plicability for nuclear power plants
have been conducted by the Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute (i.e.,JAERI),
Japan Insti tute of Nuclear Safety
(i.e.,JINS), and nuclear industries of
utilities and vendors. Though the
utilization of PSA for nuclear power
plants are considered to have many
variations depending on the users'
pos itions, purposes are mainly as fol-
lows. The regulatory side may use PSA
as a measure to supply useful informa-
tions complementing the current deter-
ministic safety assessment method such
as,

l)references for preparing new
criteria and guidelines, and
2)assessments of new safety issues.

The industry side may use PSA
directly concerning designs and opera-
tions such as,
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l)the optimization of new designs
or design changes, and
2)the improvement of emergency op-
erating guidelines.

For the utilization of PSA, it is
essential to use PSA with considering
the purpose of the usage and the
restriction of the analytical models
and methods. For the industry side, PSA
is not a measure only to estimate the
core damage frequency and the risk but
a measure to understand the event
progression and its effects, relative
importance of components, and the role
of plant operators and crews. Consider-
ing these purposes, the indus try has
reviewed to establish the PSA method,
especially, concerning Level 1 PSA,
which estimates the system reliability
and the core damage frequency. On the
other hand, the industry has par-
tic ipa ted in the U. S. IDCOR program,
introduced and reviewed the MAAP code,
and also participated in the interna-
tional cooperative source term experi-
ments to intensively understand the
source term behavior. In this report,
among these activities concerning the
PSA, we introduce the examples of PSA
applications for ABWR (i.e., Advanced
Boiling Water Reactor) and APWR
(Advanced Pressurized Water Reactor),
where the Level 1 PSA method was used
the selection of nuclear plant design.



2. ABWR

2-1. Design of ABWR
ABWR has been developed in "the

3rd Phase Improvement and Standard-
ization Program for Light Water Reac-
tors" of the Japanese government (MITI)
as the next generation BWR plant of the
commercial operation in the 1990's, by
the Tokyo Electric Power Co. Inc, the
other BWR utilities (Le., the Chubu
Electric Power Co. Inc., the Chugoku
Electric Power Co. Inc., the Hokuriku
Electric Power Co. Inc., the Tohoku
Electric Power Co. Inc. and the Japan
Atomic Power Co.), the General Electric
Co., and the Japanese BWR vendors of
TOSHIBA CORPORATION and Hi tachi,
Ltd.1},2} At present, ABWR plants are
planned to be constructed as the unit 6
and 7 of the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa nuclear
power station of the Tokyo Electric
Power Co. Inc., which are already under
licensing review, and planned into the
commercial operation in 1996 and 1997
respectively. On the development of
ABWR, the plant design goal was firstly
placed, and research and development
were intensively conducted with em-
phasis on the optimization of the
latest technology (i.e., including the
development in the near future), the
improved BWR technology, and the
world-wide findings and experiences re-
lated to BWRs. It was important to op-
timize the plant design by reviewing
systematically technical merits and
cost.

2-1-(1) ABWR
ABWR has the goal wi th higher

levels than the current light water
reactors, concerning the safety and
reliability, the operability, the
reduction of radiation exposure, the
economy and so on, and specifically the
following items are considered:

1)Safety and reliability higher than
that of the current light water reac-
tor.
2)Plant availability of 80-90%.
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3 )Radiation exposure dose of 50-100
man-rem/reactor' year.
4)The radioactive waste of 100-200
drums/reactor. year.
5)The cost of the power generation
about 10% lower than that of the cur-
rent lightwater reactor.

2-1-(2) Technical Features of ABWR

To attain the goal described
above, ABWR plant adopted, as shown in
figure 1, the increase of the rated
power, the improvement of the core fuel
design, the internal pump for the
recirculation of the reactor coolant,
the fine motion control rod drive
(FMCRD), the optimized safety design of
3 division ECCS/RHR, RCCV, and the
digital multiplexing system.1},2}

2-2.Certification of ABWR Safety Design
-Implementation of PSA

ABWR safety design was determined
reflecting the resul ts of various
design reviews, aiming at much more im-
provement of the plant safety than that
of the current BWRs, without a large
increase of cost. 3} From this
standpoint, the PSA method was utilized
to certify the effect of the improve-
ment from the current BWR design by the
application of the level 1 PSA based on
the same method and database. 3} Figure
2 shows the items related to the ABWR
plant safety features improved from the
current BWR. Among the items, the
reliability and safety were improved
mainly by the following design changes:

l)The high pressure ECCS is
strengthened by the adoption of an ECCS
grade RCIC, and by the installation of
2 trains of HPCF. On the other hand,
the low pressure ECCS is composed of 3
trains of LPFL, the capacity of which
is reduced, and rationalized compared
with that of the current BWR.



control equipment is not conservatively
assumed although it contributes to the
improvement of system availability.(see
Table.I)

- The common cause failure was con-
sidered for the unavailability of the
redundant N system by the following
equation,

2)The perfectly independent 3 divisions
of RHR are adopted including the emer-
gency electric power and the cooling
water system, which increase the redun-
dancy.

3 )The 3 divisions of the emergency
diesel generators are adopted, which
increase the redundancy of the electric
power supply.

4)The fine motion control rod drive
(FMCRD) is adopted, which increases the
redundancy of the plant shutdown
capabili ty.

2-2- (1) Level 1 PSA methodology and
analytical condition

P=~

Pr=PoN

PD=PO

Po

unavailability of perfectly
independent N system.
unavailability of perfectly
dependent N system.
unavailability of one sys-
tem.

(l)Evaluated plants for comparison with
ABWR.

BWR-3/4/5, and ABWR. The design
fea tures of each plant are shown in
Fig.2.

(2) PSA methodology

Core damage frequency by using the
detailed event tree based on that used
in the American BWR PSA. (see Fig.3)

2-2-(2) Results of evaluation

Based on the above described
analytical condition and methodology,
the Level 1 PSA for internal event was
evaluated for BWR-3/4/5 and ABWR plant.
The following results were obtained and
the each plant features were recognized
from viewpoints of the different design
aspect. The obtained results are shown
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.3),4),5),6)

- The success criteria was decided by
considering the capacity of ECCS etc.
The credit of the FMCRD which is one of
the new design features of ABWR is also
assumed to be taken as the back-up for
the scram. The credit of the digital

- The Japanese experienc~ data was
used as the occurrence frequency data
of initial transient and the failure
data of the emergency D/G for each
plant. For ABWR plant, however, the oc-
currence frequency of LOCA is assumed
to be the half of the conventional
plant due to elimination of the recir-
culation pipe by the adoption of the
internal pump which is one of the ABWR
design features.

The results of
availabil ity was used
faul t tree analysis in
PSA.

sy:.;tem un-
bas~d on the
the U. S. BWR
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1)The core damage frequency of ABWR
plant was confirmed to be reduced by
about one order compared with that of
the current BWR (BWR-3/4/5). The reason
is as follows:

a. The core damage frequency of the
event sequence with failure of high
pressure core cool ing and of manual
depressurization followed by the tran-
sient which is dominant for the current
BWR is considerably reduced due to the
increase of redundancy of the high
pressure ECCS for the ABWR plant. This
shows that ABWR adopts the good design
for safety improvement by the design
modification of the high pressure ECCS
configuration against the dominant se-
quence which depends on the human ac-
tion.



b. The core damage frequency of the
event sequence with fail ure of RHR
followed by the transient is con-
siderably reduced due to the adoption
of 3 division of RHR. This shows that
the new des ign has solved the un-
resolved safety issue of RHR
reliabil ity and remarkably improved in
the capabil ity of long term cooling
function.

c. The core damage frequency of the
event sequence with failure of scram
followed by the transient is con-
siderably reduced due to the adoption
of the FMCRD. This shows that ABWR
makes the safety improvement by the ad-
dition of FMCRD against the ATWS se-
quence in which the credi t of SLC
manual operation is expected to be
taken for the current BWR.

d. The core damage frequency of ABWR is
reduced for the whole sequence followed
by LOCA and transient event compared
with the current BWR. This shows that
the balanced safety design is performed
for the ABWR plant.

2)With regard to the current plants, it
is confirmed that in the BWR-3 plant
the event sequence followed by LOCA is
dominant and the BWR-4/5 plant the
event sequence with fail ure of core
make-up followed by transient is
dominant. The reason is as follows,

a. The BWR-3 plant is not so strong for
LOCA event because the ECCS of BWR-3 is
3 systems compared with 5 systems for
the BWR-4/5 plant.

b. The BWR-3 plant is strong for tran-
sient event because it has the isola-
tion condenser with the passive equip-
ment and the high availabil ity of
depressurization function followed by
transient.

In summary, it is confirmed from
viewpoint of Level 1 PSA that in ABWR
design the sufficient safety improve-
ment is made and the balanced safety
des ign for the whole events is per-
formed compared with the design of the
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current BWR. Although in the current
BWR plant the credit of the operator
manual action is taken for the sequence
with failure of the safety system, it
is confirmed that in ABWR plant the
safety improvement is made by design
modi fica tion (the addition of safety
system etc) in order to reduce the con-
tribution of the operator action.

3. APWR

3-1 Design of APWR

The Advanced Pressurized Water
Reactor (APWR) has been developed in
"The 3rd Phase Improvement and Stan-
dardization Program for Light Water
Reactors" of the Japanese government
(MITI). The APWR has been developed
reflecting good performance results of
the conventional type PWR's in Japan
providing a reactor for the next gener-
ation to meet the national energy needs
in the prospect that the dependence on
the light water reactors as the stable
energy supply source will continue for
a considerably long period. The APWR
development program was jointly started
and performed by the five Japanese PWR
utili ties (The Kansai Electric Power
Co. Inc., The Hokkaido Electric Power
Co. Inc., The Shikoku Electric Power
Co. Inc., The Kyushu Electric Power Co.
Inc. and The Japan Atomic Power Co.)
and two vendors (Mitsubishi Heavy In-
dustries, Ltd. and Westinghouse
Electric Corporation) as a seven party
international cooperative development.
Though the APWR development program was
started in 1982 and successfully com-
pleted in 1986 (fiscal year), upgrading
programs continue to be performed
aiming toward further advancement.
7) .8) .9)

3-1-(1) Design Objectives of APWR

Major design objectives of the
APWR development are as follows:
o Improvement of Plant Availability and

Reliability



o Improvement of Nuclear Power
Economics

o Improvement of Siting Flexibility
o Improvement of Plant Operability
o Reduction in Radioactive Waste Gener-

ation and Occupational Radiati.on Ex-
posure

o Improvement of Plant Safety
o Saving of Uranium Resources

In the field of the system design
in the APWR development program and the
subsequent upgrading programs, var ious
improvements have been studied in order
to achieve the design objectives. Many
promising alternative designs were
proposed and the design selection was
made after extensive cost/benefit
evaluation to find solutions which met
both the design objectives and the
economical requirement in these
studies.

3-1-(2) Core Design

Effective uranium utilization can
be achieved in the APWR core by the
adoption of a spectral shift design
concept where plutonium burns up posi-
tively. The APWR makes it possible the
long cycle operation of 15 EFPM by 1/3
core refueling with 3.6% enrichment
fuel assembl ies. In other words, it
means that the APWR achieves longer
operating period than for the conven-
tional PWR's even with lower enrichment
fuel assemblies.

The APWR can achieve the plant
availability of more than 90% by its
long cycle operation characteristics
and the reduction of the periodic in-
spection days to 40 days. The APWR
adopts the large capacity core, large
19x19 lattice fuel assemblies with zir-
caloy grids, water displacer rods (WDR)
and radial neutron reflector made of
stainless steel to obtain the above
mentioned capability.
Fig.5 shows the features of the APWR
reactor internals.
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3-1-(3) PSA Applied Safety Design

The improvement of the plant
safety is one of the APWR design objec-
tives and it states that the safety of
the APWR should be superior to that of
the conventional plants. In order to
achieve this objective, the effects of
the improvements in the system design
of the safety related equipment have
been relatively evaluated by the Level
1 PSA in consideration of the proceed-
ing PSA results and the PSA results of
the conventional 4 loop PWR plant, and
the decrease in the core damage fre-
quencies without extensive cost impact
have been studied in the APWR
development. 10)

As a resul t of this study, the
following improvements have been
adopted for the primary side safeguards
system of the APWR to enhance the
reliability and safety.

a. The emergency core cooling system
(ECCS) of the APWR consists of four
sub-systems each of which has 50%
capaci ty in order to increase the
redundancy. Further, the tie lines be-
tween trains are eliminated to simplify
the system.

b. Regarding the high pressure injec-
tion system, the effective flow of core
cooling water is increased by the adop-
tion of the direct injection to the
downcomer of the reactor vessel.

c. The accumulators are designed to in-
clude the function of the low pressure
injection pumps by the improvement of
the injection characteristics to util-
ize the injection flow effectively.
Further, the containment spray pump and
the residual heat removal pump are com-
bined to simplify the design of the
fluid system.

d. The injection water source for the
ECCS is installed inside the contain-
ment vessel as the emergency water
storage tank (EWST) in the APWR and the
switch over operator action during a
LOCA is unnecessary.



e. The containment recirculation system
(fan coolers) are designed to be used
during an accident to cool and suppress
the containment vessel atmosphere with
the safety grade fan coolers and con-
tainment spray. The adoption of the
safety grade fan coolers eliminates the
containment spray heat exchangers.

In addition to the above, the fol-
lowing designs have been adopted in the
APWR to decrease the core damage fre-
quency.
f. The design of the feed and bleed
operation using the safety grade system
increases the reliability of the core
cool ing, because the emergency letdown
lines from the RCS loop to the EWST are
added and it becomes possible to
release the water to the EWST when the
cooling capabil ity of the secondary
system is completely lost.

g. Regarding the secondary side safe-
guards system, the function to isolate
automatically the auxiliary feedwater
line to the steam generator connected
to the broken line is added in the
APWR. This enhances the reliability of
the isolation.

Table 2 and 3 show the compar ison
of safety related equipment between the
APWR and a conventional 4 loop PWR.

3.2 Process of PSA

3-2-(1) Assessment Methodology

The core damage frequency in the
Level 1 PSA is obtained as the r.esults
of the event tree analysis and fault
tree analys is. In the APWR PSA, the
same methodology and data base for the
internal events as for the conventional
4 loop PWR are used. In these assess-
ments, Japanese operating experience
data are used, if applicable. In case
of no experience in Japan, the data in
the USA are used. Also, the common
cause failure and human factor are con-
sidered adequately.

3-2-(2) PSA Application to Design
Selection

In the APWR development, the ef-
fects of the difference in the system
design of the safety related equipment
to the Level 1 PSA have been evaluated
and the decrease in the core damage
frequencies for the dominant sequences
by the design improvements of the sys-
tems or equipment have been studied.

For example, in the or ig inal
design of the APWR, the ECCS consisted
of [High Pressure Injection Pump 4 sets
+ Core Reflood Tank 4 sets + Ac-
cumulator 4 sets]. This design aimed at
the enhanced reliability by replacing
the low pressure injection pumps which
are used in the conventional PWR's with
the core reflood tanks which are pas-
sive components.

The study thereafter could make
the core reflood tanks eliminated. In
the study, the injection characteris-
tics of the accumulators were improved,
and further the injection piping was
modified to inject the high pressure
water directly to the reactor vessel as
the intermediate term cooling methods
after a LOCA. By this, the core damage
frequency for the large LOCA decreased
further by about 35%.

This is an example of the con-
tribution of equipment rationalization
to the decrease in the core damage fre-
quency, though there is no difference
in the deterministic safety assessment.

3-2-(3) Results of Levell PSA

Fig.6 and 7 show the comparison of
the Level 1 PSA results related to the
internal events between the APWR and
the conventional 4 loop PWR.

The total core damage frequency of
the APWR is at least one order of mag-
nitude lower than that for the conven-
tional 4 loop PWR. Major factors of the
decrease in the core damage frequency
are the adoption of the 4 sub-system
ECCS and the elimination of the switch
over for recirculation by the installa-
tion of the EWST inside the containment
vessel, and the diversification of the
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safety grade feed and bleed passes to
the RCS by the installation of the
emergency letdown lines.

4. PSA Application and Its Limit

In the above mentioned PSA's, the
ABWR PSA was tentatively performed for
better understanding of the contribu-
tion of the design difference in the
process of the consolidation and study
of the PSA methodology, and the APWR
PSA was performed for the alternative
design selection and confirmation of
the enhanced safety.

In these PSA's, the same assess-
ment methodology was applied to the
conventional BWR and ABWR, and the con-
ventional PWR and APWR, respectively to
exclude the scattering of the results
which come from the difference in the
analysis conditions as far as possible.
The results have been utilized to un-
derstand the effects of the improve-
ments as the relative values of the
core damage frequencies or find out the
points to be improved in the system
from the dominant sequences. The PSA is
an effective method in order to grasp
the plant design features quanti ta-
tively and back up the plant design
adequacy.

On the other hand, the PSA has
some uncertainties resulted from
various factors. Major factors of the
uncertainties which the Level 1 PSA has
would be the component failure data,
human failure factors, etc. which are
included in the analysis methods.

Since, as a matter of fact, our
PSA's also have some uncertainties,
this point should be noticed carefully
when the results of the PSA are used.
However, the PSA can be an effective
method in order to confirm the broad
safety of the plants. Therefore, it is
hoped to decrease the uncertainties in
the PSA.
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5. Conclusion

The improvement and consolidation
of the PSA methodology have been per-
formed by the industry in Japan for the
improvements of the nuclear plant
design and operation management in the
future as well as the quantitative and
systematical confirmation of the safety
margins of the plants. This PSA ap-
plication to the ABWR and APWR reflects
these results in the industry and is an
example of PSA application hereafter.

However, these PSA's have some un-
certainties resulted from various fac-
tors. Therefore, we would like to
enhance the plant safety further by
making the assessment with less uncer-
tainty possible after proceeding with
the study on the improvement of the PSA
methodology as well as consolidating
the data re la ted to the component
failure, etc.
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Table.l Comparison of Success Criteria

Success Criteria
Initiating BWR/3 BWR/4 BWR/5 ABWREvent

Core Cooling Heat Core Cooling Heat Core Cooling Heat Core Cooling HeatRemoval Removal Removal Removal
ICS Pump ICC ICS Pump IRHR IECCS IRHR IECCS IRHRLarge LOCA or Pump Pump

lLPCI Pump
HCPI ICC HPCI IRHR IHPCS Pump IRHR IHPCF Pump IRHRor or or or or or or orIFW Pump PCS IFW Pump PCS IFW Pump PCS lFW Pump PCSMedium LOCA or or or orADS+1CS Pump ADS+ICS Pump ADS+LPCS ADS+ILPFL Pump

or or
ADS+ILPCI Pump ADS+ILPCI Pump

HPCI ICC RCIC IRHR RCIC IRHR RCIC IRHRor or or or or or or orIFW Pump PCS HPCI PCS IHPCS Pump PCS IHPCF Pump PCSor or or orSmall LOCA ADS+ICS Pump IFW Pump IFW Pump IFW Pump
or or or

ADS+1CS Pump ADS+LPCS ADS+ILPFL Pump
or or

ADS+ILPCI Pump ADS+ILPCI Pump
HPCI ICC Same as Same as Same as Same as Same as Same asor or Small LOCA Small Small LOCA Small Small LOCA SmallIFW Pump ISHR LOCA LOCA LOCATransient or or

ADS+ICS Pump PCS
or
IC



Table 2 APWR Major Specifications

Conventional APWR
4 Loop PWR

Electric Power 1180 MWe 1350 MWe

Core Power 3411 MWt 3888 MWt

Turbine Type TC6F44 TC6F52

Core -- Spectral Shift Core

Fuel Assembly 17 x 17 Lattice 19 x19 Lattice
24 Thimbles 16 Thimbles

Control Rod Drive
Mechanism

RCC/GR Magnetic Jack Type Magnetic Jack Type
WDR -- Hydraulic Piston Type

Reactor Vessel
Inside Diameter 4.4 m 5m
Overall Height 12.9 m 16m

Reactor Coolant System
No. of Loops 4 4
Coolant Pressure 157 kg/cm2G 157 kg/cm2G
Coolant Flow 80,000 m3/hr 88,800 m3/hr

Steam Generator
Heat Transfer Area 4870 m2 5580 m2

Steam Pressure 61.5 kg/cm2G 64.5 kg/cm2G

Containment Vessel Prestressed Concrete Prestressed Concrete
Type or Steel

Primary Side Safeguards - 4 Sub-systems2 Trains
System (2 Electric Power Trains)
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Table 3 Comparison of Safety Related Equipment

Item Conventional
APWR4 Loop PWR

1. High Pressure Injection Pump 2 4

2. Low Pressure Injection Pump 2 (*1) --

3. Containment Spray Pump 2 4 (*2)

4. Accumulator 4 4

5. Residual Heat Removal 2 4
Heat Exchanger

6. Containment Spray Heat Exchanger 2 --

7. Containment Recirculation Fan not used used
during accident during accident

8. Refueling Water Storage Tank 1 --

9. Emergency Water Storage Tank -- 1

10. Switchover for Recirculation necessary unnecessary

11. Emergency Letdown Line not exist exist

12. Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 3 3
(Emergency Feedwater Pump)

*1: used as residual heat removal pump
*2: used as residual heat removal pump
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Core Design
Improved Core

Systems Design
3-division ECCS

Plant Output
1,356 MWe

Turbine
TC6F-52" + Reheater

Primary Containment
RCCV

Coolant System
Internal Pumps (RIP)

Control Rod Drive
FMCRD

RCCV
FMCRD
ECCS

Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel
Fine Motion Control Rod Drive
Emergency Core Cooling System

Fig. 1 ABWR Technical Features
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Fig.2 Comparison among Safety Systems of BWR - 3/4/5 and ABWR

Item BWR/3 BWR/4 BWR/5 ABWR Remarks
HPCI Rely RCIC

HPes LPF7System IC IC HPCI RCIC
...... ......

Configuration ~CS : :CS: CS CS LPCS LPCI HPCF HPCF
of ECCS and :CS: :CS: LPCI~ ~LPCI......... ................ ........ . .

RHR ~CC ~ :CC ~ LPCI: :LPCI:Cc; :CC: ......... ........ LPCII LPCI/ LPFL/ LPFLI...... ...... RHR RHR RHR RHR RHR RHRSHR SHR
ADS ADS ADS ADS

Division 2 Division 2 Division 3 Division 3 Division
2 SHR 2 RHR 2 RHR 3 RHRNumber of

(4 pumps) ( 2 pumps)2 CCRHR
(4 pumps)

Number of 2D/G 2D/G 3D/G 3D/GD/G
Number except 1 HPCI 1 HPCI 1 RCIC 1 RCIC
Motor Driven 2 IC 1 RCIC
system

1 HPCI 1 HPCI 1 HPCS 1 HPCFHigh Press 2 IC 1 RCIC 1 RCIC 1 RCICEccs 1 ADS 1 ADS 1 ADS 1 ADS
Hydro PressHydro Press Hydro Press Hydro Press Scram

Scram System Scram Scram Scram (Back- Up by
Motor Drive)Manual SLC Manual SLC Manual SLC Manual SLC

IC : Isolation Condenser
CC : Containment Spray Cooling System

SHR : Shutdown Heat Removal System
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ABSTRACT

This report discusses a
possible approach to the
development of functional
performance criteria to be
applied to evolutionary LWR
designs. Key safety functions
are first identified; then,
criteria are drawn up for each
individual function, based on
the premise that no single
function's projected
unreliability should be
allowed to exhaust the safety
goal frequencies. In the area
of core damage prevention,
functional criteria are cast
in terms of necessary levels
of redundancy and diversity of
critical equipment. In the
area of core damage mitigation
(containment), functional

performance criteria are cast
with the aim of mitigating
post-core-mel t phenomena with
sufficient assurance to
eliminate major uncertainties
in containment performance.

INTRODUCTION

It is recognized that
existing design basis criteria
do not by themselves mandate

the level of safety
performance desired for future
plants. The level of safety
achieved in the present fleet
of operating plants is judged
to be adequate, as stated in
the Severe Accident Policy
Statement,l but enhanced safety
is desired for future plants.
In order to achieve an
enhanced level of safety, it
is necessary (a) to
supplement the single-failure
criterion for prevention of
core damage, and (b) to
supplement design basis loads
by requiring containments to
handle loads which could occur
in severe accidents. It is
expected that demonstration of
a design's severe accident
performance will be
accomplished within the
framework of a PRA, which is
already required by the Severe
Accident Policy as formally
stipulated in 10 CFR Part 52.
The subject of this paper is
items a and b. The work
discussed here has been
performed for the Advanced
Reactors & Generic Issues
Branch, Division of Regulatory
Applications, Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research,

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission under Contract DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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NRC, and will be presented in
NUREG/CR-5624 (in
preparation) .

This paper presents a set
of severe accident design
criteria which have been
developed in order to show
what features the design of an
evolutionary LWR would need in
order to have addressed safety
goals proposed for future
plant s (core damage frequency
and large release frequency).
Two principles have guided
this effort. The first
principle is that quantitative
safety goals should not be
used for numerical comparison
with nominal reliability
calculations for specific
des igns; rather, they should
be used to develop standards
in terms of concrete design
attributes. The second
principle is based on the
observation that since the
goals are stated in terms of
overall frequency totals, it
follows that each safety
function should meet the goals
individually; decay heat
removal failures alone should
not exceed the core damage
frequency goal, and soon.
Rather than specifying
percentiles of uncertainty
distributions, the formulation
adopted here is that the
design of each safety function
should be sufficiently robust
that its failures alone do not
nominally contribute to core
damage frequency or large
release frequency at levels
which are comparable to the
goals. This formulation leads
to functional performance
criteria, but does not
constitute an allocation of
performance over safety
functions; rather, it
constitutes a set of high-
level boundary conditions
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which allocation procedures
should arguably obey. Based
on order-of-magnitude
reliability arguments and
phenomenological analyses, the
criteria are stated in terms
of recommended levels of
redundancy, diversity, and
physical capacity. The
recommendations have been made
in light of the need to
preclude by design certain
major phenomenological
uncertainties in severe
accident performance.

The present work was
originally carried out in
order to support
implementation of a core
damage frequency goal of 10-5
per year, as recommended in
the SECY-89-1022 (March 30,
1989) Commission paper on
implementation of safety
goals. More recently,3 the
Commission has issued guidance
which contemplates a core
damage frequency goal of 10-4
per year, a large release
frequency goal of 10- 6 per
year, and a conditional
containment failure
probability goal of 0.1. This
initially suggests that the
present recommendations aimed
at core damage prevention may
have been carried too far;
however, such a conclusion is
premature. A comparable
development has yet to be
carried out even for
implementation of a core
damage frequency goal of 10-4
per year; present review
criteria are not explicitly
based on safety goal arguments
at any level. Moreover,
unless an unprecedentedly
robust containment design is
presented, much of the present
development is applicable
simply on the bas is of the



large release goal of 10-6 per
year; some designs which meet
a 10-6 large release goal and
a 0.1 containment failure
probability goal will need to
strive for attainment of a 10-
5 core damage frequency goal.
In short, while this report
documents recommendations
which may need updating in
light of recent policy
developments, all of the
recommendations on containment
performance continue to apply,
and many of the present
recommendations on core damage
prevention may, on closer
examination, continue to be
supportable even if the
nominal core damage prevention
goal is placed at 10- 4 per
year rather than 10-5 per
year.

The scope of this paper
is limited to accidents
initiated by "internal events"
occurring during power
operation, and the focus of
the paper is on the
redundancy, diversity, and
capacity of key design
features in evolutionary LWRs.
In order to meet the safety
goals, it is necessary to
address accidents initiated by
external events. It is not
believed that the present
recommendations would be
altered by these additional
considerations; rather,
supplementary guidance is
needed to address the effects
of such events on the key
systems, and will be developed
separately. Similarly , it is
necessary to address accidents
initiated during modes of
operation oth~r than full
power. While it does not
appear likely that such
considerations would warrant
further increases in system
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redundancy, LCOs for nonpower
modes need to be reconsidered,
and this could affect system
design. This issue should be
explored further.

SEVERE ACCIDENT CRITERIA FOR
CORE DAMAGE PREVENTION

The proposed safety goal
frequencies are very
ambitious. In order to meet
them, extra (beyond-single-
failure) defense in depth will
be necessary. This comment
implies a certain relationship
between redundancy and
absolute reliability;
formally, one could imagine
meeting an ambitious goal with
a small number of trains
having extremely low failure
probability, but this approach
is academic. In PRAs of
commercial nuclear power
plants, a standby fluid system
consisting of two trains is
generally assessed to have a
failure-on-demand probability
on the order of 10-4 to 10-3.
A more redundant system may
have a somewhat lower
probability of failure, but
common cause failure modes
tend to limit the gains in
reliability which might
otherwise be imagined to ensue
from the addition of trains.
In particular, it is very
difficult to credit a system-
level failure-on-demand
probability on the order of
10-6 or less at least for an
active system (as opposed to a
completely passive safety
feature) . Therefore, if a
function-level failure-on-
demand probability of order
10-6 or less is needed (e.g.,
to meet the proposed 10-5 per
year GDF goal) , it is
necessary to be able to
perform this function by



either of two distinct
systems, each being
sufficiently redundant and
diverse to have a fairly low
failure-on-demand probability.
This formulation is simply a
particular instance of a
defense-in-depth philosophy:
it is the form that a defense-
in-depth criterion takes in
the context of a
semiquantitative reliability
scale.

Depending on the claims
made for containment
performance, this high level
of functional reliability
might be needed in order to
support the large release
goal, even if the core damage
frequency goal is set at 10-4
per year rather than 10-5 per
year. For brevity, the
discussion in the following
sections refers to the
"proposed" safety goal, by
which is meant a core damage
frequency of 10-5 per year.

Here, 'distinct' means
that the attributes of the two
systems should differ enough
that their failures are not
causally linked to a degree
sufficient to compromise the
intended functional
reliability. Much work has
gone into assessment of common
cause likelihoods, how far to
go in postulating coupling
between hardware, .across
system boundaries, etc. From
this work, it is clear that
diversity is necessary in
order to meet the safety goals
using active systems; however,
it is not clear that a general
standard of "diversity"
imposed at the conceptual
design stage can guarantee the
desired level of system
performance. Therefore, in
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the present context of PRA
based on design of future
reactors, this topic becomes
an interface issue, part of
"making the PRA come true."
When the PRA takes credit for
independence of layers of
defense in depth, and for
robustness against common
causes of failure, steps must
be taken during construction
and operation to assure that
this independence is real.
Reactor Shutdown

In order not to exhaust
the proposed safety goal on
CDF, the contribution of ATWS
sequences to core damage
frequency must be kept
substantially below 10-5 per
year. This means that the
product {challenge
rate}*{probability of core
damage, given a challenge}
must be significantly less
than 10-5. In existing
plants, the rate at which
reactivity control is
challenged is on the order of
several events per year (from
normal transients). It is
hoped that future plants will
reduce this rate to about one
per year; for purposes of
illustration, let us assume
that this challenge rate
(l/yr) is the basis for a
requirement on reactivity
control. Then the probability
of ATWS core damage given a
normal transient should be
significantly less than 10-5
(i.e., it should be of order
10-6) .

It was argued above that
alleged system failure
probabilities as low as 10- 6
per demand are not credible.
Therefore, given the challenge
rate, it would be unacceptable



to rely entirely on a single
active system to prevent ATWS
core damage. Therefore, it is
necessary to take credit for
measures to be adopted after
RPS failure. Existing PRAs do
not stop with failure of the
RPS; given failure of the RPS,
core damage becomes a
possibility in some scenarios,
but given suitable pressure
relief and application of
other control measures, and
perhaps barring unfavorable
moderator conditions, the
plant is able to handle the
transient while things are
brought under control.

Existing PRA work
suggests mean ATWS CDFs
ranging downwards from a high
in excess of 10-5 per year.
For Westinghouse PWRs, the
CDFs are relatively low on
this scale, for reasons having
to do with design attributes
not necessarily shared by
other plant types. CDFs
reported for other PWR plant
types, while not "high," are
not low in the context of the
present aspirational safety
goal. Finally, for existing
BWRs, the arguments driving
the CDF downward rely very
heavily on presumed operator
actions.

Thus, existing hardware
requirements (DBA analysis
plus ATWS rule4) do not by
themselves drive ATWS CDF down
sufficiently to justify
arguing that those
requirements adequately serve
the proposed 10- 5 CDF goal.
For BWRs, in order to
convincingly claim a low CDF
for ATWS, one must invoke
significant involvement of the
operational staff in handling
the scenario. For purposes of
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reviewing advanced designs, it
seems inappropriate to
consider fulfilling high-level
performance objectives by
relying extensively on
operator behavior in complex
scenarios. At the same time,
it is believed that advanced
designs can reasonably be
expected to approach safety
goal performance without
recourse to extensive credit
for operator action in ATWS
scenarios. If this point is
accepted, then for BWRs, one
must supplement the hitherto-
required hardware with more
hardware and/or physical
margin. For PWRs, it is
appropriate at least to lock
in and enhance the design
features of those plants whose
ATWS frequency is low, and to
reduce even further the
remaining dependence on
operator action.

The form of the
functional performance
criterion in this area is
therefore as follows. The
plant should have two
"systems" [layers of defense]
which collectively bring the
functional failure probability
down to the 10-6 range:

(1) the RPS, and

(2) either
(a) a diverse, automatic, fast-

acting alternative shutdown
system coupled with the
ability to tolerate ATWS
conditions while the
scenario is brought under
control, or

(b) a possibly more relaxed
shutdown capability,
combined with a
demonstration that RPS



failure is significantly
more benign in the new
design than it is for
existing LWRs.

This is not a radical
departure from existing
practice (unless automation
qualifies as a radical
departure), but there are two
key practical differences.
First, the thrust of the
criterion is to reduce very
significantly the role of the
operator in management of ~he
early stages of the scenarlO.
Secondly, the RPS is presently
reviewed much more formally
than the other features (the
beyond-design-basis attributes
invoked to get ATWS frequency
down) ; but casting the
cr iter ion in thi s way means
that in future plants, the
second line of defense would
also be scrutinized very
carefully (e. g., plant
response to ATWS, behavior and
reliability of liquid poison
systems, pressure relief,
etc. ) . This could lead to
technical specifications on
equipment for which they are
presently deemed unnecessary.

Primary Coolant Inventory

Consider first the
function of inventory makeup
following a loss of coolant.
For purposes of illustration,
the challenge frequency of
this function is taken here to
be on the order of 10-2 per
year. (This is a
characteristic small LOCA
frequency used in PRAs; it may
be conservative for future
plants, because, i,ts
applicability to eXlstlng
plants is based in part, on
seal LOCAs and pressurlzer
valve LOCAs, which may be
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largely engineered out of
future plants.) By arguments
similar to those given above,
then, the coolant makeup
function for small breaks
should be a 10-4 system: given
a challenge, the probability
of functional failure should
not be significantly greater
than 10-4, if we are to
achieve an overall CDF
contribution level on the
order of 10-6 or less. It is
doubtful whether a system
which is merely single-
failure-proof could be
considered adequate by this
criterion. This objective
might be approachable by a
single system having a high
degree of redundancy ; it can
be met more easily (and more
convincingly) if a diverse
means of makeup is available,
as it is in plant s which can
reliably depressurize to a
pressure where lower-head
injection systems may be
brought into play.

For exist ing plant s, the
sequence consisting of
"interfacing system LOCA
bypassing containment and
leading to core damage" is
generally assessed to have a
frequency which is relatively
low (on the order of 10-6 per
year or less), even in the
context of the present core
damage frequency goal for
advanced LWRs; but interfacing
LOCA frequency is not
negligible in the context of
the proposed goal for the
frequency of large releases,
which is 10- 6 per year. For
purposes of meeting, th~s
large-release goal, It lS
desirable either to render
interfacing LOCA essentially
incredible (e.g., by reducing
its frequency to that of



mul t iple independent pas sive
failures), to design the plant
so that containment bypass
does not result if low
pressure systems are
overpressurized and failed,
and to design so that the
mitigating function is not
adversely affected by the
initiating event (that is,
some injection capability
should survive the
overpressurization) . Failure
of multiple check valves
constitutes a multiple passive
failure, but does not
necessarily constitute
multiple independent passive
failures.

The proposed criteria are
as follows:

the design against
interfacing LOCA should
incorporate multiple
independent passive barriers
against containment bypass;

interfacing LOCA should not
fail the inventory makeup
function;

electric power) necessary to
inventory makeup should
initiate a LOCA. This is
intended to apply to such
things as pump seal cooling
and primary relief valve
operation.

The criteria for LOCA
mitigation are less stringent
than those derived for
react ivity control and decay
heat removal, because
inventory makeup is challenged
much less frequently than
reactivity control or decay
heat removal. The
proscription against
containment bypass is
necessary because the large-
release goal is very
ambitious. Criteria aimed at
LOCA prevention are included
because it is necessary to
ensure a relatively low LOCA
frequency, in order to justify
not requiring diversity in the
inventory makeup function, by
analogy with the requirement
on decay heat removal.

Decay Heat Removal

As for reactivity
control, the safety function
of removing decay heat is
challenged on the order of
once per year (more, for most
existing plants). By
arguments given above, this
means that the functional
failure-on-demand probability
should be driven down to the
order of 10- 6, and again, it
is inappropriate to rely on a
single active system when the
functional reliability is
required to be so high.

The capacity required of
systems performing the
function of early decay heat
removal is determined by the

act ive component
(including bus

should initiate a

no single
failure
faults)
LOCA;
no loss of a single support
system (service water,
component cooling water,

major interfacing systems
should be able to withstand
RCS conditions (ultimate
capacity, not design basis);

the function of LOCA
mitigation should be double-
active-failure-proof,
including switchover to
recirculation phase (if any),
using best-estimate capacity
requirement;
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objectives of (a) assuring
adequate core cooling
immediately following reactor
trip, and (b) ultimately
reaching cold shutdown. Given
that we are confining
ourselves to active safety
features, the reliability
criterion for early decay heat
removal is as follows.

The function should be
capable of fulfillment by
either of two distinct and
diverse systems, each highly
reliable, the reliability to
be achieved through
redundancy. Each should be at
least single-active-failure-
proof, and the overall
complement of equipment should
be sufficiently diverse to
eliminate concerns of common-
cause failure of the entire
function.

The function as a whole
should be able to withstand
two active failures, given a
loss of offsite power. This
is to be understood as
extending down through support
systems.

CONTAINMENT

The Commission paper on
safety goal implementation1
originally recommended a core
damage frequency goal of 10-5
events/year and a large
release frequency goal of 10-6
events/year. This formulation
implicitly contemplated a
particular balance between
prevention and mitigation,
without explicitly defining a
figure of merit for the
mitigation function. More
recent ly, the Commis sion has
endorsed a conditional
containment failure
probability (CCFP) goal of
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0.1. Thus, the considered
intention regarding
containment design is (and has
been) a containment design
which has approximately a 90%
chance of succeeding, given a
severe accident challenge.
Even though the implied
failure probability is
numerically greater than that
commonly associated with
engineered safety features
involved with core damage
prevention, such a containment
constitutes an important layer
of defense, and the
demonstration of the physical
capacities required in severe
accidents is nontrivial.

In addition to the CCFP
goal discussed above, the
Commission has considered a
deterministic criterion
intended to assure that
fission products will decay to
below 10 CFR 100 limits before
a significant release occurs.
The thrust of this criterion
is to assure adequate long-
term removal of decay heat
from containment. This is
complementary to the thrust of
the CCFP goal, which is
intended to address early
challenges to containment
integrity.

Phenomenological Considerations

Containments for
evolutionary LWRs must have a
relatively high likelihood of
containing the loads expected
from core meltdown accidents.
This calls for design criteria
which go beyond existing
requirements in some areas,
because existing containments
are designed to contain the
pressure and temperature loads
resulting from design basis
loss-of-coolant accidents
(LOCAs), and these loads are



not necessarily characteristic
of severe accidents. On the
other hand, severe accident
loads are not to become the
new design basis loads;
rather, the goal is to
formulate criteria whose
effect is to include severe
accident loads within the
ultimate capability of
containment. For example, a
containment designed for an
internal pressure of 50 psig
might well contain a pressure
pulse of 90 psi resulting from
a H2 combust ion event, even
though this pressure is beyond
its design limit.

The safety margins in
existing plants have been the
subject of considerable
research and eval uat ion, and
these studies have indicated
the ability of containment
systems to survive pressure
challenges of 2.5 to 3 times
the design levels. Some
existing containment designs
use a large internal volume
and high design pressure to
accommodate the rapid pressure
and temperature loads
associated with LOCAs. Other
containment designs use
pressure suppression devices
(pools of water or ice
chests) to condense the steam.
Containments that utilize
pressure suppression devices
usually have smaller volumes
and lower design pressures
than containments that do not
use these devices. In
addition, most containments
(with or without pressure
suppression) use spray systems
for long term heat removal and
atmospheric decontamination.
Additional requirements were
placed on some containment
designs after the accident at
TMI-2. The interim H2 rule5
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requires BWRs with Mark I and
II containments to operate
with an inert atmosphere. In
addi tion, BWRs with Mark III
and PWRs with ice condenser
containments are now required
to operate with a deliberate
ignition system installed.
Large volume and
subatmospheric containments
were not given any additional
requirements as a result of
this rule.

In summary, then, the
various containment types
presently utilized in U.S.
nuclear power plants have the
capability to cope, to varying
degrees, with many of the
challenges presented by severe
accidents. However, there are
challenges to containment
integrity which could occur
prior to or during a core melt
accident, which might lead to
possible release of fission
products outside of
containment. The approach
taken here for the
evolutionary LWRs is to
develop functional performance
criter ia which addre ss those
challenges that have been
found to have the largest
contribution to uncertainty in
containment performance. This
approach provides reasonable
assurance of the ability of
containment to withstand
severe accident loads, without
attempting to achieve an
extremely low frequency of
large release by containment
design alone.

In light of the above,
the present approach is to
provide best-estimate
recommendations for ultimate
capacities which accommodate
severe accident challenges,
based on insights gained from
analysis of significant



challenges to containments at
existing plants, and on the
results of severe accident
research. These
recommendations supplement IE-
type requirements of
redundancy and design capacity
for design basis events, and
address the containment
performance objectives (both
the CCFP goal and the
qualitative goal articulated
in the Introduction to this
paper) .
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Major Challenges to Containment

The approach taken here
is to develop performance
criteria for those challenges
that were identified in NUREG-
11506,7 and in previous studies
as being important
contributors to uncertainty in
containment performance for
each of the plants considered.
Five severe accident
containment challenges have
been identified as major
contributors to uncertainty in
containment performance. The
five challenges are hydrogen
combustion, high pressure
meltdown phenomena,
containment bypass, core
debris/containment
interactions, and long-term
decay heat removal.
Performance criteria for the
above challenges are developed
in the following sections.
These criteria aimed at
achieving a level of
containment performance which
contributes significantly to
risk reduction (e.g., a 90%
likelihood of containment
success) without necessitating
overdesign.

Reducing uncertainty in
containment performance is an
important element of the
present approach. "Best
estimate" performance cannot
be said to satisfy safety
goals if it is subject to
significant uncertainty.
Based on the extensive studies
and data that currently exist
for evol ut ionary containment
designs, it is believed that
compliance with the particular
set of functional containment
performance goals identified
in this paper would resolve
uncertainty to the extent
necessary to achieve the



proposed safety goals.
Accordingly, extended further
debate on these technical
issues should not be
necessary. In addition, the
need for detailed analyses of
the associated complex severe
accident phenomena should be
greatly reduced, although it
may still be necessary to do
some analyses to evaluate
specific design solutions.
Alternative approaches may
also be adequate if submitted
with appropriate
justification.

Severe Accident Criteria for
Containment Performance

Hydrogen

Estimating the amount of
hydrogen that might be
generated during a full core
meltdown accident is subject
to considerable uncertainty.
The EPRI Advanced light water
Reactor Document8 concludes
that "hydrogen, in excess of
the equivalent resulting from
oxidation of 75% of the active
fuel clad, need not be
considered. " However, 10 CFR
50.34(f) addresses full core
meltdown accidents and
specifies that hydrogen
equivalent to oxidation of
100% of the active cladding be
considered.

Thus, it is suggested
that hydrogen generation
equivalent to 100% clad
oxidation be considered for
full core meltdown accidents
in evolutionary LWRs.
However, it should be noted
that this recommendation is
conditional on a relatively
rapid cooldown and formation
of a coolable debris bed in
the reactor cavity. Ways to
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assure a coolable debris bed
are discussed below under
"Core Debris / Containment
Interactions."

The next issue to be
addressed is how to
demonstrate that the various
evolutionary containment
designs can accommodate 100%
clad oxidation. If one
assumes the deflagration of
all of the hydrogen, one can
straightforwardly est imate a
maximum pressure rise and
determine whether or not this
is within the ultimate
capacity of the containment.
However, it is possible under
some circumstances to produce
a detonation wave; such a wave
could impose dynamic loads on
the containment boundary which
would greatly exceed the
equivalent static loads from
hydrogen deflagration. In
fact, detonation loads have
been calculated to be
sufficiently damaging to cause
failure of some LWR
containments. It is much more
difficult to predict the
dynamic loads associated with
detonations than to predict
the equivalent static loads
associated with deflagrations.
Given the uncertainties
associated with calculating
detonation waves, and the
uncertainty of the response of
containments to these dynamic
loads, it is prudent to
minimize the possibility of
detonations in the
containments of evolutionary
LWRs.

Detonations are usually
predicted to occur at
relatively high hydrogen
concentrations, although there
is experimental evidence to
suggest that hydrogen
combustion can experience a



deflagration - to - detonation
(DTD) transition at relatively
low hydrogen concentrations.
The EPRI ALWR Requirements
Document suggests that if
hydrogen concentrations are
maintained below 13% by
volume, then a detonation is
unlikely to occur. This value
is also based on the technical
arguments in the FAI
document9. However, there are
experimental data which
indicate that detonations are
possible at concentrations on
the order of 10%. 10 CFR
50.34 (f) requires that
hydrogen generation equivalent
to oxidat ion of 100 % of the
cladding be considered (which
is consistent with the above
conclusion) and that the
volumetric concentration of
this quant ity of hydrogen be
below 10% of th(~ containment
free volume.

The hydrogen control
measures needed to comply with
10 CFR 50.34 (f) would
eliminate hydrogen combustion
as a potential threat to
containment integrity in the
evolutionary LWRs, for core
meltdown accidents in which
the primary system is at low
pressure. Thus the functional
performance criterion for
hydrogen control is to comply
with 10 CFR 50.34(f).
However, these measures cannot
mitigate the effects of a core
meltdown accident in which the
primary system remains at high
pressure. Mitigation of high
pressure meltdown accidents is
addressed in the following
section.

High Pressure Meltdown Events

If the primary system of
an LWR remains at high
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pressure during a core
meltdown accident the
integrity of containment can
be challenged in two ways.

Firstly, natural
circulation between the hot
reactor core and the rest of
the primary system can cause
significant redistribution of
heat. This can cause high
temperatures in parts of the
primary system remote from the
core. It has been suggested
that high temperatures and
pressures in the primary
system might cause failure of
the reactor coolant pump seals
or the steam generator (SG)
tubes. Induced failure of the
SG tubes is of concern,
because if relief valves in
the secondary system are open
then a direct path would be
open from the damaged reactor
core to the environment (i.e.,
containment would be
bypassed). In the first draft
of NUREG-1150,6 the probability
of induced SG tube rupture was
given at 0.15, conditional on
a high pressure core meltdown
event.

The second challenge to
containment integrity occurs
after the core debris
relocates into the bottom of
the reactor vessel and melts
through it. If the primary
system is at high pressure,
the core debris will be
ejected from the vessel under
pressure. It has been
postulated that under these
circumstances, the ejected
core debris would be dispersed
into the containment
atmosphere as fine particles
and directly heat it. In
addition, the metallic
components of the ejected core
debris can react with oxygen



and steam producing chemical
energy, which further heat s
the containment atmosphere.
This process has been termed
direct containment heating
(DCH). In addition, DCHcan
further load the containment
atmosphere by causing the
recombination of hydrogen with
free oxygen even though the
hydrogen concentration is
below conventional flammable
limits. If there is water in
the reactor cavity at the time
of dispersal, the pressurized
stream of molten core
materials could cause steam
explosions which could further
fragment and disperse the
debris. Effects of the high
temperatures caused by DCHon
containment structure and
equipment are also cause for
concern. The issue of DCHis
highly controversial because
it has the potential to
significantly change the risk
profile of a plant. Under
pessimistic assumptions, DCH
provides a mechanism to fail a
containment relatively early,
whereas more optimistic
assumptions predict a lower
probability of early failure.
However, there is still a
significant potential for
early containment failure for
some containment designs.6,7
The potential for early
failure is caused by a
combination of primary system
depressurization, hydrogen
combustion, and rapid steam
generation at the time of
reactor vessel meltthrough.
Thus, even if DCH does not
occur, other phenomena
associated with high pressure
core meltdown accidents still
have the potential to cause
early failure in some
containment designs.
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Evolutionary LWRs should
address the above concerns
related to high pressure core
meltdown accidents. One
acceptable way of addressing
both of these concerns is to
provide a reliable means of
depressurizing the primary
system. Depressurization
eliminates the concerns
related to induced SG tube
rupture and lowers the
pressure and temperature loads
at vessel failure to such a
level that they no longer have
the potent ial to cause early
failure.

Careful analysis will be
necessary in order to
determine how best to achieve
the goals of depressurization
while avoiding adverse effects
(e. g ., enhanced H2 gene rat ion
due to depressurizing at the
wrong time) .

Containment Bypass

Two ways in which an
early loss of containment
integrity can result are an
isolation failure and a
containment bypass.

Isolation failure results
from a failure to establish
containment integrity prior to
or following the onset of an
accident. It refers to
excessive leakage rather than
the total loss of containment
integrity. For example,
failure to close personnel air
locks or a large vent valve
would constitute an isolation
failure. A pre-existing leak
rate in excess of allowable
leakage from the containment
can also constitute an
isolation failure. In past
studies isolation failures



have been found to be relative
low frequency events.

Containment bypass refers
to several different
situations. One kind of
bypass is caused by an
interfacing system loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA) where
there is a failure in the
barriers between the high
pressure reactor coolant
system and an interfacing
system, part of which is
outside of primary
containment. Such events can
occur in both PWRs and BWRs
due to failure or inadvertent
opening of valves or equipment
which are part of the
interface between the primary
and secondary systems. These
events were dealt with under
"Inventory Control." In PWRs,
steam generator tube rupture
represents a special case of
interfacing systems LOCA.
Another type of bypass can
occur when an important
functional part of the
containment is bypassed.
Suppression pool bypass in
BWRs and bypass of the ice bed
in ice condenser PWR
containments constitute this
kind of problem.

Core Debris/Containment
Boundary Interactions

During a severe accident,
after the core debris melts
through the reactor vessel, it
will begin to interact with
structures in the region below
the reactor vessel. After the
core debris leaves the vessel
it can pose a short term or a
long term threat to
containment integrity.

A short term threat to
containment integrity occurs
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if the core debris can contact
the containment boundary and
melt through it very rapidly.
Some existing BWRs with Mark I
containments were found6,7 to
be susceptible to this failure
mode. The impact of this
failure mode (called liner
meltthrough) on early
containment failure at Peach
Bottom (which is a BWR with a
Mark I containment) was found
in both drafts of NUREG-11506,7
to be significant. Given the
impact that this failure can
have on containment
performance , it is important
to preclude it in evolutionary
LWRs by appropriate
configuration of the
containment.

A long term threat to
containment integrity may
occur if the core debris is
confined into a deep
configuration, which would
tend to keep it hot and
promote extensive interactions
with the concrete basemat.
Such a configuration will
produce extensive fission
product release and large
quantities of hot
noncondensible gases, which
would heat, pressurize, and
eventually fail the
containment. In addition,
this configuration would be
more likely to cause the core
debris to penetrate the
concrete basemat and in some
designs could fail containment
by meltthrough. Phenomena
associated with core debris
interacting with concrete in
the ex-vessel configuration
are highly uncertain; however,
some general guidelines are
appropr iate for evol ut ionary
LWRs. For example, it is
clear that spreading the core
debris over a large surface



area will rapidly cool it and
minimize fission product
release, gas generation and
core/concrete interactions.
Also, water addition to the
core debris can be beneficial.
Although water on top of the
core debris may not be capable
of penetrating the debris and
cooling it (because of
crusts), water does trap
fission products generated by
core/concrete interactions and
it is an additional heat sink.
In addition, it is possible to
construct the reactor cavity
regions with a structural
material that would not result
in extensive gas release when
attacked by the core debris.

The functional
performance criteria in this
area are as follows:

1. There should be no
direct pathway for core
debris to contact and
cause failure of the
containment wall.

2. There should be
sufficient floor area to
enhance debris spreading
and reduce the potential
for other structural
degradation that could
lead to containment
failure.

3. There should be
provis ion for flooding
the core debris.

4. Materials should be
selected to reduce
generation of gases as a
result interactions with
the core debis.
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Long-Term Decay Heat Remoyal

During a severe accident,
the containment heat removal
systems could fail. If these
systems are not restored, the
pressure in containment will
continue to rise and could
exceed the ultimate pressure
capability. In both drafts of
NUREG-1150,6,7 all of the
reactors analyzed were found
to be susceptible to late
containment failure caused by
loss of containment heat
removal. This can lead to a
relatively significant
release, but the release
occurs after a relatively long
waiting period; thus, the
consequences associated with
this scenario are confined to
latent health effects, land
contamination, on-site costs,
etc. This scenario can be
prevented in some designs by
controlled venting; however,
no loss of containment
integrity (including venting)
can be permitted to occur
before a minimum time period
after scram.

Maintaining containment
integrity for a minimum period
(e.g., 24 hours) is based on

providing sufficient time for
the remaining airborne
activity in the containment
(principally noble gases and
iodine) to decay to a level
that would not exceed 10 CFR
Part 100 dose guideline values
when analyzed realist ically,
if controlled venting were to
occur after that time.

The following general
criterion for long-term
containment performance is
appropriate:



The containment should
maintain its role as a
reliable leak-tight
barrier for a minimum
period of 24 hours
following the onset of
core damage, and ensure
that following this 24-
hour period, the
containment will continue
to provide a barrier
against the uncontrolled
release of fission
products.

During this period,
containment integrity should
be provided, to the extent
practicable, by the passive
capability of the containment
itself and any related passive
design features (e.g.,
suppression pool). Following
this period, the containment
should continue to provide a
barrier against the
uncontrolled release of
fission products. However, in
keeping with the concept of
allowing for intervention in
coping with long-term or
gradual energy release, after
this minimum period, the
containment design may utilize
controlled, elevated venting
to reduce the probability of a
catastrophic failure of the
containment. Alternatively, a
design may utilize diverse
containment heat removal
systems or rely on the
restoration of normal
containment heat removal
capability if sufficient time
is available for major
recovery actions (e.g., 48
hours) .
SUMMARY

This paper has presented
a set of design attributes
which are considered to be
necessary in order for
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evolutionary LWR designs to
fulfill safety goals which
were proposed for future
plants. The proposed safety
goal for core damage
prevention (10-5 events per
year) warrants levels of
redundancy and diversity in
the decay heat removal
function which go beyond
requirements for existing
plants. Similar arguments
lead to enhanced capabilities
for coping with ATWS, and
increased attention to
preventing LOCA initiating
events. The proposed goal for
conditional containment
failure probability warrants
enhanced containment
capabilities in several areas,
in order to substantially
reduce the uncertainty
surrounding the severe
accident performance of
containments built to today's
design basis requirements.
These enhanced capabilities
include hydrogen mitigation,
avoidance of high-pressure
melt scenarios (or
significantly improved
capability for surviving
them), prevent adverse effects
of core debris/containment
interactions (design to
achieve desired depth,
minimize gas generation, allow
for flooding of debris), and
long-term removal of decay
heat in full-scale core melt
scenarios.
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THE INFLUENCE OF METHODOLOGICAL PSA LIMITATIONS ON THE UNCERTAINTY
OF RESULTS.

Abstract

The paper discusses the impact of methodological 1imitations in
Probabilistic Safety Analyses (PSA's) on the uncertainties of the
results. Five areas are identified in which significant influence from
these limitations must be assumed: Modeling problems in Human Reliability
Analysis, in particular, the omission of errors of commission; modeling
problems for Common Cause Failures, deriving from the paucity of data;
the absence of validated mechanistic computer codes for the analyses of
accident progression and containment loads and, in this context, the use
of expert opinions for bridging knowledge gaps; the completeness problem,
in particular, the effect of omission of whole families of accident
sequences.

Introduction

A probabil istic safety assessment for a system as compl ex as a nucl ear
power plant can not be performed in all details. One of the reasons are
limitations of the methodology, which either

are of principal nature like the problem of completeness of the
analysis, or

- result from insufficient information about parameters important to
the analysis, or

- result from inaccurate knowledge of important phenomena to be treated
by computational models, or

- result from economical restraints:
sound technology is available but too costly to be used, thus necessitating
shortcuts and approximate treatment.

This paper reviews the most important methodological limitations and dis-
cusses their impact on the uncertainty of PSA results.
The following table identifies the analysis areas where such limitations are
important, and the PSA results affected by them.
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Table 1 Impact of Methodological Limitations of PSA Results

Limitations in the area of Influence on

plant damage+
states (pds)

Frequencies of
core damage releases

accident
progression

containment modes of
loads releases

.po
W
N

1 dependent failure analysis
2 human reliability analysis

normal operator actions
- recovery from pds,

accident management
3 thermal hydraulic model

for realistic success
criteria

4 thermal hydraulic models
for the simulation of
accident progression

5 completeness of the
analysis (initiating
events and accident
sequences)

*
*

*
*

* * *

+) plant damage state: a condition of insufficient heat removal from the reactor core after failure of engineered
safety systems and normal operator actions. Without recovery actions, such conditions will lead to core damage.



usually
Thus, no

1. Dependent failures analysis

Functional dependencies and propagating failures are
explicitly identified and modeled in the systems analysis.
methodological problems are related to them.
Dependencies which can not be readily identified are accounted for
by the inclusion of common cause events, for which appropriate
data have to be provided by common cause failure models.
Presently, most commonly used is the Binominal Failure Rate Model,
in part in combination with the Beta Factor Model.
However, the crux of the application of any Common Cause Failure
Model is the paucity of common cause data which results in rather
1arge uncerta inties about the appropri ate numeri cal values. Error
factors expressing these uncertainties differ widely in the
literature. For example, in NUREG-1150 an error factor of 3 is
used, independent of the number of affected redundancies, while
error factors of 5, 7 and 12, resp., are used for failures of 2, 3
and 4, resp., redundancies in the German Risk Study, Phase B.
The contribution of common cause failure to the frequencies of plant
damage states is generally significant. In NUREG-1150 it is between
10% and 26%, in DRS-B it is about 50%.
Thus, the methodological limitations related to common cause failure
data and modeling have a major impact on the uncertainties of PSA
results.

2. Human reliability analysis

To quantify normal and emergency operator actions in PSA's several
human rel iabil ity model s have been proposed in the 1iterature. Existing
PSA IS, however, predomi nantely use model s based on the THERP
methodology, and their application is mostly limited to errors of
ommission.
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Yet, recent benchmark exerci ses /1/ show a 1arge spread in the results
obtained with different human reliability models, with an indication that
the THERP model tends to give lower failure probabilities than more
recent models, e.g. the Human Cognitive Reliability model, thus
suggesting the presence of systematic biases.

Independent of the particular modeling of human reliability, existing
PSA's generally exhibit large contributions to plant damage state
frequenci es from opera tor actions, and the error factors used in the
quantification of operator actions are large as well. In total there is a
major impact of the limitation of the methodology for human factor
analyses on PSA results.

Human factors analysis of a number of incidents in the last years /2-4/
indicate that serious errors of commission which are not treated in most
PSA's, may be responsible for degraded plant states with frequencies of
occurrence similiar to those of serious technical disturbances.

3. Thermal hydraulic models for realistic system success criteria

Thermal hydraulic analyses are conducted in PSA1s in order to determine
realistic system success criteria. The uncertainties associated with such
calculations may influence the computed system availabilities.

It is imagineable that the effect may be significant for certain accident
sequences, in particular, since there may be borderline cases with regard
to the number of required redundant system trains. The assumption seems
to be widespread, that the uncertainties related to success criteria are not
among the major uncertainties in PSA's. However, until today no PSA
has become known which attempts to quantify such effects.
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4. Thermal hydraulic models for the analyis of accident progression and
containment loads

In this part of the analysis, the physical progression of the accident is
tracked from a pl ant damage state to a state which permits to quantify
the characteristics and magnitude of a release of radioactive substances.
The steps of the analysis include the core damage process inside the
reactor vessel, as the vessel or other parts of the pressure reta i ni ng
boundary is breached, and outside the vessel. The impact of these
processes on the containment building structure is analyzed, with
emphasis on the threat to containment integrity posed by pressure build-
up.

Presently, it is not possible to model important aspects of accident
progression on the basis of validated mechanistic computer codes.
Therefore, knowledge of the characteristics of all possible accident
sequences resulting from each plant damage state cannot be provided with
current analytical tools.

Given this limitation, plant specific accident progression event trees
(APET) were constructed in NUREG-1150by asking a series of questions
about physical phenomena affecting accident progression, with the
possibility to include several different modeling aspects of uncertain
issues and to track their respective influences on the PSA result.

In general, the questions are not answered by directly substituting
phenomenological models and performing calculations. In such instances,
probabilities and/or tables of values of parameters are assigned to the
branch-poi nts, what tends to obscure the dependence of the resul ts of
the accident progression analysis on governing physical phenomena.
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The generality of the structure of the tree and the flexibilty to make use
of different levels of modeling capability and details to answer the
questions at the branch-points makes the APET methodology a powerful
tool, but it also makes it a source of concern about the meaningfulness of
computed results if questions are very global and insufficient information
is available about the issue. In such cases expert opinion elicitation is
performed in the NUREG-1150 analysis to generate probabilities or
probabi 1ity distributions to be used at branch-poi nts of the accident
progression event tree.
The use of expert panels by itself introduces uncertainties, in
particular, if the number of experts on the planels is relatively small.
The experts express different opinions about modeling aspects, and it is
not know which is the appropriate one. Therefore, the weighting factors used
to aggregate the quantified opinions should be treated as uncertain parameters
in the analysis. Otherwise the influence of this uncertainty on the analysis
results is eliminated, as is done in NUREG-1150 where fixed
weighting factors are used. As long as the variation of the assessment of a
parameter between the experts of a planel is small relative to the variation
exhibited in the individual experts probability distributions, the numerical
results of the analyses can be expected to be reasonably insensitive to the
particular choice of experts. If, however, the variation of judgement between
experts is large relative to the variation expressed by the individual experts
probability distributions, the results of the analyses must be suspected to
be sensitive with respect to the selection of experts. Given alternative
compositions of the planel, significantly different results could be obtained.
In the NUREG analyses several issues important to risk can be identified whose
probabil istic quantification is expected to be very sensitive to the selection
of experts. However, this type of sensitivity is not discussed in the analysis.
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This is illustrated by some unexpected results of the regression and
sensitivity analysis performed in the NUREG-1150 analysis:
For early fatalities caused by accidents at Surry and Sequoyah there is a
very large contribution from one of the accident initiators, i.e. the
frequency of the interfacing system LOCA, whereas the contributions from
the large phenomenological uncertainties in key issues like arrest of core
degradation before vessel breach and temperature induced fail ure of the
hot leg do not appear among the more significant contributors to
uncertainty. For Peach Bottom the two accident progression bins "drywell
shell meltthrough" contribute about 90% to early and late fatalities caused
by internal events. The uncertainties associated with these failure modes
are large as well; yet drywell shell meltthrough does not rank among the main
contributors to uncertainty in risk. In all these cases key issues were
quantified by expert panels which provided widely differing answers.
In total, methodological limitations resulting from inaccurate knowledge
of important accident progression phenomena, and poor modeling capabilities
have a major influence on the uncertainties of the results. As long as
fixed weighting factors are used to aggregate expert opinion the
possible large uncertainty associated with the expert panel's composition
remains hidden.

5. Completeness of the Analysis

For principal reasons, PSA analyses can never be complete. Existing
PSA's restrict their analyses to events which are judged to be potentially
important in the plant under investigation. Criteria applied in this
judgement are related to requirements on essential safety systems
functions, for example, the necessity to establish subcriticality and long
term removal of decay heat. This general definition has been used in most
PSA's and may have led to the neglect of events evolving out of shut off
states, which may be important, inspite of their low frequences of
occurrence, because system availabilites may be drastically reduced.
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With the general class of possibly important events being defined, it is
neverthel ess not reasonabl e to evaluate all conceiveab1e accident sequences,
nor is it possible to do so. Therefore criteria are needed to distinguish
between what is to be considered in the analyses and what is to be neglected
by introducing cutoff criteria.
In the front end analysis, cutoff criteria are mostly related to the
frequencies of the sequences, with sequences neglected if their frequencies
are below the cutoff value. If the neglected sequences are not associated
with completely new phenomena, this cutoff cannot noticeable influence the
results if the chosen cutoff frequency is sufficiently low.
In the back end analysis, the calculated distributions can also include
consequences at extremely low frequenci es. Such contributions are
associated with large uncertainties and insignificant contributions to risk.
Therefore an appropriate cutoff criterion should also be applied in the
back end analysis.
Meaningful quantitative cutoff criteria require considering the level to
which meaningful results can be calculated in probabilistic analyses.
It is well established practice in the conduction of PSA's to consider
families of events and plant damage states.
In the front end analysis, initiating events are usually grouped into
famil ies of events based upon the similarity of responses of the safety
systems and of physical phenomena associated with the sequences.
Depending on the system failure modes, events belonging to a single
family of accident initiators may finally lead to different physical phenomena
and consequences.
Therefore a different grouping is used at the back end of the analysis,
defi ning "accident progress ion bins II that include all sequences 1eading to
a physical condition of the plant with common attendant outside
consequences (source terms).
In each accident progression bin, the families of events with high
probability of occurence dominate the calculated contribution to risk.
Therefore excluding low probability sequences from the analyis will not
change results significantly. Which cutoff frequency is appropriate
depends on the classification of the accident progression bins and on the
frequencies of the dominant risk contributors.
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In the front end analyses experience shows that neglecting sequences with
a frequency about two orders of magnitude below the calculated mean core
damage frequency does not noticeab1y change the overall core damage frequency.
In the NUREG-1150 analyses the sum of the frequencies of the sequences
eliminated after application of the cut off criteria is about 1 percent of
the calculated mean core damage frequencies.
The situation is different if entire groups of initiating events or accident
progression bins are neglected, because then an entire class of consequences
may be dropped from the analysis. This would be justified, however, if the
frequency of such accident progression bins is below that of catastrophic
failures like that of the reactor pressure vessel, for which the conditional
probability of severe offsite consequences could be high. Present understanding
sets the upper bound for the frequency of such events at about 10-7 per reactor
year.
To put this discussion in the right perspective it is worth to look at the
groups of event sequences that have been analyzed in recent PSA's. This
comparison is restricted to the front end analysis of internally initiated
events in the PWR's, Surry, and Sequoyah in the USA, CP2 and Paluel
in France, and Biblis B in the FRG. Table 2 shows the significant
contributors to core damage frequencies for the 5 studies.
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Table 2

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCIES FOR DIFFERENT PLANTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS (%) TO CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY FOR INTERNALLY INITIATED
EVENTS

Surry Sequoyah CP2 Paluel Biblis B
Total 4.1 E-5 5.7 E-5 5.0 E-5 1.1 E-5 2.6 E-5

Normal shut Normal shut Normal shut Normal shut Normal shut
power off power off power off power off power off
generat.state generat.state generat.state generat.state generat.state
100 - 100 - 68 32 43 57 100

Leaks in Primary Coolant System 15 - 62.5 - 29.2 20 14 48 27.2
Piping
Steam Generator Tube Rupture 4.4 - 3.0 - 2.3 0 4.0 0 4.1

~~ V-Sequence 3.9 1.1 0.2 <0.1 <0.40 - -

Breaks in Secondary Coolant - - - - 1.9 0 6.9 0 9.8
System Piping

--Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink - - - - 19 <0.1 0.8 1.1
Loss of Main Heat Sink <0.1 - 0.3 - 0.1 0 <0.1 0 36.8
Loss of Main Feed Water 4.3 - 4.4 - 1.1 3.8 2.2 <0.1 12
Loss of Electrical Power 68 - 24 - 0.6 0.9 0.2 0.4 9.0Supply
Primary Side Transients - - - - 2.6 6.4 3.8 6.2

--ATWS 3.9 - 3.6 - 8.7 0 11.1 0 0.7
Sum of listed events 99.6 - 98.8 - 65.4 31.1 43 56.7 99.9



The marked 1ines and column identi fy those groups of events whi ch have
not been treated in all studies. Most remarkable is the large contribution
of sequences evolving out of the shut off states in CP2 and Paluel.
Presently, it is not known how large a contribution has to be expected from
such states in the other three plants. Significant contrubutions also
result from breaks in the Secondary Coolant System Piping (mainly steam
line breaks) which have only been treated in the analyses of the CP2, Paluel,
and Biblis B plants, and from primary side transients (mainly boron
dilution), which have only been treated in the analysis of the Cp's and Paluel
plants. The conclusion is that the influence on the uncertainty of PSA
results associated with the completeness problem may be significant. The
significance would be expected to increase if the core damage frequencies
are driven down by plant improvement into the range 10-6 fry to 10-7 fry,
because then many presently neglected sequences, for example those
associated with multiple failure combinations or with catastrophic failures
of large components had to be considered. This would tremendously
increase the complexity of the analysis, and very likely, also the
associated uncertainties. In any case the impact on the uncertainties of
the limitations to an incomplete set of accicent sequences is much larger
than the impact of cutoff criteria at levels considerably below the level of
mean core damage frequencies.

Conclusions

Several ana.lysis areas have been identified where major impacts on PSA
results can be expected from methodological limitations. Major problems
which deserve continued attention are

the paucity of data on common cause failures and the resulting
difficulties of appropriate modeling of such failures.

- The difficulties to adequately model operator actions in general and, in
particular, the absence of proven models to incorporate errors of
commission into the analyses.

The absence of validated computational
accident progression and containment
problems of aggregating expert opinions.
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models for the analyses of
loading, and the attendant



- problems associated with the "completeness" of the accident sequences
considered in the analyses

The influence of the limitations is rather small in the front end analysis,
where the uncertainties roughly are of the magnitude of the computed mean values
of core damage frequencies. In the back end analysis, however, limitations
of the capabilities to adequately model accident progression and containment
loading may very well cause subjective confidence intervals extending
over several orders of magnitude.
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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on some of the
critical limitations of Level 1 PSA.
The numerical impact of different
assumptions. methods and data is
illustrated using practical examples
fr'om plant-specific PSAs, Among the
issues related to completeness of PSAs
such items as treatment of Common
Cause Initiators (CCls). degree of
detail in the developed plant models
and the scope of human interaction
dnalys is an~ di scussed. Their
significance is extremely
plant-speci fic. This applies also to
some basic assumptions of PSAs.
Accor'ding to the pr'esent n~view
assumptions behind the modelling of
ovel"pres surization, depres surization,
reclosure of pressure relief valves,
res idual hedt n:~moval function and
back-flush operation. have a very
large illlpact on the risk profiles of
several analyzed plants. The
sensitivity of PSA results to the
treatment of Common Cause Failures
(CCFs) and human interactions is
demonstrated. More consistent
approaches to these topics are
possible and result in improved
balance of PSA results, which makes
comparisons possible. Two partially
unresolved problems in the CCF context
are the quantification of
contributions in systems with ultra
high level of redundancy and the
choice of pr'oper boundary cond i tions
for CCF analysis" Boundary conditions
are also extremely important for the
results of human interaction
dnalysis. Some pr'oblem Ol.reas releated
to completeness and relevance are
pointed out in the area of reliability
data" Finally, the overall impact of
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parametric and modelling uncertainties
is evaluated for a selected accident
sequence us ing different approaches"
Although the uncer"tainties involved
are substantial consensus may be
n!aehed on many issues, leading to a
better numerical agreement. However.
characteristi.cs of the approach to
uncertainty analysis (e.g. treatment
of "sLate-of.-knowledge" dependences
and features of selected computer
codes for uncertainty pr'opagation, may
have signi ficant impact on the
numerical results. The final
conclus ion is that cons i stency of the
PSAs can and should be impr'oved. The
importance of an extensive review
process is emphasized. In this
context the International Peer Review
Services (IPERS) coordinated by the
International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) provide useful assistance to
the Member States.

1. INTRODUCTION

The merits of Probabi Ii stic
Safety Assessment (PSA) are
indisputable. PSA provides a
structured and logical approach to
identi fy cred ible accident sequences,
assess the corresponding likelihoods
and delineate the associated
consequences. The principal merits of
PSA include the potential to identify
possible weak spots in the design and
oper"ation of the plants and to rank
the dominant risk contributors. These
insights may directly lead to solfety
improvements at the plants by means of
desit3n 1II0difications or procedural
changes. Presently there is a



tendency of a growing number of
applications of PSA in operational
safety management in the spirit of the
"living" PSA concept (Reference 1).

The superimpo:>ement of a
probabi listic perspective on the main
steps of the safety analysis allows to
reflect the relative importance of
different accident sequences (based on
the associated frequencies).
Obvious ly by the inlroduction of
numbers (in form of probabilities) to
represent the expected pet'for'mance of
different protection barriers, a
supplementary and more balanced
(compared to the traditional
deter'ministic analysis) picture of
plant safety can be obtained. At the
same time the bottom lining, i. e. use
of numerical PSA results in the
absolute sense, has been a mCl.tter of
considerable controversy, not so much
on the s ide of PSA practi tioners but
more due to a considerable "societal
hunger" for the bottom 1ine. CUtTent
efforts of the International Atomic
Ener'gy Agency (IAEA) are aimed at
provision of guidance on a balanced
use of probabilistic safety targets
(Reference 2).

Recently completed research
pr'ojects cOtrried out in Nordic
countries (References 3 and 4) clearly
demonstrate the specttum of pr'obll~ms
encountered when comparing different
PSAs. Thus, direct use of
plant-speci fic numerical results in
the ,i\bsolute sense shou Id be Inade wi th
great caution, having in mind a wide
spectr'um of irltrinsic and Pr'i~,ctical
limitations of PSA technique as well
as the involvement of subjective
judgement in almo stall tas ks of PSA.
At the same time the validity of
PSA-based resu 1ts to form a bas i s for
implementation uf modifications of the
design or procedures is frequently
moder'ately sensitive to the
uncertainties involved. In this
context the use of PSA results for
decision-making is based on relative
criteria. These are, as upposed to
absolute criteria, not totally
dependent on the l'lxactness of
predictions and consequently less
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sensitive to uncertainties (Reference
5). Independently of the nature of
applications the analysts must be
aware of the limitations and the
practitioners should use the results
within the intended ft~me.

It is impor.tant to note that the
limitations involved may be of
different types (RefeY'l~nce 6). Thus,
in many cases the associated
uncer'tainties lIlay be significantly
reduced by broadening of the scope of
PSA, by incrl!as ing the detai 1 of
analysis, by use of more relevant data
and by ~pplicOltion of :i.mpr'ov\~d
analysis methods. A structured review
process is cy~cial in this context.
Other limitations are on the other
hand intrins ic and the coy-respond ing
uncertainties will always remain
substCl.ntial,

This paper discusses the impact
of scope limitations, of bas ic
assumptions and of pat',ilmetric and
modelling uncertainties on the
numerical results of PSA. The focus
will be on Level 1 aspects and on such
uncertainty contributors as Common
Cause Failures (CCFs) and human
inter'actions. The main intention is
to illustrate the numerical
significance uf use of differ'ent
assumptions, methods and data by
provision of several practical
examples from plant-specific PSAs.
This confirms that any PSA conclusions
which make direct use of the absolute
results should be made with great
caution, especially when low
pt'obabi I i ty values have bel~n
generated. The validity and
credibility of such conclusions is
also dependent on the bas ic features
of the plant design. Experience from
the Nordic countries will be
extensively u,:>ed due to the authur's
longtime involvement in PSA
applicoltions clnd PSA-related n~search
programmes in these countries. The
present paper wi 11 focus on some
aspects not explicitly covered in
previous publ ications. However, for
details concerning the Swedish PSA
applicOttions we refer to Refenmces 1
and 3; a summay'y of related research



activities is given in Reference 4,
specific findings of the sensitivity
studies on eeFs and human interactions
in Reference 7 and results of
reference studies on uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis in References 8
and 9. The importance of an extensive
PSA review as a mean for ensuring the
PSA quality and for achievement of
balanced numerical results is also
discussed in the present paper.

2. SCOPE LIMITATIONS

A chat'acteristic feature of PSA
programmes in many countries (e.g.
Sweden) is that some distinct phases
can be distinguished (Reference 1).
Thus, in the first phase basically
Level 1 studies with limited scope are
catTied out. They concentt'ate on
internal events (transients and LOeAs)
and full effect operation, and may
involve use of simplifications. These
studies are then extended and improved
in order to upgrade their completeness
and quality. Finally, the
applications of PSAs in operational
safety management, though successfully
practiced in parallel with the first
two phases, wi.ll r'each the fu11
potential after a reasonable
completeness has been achieved.

Among the issues related to
completeness of PSAs, which
potentially have large impact on the
numerical results of PSAs, we may
mention Lrec\tment of eummon Cause
Initiators (eels), degree of detail in
developed plant models and the scope
of human interaction analysis. The
actual significance of these topics
is, however, expected to be extremely
plant-specific.

2.1. eommon Cause Initiators

Comlllon Cause In1tiators (eCls)
are events which challenge safety
systems and at the same time have
potential to cause failure or
degradation of one or more of the
systems challenged. Three types of
eels are possible:
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(1) External events (earth-
quakes, external flooding and
fires, extreme winds, etc.).
(2) Internal events causing
severe environmental stresses
(internal flooding and fires).
(3) Internal initiators which
may involve functional
dependences not covered by the
"generic" transient categories
(e.g. loss of specific electrical
power supply buses, of reactor
water level measurement system,
of secondary cooling systems and
pressurized gas systems).

The treatment of events belonging
to categories 1 and 2 above in the
Swedish PSAs has been described in
Reference 10. The analyses, which
have been only carried out for some of
the plants focus on internal flooding,
internal fire and seismic hazards.
Other external hazards are not of
primary concern for the Swedish
conditIons, eventhough some of them
have been studied with quite
substa.ntial detail (e. g. aircr'aft
crash). The approach being used
concentr-ates on identification of
potential weak points while the
numerical precision is of secondary
importance. The analyses performed
were successful in identification of
weak points at plants belonging to
early gener'ations and the most
significant PSA-based safety
improvements of the Swedish plants are
eel-related (eel categories 2 and/or 3
are the main contribu tors). Note that
dedicated analyses of category 3 eels
are not available for all the plants.

Table 1 summarizes the results of
the Swedish PSAs with respect to
contri.butions from eels of different
categories. Due to the characteristics
uf the approach used in the analysis
of cels belonging to categories 1 and
2 the numerical significance of these
contributors should not be regarded as
a prec ise measure but rather as an
indicator of their importance.
Oskarshamn 1 (01) represents the first
generation of ABB Atom's (formerly
ASEA"-ATOM) OWR plants (AA1), RinrJhals
2 (R2) the second (AA2), Barseback 1&2



(B1/2) and Oskarshamn 2 (02) the third
(AA3), Forsmark 1&2 (F1/2) the fourth
(AA4), and Forsmark 3 (F3) and
Oskarshamn 3 (03) the fifth (AA5).
Ringhals 2 (R2) and Ringhals 3&4
(R3/4) are two diffen~nt generations
of Westinghouse PWRs (here denoted WI
and W2, respectively). The lab~st
generation of BWRs is characterized by
high level of redundancy of the safety
systems (4xl00% for almost all
initiOltors) olnd by cons(~quent
separation of the redundant trains.

Table 1

defensive measures against external
events these advantages include
absence of compli.cated Iinks,
interactions and interconnections
between safety related functions
(Reference 10). In fact, since
failure of safety systems of such
plants is dominated by high
multiplicity common cause failures
(CCFs) contributions which due to
scarceness of data and small
oper'ational experience fn~quently have
a conservative bias, the direct

CCI contributors to plant damage frequency in Swedish PSAs

Type
<1%

Contributiona
1-10% >10%

Plants not analyzeda,b

Internal fire
Internal flooding
Earthquake
AircY"olftcrash

Category 3

2AA3

AA1,2AA3
2AM, AA5
WI, lW2
AA5

AA2, AA3

AA2

2AA3,2AM

2AA3, WI
AA1,Wl

AAl,AA2

AAl, 2AA4, 2AA5, 2Wl
AAl, AA3, lAA4,2AA5, 2W2
AAl,3AA3,2AA4,2AA5,Wl,lW2
AAl, AA3, AA5

AA3, AA5, WI, lWl

aGiven by number of plants in a specific plant generation (e.g.2AA3 means two
plants in the third gem~ration of ABB Atom's BWRs).

bQualitative analyses or quantitative prestudies may exist for some of the
plolntsand several studies are in progress; all PSAs incllJdeanalyses of some
CCls of category 3 but in the listed cases the completeness is questionable.

The results of Table 1 illustrate
one of the dangers in comparing the
numerical results of PSAs, especially
when their scope is limited. While
possible non-inclusion (which is not
recommended) of detai led CCI analy sis
for plants with inherent defensive
features against such events is not
expected to result in a significant
underestimation of the core damage
frequency, the cor-responding
contributions for plants lacking such
features ay'e fr"equently dominant. The
advantages of more advanced designs
are not always possi.ble to express
numerically. In addition to inherent
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comparisons of numerical values may be
even disadvolnt~geous for such plolnts
and thus totally disinformative.

2,2 Degree of Detail

Most of the available PSAs use the
small event tree/large fault tree
approach. This applies e.g. to all
the Swedish and Finnish PSAs.
However', the r(,!trospectivecomparisons
of the Swedish PSAs revealed
(Reference 11) cleClr di fferences wi th
respect to the degree of detail in the
developed fault tree models. The



discrepancies are substantial for the
reactor shut-down system:s and for the
electrical power supply systems as
illustrated in Table 2.

limitations of cut-set generation
computer codes. This intermediate
step has not always been properly
documented and the possibility of

Table 2

Rough survey of degree of detail in systems modelling of different PSAsa

SYlStems Make-up Residual Reiilctor Elec- Reactor Other
water heat shut- trical protec- auxili-

PSA removal down power tion(RPS) ary func.-
supply tions

Ringhals 1 H H H L H M
Barseback 1 H H M M H L
Forsmark 3 H H H M H M
Oskiilrshamn 3 H H H M H L
OskOl.rshamn1 H H L H J> L

aThe degree of detail is denoted as high (H), medium (M) or low (L).

bA note given in the study states that fault trees for RPS exist, but have
not been included.

overlooking some significant
dependences cannot be excluded,

The selection of component types
for which the CCF contributions are to
be calculated is one of the items
which might have large impact on the
numerical results. Apart from the
electrical components CCF
contributions for check valves are
frequently ignored in some studies and
found significant in others. Also
consideration of different modes of
oper'ation is important for cer"tain
types of components" The GCF
contributions are. in some studies
limi ted to failures per demand while
failure to run is ignored. The last
mentioned contributions (which are
dependent un mission time) have been
found qu i te sma11 for pumps ( < 5% of
the corresponding failure to start
contribution) but might be dominant
for diesel generators (Reference 11).

2.3. Human Interactions

Proper representation of the
complex dependences which might appear
in the power supply systems calls for
a very high degree of detai 1 in the
logical models, as indicated by
recent experiences fr'om a Finnish PSA
for the TVo-plants (which belong to
the fourth gener'ation of ABS Atom's
plants). Results of this PSA differ
significantly from those obtained for
the Formark 1/2 plants belonging to
the same desiqn generC\tion, Thus,
failure of the electrical power supply
systems is the main contr'ibutor to the
core damage frequency according to the
TVO PSA, but not according to the
Forsmark 1/2 PSA, This may be
attributed to the more detailed
modelling of electrical power supply
in the TVO PSA, to inclusion uF more
component types as susceptible to CCFs
(e.g. bo\tteries and bn~akersL to
excessively pessimistic quantification
of the corresponding CCF contributions
and to the credit taken in the
For:smark 1/2 PSA for the gas
turbines. Another problem is the
fy'equently performed reduction of the
support systems fault trees,
historically motivated by the
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The
modelling

sensitivity aspects
of human interactions

of
will



be covered in section 4. Here some of
the scope-related issues with
potentially large numerical impact on
the numerical results are listed.

There are sti 11 only a few PSAs
including the treatment of errors of
commission. Accidents in Three Mile
Island and Chernobyl clearly
demonstrate the significance of such
errors. The quality of procedures and
operator experience are central
factors in this context, which are not
easily quantified.

Crediting for recoveries may in
many cases very significantly reduce
the core damage fn~qul!ncy. The
treatment of recoveries (i.e. which of
them are to be included omd assignment
of recovery probabilities) differs
substant ially between the stud ies. In
Table 3 the major recoveries in the
Swedish PSAs are listed (from
Reference 12). For one of the major
recoveries, manual restOlrt of the
feedwater system given loss of
feedwater or loss of off-site power
trans ients, the discrepancies between
the numerical values are large. In
some cases this may have significant
impact on the results of the studies
(see section 4). A detailed study
shows that conditions for the recovery
are not always favourable and some of
the assigned non-recovery
probabilities may be too optimistic.
Also taking credit for repair of the
containment cooling spray system is
questionable (see section 4).

Another example of a potentially
significant item related to the scope
of human interaction analysis is the
treatment of systematic
misconfiguration of manual valves,
which is not always modelled. Some
results of sensitivity analyses will
be given in section 4.
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3. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

SUPER-ASAR, the comparat i ve
review of the Swedish PSAs, clearly
demonstrated that some of the basic
assumptions have a decisive impact on
the outcome of the PSAs (Reference
3) . The bas ic approach used in the
SUPER-ASARproject was to compare the
treatment of central issues in the
different PSAs, to identify
discrepOlncies and if possible to
resolve them. Here some of the most
representative cases mainly associated
with the modelling of accident
sp.quonco.s are given, while Lrecd:ment
of selected topics such as CCFs and
human in ter~"ctions wi 11 be coven~d
separately in the next section.

3.1. Over"pressurization and Depres-
surization

Possible overpressurization of
the primary reactor system due to
failure of pressure relief has been
ide.,ti fied as one of major
questionswhich still is unresolved.
The problem cons i sts of two par.ts:

1) What is the consequence of fai lure
of pressure relief?
2) What is the probability of pressure
re 1ief fai lure?

The answer to the first question
is of decisive impor'tance for
mode11ing of those accident sequences
which involve the pressure relief
function. In some studies an
assumption has been made that fai lure
of most/all pressure relief valves
results in core damage while in uth\;!r
studies a medium LOCA situation is
assumed to occur (with possibilities
to provide make-up water to the
reactor). The failure probabi li ty of
the pressure relief system depends on
the assigned CCF probability for the
pressure relief valves which are



Table 3

Major recoveries in the Swedish PSAs

Type of recovery/PSA

Manual restart of feed-
water systema/
Ringhals 1
- within 30 minutes

within 2 hours
Barseback 1

Forsmark 3
- within 30 minutes

- within 4 hours
after loss of feedwater
other tr'ansient

Oskarshamn 3
within 4 hours
after loss of offsite
power

~fter loss of feedwater

Fai lure
Probability
(per denl~nd)

0.2

0.01
O.lb

1.0

0.5
0.1

0.3

0.1

Source

Operation Action Tree
(OAT) & Handbook
Reference 13

"

not clear

Detai led
situoltion-spe-
cific analysis
(SSA) and en-
gineering
judg(~ment (EJ)

"
"

Engineering
judgement (EJ)

"
Manual connection of system 711
to 321 pump given loss of 712-
cooling/
Ringhals 1 0.25 OAT & Handbook

R~~fer'ence13

Use of make-up water from
fire system (to 323;within
4 hours)/
Ringhals 1

Repair of containment
cooling spray system (322)/
Oskar'shamn 3

0.01

0.05/0.1/0.5/0.9c

SSA

SSA

ClWhenever appropriate given recovery of offsite power
bTime window not specified
CSequence dependent
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This is a problem related to that
described in the preceding subsection.

Also in" this case quantification
of CCF contributions in the system
with a large number of parallel
channels is a crucial issue,
eventhough typical failure criteria
are quite different in this case (e.g.
2 out of 16 valves fail to reclose).
The success criteria for such
situations depend on the number of
valves failing to reclose and are not
always known in detail, The open
questions may concer"n the capacity uf
the auxiliary feedwater system and the
need of manual or automatical

In some studies using the
assumption that failure uf the
pressure relief function leads to a
LOCA situation improper credit has
been taken for this system during
fut.ther pt'opagation of the accident
sequences. Specifically these
situations involve transfers from the
transient event trees to the LOCA
event trees and taking full credit for
the pressure relief system in the
depressurizatiun necessary for
initiation of the low pressure
emergency core cooling system,in spite
of the rather high probability that
the main pressure relief valvE~s at'e
initially unavailable.

characterized by an ultra high leveI
of redundancy; typical failure
criteria are 12 out of 12 valves
failing or 14 out of 16 valves
failing. Quantification of the
corresponding CCF cuntributions is
naturally subject to very large
uncer.tainties and the estimates Vd.ry
between 10-3 and 10-7 levels in
the different PSAs. Depending on the
assumptions concerning the outcome of
such a situation this scenario might
either result in dominant or
negligible core damage conLributions.
Since this issue has not been finally
resolved the corresponding end states
should form a group separate from
those associated with other types of
accident sequences.

n

Accident sequences with
two different models uf
residual heat removal.

S1 S2 T" Ts Tr fF TE RA

A lAA6E LOCA
Sl fBllll'l SIZED LOCA
S2 Sow.L LOCA
T" rw.w. ~-ocNt
TS AurCMA TI C SCIWl
Tr Loss CF TURBINE ctNlENSER
TF Loss CF FEEDIATER
TE Loss CF EXTE!lIW. POER SUPPLY
R ReAcrCJl PRESSlJIE VESSEL RUPTUREo tllIGINAL I'ID:LLIIG

• "ReALISTIC" I'ID:LLIIG

UE-{)7

1.(E-{Jj

Figure 1

In one of the Swed ish PSAs the
possibility to use the shutdown
cooling system at full pressure and
h'!.mperaturein the reactor has been
demonstrated resulting in substantial
reduction of the frequencies of
accident sequences associated with
loss of the r'esidual heat removal
function.

3.3. Treatment of the Residual Heat
Removal Function

Different assumptions have been
made wi th respect to the end st",te in
situations with failed residual heat
removal systems. Implementation uf
the new venting systems into the plant
mode ls wi 11 lead to a more consistent
and realistic representation.

depressurization .to enable initiation
of the low pressure emergency core
cooling system. The problem is
evidently complex and has not been
finally resolved.

ReliefPressureof3.2. Reclosure
Valves
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Figure 1 (Reference 14)
illustrates the consequences of an
increased realism in the mode 11ing of
the residual heat removal function as
implemented in the For'smark 3 PSA.
During normal operation one of the
pumps of the shutdown system is
working in order to supply the reactor
water cleaning sysb~m with a flow of
reactor water. In the preliminary
analysis this additional way of
removing the decay heat was not
credited, with the result that
sequences involving loss of decay heat
removal were dominating the
intermediate results. The sensitivity
analysis shown in Figure 1
demonstrates a very substantial
reduction of the frequency of these
sequences in case of the more
realistic modelling; in this way the
total core damage frequency has been
reduced to about 12% of its orig inal
value.

3.4. Back-flush Operation

After a LOCA debri s such as
piping insulation may drop into the
conden~ation pool and the suction
strainers of some cooling systems may
be clogged. Manual back-flush
operation (BFO) has to be considered
for the narly gener'ations of ASB
Atom IS BWR plants. For the later
generations it is not necessary due to
different des ign and use of different
pipe insulation,

Table 4

Large differences exist between
the PSAs regarding the modelling of
BFO. The discrepancies include
different assumptions with respect to
the need of BFO and the resulting end
states given failure of the operation,
different modelling of the associated
manual actions and different
frequencies for the concerned
initiating events (large and med ium
LOCA). These discrepancies whose
impact on the results is decisive are
in most cases not motivated by the
actual differ'ences in the design and
operating procedures. Since the BFO
failure pr'obability is dominated by
human errors the numerical
consequences of differ'entassumptions
wi 11 be shown in section 4 of this
paper.

4. SPECIFIC MODELLING TOPICS

This section concentrates on the
treatment of CCFs and human
interactions. In addition, some
probl(~ms in reliability data analysis
wi 11 be addressed. Table 4 shows the
contributions of CCFs and human erTors
to the estimated core damage
frQquencies for some Swedish plants,
illustrating the significance of these
contributors. The numbers given in
the table correspond to risk reduction
which would be achieved if all CCFs
and human errors accounted for had
negligible probabilities.

CCF and human error cuntr'ibutions to core damage frequency

PSA

01
B1
R1
F3
03
R2

CCF contribution

20
19
44
90
75
15
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Human error
contribution

%

Reloltively small
46
14
88
high
60



The numerical differences are
significant. Given the
"two-out-of-four" success criterion,
the unavailability of the diesel
system of Oskarshamn 3 has been
estimated to be about 30 times lower
than that of Ringhals 1 and about 14

The radical differences in the
approaches to data analysis create a
potential for large numerical
discrepancies which are not motivated
by the plant-specific features. An
example of the resulting estimates of
CCF contributions for motor-operated
valves (MOVs) and for diesel
gener'ators is shown in Table 5,

4.1 CommonCause Failures

A review of Nordic experiences
concerning this topic may be found in
References 4 and 15.

As demonstrated in recent
Benchmark Exercises (References 16 and
17) the interpretation and treatment
of CCF data is the most critical
element in the treatment of CCFs. In
the Swedish PSAs different str'ategies
have been selected in dealing with
this task . Thus, in most cases
US-experience has been used as a basis
while two studies use engineering
judgement to generate CCF parameters
(this approach is supported by quite
extensi~e walk-through analyses. Only
one study uses plant-specific CCF

Table 5

parameters based on
operating experience.

the Swedish

Estimates of failure pr'obabilities for MOVsand diesel genQrators
according to different PSAs

PSA MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES DIESEL GENERATORS
PI P2 P3 P4 a PI b P2 P3 a P4 a

Ringhals 5.5x10-3 2.3xl0-4 2.3xl0-4 1.25x10-3 8.2x10-4 4.lxl0-4

Rlnghals ~ 3.3xI0-3 1.4xI0-4 1.4)(10-4 1.4xlO-4 1.25xI0-3 8.2xI0-4 4.1)(10-4

Barseback I 4.3)(10-3 2.2x10-4 1.4x10-2 4.2x10-4

Forsmark 3 6.7x10-3 9.4x10-5 2.5xI0-5 I.Ix10-4 1.25)(10-3 8.Ox10-5 3.2x1O-5 9.5x10-5

Oskarshamn 3 7.2x10-3 3.7)(10-5 1.6)(10-6 4.3)(10-5 7.7)(10-3 1.2)(10-5 5.1)(10-7 1.4x10-5

Oskarshamn 3.5x10-3 4.5)(10-5 _d 5.Ox10-5 1.7x10-2 1.9><10-3

a Data for MOVs at Ringhals I and for DGs at Ringhals I and 2 concern failure of more than two canponents
(i.e. three or four).

b Data for Ringhals I and 2 and for Forsmark 3 are given as a sum of start and running modes of operation
(one hour running time assumed); data for Barseb8ck I and for Oskarshamn I and 3 concern only the start mode.

c Only one of the multiple failure probabilities for MOVs at Ringhals 2 has been used at time.

d The Multiple Greek Letter (MGU method (see Reference 18 for review of quantification models) improperly
applied (double and quadruple failures are represented but not triple).
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times lower than that of Forsmark 3.
The review within the SUPER-ASAR
project has lead to a more balanced
picture. In this context
plant-specific features considered as
itnpor'tant for reduction uf CCF
potential (e.g. degree of separation)
were taken into account when assigning
a consistent set of parameters
(Reference 19). Table 6 summarizes
the recommended parameters for diesel
geney'ators.

Table 6

vectors and the resulting new CCF
estimates were propagated through the
plant modeIs. Table 7 illustrates
changes in the results of PSAs
cons idered.

Current research efforts in the
Nordic countries (Refer'ence 22) are
directed towards further improvements
of the approach to qualitative CCF
analysis including balanced ways to
account for inherent defensive

Recommended CCF parameters for d iese I gEmerators; MGLparameters
used in the base studies are given within parantheses

----------_._._._. __ ..__ ..._-_ .._---_._ ..__ .__ ._._ .._ ..__ .------_ ..-_ ......-
CCF parameters

Beta Gamma Delta Alpha1 Alpha2

-_._--_._-------_ ..__ .._-_ .._ .._._._-----------_ ..----._-----------

01 0.06(0.11 0.970 0.030
B1 0.05(0.03) 0.975 0.025
R1 0.06(a) 0.970 0.030

0.06(a) 0.6 (a) 0.9(a) 0.977 0.013 0.001 0.009
03 0.03(0.0065) 0.3(0.3) 0,6(0.9) 0.986 0.011 0.001 0.002
F3 0.03(0.03) 0.3(0.4) 0.6(0.6) 0.986 0.011 0.001 0.002

._--------_ _-_.__ ._ .._._-_. __ .._---_.__ ._--_ .._._._- .._ _---_.__ .._--_._._._._--_.-

a C-factors were used in the base study

A similar review was carried out
for pumps (Reference 19), using as a
basis the experiences from the
walk-through analyses previously
performed for the older plants. A
sensitivity study based on the new set
of parameters showed in most cases
quite moderate changes in the dominant
accident sequences of the studies.
There are, however, examples of
sequences which were increased by more
than 100%.

The most detailed sensitivity
study concerned motor-operated valves
(MOVs); Refer'ence 20. This analysis
profi ted from the experiences of the
Nord ic CCF data Bl:!nchmark Exerc ise
(Reference 17). Plant-specific CCF
parameters were gener'ated for four
plants using two different schemes for
mapping up Clnd down of the impact
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measures. This should also be
reflected when gener'ating CCF
parameters. A cause defense approach
(Reference 23) has been adopted as a
basic approach.

With respect to the method for
quanti fication of CCF contributions a
compari son of the MGL method and the
alpha factor method has been carried
out (Reference 24) . If point
estimates based on the maximum
likelihood method are used to obtain
the CCF parameters (which is the case
in the Swedish PSAs) then the two
models lead to identical estimates of
the CCF contributions. However, as
shown by an example based on the CCF
data Benchmark Exercise (Reference
17), given that uncertainty



Table 7

Changes (relatively PSA results) in estimated core damage frequency due to use
of plant-specific CCF parameters for MOVs, MGLmethod and different extension
schemes.

PSA Relative changes (%)
Alt. 101.

-------_ ..__ ..._---_ .._-_.__ ..__ ..__ .._--_ .._-_.__ ._...-_.__ .._----_. __ .."..-

B1
R1
F3
03

negligible
+36
+ 3
+56

negligible
+36
+24
+78

-------_.-----_._--------------------------------------_._--
aMapping up according to F3 PSA (Reference 21); mapping down based on
engineering judgement.
bMapping up and mapping down according to Reference 18.

distributions are assigned to the
parameters and propagated through the
models the MGL ml:lthod underestimates
the mean values of the CCF
contributions and the associated
uncertainty intervals. This feature
is most pronounced for' the high
failure multiplicities. Thus in the
case of the quadnJple fai lure in the
MOVexample, the mean value estimated
by the MGLmethod is lower by a factor
of 3.3 than that obtained using the
alpha factor method. The
corresponding factor for the 90%
confidence interval is 2.8. Having in
mind the substantial contributions of
CCFs to the overall core damage
frequency of different PSAs (see Table
4) such effects will have a large
impact on the results of the studies.
The present findings are in line wi th
those of Reference 25.

Two problems with clearly large
impact on the numerical PSA results
have emerged as unresolved issues.
Quantification of CCF contributions in
systems with ultra high level of
redundancy is one of them. Cases of
interest comprise e.g. pressure relief
valves, control rods and fine motion
drives, scram modules and frequency
converters. Present research
programme in the Nordic countries
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addresses this problem, including a
comparison of merits and disadvantages
of avai lable methods, followed by
their applicOltion us ing plant-specific
data for pressure relief valves
(Reference 26). In this context
progress has been made recently as
demonstr'ated by use of the CommonLoad
Model (Reference 27) and of a Monte
Carlo based appr'oach (Reference 28),
However, in spite of the progress the
associated uncertainties are (and wi 11
remain) large.

The second problem concerns the
boundary conditions for the CCF
analysis. The practical limitation of
postulating the CCF contributions only
between identical redundant components
belonging to the same system may lead
to a quite di storted picture of the
plant safety at least when the
probabilistic estimates are compared
wi th some pn~determined cri teria.
This can be demonstrated by an example.

Regard two redundant sy stems such
as the auxi liary feedwater system and
the emergency feedwater system, both
with two redundant trains.

Assume that two MOVs (denoted A
and B) have to open in the first
system during accident conditions and
if thi s system fails there is a



I-----Td--

1-------- Tm

The basic time model which in
principle was applied by three of the
groups is shown below.

Annunciation (or other compel-
ling signal) of an abnormal
event
Estimated maximum available
time to have correctly diag-
nosed the abnormal event and to
have completed the required
post-diagnosis actions so as to
achieve system success criteria
established by systems analysts.
Estimated avai lable time for a
correct diagnosis which still
per'mits sufficient time to per-
form required post-diagnosis
prior to Tm
Estimated time needed to get to
proper 10cO\tions and to per'for11l
required post-diagnosis actions
O\fter a correct diagnosis

(ABB Atom AB, Riso National
Laboratory, Studsvik AB and Technical
Research Centre of Finland) was manual
depressurization following a loss of
feedwater transient combined with the
unavailabi li ty of the auxi liary
feedwater system.

The time avai lable for initiating
the manual depressuriL.ation is the
central parameter for the success
criteria. In this context there were
clear d i ffe r'ence s of opi n ion between
the participating groups, including
different inter'pre tat ions of the
simulator exercise,

To =

Tm =

Ta =

The boundary conditions are also
very essential in the analysis of
human interactions. To investigate
this problem was one of the main
objectives of the Nordic Rllfer'ence
Study on HUlJlanInteractions (Refer'ence
29). The event studied by four groups

4.2. Human Interactions

requirement that basically identical
two MOVs (denoted C and D) have to
open in the second system to provide
the make-,up water. Usually only
double CCFs are postulated, i.e.
CCFAB and CCFCD, while the
quadruple CCF (CCFABCD) is
neglected. It is not unreasonable to
believe that in many cases (however,
this may be very plant-specific),
CCFABCD » CCFAB x CCFCD. On the
other hand quadruple CCFs are always
postulated as intrasystem
contributions in plants with high
leve I of redundancy (e. g. 4x100%) .
For such plants, going beyond system
boundaries when choosing the
CCF-susceptible component groups
should result in relatively smaller
additional contributions (an
eight-fold fai lure (...ould have to occur
to become critical) . Thi s example
shows that use of the same boundary
conditions (i.e. in principle of a
consistent ~pproach) may lead to
numerical values which are not
directly cOl1lpar'able. In fact
numerically the impression is easily
created that the advantages of high
levels of redundancy are marginal. At
the same time the impact of
diversification is frequently
overestimated. Very few cases of
ideal divers i fication ex i st in most
applications identical parts can be
found also in "diversified" systems.
However, CCF contributions are se Idom
postulated for such parts. The
overall consequence of the boundary
conditions presently used in the CCF
analysis might be a not totally
balanced promotion of questionable
diversification and insufficient
credit being given to extensive
redundancy wi th consequent functional
and physical separation.
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Table 8 summarizes the timing characteristics of the different cases
analysed. Also the corresponding success criteria and other features of the
analyses are specified in footnotes to the table.

Table 8

Timing characteristics and analyzed cases
_________________________ M --------

Case Timing Characteri stics

Tm(min)

ATOM 1a,b,c 25
ATOM 2a,b,c 25
ATOM 3a,b,c 25
ATOM 4a,b,d 25

RISra 1e,f,g 16
RIS~ 2a,f,g 7

STUDSVIK 1a,b,c,h 30
STUDSVIK 2a,f,g 6.5

v'n 1i >10

Ta(min)

8.5+11.5 = 20 5
7.8+12.2 = 20 5
9.2+10.8 = 20 5

20 5

10 6
3 4

4+23.5 = 27.5 2.5
4 2.5

-_ ..__ .__ ..__ .__ ..__ ...__ .._-_ ..._-_._ ..._.__ ._..__ ...._._ ..._-_ ...__ ._...__ ..._ ..._ .._-_ ..._ ...._-_., ...-

aSimultaneous loss of all auxiliary feedwater trains
bSuccess criterion based on 12040C limit
cAvailable time has been divided into time for initial diagnosis and for

recovery diagnosis. Different cases in ATOM's cl.nalysiscorrespond to the
uncertainty bounds in thermal-hydraulic calculations leading to estimation
of the time at which the L4-level will be reached.

dNo separate recovery modeling (but implicitly included)
eInitial loss of two auxiliary feedwater trains with the remaining two trains

still functioning in 8 minutes
fSuccess criterion based on the L4-level (corresponds to the requirement

expressed in the emergency operating procedure)
gTotal available time based on the simulator exercise
hAvailable time based on Forsmark 3 PSA
iAvailable time not specified

The significant discrepancies
between the success criteria applied
have naturally large impact on the
results of the reference study. Table
9 shows the main numerical results;
those obtained in the sensitivity
studies are not included. The results
have been grouped in the table, i.e.
comparisons wi thin each gy'oup are
possible due to similar boundary
conditions. In that perspective the
numerical agreement between the groups
is quite satisFactory.
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The sensitivity studies which
have been carried out (Reference 7)
concern the major human interactions
as represented in the Swedish PSAs,
i.e" :

manual reactor shutdown
(Reference 31)
manual depressurization
(Reference 32)
manual back-flush opey"ation
(Reference 33)



Table 9

Main numerical results of the reference study (per demand failure
probability of manual depressurization)

&Mean values given within parentheses
bResults obtained using THERP method (Reference 13) and HeR method

(Reference 30) respectively,
and in some supplementary analyses.
The consequences of di Fferent
assumptions in the quanification of
the opQrator failure probability are
very large on the core damage
frequency level. Thus, for the plants
for which this operation is relevant
the core damage frequency increases by
a factor of 16,22 and 109,
respectively, if extreme failure
probabilities for BFO are used.

In the case of manual
depr'essuriLation for F3 and 03 plants
the 5-percentile and 95-percentile
were used as "extr'cme values".
According to the PSAs, sequences
involving this action contribute 75%
and 29% of the total core damage
frequency, respectively. Using the
percentiles the relative contribution
becomes 52% (0.05) and 90% (0.95) for
the F3 plant, and 11% (0.05) and 55%
(0.95) for the 03 plant. Due to its
significance the action was selected
as the object of the previously
described reference study.

manual initiation of the reactor
shutdown cooling system (Reference
34)
manual rest~rt of the feedwater
system (Reference 35), and
r'epair of containment cooling
spray system (Reference 36).

Four of these interactions are
errors of omission Ctnd the last two
recoveries, In addition, the
potential imp~ct of systematic
misconfiguration of redundant
cumponents was studied (Reference
37). This problem is equivalent to
the analysi s of the human interaction
dependences involved.

The sensitivity studies where then
used as a basis for recommendation of
more balanced probabilities to be used
to overcome the large discn!pancies
which in many cases were not motivated
by the actual plant-specific fQatures.

Figure 2 shows the results
obtained for four of the cases. The
values used for the sensitivity
analysis of the back-flush operation
(BFO) are those used in difFerent PSAs
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The recovery
containment cooling

of the failed
spray system by



means of repair was credited in one of
the PSAs, resulting in a reduction of
core damage frequency by a factor of
ten. According to the sensitivity
analysis the impact of crediting such

a recovery would be much more moderate
for the other plants which is
attributed either to the sped fic
design features or to the modelling
details. The scrutiny of different
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Figure 2' EXCl.mplesof sensitivity analysis of major human Interactions in the
Swedish PSAs.
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tasks involved in the recovery showed
that the necessary time may range
between 1.5 and 56 hours with the mean
repair time being 13.5. Generally,
the prerequisites for a successful
recovery are not ver'y favourable,
unless for sequences with large time
windows available.

Systematic misconfigur'ation of
manual valves has originally not been
included in the Swedish PSAs, although
the possibility of single failures is
represented. In a sensitivity study
performed, for each PSA a sequence
considered as most susceptible to such
failures was selected, the possibility
of a systematic failure affecting the
manual valves was implemented into the
model and the corresponding
contributions where assessed using the
Multiple Sequential Fai.lure (MSF)
model (Reference 38). Given realistic
assignment of dependency par'ameters
the impact was shown to be quite small
for four.-divisional plants Olnd
moderate for plants with lower degree
of redundancy and sepowation. Anyhow,
it was recommended to include this
failure Illodein the plant models.

4.3 Reliability Data

The problems associated with the
relevance, completeness and quality of
data for PSA applications were studied
in detail in another Nordic research
project (Reference 39). Figure 3
illustrates the assumptions,
simplifications, incompletenesses and
other uncertainties involved in the
process of data preparation and
applicCltion,

Some of the problems are not
transparent to the user of the
reliabi.lity data Clnd the associated
uncertainties are difficult to
control. Examples of topics which are
hardly reflected in the uncertainty
intervals of the PSAs and which were
found important in some of the case
studies carried out were (Reference
40) :

Coverage of testing, i.e. the
extent to which a component's
seperate functions (e, g. logics,
switchyard equipment, motor) are
verified when carrying out a test.

"OTOR

OPER~TED

VALVES GATE VAlVE I GLOM VALVE / BAll VAlVE

RELJABILJ TY Of SPECIFIC C()t'OlOT

- - - - - - ,------------, - - - - - --
ESTI"ATION OF PARA"ETER

PERIODICAL

ClJl'M~T II
IIOT FAILED 0

ClJI'MNT I~
.AS IIEV'" STATE

T EST I N G

f1
II C()FMNTV FAILED

CHAIN INVQVIIIG NU~ROUS ASSUII'TI~ AlID SI"'LJFICATI~S

TEST COVERS OM..Y PAIT OF THE POSSIBLE FAILURE MODES.

2 JIOT ALL FAILURES REMl'YED.
NEW FAILURES INTRODUCED.

~ TEST COVERS OIILy pon Of TM( P05SIII.E OPERATIIIG IlODES.

4 USUAllY $".'QIIe ORIENTED (FOCUS OR fUoIN'EN"'JKE ASPECTS)
WHEREAS DArA AfIAlYST NEEDS CAUSE OIiIIENTED INFOA ..... TI 0fI.
ADD I , IORAL 'IOkENS:

COVUAa Of O(POIITIIlG
CQIIRECTII(SS Of REPORTS
C0I5 ISTENe' OF REPOIr UMi

S TI.NSlATlOli .NTO QUAIITITATIVt: DATA:

D£FIIIITtCII Of CCWOIIIEI' IOUIIIDA'iliES
GIlCUf'IIIG 0# C~.TS
STATISTICAL TAlA~"T

6 DISREGARDS oG(llIG.
ASSU"'T I OIlS 011 DEGREE Of TIM DEPODUCE.

Figure 3 Approx imations involved in estimation of component reliability;
motor-operated closing valves are used as an example.
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Applicability of failure data
that to a considerable extent
originate from testing to real
demand situations, in particular
those involving severe environ-
mental stresses.
Completeness, coverage and
homogenity of failure n~por'ting
systems,

A major potential problem
identified and not properly
represented in the PSAs concerns
incorrect torque switch settings of
MOVs due to drifting, incorrect
calibration or unsuitable design
specifications (Reference 41). As
shown in the sensitivity analysis this
particular failure mode may
potentially have a large impact on
quantitative PSA results, especially
for accident situations characteri/ed
by extreme operating conditions. The
neglect of the associated risk
increase is in principle compensated
by the inadequate representation of
the time dependency between the
component reliability and test
intervals (as given in the Swedish
Reliability Data Book, Reference 42).

5. UNCERTAINTY ASPECTS

Previous sections point out
several sources of uncertainties which
obviously may have a decisive
influence on the numerical results of
the PSAs. This section focuses on the
tr"eatment of uncertainties and its
impact on the numerical outcome of
PSAs. More details concerning the
uncertainty aspects may be found in
References 8 and 9 which summarize the
findings of the Nordic Reference Study
on Uncertainty and Sensitivity
Analysis. Here some of the findings
related to pitfalls in uncertainty
analysis will be highlighted.

The reference study concerned
TfUX2, the most dominant sequence
from the Forsmark 3 PSA (Reference 21;
Tf denotes loss of feedwater
transient, U is loss of auxiliary
fced\",ater and X2 is failur'e to
initiate manual depressurization.
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The PSA is 1imited to point estimates
of accident sequences. The selected
sequence is dominated by CCF
contributions (previously studied
within the CCF data Benchmark
Exercise; Reference 17) and by
operator failure to initiate manual
depressurization (previously studied
within the Reference Study; Reference
29) . Due to the invo1vement of CCF
contributions with high failure
multiplicities (four), combined with
an operator action, the associated
uncertainties are expected to be large.

The first phase of the study
(Reference 8) concerned generation of
uncertainty distribution for the
investigated accident sequence. In
this context the participants were
given great freedom with regard to
choice of methods and data for
quantification of the CCF- and human
interaction contributions. The second
phase (Reference 9) concentrated on
comparison of different computer codes
for uncertainty analysis. It was
based on use of a common illodeland
data for all types of events
involved. Finally, in the third phase
(Reference 9) the participants used
the experiences from preceding stages
to choose a final solution (models,
data and computer codes), which they
judge as "optimal" with due regard to
practical limitations.

Table 10 summarizes the main
characteristics (i.e. those concerning
the most cr'lJcial elements of the
models) of the analyses performed by
the three groups which par"ticipated in
phases 1 and 3. In addition, several
sensitivity studies were carried out
using variations of some of the
characteristies.

Figure 4 shows the reference case
results for both phase 1 and 3 while
the cumulative dhtributions from
phase 3 are given in Figure 5.
Finally, in Figure 6 both the
reference case results of phase 3 and
the results of some sensitivity
analyses are shown.



Table 10

Main analysis characteristics (phase l/phase 3)

Element Group Method Distributiona

Initiating event ATOM

STUDSVIK
VTT

Discrete Poissonb/
Discrete Poissonb

Gamma/Gamma
Mixture of Gamma/
Mixture of Gamma

Time-dep. (eng. judgement)/ Betab/Log-notomal
Time-dep.(linear standby
failure model)

MOV-failure in
phased mission
oper"ation

Common cause
failures

Manual depres-
sudzation

ATOM

STUDSVIK

VlT

ATOM

STUDSVIK

VTT

ATOM

STUDSVIK

VTT

..

..

Alpha-factor/
Alpha-factor

Direct assessment/
Alpha-factor

Multiple Greek Letter/
Direct assessment

THERP,HRA Handbook/
HIERP, HRA Handbook

THERP,HRA Handbook/
Mixedc

Operator action tree,
subjective judgement/
Human cognitive relia-
bility, subjective
judgement

Beta/Beta prior
for q,
Gamma prior for A.
Maximum entropy/
Uniform prior and
discretized poster-
ior for q

BetaS/Beta

Dirichlet/Dirichlet

Maximum entropy/
Dirichlet

Log-norma 1/
Log-normal

Log-norma 1/
Mi xed (tabu lar,
log-normal)

Max imum entropy/
Mixed (Uniform,
Weibull, Beta)

aConcerns either final distribution for the element considered or
dhtribution for parameters involved

bApproximated by a log-normal distribution
cPhase 1 distributions from all groups weighted equally
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Frequency (per year)
Reference case

......... .. . -t.. 10.5........................................................................J ..10.6

..........................................................................................10.7

Phase 1 PhaseJ 10.9
SAMPLE.
Log-normal diSt'.,
~-tado' model

SPASM. Beta and
6..ATOM log-normal diStr ..

Alpha-facto, model

SPASM, Dirichlet dist'.. O. STUDSVIK SPASM. Dirichlet distr ..
dinlcl assessment Alpha-facto, model

MONTEC,
Max. entropy dis" ..

MGL-model
(l.vrr MONTEC. Dirichle'dist,.

direct assessment

Figure 4 Reference case (phase 1 and phase 3) results of uncertainty
analysis for sequence TfUX2.
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Frequency (oer year)

Refefence case (phase 3) Sensitivity analysis (Phase 3)
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aaivalions

VTT 10.9

'7. Maxurum
emropy diSfr.
lor indep.
failures

~ • Fai~re prob. of man.
<lepr. oons/anI

o .Faiture prob. of quadnJpl8
CCF oonslanl

o . Failure prob. 01 rec.iproc.
PU"llS constanr

STUDSVIK
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• Marklal depressurization. indial diagnosis
probability variation

• Automate depressurization

o .Unoorrelafed polynomial

~ • ATOM Q • SAMPLE, Iog.normal appro.imalion
SPASM, Beta and lag-normaJ dislr.
Alpha-laclor modet [>
O.STUOSVIK
SPASM, Oiriclllet dislr.. <J
~-laclor modet

O.VTT
MONTee. DiricIlIeI diSfr ..
direct assessment

Figure 6 Reference case (phase 3) and sensitivity analysis (phase 3) results
for sequence TfUX2.

The agreement between the results
obtained by the three groups \&jasmuch
improved in phase 3. Thus, the
e:stimates of the mean for accident
sequence frequency are almost
identical, whi Ie they di ffer'ed in
phase 1 by a factor of 17.7 at most.
The overall uncertainty interval (90'%.)
for the acc ident sequence covers more
than two decades in the best estimate
case for all groups. The main reasons
for the better agre~ment are: a more
realistic representation of the phased
mission oper'ation of MOVs, use of more
relevant time-dependent data for MOVs
and extensive changes of the modelling
of manual depressurization. As an
example, of the impact of these
factors, the sensitivity analysis
carried out by the ATOM-group
(Reference 43) shows that use of the
linear standby failure model for
representation of the phased mission
operation, combined with use of a mor'e
relevant uncertainty distribution for
MOVs, results in a reduction of the

mean of the acc ident sequence
fr'equency by a factor of 4.1, of
standard deviation by a factor of 6.1
and of the 90'%.confidence interval by
a factor of 5.3.

Notable is also the sometimes
sur'prisingly large impact of
"state-of-knowledge" dependences
(which have been taken into account by
all groups by assignment of the same
uncertainty distribution to components
or events belonging to the same
category). Thus, according to the
results obtained by the AT~-group
(Reference 44) in the first phase, use
of the alpha-factor model for
quantification of CCF contributions
and of an uncorrelated uncertainty
po lynomial (1. e. neg lect of the
"state-of-knowledge" dependences)
leads to an underestimation of the
mean value of the accident sequence
frequency by a factor of 4.2. The
corresponding factor is 9.3 when the
MGL method is used. In the best
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estimate phase this factor was reduced
to 1.6 (for the alpha factor method)
due to use of more realistic
distributions for MOVs. The impact of
"state-of-knowledge" dependences is,
however, still significiint. Thus, the
result of a traditional point value
iinalysis may not be repr'esentative for
the uncertainty distribution, This
should be kept in mind when examining
the numerical results of present PSAs
which in many cases are limited to
point value analysis and proper
propa9ation of uncertainties is not
included.

Figure 7 shows some of' the
results of the cmparison of computer
codes for uncertainty analysis. A
common model and data were used by all
groups as input to different codes.
While 3000---4000 realizations were
shown to be sufficient for percentiles
(0.5,5,50,95 and 99.5), the mean value
and standard deviation can change
qui te substomtially even for much
greater sample sizes. This is even
more apparent from supplementary
calculations for sample sizes within
the interval 1000-16000.
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A plausible explanation of the
leap-"like behaviour could be the
presence of more extreme values for
the sequence frequency, the
probability of which increases with
increasing sample sizes. It is
evident that choice of computer code
for uncer'tainty analysis and the
number of realizations will also
influence the numerical PSA results.

In addition, the impact of hIgher
order terms in the uncertainty
polynomial ......as investigated (usually
the uncertainty polynomial is based on
the fir'st moment approximation). In
cases with high degree of dependency
between the cut.-sets and large
uncertainties of important basic
events substantial reductions of the
mean value and standard deviation have
been obtained when usIng the more
exact representation of the problem.

The above examples demonstrate
that the numerical results of a PSA
are not only dependent on the
mode11ing of topics which are subj ect
to large uncertainties but also on the
actual approach to uncer'tainty
analysis,



6. IMPORTANCE OF THE REVIEW PROCESS

All PSAs are traditionally subject
to both internal and external
reviews. In view of the sensitivity
of PSA results to the variety of
assumptions, models and data used and
having in mind the steadily growing
number of completed PSAs being used in
the decision-making process. more
emphasis must be put on the features
of the reviews . Well designed review
will eventually lead to improvements
or even elimination of some of the
existing practical limitations of PSAs
(as opposed to the intrins ic ones
which will always exist). T~ere is
also a related n(?ed to improve
consistency of PSAs both on national
and international levels.

On the national level the Swedish
SUPER-ASAR progroamme (References 3 and
45) is a quite unique example of a
concentrated \:!Ffor't aiming at
improvement of the available

Table 11

plant-specific PSAs. The main
objective of this project was to
separate on the one hand those
discrepancies which reflect
differences in design and operation
O\nd on the other hand those which are
due to differences in modelling
appr'oaches. Reference plant models
developed as a part of this effort are
based on the original PSAs and on
consequent applications of the same
set of assumptions omd method s for
treatment of the most important
elements of PSA. The reference models
cover only internal events, are sti11
not fully consistent and should be
regarded as preliminary. Until now
the referoence models have been
generated for six Swedish BWR plants
(R1. F3, 01, 03, B1/2).

Table 11 shows the changes with
respect to relative contributors to
the core damge frequency resulting
From replacing the base mode ls by the
reference models. "Other IE" includes

Survey of relative contributions to the core damage frequency
for Swedish pl~nts according to base case (BC) PSA models

and reference case (RC) PSA models, respectivelya

Plant

R1
R2
R3/4
FI/2
F3
01
02
03
B1/2

Ini tiating Event

LOCA TI'°ansients Other IE
--------_._---------BC/RC BC/RC BC/RC

3/3 2/2 2/-
3/- 2/- 2/-
-/- -/- -/-
2/- 3/- 2/-
1/1 3/3 2/-
1/3 2/2 3/-
1/- 3/- 2/-
2/1 3/3 2/-
3/3 1/3 2/-

a"l" indicates very low relative contribution to the total core damage
frequency « 1%). "2" corresponds to a moderate contribution (1-10%) and
"3" to a dominant contribution (>10%).
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In the context of guidelines a
set of publicCltions is being prepared
aimed at establi shing a consistent

On the inter'national level the
IAEA supports the PSA activities in
the Member States by e.g. reviewing
the techniques and the PSAs, assisting
in the formulation of gui.delines and
helping to apply such guidelines.
These efforts shouId improve the
overall consistency of PSAs.

The reference models emphasize
the plant-specific issues but at the
same time the available PSAs become
more comparable. This will facilitate
active use of the PSAs in the
decision-making process. The base
studies are now being updated by the
utilities to include those
recommendations of the n~ference
models, which are subject to
consensus. The above described effort
is considered as necessary for
achieving satisfactory consistency of
PSAs in countries where several PSAs
have been performed.

As may be seen a consistent
approach leads in some cases to
radical changes in the risk profile.
Thus for the 01 plant the LOCA
contribution fr'om being very small in
the base case has become dominant in
the reference case. For the 81/2
plants the relative contribution of
transients is as Importomt as LOCAs in
the reference case. Table 11 provides
only a general overview. When
examining the individual dominant
accident sequences for each of the
analyzed plants it is apparent that
for all the plants the relative
importance of the sequences has been
changed and that in many cases new
sequences, not considered, neglected
or insignificant according to the base
studies, are now among the dominant
ones. The main items which are behind
these changes were described in
sections 3 and 4 of the present paper.

Preliminary review of PSA study
documentation.
Compilation of a detailed list of
questions (usually in one week at
IAEA headquarters, Vienna) and
transmission of the questions to
the host Member State.
Miss ion to host Member State to
discuss and receive responses to
questions, to review more
detailed documentation, to

The IPERS missions may be carried
out at different :stages of a PSA. The
advantage of an intermediate review is
that corrective measures for the
deficiencies identified can be taken
in a timely and resourceful manner .

framework for conducting a PSA and for
forms of documentation so as to
facilitate review and utilization of
the results. .The top document
(Reference 2) in this set of
publications e:stablishes the role of
PSA and Probabilistic Safety Criteria
(PSC) in nuclear safety. The
programme is complemented by a number
of n~por.ts on the conduct of PSA
(Reference 46) and on specific topics
such as human error analysis
(Reference 47) and common cuase
failure analysis (Refer'ence 48). All
these documents are planned to be
published in the fall of 1990.

Responding to the needs of Member
States the IAEA has recently initiated
the International Peer Review Services
(IPERS), which bring international
experience into the review process.
Procedures for conducting independent
peer reviews of PSAs have been
developed (Reference 48).

Depending upon the degree of
completion of the PSA study, an IPERS
would generally take at least three
weeks and comprise three to five
experts, each from a different Member
State with an Agency technical officer
leading the review. An IPERS can be
preceded by a pre-IPERS mission to
review the documentation and
translation requirements and prepare a
detailed schedule. The IPERS consists
of four main steps:

RPV and Common Cause
(CCls) of transient

These have not been yet
the reference models.

break of
Initiators
character.
included in
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compile and resolve any further
questions and to write the draft
IPERS report.

Discussion of the findings of the
draft IPERS repur't with the host
authorities before the review
team returons to Vienna to
finalize the report.

The basic disciplines typically
covered in a review inchlde selection
and grouping of initiating events,
~vent tree analyses, systems analyses,
dependency analyses, human reliability
analyses, data analyses, quantifi-
cation and uncertainty propagation and
external event analyses (if these are
included in the PSA). To date five
IPERS missions have been cMrried out:

Gorki (USSR), 1989
Borssele (Netherlands); phase 1,
1989; phase 2, 1990
Guangdong (P.R. China), 1989
Forsmark 1/2 (Sweden), 1990.

Requests for new IPERS have been
obtained from Romania (to take place
1990), Korea (1991) and Netherlands
(1991). Additional missions are being
planned for 1991 and 1992. The
intention is to extend the scope of
IPERS to level 2 and 3 PSA and to
detailed applications of PSAs for
daily safety management.

The national compar'ative reviews
of PSAs such as the Swedi sh one, and
the IPERS mission, suppho!ment each
other to assure that PSAs are properly
conducted so that they can be
meaningfully used and applied. The
limitation of a cOl1lpar'ative review is
that issues not reprEsented in any of
the PSAs being compared are difficult
to identi fy . On the other hand it is
possible to study the pr'oblems at a
very detai led leve 1. The
international experience of the IPERS
team provides good prerequisites for
essential findings not identified in
the national review programme. This
can be achieved in spite of quite
limited resources needed for the IPERS.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Using the Swedish/Nordic
experience as a basis some of the most
critical factors with respect to Level
1 PSA lil1li tat ions have been outlined.
Examples given in the paper clearly
demonsLrate to what extent the
numerical resul ts of PSAs are
sensitive to the sCOP(~and degree of
detail of the PSAs, to basic
assumptions, to the treatment of
special topics such as reliabi li ty
data, deptmdences including cummon
cause fai lures (CCF) and human
interactions. In addition, the actual
approach to the uncertainty aspects
will also impact significantly on the
numerical results. The practical
implication of the above mentioned
issues is that comparison of the
results of differ'ent PSAs (in
particular the numerical ones) is not
straight-forward and that occurr'ence
of extremely low probability values in
the PSAs must be viewed with
scepticism. Whenever such numbers are
used the basis should be thoroughly
documented and supported by at least
detailed qualitative analyses.

The findings reported here, imply
that any comparisons of PSA results
with predefined safety goals/targets
must be done with great caution and
proper attention to the uncertainties
involved. The uncertainties in the
Level 2 PSA are sti 11 larger due to
the importance of unresolved
phenomenological issues.

In the context of scope
limitations the treatment of Common
Cause Initiators (eCls) has bet:!n
identified as extremely important and
in many cases incumplete.. Sti 11 the
deficiencies or lack of systematic CCI
analyses might have quite different
consequences for the PSA results,
depending on the design features of
the plant. Thus, for plants having
extensive inher'ent defensive measures
(e.g. consequent functional and
phys ical separoation ctnd high level uf
redundancy) the potential impact of
such events is expected to be low ur
negligible. For plants where this



type of defenses is less pronounced
the CCls frequently dominate the risk
profile.

The degree of detail can vary
between different PSAs. Of p~rticular
importance is the leve 1 of
decomposition in the logical models of
support systems. Examples of other
important factors include proper
reduction (if needed) of the large
fau 1t tree modeIs, the coverage of
relevant failure modes and the
selection of component groups
susceptible to CCFs.

In the area of human interactions
the scope-related topics wi th
potentially significant impact include
treO\tment of errors of cummis s ion, of
recoveries and systematic
misconfigur~tion of redundant
components.

The influence of some basic
assumptions of PSAs on the results is
extremely case-'speci fic. For the
Swedish plants the discr'epancies found
in the assumptions behind the logical
models for overpressuriLation and
depressurization, reclosure of
pressure relief valves, res idual h(':!at
removal function and the main
feedwater system, leak before br'eak
postulate and back-flush operation,
were identified as most significant.

Due to the importance of CCF- and
human error contributions special
c\ttention must be given to modelling
of these topics. In the area of CCF
treatment the processing of data
involves the major uncertainties, The
resulting differences between
plant-specific estimates are
frequently not motivated in view of
the actual features of different
des igns and operating procedures, A
more consistent approach taking into
account the extent of defensive
measures is possible both with respect
to the trec\tment of dala and use of
methods for quantification of CCF
contribu tions. Two unresolved
problems in this context are the
tre~tment of CCFs in systems with
ultra high level of redundancy (where,
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however, signifcant progress is being
made) and a certain lack of balance in
the boundary conditions of CCF
analysis as applied today.

The boundary cond i t ions of the
human interaction analysis are also
extremely important since small
differences can lead to quite
substantial numerical discrepancies.
Sensitivity analysis is a proven very
efficient tool for identification of
main issues of importance in the human
interaction analysis (this applies
also to CCF analysis). The results of
comparative sens i ti vity studies may
then be used as a basis for
recommendO\tions on more consistent and
balanced approaches.

In the context of reliability
data some problem areas which are nut
eas i ly treated numerically but may be
cons ider'ed as major uncertainty
contributors have been pointed out,
Examples include coverage of testing,
applicability of failure data based on
tests to real d(':!mand situations, and
completeness, coverage and homogeneity
of fai lure n:lpor'ting systems.

The overall impact of the
parametric and modelling uncertainties
on a selected accident sequence has
been evaluated in a reference study.
This work demonstrates that the
resulting uncertainty intervals are
lar'ge omd substantial differences
between the numerical results of
di fferent groups may occur, However,
the evolution of the "best estimate"
results shows that consensus may be
reached on many issues, leading to a
much better numerical agreement. This
is partially due to the process of
le~rning involved and communication of
intermediate results and approaches,
which in a sense plays a role of
external review.

Some features of the uncertainty
analys is have bet:ln shown to have
significant impact on the numerical
results, Among them we may mention:
"state-of-knowledge" dependences,
imprecision of mean values generdted
by Monte Carlo-,based codes for



propagation of uncertainties and
presence of higher order terms in the
uncertainty polynomial. The results
of a traditional point value analysis
may not be representative for the
uncertainty distribution. On the
other hand propagation of
uncer.tainties can lHad to unr'l~alistic
results if distributions which do not
reflect the actual p1ant-speci fie
conditions are being used.

It is important to emphasize that
many of the described limitations are
of practical nature and can be hand led
in a balanced way by available
approaches. However, there is a need
to improve the consistency of PSAs
both on the national and international
levels. This will increase the
credibility of PSAs with respect to
the findings and allow a more
extensive use of PSAs in the daily
safety-related decision making. To
achieve that goal the importance of an
extensive review process must be
emphasi.zed. This paper suggests an
approach based on the detailed
compar'ative review on the national
level (in addition to the internal and
external reviews for each PSA project)
along with bringing the international
experience into the review prOCl~SS by
means of the IPERS missions
coordinated by the Agency. Such
missions can be carried out on
different stages of a PSA project and
show to be very effective from the
point of view of findings, guidance
given and resources expended.
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Future Developments in Probabilistic Safety Assessment
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ABSTRACT

Probabilistic safety assessment (PSA)
has contributed enormously to our under-
standing of nuclear plant safety and our
ability to manage it. To provide a back-
ground for discussing future directions in
PSAs, the major achievements that PSAs
have made to date are highlighted. The
risk contributors identified in PSAs have
provided new perspective on nuclear
safety and expanded the industry focus to
more than the design basis accidents. It
has been recognized that meaningful risk
management must be performed through a
plant-specific analysis. New emphasis on
post-core damage accident management is
also a direct result of PSAs.

The importance of dependent failures
and design diversity has become apparent.
The downside of the separation and inde-
pendence criteria in the safety system
design is realized. The importance of
human responses in recovering from
degraded states of operation, the signif-
icance of external events, and the risk from
shutdown events are recognized. Contain-
ment and containment systems are very
effective in preventing radioactive releases
following core damage accidents. Emer-
gency planning may be unwarranted
beyond some small distance from the point
of release. In addition, the importance of
treating and communicating the uncer-
tainty cannot be overemphasized.

The principal factors that affect the
future direction of PSA include regulatory
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activities; involvement of nuclear plant
owner/operator management; advance-
ments in understanding accident phe-
nomena; advancements in plant hardware,
software, and personnel training; and
upgrading of PSA application packages.

The gains to be made in the general
acceptance and utilization of PSA are
believed to be more in their use as prac-
tical management tools than in any PSA
technology advancements, although such
advancements ar:e important. Two key
issues for PSA to become a fundamental
part of the nuclear plant management
process are

• The development of PSA software pack-
ages that are amenable to quick and
practical responses to management
queries about plant changes in hard-
ware, procedures, personnel, failure
and success data, and software.

• The willingness on the part of nuclear
plant managers to embrace, learn, and
understand the PSA thought process.

Resolution of these issues will be con-
vincing in terms of the practicality of PSA
to assume a prominent role in the manage-
ment decision-making process. On the
other hand, without such a breakthrough it
will be difficult for plant managements and
decision makers to take PSA seriously. It
is the necessary first step towards the
concept sometimes referred to as the plant
risk meter.



INTRODUCTION

Many notable world figures, including
former president Harry S. Truman, have
observed that the only mistakes we make
is the history we didn't read. Stretching
that thought some leads us to believe that
before we consider possible future devel-
opments in PSA, we might be wise to ask
ourselves what have we achieved so far.
The fact is that PSA has contributed tre-
mendously to our understanding of nuclear
plant safety and our ability to manage it.
The PSA way of thinking reaches far
beyond the specific issue of safety. The
top-down, integration, and quantification
aspects of PSA represent an important
concept for engineering facilities of any
kind. Quantitative risk assessment pro-
vides the key component for addressing
the impact of engineered systems on the
environment. Considering that environ-
mental issues are going to be fundamental
to the acceptance of almost all new tech-
nologies in the future, there is little doubt
of the importance of the discipline of PSA.

Prior to highlighting the achievements
of PSA, it should be pointed out that those
delineated below hold no special position
of authenticity. They are merely the
authors' views of some of the major
insights that have been gained by the
application of PSA. They are also preju-
diced, in most cases, by the authors' direct
experience with some 30 nuclear plant
PSAs. Of course, someone else might
have an entirely different set to present.
Hopefully, this paper may motivate
someone to give his or her views on this
same subject. A few such attempts may
indeed result in a more authentic deline-
ation of just what we have learned.
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED FROM PAST
PSAs?

The Role of Small LOCAs and
Transients in the Safety of Nuclear
Power Plants and the Importance
Ranking of Contributors to Risk

Prior to WASH-1400 (Reference 1), the
focus of reactor safety was on large loss of
coolant accidents (LOCA) as the design
basis accident for the licensing and safety
analysis of nuclear power plants. This was
done more out of the fear of the conse-
quences of such an accident than on the
belief that large LOCAs were an important
contributor to risk. In fact, it was not
known with any special insight just how
important to risk it was. The result was
that most of the design, safety analysis
and licensing resources were devoted to
protecting the plants against large LOCAs.
This strategy was very effective in pro-
viding a high degree of safety against such
accidents.

The question is, "What other accidents
might we be concerned about and what
are their relative contributions to risk?"
WASH-1400was the first study to provide a
breakthrough to these questions. With the
design basis approach effectively elimi-
nating large LOCAs as a significant threat
to safety, WASH-1400revealed that the risk
of a major accident from a nuclear plant
was small but that, if it did occur, it most
likely would be initiated by either a small
LOCA or a transient.

From the PSAs performed to date for
pressurized water reactors (PWR), starting
with WASH-1400 and the first major
industry PSAs (References 2 through 4),
the most frequently occurring initiators in
the core damage sequences were small
LOCAs; loss of offsite power; the external
event initiators of earthquakes and fires;
failure of critical support systems such as



service water, ventilation, and component
cooling water; and loss of main feedwater.

For boiling water reactors (BWR), tran-
sients are the dominant initiators in the
core damage sequences. The most visible
transients include loss of feedwater;
turbine trip without bypass; closure of
MSIVs; loss of offsite power; and the
external events of fires and earthquakes.

Of course, the ranked order of initiators
is different for each plant. Furthermore,
different initiators are important for dif-
ferent types of risk. Not only is there a dif-
ference between core damage frequency
contributors and release contributors, but
also there are differences between contrib-
utors to specific health effects. For
example, the interfacing systems LOCA is
an important initiator for releases of radio-
active material and offsite health effects,
yet its contribution to core damage fre-
quency is extremely small.

The impacts of these findings are
several. PSAs provide new perspective on
nuclear safety and expand the industry
focus to more than just the licensing-
oriented design basis accidents. The
ability to rank order contributors to risk
while disclosing that risk is very plant spe-
cific is a major breakthrough for mean-
ingful risk management. Finally, PSA has
put new emphasis on post-core damage
accident management.

The Importance of a Comprehensive
Treatment of Dependent Failures

PSA has provided an integrated and
systematic method for evaluating the reli-
ability and availability performance of plant
systems. The results of these analyses
have indicated that functional and shared
equipment intersystem dependencies; spa-
tially dependent physical interactions;
common cause failures of components of
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the same design, construction, and mainte-
nance; and human action dependencies
constitute important contributors to plant
risk. Their importance to risk partly results
from the fact that extremely low failure
combinations of single events are most
often superseded by dependency condi-
tions of a higher frequency of occurrence.
As such, a comprehensive treatment of
dependencies provides perspective and
context to the results of any risk assess-
ment involving high consequences and low
probabilities.

As the newer plants tend to place more
emphasis on the separation and independ-
ence criteria for the design of safety
system equipment, the importance of
support systems, such as cooling water,
ventilation, electric power, and actuation
signals, and their associated dependencies
have become clearer because of their
widespread impact on the reliability of
engineered safeguards. Without account-
ing for these dependencies, the ranking of.
significant failure combinations and risk
contributors would be very different.

An example of this is the asymmetric
power dependencies among three diesel
generators and three fuel oil transfer
pumps at one plant for which a PSA had
been performed. The net effect of the
asymmetric power loading was to make
one diesel generator dependent on the
status of the other two, and to make the
entire system very sensitive to the status
of one particular diesel generator. This
was identified as the major contributor to
failure of electric power and an important
contributor to core damage frequency. A
modification was proposed to eliminate the
dependency of one diesel generator on the
operability of the other two. The impact of
this proposed design change was to
reduce the frequency of fuel failure by a
factor of 50 to over 100.



The importance of spatially dependent
interactions is best exemplified by the risk
contribution from fires in such areas as
switchgear room, cable spreading room,
and control room.

The Importance of Diversity

As discussed previously, dependent fail-
ures have been shown to be one of the
most important risk contributors. Diversity
in the design and operation of safety
equipment is perhaps the best way to mini-
mize the impact of dependent failures. The
fact that the high pressure coolant
injection and reactor core isolation cooling
systems in BWRs and the turbine-driven
auxiliary feedwater pump in the PWRs do
not require AC power to operate has pro-
vided a diverse method for achieving the
core cooling function. The elimination of
AC power dependency in these systems
during the critical early stages of the acci-
dent has proven to be very effective in mit-
igating various transient events, especially
in the station blackout scenarios.

Another example of the importance of
diversity in reducing dependent failures is
the addition of a third auxiliary feedwater
pump at a PWR plant. The third pump pro-
posed was a motor-operated pump
installed in the turbine building. The other
two pumps were installed in fire and flood
protected rooms. To operate during most
scenarios, these two rooms required
cooling to protect the electronic pump con-
trols. The third pump, because it was not
in such a room, did not require similar
cooling. The independence of this pump
from the cooling system significantly
reduced the overall frequency of severe
core damage. It was clear in this example
that the type and location, not the absolute
number of pumps, were the keys to deter-
mining the risk importance of the auxiliary
feedwater system. In fact, the risk
reduction would have been similar if one
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of the two existing pumps were located so
that it would be independent of the cooling
system.

Finally, the substantial risk reduction
provided by the torus venting as an alter-
nate means of containment heat removal in
some BWRs also demonstrates the impor-
tance of diversity in safety equipment
design.

The Downside of Separation and
Independence of Safety Trains

and Systems

The emphasis in newer plants on safety
system train independence and separation
does not necessarily result in better inte-
grated systems performance with respect
to risk. While these design criteria provide
protection from rare events such as pipe
ruptures, large fires, severe flooding, and
electrical bus faults, extensive application
of these criteria also increases the vulner-
ability of these plants to more frequent
types of transients by eliminating the pos-
sibility of cross-connecting equipment
trains of the same or adjacent units to
bypass failed components.

The "separation and independent"
design criteria, mostly related to satisfying
the "single failure criteria," impact a large
family of mitigating safety systems. They
include service water, component cooling
water, chilled water, ventilation, electric
power, and automatic actuation signals.
For older plants, extensive crosstie capa-
bility has been provided among support
system trains. These support system
crossties give the plant the freedom to use
all of the available equipment to provide
mitigation functions in the event of an acci-
dent. By contrast, in the absence of
crossties, each train of safety equipment is
dependent on the operation of a single
emergency power supply, a single cooling
water source, etc., and the access to alter-



native support equipment during certain
failure scenarios is denied. PSAs have
been shown to be very effective in putting
these different design philosophies into
their proper perspectives.

The Importance of Human Response in
Recovering from Degraded

States of Operation

Human error is one of the most impor-
tant contributors to risk of nuclear power
plants. Generally, this is the result of the
dependence on operator actions for short-
term response to abnormal conditions
coupled with a relatively short time avail-
able to diagnose and take corrective
action. Recent PSAs have put much more
emphasis on the treatment of operator
actions in terms of their effects on risk.
Since it is the objective of PSA models to
be as realistic as possible, it is necessary
to give credit for recovery actions by the
operators. For many scenarios, this tends
to reduce estimates of core melt fre-
quency. In addition to modeling operator
failures to take procedural action, risk
models now also incorporate the likelihood
of operators successfully restoring failed
systems, initiating a system when auto-
matic initiation has failed, or undertaking
other innovative recovery actions (Refer-
ence 5). It is noted that some post-core
damage mitigation actions have also been
considered in NUREG-1150.

Aside from modeling the human cogni-
tive processes, recent human action ana-
lyses also focus on collecting input from
operators, developing an internally con-
sistent ranking of attributes that are impor-
tant to each different group of operator
actions in their respective scenarios, docu-
menting important behavioral influences,
and assessing uncertainty as perceived by
each expert and the variability among
experts (Reference 6). Another technique
that has improved the treatment of oper-
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ator actions involves the use of the simu-
lator. Training simulators have been used
to provide operations personnel with a
realistic simulation of scenarios that are
important to risk for their specific plants.
The results have been fed back into the
risk models to better represent operator
response to accident situations.

The Role of External Events

In the studies that have been per-
formed, it became especially true for older
plants that external events, mostly earth-
quakes and fires, are important contribu-
tors to risk (References 4 and 5). In part,
this is because, for older plants, the safety
equipment, the associated support
systems, and the buildings in which these
components are housed were not designed
and constructed to the same seismic quali-
fication requirements as the newer plants.
Similarly, separation and independence
requirements for fire protection were not
nearly as stringent when the older plants
were designed and constructed.

The other reason for the high contrib-
ution from these external events is the
considerable uncertainty associated with
their occurrence frequency and the struc-
tural and component response to such
events. To date, these uncertainties have
not significantly diminished since, in some
cases, wide differences still exist even
among the experts who assess seismic
risk. An example of this is the difference
in seismic hazard data that were devel-
oped for the central and eastern United
States by the Electric Power Research
Institute and the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.

For the risk contribution of earthquakes
to California plants that are located close
to earthquake faults, it was found that,
while earthquakes are a significant risk
contributor, the associated risk level is still



within the acceptable range (Reference 7).
This may be because equipment and
building structures were upgraded for at
least one plant to a higher earthquake
capacity. In recent years, seismic relay
chatter has also been identified to be a
potential risk contributor because of the
large number of contact points that exist in
a plant and the low fragility for contact
chatter. Based on the duration that a
contact has to be closed for a device to be
actuated and the contact time on which the
qualification test was based and fragility
data developed, there was indication that
the seismic risk due to contact chatter is
not as severe as previously thought.
However, if the chaining effect becomes
significant in the circuits in which contact
chatter may be important, modeling the
relay chatter events would seem to be nec-
essary.

It must be noted that, depending on
plant-specific factors, other external events
such as flooding may also be important
risk contributors.

The Importance of Understanding the
Risk from Shutdown Events

The risk of a potential accident had
been believed to be inherently greater at
power operation than at cold shutdown.
This is primarily supported by the fol-
lowing bases: during cold shutdown, the
decay heat generation rate is lower, the
stored energy in the core and the reactor
coolant system is less, the fission product
inventory is smaller, and a longer time is
available for recovery actions. Recent
experience and PSA analyses (References
8 and 9) have indicated, however, that the
risk of a serious accident that is initiated
during shutdown is not sufficiently small as
to be neglected due to

• The existence of degraded plant config-
uration and a more relaxed set of tech-
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nical specifications for equipment
operability. For example,

- Disabled automatic equipment actu-
ation, PWR mid-loop operation, dry
steam generators, open ReS
boundary, and open containment
equipment hatch.

- Increased component and system
unavailability due to maintenance
that is not allowed by technical spec-
ifications or that is not possible
during power operation.

- Increased potential for misalignments
or other human errors due to more
frequent equipment maneuvering
activities.

- Removal from service of certain
instrumentation and equipment to
prevent adverse effects during shut-
down.

• Lack of emergency procedures and
guidelines for classifying emergency
action levels for shutdown conditions.

It is evident from the analysis of shut-
down risk that operator actions in
response to abnormal shutdown conditions
are very important. Procedures and
training that cover abnormal conditions
and alternative cooling schemes are also
important. In addition, instrumentation
and alarms to provide warning and to
improve operator actions may also be
needed.

The Role of Containment in
Controlling Risk

Until the Zion and Indian Point PSAs, all
core melt scenarios eventually involved
containment failure. These PSAs and
others to follow (References 5 and 10)
made it clear that, for many plants, only a



small percentage of the core melt sce-
narios actually result in early containment
failure. The central basis for this important
finding was a much more detailed analysis
of the capacity of the containments to with-
stand loads. In particular, it was found
that, for most containments, pressure
capacity was two to four times the design
pressure. As a result, the frequencies of
accidents with early overpressurization
and large releases that were calculated in
more recent studies tend to be much lower
than those for core damage.

The significant contributors to early
releases that were identified in the current
vintage of PSAs include interfacing LOCAs
and other bypass events; aircraft crashes
and missiles that penetrate the contain-
ment; shutdown events with the contain-
ment hatch open; and all other initiating
events with containment isolation failure,
pre-existing leaks in the containment, or
loss of containment structural integrity.
The probability of containment failure due
to in-vessel (WASH-1400 (X-mode failure)
and ex-vessel steam explosions have been
shown to be extremely small. Several con-
tainment function challenge scenarios,
such as direct containment heating and
induced steam generator tube rupture, that
were not analyzed in the earlier studies
have also been evaluated recently (Refer-
ences 5 and 11). The results from the
Seabrook analysis indicate that these
events are not important contributors to
loss of containment integrity.

Based on the results and findings of
past PSAs, a number of containment
design enhancements have been consid-
ered. For example, a containment design
improvement that has been approved by
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) is the implementation of a hardened
vent capability for the BWRs with Mark I
containments. To minimize the probability
of drywell liner melt-through for BWR Mark
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I containment, it was recommended to
establish the capability to provide fire
water to the drywell spray sparger. In
addition to the fission product scrubbing
function provided by the drywell spray
operation, the risk of drywell liner melt-
through can also be decreased by the
accumulation of spray water on the drywell
floor. Note that a similar enhancement has
also been considered for PWRs to reduce
core concrete interaction. For contain-
ments with ice condensers, it was pro-
posed to use an uninterruptible power
supply for the hydrogen igniters.

Another containment design concern
that has become apparent is the accident
management considerations to allow water
to reach the reactor cavity following vessel
breach to reduce thermal attack of the
reactor cavity concrete.

Significant progress has been made in
the last few years in understanding the
physical processes that accompany acci-
dent progression. Nevertheless, there are
still many technical issues requiring addi-
tional research. The PSAs should be
guiding the specific research activities. An
increased understanding of the physical
processes that are involved in the accident
progression would generally reduce the
uncertainty associated with the contain-
ment response analysis.

Even with the need to perform more
research to decrease some of the uncer-
tainties, the evidence is extensive that
most melt scenarios will not penetrate the
containment structures that have been
analyzed to date.

The Importance of Evacuation as an
Element of Emergency Response

In the early Level 3 PSAs, it was shown
that the public health risk from nuclear
plant accidents is very small. Further-



more, the results from more recent studies
indicate that even under the assumption of
no immediate protective actions, the risks
of early and latent health effects are very
low in relation to the NRC safety goals and
in reference to any standards of accept-
able level of risk; e.g., WASH-1400 and
NUREG-0396. In view of the very low
absolute levels of risk involved, the total
potential for risk avoidance through pro-
tective actions is extremely small. Of the
very low levels of risk reduction that can
be achieved through evacuation, most of
the risk reduction benefit is realized by an
evacuation to short distances from the site.
In general, 90% to 95% of the early
fatalities and serious injuries resulting
from exposure to the immediate life threat-
ening dose occur within 1 or 2 miles of
the release point.

For the case of latent effects, evacuation
is not an important factor because, based
on the current model used, most long-term
health effects are predicted to occur as a
result of chronic exposure to radiation
deposited on the ground long after the
prompt protective actions have been com-
pleted. The risk of latent health effects is
thus rather insensitive to the specific pro-
tective actions adopted, such as evacu-
ation and sheltering. It was shown in the
Seabrook Station Risk Management and
Emergency Planning Study (Reference 12)
that between 70% and 95% of the risk that
can be avoided through evacuation would
be realized for an evacuation distance
between 1 and 2 miles, respectively. The
extremely small additional risk reduction
that is achieved with evacuation from 2 to
10 miles is matched by sheltering the
same population segment.

The results of a sizing study for the
emergency planning zone of a BWR with
Mark III containment indicated that, given
sufficient warning time, evacuation is most
effective within 1.5 miles. The benefits of
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either sheltering or evacuation are nearly
fully realized at 3.5 miles. The incremental
benefits of extending evacuation from 3.5
miles to 7 miles are very small in relation
to the first 3.5 miles' worth of benefits.
Similar conclusions were also derived in
the analyses performed for the Shoreham
and Calvert Cliffs nuclear power plants.
These results suggest that emergency
planning is unwarranted beyond some
small distance from the point of release.
In particular, they have reinforced the
strategy of possibly no evacuation beyond
the site boundary following a release.

TIle Importance of a Comprehensive
Treatment of Uncertainty

To use PSAs as a tool for decision
making, the full state of knowledge about
risk that was gained throughout the anal-
ysis work must be presented. This
includes not only the portions that have
been clearly determined but also those
that cannot be accounted for with accuracy
since uncertainty is part of the risk. To
express the results of these assessments
without an accompanying statement on the
confidence in these results would therefore
be irresponsible. In particular, using a
measure of the central tendency alone to
represent the frequency of extremely rare
events has little meaning without stating
the confidence levels in these low
numbers. For example, two distinct sce-
narios of severe consequences with iden-
tical mean frequencies of occurrence do
not involve the same amount of risk if
there is a greater confidence in one of the
frequencies. The fact that point value
presentations put the frequency informa-
tion out of context is one of the reasons for
the controversy concerning extremely low
frequencies, e.g., those below 1.0 x 10-6.
They give the event frequency 1.0 x 10-2

the same confidence as 1.0 x 10-12, which,
we know, of course, generally not to be
correct.



Embracing a more general and illumi-
nating framework for presenting very low
frequencies quickly distinguishes different
levels of confidence for different frequen-
cies. The "probability of frequency"
concept (Reference 13) has worked
extremely well in providing this added and
essential contextual information on event
frequencies. Presenting risk information in
the probability of frequency format puts the
emphasis on our state of knowledge about
the events rather than on specific
numbers-a much more healthy and con-
structive position. It is then a matter of
defending that state of knowledge with
appropriate logic and evidence.

To illustrate the evolution of risk anal-
ysis results in general and how important
it is to communicate uncertainty in those
results, consider Figure 1. Curve 1 could
be viewed as the best estimate at what the
risk is without a quantitative risk assess-
ment. Curve 1 could also be viewed as the
result of a limited-scope PSA. It would be

based on known accidents and whatever
safety information was readily available.
Since not all of the detailed information is
examined, not all of the accident scenarios
are identified, and not all of the experience
data are collected, the result is a wide
band of uncertainty: perhaps a factor of
100 between the 5th and 95th percentiles.

Curve 2 represents the same parameter
following a more detailed PSA. This curve
conveys a substantial increase in confi-
dence: perhaps a reduction to a factor of
10 to 30. It represents a much improved
state of knowledge about the risk. It also
shows the central tendency of the risk to
be a much lower number, partly as a result
of the substantial decrease in the width of
the curve, which is a direct result of the
more detailed risk assessment; Le., a
direct result of a stronger knowledge base.
Curve 2 provides a base line for meas-
uring the effect of new information, plant
modifications, an improved risk model, etc.
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Curve 3 is how the core melt frequency
might be affected by a design change or
other modification, such as a change in
procedures. Curve 3 is telling us that we
have decreased the risk somewhat, but
that the slight increase in width of the
curve indicates that we have introduced
some uncertainty. The increase in uncer-
tainty allows for the small possibility that
the modification could make things worse.

Finally, Curve 4 is what a PSA might
indicate as realistically achievable based
on current technology. To arrive at
Curve 4 would require a decision analysis
in addition to a PSA to assess the "realis-
tically achievable" issue; i.e., the cost and
benefits of alternative fixes would have to
be evaluated against the risk reduction
achieved in order to focus on what indeed
is realistic.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The above achievements provide a
background to discussing the future direc-
tion of PSA. The principal factors that can
affect the future direction of PSA are
believed to be the following:

• Regulatory Activities

• Involvement of Nuclear Plant Owner/
Operator Management

• Advancements in Understanding Acci-
dent Phenomena

• Advancements in Plant Hardware, Soft-
ware, and Personnel Training

• Upgrading of PSA Application Packages

Regulatory Activities

The nuclear power industry is very reg-
ulation oriented. Complying with the regu-
lations is a dominant state of mind of the
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industry. There is no doubt that the
biggest single driver of the future of PSA is
the regulatory process. Such a circum-
stance has its advantages and disadvan-
tages.

The advantage is that a very effective
tool can be implemented across the
industry for assessing and managing
nuclear plant safety. It is clear that PSA
has added much insight into the process of
understanding the safety of specific plants
and has provided a logical basis for allo-
cating resources to get the best value for
the safety effort. It is also clear that the
across-the-board implementation of the
PSA thought process has contributed to a
more organized effort on the part of both
the government and industry towards
standardizing the results and applications
of PSA. There is the further advantage of
a greater opportunity for PSA to have a
positive influence on a concerted effort in
nuclear safety research. We are hopeful
that this research will result in the devel-
opment and implementation of a risk-
based accident management program.

The disadvantages of including PSA in
the regulatory process are also evident.
While not in all cases, for most plant oper-
ators, the compliance state of mind takes
over when something becomes a licensing
requirement. This is especially true for the
small operators, that is, those owners and
operators who have only one or two units.
They believe that they can hardly afford to
do anything else. The state of mind
changes from, "What is the risk?" to "Am I
in compliance with the regulations?" It is
clear that the two are very different
questions. When PSAs were utility moti-
vated and not a part of the licensing
process, we believe that there was a
greater focus on the first question, and
that, in general, is a much more healthy
focus.



Another disadvantage relates to the
comprehensiveness of the plant-specific
models. Many of the early PSAs were
much more comprehensive than those that
are a product of the individual plant exam-
ination (IPE) process. The PSAs that pre-
ceded the IPE era made an enormous
contribution to our understanding of risk
because many of them were extensive in
scope and covered all three levels of PSA
modeling: the core damage model, the
source term model, and the health effects
model. The. technology of nuclear safety
benefited immensely from this. Many of
the achievements noted earlier in this
paper are a direct result of those PSAs
that preceded the IPEs.

The question is, "What is best overall for
nuclear plant safety?" The answer is most
likely that it best serves the public to apply
some elements of a good idea to a whole
industry rather than just do a better job on
a few plants. Thus, the adoption of the
PSA idea into the regulatory process cov-
ering all plants, even under conditions of
limited scope, probably best serves the
interests of the public.

Involvement of Nuclear Plant Ownerl
Operator Management

Realizing the full potential of PSA and
PSA-related activities is very dependent on
just how involved the management is in
the overall risk management process. The
potential will certainly not be realized if all
that PSA is used for is to comply with reg-
ulations. On the other hand, managements
that seize the opportunity that PSA offers
to the risk management and quality per-
formance process should receive enor-
mous benefits. Until the PSA is
incorporated into the fundamental
decision-making process governing plant
operations, it falls short of its potential.
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The power of the PSA way of thinking is
that it drives for a quantitative answer to
the question, "What is the risk?" The same
type of thinking can be used to answer
such other questions as, "What is the
cost?" and "What are the benefits?" Thus,
the same thought process that addresses
risk can address other attributes. The
result then becomes quantitative decision
analysis when applied to different alterna-
tives. Such analyses are very powerful
tools for making good decisions that lead
to not only safety and quality but also
responsible economic management. This
type of creative use by plant managers of
PSA would not just benefit the plant; it
would also clearly boost the utility of PSA
and greatly affect its future development.

As a final comment on the plant man-
agement influence on the future of PSA,
reference is made to an earlier paper on
this subject (Reference 14). In particular,
the following observations were made that
are believed to be still applicable for man-
agements to get the full benefit of PSA:

• Senior management of power plant
owners must break away from the com-
pliance state of mind and embrace a
more fundamental and responsible
notion of risk management than can be
provided through regulations alone.

• A more visible commitment needs to be
made by senior management to a mean-
ingful risk management activity that is
not encumbered with day-to-day compli-
ance activities. The plant owners must
be more eager to lead-not wait to "see
what the NRC is going to do."

• There needs to be within the plant
owner's organization a dedicated
champion of the risk model-somebody
who has some real clout with the deci-
sion makers and who is very know-
ledgeable about how his power plant



works. The risk manager must have a
program for deliberate and systematic
application of the risk model and be in
the path of the decision-making process.

• Plant owners must overcome their com-
munication difficulties between different
internal organizations, such as engi-
neering and operations. Operations
MUST embrace, apply, use, and have
some control over the concept of risk
management.

Advancements in Understanding Accident
Phenomena

A better understanding of the physical
processes that are involved during the
progression of an accident is important to
the quality of future risk models and, thus,
their general acceptance. For example,
recent advances in experimental and ana-
lytical investigations into the physical and
chemical processes of radionuclide trans-
port during core melt accidents have pro-
vided a better basis for quantifying the
uncertainty associated with the source
term. Other issues that are associated
with the understanding of accident
progression include:

• Conditions under Which There Is Failure
of Main Coolant Pump Seals

• Arrest of Core Degradation before
Vessel Breach

• Temperature-Induced Failure of the Hot
Leg in High Pressure Sequences in
PWRs

• Basemat Melt-Through of PWR Contain-
ments

• PWR Containment Loads during High-
Pressure Melt Ejection

• Hydrogen Production in the In-Vessel
and Ex-Vessel Phases in PWRs

• Drywell Shell Melt-Through in BWR
Mark I Containments

All of these issues have been recog-
nized by NUREG-1150 as important to the
future development of PSA. The main con-
tribution from increasing our state of know-
ledge about the physical processes noted
above is increased confidence in the risk
models. It is particularly important to
better understand the protection provided
by passive systems, such as vessels, con-
tainment structures, and basemat integrity,
to decrease the uncertainty of the likeli-
hood of a release. These insights will form
the basis for accident management strate-
gies such as severe accident mitigation
procedures, calculational aids, accident
progression monitoring instrumentation,
etc. Such knowledge is also fundamental
to guiding advanced designs of future
nuclear plants.

Advancements in Plant Hardware, Soft-
ware and Personnel Training

The way these advancements affect the
future of PSA is again to make the PSAs
more realistic and accurate represent-
ations of the plants involved; that is, the
uncertainty in the models can be greatly
reduced through improvements in hard-
ware, software, and personnel training.

Hardware changes that can increase
safety and decrease uncertainty, for
example, are those in which accident miti-
gation becomes less dependent on active
systems. Of course, this is the direction
being taken in the advanced designs of
nuclear plants and many of the modifica-
tions of existing plants. Other hardware
changes getting increasing attention
include "bunkered" cooling systems and
backup containment systems such as the
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filtered-vented containment idea. Of
course, in these systems, the trend is
towards passive, rather than active, com-
ponents. None of these systems should be
seriously considered without the use of
PSA to quantify the impact on risk.

There are many other examples of hard-
ware that can influence the quality of
future PSAs. One such example relates to
monitoring and diagnostic equipment for
critical components and subsystems.

The ability to anticipate problems before
accidents are initiated is very important.
Some progress has been made in this
area, but there is opportunity to do much
more. The type of monitoring that may be
involved is the measurement of important
parameters, (temperature, vibration, pres-
sure, radiation, etc.) in critical locations
that signal, in advance, that a problem is
developing or that there is an incipient
failure.

The software opportunities track very
well increased monitoring and diagnostics
capability. Improvements in software
provide not only better real-time informa-
tion on plant conditions but also a tremen-
dous data resource that can greatly
enhance the quality of the PSA.

The main point having to do with
training is the way that PSA can influence
it. The PSAs are extremely valuable for
providing visibility into what can go wrong
at the plant. The key to recovering from a
degraded state of the plant is to under-
stand the context of any operator action
that may be taken. Such information
greatly minimizes the chance of doing the
wrong thing as a result of not under-
standing the proper context of the accident
involved. The scenarios that make up the
risk model should be fundamental to the
training process as they are indeed spe-
cific to the plant involved and represent
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the best possible picture of the nature and
consequences of a degraded plant condi-
tion.

Upgrading of PSA Application Packages

In the past decade, we have seen enor-
mous progress in the development and
application of software packages for
assessing and managing risk. Some of
those packages extend well beyond tools
that just provide logic model structuring
and quantification capabilities. They
include, in addition, full databases
together with all of the algorithms that are
necessary to perform a full treatment of
uncertainty analysis and parameter
updating. Nevertheless, there is still many
opportunities for future developments.

Most of the stand-alone packages are
limited to Level 1 PSAs with the need to
complement the basic models to extend
them to the treatment of external events,
not to mention Level 2 and Level 3 scopes.
There are modules even beyond external
events, Level 2 and Level 3 that have to be
developed before we can say that there
exists a fully integrated risk management
package. One such module relates to
emergency response and accident man-
agement. The capability of performing
cost-benefit (or value-impact) analysis for
various accident management or emer-
gency response strategies is also a very
important part of the decision analysis
tool.

The opportunity exists to develop very
powerful plant-specific risk management
tools that can indeed be the foundation for
meaningful accident management. These
tools will require the modification and inte-
gration of existing software packages as
well as the development of new ones. The
path seems fairly clear on what needs to
be done and how to do it. These
advanced risk management packages



should be able to answer such questions
as not only what is the core damage fre-
quency, what is the likelihood of a release
of different mixes and strengths, and what
are the health and cost effects to the public
but also

• What is the cost as well as the perform-
ance and the safety impact of proposed
plant changes; e.g., hardware, software,
or procedures?

• What is the risk from all causes,
including external events, human errors
of commission, and sabotage?

• What is the best strategy for emergency
response?

• Given a particular accident sequence,
what are the best accident management
options?

To facilitate the utility of the risk man-
agement software packages, they need to
be structured for the specific user
involved. For example, it is possible that
they should be cast into three basic pack-
ages serving such distinct user groups as
risk assessors, risk managers, and those
responsible for accident management and
emergency response. The characterizing
of the software packages, or workstations,
in this manner would most likely be a
major boost to the general acceptance of
PSA in the halls of the decision makers.

CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

If the results of the past are any indi-
cation, then it is clear that PSA has an
important future. To the PSA purist, there
have been some disappointments, but, in
general, the progress has been steady and
encouraging. The disappointments have
come mainly in the form of less-than-
enthusiastic acceptance of the PSA
concept by some owners and operators,
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particularly at high levels of management.
Their tendency to not see the merit of PSA
as a major resource for decision making
and, in some cases, to only see it as a
licensing requirement is probably the
single biggest disappointment to date.

Of course, there are those owners and
operators who have taken the initiative to
push PSA more into the mainstream of
their operations and decision-making
process. It is through their efforts that
much progress has been made and many
of the accomplishments noted above have
occurred. The future of PSA, particularly
as a risk management tool for operators, is
very dependent on that initiative contin-
uing. The key issue is whether we are suc-
cessful in creating a true risk management
state of mind on the part of owners and
operators of nuclear plants or whether
PSA is going to slip almost totally into the
arena of just "compliance" and "licensing."
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